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Preface
Although this third edition follows the same basic style and format as the first and second
editions, the content has been considerably updated and expanded, partly in response to
significant advances in the practice of acoustics and in the associated technology during
the seven years since the second edition and partly in response to improvements,
suggestions and queries raised by various practitioners and students. The emphasis is still
on passive means of noise control but as in the second edition, the book contains a
chapter giving specific consideration to active noise control. This particular chapter has
also been considerably updated and modified since the second edition.
Chapter 1 includes new material discussing practical approaches to noise control and
an expanded discussion of noise control strategies. The section on the speed of sound has
been expanded to include the effect of the compliance of containing boundaries on the
longitudinal wave speed in contained fluids and the discussion of wavelength and
frequency is now better illustrated. A section illustrating how two or more waves of the
same frequency travelling in the same or opposite directions may be combined, thus
leading to the introduction of the concepts of plane and spherical standing waves. A new
section on energy density has been added, the discussion on octave and 1/3 octave band
analysis has been expanded to include the derivation of the band widths and centre
frequencies and the section beating has been expanded to include a mathematical
derivation of the phenomenon for combining waves of slightly different frequency and of
similar or very different amplitudes to produce heavily or lightly modulated beating.
The description of the ear in Chapter 2 has benefited from recent advances in the
understanding of that amazing mechanism. In particular, the roles of the inner and outer
hair cells as well as the efferent and afferent nerve systems have been clarified, as has the
phenomenon of wave propagation and wave stalling on the basilar membrane. Both the
“un-damping” phenomenon and the “half-octave shift” phenomenon are explained with
reference to physical and mathematical models. In addition, the discussion of masking
has been extended and equal loudness contours for octave bands of noise have been
added.
In Chapter 3, the discussion on sound level meters (including taking measurements in
windy conditions) and noise dosimeters has been updated. A section on the measurement
of energy density has been included and the newly developed transducers that directly
measure particle velocity have been introduced.
Chapter 4 has included in it considerable new material defining the various measures
that are used around the world in various standards to quantify noise. A section on how to
implement a hearing conservation program has been included. The discussion of impact
noise dose assessment has been expanded the section on community noise assessment has
been updated to reflect current standards and regulations. The Speech Interference Level
is now properly defined and the discussion of speech interference has been expanded.
Two new sets of noise rating curves (NCB and RNC) have been added and the

calculation of the RC rating of a noise has been clarified. Where appropriate, formulae
have been included that are used to plot the curves.
In Chapter 5, the discussion of the sound power radiated as a result of a force acting
on a vibrating sphere has been extended to include a sphere of finite size. The discussion
of the sound pressure generated by a line source now includes a finite coherent line
source. The discussion of sound propagation outdoors now includes the procedures
described in the most recent ISO standard and includes the estimation of the barrier
effects of trees and buildings in the presence of wind and temperature gradients. A
discussion of shadow zones resulting from wind gradients or negative temperature
gradients and how they may be quantified is also now included as is a discussion of the
interaction between the various excess attenuation effects in outdoor sound propagation.
Chapter 6 is much the same except that references to recent international and ANSI
standards have now been added.
In Chapter 7, the table of absorption coefficients has been revised and checked, two
more equations for calculating reverberation times (Fitzroy and Neubauer) have been
included, the analytical calculation of radiation efficiency for a panel has been updated
and corrected, Noise Reduction Index is now defined, and a large section has been added
on auditorium acoustics.
Chapter 8 has been considerably updated and expanded. A section has been added on
the calculation of the longitudinal wave speed in panel constructions consisting of two
different materials bonded together, the discussion of critical frequency and coincidence
has been expanded, and the discussion on STC has been expanded to include the
calculation of Sound Reduction Index, Impact Insulation Class and Outdoor-Indoor
Transmission Class. In calculating TL, the Davies method for both single and double
panels has been corrected and updated, the Sharp method for double panel walls has been
corrected, the discussion of the effect of staggered studs and panel damping is now
considered explicitly, sandwich panels are now discussed, double and triple glazing has
been included and the table of transmission loss values for common materials has been
updated. In the discussion of enclosures, values of the constant, C, for enclosure internal
conditions has been adjusted to more accurately reflect actual practice. In the barrier
discussion, recent work on analytical representations of the barrier IL curves is presented,
with corrections to account for the wave type and the proximity of the source and
receiver to the barrier. Double barriers are now also included and the ISO standard
approach to barrier insertion loss estimation is discussed in detail.
In Chapter 9, the discussion of orifice impedance has been expanded and revised, with
full inclusion of acoustic resistance and the flow Mach number in all expressions. Both
the end correction and the impedance expressions for perforated plates and single, open
and closed tubes now include the effects of grazing or through flow (open tubes only). An
expression for the impedance of perforated plates, which includes the mass of the solid
part has also been provided. This new expression has been used to provide a more
accurate estimate of the effective mass provided by a perforated sheet used in a duct liner
or dissipative muffler. Expressions for the quality factor of Helmholtz resonators and
quarter-wave tubes are now provided and the design of resonator mufflers is also
discussed. The design procedure for small engine exhausts has been revised and design
curves for dissipative mufflers have been extended to include more commonly used

configurations. The sections on duct break-out noise, attenuation resulting from water
injection and exhaust stack directivity have been thoroughly revised and expanded.
A number of significant improvements and additions have been made to Chapter 10.
These include revision of the discussion on 4-isolator systems, the addition of a section
on two-stage vibration isolation, the expansion of the discussion of Equation (10.20) and
its parameters, the expansion of the discussion on vibration absorbers to include
equations needed for comprehensive analysis and an expansion of the discussion on
constrained layer damping and the effect of mass loading of accelerometers on
lightweight structures.
In Chapter 11 the treatment of noise radiated by control valves for both gas and liquid
flow has again been updated and now includes a more reliable prediction scheme based
on the IEC standard. In addition, the section on transformer noise prediction has been
revised and new sections on the prediction of noise from motor vehicles, trains and
aircraft have been added.
Chapter 12 on active noise control has been revised to reflect the considerable
advances made in recent years in this field.
Appendix A, which used to contain example problems, has been replaced with a
simple derivation of the wave equation and a comprehensive selection of example
problems tailored especially for the book are now available on the internet for no charge
at: http://www.mecheng.adelaide.edu.au/anvc/chansen/enc_problems.pdf
Appendix B has been updated and expanded and Appendices C, D and E from the 2nd
edition have been integrated and revised and labelled as Appendix C. Appendix F from
the 2nd edition is now Appendix D.
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CHAPTER ONE
Fundamentals and Basic Terminology
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• fundamentals and basic terminology of noise control;
• noise-control strategies for new and existing facilities;
• the most effective noise-control solutions;
• the wave equation;
• plane and spherical waves;
• sound intensity;
• units of measurement;
• the concept of sound level;
• frequency analysis and sound spectra;
• adding and subtracting sound levels;
• three kinds of impedance; and
• flow resistance.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
The recognition of noise as a source of annoyance began in antiquity, but the relationship,
sometimes subtle, that may exist between noise and money seems to be a development of
more recent times. For example, the manager of a large wind tunnel once told one of the
authors that in the evening he liked to hear, from the back porch of his home, the steady
hum of his machine 2 km away, for to him the hum meant money. However, to his
neighbours it meant only annoyance and he eventually had to do without his evening
pleasure.
The conflicts of interest associated with noise that arise from the staging of rock
concerts and motor races, or from the operation of airports, are well known. In such cases
the relationship between noise and money is not at all subtle. Clearly, as noise may be the
desired end or an inconsequential by-product of the desired end for one group, and the
bane of another, a need for its control exists. Each group can have what it wants only to
the extent that control is possible.
The recognition of noise as a serious health hazard is a development of modern times.
With modern industry has come noise-induced deafness; amplified music also takes its
toll. While amplified music may give pleasure to many, the excessive noise of much
modern industry probably gives pleasure to very few, or none at all. However, the
relationship between noise and money still exists and cannot be ignored. If paying
people, through compensation payments, to go deaf is little more expensive than
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implementing industrial noise control, then the incentive definitely exists to do nothing,
and hope that decision is not questioned.
A common noise control implementation often takes the form of a barrier.
Unfortunately, controls that take the form of barriers are generally expensive and they
seriously add to immediate costs. The benefits, way off in the future, are only realized
when compensation payments are no longer necessary. From a purely economic point of
view, barrier control is certainly not the optimal answer.
When noise control involves understanding the noise-producing mechanism and
changing it to produce a quieter process, as opposed to the use of a barrier for control, the
unit cost per decibel reduction is of the order of one-tenth of the latter cost. Clearly, the
best controls are those implemented in the original design. It has also been found that
when noise control is considered in the initial design of a new machine, other advantages
manifest themselves, resulting in a better machine overall. These unexpected advantages
then provide the economic incentive for implementation, and noise control becomes an
incidental benefit. Unfortunately, in most industries engineers are seldom in the position
of being able to make fundamental design changes to noisy equipment. They must often
make do with what they are supplied, and learn to apply effective “add-on” noise-control
technology. Such “add-on” measures often prove cumbersome in use and experience has
shown that quite often “add-on” controls are quietly sabotaged by employees who
experience little benefit and find them an impediment to their work.
In the following text, the chapters have been arranged to follow a natural progression,
leading the reader from the basic fundamentals of acoustics through to advanced methods
of noise control. However, each chapter has been written to stand alone, so that those
with some training in noise control or acoustics can use the text as a ready reference. The
emphasis is upon sufficient precision of noise-control design to provide effectiveness at
minimum cost, and means of anticipating and avoiding possible noise problems in new
facilities.
Simplification has been avoided so as not to obscure the basic physics of a problem
and possibly mislead the reader. Where simplifications are necessary, their consequences
are brought to the reader’s attention. Discussion of complex problems has also not been
avoided for the sake of simplicity of presentation. Where the discussion is complex, as
with diffraction around buildings or with ground-plane reflection, results of calculations,
which are sufficient for engineering estimates, are provided. In many cases, procedures
are also provided to enable serious readers to carry out the calculations for themselves.
In writing the equations that appear throughout the text, a consistent set of symbols is
used: these symbols are defined in the glossary of symbols at the end of the text. Where
convenient, the equations are expressed in dimensionless form; otherwise SI units are
implied.
To apply noise-control technology successfully, it is necessary to have a basic
understanding of the physical principles of acoustics and how these may be applied to the
reduction of excessive noise. Chapter 1 has been written with the aim of providing the
basic principles of acoustics in sufficient detail to enable the reader to understand the
applications in the rest of the book.
Chapter 2 is concerned with the ear, as it is the ear and the way that it responds to
sound, which generally determines the need for noise control and criteria for acceptable
minimum levels. The aim of Chapter 2 is to aid in understanding criteria for acceptability,
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which are the subject of Chapter 4. Chapter 3 is devoted to instrumentation, data
collection and data reduction. In summary, Chapters 1 to 4 have been written with the
aim of providing the reader with the means to quantify a noise problem.
Chapter 5 has been written with the aim of providing the reader with the basis for
identifying noise sources and estimating noise levels in the surrounding environment,
while Chapter 6 provides the means for rank ordering sources in terms of emitted sound
power. It is to be noted that the content of Chapters 5 and 6 may be used in either a
predictive mode for new proposed facilities or products or in an analytical mode for
analysis of existing facilities or products to identify and rank order noise sources.
Chapter 7 concerns sound in enclosed spaces and provides means for designing
acoustic treatments and for determining their effectiveness. Chapter 8 includes methods
for calculating the sound transmission loss of partitions and the design of enclosures,
while Chapter 9 is concerned with the design of dissipative and reactive mufflers.
Chapter 10 is about vibration isolation and control, and also gives attention to the
problem of determining when vibration damping will be effective in the control of
emitted noise and when it will be ineffective. The reader’s attention is drawn to the fact
that less vibration does not necessarily mean less noise, especially since vibration
damping is generally expensive.
Chapter 11 provides means for the prediction of noise radiated by many common
noise sources and is largely empirical, but is generally guided by considerations such as
those of Chapter 5.
Chapter 12 shows that noise reduction is possible using active control sources to
provide local areas of reduced noise at the expense of areas of increased noise level (local
cancellation); to alter the impedance presented to an unwanted sound source so that its
sound power output is reduced (global control); or to reflect or absorb incident sound.
The basis for understanding the discussion of active noise control begins in Chapter 5 and
continues in Chapters 6 and 9.
Chapter 13 provides a summary of advanced techniques for the prediction of noise
levels in enclosed spaces.
1.2 NOISE-CONTROL STRATEGIES
Possible strategies for noise control are always more numerous for new facilities and
products than for existing facilities and products. Consequently, it is always more cost
effective to implement noise control at the design stage than to wait for complaints about
a finished facility or product.
In existing facilities, controls may be required in response to specific complaints from
within the work place or from the surrounding community, and excessive noise levels
may be quantified by suitable measurements. In proposed new facilities, possible
complaints must be anticipated, and expected excessive noise levels must be estimated by
some procedure. Often it is not possible to eliminate unwanted noise entirely and more
often to do so is very expensive; thus minimum acceptable levels of noise must be
formulated, and these levels constitute the criteria for acceptability.
Criteria for acceptability are generally established with reference to appropriate
regulations for the work place and community. In addition, for community noise it is
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advisable that at worst, any facility should not increase background (or ambient) noise
levels in a community by more than 5 dB(A) over existing levels without the facility,
irrespective of what local regulations may allow. Note that this 5 dB(A) increase applies
to broadband noise and that clearly distinguishable tones (single frequencies) are less
acceptable.
When dealing with community complaints (predicted or observed) it is wise to be
conservative; that is, to aim for adequate control for the worst case, noting that
community noise levels may vary greatly (±10 dB) about the mean as a result of
atmospheric conditions (wind and temperature gradients and turbulence). It is worth
careful note that complainants tend to be more conscious of a noise after making a
complaint and thus subconsciously tend to listen for it. Thus, even after considerable
noise reduction may have been achieved and regulations satisfied, complaints may
continue. Clearly, it is better to avoid complaints in the first place and thus yet another
argument supporting the assertion of cost effectiveness in the design stage is provided.
In both existing and proposed new facilities and products an important part of the
process will be to identify noise sources and to rank order them in terms of contributions
to excessive noise. When the requirements for noise control have been quantified, and
sources identified and ranked, it is possible to consider various options for control and
finally to determine the cost effectiveness of the various options. As was mentioned
earlier, the cost of enclosing a noise source is generally much greater than modifying the
source or process producing the noise. Thus an argument, based upon cost effectiveness,
is provided for extending the process of source identification to specific sources on a
particular item of equipment and rank ordering these contributions to the limits of
practicality.
Community noise level predictions and calculations of the effects of noise control are
generally carried out in octave frequency bands. Current models for prediction are not
sufficiently accurate to allow finer frequency resolution and less fine frequency
resolution does not allow proper account of frequency-dependent effects. Generally,
octave band analysis provides a satisfactory compromise between too much and too little
detail. Where greater spectrum detail is required, one-third octave band analysis is often
sufficient.
If complaints arise from the work place, then regulations should be satisfied, but to
minimize hearing damage compensation claims, the goal of any noise-control program
should be to reach a level of no more than 85 dB(A). Criteria for other situations in the
work place are discussed in Chapter 4. Measurements and calculations are generally
carried out in standardized octave or one-third octave bands, but particular care must be
given to the identification of any tones that may be present, as these must be treated
separately.
More details on noise control measures can be found in the remainder of this text and
also in ISO 11690/2 (1996).
Any noise problem may be described in terms of a sound source, a transmission path
and a receiver, and noise control may take the form of altering any one or all of these
elements. When considered in terms of cost effectiveness and acceptability, experience
puts modification of the source well ahead of either modification of the transmission path
or the receiver. On the other hand, in existing facilities the last two may be the only
feasible options.
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1.2.1 Sound Source Modification
Modification of the energy source to reduce the noise generated often provides the best
means of noise control. For example, where impacts are involved, as in punch presses,
any reduction of the peak impact force (even at the expense of the force acting over a
longer time period) will dramatically reduce the noise generated. Generally, when a
choice between various mechanical processes is possible to accomplish a given task, the
best choice, from the point of view of minimum noise, will be the process that minimizes
the time rate of change of force or jerk (time rate of change of acceleration).
Alternatively, when the process is aerodynamic a similar principle applies; that is, the
process that minimizes pressure gradients will produce minimum noise. In general,
whether a process is mechanical or fluid mechanical, minimum rate of change of force is
associated with minimum noise.
Mechanical shock between solids should be minimized; for example, impact noise
may be generated by parts falling into metal bins and the height that the parts fall could
be reduced by using an adjustable height collector (see Figure 1.1a) or the collector could
be lined with conveyor belt material. Alternatively the collector could have rubber flaps
installed to break the fall of the parts (see Figure 1.1b).
The control of noise at its source may involve maintenance, substitution of materials,
substitution of equipment or parts of equipment, specification of quiet equipment,
substitution of processes, substitution of mechanical power generation and transmission
equipment, change of work methods, reduction of vibration of large structures such as
plates, beams, etc. or reduction of noise resulting from fluid flow.
Maintenance includes balancing moving parts, replacement or adjustment of worn or
loose parts, modifying parts to prevent rattles and ringing, lubrication of moving parts
and use of properly shaped and sharpened cutting tools.
Substitution of materials includes replacing metal with plastic, a good example being
the replacement of steel sprockets in chain drives with sprockets made from flexible
polyamide plastics.
Substitution of equipment includes use of electric tools rather than pneumatic tools
(e.g. hand tools), use of stepped dies rather than single-operation dies, use of rotating
shears rather than square shears, use of hydraulic rather than mechanical presses, use of
presses rather than hammers and use of belt conveyors rather than roller conveyors.
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Figure 1.1 Impact noise reduction: (a)
variable height collector; (b)
interrupted fall.
Substitution of parts of equipment includes modification of gear teeth, by replacing spur
gears with helical gears—generally resulting in 10 dB of noise reduction, replacement of
straight edged cutters with spiral cutters (for example, in wood working machines a 10
dB(A) reduction may be achieved), replacement of gear drives with belt drives,
replacement of metal gears with plastic gears (beware of additional maintenance
problems) and replacement of steel or solid wheels with pneumatic tyres.
Substitution of processes includes using mechanical ejectors rather than pneumatic
ejectors, hot rather than cold working, pressing rather than rolling or forging, welding or
squeeze rivetting rather than impact rivetting, use of cutting fluid in machining processes,
changing from impact action (e.g. hammering a metal bar) to progressive pressure action
(e.g. bending a metal bar with pliers), replacement of circular saw blades with damped
blades and replacement of mechanical limit stops with micro-switches.
Substitution of mechanical power generation and transmission equipment includes use
of electric motors rather than internal combustion engines or gas turbines, or the use of
belts or hydraulic power transmissions rather than gear boxes.
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Change of work methods includes replacing ball machines with selective demolition in
building demolition, replacing pneumatic tools by changing manufacturing methods, such
as moulding holes in concrete rather than cutting after production of the concrete
component, use of remote control of noisy equipment such as pneumatic tools, separating
noisy workers in time, but keeping noisy operations in the same area, separating noisy
operations from non-noisy processes. Changing work methods may also involve selecting
the slowest machine speed appropriate for a job (selecting large, slow machines rather
than smaller, faster ones), minimizing the width of tools in contact with the workpiece (2
dB(A) reduction for each halving of tool width) and minimizing protruding parts of
cutting tools.
Reductions of noise resulting from the resonant vibration of structures (plates, beams,
etc.) may be achieved by ensuring that machine rotational speeds do not coincide with
resonance frequencies of the supporting structure, and if they do, in some cases it is
possible to change the stiffness or mass of the supporting structure to change its
resonance frequencies (increasing stiffness increases resonance frequencies and
increasing the mass reduces resonance frequencies). In large structures, such as a roof or
ceiling, attempts to change low order resonance frequencies by adding mass or stiffness
may not be practical.
Another means for reducing sound radiation due to structural vibration involves
reducing the acoustic radiation efficiency of the vibrating surface. Examples are the
replacement of a solid panel or machine guard with a woven mesh or perforated panel or
the use of narrower belt drives. Damping a panel can be effective (see Section 10.6) if it
is excited mechanically, but note that if the panel is excited by an acoustic field, damping
will have little or no effect upon its sound radiation. Blocking the transmission of
vibration along a noise radiating structure by the placement of a heavy mass on the
structure close to the original source of the noise can also be effective.
Reduction of noise resulting from fluid flow may involve providing machines with
adequate cooling fins so that noisy fans are no longer needed, using centrifugal rather
than propeller fans, locating fans in smooth, undisturbed air flow, using fan blades
designed using computational fluid dynamics software to minimize turbulence, using
large low speed fans rather than smaller faster ones, minimizing the velocity of fluid flow
and maximizing the cross-section of fluid streams. Fluid flow noise reduction may also
involve reducing the pressure drop across any one component in a fluid flow system,
minimizing fluid turbulence where possible (e.g. avoiding obstructions in the flow),
choosing quiet pumps in hydraulic systems, choosing quiet nozzles for compressed air
systems (see Figure 11.3), isolating pipes carrying the fluid from support structures, using
flexible connectors in pipe systems to control energy travelling in the fluid as well as the
pipe wall and using flexible fabric sections in low pressure air ducts (near the noise
source such as a fan).
Another form of source control is to provide machines with adequate cooling fins so
that noisy fans are no longer needed. In hydraulic systems the choice of pumps, and in
compressed air systems the choice of nozzles, is important.
Other alternatives include minimizing the number of noisy machines running at any
one time, relocating noisy equipment to less sensitive areas or if community noise is a
problem, avoiding running noisy machines at night.
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1.2.2 Control of the Transmission Path
In considering control of the noise path from the source to the receiver some or all of the
following treatments need to be considered: barriers (single walls), partial enclosures or
full equipment enclosures, local enclosures for noisy components on a machine, reactive
or dissipative mufflers (the former for low frequency noise or small exhausts, the latter
for high frequencies or large diameter exhaust outlets), lined ducts or lined plenum
chambers for air-handling systems, vibration isolation of machines from noise-radiating
structures, vibration absorbers and dampers, active noise control and the addition of
sound-absorbing material to reverberant spaces to reduce reflected noise fields.
1.2.3 Modification of the Receiver
In some cases, when all else fails, it may be necessary to apply noise control to the
receiver of the excessive noise. This type of control may involve use of ear-muffs, earplugs or other forms of hearing protection; the enclosure of personnel if this is practical;
moving personnel further from the noise sources; rotating personnel to reduce noise
exposure time; and education and emphasis on public relations for both in-plant and
community noise problems.
Clearly, in the context of treatment of the noise receiver, the latter action is all that
would be effective for a community noise problem, although sometimes it may be less
expensive to purchase complainants’ houses, even at prices well above market value.
1.2.4 Existing Facilities
In existing facilities or products, quantification of the noise problem requires
identification of the noise source or sources, determination of the transmission paths from
the sources to the receivers, rank ordering of the various contributors to the problem and
finally determination of acceptable solutions.
To begin, noise levels must be determined at potentially sensitive locations or at
locations from which the complaints arise. For community noise, these measurements
may not be straightforward, as such noise may be strongly affected by variable weather
conditions and measurements over a representative time period may be required. This is
usually done using remote data logging equipment in addition to periodic manual
measurements.
The next step is to apply acceptable noise level criteria to each location and thus
determine the required noise reductions, generally as a function of octave or one-third
octave frequency bands (see Section 1.8). Noise level criteria are usually set by
regulations and appropriate standards.
Next, the transmission paths by which the noise reaches the place of complaint are
determined. For some cases this step is often obvious. However, cases may occasionally
arise when this step may present some difficulty, but it may be very important in helping
to identify the source of a complaint.
Having identified the possible transmission paths, the next step is to identify
(understand) the noise generation mechanism or mechanisms, as noise control at the
source always gives the best solution. Where the problem is one of occupational noise,
this task is often straightforward. However, where the problem originates from
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complaints about a product or from the surrounding community, this task may prove
difficult. Often noise sources are either vibrating surfaces or unsteady fluid flow (air, gas
or steam). The latter aerodynamic sources are often associated with exhausts. In most
cases, it is worthwhile determining the source of the energy which is causing the structure
or the aerodynamic source to radiate sound, as control may best start there. For a product,
considerable ingenuity may be required to determine the nature and solution to the
problem. In existing facilities and products, altering the noise generating mechanism may
range from too expensive to acceptable and should always be considered as a means for
possible control.
For airborne noise sources, it is important to determine the sound power and
directivity of each to determine their relative contributions to the noise problem. The
radiated sound power and directivity of sources can be determined by reference to the
equipment manufacturer’s data, reference to Chapter 11, or by measurement, using
methods outlined in Chapters 5 and 6. The sound power should be characterized in octave
or one-third octave frequency bands (see Section 1.8) and dominant single frequencies
should be identified. Any background noise contaminating the sound power
measurements must be taken into account (see Section 1.11.5).
Having identified the noise sources and determined their radiated sound power levels,
the next task is to determine the relative contribution of each noise source to the noise
level at each location where the measured noise levels are considered to be excessive. For
a facility involving just a few noise sources this is a relatively straightforward task.
However, for a facility involving tens or hundreds of noise sources, the task of rank
ordering can be intimidating, especially when the locations of complaint are in the
surrounding community. In the latter case, the effect of the ground terrain and surface, air
absorption and the influence of atmospheric conditions must also be taken into account,
as well as the decrease in sound level with distance due to the “spreading out” of the
sound waves.
Commercial computer software is available to assist with the calculation of the
contributions of noise sources to sound levels at sensitive locations in the community or
in the work place. Alternatively, one may write one’s own software (see Chapter 5). In
either case, for an existing facility, measured noise levels can be compared with predicted
levels to validate the calculations. Once the computer model is validated, it is then a
simple matter to investigate various options for control and their cost effectiveness.
In summary, a noise control program for an existing facility includes:
• undertaking an assessment of the current environment where there appears to be a
problem, including the preparation of noise level contours where required;
• establishment of the noise control objectives or criteria to be met;
• identification of noise transmission paths and generation mechanisms;
• rank ordering noise sources contributing to any excessive levels;
• formulating a noise control program and implementation schedule;
• carrying out the program; and
• verifying the achievement of the objectives of the program.
More detail on noise control strategies for existing facilities can be found in ISO 11690/1
(1996).
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1.2.5 Facilities in the Design Stage
In new facilities and products, quantification of the noise problem at the design stage may
range from simple to difficult. At the design stage the problems are the same as for
existing facilities and products; they are identification of the source or sources,
determination of the transmission paths of the noise from the sources to the receivers,
rank ordering of the various contributors to the problem and finally determination of
acceptable solutions. Most importantly, at the design stage the options for noise control
are generally many and may include rejection of the proposed design. Consideration of
the possible need for noise control in the design stage has the very great advantage that an
opportunity is provided to choose a process or processes that may avoid or greatly reduce
the need for noise control. Experience suggests that processes chosen because they make
less noise, often have the additional advantage of being a more efficient process than that
which was originally considered.
The first step for new facilities is to determine the noise criteria for sensitive locations,
which may typically include areas of the surrounding residential community that will be
closest to the planned facility, locations along the boundary of the land owned by the
industrial company responsible for the new facility, and within the facility at locations of
operators of noisy machinery. Again, care must be taken to be conservative where
surrounding communities are concerned so that initial complaints are avoided. It is false
economy to install noise-control measures after complaints are received, for two reasons:
retrofit control is much more expensive and more control will be needed to stop the
complaints once they begin.
In consideration of possible community noise problems following establishment of
acceptable noise criteria at sensitive locations, the next step may be to develop a
computer model or to use an existing commercial software package to estimate expected
noise levels (in octave frequency bands) at the sensitive locations, based on machinery
sound power level and directivity information (the latter may not always be available),
and outdoor sound propagation prediction procedures. Previous experience or the local
weather bureau can provide expected ranges in atmospheric weather conditions (wind
and temperature gradients and turbulence levels) so that a likely range and worst case
sound levels can be predicted for each community location. When directivity information
is not available, it is generally assumed that the source radiates uniformly in all
directions.
If the estimated noise levels at any sensitive location exceed the established criteria,
then the equipment contributing most to the excess levels should be targeted for noise
control, which could take the form of:
• specifying lower equipment noise levels to the equipment manufacturer;
• including noise-control fixtures (mufflers, barriers, enclosures, or factory walls with a
higher sound transmission loss) in the factory design; or
• rearrangement and careful planning of buildings and equipment within them.
Sufficient noise control should be specified to leave no doubt that the noise criteria will
be met at every sensitive location. Saving money at this stage is not cost effective. If
predicting noise levels with sufficient accuracy proves difficult, it may be helpful to make
measurements on a similar existing facility or product.
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More detail on noise control strategies and noise prediction for facilities at the design
stage can be found in ISO 11690/3 (1997).
1.2.6 Airborne Versus Structure-borne Noise
Very often in existing facilities it is relatively straightforward to track down the original
source(s) of the noise, but it can sometimes be difficult to determine how the noise
propagates from its source to a receiver. A classic example of this type of problem is
associated with noise on board ships. When excessive noise (usually associated with the
ship’s engines) is experienced in a cabin close to the engine room (or in some cases far
from the engine room), or on the deck above the engine room, it is necessary to determine
how the noise propagates from the engine. If the problem arises from airborne noise
passing through the deck or bulkheads, then a solution may include one or more of the
following: enclosing the engine, adding sound-absorbing material to the engine room,
increasing the sound transmission loss of the deck or bulkhead by using double wall
constructions or replacing the engine exhaust muffler.
On the other hand, if the noise problem is caused by the engine exciting the hull into
vibration through its mounts or through other rigid connections between the engine and
the hull (for example, bolting the muffler to the engine and hull), then an entirely
different approach would be required. In this latter case it would be the mechanically
excited deck, hull and bulkhead vibrations which would be responsible for the unwanted
noise. The solution would be to vibration isolate the engine (perhaps through a wellconstructed floating platform) or any items such as mufflers from the surrounding
structure. In some cases, standard engine vibration isolation mounts designed especially
for a marine environment can be used.
As both types of control are expensive, it is important to determine conclusively and in
advance the sound transmission path. The simplest way to do this is to measure the noise
levels in octave frequency bands at a number of locations in the engine room with the
engine running, and also at locations in the ship where the noise is excessive. Then the
engine should be shut down and a loudspeaker placed in the engine room and driven so
that it produces noise levels in the engine room sufficiently high for them to be readily
detected at the locations where noise reduction is required.
Usually an octave band filter is used with the speaker so that only noise in the octave
band of interest at any one time is generated. This aids both in generating sufficient level
and in detection. The noise level data measured throughout the ship with just the
loudspeaker operating should be increased by the difference between the engine room
levels with the speaker as source and with the engine as source, to give corrected levels
for comparison with levels measured with the engine running. In many cases, it will be
necessary for the loudspeaker system to produce noise of similar level to that produced
by the engine to ensure that measurements made elsewhere on the ship are above the
background noise. In some cases, this may be difficult to achieve in practice with
loudspeakers. The most suitable noise input to the speaker is a recording of the engine
noise, but in some cases a white noise generator may be acceptable. If the corrected noise
levels in the spaces of concern with the speaker excited are substantially less than those
with the engine running, then it is clear that engine isolation is the first noise control
which should be implemented. In this case, the best control that could be expected from
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engine isolation would be the difference in corrected noise level with the speaker excited
and noise level with the engine running.
If the corrected noise levels in the spaces of concern with the speaker excited are
similar to those measured with the engine running, then acoustic noise transmission is the
likely path, although structure-borne noise may also be important, but at a slightly lower
level. In this case, the treatment to minimize airborne noise should be undertaken and
after treatment, the speaker test should be repeated to determine if the treatment has been
effective and to determine if structure-borne noise has subsequently become the problem.
Another example of the importance of determining the noise transmission path is
demonstrated in the solution to an intense tonal noise problem in the cockpit of a fighter
aircraft, which was thought to be due to a pump, as the frequency of the tone
corresponded to a multiple of the pump rotational speed. Much fruitless effort was
expended to determine the sound transmission path until it was shown that the source was
the broadband aerodynamic noise at the air-conditioning outlet into the cockpit and the
reason for the tonal quality was because the cockpit responded modally. The frequency of
strong cockpit resonance coincided with the multiple of the rotational speed of the pump
but was unrelated. In this case the obvious lack of any reasonable transmission path led to
an alternative hypothesis and a solution.
1.3 ACOUSTIC FIELD VARIABLES AND THE WAVE
EQUATION
1.3.1 Variables
Sound is the sensation produced at the ear by very small pressure fluctuations in the air.
The fluctuations in the surrounding air constitute a sound field. These pressure
fluctuations are usually caused by a solid vibrating surface, but may be generated in other
ways; for example, by the turbulent mixing of air masses in a jet exhaust. Saw teeth in
high-speed motion (60 ms−1) produce a very loud broadband noise of aerodynamic origin,
which has nothing to do with vibration of the blade. As the disturbance that produces the
sensation of sound may propagate from the source to the ear through any elastic medium,
the concept of a sound field will be extended to include structure-borne as well as
airborne vibrations. A sound field is described as a perturbation of steady-state variables,
which describe a medium through which sound is transmitted.
For a fluid, expressions for the pressure, particle velocity, temperature and density
may be written in terms of the steady-state (mean values) and the variable (perturbation)
values as follows, where the variables printed in bold type are vector quantities:
Pressure:

Ptot=P+p(r, t) (Pa)

Velocity:

Utot=U+u(r, t) (m/s)

Temperature:

Ttot=T+r(r, t) (°C)

Density:

ρtot=ρ+σ(r, t) (kg/m3)

Pressure, temperature and density are familiar scalar quantities that do not require
discussion. However, explanation is required for the particle velocity u(r, t) and the
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vector equation involving it, identified above by the word “velocity”. The notion of
particle velocity is based upon the assumption of a continuous rather than a molecular
medium. “Particle” refers to a small bit of the assumed continuous medium and not to the
molecules of the medium. Thus, even though the actual motion associated with the
passage of an acoustic disturbance through the conducting medium, such as air at high
frequencies, may be of the order of the molecular motion, the particle velocity describes a
macroscopic average motion superimposed upon the inherent Brownian motion of the
medium. In the case of a convected medium moving with a mean velocity U, which itself
may be a function of the position vector r and time t, the particle velocity
associated with the passage of an acoustic disturbance may be thought of as adding to the
mean velocity to give the total velocity. Combustion instability provides a notorious
example.
Any variable could be chosen for the description of a sound field, but it is easiest to
measure pressure in a fluid and strain, or more generally acceleration, in a solid.
Consequently, these are the variables usually considered. These choices have the
additional advantage of providing a scalar description of the sound field from which all
other variables may be derived. For example, the particle velocity is important for the
determination of sound intensity, but it is a vector quantity and would require three
measurements as opposed to one for pressure. Additionally, the particle velocity is often
too small to be measured directly by any practical means, although it can be inferred from
acoustic pressure measurements. In solids, similar arguments can generally be provided
for the measurement of acceleration, especially in thin panels, although strain might be
preferred as the measured variable in some special cases.
1.3.2 The Acoustic Field
In the previous section, the concept of sound field was introduced and extended to
include structure-borne as well as airborne disturbances, with the implicit assumption that
a disturbance initiated at a source will propagate with finite speed to a receiver. It will be
of interest to consider the nature of the disturbance and the speed with which it
propagates. To begin, it should be understood that the small perturbations of the acoustic
field may always be described as the sum of cyclic disturbances of appropriate
frequencies, amplitudes and relative phases. In a fluid, a sound field will be manifested
by variations in local pressure of generally very small amplitude with associated
variations in density, displacement, particle velocity and temperature. Thus in a fluid, a
small compression, perhaps followed by a compensating rarefaction, may propagate away
from a source as a sound wave. The associated particle velocity lies parallel to the
direction of propagation of the disturbance, the local particle displacement being first in
the direction of propagation, then reversing to return the particle to its initial position
after passage of the disturbance. A compressional or longitudinal wave has been
described.
The viscosity of the fluids of interest in this text is sufficiently small for shear forces
to play a very small part in the propagation of acoustic disturbances. For example, a solid
surface, vibrating in its plane without any normal component of motion, will produce
shear waves in which the local particle displacement is parallel to the exciting surface,
but normal to the direction of propagation of the disturbance. However, such motion is
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always confined to a very narrow region near to the vibrating surface. Alternatively, a
compressional wave propagating parallel to a solid surface will give rise to a similar type
of disturbance at the fixed boundary, but again the shear wave will be confined to a very
thin viscous boundary layer. Temperature variations associated with the passage of an
acoustic disturbance through a gas next to a solid boundary, which is characterized by a
very much greater thermal capacity, will likewise give rise to a thermal wave propagating
into the boundary; but again, as with the shear wave, the thermal wave will be confined to
a very thin thermal boundary layer of the same order of size as the viscous boundary
layer. Such viscous and thermal effects, generally referred to as the acoustic boundary
layer, are usually negligible for energy transport, and are generally neglected, except in
the analysis of sound propagation in tubes and porous media, where they provide the
energy dissipation mechanisms.
It has been shown that sound propagates in liquids and gases predominantly as
longitudinal compressional waves; shear and thermal waves play no significant part. In
solids, however, the situation is much more complicated, as shear stresses are readily
supported. Not only are longitudinal waves possible, but so are transverse shear and
torsional waves. In addition, the types of waves that propagate in solids strongly depend
upon boundary conditions. In thin plates for example, bending waves, which are really a
mixture of longitudinal and shear waves, predominate, with important consequences for
acoustics and noise control. Bending waves are of importance in the consideration of
sound radiation from extended surfaces, and the transmission of sound from one space to
another through an intervening partition.
1.3.3 Magnitudes
The minimum acoustic pressure audible to the young human ear judged to be in good
health, and unsullied by too much exposure to excessively loud music, is approximately
20×10−6 Pa, or 2×10−10 atmospheres (since one atmosphere equals 101.3×103 Pa). The
minimum audible level occurs at about 4000 Hz and is a physical limit; lower sound
pressure levels would be swamped by thermal noise due to molecular motion in air.
For the normal human ear, pain is experienced at sound pressures of the order of 60 Pa
or 6×10−4 atmospheres. Evidently, acoustic pressures ordinarily are quite small
fluctuations about the mean.
1.3.4 The Speed of Sound
Sound is conducted to the ear by longitudinal waves travelling through the surrounding
medium. Consequently, it is customary to refer to longitudinal waves as sound waves for
which the associated particle motion in the transmitting medium is parallel to the
direction of wave propagation. In general, the medium surrounding the ear will be air and
sometimes water but sound energy may be transported by all gases, fluids and solids.
Consequently, the speed of travel of sound waves has been generalized to mean the speed
of travel of longitudinal waves propagating through any medium. For example, the speed
of sound waves travelling in plasma has provided information about the sun’s interior.
The concept of an “unbounded medium” will be introduced as a convenient
idealization. In practice, the term unbounded medium has the meaning that longitudinal
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wave propagation may be considered sufficiently remote from the influence of any
boundaries that such influence may be neglected. The concept of unbounded medium is
referred to generally as “free field” and this alternative expression will be used where
appropriated in this text.
The speed of propagation of longitudinal waves in any conducting medium (solid,
liquid or gas) is generally independent of the frequency of the disturbance, dependent on
the stiffness, D, and density, ρ, of the medium and takes the following general form:
(1.1)
The effects of boundaries on longitudinal wave speed will now be considered but with an
important simplification. The discussion will not include boundaries between solids,
which is generally a seismic wave propagation problem not ordinarily encountered in
noise control problems. Only propagation at boundaries between solids and fluids and
between fluids, as they affect longitudinal wave propagation, will be discussed.
At boundaries between solids and gases the characteristic impedance (see Section
1.12) mismatch is generally so great that the effect of the gas on wave propagation in the
solid may be neglected; the gas in such cases could be considered to be a simple vacuum.
In solids, the effect of boundaries is to relieve stresses in the medium at the
unsupported boundary faces as a result of expansion at the boundaries normal to the
direction of compression. Well removed from boundaries, such expansion is not possible
and in a solid free field the medium is very stiff.
For longitudinal wave propagation in solids, the stiffness D will depend upon the ratio
of the dimensions of the solid to the wavelength of the propagating longitudinal wave.
, where h is a
The criterion proposed for determining D is satisfaction of
dimension and ƒ is the frequency of the propagating wave. If no dimension of the solid
satisfies this criterion then the medium may be treated as an unbounded threedimensional solid and the stiffness Ds is related to the more familiar Young’s modulus, E,
and Poisson’s ratio, ν, by Ds=E(1–v)/[(1+v)(1–2v,)]. For a material for which Poisson’s
ratio is equal to 0.3, Ds=1.346E. If one dimension satisfies the criterion then the medium
may be treated as an unbounded thin plate and the stiffness Dp=E/(1–v2). For a material
for which Poisson’s ratio is equal to 0.3, DP=1.346E. If two dimensions satisfy the
criterion then the medium may be considered as a thin rod and D=E. This latter result
constitutes the definition of Young’s modulus of elasticity.
For fluids, the stiffness, DF, is the bulk modulus or the reciprocal of the more familiar
compressibility. For example, for liquids and gases:
DF=−V(∂V/∂P)−1=ρ(∂P/∂ρ) (Pa)
(1.2a,b)
In Equation (1.2), V is a unit volume and ∂V/∂P is the incremental change in volume
associated with an incremental change in static pressure P.
The effect of boundaries on the longitudinal wave speed in fluids will now be
considered. For fluids (gases and liquids) in pipes at frequencies below the first higher
mode cut-on (see Section 9.8.3.2), where only plane waves propagate, the close
proximity of the wall of the pipe to the fluid within may have a very strong effect in
decreasing the medium stiffness. The stiffness of a fluid in a pipe, tube or more generally,
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a conduit, will be written as DC. The difference between DF and DC represents the effect
of the pipe wall on the stiffness of the contained fluid. This effect will depend upon the
ratio of the pipe radius, R, to wall thickness, t, as well as the ratio of the fluid stiffness,
DF, to the Young’s modulus, EW, of the pipe wall. The expression for the stiffness, DC, of
a fluid in a conduit follows:
(1.3)

The compliance of a pipe wall will tend to increase the effective compressibility of the
fluid and thus decrease the speed of longitudinal wave propagation in pipes. Generally,
the effect will be small for gases, but for water in plastic pipes, the effect may be large. In
liquids, the effect may range from negligible in heavy-walled, small-diameter pipes to
large in large-diameter conduits.
For fluids (liquids, gases) the ratio, DF/EW, at the wall of a pipe is generally much less
than 1 and in this case the boundary will have little effect upon the fluid stiffness.
However, as the ratio of pipe radius, R, to wall thickness, t, is always greater than 1, the
ratio, R/t, also determines whether wall compliance is important in fluids. It is to be noted
that the ratio DF/EW is very much smaller for gases than for liquids. Consequently, the
wall radius to thickness ratio, R/t, has a greater effect on liquid stiffness than on gas
stiffness. For the case of gases, where the ratio, DF/EW at the wall is much smaller than
for liquids, the ratio of pipe radius to wall thickness, R/t, also must be considered. If this
ratio is large, the fluid stiffness, DC, may be reduced greatly from its free field value, DF.
In summary, the compliance of a pipe wall will tend to increase the effective
compressibility of a fluid and thus to decrease the speed of longitudinal wave propagation
in pipes, tubes and conduits. In liquids, the effect may range from negligible in heavywalled, small-diameter pipes to large in large-diameter, thin-walled pipes. Generally, the
effect will be small for gases, but for water in plastic pipes the effect may be very large.
For fluids (gases and liquids), thermal conductivity and viscosity are two other
mechanisms, besides chemical processes, by which fluids may interact with boundaries.
Generally, thermal conductivity and viscosity in fluids are very small, and such
acoustical effects as may arise from them are only of importance very close to boundaries
and in consideration of damping mechanisms. Where a boundary is at the interface
between fluids or between fluids and a solid, the effects may be large, but as such effects
are often confined to a very thin layer at the boundary, they are commonly neglected.
Variations in pressure are associated with variations in temperature as well as density;
thus, heat conduction during the passage of an acoustic wave is important. In gases, for
acoustic waves at frequencies well into the ultrasonic frequency range, the associated
gradients are so small that pressure fluctuations may be considered to be essentially
adiabatic; that is, no sensible heat transfer takes place between adjacent gas particles and,
to a very good approximation, the process is reversible. However, at very high
frequencies, and in porous media at low frequencies, the compression process tends to be
isothermal. In the latter cases heat transfer tends to be complete and in phase with the
compression.
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For gases, use of Equations (1.1) and (1.2), the equation for adiabatic compression
(which gives D=γP) and the equation of state for gases, gives the following for the speed
of sound:
(1.4a,b)
where γ is the ratio of specific heats (1.40 for air), T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin
(°K), R is the universal gas constant which has the value 8.314 Jmol−1 °K−1, and M is the
molecular weight, which for air is 0.029 kg mol−1. Equations (1.1), (1.3) and (1.4) are
derived in many standard texts: for example Morse (1948); Pierce (1981); Kinsler et al.
(1982).
For gases, the speed of sound depends upon the temperature of the gas through which
the acoustic wave propagates. For sound propagating in air at audio frequencies, the
process is adiabatic. In this case, for temperature, T, in degrees Celsius (and not greatly
different from 20°C), the speed of sound may be calculated to three significant figures
using the following approximation.
c=332+0.6T (m/s)
(1.5)
For calculations in this text, unless otherwise stated, a temperature of 20°C for air will be
assumed, resulting in a speed of sound of 343 m/s and an air density of 1.206 kg/m3 at sea
level, thus giving ρc=414. Some representative speeds of sound are given in Appendix B.
1.3.5 Dispersion
The speed of sound wave propagation as given by Equation (1.1) is quite general and
permits the possibility that the stiffness, D, may either be constant or a function of
frequency. For the cases considered thus far, it has been assumed that the stiffness, D, is
constant, with the consequence that all associated waves of whatever frequency will
travel at the same speed and thus propagate without dispersion.
On the other hand, there are many cases where the stiffness, D, is a function of
frequency and in such cases the associated wave speed will also be a function of
frequency. A familiar example is that of the ocean wave, the speed of which is dependent
upon the ocean depth. As a wave advances into shallow water its higher frequency
components travel faster than its lower frequency components. In the case of an ocean
swell produced by an earthquake deep under the ocean the excitement on the coast of a
Sunami is the result.
In Chapter 8, bending waves are considered. These waves are a combination of
longitudinal and shear waves and are associated with sound transmission through and
sound radiation from panels. Unlike longitudinal waves, the speed of these waves
depends upon the frequency of the disturbance (that is, they are dispersive) and the
particle motion associated with them is normal to the direction of propagation, whereas
for longitudinal waves, it is in the same direction.
In liquids and gases, dispersive propagation is observed above the audio frequency
range at ultrasonic frequencies where relaxation effects are encountered. Such effects
make longitudinal wave propagation frequency dependent and consequently dispersive.
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Dispersive sound effects have been used to investigate the chemical kinetics of
dissociation in liquids. Although not strictly dispersive, the speed of propagation of
longitudinal waves associated with higher order modes in ducts is an example of a case
where the effective wave speed along the duct axis is frequency dependent. However, this
is because the number of reflections of the wave from the duct wall per unit axial length
is frequency dependent, rather than the speed of propagation of the wave through the
medium in the duct.
When an acoustic disturbance is produced, some work must be done on the conducting
medium to produce the disturbance. Furthermore, as the disturbance propagates, as must
be apparent, energy stored in the field is convected with the advancing disturbance. When
the wave propagation is non-dispersive, the energy of the disturbance propagates with the
speed of sound; that is, with the phase speed of the longitudinal compressional waves. On
the other hand, when propagation is dispersive, the frequency components of the
disturbance all propagate with different phase speeds; the energy of the disturbance,
however, propagates with the group speed. Thus in the case of dispersive propagation,
one might imagine a disturbance which changes its shape as it advances, while at the
same time maintaining a group identity, and travelling at a group speed different from
that of any of its frequency components. The group speed is defined later in Equation
(1.29).
1.3.6 Acoustic Potential Function and the Wave Equation
The hydrodynamic equations, from which the equations governing acoustic phenomena
derive, are, in general, quite complicated, and well beyond solution in closed form.
Fortunately, acoustic phenomena are associated with very small perturbations. Thus, it is
possible to greatly simplify the governing equations to obtain the relatively simple
equations of acoustics. The equations are said to have been linearized, and the
phenomena described are referred to as linear acoustics. However, situations may readily
arise in which the simplifications of linear acoustics are inappropriate; the associated
phenomenon is then referred to as nonlinear. For example, a sound wave incident upon a
perforated plate may suffer large energy dissipation due to nonlinear effects under special
circumstances. Convection of sound through or across a small hole, due either to a
superimposed steady flow or to a relatively large amplitude associated with the sound
field, may convert the cyclic flow associated with the sound field into local fluid
streaming. The energy of the sound field is dissipated by nonlinear effects to produce a
local streaming of the fluid medium. Nonlinear effects may also be associated with high
sound levels, in excess of 130 dB re 20 µPa.
In general, except for special cases such as those mentioned, which may be dealt with
separately, the losses associated with an acoustic field are quite small and the acoustic
field may be treated as conservative in which energy dissipation is insignificant. Under
such circumstances, it is possible to define a potential function which is a solution to the
wave equation (Pierce, 1981). The potential function, φ, provides a means for
determining both the acoustic pressure and particle velocity by simple differentiation, as
will be shown, and is thus a very useful function. The potential function, φ, is defined
such that the particle velocity is equal to its negative gradient:
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(1.6)
The acoustic potential function may also be used to determine the acoustic pressure,
which for small, negligible or absent convection velocity, U, is given by the following
expression:
p=ρ∂φ/∂t
(1.7)
At high sound pressure levels, or in cases where the particle velocity is large (as in the
case when intense sound induces acoustic disturbances through small holes), Equation
(1.7) takes the following form (Morse and Ingard, 1968, p. 701):
(1.8)
In writing Equation (1.8), the gradient with respect to displacement x is along the axis of
the hole. Alternatively, if a convection velocity, U, is present and is large, and the particle
velocity, u, is small then Equation (1.7) takes the following form:
p=ρ[∂φ/∂t−U∂φ/∂x]
(1.9)
Again the gradient is assumed to be along the axis of the hole.
Taking the gradient of Equation (1.7), interchanging the order of differentiation on the
RHS of the equation and introducing Equation (1.6) gives Euler’s famous equation of
motion for a unit volume of fluid acted upon by a pressure gradient:
(1.10)
The acoustic potential function satisfies the well-known linearized wave equation as
follows:
(1.11)
The same equation applies if the acoustic pressure variable, p, is used to replace φ in
Equation (1.11). However, the wave equation for the acoustic particle velocity is more
complicated. Derivations of the wave equation in terms of acoustical particle velocity and
in the presence of a mean flow are given in Chapter 2 of Hansen and Snyder (1997).
Other useful books containing derivations of the wave equation are Fahy and Walker
(1998) and Fahy (2001).
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1.4 PLANE AND SPHERICAL WAVES
In general, sound wave propagation is quite complicated and not amenable to simple
analysis. However, sound wave propagation can often be described in terms of the
propagation properties of plane and spherical waves. Plane and spherical waves, in turn,
have the convenient property that they can be described in terms of one dimension. Thus,
the investigation of plane and spherical waves, although by no means exhaustive, is
useful as a means of greatly simplifying and rendering tractable what in general is a very
difficult problem. The investigation of plane and spherical wave propagation will be the
subject of this section.
1.4.1 Plane Wave Propagation
In the case of plane wave propagation, only one spatial dimension is required to describe
the acoustic field. An example of plane wave propagation is sound propagating in the
axial direction in a tube with rigid walls, with the tube axis aligned with the x axis. In this
case, Equation (1.11) reduces to:
∂2φ/∂x2=(1/c2)∂2φ/∂t2
(1.12)
A solution for Equation (1.12) which may be verified by direct substitution, is:
φ=ƒ(ct±x)
(1.13)
The function f describes a distribution along the x axis at any fixed time t, or it describes
the variation with time at a fixed point x along the direction of propagation. If attention is
fixed upon some particular value of the function by taking the argument (ct±x) as fixed,
then with the passage of time (increasing t), the space co-ordinate x must decrease with a
speed c when the positive sign is taken, while x must increase with a speed c when the
negative sign is taken. Consequently, a wave travelling in the positive x direction with
speed c is represented by taking the negative sign while a wave travelling in the negative
x direction is represented by taking the positive sign in Equation (1.13).
Equations (1.6) and (1.7) may be used to express a very important relationship
between acoustic pressure and particle velocity for plane waves. A prime sign, ′, will
indicate differentiation of a function with respect to its argument; that is, ƒ′(w)= dƒ/dw.
From Equations (1.6) and (1.13):
(1.14)
while from Equations (1.7) and (1.13):
p=ρcƒ′(ct±x)
(1.15)
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Thus:
p/u=±ρc
(1.16)
In Equation (1.16), the positive sign is taken for positive travelling waves, while the
negative sign is taken for negative travelling waves.
The quantity ρc will appear regularly when acoustic wave propagation is considered. It
is called the characteristic impedance, and is one of three kinds of impedances defined
and used in acoustics.
Every function ƒ(ct±x) can be represented by means of Fourier analysis as a sum or an
integral of simple harmonic functions. Thus, it is quite useful to consider the wave
equation to investigate the special properties of harmonic solutions. Consider the
following harmonic solution for the acoustic potential function, where β is an arbitrary
constant representing an arbitrary relative phase:
φ=A cos(k(ct±x)+β)
(1.17)
Referring to Equation (1.17), since β is arbitrary, it may be chosen for any fixed time, t,
so that:
kct+β=0
(1.18)
In this case, Equation (1.17) reduces to the following representation of the spatial
distribution:
φ=A coskx=A cos(2πx/λ)
(1.19a,b)
The unit of length, λ, is defined as the wavelength of the propagating wave and the
constant, k, appearing in the following equation is defined as the wavenumber:
2π/λ=k
(1.20)
An example of harmonic (single frequency) plane wave propagation in a tube is
illustrated in Figure 1.2. The type of wave generated is longitudinal, as shown in Figure
1.2(a) and the corresponding pressure fluctuations as a function of time are shown in
Figure 1.2(b).
The distribution in space has been considered and now the distribution in time for a
fixed point in space will be considered. The arbitrary phase constant, β, of Equation
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Figure 1.2 Representation of a sound
wave: (a) compressions and
rarefactions of a sound wave in space
at a fixed instance in time; (b)
graphical representation of sound
pressure variation
(1.17) will be chosen so that, for fixed position x:
β±kx=0
(1.21)
Equation (1.17) then reduces to the following representation for the temporal distribution:
(1.22a,b)
The unit of time, T is defined as the period of the propagating wave:
2π/kc=T
(1.23)
Its reciprocal is the more familiar frequency, ƒ. Since the angular frequency, ω, is quite
often used as well, the following relations should be noted:
2π/T=2πƒ=ω
(1.24a,b)
and from Equations (1.23) and (1.24b):
k=ω/c
(1.25)
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and from Equations (1.20), (1.24b), and (1.25):
ƒλ=c
(1.26)
The relationship between wavelength and frequency is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Wavelength in air versus
frequency under normal conditions.
Note that the wavelength of audible sound varies by a factor of about one thousand. The
shortest audible wavelength is 17 mm and the longest is 17 m. Letting A=B/ρω in
Equation (1.17) and use of Equation (1.25) and either (1.6) or (1.7) gives the following
useful expressions for the particle velocity and the acoustic pressure respectively for a
plane wave:
(1.27)
(1.28)
The wavenumber, k, may be thought of as a spatial frequency, where k is the analog of
frequency, ƒ, and wavelength, λ, is the analog of the period, T. It may be mentioned in
passing that the group speed, briefly introduced in Section 1.3.5, has the following form:
cg=dω/dk
(1.29)
By differentiating Equation (1.25) with respect to wavenumber k, it may be concluded
that for non-dispersive wave propagation where the wave speed is independent of
frequency, as for longitudinal compressional waves in unbounded media, the phase and
group speeds are equal. Thus, in the case of longitudinal waves propagating in
unbounded media, the rate of acoustic energy transport is the same as the speed of sound,
as earlier stated.
A convenient form of harmonic solution for the wave equation is the complex
solution:
φ=Aej(ωt±kx+β)
(1.30)
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The negative sign represents a wave travelling in the positive x-direction, while the
positive sign represents a wave travelling in the negative x-direction. The preceding
expression has the following alternative form:
φ=A cos(ωt±kx+β)+jA sin(ωt±kx+β)
(1.31)
The real parts of Equations (1.30) and (1.31) are just the solutions given by Equation
(1.17). The imaginary parts of Equations (1.30) and (1.31) are also solutions, but in
quadrature with the former solutions. By convention, the complex notation is defined so
that what is measured with an instrument corresponds to the real part; the imaginary part
is then inferred from the real part. The complex exponential form of the harmonic
solution to the wave equation is used as a mathematical convenience, as it greatly
simplifies mathematical manipulations, allows waves with different phases to be added
together easily and allows graphical representation of the solution as a rotating vector in
the complex plane.
Remembering that , Aejωt=A(cos ωt+jsin ωt) harmonic motion may be represented at
any instant in time, t, by means of a rotating vector of constant magnitude A, having a
constant angular velocity, ω, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. The projection of the rotating
vector on to the x or real axis is A cos ωt and on to the y or imaginary axis it is A sin ωt.
Use of the complex form of the solution makes integration and differentiation
particularly simple. Also, impedances are conveniently described using this notation. For
these reasons, the complex notation will be used throughout this book. However, care
must be taken in the use of the complex notation when multiplying one function by
another. In the calculation of products of quantities expressed in complex notation it is
important to remember that the product implies that only like quantities are multiplied. In
general, the real parts of the quantities are multiplied. This is important, for example, in
the calculation of intensity associated with single frequency sound fields expressed in
complex notation.
1.4.2 Spherical Wave Propagation
A second important case is that of spherical wave propagation; an example is the
propagation of sound waves from a small source in free space with no boundaries
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Figure 1.4 Harmonic motions
represented as a rotating vector.
nearby. In this case, the wave Equation (1.11) may be written in spherical co-ordinates in
terms of a radial term only, since no angular dependence is implied. Thus Equation (1.11)
becomes (Morse and Ingard, 1968, p. 309):
(1.32)
As
(1.33a,b)
the wave equation may be rewritten as:
(1.34)
The difference between, and similarity of, Equations (1.12) and (1.34) should be noted.
is a solution of Equation (1.34) where the source is located at
Evidently,
the origin.
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Thus:
(1.35)
The implications of the latter solution will now be investigated.
To proceed, Equations (1.7) and (1.6) are used to write expressions for the acoustic
pressure and particle velocity in terms of the potential function given by Equation (1.35).
The expression for the acoustic pressure is:
(1.36)
and the expression for the acoustic particle velocity is:
(1.37)
In Equations (1.35), (1.36) and (1.37) the upper sign describes a spherical wave that
decreases in amplitude as it diverges outward from the origin, where the source is
located. Alternatively, the lower sign describes a converging spherical wave, which
increases in amplitude as it converges towards the origin.
The characteristic impedance of the spherical wave may be computed, as was done
earlier for the plane wave, by dividing Equation (1.36) by Equation (1.37) to obtain the
following expression:
(1.38)
If the distance, r, from the origin is very large, the quantity, rƒ′, will be sufficiently large
compared to the quantity, ƒ, for the latter to be neglected; in this case, for outward-going
waves the characteristic impedance becomes ρc, while for inward-going waves it
becomes −ρc. In summary, at large enough distance from the origin of a spherical wave,
the curvature of any part of the wave finally becomes negligible, and the characteristic
impedance becomes that of a plane wave, as given by Equation (1.16). See the discussion
following Equation (1.13) in Section 1.4.1 for a definition of the use of the prime, ′.
A moment’s reflection, however, immediately raises the question: how large is a large
distance? The answer concerns the curvature of the wavefront; a large distance must be
where the curvature or radius of the wavefront as measured in wavelengths is large. For
example, referring to Equation (1.20), a large distance must be where:
kr»1
(1.39)
For harmonic waves, the solution given by Equation (1.35) can also be written in the
following particular form.
(1.40a,b,c)
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Substitution of Equation (1.40c) into Equation (1.7) gives an expression for the acoustic
pressure for outwardly travelling waves (corresponding to the negative sign in Equation
(1.40c), which can be written as:
(1.41a,b)
while substitution of Equation (1.40c) into Equation (1.6) gives an expression for the
acoustic particle velocity:
(1.42)
Dividing Equation (1.41b) by Equation (1.42) gives the following result which holds for
a harmonic wave characterized by a wavenumber k, and also for a narrow band of noise
characterized by a narrow range of wavenumbers around k:
(1.43)
For inward-travelling waves, the signs of k is negative.
Note that Equation (1.43) can also be derived directly by substituting Equation (1.40a)
into Equation (1.38).
Consideration of Equation (1.43) now gives explicit meaning to large distance as,
according to Equations (1.20) and (1.39), large distance means that the distance measured
in wavelengths is large. Note that when Equation (1.39) is satisfied, Equation (1.43)
reduces to the outward-travelling form of Equation (1.16), which is a plane wave. For the
case of a narrow band of noise, for example an octave band, the wavelength is
conveniently taken as the wavelength associated with the band centre frequency.
1.4.3 Wave Summation
It will be shown that any number of harmonic waves of the same frequency travelling in
one particular direction combine to produce one wave travelling in the same direction.
For example, a wave that is reflected back and forth between two terminations many
times may be treated as a single wave travelling in each direction.
Assume that many waves, all of the same frequency, travel together in the same
direction. The waves may each be represented by rotating vectors as shown in Figure 1.5.
The wave vectors in the figure will all rotate together with the passage of time and thus
they will add vectorially as illustrated in the figure for the simple case of two waves.
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Figure 1.5 Combining two harmonic
waves travelling in the same direction.
Consider any two waves travelling in one direction, which may be described as p1=A1ejωt
and p2=A2ejωt+β, where β is the phase difference between the two waves. The cosine rule
gives for the magnitude of the sum, A12, and the phase, β12, the following expressions:
(1.44)
(1.45)
Equations (1.44) and (1.45) define the vector sum as:
(1.46)
The process is then repeated, each time adding to the cumulative sum of the previous
waves, a new wave not already considered, until the sum of all waves travelling in the
same direction has been obtained. It can be observed that the sum will always be like any
of its constituent parts; thus it may be concluded that the cumulative sum may be
represented by a single wave travelling in the same direction as all of its constituent parts.
1.4.4 Plane Standing Waves
If a loudspeaker emitting a tone is placed at one end of a closed tube, there will be
multiple reflections of waves from each end of the tube. As has been shown, all of the
reflections in the tube result in two waves, one propagating in each direction. These two
waves will also combine, and form a “standing wave”. This effect can be illustrated by
writing the following expression for sound pressure at any location in the tube as a result
of the two waves of amplitudes A and B, respectively, travelling in the two opposite
directions:
p=Aej(ωt+kx)+Bej(ωt−kx+β)
(1.47)
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Equation (1.47) can be rewritten making use of the following identity:
0=−Bej(kx+β)+Bej(kx+β)
(1.48)
Thus:
p=(A−Bejβ)ej(ωt+kx)+2Bej(ωt+β)coskx
(1.49)
Consideration of Equation (1.49) shows that it consists of two terms. The first term on the
right hand side is an inward travelling wave of amplitude (A−Bejβ) and the second term
on the right side is a standing wave of amplitude 2Bejβ. In the latter case the wave is
described by a cosine, which varies in amplitude with time, but remains stationary in
space.
1.4.5 Spherical Standing Waves
Standing waves are most easily demonstrated using plane waves, but any harmonic wave
motion may produce standing waves. An example of spherical standing waves is
provided by the sun, which may be considered as a fluid sphere of radius r in a vacuum.
At the outer edge, the acoustic pressure may be assumed to be effectively zero. Using
Equation (1.36), the sum of the outward travelling wave and the reflected inward
travelling wave gives the following relation for the acoustic pressure, p, at the surface of
the sphere:
(1.50)
Evidently, the simplest solution for Equation (1.50) is kr=(2N–1)/2 where N is an integer.
The equation is valid every where except at the centre, where r=0 and the solution is
singular. Inspection of Equation (1.50) shows that it describes a standing wave.
1.5 MEAN SQUARE QUANTITIES
In Section 1.3.1 the variables of acoustics were listed and discussed. In the case of fluids,
they were shown to be small perturbations in steady-state quantities, such as pressure,
density, velocity and temperature. Alternatively, in solids they were shown to be small
perturbations in stress and strain variables. In all cases, acoustic fields were shown to be
concerned with time-varying quantities with mean values of zero; thus, the variables of
acoustics are commonly determined by measurement as mean square or as root mean
square quantities.
In some cases, however, one is concerned with the product of two time-varying
quantities. For example, sound intensity will be discussed in the next section where it will
be shown that the quantity of interest is the product of the two time-varying quantities,
acoustic pressure and acoustic particle velocity averaged over time. The time average of
the product of two time dependent variables ƒ(t) and g(t) will frequently be referred to in
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the following text and will be indicated by the following notation:
. Sometimes
the time dependence indicated by (t) will be suppressed to simplify the notation. The time
average of the product of ƒ(t) and g(t) is defined as follows:
(1.51)
When the time dependent variables are the same, the mean square of the variable is
obtained. Thus the mean square sound pressure

at position r is as follows:
(1.52)

, are sometimes used to indicate other averages of the enclosed product;
The brackets,
for example, the average of the enclosed quantity over space. Where there may be a
possibility of confusion, the averaging variable is added as a subscript; for example, the
mean square sound pressure at position r may also be written as
.
Sometimes the amplitude gA of a single frequency quantity is of interest. In this case,
the following useful relation between the amplitude and the root mean square value of a
sinusoidally varying single frequency quantity is given by:
(1.53)

1.6 ENERGY DENSITY
Any propagating sound wave has both potential and kinetic energy associated with it. The
total energy (kinetic+potential) present in a unit volume of fluid is referred to as the
energy density. Energy density is of interest because it is used as the quantity that is
minimized in active noise cancellation systems for reducing noise in enclosed spaces.
The kinetic energy per unit volume is given by the standard expression for the kinetic
energy of a moving mass divided by the volume occupied by the mass. Thus:
(1.54)
The derivation of the potential energy per unit volume is a little more complex and may
be found in Fahy (2001) or Fahy and Walker (1998). The resulting expression is:
(1.55)
The total instantaneous energy density at time, t, can thus be written as:
(1.56)
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Note that for a plane wave, the pressure and particle velocity are related by u(t)=p(t)/ρc,
and the total time averaged energy density is then:
(1.57)
where the brackets,

, in the equation indicate the time average.
1.7 SOUND INTENSITY

Sound waves propagating through a fluid result in a transmission of energy. The time
averaged rate at which the energy is transmitted is the acoustic intensity. This is a vector
quantity as it is associated with the direction in which the energy is being transmitted.
This property makes sound intensity particularly useful in many acoustical applications.
The measurement of sound intensity is discussed in Section 3.13 and its use for the
determination of sound power is discussed in Section 6.5. Other uses include identifying
noise sources on items of equipment, measuring sound transmission loss of building
partitions, measuring impedance and sound-absorbing properties of materials and
evaluating flanking sound transmission in buildings. Here, discussion is restricted to
general principles and definitions, and the introduction of the concepts of instantaneous
intensity and time average intensity. The concept of time average intensity applies to all
kinds of noise and for simplicity, where the context allows, will be referred to in this text
as simply the intensity.
For the special case of sounds characterized by a single frequency or a very narrowfrequency band of noise, where either a unique or at least an approximate phase can be
assigned to the particle velocity relative to the pressure fluctuations, the concept of
instantaneous intensity allows extension and identification of an active component and a
reactive component, which can be defined and given physical meaning. Reactive
intensity is observed in the near field of sources (see Section 6.4), near reflecting surfaces
and in standing wave fields. The time average of the reactive component of instantaneous
intensity is zero, as the reactive component is a measure of the instantaneous stored
energy in the field, which does not propagate. However, this extension is not possible for
other than the cases stated. For the case of freely propagating sound; for example, in the
far field of a source (see Section 6.4), the acoustic pressure and particle velocity are
always in phase and the reactive intensity is identically zero in all cases.
1.7.1 Definitions
Sound intensity is a vector quantity determined as the product of sound pressure and the
component of particle velocity in the direction of the intensity vector. It is a measure of
the rate at which work is done on a conducting medium by an advancing sound wave and
thus the rate of power transmission through a surface normal to the intensity vector. As
the process of sound propagation is cyclic, so is the power transmission and consequently
an instantaneous and a time-average intensity may be defined. However, in either case,
the intensity is the product of pressure and particle velocity. For the case of single
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frequency sound, represented in complex notation, this has the meaning that intensity is
computed as the product of like quantities; for example, both pressure and particle
velocity must be real quantities.
The instantaneous sound intensity, Ii(r, t), in an acoustic field at a location given by
the field vector, r, is a vector quantity describing the instantaneous acoustic power
transmission per unit area in the direction of the vector particle velocity, u(r, t). The
general expression for the instantaneous sound intensity is:
Ii(r, t)=p(r, t) u(r, t)
(1.58)
A general expression for the sound intensity I(r), is the time average of the instantaneous
intensity given by Equation (1.58). Referring to Equation (1.51), let ƒ(t) be replaced with
p(r, t) and g(t) be replaced with u(r, t), then the sound intensity may be written as
follows:
(1.59a,b)
For the special case of single frequency sound, complex notation may be introduced. For
example, the acoustic pressure of amplitude, P, and the particle velocity of amplitude, U,
may then be written in the following general form where the wavenumber, k, is given by
Equation (1.25):
(1.60a–
c)
and
(1.61a,b)
where A and B are complex numbers.
In writing Equations (1.60b) and (1.61a) it has been assumed that the origin of vector r
is at the source centre and θp and θu are, respectively, the phases of the pressure and
particle velocity and are functions of location r.
Integration with respect to time of Equation (1.10), introducing the unit vector n=r/r,
taking the gradient in the direction n and introduction of Equation (1.60b) gives the
following result:
(1.62a,b)
Substitution of the real parts of Equations (1.60b) and (1.61b) into Equation (1.58) gives
the following result:
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(1.63)
The first term in brackets on the right-hand side of Equation (1.63) is the product of the
real part of the acoustic pressure and the in-phase component of the real part of the
particle velocity and is defined as the active intensity. The second term on the right-hand
side of the equation is the product of the real part of the acoustic pressure and the inquadrature component of the real part of the particle velocity and is defined as the
reactive intensity. The reactive intensity is a measure of the energy stored in the field
during each cycle but is not transmitted.
Using well known trigonometric identities (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965), Equation
(1.63) may be rewritten as follows:
(1.64)
Equation (1.64) shows that both the active and the reactive components of the
instantaneous intensity vary sinusoidally but the active component has a constant part.
Taking the time average of Equation (1.64) gives the following expression for the
intensity:
(1.65)
Equation (1.65) is a measure of the acoustic power transmission in the direction of the
intensity vector.
Alternatively substitution of the real parts of Equations (1.60) and (1.61) into Equation
(1.58) gives the instantaneous intensity:
Ii(r, t)=PUcos(ωt+θp)cos(ωt+θu)
(1.66)
Using well-known trigonometric identities (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965), Equation
(1.66) may be rewritten as follows:
(1.67)
Equation (1.67) is an alternative form to Equation (1.65). The first term on the right-hand
side of the equation is the active intensity, which has a mean value given by the following
equation:
(1.68a,b)
The second term in Equation (1.67) is the reactive intensity, which has an amplitude
given by the following equation (Fahy, 1989, p. 58):
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(1.69a,b)
where the * indicates the complex conjugate (see Equations (1.60) and (1.61)).
1.7.2 Plane Wave and Far Field Intensity
Waves radiating outward, away from any source, tend to become planar. Consequently,
the equations derived in this section also apply in the far field of any source. For this
purpose, the radius of curvature of an acoustic wave should be greater than about ten
times the radiated wavelength.
For a propagating plane wave, the characteristic impedance ρc is a real quantity and
thus, according to Equation (1.16), the acoustic pressure and particle velocity are in phase
and consequently acoustic power is transmitted. The intensity is a vector quantity but
where direction is understood the magnitude is of greater interest and will frequently find
use throughout the rest of this book. Consequently, the intensity will be written in scalar
form as a magnitude. If Equation (1.16) is used to replace u in Equation (1.59a) the
expression for the plane wave acoustic intensity at location r becomes:
(1.70)
In Equation (1.70) the intensity has been written in terms of the mean square pressure.
If Equation (1.16) is used to replace p in the expression for intensity, the following
alternative form of the expression for the plane wave acoustic intensity is obtained:
(1.71)
where again the vector intensity has been written in scalar form as a magnitude. The
mean square particle velocity is defined in a similar way as the mean square sound
pressure.
1.7.3 Spherical Wave Intensity
If Equations (1.36) and (1.37) are substituted into Equation (1.59a) and use is made of
Equation (5.2) (see Section 5.2.1) then Equation (1.70) is obtained, showing that the latter
equation also holds for a spherical wave at any distance r from the source. Alternatively,
similar reasoning shows that Equation (1.71) is only true of a spherical wave at distances
r from the source, which are large (see Section 1.4.2).
To simplify the notation to follow, the r dependence (dependence on location) and
time dependence t of the quantities p and u will be assumed, and specific reference to
them will be omitted.
It will be convenient to rewrite Equation (1.43) in terms of its magnitude and phase.
Carrying out the indicated algebra gives the following result:
(1.72)
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where β=(θp–θu) is the phase angle by which the acoustic pressure leads the particle
velocity and is defined as:
β=tan−1[1/(kr)]
(1.73)
Equation (1.67) gives the instantaneous intensity for the case considered here in terms of
the pressure amplitude, P, and particle velocity amplitude, U. Solving Equation (1.72) for
the particle velocity in terms of the pressure shows that U=P/(ρc cos β). Substitution of
this expression and Equation (1.73) into Equation (1.67) gives the following expression
for the instantaneous intensity of a spherical wave, Isi(r, t):
(1.74)
Consideration of Equation (1.74) shows that the time average of the first term on the
right-hand side is non-zero and is the same as that of a plane wave given by Equation
(1.70), while the time average of the second term is zero and thus the second term is
associated with the non-propagating reactive intensity. The second term tends to zero as
the distance r from the source to observation point becomes large; that is, the second term
is negligible in the far field of the source. On the other hand, the reactive intensity
becomes quite large close to the source; this is a near field effect.
Integration over time of Equation (1.74), taking note that the integral of the second
term is zero, gives the same expression for the intensity of a spherical wave as was
obtained previously for a plane wave (see Equation (1.70)).
1.8 SOUND POWER
As mentioned in the previous section, when sound propagates, transmission of acoustic
power is implied. The intensity, as a measure of the energy passing through a unit area of
the acoustic medium per unit time, was defined for plane and spherical waves and found
to be the same. It will be assumed that the expression given by Equation (1.70) holds in
general for sources that radiate more complicated acoustic waves, at least at sufficient
distance from the source so that, in general, the power, W, radiated by any acoustic
source is:
(1.75)
where n is the unit vector normal to the surface A.
For the cases of the plane wave and spherical wave which have been considered, the
mean square pressure,
, is a function of a single spatial variable in the direction of
propagation. The meaning is now extended to include; for example, variations with
angular direction, as is the case for sources that radiate more power in some directions
than in others. A loudspeaker that radiates most power on axis to the front would be such
a source.
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According to Equation (1.75), the sound power, W, radiated by a source is defined as
the integral of the acoustic intensity over a surface surrounding the source. Most often, a
convenient surface is an encompassing sphere or spherical section, but sometimes other
surfaces are chosen, as dictated by the circumstances of the particular case considered.
For a sound source producing uniformly spherical waves (or radiating equally in all
directions), a spherical surface is most convenient, and in this case Equation (1.75) leads
to the following expression:
W=4πr2I
(1.76)
where the magnitude of the acoustic intensity, I, is measured at a distance r from the
source. In this case the source has been treated as though it radiates uniformly in all
directions. Consideration is given to sources which do not radiate uniformly in all
directions in Section 5.8.
1.9 UNITS
Pressure is an engineering unit which is measured relatively easily; however, the ear
responds approximately logarithmically to energy input, which is proportional to the
square of the sound pressure. The minimum sound pressure that the ear may detect is 20
µPa, while the greatest sound pressure before pain is experienced is 60 Pa. A linear scale
based on the square of the sound pressure would require 1013 unit divisions to cover the
range of human experience; however, the human brain is not organized to encompass
such an enormous range in a linear way. The remarkable dynamic range of the ear
suggests that some kind of compressed scale should be used. A scale suitable for
expressing the square of the sound pressure in units best matched to subjective response
is logarithmic rather than linear (see Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4).
The logarithmic scale provides a convenient way of comparing the sound pressure of
one sound with another. To avoid a scale that is too compressed, a factor of 10 is
introduced, giving rise to the decibel. The level of sound pressure, p, is then said to be Lp
decibels (dB) greater than or less than a reference sound pressure, Pref, according to the
following equation:
(1.77a,b)
For the purpose of absolute level determination, the sound pressure is expressed in terms
of a datum pressure corresponding to the lowest sound pressure which the young normal
ear can detect. The result is called the sound pressure level, Lp (or SPL), which has the
units of decibels (dB). This is the quantity that is measured with a sound level meter.
The sound pressure is a measured root mean square (r.m.s.) value and the reference
pressure pref=2×10−5 N/m2 or 20 µPa. When this value for the reference pressure is
substituted into Equation (1.77b), the following convenient alternative form is obtained:
(1.78)
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In the discipline of underwater acoustics (and any other liquids), the same equations
apply, but the reference pressure used is 1 µPa
In Equation (1.78), the acoustic pressure, p, is measured in pascals. Some feeling for
the relation between subjective loudness and sound pressure level may be gained by
reference to Figure 1.6 and Table 1.1, which show sound pressure levels produced by a
range of noise sources.
The sound power level, Lw (or PWL), may also be defined as follows:
(1.79)
The reference power is 10−12 W. Again, the following convenient form is obtained when
the reference sound power is introduced into Equation (1.79):
Lw=10 log10W+120 (dB)
(1.80)
In Equation (1.80), the power W is measured in watts.
A sound intensity level, LI, may be defined as follows:
A convenient reference intensity is 10−12 W/m2, in which case Equation (1.81) takes the
following form:
(1.81)

LI=10 log10I+120 (dB)
(1.82)
The introduction of the magnitude of Equation(1.70) into Equation (1.82) and use of
Equation (1.78) gives the following useful result:
LI=Lp−10 log10(ρc/400)=Lp+26–10 log10(ρc) (dB)
(1.83a,b)
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Figure 1.6 Sound pressure levels of
some sources.
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Table 1.1 Sound pressure levels of some sources
Sound
pressure level
(dB re 20
Description of sound source
µPa)

Typical subjective
description

140

Moon launch at 100 m; artillery fire, gunner’s position

Intolerable

120

Ship’s engine room; rock concert, in front and close to
speakers

100

Textile mill; press room with presses running; punch
press and wood planers, at operator’s position

Very noisy

80

Next to busy highway, shouting

Noisy

60

Department store, restaurant, speech levels

40

Quiet residential neighbourhood, ambient level

Quiet

20

Recording studio, ambient level

Very quiet

0

Threshold of hearing for normal young people

Reference to Appendix B allows calculation of the characteristic impedance, ρc. At sea
level and 20°C the characteristic impedance is 414 kg m−2 s−1, so that for plane and
spherical waves, use of Equation (1.83a) gives the following:
LI=Lp−0.2 (dB)
(1.84)

1.10 SPECTRA
The propagating sound wave has been described either as an undefined disturbance as in
Equation (1.13), or as a single frequency disturbance as given, for example, by Equation
(1.17). Here it is shown how an undefined disturbance may be described conveniently as
composed of narrow frequency bands, each characterized by a range of frequencies.
There are various such possible representations and all are referred to broadly as spectra.
It is customary to refer to spectral density level when the measurement band is one
hertz wide, to one-third octave or octave band level when the measurement band is onethird octave or one octave wide, respectively, and to spectrum level for measurement
bands of other widths.
In air, sound is transmitted in the form of a longitudinal wave. To illustrate
longitudinal wave generation, as well as to provide a model for the discussion of sound
spectra, the example of a vibrating piston at the end of a very long tube filled with air will
be used, as illustrated in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7 Sound generation
illustrated. (a) The piston moves right,
compressing air as in (b). (c) The
piston stops and reverses direction,
moving left and decompressing air in
front of the piston, as in (d). (e) The
piston moves cyclically back and forth,
producing alternating compressions
and rarefactions, as in (f). In all cases
disturbances move to the right with the
speed of sound.
Let the piston in Figure 1.7 move forward. Since the air has inertia, only the air
immediately next to the face of the piston moves at first; the pressure in the element of air
next to the piston increases. The element of air under compression next to the piston will
expand forward, displacing the next layer of air and compressing the next elemental
volume. A pressure pulse is formed which travels down the tube with the speed of sound,
c. Let the piston stop and subsequently move backward; a rarefaction is formed next to
the surface of the piston which follows the previously formed compression down the
tube. If the piston again moves forward, the process is repeated with the net result being a
“wave” of positive and negative pressure transmitted along the tube.
If the piston moves with simple harmonic motion, a sine wave is produced; that is, at
any instant the pressure distribution along the tube will have the form of a sine wave, or
at any fixed point in the tube the pressure disturbance, displayed as a function of time,
will have a sine wave appearance. Such a disturbance is characterized by a single
frequency. The motion and corresponding spectrum are illustrated in Figure 1.8(a) and
(b).
If the piston moves irregularly but cyclically, for example, so that it produces the
waveform shown in Figure 1.8(c), the resulting sound field will consist of a combination
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of sinusoids of several frequencies. The spectral (or frequency) distribution of the energy
in this particular sound wave is represented by the frequency spectrum of Figure 1.8(d).
As the motion is cyclic, the spectrum consists of a set of discrete frequencies.

Figure 1.8 Spectral analysis
illustrated. (a) Disturbance p varies
sinusoidally with time t at a single
frequency ƒ1, as in (b). (c) Disturbance
p varies cyclically with time t as a
combination of three sinusoidal
disturbances of fixed relative
amplitudes and phases; the associated
spectrum has three single-frequency
components ƒ1, ƒ2 and ƒ3, as in (d). (e)
Disturbance p varies erratically with
time t, with a frequency band spectrum
as in (ƒ).
Although some sound sources have single-frequency components, most sound sources
produce a very disordered and random waveform of pressure versus time, as illustrated in
Figure 1.8(e). Such a wave has no periodic component, but by Fourier analysis it may be
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shown that the resulting waveform may be represented as a collection of waves of all
frequencies. For a random type of wave the sound pressure squared in a band of
frequencies is plotted as shown, for example, in the frequency spectrum of Figure 1.8(f).
Two special kinds of spectra are commonly referred to as white random noise and
pink random noise. White random noise contains equal energy pet hertz and thus has a
constant spectral density level. Pink random noise contains equal energy per
measurement band and thus has an octave or one-third octave band level that is constant
with frequency.
1.10.1 Frequency Analysis
Frequency analysis is a process by which a time-varying signal is transformed into its
frequency components. It can be used for quantification of a noise problem, as both
criteria and proposed controls are frequency dependent. When tonal components are
identified by frequency analysis, it may be advantageous to treat these somewhat
differently than broad band noise. Frequency analysis serves the important function of
determining the effects of control and it may aid, in some cases, in the identification of
sources. Frequency analysis equipment and its use is discussed in Chapter 3.
To facilitate comparison of measurements between instruments, frequency analysis
bands have been standardized. The International Standards Organization has agreed upon
“preferred” frequency bands for sound measurement and by agreement the octave band is
the widest band for frequency analysis. The upper frequency limit of the octave band is
approximately twice the lower frequency limit and each band is identified by its
geometric mean called the band centre frequency.
When more detailed information about a noise is required, standardized one thirdoctave band analysis may be used. The preferred frequency bands for octave and onethird octave band analysis are summarized in Table 1.2.
Reference to the table shows that all information is associated with a band number,
BN, listed in column one on the left. In turn the band number is related to the centre band
frequencies, ƒc, of either the octaves or the one-third octaves listed in the columns two
and three. The respective band limits are listed in columns four and five as the lower and
upper frequency limits, ƒℓ and ƒu. These observations may be summarized as follows:
(1.85a,b)
A clever manipulation has been used in the construction of Table 1.2. By small
adjustments in the calculated values recorded in the table, it has been possible to arrange
the one-third octave centre frequencies so that ten times their logarithms are the band
numbers of column one on the left of the table, Consequently, as may be observed the
one-third octave centre frequencies repeat every decade in the table. A practitioner will
recognize the value of this simplification.
In the table, the frequency band limits have been defined so that the bands are
approximately equal. The limits are functions of the analysis band number, BN, and the
ratios of the upper to lower frequencies, and are given by:
ƒu/ƒℓ=21/N N=1, 3
(1.86)
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where N=1 for octave bands and N=3 for one-third octave bands.
The information provided thus far allows calculation of the band width, ∆ƒ of every
band, using the following equation:
(1.87)

It will be found that the above equations give calculated numbers that are always close to
those given in the table.

Table 1.2 Preferred frequency bands (Hz)
Band
number

Octave band centre
frequency

14

One-third octave band centre
frequency

Band limits
Lower Upper

25

22

28

31.5

28

35

16

40

35

44

17

50

44

57

63

57

71

19

80

71

88

20

100

88

113

125

113

141

22

160

141

176

23

200

176

225

250

225

283

25

315

283

353

26

400

353

440

500

440

565

28

630

565

707

29

800

707

880

1,000

880

1,130

31

1,250

1,130

1,414

32

1,600

1,414

1,760

2,000

1,760

2,250

34

2,500

2,250

2,825

35

3,150

2,825

3,530

15

18

21

24

27

30

33

31.5

63

125

250

500

1,000

2,000
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4,000

3,530

4,400

37

5,000

4,400

5,650

38

6,300

5,650

7,070

8,000

7,070

8,800

40

10,000

8,800

11,300

41

12,500

11,300 14,140

16,000

14,140 17,600

20,000

17,600 22,500

39

42
43

4,000

44

8,000

16,000

When logarithmic scales are used in plots, as will frequently be done in this book, it will
be well to remember the one-third octave band centre frequencies. For example, the
centre frequencies given above will lie respectively at 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 of the distance
on the scale between 10 and 100. The latter two numbers in turn will lie at 1.0 and 2.0 on
the same logarithmic scale.
Instruments are available that provide other forms of band analysis (see Section 3.12).
However, they do not enjoy the advantage of standardization so that the comparison of
readings taken on such instruments may be difficult. One way to ameliorate the problem
is to present such readings as mean levels per unit frequency. Data presented in this way
are referred to as spectral density levels as opposed to band levels. In this case the
measured level is reduced by ten times the logarithm to the base ten of the bandwidth.
For example, referring to Table 1.2, if the 500 Hz octave band which has a bandwidth of
354 Hz were presented in this way, the measured octave band level would be reduced by
10 log10 (354)=25.5 dB to give an estimate of the spectral density level at 500 Hz.
The problem is not entirely alleviated, as the effective bandwidth will depend upon the
sharpness of the filter cut-off, which is also not standardized. Generally, the bandwidth is
taken as lying between the frequencies, on either side of the pass band, at which the
signal is down 3 dB from the signal at the centre of the band.
The spectral density level represents the energy level in a band one cycle wide
whereas by definition a tone has a band width of zero. The astute reader who wonders
how the loudness of tones and bands of noise are to be compared is referred to Section
2.4.1 for discussion.
There are two ways of transforming a signal from the time domain to the frequency
domain. The first requires the use of band limited digital or analog filters. The second
requires the use of Fourier analysis where the time domain signal is transformed using a
Fourier series. This is implemented in practice digitally (referred to as the DFT—digital
Fourier transform) using a very efficient algorithm known as the FFT (fast Fourier
transform). Digital filtering is discussed in Appendix D.
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1.11 COMBINING SOUND PRESSURES
1.11.1 Coherent and Incoherent Sounds
Thus far, the sounds that have been considered have been harmonic, being characterized
by single frequencies. Sounds of the same frequency bear fixed phase relationships with
each other and as observed in Section 1.4.3, their summation is strongly dependent upon
their phase relationship. Such sounds are known as coherent sounds.
Coherent sounds are sounds of fixed relative phase and are quite rare, although sound
radiated from different parts of a large tonal source such as an electrical transformer in a
substation are an example of coherent sound. Coherent sounds can also be easily
generated electronically. When coherent sounds combine they sum vectorially and
relative phase will determine the sum (see Section 1.4.3).
It is more common to encounter sounds that are characterized by varying relative
phases. For example, in an orchestra the musical instruments of a section may all play in
pitch, but in general their relative phases will be random. The violin section may play
beautifully but the phases of the sounds of the individual violins will vary randomly one
from another. Thus the sounds of the violins will be incoherent with one another, and
their contributions at a listener will sum incoherently. Incoherent sounds are sounds of
random relative phase and they sum as scalar quantities on an energy basis. The
mathematical expressions describing the combining of incoherent sounds may be
considered as special limiting cases of those describing the combining of coherent sound.
Sound reflected at grazing incidence in a ground plane at large distance from a source
will be partially coherent with the direct sound of the source. For a source mounted on a
hard ground, the phase of the reflected sound will be opposite to that of the source so that
the source and its image will radiate to large distances near the ground plane as a
vertically oriented dipole (see Section 5.3). The null plane of a vertically oriented dipole
will be coincident with the ground plane and this will limit the usefulness of any
signalling device place near the ground plane. See Section 5.10.2 for discussion.
1.11.2 Addition of Coherent Sound Pressures
When coherent sounds (which must be tonal and of the same frequency) are to be
combined, the phase between the sounds must be included in the calculation.
(1.88)

Use of well known trigonometric identities (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) allows
Equation (1.88) to be rewritten as follows:
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(1.89)

Substitution of Equation (1.89) into Equation (1.52) and carrying out the indicated
. Thus for two sounds of the same
operations gives the time average total pressure,
frequency, characterized by mean square sound pressures
and
and phase
difference β1−β2, the total mean square sound pressure is given by the following equation:
(1.90)
1.11.3 Beating
When two tones of very small frequency difference are presented to the ear, one tone,
which varies in amplitude with a frequency modulation equal to the difference in
frequency of the two tones, will be heard. When the two tones have exactly the same
frequency, the frequency modulation will cease. When the tones are separated by a
frequency difference greater than what is called the “critical bandwidth”, two tones are
heard. When the tones are separated by less than the critical bandwidth, one tone of
modulated amplitude is heard where the frequency of modulation is equal to the
difference in frequency of the two tones. The latter phenomenon is known as beating. For
more on the beating phenomenon, see Section 2.2.6.
Let two tonal sounds of amplitudes A1 and A2 and of slightly different frequencies, ω
and ω+∆ω be added together. It will be shown that a third amplitude modulated sound is
obtained. The total pressure due to the two tones may be written as:
p1+p2=A1 cos ωt+A2 cos(ω+∆ω)t
(1.91)
where one tone is described by the first term and the other tone is described by the second
term in Equation (1.91).
Assuming that A1≥A2, defining A=A1+A2 and B=A1−A2, and using well known
trigonometric identities, Equation (1.91) may be rewritten as follows:
(1.92)
When A1=A2, B=0 and the second term in Equation (1.92) is zero. The first term is a
cosine wave of frequency (ω+∆ω) modulated by a frequency ∆ω/2. At certain values of
time, t, the amplitude of the wave is zero; thus, the wave is described as fully modulated.
If B is non-zero as a result of the two waves having different amplitudes, a modulated
wave is still obtained, but the depth of the modulation decreases with increasing B and
the wave is described as partially modulated. If ∆ω is small, the familiar beating
phenomenon is obtained (see Figure 1.9). The figure shows a beating phenomenon where
the two waves are slightly different in amplitude resulting in partial modulation and
incomplete cancellation at the null points.
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Figure 1.9 Illustration of beating.
1.11.4 Addition of Incoherent Sounds (Logarithmic Addition)
When bands of noise are added and the phases are random, the limiting form of Equation
(1.90) reduces to the case of addition of two incoherent sounds:
(1.93)
which may be written in a general form for the addition of N incoherent sounds as:
(1.94)
Incoherent sounds add together on a linear energy (pressure squared) basis. The simple
procedure embodied in Equation (1.94) may easily be performed on a standard calculator.
The procedure accounts for the addition of sounds on a linear energy basis and their
representation on a logarithmic basis. Note that the division by 10 in the exponent is
because the process involves the addition of squared pressures.
Example 1.1
Assume that three sounds of different frequencies (or three incoherent noise sources) are
to be combined to obtain a total sound pressure level. Let the three sound pressure levels
be (a) 90 dB, (b) 88 dB and (c) 85 dB. The solution is obtained by use of Equation
(1.77b).
Solution
For source (a):
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For source (b):

For source (c):

The total mean square sound pressure is:

The total sound pressure level is:

Alternatively, in short form:
Lpt=10 log10(1090/10+1088/10+1085/10)=92.9 dB
Some useful properties of the addition of sound levels will be illustrated with two further
examples. The following example will show that the addition of two sounds can never
result in a sound pressure level more than 3 dB greater than the level of the louder sound.
Example 1.2
Consider the addition of two sounds of sound pressure levels L1 and L2 where L1≥L2.
Compute the total sound pressure level on the assumption that the sounds are incoherent;
for example, that they add on a squared pressure basis:

then,

Since,

then,
Lpt≤L1+3 dB
Example 1.3
Consider the addition of N sound levels each with an uncertainty of measured level ±∆.
Show that the level of the sum is characterized by the same uncertainty:
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Evidently the uncertainty in the total is no greater than the uncertainty in the
measurement of any of the contributing sounds.
1.11.5 Subtraction of Sound Pressure Levels
Sometimes it is necessary to subtract one noise from another; for example, when
background noise must be subtracted from total noise to obtain the sound produced by a
machine alone. The method used is similar to that described in the addition of levels and
is illustrated here with an example.
Example 1.4
The noise level measured at a particular location in a factory with a noisy machine
operating nearby is 92.0 dB(A). When the machine is turned off, the noise level measured
at the same location is 88.0 dB(A). What is the level due to the machine alone?
Solution
Lpm=10 log10(1092/10–1088/10)=89.8 dB(A)
For noise-testing purposes, this procedure should be used only when the total noise
exceeds the background noise by 3 dB or more. If the difference is less than 3 dB a valid
sound test probably cannot be made. Note that here subtraction is between squared
pressures.
1.11.6 Combining Level Reductions
Sometimes it is necessary to determine the effect of the placement or removal of
constructions such as barriers and reflectors on the sound pressure level at an observation
point. The difference between levels before and after an alteration (placement or removal
of a construction) is called the noise reduction, NR. If the level decreases after the
alteration, the NR is positive; if the level increases, the NR is negative. The problem of
assessing the effect of an alteration is complex because the number of possible paths
along which sound may travel from the source to the observer may increase or decrease.
In assessing the overall effect of any alteration, the combined effect of all possible
propagation paths must be considered. Initially, it is supposed that a reference level LpR
may be defined at the point of observation as a level which would or does exist due only
to straight-line propagation from source to receiver. Noise reduction due to propagation
over any other path is then assessed in terms of this reference level. Calculated noise
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reductions would include spreading due to travel over a longer path, losses due to
barriers, reflection losses at reflectors and losses due to source directivity effects (see
Section 5.11.3).
For octave band analysis, it will be assumed that the noise arriving at the point of
observation by different paths combines incoherently. Thus, the total observed sound
level may be determined by adding together logarithmically the contributing levels due to
each propagation path.
The problem that will now be addressed is how to combine noise reductions to obtain
an overall noise reduction due to an alteration. Either before alteration or after alteration,
the sound pressure level at the point of observation due to the ith path may be written in
terms of the ith path noise reduction, NRi, as:
Lpi=LpR−NRi
(1.95)
In either case, the observed overall noise level due to contributions over n paths,
including the direct path, is:
(1.96)
The effect of an alteration will now be considered, where note is taken that, after
alteration, the propagation paths, associated noise reductions and number of paths may
differ from those before alteration. Introducing subscripts to indicate cases A (before
alteration) and B (after alteration) the overall noise reduction (NR=LpA−LpB) due to the
alteration is:
(1.97)

Example 1.5
Initially, the sound pressure level at an observation point is due to straight-line
propagation and reflection in the ground plane between the source and receiver. The
arrangement is altered by introducing a barrier, which prevents both initial propagation
paths but introduces four new paths. Compute the noise reduction due to the introduction
of the barrier. In situation A, before alteration, the sound pressure level at the observation
point is LpA and propagation loss over the path reflected in the ground plane is 5 dB. In
situation B, after alteration, the losses over the four new paths are respectively 4, 6, 7 and
10 dB.
Solution
Using Equation (1.97) gives the following result:
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1.12 IMPEDANCE
In Section 1.4, the specific acoustic impedance for plane and spherical waves was
introduced and it was argued that similar expressions relating acoustic pressure and
associated particle velocity must exist for waves of any shape. In free space and at large
distances from a source, any wave approaches plane wave propagation and the
characteristic impedance of the wave always tends to ρc.
Besides the specific acoustic impedance, two other kinds of impedance are commonly
used in acoustics. These three kinds of impedance are summarized in Table 1.3 and their
uses will be discussed in the sections that follow. All of the definitions suppose that, with
the application of a periodic force or pressure at some point in a dynamical system, a
periodic velocity of fixed phase relative to the force or pressure will ensue. Note the role
of cross-sectional area, A, in the definitions of the impedances shown in the table. In the
case of mechanical impedance (radiation impedance) or ratio of force to velocity, the area
A is the area of the radiating surface. For the case of acoustic impedance, the area A is the
cross-sectional area of the sound-conducting duct.

Table 1.3 Three impedances used in acoustics
Type

Definition

Dimensions

1.

Mechanical impedance

Zm=F/u=pA/u

(M/T)

2.

Specific acoustic impedance

Zs=p/U

(MT−1 L−2)

3.

Acoustic impedance

Zd=p/ν=p/uA

(MT−1 L−4)

where

F=sinusoidally time-varying force

(MLT−2)

u=sinusoidally time-varying acoustic particle velocity

(LT−1)

p=sinusoidally time-varying acoustic pressure

(MT−2 L−1

ν=sinusoidally time-varying acoustic volume velocity

(L3 T−1)

A=area

(L2)

1.12.1 Mechanical Impedance, Zm
The mechanical impedance is the ratio of a force to an associated velocity and is
commonly used in acoustics to describe the radiation load presented by a medium to a
vibrating surface. Radiation impedance, which is a mechanical impedance, will be
encountered in Chapters 5 and 6.
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1.12.2 Specific Acoustic Impedance, Z
The specific acoustic impedance is the ratio of acoustic pressure to associated particle
velocity. It is important in describing the propagation of sound in free space and is
continuous at junctions between media. It is important in describing the reflection and
transmission of sound at an absorptive lining in a duct or on the wall or ceiling of a room.
It is also important in describing reflection of sound in the ground plane. The specific
acoustic impedance will find use in Chapters 5, 6 and 9.
1.12.3 Acoustic Impedance, ZA
The acoustic impedance will find use in Chapter 9 in the discussion of propagation in
reactive muffling devices, where the assumption is implicit that the propagating
wavelength is long compared to the cross-dimensions of the sound conducting duct. In
the latter case, only plane waves propagate and it is then possible to define a volume
velocity as the product of duct cross-sectional area and particle velocity. The volume
velocity is continuous at junctions in a ducted system as is the related acoustic pressure.
Consequently, the acoustic impedance has the useful property that it is continuous at
junctions in a ducted system (Kinsler et al., 1982).
1.13 FLOW RESISTANCE
Porous materials are often used for the purpose of absorbing sound. Alternatively, it is the
porous nature of many surfaces, such as grass-covered ground, that determines their
sound reflecting properties. As discussion will be concerned with ground reflection in
Chapters 5 and 8, with sound absorption of porous materials in Chapters 7 and 8, with
attenuation of sound propagating through porous materials in chapter 8, and with
absorption of sound propagating in ducts lined with porous materials in Chapter 9, it is
important to consider the property of porous materials that relates to their use for
acoustical purposes.
A solid material that contains many voids is said to be porous. The voids may or may
not be interconnected; however, for acoustical purposes it is the interconnected voids that
are important; the voids, which are not connected, are generally of little importance. The
property of a porous material which determines its usefulness for acoustical purposes, is
the resistance of the material to induced flow through it, as a result of a pressure gradient.
Flow resistance, an important parameter, which is a measure of this property, is defined
according to the following simple experiment. A uniform layer of porous material of
thickness, ℓ, and area, A, is subjected to an induced mean volume flow, U0 (m3/s),
through the material and the pressure drop, ∆P, across the layer is measured. Very low
pressures and mean volume velocities are assumed. The flow resistance of the material,
Rƒ, is defined as the induced pressure drop across the layer of material divided by the
resulting mean volume velocity per unit area of the material:
Rƒ=∆PA/U0
(1.98)
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The units of flow resistance are the same as for specific acoustic impedance, ρc; thus it is
sometimes convenient to specify flow resistance in dimensionless form in terms of
numbers of ρc units.
The flow resistance of unit thickness of material is defined as the flow resistivity R1
which has the units Pa s m−2, often referred to as MKS rayls per metre. Experimental
investigation shows that porous materials of generally uniform composition may be
characterized by a unique flow resistivity. Thus, for such materials, the flow resistance is
proportional to the material thickness, ℓ, as follows:
Rƒ=R1ℓ
(1.99)
Note that flow resistance characterizes a layer of specified thickness, whereas flow
resistivity characterizes a bulk material in terms of resistance per unit thickness.
For fibrous porous materials which may be characterized by a mean fibre diameter, d,
the following relation holds (Bies, 1984):
(1.100)

In the above equation, in addition to the quantities already defined, the gas density, ρ, the
porous material bulk density, ρm, and the fibre material density, ρƒ have been introduced.
The remaining variables are the speed of sound, c, of the gas and the gas viscosity, µ. The
dependence of flow resistance on bulk density, ρm, and fibre diameter, d of the porous
material is to be noted. Here, the importance of surface area is illustrated by Equation
(1.100) from which one may readily conclude that the total surface area is proportional to
the inverse of the fibre diameter in a fibrous material. Decrease in fibre diameter results
in increase of flow resistivity and increase in sound absorption. A useful fibrous material
will have very fine fibres.
Values of flow resistivity for a range of products found in Australia have been
measured and published (Bies and Hansen, 1979, 1980). For further discussion of flow
resistance, its method of measurement and other properties of porous materials which
follow from it, the reader is referred to Appendix C.

CHAPTER TWO
The Human Ear
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
This chapter introduces the reader to:
• the anatomy of the ear;
• the response of the ear to sound;
• relationships between noise exposure and hearing loss; and
• an understanding of the needs of the ear.

2.1 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EAR
The comfort, safety and effective use of the human ear are the primary considerations
motivating interest in the subject matter of this book; consequently, it is appropriate to
describe that marvellous mechanism. The discussion will make brief reference to the
external and the middle ears and extensive reference to the inner ear where the
transduction process from incident sound to neural encoding takes place. This brief
description of the ear will make extensive reference to Figure 2.1, and to published and
unpublished work (Bies, 2001).
2.1.1 External Ear
The pinna, or external ear, will be familiar to the reader and no further reference will be
made to it other than the following few words. As shown by Blauert (1983) the
convolutions of the pinna give rise to multiple reflections and resonances within the
pinna which are frequency and direction dependent. These effects and the location of the
pinna on the side of the head make the response of the pinna directionally variable to
incident sound in the frequency range of 3 kHz and above. For example, a stimulus in the
latter frequency range is heard best when incident from the side of the head.
If there were a mechanism tending to maintain levels in the ear within some narrow
dynamic range, the variability in response resulting from the directional effects imposed
by the pinna would be suppressed and would not be apparent to the listener. However, the
information could be made available to the listener as a sense of location of the source.
Amplification through un-damping provided by the active response of the outer hair cells,
as will be discussed in Section 2.2.3, seems to provide just such a mechanism. Indeed, the
jangling of keys are interpreted by a single ear in such a way as to infer the direction and
general location of the source in space without moving the head.
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Figure 2.1 A representation of the
pinna, middle and inner ear (right ear,
face forward). Copyright by
R.G.Kessel and R.H.Kardon, Tissues
and Organs: A Text-Atlas of Scanning
Electron Microscopy, W.H.Freeman,
all rights reserved.
2.1.2 Middle Ear
Sound enters the ear through the auditory duct, a more or less straight tube between 23
and 30 mm in length, at the end of which is the ear drum, a diaphragm-like structure
known as the tympanic membrane. Sound entering the ear causes the eardrum to move in
response to acoustic pressure fluctuations within the auditory canal and to transmit
motion through a mechanical linkage provided by three tiny bones, called ossicles, to a
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second membrane at the oval window of the middle ear. Sound is transmitted through the
oval window to the inner ear (see Figure 2.1).
The middle ear cavity is kept at atmospheric pressure by occasional opening, during
swallowing, of the eustachian tube also shown in Figure 2.1. If an infection causes
swelling or mucus to block the eustachian tube, preventing pressure equalization, the air
in the middle ear will be gradually absorbed, causing the air pressure to decrease below
atmospheric pressure and the tympanic membrane to implode. The listener then will
experience temporary deafness.
Three tiny bones located in the air-filled cavity of the middle ear are identified in
Figure 2.1 as the malleus (hammer), incus (anvil) and stapes (stirrup). They provide a
mechanical advantage of about 3:1, while the relative sizes of the larger eardrum and
smaller oval window result in an overall mechanical advantage of about 15:1. As the
average length of the auditory canal is about 25 mm, the canal is resonant at about 4 kHz,
giving rise to a further mechanical advantage about this frequency of the order of three.
The bones of the middle ear are equipped with a muscular structure (see Stapedius and
Tensor Tympani tendons, Figure 2.1), which allows some control of the motion of the
linkage, and thus transmission of sound to the inner ear. For example, a moderately loud
buzz introduced into the earphones of a gunner may be used to induce tensioning of the
muscles of the middle ear to stiffen the ossicle linkage, and to protect the inner ear from
the loud percussive noise of firing. On the other hand, some individuals suffer from what
is most likely a hereditary disease, which takes the form of calcification of the joints of
the middle ear, rendering them stiff and the victim deaf. In this case the cure may, in the
extreme case, take the form of removal of part of the ossicles and replacement with a
functional prosthesis.
A physician, who counted many miners among his patients, once told the author that
for those who had calcification of the middle ear a prosthesis gave them good hearing.
The calcification had protected them from noise induced hearing loss for which they also
received compensation.
2.1.3 Inner Ear
The oval window at the entrance to the liquid-filled inner ear is connected to a small
vestibule terminating in the semicircular canals and the cochlea. The semicircular canals
are concerned with balance and will be of no further concern here, except to remark that
if the semicircular canals become involved, an ear infection can sometimes induce
dizziness or uncertainty of balance.
In mammals, the cochlea is a small tightly rolled spiral cavity, as illustrated for
humans in Figure 2.1. Internally, the cochlea is divided into an upper gallery (scala
vestibuli) and a lower gallery (scala tympani) by an organ called the cochlear duct (scala
media), or cochlear partition, which runs the length of the cochlea (see Figure 2.2). The
two galleries are connected at the apex or apical end of the cochlea by a small opening
called the helicotrema. At the basal end of the cochlea the upper and lower galleries
terminate at the oval and round windows respectively. The round window is a membranecovered opening situated in the same general location of the lower gallery as the oval
window in the upper gallery (see Figure 2.1). A schematic representation of the cochlea
unrolled is shown in Figure 2.2 and a cross-sectional view is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic model of the
cochlea (unrolled).
In humans, the average length of the cochlea from the basal end to the apical end is about
34 mm. The tightly wound spiral structure and location of the cochlea deep within the
porous temporal bone (see Figure 2.1) suggests a very stiff structure, the walls of which
are of negligible compliance in the audio frequency range. The fluids, perilymph (sodium
rich), which fills the upper and lower galleries and endolymph (potassium rich), which
fills the cochlear partition, are essentially salt water. Consequently, it may readily be
concluded that the cochlear fluid is essentially incompressible in the audio frequency
range. For example, taking the speed of sound as 1500 ms−1 and the upper bound of
audibility for humans as 20 kHz, the wavelength at 20 kHz is 75 mm, which is more than
twice the length of the cochlea. As a consequence of negligible wall compliance of the
cochlea and the incompressibility of the cochlear fluid it may be concluded that to a very
good approximation the volume displacement of the round window is the same as but of
opposite phase to the volume displacement of the oval window at all audio frequencies.
It is of interest to observe that at high frequencies where the approximation might tend
to fail, the fluid disturbance in the cochlea tends to be restricted to an ever-decreasing
basal portion of the cochlea, effectively rendering the cochlea shorter with increasing
frequency, ensuring that the approximation does not fail.
As will be shown the central partition acts as a mechanical shunt between the upper
and lower galleries. Any displacement of the central partition, which tends to increase the
volume of one gallery, will decrease the volume of the other gallery by exactly the same
amount. Consequently, it may be concluded that the fluid velocity fields in the upper and
lower galleries are essentially the same but of opposite phase. For later reference these
ideas may be summarized as follows. Let subscripts 1 and 2 refer respectively to the
upper and lower galleries then the acoustic pressure p and volume velocity ν may be
written as follows:
p=p1=−p2
(2.1)
ν=ν1=−ν2
(2.2)
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Figure 2.3 (a) Cross-section of the
cochlea. (b) Cross-sectional detail of
the organ of Corti.
Vibration excited by incident sound at the eardrum is transmitted to the stapes (see Figure
2.1) which drives the oval window and at the same time, as explained above, drives the
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round window in essentially the same response but in opposite phase to that of the oval
window. The effect is that the cochlear duct (central partition), which lies between the
upper and lower galleries, is driven by pressure fields in the upper and lower galleries
that are the same but of opposite phase. This arrangement optimizes energy transfer from
the fluid to the partition.
2.1.4 Cochlear Duct or Partition
The cochlear duct (see Figure 2.3), which divides the cochlea into upper and lower
galleries, is triangular in cross-section, being bounded on its upper side next to the scala
vestibuli by Reissner’s membrane, and on its lower side next to the scala tympani by the
basilar membrane. On its third side it is bounded by the stria vascularis, which is attached
to the outer wall of the cochlea. The cochlear duct is anchored at its apical end to a bony
ridge on the inner wall of the cochlear duct formed by the core of the cochlea. The
auditory nerve is connected to the central partition through the core of the cochlea.
The closed three sides of the cochlear duct form a partition between the upper and
lower galleries and hence the alternative name of cochlear partition. It has been suggested
that the potassium rich endolymph of the cochlear duct supplies the nutrients for the cells
within the duct, as there are no blood vessels in this organ. Apparently, the absence of
blood vessels avoids the background noise which would be associated with flowing
blood, because it is within the cochlear duct, in the organ of Corti, that sound is sensed by
the ear.
The organ of Corti, shown in Figure 2.3, rests upon the basilar membrane next to the
bony ridge on the inner wall of the cochlea and contains the sound-sensing hair cells. The
sound-sensing hair cells in turn are connected to the auditory nerve cells which pass
through the bony ridge to the organ of Corti. The supporting basilar membrane attached,
under tension, at the outer wall of the cochlea to the spiral ligament (see Figure 2.3)
provides a resilient support for the organ of Corti.
The cochlear partition is capable of resonant response, which varies progressively
along its entire length from high frequencies at the basal end to low frequencies at the
apical end. A tone incident upon the ear results in excitation along the cochlear partition
up to a place of resonant response. The tone is sensed in the narrow region of resonance
of the cochlear partition within the region of maximum velocity response. The ability of
the ear to detect the pitch (see Section 2.4.5) of a sound appears to be dependent upon its
ability to localize the region of maximum velocity response in the cochlear partition and
possibly to detect the large shift in phase of the partition velocity response from leading
to lagging the incident sound pressure in the region of resonance.
The observations thus far may be summarized by stating that any sound incident upon
the ear ultimately results in a disturbance of the cochlear partition, beginning at the stapes
(basal) end, up to a length determined by the frequency of the incident sound. It is to be
noted that all stimulus components of frequencies lower than the resonance frequency at
a place on the cochlear partition result in motion of the basal end of the cochlear partition
where high frequencies are sensed. For example, a heavy base note drives the cochlear
partition over its entire length to be heard at the apical end. The model, as described thus
far, provides a plausible explanation for the gross observation that with time and
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exposure to excessive noise, high-frequency sensitivity of the ear is progressively lost
more rapidly than is low-frequency sensitivity (see Section 4.2.3).
As is well known, the extent of the subsequent disturbance induced in the fluid of the
inner ear will depend upon the frequency of the incident sound. Very low-frequency
sounds, for example 50 Hz, will result in motion of the fluid over nearly the entire length
of the cochlea. Note that such motion is generally not through the helicotrema except,
perhaps, at very low frequencies well below 50 Hz. High-frequency sounds, for example
6 kHz and above, will result in motion restricted to about the first quarter of the cochlear
duct nearest the oval window. The situation for an intermediate audio frequency is
illustrated in Figure 2.2. An explanation for these observations is proposed in Section
2.2.1
2.1.5 Hair Cells
The sound-sensing hair cells of the organ of Corti are arranged in rows on either side of a
rigid triangular construction formed by the rods of Corti, sometimes called the tunnel of
Corti. As shown in Figure 2.3, the hair cells are arranged in a single row of inner hair
cells and three rows of outer hair cells. The hair cells are each capped with a tiny hair
bundle, hence the name, called hair cell stereocilia, which are of the order of 6 or 7 µm in
length.
The stereocilia of the inner hair cells are free standing in the cleft between the tectorial
membrane above and the reticular lamina below, on which they are mounted. They are
velocity sensors responding to any slight motion of the fluid which surrounds them (Bies,
1999). Referring to Figure 2.3, it may be observed that motion of the basilar membrane
upward in the figure results in rotation of the triangular tunnel of Corti and a decrease of
the volume of the inner spiral sulcus and an outward motion of the fluid between the
tectorial membrane and the reticular lamina. This fluid motion is amplified by the narrow
passage produced by Hensen’s stripe and suggests its function (see Figure 2.3). The inner
hair cells respond maximally at maximum velocity as the tectorial membrane passes
through its position of rest.
By contrast with the inner hair cells, the outer hair cells are firmly attached to and
sandwiched between the radially stiff tectorial membrane and the radially stiff reticular
lamina. The reticular lamina is supported on the rods of Corti, as shown in the Figure 2.3.
The outer hair cells are capable of both passive and active response. The capability of
active response is referred to as mortility. When active, the cells may extend and contract
in length in phase with a stimulus up to about 5 kHz. Since the effective hinge joint of the
tectorial membrane is at the level of its attachment to the limbus, while the hinge joint for
the basilar membrane is well below at the foot of the inner rods of Corti, any slight
contraction or extension of the hair cells will result in associated motion of the basilar
membrane and rocking of the tunnel of Corti.
Motility of the outer hair cells provides the basis for un-damping and active response.
In turn, un-damping provides the basis for stimulus amplification. Un-damping of a
vibrating system requires that work must be done on the system so that energy is replaced
as it is dissipated during each cycle. The motility of the outer hair cells provides the basis
for un-damping. A mechanism by which un-damping is accomplished in the ear has been
described by Mammano and Nobili (1993) and is discussed in Section 2.2.3.
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2.1.6 Neural Encoding
As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the cochlear nerve is connected to the hair cells through the
inner boney ridge on the core of the cochlea. The cochlear nerve is divided about equally
between the afferent system which carries information to the brain and the efferent
system which carries instructions from the brain to the ear. The cells of the afferent
nervous system, which are connected to the inner hair cells, convert the analog signal
provided by the inner hair cells into a digital code, by firing once each cycle in phase, for
excitation up to frequencies of about 5 kHz. At frequencies above about 5 kHz the firing
is random. As the level of sound increases, the number of neurons firing increases, so that
the sound level is encoded in the firing rate. Frequency information also is encoded in the
firing rate up to about 5 kHz. Pitch and frequency, though related, are not directly related
(see Section 2.4.5). At frequencies higher than 5 kHz, pitch is associated with the location
of the excitation on the basilar membrane.
In Section 2.1.7 it will be shown that the cochlear partition may be thought of as
composed of a series of short segments. When sound pressure in the upper gallery at a
segment of the cochlear partition is negative, the segment is forced upward and a positive
voltage is generated by the excited hair cells. The probability of firing of the attached
afferent nerves increases. When the sound pressure at the segment is positive, the
segment is pushed downward and a negative voltage is generated by the hair cells. The
firing of the cells of the afferent nervous system is inhibited. It has been shown (Bies,
2000) that wave travel on the basilar membrane is not dispersive. Consequently, it may
be concluded that in-phase firing occurs during the negative part of each cycle of an
incident sound.
Neurons attached to the hair cells also exhibit resonant behaviour, firing more often
for some frequencies than others. The hair cells are arranged such that the neuron
resonance frequencies correspond to the basilar membrane resonance frequencies at the
same locations. This has the effect of increasing the sensitivity of the ear.
The digital encoding favoured by the nervous system implies a finite dynamic range of
discrete steps, which seems to be less than 170 counts per second in humans. As the
dynamic range of audible sound intensity bounded by “just perceptible” at the lower end
and “painful” at the higher end is 1013, a logarithmic-type encoding of the received signal
is required. In an effort to provide an adequate metric, the decibel system has been
adopted through necessity by the physiology of the ear.
Furthermore, it is seen that if the digital signal to the brain is to be encoded at a
relatively slow rate of less than 170 Hz, and the intensity of the sound is to be described
by the firing rate, then frequency analysis at the ear, rather than the brain, is essential.
Thus, the ear decomposes the sound incident upon it into frequency components, and
encodes the amplitudes of the components in rates of impulses forming information
packets, which are transmitted to the brain for reassembly and interpretation.
In addition to the afferent nervous system, which conducts information from the ear to
the brain, there also exists an extensive efferent nervous system of about the same size,
which conducts instructions from the brain to the ear. A further distinction between the
inner hair cells lying next to the inner rods of Corti and the outer hair cells lying on the
opposite side of the rods of Corti (see Figure 2.3) is to be observed.
Whereas about 90% of the fibres of the afferent nerve connect directly with the inner
hair cells, and only the remaining 10% connect with the more numerous outer hair cells,
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the efferent system connections seem to be about equally distributed between inner and
outer hair cells. The efferent system is connected to the outer hair cells and to the afferent
nerves of the inner hair cells (Spoendlin, 1975). Apparently, the brain is able to control
the state (on or off) of the outer hair cells and similarly the state of the afferent nerves
connected to the inner hair cells. As will be shown in Section 2.2.3, control of the state of
the outer hair cells enables selective amplification.
It is suggested here that control of amplification may also allow interpretation of
directional information imposed on the received acoustic signal by the directional
properties of the external ear, particularly at high frequencies (see Section 2.2.3). In
support of the latter view is the anatomical evidence that the afferent nerve system and
density of hair cells, about 16,000 in number, is greatest in the basilar area of the cochlea
nearest to the oval window, where high-frequency sounds are sensed.
The connection of the efferent system to the afferent nerves of the inner hair cells
suggests volume control to maintain the count rate within the dynamic range of the brain.
In turn this supports the suggestion that the inner hair cells are the sound detectors. The
function of the outer hair cells will be discussed in Section 2.2.3.
2.1.7 Linear Array of Uncoupled Oscillators
Voldřich (1978) has investigated the basilar membrane in immediate post mortem
preparations of the guinea pig and he has shown that rather than a membrane it is
accurately characterized as a series of discrete segments, each of which is associated with
a radial fibre under tension. The fibres are sealed in between with a gelatinous substance
of negligible shear viscosity to form what is referred to as the basilar membrane. The
radial tension of the fibres varies systematically along the entire length of the cochlea
from large at the basal end to small at the apical end. This is consistent with the
observation that resonant response of the cochlear partition varies in the audible
frequency range from highest frequency at the basal end to lowest frequency at the apical
end.
Mammano and Nobili (1993) have considered the response of a segment of the central
partition to an acoustic stimulus and have proposed the following differential equation
describing the displacement, ξ, of the segment in response to two forces acting upon the
segment. One force, FS, is due to motion of the stapes and the other force, FB, is due to
motion of all other parts of the membrane. In the following equation, m is the segment
mass, κ is the segment stiffness, z is a normalized longitudinal coordinate along the duct
centre line from z=0 at the stapes (basal end) to z=1 at the helicotrema (apical end) and t
is the time coordinate. The damping term, K, has the form given below in Equation (2.5).
The equation of motion of a typical segment of the basilar membrane as proposed by
Mammano and Nobili is:
(2.3)
The total force FS+FB is the acoustic pressure p multiplied by the area, w∆z, of the
segment of the basilar membrane upon which it acts, where w is the width of the
membrane and ∆z is the thickness of a segment in the direction along the duct centre-line
expressed as follows:
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FS+FB=pw∆z
(2.4)
The damping term K, expressed as an operator, has the following form:
(2.5)
In Equation (2.5) the first term on the right hand side, C, is the damping constant due to
fluid viscosity and the second term provides an estimate of the contribution of
longitudinal viscous shear. The quantity, s(z), is the product of two quantities: the
effective area of the basilar membrane cross-section at location, z; and the average
shearing viscosity coefficient (≈0.015 kg m−1 s−1) of a section of the organ of Corti at
location, z.
In the formulation of Mammano and Nobili, the first term in Equation (2.5) is a
constant when the cochlea responds passively but is variable when the cochlea responds
actively. In an active state, the variable C implies that Equation (2.3) is nonlinear. The
second term Equation (2.5) implies longitudinal coupling between adjacent segments and
also implies that Equation (2.3) is nonlinear. However, it may readily be shown (Bies,
2001) that the second term is negligible in all cases; thus, the term, K, will be replaced
with the variable damping term, C, in subsequent discussion.
Variable damping will be expressed in terms of damping and un-damping as explained
below (see Section 2.2.3). When K is replaced with C, Equation (2.3) becomes the
expression which formally describes the response of a simple one-degree-of-freedom
linear oscillator for the case that C is constant or varies slowly. It will be shown that in a
passive state C is constant and in an active state it may be expected that C varies slowly.
In the latter case, the cochlear response is quasi-stationary, about which more will be said
later.
It is proposed that the cochlear segments of Mammano and Nobili may be identified
with a series of tuned mechanical oscillators. It is proposed to identify a segment of the
basilar membrane, including each fibre that has been identified by Voldřich (1978) and
the associated structure of the central partition as parts of an oscillator.
Mammano and Nobili avoid discussion of non linearity when cochlear response is
active. Instead, they tacitly assume quasi-stationary response and provide a numerical
demonstration that varying the damping in their equation of motion gives good results.
Here it will be explicitly assumed that slowly varying damping characterizes cochlear
response, in which case the response is quasi-stationary. Justification for the assumption
of quasi-stationary response follows (Bies, 2001).
Quasi-stationary means that the active response time is long compared with the period
of the lowest frequency that is heard as a tone. As the lowest audible frequency is, by
convention, assumed to be 20 Hz, it follows that the active response time is longer than
0.05 seconds. As psycho-acoustic response times seem to be of the order of 0.3 to 0.5
seconds, a quasi-stationary solution seems justified. This assumption is consistent with
the observation that the efferent and afferent fibres of the auditory nerve are about equal
in number and also with the observation that no other means of possible control of the
outer hair cells has been identified.
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The observation that longitudinal viscous shear forces may be neglected leads to the
conclusion that each cochlear partition segment responds independently of any modal
coupling between segments (Bies, 2001). Consequently, the cochlear partition may be
modelled as a series of modally independent linear mechanical oscillators, which respond
to the fluid pressure fields of the upper and lower galleries. Strong fluid coupling
between any cochlear segment and all other segments of the cochlea accounts for the
famous basilar membrane travelling wave discovered by von Békésy (1960).
The modally independent segments of the cochlea will each exhibit their maximum
velocity response at the frequency of undamped resonance for the corresponding
mechanical oscillator. Thus a frequency of resonance, which remains fixed at all sound
pressure levels, characterizes every segment of the cochlear duct. The frequency of undamped resonant response will be referred to here as the characteristic frequency or the
resonance frequency. The characteristic frequency has the important property that it is
independent of the system damping (Tse et al., 1979). The amplitude of response, on the
other hand, is inversely proportional to the system damping. Thus, variable damping
provides variable amplification but does not affect the characteristic frequency (Bies,
2001).
2.2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRAL
PARTITION
2.2.1 Basilar Membrane Travelling Wave
The pressure fields observed at any segment of the basilar membrane consist not only of
contributions due to motion of the stapes and, as shown here, to motion of the round
window but, very importantly, to contributions due to the motion of all other parts of the
basilar membrane as well. Here, it is proposed that the upper and lower galleries may
each be modelled as identical transmission lines coupled along their entire length by the
central partition, which acts as a mechanical shunt between the galleries (Bies, 2000).
Introducing the acoustic pressure, p, and volume velocity, ν, defined in Equations (2.1)
and (2.2) and the acoustical inductance per unit length of either gallery, LA, the equation
of motion of the fluid in either gallery takes the following form:
(2.6)
The acoustical inductance is an inertial term and is defined below in Equation (2.10).
Noting that motion of the central partition, which causes a loss of volume of one
gallery, causes an equal gain in volume in the other gallery, the following equation of
conservation of fluid mass may be written for either gallery:
(2.7)
where CA is the acoustic compliance per unit length of the central partition and is defined
below in Equation (2.16).
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Equations (2.6) and (2.7) are the well-known transmission line equations due to
Heaviside (Nahin, 1990), which may be combined to obtain the well-known wave
equation. In the following wave equation, the dummy variable, q, takes either the role of
the pressure, p, or the volume velocity, ν.
(2.8)
The phase speed, c, of the travelling wave takes the form:
(2.9)
The acoustical inductance per unit length, LA, is given by:
(2.10)
where ρ is the fluid density and Sg is the gallery cross-sectional area.
The acoustical compliance, CA, per unit length of the central partition is readily
obtained by rewriting Equation (2.3). It will be useful for this purpose to introduce the
velocity, u, of a segment of the basilar membrane, defined as follows:
(2.11)
Sinusoidal time dependence of amplitude, ξ0, will also be assumed. Thus:
ξ=ξ0ejωt
(2.12)
Introducing the mechanical compliance, CM, Equation (2.3) may be rewritten in the
following form:
(2.13)
The mechanical compliance, CM, is defined as follows:
(2.14)
The acoustical compliance per unit length, CA, is obtained by multiplying the mechanical
compliance by the square of the area of the segment upon which the total force acts (see
Section 1.12) and dividing by the length of the segment in the direction of the gallery
centre line. The expression for the acoustical compliance per unit length is related to the
mechanical compliance as follows:
CA=w2∆zCM
(2.15)
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Substitution of Equation (2.14) in Equation (2.15) gives the acoustical compliance as
follows:
(2.16)
Substitution of Equations (2.10) and (2.16) into Equation (2.9) gives the following
equation for the phase speed, c, of the travelling wave on the basilar membrane:
(2.17)

To continue the discussion it will be advantageous to rewrite Equation (2.17) in terms of
the following dimensionless variables, which characterize a mechanical oscillator. The
un-damped resonance frequency or characteristic frequency of a mechanical oscillator,
ωN, is related to the oscillator variables, stiffness, κ, and mass, m, as follows (Tse et al.,
1979):
(2.18)
The frequency ratio, X, defined as the stimulus frequency, ω, divided by the characteristic
frequency, ωN, will prove useful. That is:
X=ω/ωN
(2.19)
The critical damping ratio, ζ, defined as follows, will play a very important role in the
following discussion (see Section 10.2.1):
(2.20a,b)
It will be convenient to describe the mass, m, of an oscillator as proportional to the mass
of fluid in either gallery in the region of an excited segment. The proportionality constant,
α, is expected to be of the order of one.
m=αρSg∆z
(2.21)
Substitution of Equations (2.18) to (2.21) in Equation (2.17) gives the following equation
for the speed of sound, which will provide a convenient basis for understanding the
properties of the travelling wave on the basilar membrane.
(2.22)
At locations on the basal side of a place of resonance along the cochlear partition, where
frequencies higher than the stimulus frequency are sensed, the partition will be driven
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below resonance. In this region the partition will be stiffness-controlled and wave
propagation will take place. In this case, X<1 and Equation (2.22) takes the following
approximate form, which is real, confirming that wave propagation takes place.
(2.23)
At distances on the apical side of a place of resonance, the partition will be driven above
resonance, the shunt impedance of the basilar membrane will be mass controlled and
wave propagation in this region is not possible. In this case X>>1 and Equation (2.22)
takes the following imaginary form, confirming that no real wave propagates. Any
motion will be small and finally negligible, as it will be controlled by fluid inertia.
(2.24)
In the region of the cochlear partition where its stiffness and mass, including the fluid, are
in resonance with the stimulus frequency, the motion will be large, and only controlled by
the system damping. In this case X=1 and Equation (2.22) takes the following complex
form.
(2.25)
As shown by Equation (2.25), at a place of resonance on the basilar membrane, the
mechanical impedance becomes complex, having real and imaginary parts, which are
equal. In this case, the upper and lower galleries are shorted together. At the place of
resonance at low sound pressure levels when the damping ratio, ζ, is small, the basilar
membrane wave travels very slowly.
Acoustic energy accumulates at the place of resonance and is rapidly dissipated doing
work transforming the acoustic stimulus into neural impulses for transmission to the
brain. At the same time, the wave is rapidly attenuated and conditions for wave travel
cease, so that the wave travels no further, as first observed by von Békésy (1960). The
model is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where motion is shown as abruptly stopping at about
the centre of the central partition.
2.2.2 Energy Transport and Group Speed
In a travelling wave, energy is transported at the group speed. Lighthill (1991) has shown
by analysis of Rhode’s data that the group speed of a travelling wave on the basilar
membrane tends to zero at a place of resonance. Consequently, each frequency
component of any stimulus travels to the place where it is resonant and there it slows
down, accumulates and is rapidly dissipated doing work to provide the signal which is
transmitted to the brain. The travelling wave is a marvellous mechanism for frequency
analysis.
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The group speed, cg, is defined in Equation (1.29) in terms of the component
frequency, ω, and the wave number, k. Rewriting Equation (1.29) in terms of the
frequency ratio, X, given by Equation (2.19), gives the following expression for the group
speed:
(2.26)
The wave number is defined in Equation (1.20). Substitution of Equation (2.22) into
Equation (1.20) gives an expression relating the wave number, k, to the frequency ratio,
X, as follows:
(2.27)
Substitution of Equation (2.27) in Equation (2.26) gives, with the aid of a bit of tedious
algebra, the following expression for the group speed:
(2.28)
In Equation (2.28), the damping ratio, ζ, appears always multiplied by the frequency
ratio, X. This has the physical meaning that the damping ratio is only important near a
place of resonant response where the frequency ratio tends to 1. Furthermore, where the
basilar membrane responds passively, the frequency ratio is small and the damping ratio
then is constant, having its maximum value of 0.5 (see Section 2.2.4). It may be
concluded that in regions removed from places of resonant response, the group speed
varies slowly and is approximately constant.
As a stimulus component approaches a place of resonance and at the same time the
frequency ratio tends to 1, the basilar membrane may respond actively, depending upon
the level of the stimulus, causing the damping ratio to become small. At the threshold of
hearing, the damping ratio will be minimal, of the order of 0.011. However, at sound
pressure levels of the order of 100 dB, the basilar membrane response will be passive, in
which case the damping ratio will be 0.5, its passive maximum value. See Section 2.2.4
(Bies, 1996, 2001).
When a stimulus reaches a place of resonance, the frequency ratio, X=1, and the group
speed is controlled by the damping ratio. The damping ratio in turn is determined by the
active response of the place stimulated, which in turn, is determined by the level of the
stimulus.
As a stimulus wave travels along the basilar membrane, the high frequency
components are sequentially removed. When a stimulus component approaches a place of
resonance the corresponding frequency ratio, X, tends to the value 1 and the group speed
of that component becomes solely dependent upon the damping ratio. The numerator of
Equation (2.28) then becomes small, dependent upon the value of the damping ratio, ζ,
indicating, as observed by Lighthill in Rhode’s data, that the group speed tends to zero as
the wave approaches a place of resonance (Lighthill, 1996).
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2.2.3 Un-damping
It was shown in Section 2.1.6 that a voltage is generated at the outer hair cells in response
to motion of the basilar membrane. In the same section it was shown that the outer hair
cells may respond in either a passive or an active state, presumably determined by
instructions conveyed to the hair cells from the brain by the attached efferent nerves. In
an active state the outer hair cells change length in response to an imposed voltage
(Brownell et al., 1985) and an elegant mathematical model describing the biophysics of
the cochlea, which incorporates this idea, has been proposed (Mammano and Nobili,
1993). In the latter model, the stereocilia of the outer hair cells are firmly embedded in
the tectorial membrane and the extension and contraction of the outer hair cells results in
a greater motion of the basilar membrane in the direction of the imposed motion. The
associated rocking of the tunnel of Corti into and out of the sulcus increases the rate of
flow through the cleft in which the inner hair cell cilia are mounted and thus amplifies
their motion (velocity) relative to the surrounding fluid. In this model, the outer hair cells
act upon the cochlea in a region of resonant response, resulting in amplification of as
much as 25 dB at very low sound pressure levels (Bies, 2001).
The effect of the intervention of the outer hair cells is to un-damp the cochlea in a
region of resonant response when the stimulation is of low level. For example, at sound
levels corresponding to the threshold of hearing, un-damping may be very large, so that
the stimulated segment of the cochlea responds like a very lightly damped oscillator.
Tuning is very sharp and the stimulus is greatly amplified. At increasing levels of
stimulation un-damping decreases, apparently to maintain the basilar membrane velocity
response at resonance within a relatively narrow dynamic range. It is suggested here that
this property may be the basis for interpretation of the distortions on an incident sound
field imposed by the pinna. The latter distortions are associated with direction in the
frequency range above 3 kHz. Thus, the direction of jangling keys may be determined
with just one ear, without moving the head (see Section 2.1.1).
As shown by Equation (2.18) the frequency of maximum velocity response does not
depend upon the system damping. Consequently, the frequency of maximum velocity
response is invariant and independent of the damping (Tse et al., 1979). By contrast, as
shown by Equation (10.8), the frequency of maximum displacement response of a linear
mechanical oscillator is dependent upon the system damping. As shown by the latter
equation when the damping of an oscillator is small, the frequency of maximum
displacement response approaches that of the un-damped resonance frequency, but with
increasing damping, the frequency of maximum displacement response shifts to lower
frequencies, dependent upon the magnitude of the damping ratio (see Equation (10.8)).
The inner hair cells, which are velocity sensors (Bies, 1999), are the cells that convert
incident sound into signals, which are transmitted by the afferent system to the brain
where they are interpreted as sound. At low sound pressure levels, in a region of resonant
response, the outer hair cells tend to amplify the motion of the inner hair cells, which
sense the sound, by un-damping the corresponding segments of the cochlea.
At high sound pressure levels un-damping ceases, apparently to protect the ear. In
summary, un-damping occurs at relatively low sound pressure levels and within a fairly
narrow frequency range about resonance at a place of stimulation (Bies, 2001). At all
other places on the cochlea, which do not respond resonantly to a stimulus, and at all
levels of stimulation, the cochlear oscillators are heavily damped and quite linear. Only in
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a narrow range of the place on the cochlea where a stimulus is sensed in resonant
response and at low sound pressure levels is the cochlea nonlinear (Bies, 2001).
From the point of view of the engineer it is quite clear that the kind of nonlinearity,
which is proposed here to explain the observed nonlinear response of the cochlea, is
opposite to that which is generally observed in mechanical systems. Generally
nonlinearity is observed at high levels of stimulation in systems, which are quite linear at
low levels of stimulation. Indeed, other nonlinear effects observed in the response of the
ear may be of the latter kind but they will not be discussed here.
2.2.4 The Half Octave Shift
Hirsh and Bilger (1955) first reported observation of what is widely referred to as the
“half octave shift”. They investigated the effect upon hearing levels at 1 kHz and 1.4 kHz
of six subjects of exposure to a 1 kHz tone for intervals of time ranging from 10 seconds
to 4 minutes and for a range of sensation levels from 10 dB to 100 dB. Sensation levels
are understood to mean levels relative to the threshold of the individual test subject.
Reporting mean results of their investigation, Hirsh and Bilger (1955) found that for
one minute duration in each case and for all sensation levels from 10 to 100 dB the
threshold shift at 1 kHz was essentially a constant 6 dB but the threshold shift at 1.4 kHz
was an increasing monotonic function of sensation level. At a sensation level of 60 dB
the shifts at the two frequencies were essentially the same, but at higher sensation levels,
the shift at 1.4 kHz was greater than at 1 kHz. Many subsequent investigations have
confirmed these results for other frequencies and for other species as well.
A result typical of such investigations, has been used to construct Figure 2.4. In the
figure, temporary threshold shift (TTS) in decibels is shown as a function of frequency in
kilohertz distributed on the abscissa generally as along the cochlear duct with high
frequencies at the basal end on the left and low frequencies at the apical end on the right.
In the figure, TTS is shown after exposure to an intense 700 Hz tone. It is observed that
an 11 dB shift at 700 Hz is associated with a larger shift of about 17 dB at 1 kHz, onehalf octave higher in frequency. Significant loss is observed also at still higher
frequencies but essentially no loss is observed at frequencies lower than 700 Hz.
Crucial to the understanding of the explanation which will be proposed for the halfoctave shift is the observation that the outer hair cells are displacement sensors and the
inner hair cells are velocity sensors. Unfortunately, while the idea that the outer hair cells
are displacement sensors is generally accepted, the quantity that the inner hair cells sense
is controversial. Bies (1999) has shown that the inner hair cells are velocity sensors as
first proposed by Billone (1972) and that the published papers which have claimed
otherwise and have created the controversy have in every case made errors, which negate
their conclusions.
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Figure 2.4 Typical half octave shift
due to exposure to a loud 700 Hz tone.
For explanation of Ward’s data shown in Figure 2.4, reference will be made to Figure
2.5. To facilitate the explanation proposed here for the half octave shift, points A and B
have been inserted in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. In Figure 2.4 they indicate the one-half octave
above and the stimulus frequencies, respectively, while in Figure 2.5 they indicate
locations on the cochlear duct corresponding to the places, respectively, where the onehalf octave above and the stimulus frequencies are sensed. In the two figures, the Apical
end and the Basal end have been inserted to remind the reader that low frequencies are
sensed at the apical end and high frequencies are sensed at the basal end of the cochlear
duct.
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Figure 2.5 Half-octave shift model.
Reference is made now to Figure 2.5 on which the ordinate characteristic frequency
associated with location on the central partition and the abscissa is the location on the
central partition. In the figure, line (1), which remains fixed at all sound pressure levels,
represents the locus of characteristic frequency (maximum velocity response) verses
location on the duct. The location of line (2), on the other hand, which represents the
locus of the frequency of maximum displacement response at high sound pressure levels,
is not fixed. The location of line (2) depends upon the damping ratio according to
Equation (10.8) which, in turn, depends upon the sound pressure level.
As shown by Equation (10.8) the frequency of maximum displacement is a function of
the damping ratio. In turn, the damping ratio is a function of the sound pressure level.
The latter equation shows that for a half-octave shift in maximum displacement response
the damping ratio must equal 0.5. In the figure, line (2) is shown at high sound pressure
levels at maximum damping ratio and maximum displacement response. As the sound
pressure level decreases, line (2) shifts toward line (1) until the lines are essentially
coincident at very low sound pressure levels.
As shown by Equation (10.8), when the damping ratio of an oscillator is 0.5 the
frequency of maximum displacement will be one-half octave lower than the frequency of
resonance for the corresponding cochlear segment. The damping of the segments of the
cochlea is small at low sound pressure levels but increases with increasing sound pressure
levels, tending to an invariant value of the damping factor of 0.5 at high sound pressure
levels of the order of 100 dB re 20 µPa.
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Consider now Ward’s investigation (Figure 2.4) with reference to Figure 2.5. Ward’s
700 Hz loud exposure tone is represented by horizontal line (3), corresponding to
exposure of the ear to a high sound pressure level for some period of time at the place of
maximum displacement response at (a) and at the same time at the place of maximum
velocity response at (b). The latter point (b) is independent of damping and remains fixed
at location B on the cochlear partition. By contrast, for the case illustrated here, the place
of maximum displacement response has shifted from (c) on line (1) to the lower
frequency at (a) on line (3). This conclusion is based upon the observation that the
frequency of maximum displacement is inversely proportional to damping (Tse et al.,
1979). In this case, the maximum displacement response occurs at intersection (a) at
location A on the cochlear partition.
Subsequently, when tested at very low hearing threshold levels line (2) shifts upward
to be coincident with line (1). The highest threshold shift is always observed to be one
half octave higher than the shift at the frequency of the exposure tone at (b). Considering
the active role of the outer hair cells, which are displacement sensors, it is evident that
point (a) is now coincident with point (c) and that the greater hearing level shift is due to
fatigue of the outer hair cells when they were at point (a).
Fatigue of the outer hair cells at frequencies higher than the frequency corresponding
to one half octave above the exposure tone, may be attributed to the effect of being driven
below resonance by the exposure tone. Estimation of the expected response in this region
on the basal side of point A on the cochlear duct, at the high damping ratio expected of
passive response, is in reasonable agreement with this observation.
Here, a simple explanation has been proposed for the well-known phenomenon
referred to as “the half octave shift”. The explanation given here was previously reported
(Bies, 1996). Curiously, although the phenomenon was first reported in 1955, diligent
searching has failed to find any published explanation (Bies, 2001).
2.2.5 Frequency Response
It is accepted that the frequency response of the central partition ranges from the highest
audible frequency at the basal end to the lowest audible frequency at the apical end and,
by convention, it also is accepted that the lowest frequency audible to humans as a tone is
20 Hz and the highest frequency is 20 kHz. In the following discussion, it will be
assumed that the highest frequency is sensed at the basal end at the stapes and the lowest
frequency is sensed at the apical end at the helicotrema.
To describe the frequency response along the central partition, it will be convenient to
introduce the normalized distance, z, which ranges from 0 at the basal end of the basilar
membrane to 1 at the apical end. Based upon work of Greenwood (1990), the following
equation is proposed to describe the frequency response of the central partition:
ƒ(z)=20146e−4.835z−139.8z
(2.29)
Substitution of z=0.6 in Equation (2.29) gives the predicted frequency response as 1076
Hz. For z≤0.6, comparison of the relative magnitudes of the two terms on the right hand
side of Equation (2.29) shows that the second term is less than at most 8% of the first
term and thus may be neglected. In this case Equation (2.29) takes the following form:
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logeƒ=loge 20146–4.835z
(2.30)
Equation (2.30) predicts that, for frequencies higher than about 1 kHz, the relationship
between frequency response and basilar membrane position will be log-linear, in
agreement with observation.
2.2.6 Critical Frequency Band
A variety of psycho acoustic experiments have required for their explanation the
introduction of the familiar concept of the band pass filter. In the literature concerned
with the ear, the band pass filter is given the name critical frequency band (Moore, 1982).
It will be useful to use the latter term in the following discussion in recognition of its
special adaptations for use in the ear.
Of the 16000 hair cells in the human ear, about 4000 are the sound sensing inner hair
cells, suggesting the possibility of exquisite frequency discrimination at very low sound
pressure levels when the basilar membrane is very lightly damped. On the other hand, as
will be shown, frequency analysis may be restricted to just 35 critical bands and as has
been shown, variable damping plays a critical role in the functioning of the basilar
membrane. Further consideration is complicated by the fact that damping may range from
very small to large with concomitant variation in frequency response of the segments of
the basilar membrane. Clearly, active response plays a critical role in determining the
critical bandwidth, but the role played is not well understood.
For the case of 1 kHz and higher frequencies (z≤0.6), the derivative of Equation (2.30)
may be written in the following differential form:
(2.31)
In Equation (2.31), the critical bandwidth may be associated with ∆ƒ and the centre band
frequency with ƒ(z). Moore (1982) has summarized the work of several authors (Scharf,
1970), who provided experimental determinations of critical bandwidth as a function of
frequency. This summary was adapted to construct Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Normalized critical
bandwidth as a function of centre band
frequency based on Figure 3.6 of
Moore (1982).
Referring to Figure 2.6, it may be observed that the ratio of critical bandwidth to centre
band frequency is constant in the frequency range above 1 kHz. Equation (2.31) shows
that in this frequency range each filter extends over a “constant length” of the central
partition. A simple calculation using Equation (2.31), with information taken from Figure
2.6 and taking the average length of the basilar membrane as 34 mm (see Section 2.1.3),
gives a value of about 1 mm for the “constant length” of the central partition (Moore,
1982). A maximum of 34 filters is suggested by this calculation, which is in very good
agreement with experiments suggesting that the cochlear response may be described with
about 35 critical bands (Moore, 1982). Each critical band is associated with a segment of
the basilar membrane.
In Section 7.3.1, it is shown that the ratio of the resonance frequency, ƒ, of an
oscillator to the bandwidth, ∆ƒ, measured between the half power point frequencies, is
given the name Quality Factor or simply, Q. The quality factor is a measure of the energy
dissipated per radian in a cyclic system and thus is a measure of the sharpness of tuning.
Consequently, it is reasonable to conclude from Figure 2.6 that the sharpness of tuning of
the ear is greatest above about 2000 Hz.
An example of a psycho acoustic experiment in which the critical frequency band
plays an important role is the case of masking of a test tone with a second tone or band of
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noise (see Section 2.4.1). An important application of such investigations is concerned
with speech intelligibility in a noisy environment.
The well known phenomenon of beating between two pure tones of slightly different
frequencies and the masking of one sound by another are explained in terms of the
critical band. The critical bandwidth about a pure tone or a narrow band of noise is
defined as the frequency band about the stimulus tone or narrow band of noise within
which all sounds are summed together and without which all sound are summed
separately. This consideration suggests that the critical band is associated with a segment
of the central partition. For example, energy summing occurs in the net response of a
single stimulated segment.
Two pure tones will be heard as separate tones, unless their critical bands overlap, in
which case they will be heard as one tone of modulated amplitude. This phenomenon is
referred to as beating (see Section 1.11.3). In the case of masking of a test tone with a
second tone or a narrow band of noise, only those frequency components of the masker
that are resonant in the critical band will be summed with the test tone. Energy summing
of test stimulus and masker components takes place at a place of resonance on the central
partition.
2.2.7 Frequency Resolution
As shown in the discussion of spectra (see Section 1.10), noise of broad frequency
content can best be analysed in terms of frequency bands, and within any frequency band,
however narrow, there are always an infinite number of frequencies, each with an
indefinitely small energy content. A tone, on the other hand, is characterized by a single
frequency of finite energy content. The question is raised, “What bandwidth is equivalent
to a single frequency?” The answer lies with the frequency analysing system of the ear,
which is active and about which very little is known. As shown in Section 2.2.6, the
frequency analysing system of the ear is based upon a very clever strategy of transporting
all components of a sound along the basilar membrane without dispersion to the places of
resonance where the components are systematically removed from the travelling wave
and reported to the brain.
As has been shown, the basilar membrane is composed of about 35 separate segments,
which are capable of resonant response and which apparently form the mechanical basis
for frequency analysis. Although the number of inner hair cells is of the order of 4000, it
appears that the basic mechanical units of frequency analysis are only 35 in number. The
recognition of the existence of such discrete frequency bands has led to the definition of
the critical band. The postulated critical band has provided the basis for explanation of
several well known psycho-acoustic phenomena, which will be discussed in Section 2.4.
The significance of a limited number of basic mechanical units or equivalently critical
bands from which the ear constructs a frequency analysis, is that all frequencies within
the response range (critical band) of a segment will be summed as a single component
frequency. A well known example of such summing, referred to as beating, was
discussed in the previous section.
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2.3 NOISE INDUCED HEARING LOSS
From the point of view of the noise-control engineer interested in protecting the ear from
damage, it is of interest to note what is lost by noise-induced damage to the ear. The outer
hair cells are most sensitive to loud noise and may be damaged or destroyed before the
inner hair cells suffer comparable damage. Damage to the outer hair cells, which are
essential to good hearing, will seriously impair the normal function of the ear.
It was suggested in Section 2.1.6 that the outer hair cell control of amplification would
allow interpretation of directional information imposed upon an auditory stimulus by the
directional properties of the external ear. Apparently, outer hair cell loss may be expected
to result in an ear unable to interpret directional information encoded by the pinna on the
received acoustic stimulus. A person with outer hair cell loss may have the experience of
enjoying seemingly good hearing and yet be unable to understand conversation in a noisy
environment. It is to be noted that outer hair cell destruction may be well under way
before a significant shift in auditory threshold and other effects such as have been
mentioned here are noticed.
A role for the outer hair cells in interpretation of the distortions of the received sound
imposed by the pinna is suggested. If the suggestion is true, then in a noisy environment a
person with outer hair cell loss will be unable to focus attention on a speaker, and thereby
discriminate against the noisy environment. For example, a hearing aid may adequately
raise the received level to compensate for the lost sensitivity of the damaged ear, but it
cannot restore the function of the outer hair cells and it bypasses the pinna altogether.
With a single microphone hearing aid, all that a person may hear with severe outer
hair cell loss in a generally noisy environment will be noise. In such a case a microphone
array system may be required, which will allow discrimination against a noisy
background and detection of a source in a particular direction. Just such an array has
recently become available (Widrow, 2001).
Some people with hearing loss suffer an additional problem, known as recruitment,
which is characterized by a very restricted dynamic range of tolerable sound pressure
levels between loud enough and too loud. Here it is suggested that severe outer hair cell
loss would seem to provide the basis for an explanation for recruitment. For example, it
was suggested in Section 2.1.6 that the function of the outer hair cells is to maintain the
response of the inner hair cells within a fairly narrow dynamic range. Clearly, if the outer
hair cells cannot perform this function, the overall response of the ear will be restricted to
the narrow dynamic range of the inner hair cells. For further discussion of recruitment,
see Section 2.4.2.
It has been shown that the basilar membrane may be modelled as a series of
independent linear oscillators, which are modally independent but are strongly coupled
through the fluid in the cochlear. It has been shown also that non-linearity of response
occurs at low to intermediate levels of stimulation in a region about resonant response,
through variable damping. It is postulated that the efferent system controls the level of
damping, based upon cerebral interpretation of signals from the afferent system and that a
time lag of the order of that typical of observed psycho-acoustic integration times, which
seem to range between 0.25 and 0.5 seconds, is required for this process (Moore, 1982).
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It is postulated here that the ear’s response is quasi-stationary, and thus the ear can
only respond adequately to quasi-stationary sounds; that is, sounds that do not vary too
rapidly in level. It is postulated that the ear will respond inadequately to non-stationary
sounds (Bies, 2001). When the ear responds inadequately to sound of rapidly variable
level, it may suffer damage by being tricked into amplifying stimuli, which it should be
attenuating, and thereby forced to contribute to its own destruction.
In Chapter 4, criteria will be presented and their use will be discussed for the purpose
of the prevention of hearing loss among individuals who may be exposed to excessive
noise. The latter criteria, which are widely accepted, make specific recommendations for
exposure defined in terms of level and length of time of exposure, which should not be
exceeded. The latter criteria are based upon observed hearing loss among workers in
noisy industrial environments.
It has been shown that exposure to loud sound, as described above (see Section 4.4),
of symphonic musicians often exceeds recommended maximum levels (Jansson and
Karlsson, 1983) suggesting, according to the accepted criteria, that symphonic musicians
should show evidence of hearing loss due to noise exposure. The hearing of symphonic
musicians has been investigated and no evidence of noise induced hearing loss has been
observed (Karlsson, Lundquist and Olausson, 1983).
It is to be noted that symphonic music is generally quasi-stationary, as defined here,
whereas industrial noise is certainly not quasi-stationary. The suggestion made here that
the ear is capable of coping adequately with quasi-stationary sound, but incapable of
coping adequately with sound that is not quasi-stationary, provides a possible explanation
for the observation that symphonic music does not produce the hearing loss predicted
using accepted criteria. The observations made here would seem to answer the question
raised by Brüel (1977) when he asked “Does A-weighting alone provided an adequate
measure of noise exposure for hearing conservation purposes?” The evidence presented
here seems to suggest not.
2.4 SUBJECTIVE RESPONSE TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
Often it is the subjective response of people to sound, rather than direct physical damage
to their hearing, which determines the standard to which proposed noise control must be
compared, and which will determine the relative success of the effort. For this reason, the
subjective response of people to sound will now be considered, determined as means of
large samples of the human population (Moore, 1982). The quantities of concern are
loudness and pitch. Sound quality, which is concerned with spectral energy distribution,
will not be considered.
2.4.1 Masking
Masking is the phenomenon of one sound interfering with the perception of another
sound. For example, the interference of traffic noise with the use of a public telephone on
a busy street corner is probably well known to everyone. Examples of masking are shown
in Figure 2.7, in which is shown the effect of either a tone or of a narrow band of noise
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upon the threshold of hearing across the entire audible spectrum. The tone or narrow
band of noise will be referred to as the masker.
Referring to Figure 2.7, the following may be observed:
(a) The masker is an 800 Hz tone at three sound pressure levels. The masker at 80 dB has
increased the level for detection of a 600 Hz tone by 25 dB and the level for detection
of a 1,100 Hz tone by 52 dB. The masker is much more effective in masking
frequencies higher than itself than in masking frequencies lower than itself.
(b) The masker is a narrow band of noise 90 Hz wide centred at 410 Hz. The narrow band
of noise masker is seen to be very much more effective in masking at high frequencies
than at low frequencies, consistent with the observation in (a).
As shown in Figure 2.7, high frequencies are more effectively masked than are lower
frequencies. This effect is well known and is always present, whatever the masker. The
analysis presented here suggests the following explanation. The frequency component
energies of any stimulus will each be transported essentially without loss at a relatively
constant group speed, to a place of resonance. As a component approaches a place of
resonance, the group speed of the component slows down and reaches a minimum at the
place of resonance, where the component’s energy is dissipated doing work to provide a
stimulus, which is transmitted to the brain. Only in the region of resonance of the masker,
will the masker and test tone components be summed, giving rise to high threshold levels
for detection of the test tone.
Evidently, the higher levels of threshold shift at high frequencies are due to the
passage of the masker components through the places of resonance for high frequencies.
It is suggested here that the most likely explanation is that the outer hair cells, which act
to amplify a test stimulus at low levels, are inhibited by the high levels of excitation
resulting from transmission of the masker. Consequently, the threshold level is elevated.
By contrast, any residual components of the masker must decay very rapidly so that little
or no masker is present on the apical side of the place of masker stimulation. Masking,
which is observed at low frequencies, is due to the low frequency response of the filter. In
a linear filter, unique relations exist which can provide guidance, but for the ear, the
system is active and such relations are unknown.
In all of the curves of Figure 2.7(a), where the masker is a tone, a small dip is to be
noted when the variable tone approaches the masking tone. This phenomenon may be
interpreted as meaning that the tones are close enough for their critical bands to overlap.
In the frequency range of critical bandwidth overlap, one tone of modulated amplitude
will be heard. For example, consider two closely spaced but fixed frequencies. As the
phases of the two sound disturbances draw together, their amplitudes reinforce each
other, and as they subsequently draw apart, until they are of opposite phase, their
amplitudes cancel. The combined amplitude thus rises and falls, producing beats (see
Section 1.11.3).
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Figure 2.7 Example of Masked
audible spectra where the masker is
either a tone or a narrow band of noise.
The masker at three levels is: (a) 800
Hz tone; (b) A narrow band of noise 90
Hz wide centred on 410 Hz.
Beats are readily identified, provided that the two tones are not greatly different in
level; thus the dip is explained in terms of the enhanced detectability due to the
phenomenon of beating. In fact, the beat phenomenon provides a very effective way of
matching two frequencies. As the frequencies draw together the beating becomes slower
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and slower until it stops with perfect matching of tones. Pilots of propeller driven twinengine aircraft use this phenomenon to adjust the two propellers to the same speed.
Reference is made now to Figure 2.8 where the effectiveness, as masker, of a tone and
a narrow band of noise is compared. The tone is at 400 Hz and the band of noise is 90 Hz
wide centred at 410 Hz. Both maskers are at 80 dB sound pressure level. It is evident that
the narrow band of noise is more effective as a masker over most of the audio frequency
range, except at frequencies above 1000 Hz where the tone is slightly more effective than
a narrow band of noise.
It is of interest to note that the cross over, where the narrow band of noise becomes
less effective as a masker, occurs where the ratio of critical bandwidth to centre band
frequency becomes constant and relatively small (see Section 2.2.6 and Figure 2.6). In
this range, the band filters are very sharply tuned. That is, the tone is more effective as a
masker in the frequency range where the cochlear response is most sharply tuned,
suggesting that the band pass filter is narrow enough to reject part of the narrow band of
noise masker. Unfortunately, as little is known about the active response of the basilar
membrane as a filter, the matter must rest until more information becomes available.

Figure 2.8 Comparison of a tone and a
narrow band of noise as maskers.
In the foregoing discussion of Figures 2.7 and 2.8, a brief summary has been presented of
the effect of masking of one sound by another. This information is augmented by
reference to the work of Kryter (1970). Kryter has reviewed the comprehensive literature
which was available to him and based upon his review he has prepared the following
summary of his conclusions.
1. Narrowband noise causes greater masking around its frequency than does a pure tone
of that frequency. This should be evident, since a larger portion of the basilar
membrane is excited by the noise.
2. Narrowband noise is more effective than pure tones in masking frequencies above the
band frequency.
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3. A noise bandwidth is ultimately reached above which any further increase of
bandwidth has no further influence on the masking of a pure tone at its frequency.
This implies that the ear recognizes certain critical bandwidths associated with the
regions of activity on the basilar membrane.
4. The threshold of the masked tone is normally raised to the level of the masking noise
only in the critical bandwidth centred on that frequency.
5. A tone, which is a few decibels above the masking noise, seems about as loud as it
would sound if the masking noise were not present.
2.4.2 Loudness
The subjective response of a group of normal subjects to variation in sound pressure has
been investigated (Stevens, 1957, 1972; Zwicker, 1958; Zwicker & Scharf, 1965). Table
2.1 summarizes the results, which have been obtained for a single fixed frequency or a
narrow band of noise containing all frequencies within some specified and fixed narrow
range of frequencies. The test sound was in the mid audio-frequency range at sound
pressures greater than about 2×10−3 Pa (40 dB re 20 µPa).

Table 2.1 Subjective effect of changes in sound
pressure level
Change in sound level
(dB)

Change in power
Change in apparent loudness

Decrease

Increase

3

1/2

2

Just perceptible

5

1/3

3

Clearly noticeable

10

1/10

10

Half or twice as loud

20

1/100

100

Much quieter or louder

Note that a reduction in sound energy (pressure squared) of 50% results in a reduction of
3 dB and is just perceptible by the normal ear.
The consequence for noise control of the information contained in Table 2.1 is of
interest. Given a group of noise sources all producing the same amount of noise, their
number would have to be reduced by a factor of 10 to achieve a reduction in apparent
loudness of one-half. To decrease the apparent loudness by half again, that is to onequarter of its original subjectively judged loudness, would require a further reduction of
sources by another factor of 10. Alternatively, if we started with one trombone player
behind a screen and subsequently added 99 more players, all doing their best, an audience
out in front of the screen would conclude that the loudness had increased by a factor of
four.
In contrast to what is shown in Table 2.1, an impaired ear with recruitment (see
Section 2.3), in which the apparent dynamic range of the ear is greatly compressed, can
readily detect small changes in sound pressure, so Table 2.1 does not apply to a person
with recruitment. For example, an increase or decrease in sound power of about 10%,
rather than 50% as in the table, could be just perceptible to a person with recruitment.
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It has been observed that outer hair cells are more sensitive to excessive noise than are
inner hair cells. It has also been observed that exposure to loud noise for an extended
period of time will produce effects such as recruitment. These observations suggest that
impairment of the outer hair cells is associated with recruitment. With time and rest the
ear will recover from the effects of exposure to loud noise if the exposure has not been
too extreme. However, with relentless exposure, the damage to the hair cells will be
permanent and recruitment may be the lot of their owner.
2.4.3 Comparative Loudness and the Phon
Variation in the level of a single fixed tone or narrow band of frequencies, and a person’s
response to that variation has been considered. Consideration will now be given to the
comparative loudness of two sounds of different frequency content. Reference will be
made to two experiments, the results of which are shown in Figure 2.9 as cases (a) and
(b).
Referring to Figure 2.9, the experiments have been conducted using many young
people with undamaged normal ears. In the experiments, a subject was placed in a free
field with sound frontally incident. The subject was presented with a 1 kHz tone used as a
reference and alternately with a second sound used as a stimulus. In case (a), the stimulus
was a tone and in case (b), the stimulus was an octave band of noise. The subject was
asked to adjust the level of the stimulus until it sounded equally loud as the reference
tone. After the subject had adjusted a stimulus sound so that subjectively it seemed
equally as loud as the 1 kHz tone, the sound pressure of the stimulus was recorded. Maps
based on mean lines through the resulting data are shown in Figure 2.9 (a) and (b). It is
evident from the figures that the response of the ear as subjectively reported, is both
frequency and pressure-amplitude dependent.
The units used to label the equal-loudness contours in the figure are called phons. The
lines in the figure are constructed so that all variable sounds of the same number of phons
sound equally loud. In each case, the phon scale is chosen so that the number of phons
equals the sound pressure level of the reference tone at 1 kHz. For example, according to
the figure at 31.5 Hz a stimulus of 40 phons (a tone in Figure 2.9(a) and an octave band
of noise in Figure 2.9(b)) sounds equally loud as a 1000 Hz tone of 40 phons, even
though the sound pressure levels of the lower-frequency sounds are about 35 dB higher.
Humans are quite “deaf” at low frequencies. The bottom line in the figures represents the
average threshold of hearing, or minimum audible field (MAF).
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Figure 2.9 Equal loudness free-field
frontal incidence contours in phons: (a)
Tonal noise; (b) octave band noise.
MAF is the mean of the minimum
audible field.
The phon has been defined so that for a tonal stimulus, every equal loudness contour
must pass through the point at 1000 Hz where the sound pressure level is equal to the
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corresponding phon number. While what has been said is obvious, it is certainly not
obvious what the sound pressure level will be at 1000 Hz for an octave-band of noise
equal loudness contour of a given phon number. For this consideration attention is drawn
to Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Sound pressure level differences between
tones and octave bands of noise of equal loudness
based on data in Figure 2.9
Loudness level differences (Phons)
Band centre Frequency (Hz)

20

40

60

80

100

110

31.5

3

2

0

3

3

6

63

3

1

−2

−1

0

3

125

3

0

−2

0

1

2

250

0

−2

−1

−2

0

1

500

1

1

1

−1

2

3

1000

1

4

4

3

5

6

2000

4

6

4

4

3

3

4000

3

4

3

0

−1

−4

8000

14

16

14

11

7

9

Table 2.2 has been constructed by subtracting the recorded sound pressure level shown in
(b) from the sound pressure level shown in (a) of Figure 2.9 for all corresponding
frequencies and phon numbers. At 1000 Hz the table shows that for the whole range of
phon numbers from 20 to 110 phons the sound pressure level of the reference tone is
greater than the sound pressure level of the corresponding equal loudness band of noise.
Alternatively, and in every case at the 1000 Hz centre band frequency, the octave band of
noise of lower sound pressure level sounds equally loud as the 1000 Hz reference tone.
Reference to Table 2.2 shows that the 1000 Hz reference tone ranges above the 1000
Hz octave band from a low of +1 dB at a phon number of 20 to a high of +5 dB at a phon
number of 110. In view of the fact mentioned earlier (see Section 2.4.2), that a change of
3 dB in level is just noticeable it must be recognized that precision is very difficult to
achieve. Consequently, with respect to the data in Table 2.2, it is suggested here that if
phon differences at 4000 Hz levels above 60 phons are ignored as aberrant, all phon
differences at frequencies of 1000 Hz to 4000 Hz might be approximated as 4 dB and
8000 Hz might be approximated as 11 dB. Similarly, it is suggested that all phon
differences at frequencies of 500 Hz or less might be approximated as +1 dB. This
suggestion is guided by the observation made earlier, in consideration of the critical band,
and the proposed interpretation put upon the data shown in Figure 2.6.
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2.4.4 Relative Loudness and the Sone
In the discussion of the previous section, the comparative loudness of either a tone or an
octave band of noise, in both cases of variable centre frequency, compared to a reference
tone, was considered and a system of equal loudness contours was established. However,
the labelling of the equal loudness contours was arbitrarily chosen so that at 1 kHz the
loudness in phons was the same as the sound pressure level of the reference tone at 1
kHz. This labelling provides no information about relative loudness; that is, how much
louder is one sound than another.
In this section the relative loudness of two sounds, as judged subjectively, will be
considered. Reference to Table 2.1 suggests that an increase in sound pressure level of 10
decibels will result in a subjectively judged increase in loudness of a factor of 2. To take
account of the information in the latter table, yet another unit, called the sone, has been
introduced. The 40-phon contour of Figure 2.9 has arbitrarily been labelled 1 sone. Then
the 50-phon contour of the figure, which, according to Table 2.1, would be judged twice
as loud, has been labelled two sones, etc. The relation between the sone, S, and the phon,
P, is summarized as follows:
S=2(P−40)/10
(2.32)
At levels of 40 phons and above, the preceding equation fairly well approximates
subjective judgment of loudness. However, at levels of 100 phons and higher, the
physiological mechanism of the ear begins to saturate, and subjective loudness will
increase less rapidly than predicted by Equation (2.32). On the other hand, at levels
below 40 phons the subjective perception of increasing loudness will increase more
rapidly than predicted by the equation. The definition of the sone is thus a compromise
that works best in the mid-level range of ordinary experience, between extremely quiet
(40 phons) and extremely loud (100 phons).
In Section 2.2.7, the question was raised “What bandwidth is equivalent to a single
frequency?” A possible answer was discussed in terms of the known mechanical
properties of the ear but no quantitative answer could be given. Fortunately, it is not
necessary to bother with the narrow band filter properties of the ear, which are unknown.
The practical solution to the question of how one compares tones with narrow bands of
noise is to carry out the implied experiment with a large number of healthy young people,
and determine the comparisons empirically.
The experiment has been carried out and an appropriate scheme has been devised for
estimating loudness of bands of noise, which may be directly related to loudness of tones
(see Moore, 1982 for discussion). The method will be illustrated here for octave bands by
making reference to Figure 2.10(a). To begin, sound pressure levels in bands are first
determined (see Sections 1.10.1 and 3.3). As Figure 2.10(a) shows, nine octave bands
may be considered.
The band loudness index for each of the octave bands is read for each band from
Figure 2.10(a) and recorded. For example, according to the figure, a 250 Hz octave band
level of 50 dB has an index S4 of 1.8. The band with the highest index Smax is determined,
and the loudness in sones is then calculated by adding to it the weighted sum of the
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indices of the remaining bands. The following equation is used for the calculation, where
the weighting B is equal to 0.3 for octave band and 0.15 for one-third octave band
analysis, and the prime on the sum is a reminder that the highest-level band is omitted:
(2.33)
When the composite loudness level, L (sones), has been determined, it may be converted
back to phons and to the equivalent sound pressure level of a 1 kHz tone. For example,
the composite loudness number computed according to Equation 2.33 is used to enter the
scale on the left and read across to the scale on the right of Figure 2.10(a). The
corresponding sound level in phons is then read from the scale on the right. The latter
number, however, is also the sound pressure level for a 1 kHz tone.
Figure 10.10(b) is an alternative representation of Figure 10.10(b), which makes it
easier to read off the sone value for a given sound pressure level value.
Example 2.1
Given the octave band sound pressure levels shown in the example table in row 1,
determine the loudness index for each band, the composite loudness in sones and in
phons, and rank order the various bands in order of descending loudness.

Example 2.1 Table
Octave band centre frequencies (Hz)
Row

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

1. Band level (dB re 20 pPa)

57

58

60

65

75

80

75

70

65

2. Band loudness index (sores)

0.7

1.3

2.4

4.6

9.9

16.5

14.5

12.5

11.0

3. Ranking

9

8

7

6

5

1

2

3

4

4. Adjustment

0

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

5. Ranking level

57

61

66

74

87

95

93

91

89

Solution
1. Enter the band levels in row 1 of the example table in Figure 2.10(b), read the loudness
indices Si and record them in row 2 of the example table.
2. Rank the indices as shown in row 3.
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Figure 2.10 Relationship between
loudness indices and band sound
pressure level (octave or 1/3 octave).
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3. Enter the indices of row 2 in Equation (2.33):

L=16.5+0.3×56.9=33.6 sones
4. Enter the computed loudness, 33.6, in the scale on the left and reading across of Figure
2.10(a), read the corresponding loudness on the right in the figure as 91 phons.

Example 2.2
For the purpose of noise control, a rank ordering of loudness may be sufficient. Given
such a rank ordering, the effect of concentrated control on the important bands may be
determined. A comparison of the cost of control and the effectiveness of loudness
reduction may then be possible. In such a case, a short-cut method of rank ordering band
levels, which always gives results similar to the more exact method discussed above is
illustrated here. Note that reducing the sound level in dB(A) does not necessarily mean
that the perceived loudness will be reduced, especially for sound levels exceeding 70
dB(A). Referring to the table of the previous example and given the data of row 1 of the
example table, use a short-cut method to rank order the various bands.
Solution
1. Enter adjustment levels shown in row 4.
2. Add the adjustment levels to the band levels of row 1.
3. Enter adjusted levels in row 5.
4. Note that the rank ordering is exactly as shown previously in row 3.
2.4.5 Pitch
The lowest frequency, which can be identified as a tone by a person with normal hearing,
is about 20 Hz. At lower frequencies, the individual pressure pulses are heard; the sound
is that of a discrete set of events rather than a continuous tone. The highest frequency that
a person can hear is very susceptible to factors such as age, health and previous exposure
to high noise levels. With acute hearing, the limiting frequency may be as high as 20
kHz, but normally the limit seems to be about 18 kHz.
Pitch is the subjective response to frequency. Low frequencies are identified as “flat”
or “low-pitched”, while high frequencies are identified as “sharp” or “high-pitched”. As
few sounds of ordinary experience are of a single frequency (for example, the quality of
the sound of a musical instrument is determined by the presence of many frequencies
other than the fundamental frequency), it is of interest to consider what determines the
pitch of a complex note.
If a sound is characterized by a series of integrally related frequencies (for example,
the second lowest is twice the frequency of the lowest, the third lowest is three times the
lowest, etc.), then the lowest frequency determines the pitch. Furthermore, even if the
lowest frequency is removed, say by filtering, the pitch remains the same; the ear supplies
the missing fundamental frequency. However, if not only the fundamental is removed,
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but also the odd multiples of the fundamental as well, say by filtering, then the sense of
pitch will jump an octave. The pitch will now be determined by the lowest frequency,
which was formerly the second lowest. Clearly, the presence or absence of the higher
frequencies is important in determining the subjective sense of pitch.
Pitch and frequency are not linearly related, and pitch is dependent on sound level.
The situation with regard to pitch is illustrated in Figure 2.11. In the figure are shown two
lines, A and B. Line A, with a slope of unity, illustrates a linear relationship between
sense of pitch and frequency. However, an experimental study produced the empirical
curve B, which describes the sense of pitch relative to frequency for tones of 60 dB re 20
µPa. The latter curve was obtained by presenting a reference 1 kHz tone and a variable
tone, sequentially, to listeners who were asked to adjust the second tone until its pitch
was twice that of the reference tone, half that of the reference tone, etc., until the curve
shown could be constructed. The experimenters assigned the name “mel” to the units on
the ordinate, such that the pitch of the reference tone was 1000 mels.

Figure 2.11 Subjective sense of pitch
as a function of frequency. Line A is a
linear relation observed in the limit at
high sound pressure levels. Line B is a
non-linear relation observed at low
sound pressure levels.
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As mentioned previously, sense of pitch also is related to level. For example, consider
a data point on line B as a reference and consider following the steps by which the data
point was obtained. When this has been done, tones of level well above 60 dB and
frequencies below 500 Hz tend to be judged flat and must be shifted right toward line A,
while tones above 500 Hz tend to be judged sharp and must be shifted left toward line A.
Referring to Figure 2.11, this observation may be interpreted as meaning that the
subjective response (curve B) tends to approach the linear response (curve A) at high
sound pressure levels, with the crossover at about 500 Hz as indicated in the figure. It is
worthy of note that the system tends to linearity at high sound pressure levels.

CHAPTER THREE
Instrumentation for Noise Measurement
and Analysis
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• acoustic instrumentation;
• condenser, electret and piezo-electric microphones;
• microphone sensitivity, definition and use;
• acoustic instrumentation calibration;
• sound level meters;
• tape recording of acoustical data;
• sound intensity analysers and particle velocity sensors;
• statistical noise analysers;
• frequency spectrum analysers; and
• noise dosimeters.

3.1 MICROPHONES
A wide variety of transduction devices have been demonstrated over the years for
converting sound pressure fluctuations to measurable electrical signals, but only two such
devices are commonly used for precision measurement (Beranek, 1971, Chapters 3 and
4). As this chapter is concerned with the precision measurement of sound pressure level,
the discussion will be restricted to these two types of transducer.
The most commonly used sound pressure transducer for precision measurement is the
condenser microphone. To a lesser extent piezoelectric microphones are also used. Both
microphones are used because of their very uniform frequency response and their longterm sensitivity stability. The condenser microphone generally gives the most accurate
and consistent measure but it is much more expensive to construct than is the
piezoelectric microphone. The condenser microphone is available in two forms, which
are either externally polarized by application of a bias voltage in the power supply or prepolarized internally by use of an electret. The externally polarized microphone is
sensitive to dust and moisture on its diaphragm, but it is capable of reliable operation at
elevated temperatures. The pre-polarized type is not nearly as sensitive to dust and
moisture and is the microphone of choice in current instrumentation for accurate
measurement of sound. It is also the most commonly used microphone in active noise
control systems. Both forms of condenser microphone are relatively insensitive to
vibration.
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The piezoelectric microphone is less sensitive to dust and moisture but it can be
damaged by exposure to elevated temperatures and, in general, it tends to be quite
microphonic; that is, a piezoelectric microphone may respond about equally well to
vibration and sound whereas a condenser microphone will respond well to sound and
effectively not at all to vibration. In the measurement of sound one must always guard
against false readings due to microphonic effects.
3.1.1 Condenser Microphone
A condenser microphone consists of a diaphragm which serves as one electrode of a
condenser, and a polarized backing plate, parallel to the diaphragm and separated from it
by a very narrow air gap, which serves as the other electrode. The condenser is polarized
by means of a bound charge, so that small variations in the air gap due to pressureinduced displacement of the diaphragm result in corresponding variations in the voltage
on the condenser.
The bound charge on the backing plate may be provided either by means of an
externally supplied bias voltage of the order of 200 V, or by use of an electret, which
forms either part of the diaphragm or the backing plate. Details of the electret
construction and its use are discussed in the literature (Frederiksen et al., 1979). For the
purpose of the present discussion, however, the details of the latter construction are
unimportant In either case, the essential features of a condenser microphone and a
sufficient representation of its electrical circuit for the present purpose are provided in
Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 A schematic representation
of a condenser microphone and
equivalent electrical circuit.
Referring to Figure 3.1, the bound charge Q may be supplied by a d.c. power supply of
voltage E0 through a very large resistor Rp. Alternatively, the branch containing the d.c.
supply and resistor Rp may be thought of as a schematic representation of the electret.
The microphone response voltage is detected across the load resistor R. A good signal
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can be obtained at the input to a high internal impedance detector, even though the
motion of the diaphragm is only a small fraction of the wavelength of light.
An equation relating the output voltage of a condenser microphone to the diaphragm
displacement will be derived. It is first observed that the capacitance of a condenser is
defined as the stored charge on it, Q, divided by the resulting voltage across the
capacitance. Using this observation, it can be seen by reference to Figure 3.1, where C is
the capacitance of the microphone and Cs is the stray capacitance of the associated
circuitry, that for the diaphragm at rest with a d.c. bias voltage of E0:
(3.1)
The microphone capacitance is inversely proportional to the spacing at rest, h, between
the diaphragm and the backing electrode. If the microphone diaphragm moves a distance
x inward (negative displacement, positive pressure) so that the spacing becomes h−x, the
microphone capacitance will increase from C to C+δC and the voltage across the
capacitors will decrease in response to the change in capacitance by an amount E to
E0−E. Thus:
(3.2)
The microphone capacitance is inversely proportional to the spacing between the
diaphragm and the backing electrode, thus:
(3.3)
Equation (3.3) may be rewritten as:
(3.4)
Substitution of Equation (3.4) into Equation (3.2) and use of Equation (3.1) gives the
following relation:
(3.5)
Equation (3.5) may be rewritten in the following form:
(3.6)

The empirical constant K1 is now introduced and defined as follows:
(3.7)
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By design, Cs/C<<1 and x/h<<1; thus in a well-designed microphone the higher order
terms in Equation (3.6) may be omitted and by introducing Equation (3.7), Equation (3.6)
takes the following approximate form:
(3.8a,b)
Equation (3.8b) reflects the fact that a positive pressure, which causes a negative
displacement x (inward motion), results in a negative value of the induced voltage E.
Reference to Equation (3.7) shows that the constant K1 depends upon the spacing at
rest between the microphone diaphragm and the backing electrode, and the capacitance of
the device, both of which are generally very difficult to determine by design, and
consequently the constant must be determined by calibration. For good linear response,
the capacitance ratio Cs/C must be kept as small as possible, and similarly, the
microphone displacement relative to the condenser diaphragm backing electrode spacing,
x/h, must be very small. Thus, in a well-designed microphone, the second term in
Equation (3.8a) is negligible.
3.1.2 Piezoelectric Microphone
A sketch of the essential features of a typical piezoelectric microphone and a schematic
representation of its electrical circuit are shown in Figure 3.2. In this case, sound incident
upon the diaphragm tends to stress or unstress the piezoelectric element which, in
response, induces a bound charge across its capacitance. The effect of the variable charge
is like that of a voltage generator, as shown in the circuit.

Figure 3.2 A schematic representation
of a piezoelectric microphone and
equivalent electrical circuit.
For a piezoelectric microphone, the equivalent circuit of which is shown in Figure 3.2,
the microphone output voltage is given by:
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(3.9a,b)
As E0=Q/C:
(3.10)
The voltage E0 generated by the piezoelectric crystal is proportional to its displacement
Thus:
E0=K2x
(3.11)
Substituting Equation (3.11) into (3.10) gives:
(3.12)

3.1.3 Pressure Response
Equations (3.8) and (3.12) show that the response voltage, E, is essentially linearly
related to the displacement x. In either case, an acoustic wave of pressure p incident upon
the surface of the microphone diaphragm of area, A, will induce a mean displacement, x,
determined by the compliance, K3, of the diaphragm. Thus, the relation between acoustic
pressure and mean displacement is:
x=−K3Ap
(3.13)
Substitution of Equation (3.13) into either Equation (3.8) or Equation (3.12) results in a
relation, formally the same in either case, between the induced microphone voltage and
the incident acoustic pressure. Thus, for either microphone:
(3.14)
In Equation (3.14) the constant K must be determined by calibration.
3.1.4 Microphone Sensitivity
It is customary to express the sensitivity of microphones in decibels relative to a
reference level. Following accepted practice, the reference voltage, Eref, is set equal to 1V
and the reference pressure, p0, is set equal to 1 Pa. The following equation may then be
written for the sensitivity of a microphone:
S=20 log10[Ep0/(Erefp)]
(3.15)
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Using Equation (1.78), Equation (3.15) may, in turn, be rewritten in terms of sound
pressure level Lp as:
S=20 log10E−Lp+94 (dB)
(3.16)
Typical microphone sensitivities range between −25 and −60 dB re 1VPa−1. For example,
if the incident sound pressure level is 74 dB, then a microphone of −30 dB re 1V Pa−1
sensitivity will produce a voltage which is down from 1V by 50 dB. The voltage thus
produced is E=10−50/20=3.15 mV.
3.1.5 Field Effects and Calibration
Reference to Equation (3.14) shows that the output voltage of a microphone is directly
proportional to the area of the diaphragm. Thus the smaller a microphone of a given type,
the smaller will be its sensitivity. As the example shows, the output voltage may be rather
small, especially if very low sound pressure levels are to be measured, and the magnitude
of the gain that is possible in practice is limited by the internal noise of the amplification
devices. These considerations call for a microphone with a large diaphragm, which will
produce a corresponding relatively large output voltage.
In the design of a good microphone one is concerned with uniform frequency
response, besides general sensitivity as discussed above, and the demand for highfrequency response recommends against a microphone with a large diaphragm. The
problem is that, at high frequencies, the wavelength of sound becomes very small. Thus,
for any diaphragm, there will be a frequency at which the diameter of the diaphragm and
the wavelength of sound are comparable. When this happens, large diffraction effects
begin to take place which will make the microphone response to the incident sound quite
irregular, and also sensitive to the direction of incidence. This may be undesirable when
the direction of incidence is unknown.
Unfortunately, the problem of diffraction cannot be avoided; in fact diffraction effects
begin to be apparent when the wavelength of the measured sound is still as much as 10
times the diameter of the microphone, and this is always well within the expected
measurement range of the instrument. At still higher frequencies and shorter wavelengths
the response of the microphone becomes quite sensitive to the angle of incidence of the
measured sound, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. In the figure the increase or decrease in
sound pressure level due to the presence of the microphone, relative to the sound pressure
level that would exist in the absence of the microphone, is shown. Thus for a microphone
characterized by the diffraction effects shown in the figure, and for a microphone
diameter to wavelength ratio of 0.63, a normally incident sound will produce a sound
pressure at the microphone which is 8 dB higher than the same sound will produce at
grazing incidence.
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Figure 3.3 Microphone free-field
correction: the sound pressure level on
the diaphragm relative to the free-field
level in the absence of the microphone,
as a function of angle of incidence.
Angles are measured relative to the
normal to the diaphragm. DFR is the
diffuse-field response, i.e. sound
pressure level on the diaphragm in a
diffuse field (random-incidence
calibration); adapted from Bruel and
Kjaer, 1973.
Essentially, what is affected is the phase as well as the amplitude of the sound pressure
distribution over the diaphragm of the microphone. Since the problem of diffraction
cannot be avoided for practical reasons of sensitivity, as has been explained, it is
necessary to take account of the expected angle of incidence of sound upon a microphone
during use. This has led to the so-called free-field calibration, which is a function of
angle of incidence. Alternatively, if sound is assumed to be incident from all directions at
once, then the properly weighted average of the free-field calibrations produces the
random-incidence calibration. Such a weighted average is shown in Figure 3.3 as the
diffuse-field response (DFR).
Yet another possibility exists. If a uniform pressure is imposed on the diaphragm
(done in practice electrostatically), then a pressure response can be determined. The latter
response is affected by the design of the backing electrode, the size and shape of the
backing cavity, and the mass and tension of the diaphragm. It is thus possible to shape the
high-frequency pressure response to compensate for the effective increase in pressure at
the diaphragm due to diffraction. For example, if the pressure-response roll-off is shaped
by design to just compensate for the increase of the free-field pressure at normal
incidence, giving a combined response which is fairly flat for normally incident sound,
then a free-field microphone is produced. Alternatively, the pressure response roll-off can
be adjusted to compensate for the free-field increase at any angle of incidence, or it can
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be adjusted to compensate for the random incidence response, in which case a randomincidence or diffuse-field microphone is produced.
In summary, three types of calibration are recognized. These are free field, random
incidence and pressure sensitivity. Microphones are commonly sold as (1) free field,
generally meaning flat response for normal incidence, or (2) as random incidence,
meaning generally flat response in a diffuse sound field characterized by sound of equal
intensity incident from all directions. Alternatively, some sound level meters provide a
filter network to allow simulation of diffuse field response for any particular microphone.
In some applications where diffraction is not present (such as when the microphone is
mounted flush with the wall of a duct to measure turbulent pressure fluctuations), the
pressure-response calibration only is used.
Both free-field and diffuse-field microphones are used for industrial noise
measurement. When it is obvious from which direction the noise is coming, then a freefield microphone is used and pointed directly at the source. When it is not obvious where
the noise is coming from or when there are noise sources all around the microphone, then
best results are obtained by using a diffuse-field microphone and pointing it straight up
into the air. In this case most sound will then be incident at 90º to the microphone axis,
and as the diffuse-field response is reasonably close to the 90º incidence response for
many microphones the measurement error is minimized. For more accurate results, the
actual error can be compensated by using the microphone characteristics for a particular
microphone, similar to those shown in Figure 3.3.
All microphones must trade sensitivity for frequency response. Frequency response is
inversely related to the microphone diaphragm diameter D, while the sensitivity is
directly related to the fourth power of the diameter, as may be inferred by reference to
Equations (3.14) and (3.16). It can be seen that good high-frequency response is obtained
at the expense of a rapid deterioration in sensitivity. The effect is illustrated in Figure 3.4,
where the respective sensitivities of three free-field microphones, having diameters of
approximately 25, 12 and 6 mm, are shown. Fortunately, in the audio-frequency range,
which is of interest here, it has been possible to produce, and make commercially
available, microphones which have sufficient frequency response and sensitivity for most
purposes; amplifiers are available which can adequately cope with their small output
signals. Recent advances in microphone technology have resulted in 12 mm microphones
that are 10 dB more sensitive than shown in Figure 3.4. Thus, 25 mm diameter
microphones are not used
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Figure 3.4 Free-field condenser
microphone sensitivities. Diaphragm
diameters: curve A, 25 mm; curve B,
12 mm; and curve C, 6 mm.
very often any more as 12 mm microphones with similar sensitivity and better frequency
response are available.
3.2 WEIGHTING NETWORKS
In the previous chapter it was shown that the apparent loudness of a sound (that is, the
subjective response of the ear) varies with frequency as well as with sound pressure, and
that the variation of loudness with frequency also depends to some extent on the sound
pressure. Sound-measuring instruments are now designed to make allowances for this
behaviour of the ear by the use of electronic “weighting” networks. The various standards
organizations recommend the use of three weighting networks, as well as a linear
(unweighted) network for use in sound level meters.
The A-weighting circuit was originally designed to approximate the response of the
human ear at low sound levels. Similarly, B and C networks were intended to
approximate the response of the ear at levels of 55–85 dB and above 85 dB, respectively.
The characteristics of these networks are shown in Figure 3.5. A fourth network, the Dweighting, has been proposed specifically for aircraft noise measurements. However, it
has not gained favour and the trend appears to be toward exclusive use of the Aweighting network. When a weighting network proves desirable, Figure 3.5 shows the
correction which must be added to a linear reading to
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Figure 3.5 International standard A-,
B- and C-weighting curves for sound
level meters.
obtain the weighted reading for a particular frequency. For convenience, corrections for
the A-weighting network are also listed in Table 3.1. For example, if the linear reading at
125 Hz were 90 dB re 20 µPa, then the A-weighted reading would be 74 dB(A).

Table 3.1 A-weighting network corrections (dB).
Frequency A-weighting
(Hz)
correction

Frequency A-weighting
(Hz)
correction

Frequency A-weighting
(Hz)
correction

10

−70.4

160

−13.4

2500

1.3

12.5

−63.4

200

−10.9

3150

1.2

16

−56.7

250

−8.6

4000

1.0

20

−50.5

315

−6.6

5000

0.5

25

−44.7

400

−4.8

6300

−0.1

31.5

−39.4

500

−3.2

8000

−1.1

40

−34.6

630

−1.9

10000

−2.5
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50

−30.2

800

−0.8

12500

−4.3

63

−26.2

1000

0.0

16000

−6.6

80

−22.5

1250

0.6

20000

−9.3

100

−19.1

1600

1.0

125

−16.1

2000

1.2

Example 3.1
Given the sound spectrum shown in line 1 of the table below, find the overall unweighted
(linear) sound level in decibels and the A-weighted sound level in dB(A).

Example 3.1 Table
Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)

31.5

63

95

95

Linear level (dB)

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
90

85

80

A-wt correction

−39.4 −26.2 −16.1 −8.6 −3.2

A-wt level

55.6

68.6

81

75

70

65

0

1.2

1.0

−1.1

76.2

71.0

63.9

73.9 76.4 76.8 81.0

Solution
The linear level is calculated using:

where Lpi are the levels shown in line 1 of the table. The A-weighted overall level is
found by adding the A-weighting corrections (see Table 3.1) to line 1 to obtain line 3 and
then adding the levels in line 3 using the above expression to give:
Lpt=84.9 dB(A)
3.3 SOUND LEVEL METERS
The most common and convenient instrument for measuring the sound pressure level of a
sound field is a sound level meter. The various components of a sound level meter are
illustrated in Figure 3.6. The components include possible filter networks in addition to a
microphone, amplifiers, attenuators and a read-out meter giving sound pressure level, Lp.
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Figure 3.6 A schematic representation
of the elements of a sound level meter.
Key: 1, microphone; 2, pre-amplifier;
3, amplifier (only on old instruments);
4, linear all-pass or weighting network
(A, B or C), or external bandpass filter;
5, amplifier; 6, external output; 7,
rectifier, calculation of output quantity
and display. Old instruments have
analog meters for the display and no
calculation of output quantities while
most instruments marketed after 1990
use microprocessors to calculate a
range of output quantities and have a
digital display.
The microphone assembly converts the incident sound into an electrical signal. As the
microphone voltage is proportional to the sound pressure according to Equation (3.14),
and the acoustic sound pressures ordinarily encountered vary over a dynamic range of
107, a range of output voltage of the same order must be accommodated. Thus, an
attenuator at the input to the first stage of amplification is sometimes provided for this
purpose. In use, this input attenuator would first be adjusted so that the input amplifier is
not over driven. Subsequently, if the filter circuit is introduced, only the gain of the
output amplifier would be adjusted to keep the read out on scale. Most recent sound level
meters may not allow separate adjustments of the two amplifiers and, instead, have only
one sensitivity adjustment which minimizes the possibility of misuse. For convenience,
the attenuators are usually arranged in 10 dB steps. Instead of providing an attenuator
adjustment, most modern sound level meters provide a choice of two ranges of
measurement of sound pressure level: one for low levels and one for high levels. Each
range typically spans 70 dB or more.
To be useful in assessing noise, a sound level meter should be capable of displaying
Leq and LAeq. It is also useful for statistical quantities such as L10 (sound pressure level
exceeded 10% of the time) and L90 to be available as well as octave or 1/3 octave band
filters. In old instruments, octave and 1/3 octave band filters are connected externally but
in more recent instruments they are part of the sound level meter. Most sound level
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meters include A-, B- and C-weighted internal filter networks as well as an all-pass
(linear) arrangement without weighting. The former circuits provide respectively A-, Band C-weighted meter readings. Of these, the A-weighting is by far the most important.
The all-pass (linear) mode accepts and weights equally all frequencies within the
frequency response range of the microphone and sound level meter amplifier.
The dynamic range (difference between the maximum and minimum measurable
sound levels) of a sound level meter as well as its electronic noise floor are two quantities
used to distinguish better equipment. These quantities are also characteristic of the
microphone chosen for the task. When high sound levels are to be measured (such as
above 140 dB) a low sensitivity microphone should be chosen and when low sound levels
are to be measured (such as below 30 dB), a high sensitivity microphone should be used
so that the noise floor of the sound level meter or the microphone is not a problem. Most
microphones have a dynamic range of 100 to 120 dB.
Sounds that are encountered in practice are seldom ever steady in level. Fluctuations
in level are almost always encountered and sometimes the variations in level can be quite
large. To accommodate this phenomenon the sound level meter is provided with two
meter responses. One, labelled “fast”, has a time constant of 100 ms and is designed to
approximate the response of the ear. The other, labelled “slow”, has a time constant of 1
s, and while not simulating the response of the ear, is useful for determining mean levels
when the measured sound fluctuates continuously and violently during the course of
measurement and the sound level meter does not have the facility of calculating Leq.
Some sound level meters have a third response referred to as “impulse” response (with
a standard time constant of 35 ms) for the measurement of impulsive-type noises such as
drop forges. Many sound level meters with an impulse response characteristic also have a
capability to measure peak noise levels using a standard time constant of 50 µs. More
recent sound level meters allow the measurement of average sound level (using either fast
or slow response) or Leq (see Section 3.7) averaged over some predetermined time (e.g. 1
minute) or over any time span desired by the user. This type of sound level meter is
essential if repeatable and accurate readings are to be obtained in a fluctuating noise
environment (which, incidentally, is the most common industrial environment).
Measurement standards and statutory regulations generally specify which meter response
should be used for particular measurements.
3.4 CLASSES OF SOUND LEVEL METER
The various classes of sound level meter are discussed in IEC 61672–2002. Earlier
standards published by other organizations are out of date and do not reflect current
sound level meter technology. The new standard divides sound level meters into two
classes: class 1 or class 2, in order of decreasing accuracy. These classes are described as
follows:
• Class
1:

precision sound level meter, intended for laboratory use or for field use where accurate
measurements are required;

• Class
2:

general-purpose sound level meter, intended for general field use and for recording
noise level data for later frequency analysis;
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3.5 SOUND LEVEL METER CALIBRATION
The battery voltage should be checked regularly and the sound level meter and
microphone calibration should be checked and adjusted according to the operating
instructions. It is recommended that the instrument be overhauled every two years.
Strictly, calibration is an end to end check of an instrument over its entire useful
frequency range, and is generally a time-consuming procedure involving specialized
equipment dedicated to that purpose. Reference checks at one or more selected
frequencies, quite often loosely called calibration, may be used in the field and are
strongly recommended. Facilities for making such calibration checks differ between
manufacturers and types of instruments, but calibration usually involves placing a noise
generating device on the microphone that generates a known sound pressure level (often
94 dB or 124 dB) at one specific frequency.
3.5.1 Electrical Calibration
An externally or internally generated electrical signal of known amplitude and frequency
is injected into the microphone amplifier circuit. If the output meter deflection is
incorrect, slight compensation can be made to the amplification by adjustment of a preset
control. Although this calibration can check the amplifier, and the weighting networks
and filters, the microphone sensitivity is not checked. Thus, it is important to supplement
this form of calibration with regular acoustic calibration.
3.5.2 Acoustical Calibration
A tonal acoustic signal of known sound pressure level is applied to the microphone and
the meter reading is compared with the reference level. Any error outside the quoted
calibrator tolerance may be adjusted by the preset gain control (if available). Modern
devices use 1000 Hz as the calibration frequency, as the same result is obtained with the
A-weighting network switched in or out. Calibrators operating at other frequencies
require all weighting networks to be switched out during the calibration process. The
noise generating device is usually called a “pistonphone” and care should be taken to
ensure that there is a good seal between the microphone housing and calibrator cavity
(usually achieved with an “O-ring” on the calibrator part that slips over the microphone).
During calibration, the sensitivity adjustment on the sound level meter is adjusted to
make it read whatever the value equal to the sound pressure level generated by the
pistonphone calibrator. Calibration is accurate to ±0.5 dB for most instruments intended
for use in the field (general purpose sound level meters) and ±0.2 dB for precision
instruments for laboratory use. Such calibration is limited to one or a few discrete
frequencies, so that the procedure can only serve as a spot check at these frequencies.
Large errors may indicate damage to either the sound level meter or the calibrator, and in
such cases both should be returned to the manufacturer for checking.
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3.6 NOISE MEASUREMENTS USING SOUND LEVEL METERS
Good data are the result of careful attention to detail and the elimination of possible
sources of measurement error. It should be noted that the following considerations are
quite general and may apply whether or not measurements are made with a sound level
meter. The main sources of error are listed below.
3.6.1 Microphone Mishandling
If the microphone or its stand is placed upon a surface which is vibrating, then the
microphone may produce spurious signals which will be read on the meter as sound
pressure levels. Care must be taken to keep the microphone away from sources of
vibration. Exposure to extreme noise levels (see manufacturer’s data), or shocks due to
dropping the microphone may cause a serious change in calibration.
3.6.2 Sound Level Meter Amplifier Mishandling
The amplifier of the sound level meter must be protected from magnetic fields, intense
sound and vibration, otherwise it may itself act as a microphone and give an erroneous
output.
As some sound older level meters have both an input and output amplifier, it is
possible to overload the input amplifier and still obtain a meter deflection on scale. This
condition produces erroneous readings and is easily undetected unless the amplifiers have
visual overload indicators. A common situation where overloading of the input amplifier
can occur is when octave or one-third octave band sound levels are measured, and the
band level is small when compared with the overall level. The manufacturer’s
instructions should be carefully followed to avoid this error. However, most recently
constructed sound level meters do not have separately adjustable amplifiers, but rather a
choice of dynamic range for the instrument. In this case, it is important to make sure that
the instrument range is selected to best cover the range in noise levels to be measured.
3.6.3 Microphone and Sound Level Meter Response Characteristics
The manufacturer’s data should be consulted when a noise measurement is to be made, to
ensure that both the pressure amplitude (minimum as well as maximum) and frequency of
the signal are within the specified ranges of the microphone and SLM.
3.6.4 Background Noise
Background noise is the factor most likely to affect sound pressure level readings. To
determine whether or not background noise may interfere with measurements, the source
to be measured should be turned off (if possible). If the background noise is less than 10
dB below the total level when the source is turned on, a correction must be made to each
reading as described and summarized in Section 1.11.5. If the difference between the
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total noise level with the sound source in operation and the background noise level in any
octave or 1/3 octave measurement band is less than 3 dB, then meaningful acoustic
measurements in that band probably cannot be made.
3.6.5 Wind Noise
Even light winds blowing past a microphone produce spurious readings, particularly at
frequencies below 200 Hz. These effects can be reduced by fitting a porous acoustic foam
windscreen over the microphone. Air movement within some industrial plants can be
enough to warrant taking such a precaution. However, most commercially available
microphone wind screens are inadequate when wind speeds exceed 20 km h−1. If it is
necessary to take noise measurements when the wind is stronger than this and one can be
sure that noise due to wind rustling in nearby vegetation is not going to be a problem,
then an alternative screen is needed. This may take the form of a cubic enclosure of
dimensions approximately 1 metre×1 metre×1 metre, made of shade cloth and open at the
top with the microphone in the centre of the cube. Whenever foam windscreens are used,
note should be taken of microphone manufacturer’s advice regarding the slight effect on
the microphone sensitivity at high frequencies.
3.6.6 Temperature
The temperature-sensitive elements in the measurement system are the batteries and the
microphone. As the temperature increases, the life of the batteries decreases. Some
microphones are particularly insensitive to temperature. The best grade of condenser
microphone typically retains its calibration within 0.5 dB over a range from −40°C to
150°C. The piezoelectric microphone is also quite stable over a range of −40°C to 60°C.
It may be damaged, however, at higher temperatures.
3.6.7 Humidity and Dust
Condenser microphones in particular are sensitive to both humidity and dust on the
diaphragm, both of which cause a high level of self-noise in the instrument. When not in
use the equipment should be stored in a dry place, and the microphone protected with a
desiccator cap. A better plan might be to remove and store the microphone in a tight
enclosure containing a desiccant. Alternatively, condenser microphones that use an
electret, referred to commercially as pre-polarized, do not suffer these disadvantages and
no special precautions are necessary for their care and use, except that they should not be
subjected to rainfall or immersed in water, or have their diaphragms scratched.
3.6.8 Reflections from Nearby Surfaces
Nearby objects, which may affect the sound radiation of a source, must often remain
undisturbed for the purposes of the measurement; for example, while assessing operator
noise levels. At other times their presence may be highly undesirable, such as when
assessing the true acoustic power output of a particular machine.
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Such possible effects may be expected when an object’s dimensions are comparable
with or larger than the wavelength of the sound being measured. The possible effect on
the sound field may be judged by reference to Table 5.1 and the accompanying
discussion of Section 5.9.1 of Chapter 5.
When it is desirable to avoid the effect on sound measurements of nearby objects
which cannot be removed, the objects should be covered with sound-absorptive material.
3.7 TIME-VARYING SOUND
Thus far in the discussion it has been tacitly assumed that the noise considered is steady
and continuous. However, much industrial noise is not steady (although it may be
continuous), but rather fluctuates significantly in level over a short period of time. Traffic
noise, which is the predominant source of environmental noise in urban areas, is similarly
characterized.
Time-varying sound is usually described statistically, either in terms of Leq, the
equivalent continuous sound pressure level for a given period, or in terms of Lx, the sound
pressure level which is exceeded for x% of the time. Both Leq and Lx are generally
expressed in dB(A) units. The two most commonly used exceedence levels are L10 and
L90. The quantity L10, the level exceeded for 10% of the time, is a measure of the higher
level (and hence more intrusive) components of noise, whereas L90 is a measure of the
background or residual level (also referred to as ambient level). Both L10 and L90 may be
estimated, using a sound level meter set to A-weighting and “fast” response. The quantity
L10 corresponds approximately to the average of the maximum pointer deflections, and
L90 to the average of the minima.
Leq, the equivalent continuous sound pressure level, is defined in terms of the Leq,
time-varying sound pressure level, L(t), as follows:
(3.17)

L(t) may be weighted (see Sections 3.2 and 4.3.6) or unweighted.
In cases where the fluctuating component of a noise level is relatively small, that is
L10−L90 does not exceed 10 dB, Leq corresponds approximately to the average of the
maximum pointer deflections with the sound level meter set to a “slow” response. When
this criterion is not satisfied a more accurate measure of Leq can be determined by use of a
statistical noise analyser. Sound level meters are commonly available with digital
displays and many automatically calculate Leq values.
3.8 NOISE LEVEL MEASUREMENT
The type of noise measurement made will depend upon the purpose of the measurement.
For example, is it desired to establish dB(A) levels to determine whether allowable
criteria have been exceeded? Or are octave band levels needed for comparison with
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model predictions or for determining machine noise reduction requirements? Or are
narrow band measurements needed for the purpose of identifying noise sources?
The type of noise measurement made will also depend upon the type of noise source;
steady state and impulsive noises require different types of measurement. These
measurements and the appropriate instrumentation are summarized in Table 3.2 for
various noise sources.
The quantity LAeq is the equivalent continuous A-weighted noise level which
characterizes fluctuating noise as an equivalent steady-state level. The A-weighted
equivalent continuous noise level is found by replacing the unweighted sound pressure
level in Equation (3.17) with the A-weighted sound pressure level and is defined as:
(3.18)

where T is a long period of time and LpA(t) is the A-weighted sound pressure level at time
t. If the quantity T(hours) outside of the integral (but not the integration limit) in Equation
(3.18) is replaced with 8 (hours), then LAeq will become LAeq,8h.

Table 3.2 Noise types and their measurement
Characteristics Type of
Source

Type of
Type of
Remarks
Measurement Instrument

Constant
continuous
noise

Pumps,
electric
motors,
gearboxes,
conveyers

Direct reading Sound level Octave or
of A-weighted meter
1/3 octave
value
analysis if
noise is
excessive

Constant but
intermittent
noise

Air
dB value and
compressor, exposure time
automatic
or LAeq
machinery
during a
work cycle

Sound level
meter
Integrating
sound level
meter

Octave or
1/3 octave
analysis if
noise is
excessive

Periodically
fluctuating
noise

Mass
dB value, LAeq
production, or noise dose
surface
grinding

Sound level
meter
Integrating
sound A
level meter

Octave or
1/3 octave
analysis if
noise is
excessive

Fluctuating
non-periodic
noise

Manual
work,
grinding,
welding,
component
assembly

Noise
LAeq or noise
dose Statistical dosimeter
analysis
Integrating
sound level
meter

Long term
measurement
usually
required
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Repeated
impulses

Automatic
press,
pneumatic
drill,
rivetting

LAeq or noise
dose and
“Impulse”
noise level
Check “Peak”
value

Single impulse

Hammer
LAeq and
blow,
“Peak” value
material
handling,
punch press

Impulse
sound level
meter or
SLM with
“Peak”
hold

Difficult to
assess More
harmful to
hearing than
it sounds

Impulse
sound level
meter or
SLM with
“Peak”
hold

Difficult to
assess Very
harmful to
hearing.

Noise characteristics classified according to the way they vary with time. Constant noise remains
within 5 dB for a long time. Constant noise which starts and stops is called intermittent. Fluctuating
noise varies significantly but has a constant long term average (LAeq,T). Impulse noise lasts for less
than one second.

3.9 STATISTICAL ANALYSERS
These instruments measure the distribution of fluctuating noise with time for the purpose
of community noise and hearing damage risk assessment. In addition to providing energy
averaged noise levels (Leq), they readily provide statistical quantities such as L10, L50 and
L90, which are respectively the levels exceeded 10%, 50% and 90% of the time and,
provided that they are well protected or hidden to avoid theft or vandalism, can often be
left in the field unattended, gathering data for weeks at a time.
3.10 NOISE DOSIMETERS
These devices measure the cumulative noise dose in terms of A-weighted sound energy
over a period of a normal working day for the purpose of assessing hearing damage risk.
The instruments perform the necessary integration to determine LAeq according to
Equation (3.18) (see Sections 4.3.3, 4.3.4 and 4.3.6). The LAeq measurement can be
converted to the eight hour equivalent, LAeq,8h, using the analysis of Chapter 4. Dosimeters
are a form of sound level meter that have a DC output signal that is converted into a
series of impulses, which are counted to provide a measure of the noise dose. The
technical specifications of dosimeters are the same as for type II sound level meters.
Dosimeters are designed to be carried by individuals who are exposed to varying
levels of high-intensity noise; thus they are small in size and simple to operate, with a
microphone that can clip on to the lapel of a coat or shirt. Dosimeters are available to
comply with European, Australian and American regulations. The meters complying with
Australian and European regulations have the following characteristics: an eight hour
exposure to a level of 90 dB(A) constitutes a 100% noise dose; and for each 3 dB
increase above 90 dB(A) the noise dose is doubled for the same exposure time. Some
older dosimeters inhibit their energy integration below a level of 80 dB(A) and these
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should not be used as they are obsolete. In the USA a 5 dB weighting rather than the 3 dB
weighting mentioned is used to determine exposure, and energy integration is inhibited
below 90 dB(A) rather than 80 dB(A). Some dosimeters also allow a 6 dB weighting (see
discussion, Section 4.3). The upper limit for some dosimeters is 130 dB(A) but 140
dB(A) would be more desirable, especially when the user is exposed to impact noise.
In the future, noise dosimeters may possibly replace the majority of equipment used
for the assessment of hazard to hearing in industry, as they provide a simple, unified and
accurate measure of noise exposure.
In some countries the term “A-weighted equivalent level”, LAeq, rather than noise dose
is used in legislation and regulations dealing with worker noise exposure. The maximum
allowed time of exposure is then specified so that LAeq determined during a normal
working day (eight hours) does not exceed 90 dB(A). When LAeq is used to define the
sound level averaged over an eight hour period, it is defined as LAeq,8h.
More recent noise dosimeters (sometimes called “personal sound level meters”) are
capable of providing the user with information in the form of LAeq or any statistical
parameter (such as L10 or L90) as well as the peak level over any predetermined increment
of time (such as 1 second) and thus provide a time history of the noise exposure. This
type of instrument usually has a greater dynamic range than the older dosimeters, are
becoming more popular and conform to the IEC 1252 (1993) standard.
3.11 TAPE RECORDING OF NOISE
The recording of noise for subsequent analysis is sometimes very convenient, especially
when undertaking fieldwork, but serious errors may be introduced unless great care is
taken, and only good quality instrumentation recorders are used. First, the recorder input
impedance must be sufficiently high not to significantly load the sound level meter output
amplifier, with consequent distortion of the recorded signal. Secondly, the recorder must
have a uniform response (or amplitude characteristic) over the frequency range of
interest. For example, the ratio of playback level to record level should not vary by more
than 3 dB maximum over the entire useful frequency range, and for precision work the
variation should not exceed 1 dB. By contrast, the best that may be expected of ordinary
Hi-Fi equipment is a variation of ±10 dB.
Three different techniques, commonly referred to as AM, FM and DAC recording, are
used to record sound on tape. For the AM (amplitude modulation) case, the input signal is
directly recorded and for the FM (frequency modulation) case a frequency-modulated
carrier signal is recorded, with the instantaneous frequency modulation being
proportional to the input signal level. On playback, the latter signal is demodulated to
reproduce the original signal. For the DAC (digital audio cassette) case the signal is
converted to digital form prior to being recorded on tape; thus the sound quality and
dynamic recording range are not as susceptible to variations in tape quality or recording
head cleanliness to the same extent as FM and particularly AM recording, as the tape has
to be just good enough to record either a 1 or 0. The three systems are compared in Table
3.3.
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Table 3.3 Tape recorders for field data recording
Analog
(AM)

Carrier frequency modulation
(FM)

Digital Audio
(DAC)

Lower frequency bound
(Hz)

20–100

d.c.

d.c.

Upper frequency bound
(kHz)

20–35

5–20

10–20

Dynamic range (dB)

30–45

46–50

70

Frequency response (dB)

±3–±1

+1, −0.5

+1, −0.5

Frequency scaling
possible

Yes

Yes

No

Maximum tape speed
(mm/s)

380–1525

190–380 8

Minimum tape speed
(mm/s)

24–48

24–48

8

In most AM recorders, good frequency response is only achieved down to about 100
Hz. However, in the top of the line models as shown in the table, good frequency
response will extend down to about 20 Hz. By contrast, the lower bound for FM and
DAC recording is d.c., and this is a primary advantage of these systems. The upper
frequency bound in all cases is determined by tape speed; doubling the tape speed
doubles the upper frequency bound. As the upper bound for FM recording is essentially
determined by the carrier frequency, AM recording has the advantage of being inherently
better suited than FM for high-frequency recording. This fact is reflected in the upper
bounds listed in Table 3.3. For the same reasons higher tape speeds, and thus more tape
for the same length of recording, are required for FM recording than for AM recording.
The upper frequency limit of DAC recorders is dependent upon the internal clock rate
and is generally 10 to 20 kHz. DAC recorders perform much better than AM or FM
recorders at high frequencies as well as being equal to FM recorders at low frequencies.
The cost of DAC recorders is similar to FM and good quality AM recorders; they are
therefore becoming the most popular form of recorder for noise and vibration
measurement as they offer superior performance for no significant cost increase. DAC
recorders also use much less tape than required for AM and FM recording; the cassettes
generally used are much smaller.
The inherent dynamic range for direct analog recording on tape is limited between
noise at low levels, and saturation and consequent signal clipping at high levels.
Consequently, the table shows that the dynamic range of AM recorders may range from
as little as 30 dB to at most 45 dB in the top quality recorders. By contrast, as the
dynamic range in FM recorders is only limited by the allowed frequency excursion of the
frequency modulated carrier, a dynamic range of 50 dB is readily provided. For exactly
the same reasons, FM recording can provide a better signal-to-noise ratio at all levels
than can AM recording. On the other hand, the dynamic range of DAC recorders is about
70 dB, making them even more attractive.
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For the purpose of subsequent analysis, it is sometimes advantageous to play an AM
recorded signal back in either an expanded or contracted time scale. For example, a signal
could be recorded at a slow speed and played back at a higher speed, thus reducing
analysis time and increasing the frequencies making up the signal in the ratio of the two
speeds. An example may be to play back very low frequency measurements at a higher
speed so that they can be analysed more easily with standard instrumentation.
To make full use of the dynamic range of a recorder it is necessary to record with as
high an input signal level as possible without overloading the recorder. For most forms of
noise the VU meter on the recorder will give sufficient indication to avoid signal
clipping, but for impact or impulse type noise (see Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3) an impulse
sound level meter should be used. The input level to the tape recorder should then be
adjusted accordingly.
When recording a signal for subsequent analysis, it is recommended that calibration
tones be introduced at the microphone while keeping careful track of all gains and
subsequent gain changes in the recording system. This will allow subsequent
determination of recorded levels with minimum likelihood of significant error.
Alternatively, the signal level could be logged at the time of recording and the playback
levels could then be recovered on playback, but generally with less precision.
It is good practice to record at the beginning of a recording the following information:
microphone position, unweighted sound pressure level measured with a sound level
meter, calibration level, attenuator settings and a description of the test configuration and
weather conditions. A redundancy of recorded information can be very valuable when
something goes wrong unexpectedly during a recording session which cannot
conveniently be repeated.
3.12 SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
When it is desirable to have a detailed description of noise levels as a function of
frequency, narrowband spectrum analysers are used. They are especially useful for the
analysis of signals containing pure tone components. Often, the frequency of a pure tone
gives an indication of its origin, and such information indicates areas for the initiation of
noise control.
There are three types of spectrum analyser; the parallel filter type, the swept filter type
and the dynamic filter type. The parallel filter analyser is the most expensive and consists
of a collection of filters, each of which is tuned to a particular frequency band. This type
of analyser is generally restricted to octave or one-third octave band analysis because of
the high cost of the very large number of filters required to cover the audio spectrum.
The need for a large number of filters can be avoided by using only one variable filter
which sweeps slowly through the range of interest; however, a constant input is required
during analysis. This may be achieved by forming an endless loop of a tape recording for
playback. Thus, there is a trade off between the parallel filter and swept filter spectrum
analysers. The parallel filter analyser is fast but has limited resolution and is expensive.
The swept filter analyser can be less expensive than the parallel filter analyser and have
higher resolution but the analysis is slower and transient events cannot be analysed. For
this reason it is rarely used.
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The dynamic signal analyser (sometimes referred to as a real-time signal analyser or a
spectrum analyser) is the most commonly used analyser and offers the best features of
parallel and swept filter analysers. Modern dynamic signal analysers rapidly sample the
input signal, digitize the samples and store them in memory. The sampling rate, which is
generally 2.5 times the upper frequency limit of the analyser, sets the upper analysis
limit. The time record is converted to the frequency domain using the Digital Fast Fourier
transform (DFFT) algorithm. Analysers generally use either 1024 or 2048 sample points
in the time domain to give a 400-line or 800-line spectrum in the frequency domain.
Within the range of the analyser, the upper bound of the frequency analysis may be
selected, but the lower the upper frequency selected, the longer will be the required time
to acquire the 1024 (or 2048) samples. Each record of 1024 (or 2048) samples is
processed while the next record is being acquired.
The analyser real-time frequency limit (or real-time bandwidth) is that frequency at
which the processing time for a record is just equal to the time taken to acquire the next
record. At higher frequencies some of the data must be discarded between records. Thus
the analyser real-time frequency limit is important when transient events are analysed, as
high-frequency data may be omitted. Alternatively, the effective real-time bandwidth
may be increased by tape recording an event and playing it back at a slower speed.
Commercially available analysers generally have real-time frequency limits varying from
0.5 kHz to 20 kHz for single-channel operation and half this for two-channel operation.
Upper frequency limits range from 20 kHz to 100 kHz.
Most analysers have very powerful options for presentation of the frequency (or time)
domain data, including a “zoom” capability where a small part of the spectrum may be
analysed in detail. A “waterfall” display capability may also be included, which allows
the changes in the frequency spectrum to be observed as a function of time. Various
averaging options are also offered such that a number of frequency spectra may be
averaged to give a more representative result. Multi-channel analysers (with two-channel
being the most common) offer the further capability of investigation of the
interrelationships between different input signals.
Another important facility possessed by some analysers is an external clock input
which allows the analyser to sample at an externally determined rate. This facility is
useful for monitoring rotating machinery noise and vibration where speed variations exist
over short periods of time. The external clock signal may be derived from a marker on
the rotating shaft (using an optical tachometer). The result of using this external clock is
that the rotating machinery harmonics always appear at the same frequency and are not
“washed out” in the averaging process. Aspects of frequency analysis are discussed in
more detail in Appendix D.
More recently, spectrum analysers have been offered as plug in cards for IBM
personal computers. Often these cards have no anti-aliasing filters (see Appendix F) and
great care is required in their use due to the “folding back” (Randall, 1987) to lower
frequencies of signals having a frequency in excess of the digital sampling rate of the
analyser. This can be a serious problem in many measurements and analog anti-aliasing
filters should be used at all times. Note that switched capacitor filters are not suitable for
anti-aliasing filters as the high frequency carrier signal will “fold-back” into the signal to
be sampled.
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3.13 INTENSITY METERS
Both the two-channel real-time and parallel filter analysers mentioned above offer the
possibility of making a direct measurement of the acoustic intensity of propagating sound
waves using two carefully matched microphones and band limited filters. The filter
bandwidth is generally not in excess of one octave.
Intensity meters are available which are based upon the use of such analysers and two
microphones held together in a hand-held fixture. The two-microphone arrangement
allows determination of an estimate of the mean pressure as well as an estimate of the
pressure gradient at a central point between the microphones from which an estimate of
the intensity at the central point is determined.
The measurement of sound intensity requires the simultaneous determination of sound
pressure and particle velocity. The determination of sound pressure is straightforward,
but the determination of particle velocity presents some difficulties; thus, there are two
principal techniques for the determination of particle velocity and consequently the
measurement of sound intensity. Either the acoustic pressure and particle velocity are
measured directly (p–u method) or the acoustic pressure is measured simultaneously at
two closely spaced points and the mean pressure and particle velocity are calculated (p–p
method). In either case the pressure is multiplied by the particle velocity to produce the
instantaneous intensity and the time average intensity (see Section 1.7).
Errors inherent in intensity measurements and limitations of instrumentation are
discussed by Fahy (1995).
3.13.1 Sound Intensity by the p–u Method
In the p–u method the acoustic particle velocity is measured directly. One method
involves using two parallel ultrasonic beams travelling from source to receiver in
opposite directions. Any particle movement in the direction of the beams will cause a
phase difference in the received signals at the two receivers. The phase difference is
related to the acoustic particle velocity in the space between the two receivers and may be
used to calculate an estimate of the particle velocity up to a frequency of 6 kHz.
Alternatively, acoustical particle velocity may be measured using a “Microflown”
sensor (de Bree et al., 1996; Druyvesteyn and de Bree, 2000) which uses a measure of the
temperature difference between two resistive sensors spaced 40 µm apart to estimate the
acoustic particle velocity. The temperature difference between the two sensors is caused
by the transfer of heat from one sensor to the other by convection as a result of the
acoustic particle motion. This in turn leads to a variation in resistance of the sensor,
which can be detected electronically. To get a temperature difference which is
sufficiently high to be detected, the sensors are heated with a d.c. current to about 500°K.
The sensor consists of two cantilevers of silicon nitride (dimensions 800×40×1 µm) with
an electrically conducting platinum pattern, used as both the sensor and heater, placed on
them. The base of the sensor is silicon, which allows it to be manufactured using the
same wafer technology as used to make integrated circuit chips. Up to 1000 sensors can
be manufactured in a single wafer. The sensitivity of the sensors (and signal to noise
ratio) can be increased by packaging of the sensor in such a way that the packaging
increases the particle velocity near the sensor.
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The spacing of 40 µm between the two resistive sensors making up the particle
velocity sensor is an optimal compromise. Smaller spacing reduces the heat loss to the
surroundings so that more of the heat from one sensor is convected to the other, making
the device more sensitive. On the other hand, as the sensors come closer together,
conductive heat flow between the two of them becomes an important source of heat loss
and thus measurement error.
3.13.2 Sound Intensity by the p–p Method
In the p–p method, the determinations of acoustic pressure and acoustic particle velocity
are both made using a pair of high quality condenser microphones. The microphones are
generally mounted side by side or facing one another and separated by a fixed distance (6
mm to 50 mm) depending upon the frequency range to be investigated. A signal
proportional to the particle velocity at a point midway between the two microphones and
along the line joining their acoustic centres is obtained using the finite difference in
measured pressures to approximate the pressure gradient while the mean is taken as the
pressure at the midpoint.
The useful frequency range of p–p intensity meters is largely determined by the
selected spacing between the microphones used for the measurement of pressure gradient,
from which the particle velocity may be determined by integration. The spacing must be
sufficiently small to be much less than a wavelength at the upper frequency bound so that
the measured pressure difference approximates the pressure gradient. On the other hand,
the spacing must be sufficiently large for the phase difference in the measured pressures
to be determined at the lower frequency bound with sufficient precision to determine the
pressure gradient with sufficient accuracy. Clearly, the microphone spacing must be a
compromise and a range of spacings is usually offered to the user.
The assumed positive sense of the determined intensity is in the direction of the centre
line from microphone 1 to microphone 2. For convenience where appropriate in the
following discussion the positive direction of intensity will be indicated by unit vector n.
Taking the gradient of Equation (1.7) in the direction of unit vector n, and using
Equation (1.6) gives the equation of motion relating the pressure gradient to the particle
acceleration. That is:
(3.19)
where un is the component in direction n of particle velocity u, p and u are both functions
of the vector location r and time t, and ρ is the density of the acoustic medium. The
component of particle velocity un is obtained by integration of Equation (3.19) where the
assumption is implicit that the particle velocity is zero at time t=−∞:
(3.20)
The integrand of Equation (3.20) is approximated using the finite difference between the
pressure signals p1, and p2 from microphones 1 and 2 respectively and ∆ is the separation
distance between them:
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(3.21)
The pressure midway between the two microphones is approximated as the mean:
(3.22)
The instantaneous intensity in direction n at time t is approximated as:
(3.23)
In a stationary field characterized by field variables x1 and x2 it is necessary that:
(3.24a–
c)
from which it follows that:
(3.25a,b)
and
(3.26)
Let the time derivatives of the field variables x1 and x2 be the acoustic pressures p1(t) and
p2(t):
(3.27)
The field variables x1 and x2 are related to the integrals of the acoustic pressures p1(t) and
p2(t) as follows:
(3.28)
Expansion of Equation (3.23) into a series of four terms involving products of pressures
and integrals of pressures, and use of the relations given by Equations (3.25) to (3.28)
shows that for stationary sound fields the instantaneous intensity can be obtained from
the product of the signal from one microphone and the integrated signal from a second
microphone in close proximity to the first (Fahy, 1995):
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(3.29)
The time average of Equation (3.29) gives the following expression for the time average
intensity in direction n.
(3.30)

Commercial instruments with digital filtering (one third octave or octave) are available to
implement Equation (3.30).
As an example, consider two harmonic pressure signals:
(3.31)
Substitution of the real components of these quantities in Equation (3.29) gives for the
instantaneous intensity the following result:
(3.32)
Taking the time average of Equation (3.32) gives the following expression for the (active)
intensity:
(3.33)
If the argument of the sine is a small quantity then Equation (3.32) becomes
approximately:
(3.34)
This equation also follows directly from Equation (1.65), where the finite difference
approximation is used to replace ∂θp/∂r with (θ1−θ2)/∆ and P2 is approximated by P1P2.
The first two terms of the right-hand side of Equation (3.32) describe the reactive part of
the intensity. If the phase angles θ1 and θ2 are not greatly different, for example, the
sound pressures P1 and P2 are measured at points that are closely spaced compared to a
wavelength, the magnitude of the reactive component of the intensity is approximately:
(3.35)
Equation (3.35) also follows directly from the second (reactive) term of Equation (1.64)
where P is replaced by (P1−P2)/2 and ∂P/∂r is replaced with the finite difference
approximation (P1−P2)/∆. Measurement of the intensity in a harmonic stationary sound
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field can be made with only one microphone, a phase meter and a stable reference signal
if the microphone can be located sequentially at two suitably spaced points. Indeed, the 3D sound intensity vector field can be measured by automatically traversing, stepwise, a
single microphone over an area of interest. Use of a single microphone for intensity
measurements eliminates problems associated with microphone, amplifier and integrator
phase mismatch as well as enormously reducing diffraction problems encountered during
the measurements.
In general the determination of the total instantaneous intensity vector I(t) requires the
simultaneous determination of three orthogonal components, but neither the p–u nor the
p–p type measurement system can provide more than one component at a time. However,
if only the mean intensity vector in a steady sound field is required, the results of
sequential measurements of the three orthogonal intensity components may be added
vectorially.
3.13.3 Frequency Decomposition of the Intensity
In the measurement and active control of acoustic power transmisssion, it is often
necessary to decompose the intensity signal into its frequency components. This may be
done either directly or indirectly.
3.13.3.1 Direct Frequency Decomposition
For a p–u probe, the frequency distribution of the mean intensity may be obtained by
passing the two output signals (p and u) through identical bandpass filters prior to
performing the time averaging.
With a p–p probe, the frequency distribution may be determined by passing the two
signals through appropriate identical bandpass filters, either before or after performing
the sum, difference and integration operations of Equation (3.23) and then time averaging
the resulting outputs.
3.13.3.2 Indirect Frequency Decomposition
Determination of the intensity using the indirect frequency decomposition method is
based upon Fourier analysis of the two probe signals (either the p–u signals or the p–p
signals). Fahy (1995, pp. 95–97) shows that for a p–u probe, the intensity as a function of
frequency is given by the single-sided cross-spectrum (or cross-spectral density) Gpu
between the two signals:
In(ω)=Re{Gpu(ω)}
(3.36)
Ir(ω)=−Im{Gpu(ω)}
(3.37)
As before, In(ω) represents the real (or active) time averaged intensity at frequency ω and
Ir(ω) represents the amplitude of the reactive component.
The cross-spectrum of two signals is defined as the product of the complex
instantaneous spectrum of one signal with the complex conjugate of the complex
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instantaneous spectrum of the second signal (see Appendix D). Thus, if Gp(ω) and Gu(ω)
represent the complex single-sided spectra of the pressure and velocity signals
respectively, then the associated cross-spectrum is given by:
(3.38)
where the * represents the complex conjugate (see Appendix F).
Note that for random noise Gpu(ω) is a cross-spectral density function in which case
the expressions on the left side of Equations (3.36) and (3.37) represent intensity per
hertz. For single frequency signals and harmonics, Gpu(ω) is the cross-spectrum obtained
by multiplying the cross-spectral density by the bandwidth of each FFT filter (or the
frequency resolution).
For the case of the p-p probe, Fahy (1995) shows that the mean active intensity In and
amplitude Ir of the reactive intensity in direction n at frequency ω are:
(3.39)
(3.40)
where Gp1p2 is the cross-spectrum of the two pressure signals and Gp1p1 and Gp2p2
represent the auto spectral densities (see Appendix D).
For the case of a stationary harmonic sound field, it is possible to determine the sound
intensity by using a single microphone and the indirect frequency decomposition method
just described by taking the cross-spectrum between the microphone signal and a stable
reference signal (referred to as A) of the same frequency, for two locations p1 and p2 of
the microphone. Thus, the effective cross-spectrum Gp1p2 for use in the preceding
equations can be calculated as follows:
(3.41a,b)
Remember that the results for intensity must be multiplied by the frequency resolution of
the cross-spectral density to find the single-frequency intensity. Note however that most
spectrum analysers measure a cross-spectrum as well as a cross-spectral density, and in
the cross-spectrum the frequency multiplication has already been done.
Equations (3.39) to (3.40) are easily implemented using a standard commercially
available FFT spectrum analyser. Both the two-channel real-time and parallel filter
analysers are commercially available and offer the possibility of making a direct
measurement of the acoustic intensity of propagating sound waves in a sound field using
two carefully matched microphones and band limited filters. The filter bandwidth is
generally not in excess of one octave. If the microphones are not well matched,
measurements are still possible (Fahy, 1995).
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3.14 ENERGY DENSITY SENSORS
As mentioned in Chapter 1, energy density is a convenient quantity to minimize when
actively controlling enclosed sound fields. However, the measurement of energy density
is not as straightforward as the measurement of sound pressure, although it is simpler
than the measurement of sound intensity. Both sound pressure and acoustical particle
velocity must be sensed but, unlike the case of acoustic intensity measurement, the phase
between the acoustic pressure and particle velocity is not needed to enable an estimation
of the energy density to be made.
It is possible to construct an energy density sensor from low cost (temperaturecompensated) electret microphones (Cazzolato, 1999; Parkins, 1998). However, the
microphones used as the sensing elements in the energy density sensor need to be omnidirectional over the frequency range of interest. Cazzolato showed that for the frequency
range between 60 Hz and 600 Hz (a typical range used in active noise control systems), a
microphone spacing of 50 mm was optimal. The arrangement proposed by Cazzolato
(1999) involved the use of four microphones positioned as shown in Figure 3.7, which
allowed the measurement of the particle velocity in three orthogonal directions (using
Equation (3.21)) as well as the average pressure in the vicinity of the centre of the device.
The circuitry is illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.7 3-axis, 3-Dimensional
energy density sensor with four
microphones.
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Once the sound pressure and acoustic particle velocities in the three orthogonal
directions (1, 2 and 3) are found, Equation (1.56) can be rewritten to calculate the 3Dimensional energy density as:
(3.42)

Figure 3.8 Circuit used to process
signals from an energy density sensor
to produce an r.m.s signal proportional
to energy density as well as individual
pressure and velocity signals (the latter
being particularly useful for active
noise control applications).

CHAPTER FOUR
Criteria
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• various measures used to quantify occupational and environmental noise;
• hearing loss associated with age and exposure to noise;
• hearing damage risk criteria, requirements for speech recognition and alternative
interpretations of existing data;
• hearing damage risk criteria and trading rules;
• speech interference criteria for broadband noise and intense tones;
• psychological effects of noise as a cause of stress and effects on work efficiency;
• Noise Rating (NR), Noise Criteria (NC), Room Criteria (RC), Balanced Noise Criteria
(NCB) and Room Noise Criteria (RNC) for ambient level specification; and
• environmental noise level criteria.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
An important part of any noise-control program is the establishment of appropriate
criteria for the determination of an acceptable solution to the noise problem. Thus, where
the total elimination of noise is impossible, appropriate criteria provide a guide for
determining how much noise is acceptable. At the same time, criteria provide the means
for estimating how much reduction is required. The required reduction in turn provides
the means for determining the feasibility of alternative proposals for control, and finally
the means for estimating the cost of meeting the relevant criteria.
For industry, noise criteria ensure the following:
• that hearing damage risk to personnel is acceptably small;
• that reduction in work efficiency due to a high noise level is acceptably small;
• that, where necessary, speech is possible; and
• that noise at plant boundaries is sufficiently small for noise levels in the surrounding
community to be acceptable.
Noise criteria are important for the design of assembly halls, classrooms, auditoria and all
types of facilities in which people congregate and seek to communicate, or simply seek
rest and escape from excessive noise. Criteria are also essential for specifying acceptable
environmental noise limits. In this chapter, criteria and the basis for their formulation is
discussed. It is useful to first define the various noise measures that are used in standards
and regulations to define acceptable noise limits.
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4.1.1 Noise Measures
4.1.1.1 A-weighted Equivalent Continuous Noise Level, LAeq
The un-weighted continuous noise level was defined in Chapter 3, Equation (3.17). The
A-weighted Equivalent Continuous Noise Level has a similar definition except that the
noise signal is A-weighted before it is averaged. After A-weighting, the pressure squared
is averaged and this is often referred to as energy averaging. The A-weighted Equivalent
Continuous Noise Level is used as a descriptor of both occupational and environmental
noise and for an average over time, T, it may be written as:
(4.1)

For occupational noise, the most common descriptor is LAeq,8h, which implies a
normalization to 8 hours, even though the contributing noises may be experienced for
more or less than 8 hours. Thus, for sound experienced over T hours:
(4.2)

If the sound pressure level is measured using a sound level meter at m different locations
where an employee may spend some time, then Equation (4.2) becomes:
(4.3)
where LAi are the measured equivalent A-weighted sound pressure levels and ti are the
times in hours which an employee spends at the m locations. Note that the sum of
t1............tm does not have to equal 8 hours.
4.1.1.2 A-weighted Sound Exposure
Industrial sound exposure may be quantified using the A-weighted Sound Exposure, EA,T,
defined as the time integral of the squared, instantaneous A-weighted sound pressure,
(Pa2) over a particular time period, T=t2−t1 (hours). The units are pascal-squaredhours (Pa2.h) and the defining equation is:
(4.4)

Using Equations (4.1) and (4.4), the relationship between the A-weighted Sound
Exposure and the A-weighted Equivalent Continuous Noise Level, LAeq,T, can be shown
to be:
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(4.5)
4.1.1.3 A-weighted Sound Exposure Level, LAE or SEL
The A-weighted Sound Exposure Level is defined as:
(4.6a,b)

where the times t1, t2 and dt are in seconds (not hours as for A-weighted sound exposure
in Equation (4.4)).
A “C-weighted” Sound Exposure Level is defined by substituting the C-weighted
noise level for the A-weighted level in Equation (4.6). These two exposure level
quantities are sometimes used for assessment of general environmental noise, but mainly
for the assessment of transient environmental noise, such as traffic noise, aircraft noise
and train noise. When the event is a transient, the time interval, t1−t2 must include the 10
dB down points as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Sound exposure of a single
event.
An equivalent Continuous Noise Level for a nominal 8-hour working day may be
calculated from EA,8h or LAE using:
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(4.7a,b)

4.1.1.4 Day-Night Average Sound Level, Ldn or DNL
The Day-Night Average Sound Level is used sometimes to quantify traffic noise and
some standards regarding the intrusion of traffic noise into the community are written in
terms of this quantity, Ldn, which is defined as:
(4.8)

For traffic noise, the Day-Night Average Sound Level for a particular vehicle class is
related to the Sound Exposure Level by:
Ldn=LAE+10 log10(Nday+Neve+10×Nnight)−49.4 dB(A)
(4.9)
where, LAE is the A-weighted Sound Exposure Level for a single vehicle pass-by, Nday,
Neve and Nnight are the numbers of vehicles in the particular class that pass by in the
daytime (0700 to 1900 hours), evening (1900 to 2200 hours) and nighttime (2200 to 0700
hours), respectively and the normalization constant, 49.4, is 10 log10 of the number of
seconds in a day. To calculate the Ldn for all vehicles, the above equation is used for each
class and the results added together logarithmically (see Section 1.11.4).
4.1.1.5 Community Noise Equivalent Level, Lden or CNEL
The Community Noise Equivalent Level is used sometimes to quantify industrial noise
and traffic noise in the community and some regulations are written in terms of this
quantity, Lden, which is defined as:
(4.10)

For traffic noise, the Community Noise Equivalent Level for a particular vehicle class is
related to the Sound Exposure Level by:
(4.11)
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where, LAE is the A-weighted Sound Exposure Level for a single vehicle pass-by, the
constant, 49.4=10log10(number of seconds in a day) and Nday, Neve and Nnight are the
numbers of vehicles in the particular class that pass by in the daytime (0700 to 1900
hours), evening (1900 to 2200 hours) and nighttime (2200 to 0700 hours), respectively.
To calculate the Lden for all vehicles, the above equation is used for each class and the
results added together logarithmically (see Section 1.11.4).
4.1.1.6 Effective Perceived Noise Level, LPNE
This descriptor is used solely for evaluating aircraft noise. It is derived from the
Perceived Noise Level, LPN, which was introduced some time ago by Kryter (1959). It is
a very complex quantity to calculate and is a measure of the annoyance of aircraft noise.
It takes into account the effect of pure tones (such as engine whines) and the duration of
each event.
The calculation procedure begins with a recording of the sound pressure level vs time
curve, which is divided into 0.5 second intervals over the period that the aircraft noise
exceeds background noise. Each 0.5 second interval (referred to as the kth interval) is
then analysed to give the noise level in that interval in 24 1/3 octave bands from 50 Hz to
10 kHz. The noy value for each 1/3 octave band is calculated using published tables
(Edge and Cawthorne, 1976) or curves (Raney and Cawthorne, 1998). The total noisiness
(in noys) corresponding to each time interval is then calculated from the 24 individual 1/3
octave band noy levels using:
(4.12)
where nmax is the maximum 1/3 octave band noy value for the time interval under
consideration. The perceived noise level for each time interval is then calculated using:
LPN=40+33.22log10nt (dB)
(4.13)
The next step is to calculate the tone-corrected perceived noise level (LPNT) for each time
interval. This correction varies between 0 dB and 6.7 dB and it is added to the LPN value.
It applies whenever the level in any one band exceeds the levels in the two adjacent 1/3
octave bands. If two or more frequency bands produce a tone correction, only the largest
correction is used. The calculation of the actual tone-correction is complex and is
described in detail in the literature (Edge and Cawthorne, 1976). The maximum tone
corrected perceived noise level over all time intervals is denoted LPNTmax. Then next step
in calculating LPNE is to calculate the duration correction, D, which is usually negative
and is given by Raney and Cawthorne (1998), corrected here, as:
(4.14)
where k=i is the time interval for which LPNT first exceeds LPNTmax and d is the length of
time in seconds that LPNT exceeds LPNTmax.
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Finally the effective perceived noise level is calculated using:
LPNE=LPNTmax+D
(4.15)
In a recent report (Yoshioka, 2000), it was stated that a good approximate and simple
method to estimate LPNE was to measure the maximum A-weighted sound level, LAmax,
over the duration of the aircraft noise event (which lasts for approximately 20 seconds in
most cases) and add 13 dB to obtain LPNE.
4.1.1.7 Other Descriptors
There are a number of other descriptors used in the various standards, such as “long time
average A-weighted sound pressure level” or “long-term time average rating level”, but
these are all derived from the quantities mentioned in the preceding paragraphs and
defined in the standards that specify them, so they will not be discussed further here.
4.2 HEARING LOSS
Hearing loss is generally determined using pure tone audiometry in the frequency range
from about 100 Hz to 8 kHz, as the differences in sound pressure levels of a series of
tones that are judged to be just audible compared with reference sound pressure levels for
the same series of tones. It is customary to refer to hearing level which is the level at
which the sound is just audible relative to the reference level when referring to hearing
loss. However, the practice will be adopted here of always using the term hearing loss
rather than the alternative term hearing level.
4.2.1 Threshold Shift
In Chapter 2 the sensitivity of the ear to tones of various frequencies was shown to be
quite non-uniform. Equal loudness contours, measured in phons, were described as well
as the minimum audible field or threshold of hearing. The latter contours, and in
particular the minimum audible field levels, were determined by the responses of a great
many healthy young people, males and females in their 20s, who sat facing the source in
a free field. When the subject had made the required judgment; that is, that two sounds
were equally loud or the sound was just audible, the subject vacated the testing area, and
the measured level of the sound in the absence of the subject was determined and
assigned to the sound under test. In other words, the assigned sound pressure levels were
the free-field levels, unaffected by diffraction effects due to the presence of the auditor.
In Chapter 3 the problem of characterizing the sensitivity of a microphone was
discussed. It was shown that diffraction effects, as well as the angle of incidence, very
strongly affect the apparent sensitivity. Clearly, as the human head is much larger than
any commercial microphone, the ear as a microphone is very sensitive to the effects
mentioned. In fact, as mentioned in Chapter 2, the ear and brain, in close collaboration,
make use of such effects to gain source location information from a received signal.
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Thus, it is apparent that the sound pressure level at the entrance to the ear may be very
different from the level of the freely propagating sound field in the absence of the auditor.
The threshold of audibility has been chosen as a convenient measure of the state of
health of the auditory system. However, the provision of a free field for testing purposes
is not always practical. Additionally, such a testing arrangement does not offer a
convenient means for testing one ear at a time. A practical and much more convenient
method of test is offered by use of earphones. Such use forms the basis of pure tone
audiometry. The assumption is then implicit that the threshold level determined as the
mean of the responses of a great many healthy young people, males and females in their
20s, corresponds to the minimum audible field mentioned earlier. The latter interpretation
will be put upon published data for hearing loss based upon pure tone audiometric
testing. Thus, where the hearing sensitivity of a subject may be 20 dB less than the
established threshold reference level, the practice is adopted in this chapter of
representing such hearing loss as a 20 dB rise in the free-field sound pressure level which
would be just audible to the latter subject. This method of presentation is contrary to
conventional practice, but it better serves the purpose of illustrating the effect of hearing
loss upon speech perception.
4.2.2 Presbyacusis
It is possible to investigate the hearing sensitivity of populations of people who have been
screened to eliminate the effects of disease and excessive noise. Hearing deterioration
with age is observed in screened populations and is called presbyacusis. It is
characterized by increasing loss with increasing frequency and increasing rate of loss
with age. Men tend to lose hearing sensitivity more rapidly than women. There is
evidence to show that hearing deterioration with age may also be race specific (Driscoll
and Royster, 1984). Following the convention proposed in the preceding section, the
effect of presbyacusis is illustrated in Figure 4.2 as a rise in the mean threshold of hearing
level. For comparison, the range of quiet speech sounds is also indicated in the figure. As
the fricative parts of speech lie generally at the right and
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Figure 4.2 Threshold shift due to
presbyacusis: M=men; W=women.
Speech sounds: male, normal voice, at
1 m. Data from Beranek (1971),
Chapter 17).
lower portion of the speech range, it is evident that old folks may not laugh as readily at
the jokes, not because of a jaded sense of humour, but rather because they missed the
punch lines.
4.2.3 Hearing Damage
Hearing loss may be not only the result of advancing age but also the result of exposure
to excessive noise. Loss caused by exposure to excessive noise usually occurs first in the
frequency range from about 4000 Hz to 6000 Hz, which is the range of greatest
sensitivity of the human ear. Following the proposed method of presentation, the plight of
women habitually exposed to excessive noise in a jute mill is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The dismal effect upon their ability to understand speech is clearly illustrated. It is
equally clear that, for these ladies, gossip in public places cannot possibly be a private
matter.
Exposure to excessive noise for a short period of time may produce a temporary loss
of hearing sensitivity. If this happens, the subject may notice a slight dulling in hearing at
the end of the exposure. This effect is often accompanied by a ringing in the ears, known
as tinnitus, which persists after the noise exposure. This temporary loss of hearing
sensitivity is known as temporary threshold shift (TTS) or auditory fatigue. Removal
from the noise generally leads to more or less complete recovery if the exposure has not
been too severe. If the noise exposure is severe or is repeated sufficiently often before
recovery from the temporary effect is complete, a permanent noise-induced hearing loss
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may result. Initially, the loss occurs in the frequency range from about 4000 to 6000 Hz,
but as the hearing loss increases it spreads to both lower

Figure 4.3 Threshold shift due to
excessive noise exposure. Speech
sounds: male, normal voice, at 1 m.
and higher frequencies. With increasing deterioration of hearing sensitivity the maximum
loss generally remains near 4000 Hz.
The first handicap due to noise-induced hearing loss to be noticed by the subject is
usually some loss of hearing for high-pitched sounds such as squeaks in machinery, bells,
musical notes, etc. This is followed by a diminution in the ability to understand speech;
voices sound muffled, and this is worse in difficult listening conditions. The person with
noise-induced hearing loss complains that everyone mumbles. High-frequency consonant
sounds of low intensity are missed, whereas vowels of low frequency and higher intensity
are still heard. As consonants carry much of the information in speech, there is little
reduction in volume but the context is lost. However, by the time the loss is noticed
subjectively as a difficulty in understanding speech, the condition is far advanced.
Fortunately, present-day hearing aids, which contain spectral shaping circuitry, can do
much to alleviate this problem, although the problem of understanding speech in a noisy
environment such as a party will still exist. Recently, a hearing aid, which makes use of a
directional antenna worn as a band around one’s neck as described in Chapter 2, has
become available to alleviate this problem.
Data have been presented in the USA (Royster et al., 1980) which show that hearing
loss due to excessive noise exposure may be both race and sex specific. The study
showed that, for the same exposure, white males suffered the greatest loss, with black
males, white females and black females following with progressively less loss, in that
order. The males tend to have greatest loss at high frequencies, whereas the females tend
to have more uniform loss at all frequencies.
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4.3 HEARING DAMAGE RISK
The meaning of “damage risk” needs clarification in order to set acceptable noise levels
to which an employee may be exposed. The task of protecting everyone from any change
in hearing threshold in the entire audio-frequency range is virtually impossible and some
compromise is necessary. The accepted compromise is that the aim of damage risk
criteria must be to protect most individuals in exposed groups of employees against loss
of hearing for everyday speech. Consequently the discussion begins with the minimum
requirements for speech recognition and proceeds with a review of what has been and
may be observed.
The discussion will continue with a review of the collective experience upon which a
data base of hearing level versus noise exposure has been constructed. It will conclude
with a brief review of efforts to determine a definition of exposure, which accounts for
both the effects of level and duration of subjection to excessive noise and to
mathematically model the data base (ISO 1999–1990) in terms of exposure so defined.
The purpose of such mathematical modelling is to allow formulation of criteria for
acceptability of variable level noise, which is not covered in the data base. Criteria are
designed to ensure minimum requirements for speech recognition.
4.3.1 Requirements for Speech Recognition
For good speech recognition the frequency range from 500 to 2000 Hz is crucial; thus,
criteria designed to protect hearing against loss of ability to recognize speech are
concerned with protection for this frequency range. In the United States, loss for speech
recognition purposes is assumed to be directly related to the arithmetic average of hearing
loss in decibels at 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz. In Australia, a weighted mean of loss in the
frequency range from 500 to 6000 Hz is used as the criterion. An arithmetic average of
25 dB loss defines the boundary between just adequate and inadequate hearing sensitivity
for the purpose of speech recognition. For practical purposes, a hearing loss of 25 dB will
allow speech to be just understood satisfactorily, while a loss of 92 dB is regarded as total
hearing loss. If a person suffers a hearing loss between 25 dB and 92 dB, that person’s
hearing is said to be impaired, where the degree of impairment is determined as a
percentage at the rate of 1.5 percentage points for each decibel loss above 25 dB.
4.3.2 Quantifying Hearing Damage Risk
In a population of people who have been exposed to excessive noise and who have
consequently suffered observable loss of hearing, it is possible to carry out retrospective
studies to determine quantitative relationships between noise exposure and hearing
threshold shift. Two such studies have been conducted (Burns and Robinson, 1970 and
Paschier Vermeer, 1968, 1977) and these are referenced in the ISO 1999–1990. The
standard states that neither of the latter studies form part of its data base. The
International Standards Organization document makes no reference to any other studies,
including those used to generate its own data base.
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The standard provides equations for reconstructing its data base and these form the
basis for noise regulations around the world. It is important to note that studies to
determine the quantitive relationship between noise exposure and hearing threshold shift
are only feasible in situations where noise levels are effectively “steady state”, and it has
only been possible to estimate these noise levels and duration of exposure retrospectively.
The International Standards Organization data base shows that permanent threshold shift
is dependent upon both the level of the sound and the duration of the exposure, but it
cannot provide information concerning the effects of variable level sound during the
course of exposure.
A retrospective study of time-varying level exposure is needed from a regulatory point
of view but is not available. From this point of view, a knowledge of the relationship
between hearing loss and a time-varying level of exposure over an extended period of
time is required to establish the relationships between noise level, duration of exposure
and permanent threshold shift. A knowledge of this relationship is required to establish
trading rules between length of exposure and level of exposure. Since such information is
not available, certain arbitrary assumptions have been made which are not uniformly
accepted, and therein lies the basis for contention.
It is reasonable to assume that aging makes some contribution to loss of hearing in
people exposed to excessive noise (see Section 4.2.2). Consequently, in assessing the
effects of excessive noise, it is common practice to compare a noise-exposed person with
an unexposed population of the same sex and age when making a determination of loss
due to noise exposure. As there is no way of directly determining the effect of noise alone
it is necessary in making any such comparison that some assumption be made as to how
noise exposure and aging collectively contribute to the observed hearing loss in people
exposed to excessive noise over an extended time.
An obvious solution, from the point of view of compensation for loss of hearing, is to
suppose that the effects of age and noise exposure are additive on a decibel basis. In this
case, the contribution due to noise alone is computed as the decibel difference between
the measured threshold shift and the shift expected due to aging. However, implicit in any
assumption that might be made is some implied mechanism. For example, the proposed
simple addition of decibel levels implies a multiplication of analog effects. That is, it
implies that damage due to noise and age are characterized by different mechanisms or
damage to different parts of the hearing system. From the point of view of determining
the relationship between hearing loss due to noise and noise exposure it is important to
identify the appropriate mechanisms. For example, if summation of analog effects (which
would imply similar damage mechanisms for age and noise or damage to the same parts
of the hearing system), rather than multiplication is the more appropriate mechanism,
then the addition of age and noise-induced effects might be more appropriately
represented as the addition of the antilogarithms of hearing threshold shifts due to age
and noise and a very different interpretation of existing data is then possible (Kraak,
1981; Bies and Hansen, 1990).
At present there exists no generally accepted physical hearing loss model to provide
guidance on how the effects of age and noise should be combined. This is of importance,
as it is the relationship between hearing loss due to noise and noise exposure that must be
quantified to establish acceptable exposure levels. In particular, it is necessary to
establish what constitutes exposure, as it is the exposure that must be quantified.
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4.3.3 International Standards Organization Formulation
The International Standard, ISO-1999 (1990) provides the following empirical equation
for the purpose of calculating the hearing threshold level, H, associated with age and
noise of a noise-exposed population:
H′=H+N−HN/120
(4.16)
H is the hearing threshold level associated with age and N is the actual or potential noiseinduced permanent threshold shift, where the values of H, H′ and N vary and are specific
to the same fractiles of the population.
Only the quantities H and H′ can be measured in noise-exposed and non-noiseexposed populations respectively. The quantity N cannot be measured independently and
thus is defined by Equation (4.16). It may be calculated using the empirical procedures
provided by the Standard.
The values to be used in Equation (4.16) are functions of frequency, the duration of
exposure, Θ (number of years), and the equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure
level for a nominal eight-hour day, LAeq,8h, averaged over the duration of exposure, Θ. For
exposure times between 10 and 40 years the median (or 50% fractile) potential noise
induced permanent threshold shift values, N50 (meaning that 50% of the population will
suffer a hearing loss equal to or in excess of this) are given by the following equation:
N50=(u+ν log10Θ)(LAeq,8h−L0)2
(4.17)
If LAeq,8h<L0, then LAeq,8h is set equal to L0 to evaluate Equation (4.17). This equation
defines the long-term relationship between noise exposure and hearing loss, where the
empirical constants u, ν and L are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Values of the coefficients u, ν and L used
to determine the NIPTS for the median value of the
population, N0,50
Frequency (Hz)

u

ν

L0 (dB)

500

−0.033

0.110

93

1000

−0.02

0.07

89

2000

−0.045

0.066

80

3000

+0.012

0.037

77

4000

+0.025

0.025

75

6000

+0.019

0.024

77

For exposure times less than 10 years:
(4.18)
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For other fractiles, Q, the threshold shift is given by:
NQ=N50+kdu; 5<Q<50
NQ=N50−kdL; 50<Q<95

(4.19a,b)

The constant k is a function of the fractile, Q, and is given in Table 4.2. The parameters
du and dL can be calculated as follows:
du=(Xu+Yu log10Θ)(LAeq8−L0)2
(4.20)
2
dL=(XL−YL log10Θ) (LAeq8−L0)
(4.21)
If LAeq,8h<L0, then LAeq,8h is set equal to L0 for the purposes of evaluating Equations (4.20)
and (4.21). The constants, Xu Yu XL and YL are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.2 Values of the multiplier k or each fractile
Q
Q

k

0.05

0.95

1.645

0.10

0.90

1.282

0.15

0.85

1.036

0.20

0.80

0.842

0.25

0.75

0.675

0.30

0.70

0.524

0.35

0.65

0.385

0.40

0.60

0.253

0.45

0.55

0.126

0.50

0.0

The threshold shift, H50, for the 50% fractile due to age alone is given in the standard as:
H50=a(Y−18)2
(4.22)
For other fractiles, Q, the threshold shift is given by the following equations.
HQ=H50+kSu; 5<Q<50
HQ=H50−kSL; 50<Q<95
(4.23)
where k is given in Table 4.2, Q is the percentage of population that will suffer the loss
HQ, and where:
SL=bL+0.356 H50
(4.24)
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Su=bu+0.445 H50
(4.25)

Table 4.3 Constants for use in calculating NQ
fractiles
Frequency (Hz)

Xu

Yu

XL

YL

500

0.044

0.016

0.033

0.002

1000

0.022

0.016

0.020

0.000

2000

0.031

−0.002

0.016

0.000

3000

0.007

0.016

0.029

−0.010

4000

0.005

0.009

0.016

−0.002

6000

0.013

0.008

0.028

−0.007

Values of a, bu and bL differ for men and women and are listed in Table 4.4 as a function
of octave band centre frequency.

Table 4.4 Values of the parameters bu bL and a used
to determine respectively the upper and lower parts
of the statistical distribution HQ
Value of bu
Frequency (Hz)

Value of bL

Value of a

Males

Females

Males

Females

Males

Females

125

7.23

6.67

5.78

5.34

0.0030

0.0030

250

6.67

6.12

5.34

4.89

0.0030

0.0030

500

6.12

6.12

4.89

4.89

0.0035

0.0035

1000

6.12

6.12

4.89

4.89

0.0040

0.0040

1500

6.67

6.67

5.34

5.34

0.0055

0.0050

2000

7.23

6.67

5.78

5.34

0.0070

0.0060

3000

7.78

7.23

6.23

5.78

0.0115

0.0075

4000

8.34

7.78

6.67

6.23

0.0160

0.0090

6000

9.45

8.90

7.56

7.12

0.0180

0.0120

8000

10.56

10.56

8.45

8.45

0.0220

0.0150

4.3.4 Alternative Formulations
The authors have demonstrated that an alternative interpretation of the International
Standard ISO 1999 data base is possible, and that the interpretation put upon it by the
standard is not unique (Bies and Hansen, 1990). Alternatively, very extensive work
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carried out in Dresden, Germany over a period of about two decades between the mid1960s and mid-1980s has provided yet a third interpretation of the existing data base.
These latter two formulations lead to the conclusion that for the purpose of determining
hearing loss, noise exposure should be determined as an integral of the root mean square
(r.m.s.) pressure with time rather than the accepted integral of mean square pressure. This
in turn leads to a 6 dB trading rule rather than the 3 dB trading rule that is widely
accepted. Trading rules are discussed below in Section 4.3.6.
Recently, it has been shown that neither the formulation of Bies and Hansen nor the
standard, ISO 1999, accounts for post exposure loss observed in war veterans (Macrae,
1991). Similarly it may be shown that the formulation of the Dresden group (Kraak et al.,
1977, 1981) does not account for the observed loss. However, the formulation of Bies
and Hansen (1990) as well as that of the Dresden group may be amended to successfully
account for post-exposure loss (Bies, 1994).
4.3.4.1 Bies and Hansen Formulation
Bies and Hansen (1990) introduce sensitivity associated with age, STA and with noise,
STN (as amended by Bies (1994)) and they propose that the effects of age and noise may
be additive on a hearing sensitivity basis. They postulate the following relationship
describing hearing loss, H′, with increasing age and exposure to noise, which may be
contrasted with the ISO 1999 formulation embodied in Equation (4.16):
H′=10 log10(STA+STN)
(4.26)
Additivity of effects on a sensitivity basis rather than on a logarithmic basis (which
implies multiplication of effects) is proposed.
Hearing sensitivity associated with age is defined as follows:
STA=10H/10
(4.27)
In the above equations, H is the observed hearing loss in a population unexposed to
excessive noise, called presbyacusis, and is due to aging alone. It may be calculated by
using Equation (4.22).
Bies and Hansen (1990) proposed an empirically determined expression for the
sensitivity to noise, STN. Their expression, modified according to Bies (1994), accounts
for both loss at the time of cessation of exposure to excessive noise, STN(Yns) where Yns
(years) is the age when exposure to excessive noise stopped and to post-exposure loss,
Mc, after exposure to excessive noise has stopped. The former term, STN(Yns) accounts
for loss up to cessation of exposure at Yns years, while the latter term, Mc accounts for
continuing hearing loss after exposure to excessive noise ceases.
Loss at the cessation of exposure is a function of the length of exposure, Θ=Y−18
(years) and the A-weighted sound pressure of the excessive noise, pA. Here, Y is the age
of the population and following the international standard ISO 1999 it is assumed that
exposure to excessive noise begins at age 18 years. The quantity STN is defined as zero
when Θ is zero. Use of Equations (4.16), (4.26) and (4.27) gives the following expression
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for STN(Yns) in terms of N given by Equation (4.17) or (4.18) and H given by Equation
(4.22):
STN(Yns)=10H/10(10(N−0.0083HN)/10−1)
(4.28)
Hearing sensitivity, STN, associated with noise exposure is then:
(4.29)

The post-exposure term, Mc, has been determined empirically for one frequency (Bies,
1994) and may be expressed in terms of the age of the population, Y, and the age when
exposure to excessive noise, Yns, stopped. The proposed post-exposure correction is based
upon data provided by Macrae (1991) and is limited to loss at 4 kHz as no information is
available for other frequencies:
Mc=0.0208 Yns(Y−Yns)
(4.30)
For the case of the reconstructed data base of the International Standard, the quantity, Mc
is assumed to be zero, because the standard provides no post-exposure information.
Implicit in this formulation is the assumption that the A-weighted sound pressure, pA is
determined in terms of the equivalent A-weighted sound pressure level,

as follows:
(4.31)

where
(4.32)

which may be contrasted with the traditional Equation (4.1). Equation (4.32) implies that
an equivalent noise level may be calculated by integrating acoustic pressures rather than
pressures squared as implied by Equation (4.1). This leads to a 6 dB trading rule for
exposure time versus exposure level (see Section 4.3.6).
4.3.4.2 Dresden Group Formulation
The Dresden group investigated the relationship between noise exposure and hearing loss
using retrospective studies of noise exposed persons, temporary threshold shift
investigations, and animal experiments. Their major result supported by all three types of
investigation describing the long-term effect of noise on the average hearing loss of an
exposed population is summarized for the 4 kHz frequency below. The relationship
describes exposure to all kinds of industrial and other noise including interrupted,
fluctuating, and impulsive noise with peak sound pressure levels up to 135 dB re 20 µPa.
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At higher levels, the observed loss seems to be dependent upon pressure squared or
energy input.
An A-weighted linear noise dose, Bs is defined in terms of the total time, Ts of
exposure to noise in seconds as follows:
(4.33)

An age-related noise dose, Ba in terms of the age of the person, Tsa in seconds is defined
as follows:
Ba=0.025 (Tsa−Ts)
(4.34)
The permanent threshold shift, H′, is given by the following equation:
(4.35)

The quantities of Equation (4.35), not already defined, are kƒ, a constant specific for each
audiometric frequency, with the value of 50 for 4 kHz and B0, a critical noise dose used
as a reference with the value of 2×107 Pa s.
Consideration of Equation (4.35) shows that if the term associated with noise
exposure, Bs is very much larger than the term associated with age, Ba, then with
cessation of exposure to noise, no further threshold shift should be observed until the
term associated with age also becomes large. However, as pointed out above, Macrae
(1991) has provided data showing the threshold shift continues and as suggested above,
the expression given by Equation (4.35) may be corrected by the simple device of adding
Mc, given by Equation (4.30).
4.3.5 Observed Hearing Loss
In Figure 4.4, observed median loss in hearing at 4000 Hz is plotted as a function of the
percentage risk of incurring that loss for a specified length of exposure at a specified
sound pressure level. The presentation is based upon published data (Beranek, 1971;
Burns and Robinson, 1970). Length of exposure is expressed in years, where it is
assumed that a person would be exposed to the stated level for about 1900 hours during
each year. In the figure, the curve labelled 80 dB(A) represents a lower bound for hearing
loss that can be attributed to noise exposure; presumably all lower exposure levels would
lie on the same curve, because this loss is attributed to age and other causes.
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Figure 4.4 Hearing damage as a
function of exposure. The percentage
risk of developing a hearing handicap
(averaged over 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and
2000 Hz) and the median loss (at 4000
Hz) incurred with exposure are shown
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(a) as function of mean sound pressure
level in the workplace (dB(A)) and
exposure time (years); and (b) as a
function of hearing deterioration index
HDI. The quantity L is the mean
exposure level (dB(A)), and t is the
exposure time (years).
Referring to Figure 4.4, it is evident that hearing deterioration is very rapid during the
first 10 years and progressively more so as the exposure level rises above 80 dB(A). The
data for percentage risk of developing a hearing handicap refer to loss averaged
arithmetically over 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz, whereas the data for median loss
(meaning that 50% of the population has this or greater loss) refer to loss measured at
4000 Hz. This choice of representation is consistent with the observation that noise
induced hearing loss always occurs first and proceeds most rapidly at 4000 Hz to 6000
Hz, and is progressively less at both lower and higher frequencies.
Inspection of Figure 4.4(a) shows that the 10-year exposure point for any given level
always lies close to the 30-year exposure point for the level 10 dB lower. For example,
the point corresponding to 30 years of exposure at a level of 80 dB(A) lies close to the
point corresponding to 10 years at a level of 90 dB(A). This observation may be
summarized by the statement that 30 years are traded for ten years each time the sound
pressure level is increased by 10 dB. This observation in turn suggests the metric
proposed in Figure 4.4(b), which fairly well summarizes the data shown in Figure 4.4(a)
and indicates that hearing loss is a function of the product of acoustic pressure and time,
not pressure squared and time. Thus a hearing deterioration index, HDI is proposed,
based upon sound pressure, not sound energy, which is the cumulative integral of the
r.m.s. sound pressure with time. Figure 4.4(b) shows that to avoid hearing impairment in
80% of the population, a strategy should be adopted that avoids acquiring a hearing
deterioration index greater than 59 during a lifetime.
The apparent success of the proposed hearing deterioration index, HDI in correlating
the data strongly suggests that hearing deterioration through noise exposure is associated
with stress-induced mechanical fatigue (pressure multiplied by number of cycles) and
ultimate failure of the stereocilia of the hair cells. If hearing deterioration through noise
exposure is indeed due to mechanical stress-induced failure of the stereocilia of the hair
cells then, as in all cyclically stressed mechanical systems, there is probably an upper
bound in sound pressure level below which no fatigue-induced failure will occur. On the
other hand, if the upper bound is exceeded, residual stresses will be introduced which will
ultimately result in fatigue-induced failure. Thus, as shown in the figure, failure becomes
more and more probable with exposure, until ultimately it is a practical certainty.
4.3.6 Some Alternative Interpretations
In Europe and Australia, the assumption is implicit in regulations formulated to protect
people exposed to excessive noise, that hearing loss is a function of the integral of
pressure squared with time as given by Equation (4.1). In the United States the same
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assumption is generally accepted, but a compromise has been adopted in formulating
regulations where it has been assumed that recovery, during periods of non-exposure,
takes place and reduces the effects of exposure. The situation may be summarized by
rewriting Equation (4.1) more generally as in the following equation.
(4.36)

The prime has been used to distinguish the quantity from the traditional, energy averaged
LAeq,8h, defined in Equation (4.1).
Various trading rules governing the equivalence of increased noise level versus
decreased exposure time are used in regulations concerning allowed noise exposure. For
example, in Europe and Australia it is assumed that, for a fixed sound exposure, the noise
level may be increased by 3 dB(A) for each halving of the duration of exposure, while in
United States industry, the increase is 5 dB(A) and in the United States Navy the increase
is 4 dB(A).
Values of n in Equation (4.36), corresponding to trading rules of 3, 4 or 5 dB(A), are
1, 3/4 and 3/5 respectively. If the observation that hearing loss due to noise exposure is a
function of the integral of r.m.s pressure with time, then n=½ and the trading rule is 6
dB(A). The relationship between n and the trading rule is:
n=3/L
(4.37)
where L is the decibel trading level which corresponds to a change in exposure by a
factor of two for a constant exposure time.
Introduction of a constant base level criterion, LB, which LAeq,8h should not exceed and
use of Equation (4.37) allows Equation (4.36) to be rewritten in the following form:
(4.38)

Equation (4.38) may, in turn be written as follows:
(4.39)

or,
(4.40)

Note that if discrete exposure levels were being determined with a sound level meter as
described above, then the integral would be replaced with a sum over the number of
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discrete events measured for a particular person during a working day. For example, for a
number of events, n, for which the ith event is characterized by an A-weighted sound
level of LpAi, Equation (4.40) could be written as follows.
(4.41)
When LAeq,8h=LB, reference to Equation (4.40) shows that the argument of the logarithm
on the right-hand side of the equation must be one. Consequently, if an employee is
subjected to higher levels than LB, then to satisfy the criterion, the length of time, T, must
be reduced to less than eight hours. Setting the argument equal to one,
and evaluating the integral using the mean value theorem, the
maximum allowed exposure time to an equivalent noise level,

is:
(4.42)

If the number of hours of exposure exceeds 8 per day, then the “8” in Equation (4.42)
must be replaced by the actual number of hours of exposure.
The daily noise dose (DND), or “noise exposure”, is defined as equal to the actual
exposure time, Θ, divided by the allowed exposure time, Ta. That is:
DND=Θ/Ta
(4.43)
In Europe and Australia, the equal energy trading rule implies that in Equation (4.39),
L=3 and LB=90. In industry in the USA, L=5 and LB=90 and in the US Navy, L=4 and
LB=90. Additionally in industry in the USA, noise levels less than 90 dB(A) are excluded
from Equation (4.39) and in the US Navy, levels less than 80 dB(A) are excluded. No
levels are excluded for calculating noise dose (or noise exposure) according to Australian
and European regulations. At the time of writing, all of the above mentioned regulations
specify an allowable LAeq,8h=90 dB(A); however, this is likely to be reduced to 85 dB(A)
in the near future to follow current recommendations made in applicable standards, and
consultation of the most recent regulations is recommended in each case.
Example 4.1
In Australian timber mill employee cuts timber to length with a cut-off saw. While the
saw idles it produces a level of 90 dB(A) and when it cuts timber it produces a level of 96
dB(A) at the work position.
1. If the saw runs continuously and actually only cuts for 10% of the time that it is
switched on, compute the A-weighted, 8-hour equivalent noise level.
2. How much must the exposure be reduced in hours to comply with the 90 dB(A)
criterion?
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Solution:
1. Making use of Equation (4.2) (or Equation (4.38) with L=3, in which case
), the following can be written.

2. Let Ta be the allowed exposure time. Then:

Solving this equation gives Ta=6.1 hours. The required reduction=8–6.1=1.9 hours.
Alternatively, use Equation (4.42) and let L=3, LB=90:
TA=8×2−(91.2−90.0)/2=8/20.39=6.1 hours
Alternatively, for an American worker, L=5 and use of Equation (4.40) gives
=90.9. Equation (4.42) with L=5 and LB=90 gives for the allowed exposure time Ta:
Ta=8×2−(90.9−90.0)/5=8/20.176=7.1 hours
4.4 HEARING DAMAGE RISK CRITERIA
The noise level below which damage to hearing from habitual exposure to noise should
not occur in a specified proportion of normal ears is known as the hearing damage risk
criterion (DRC). It should be noted that hearing damage is a cumulative result of level as
well as duration, and any criterion must take both level and duration of exposure into
account. Note that it is not just the workplace that is responsible for excessive noise.
Many people engage in leisure activities that are damaging to hearing, such as going to
night clubs with loud music, shooting or jet ski riding. Also listening to loud music
through headphones can be very damaging, especially for children.
4.4.1 Continuous Noise
Internationally, the DRC has been set at 90 dB(A) for a continuous eight-hour exposure
each day to ordinary broadband noise. This level results in hearing loss of greater than 25
dB (averaged over 0, 5, 1 and 2 kHz) to approximately 25% of people exposed for 30
years or more. This percentage is approximate only, as it is rare to get agreement between
various surveys that are supposedly measuring the same quantity. This is still a
substantial level of hearing damage risk. On the other hand, a criterion of 80 dB(A) for an
eight-hour daily exposure would constitute a negligible hearing damage risk for speech.
Therefore, to minimize hearing loss, it is desirable to aim for a level of 80 dB(A) or less
in any plant design. Limits higher than 80 dB(A) must be compromises between the cost
of noise control, and the risk of hearing damage and consequent compensation claims.
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Although an exposure to 80 dB(A) for eight hours per day would ensure negligible
hearing loss for speech due to noise exposure, a lower level would be required to ensure
negligible hearing loss at all audible frequencies. One viewpoint is that 97% of the
population should be protected from any measurable noise-induced permanent shift in
hearing threshold at all frequencies, even after 40 years of exposure for eight hours per
day for 250 days of the year. If we assume that, for about 10% of each eight-hour
working day, a worker is out of the area of maximum noise (owing to visits to other
areas) and, further, that he or she is exposed to noise levels which are over 5 dB lower
during the remaining sixteen hours of the day, then studies worldwide show that for 97%
protection at all frequencies, the noise level must not exceed 75 dB(A). If a worker is
exposed to continuous noise for 24 hours per day, the level must not exceed 70 dB(A).
Another viewpoint is that it is only necessary to protect people from hearing damage
for speech, and that to aim for the above levels is unnecessarily conservative and
economically unrealistic. In 1974, having reviewed the published data, the Committee of
American Conferences of Governmental Industrial Hygienists determined that an
exposure level of 85 dB(A) during a working life would result in 90% of people suffering
a hearing loss of less than 25 dB when averaged over the frequencies, 0.5, 1 and 2 kHz.
Current standards in most countries now recommend 85 dB(A) as an acceptable level
for eight hours of exposure, although most people agree that a level of 80 dB(A) is more
desirable from the point of view of minimizing hearing damage. Unfortunately
regulations in many countries lag the standards and there are not many instances where a
maximum level of 85 dB(A) in the work place is enforced. Regulations in most countries
still specify an upper limit of 90 dB(A) due to the significant economic cost associated
with the lower level of 85 dB(A).
4.4.2 Impulse Noise
Impulse noise is defined as a short-duration sound characterized by a shock front pressure
waveform (i.e. virtually instantaneous rise), usually created by a sudden release of
energy; for example, as encountered with explosives or gun blasts (Rice, 1974; Rice and
Martin, 1973). Such a characteristic impulse pressure waveform is often referred to as a
Friedlander wave, and is illustrated in Figure 4.5(a). This single-impulse waveform is
typically generated in free-field environments, where sound-reflecting surfaces that create
reverberation are absent. With gunfire, mechanically generated noise is also present in
addition to the shock pulse, and in this case the waveform envelope can take the form
illustrated in Figure 4.5(b).
The durations of impulsive noises may vary from microseconds up to 50 ms, although
in confined spaces reverberation characteristics may cause the duration to extend
considerably longer. In all cases, however, the characteristic shock front is present. For
the purpose of assessing hearing damage risk, a “B duration” time has been defined as the
time required for the peak level to drop 20 dB, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Idealized waveforms of
impulse noises. Peak level=pressure
difference AB; rise time=time
difference AB; A duration=time
difference AC; B duration= time
difference AD (+EF when a reflection
is present).
In general, people are not habitually exposed to impulsive noises. In fact, only people
exposed to explosions such as quarry blasting or gunfire are exposed to impulse noises
(as opposed to impact noises). Estimates of the number of pulses likely to be received on
any one occasion vary between 10 and 100, although up to 1000 pulses may sometimes
be encountered.
4.4.3 Impact Noise
Impact noises are normally produced by non-explosive means, such as metal-to-metal
impacts in industrial plant processes. In such cases the characteristic shock front is not
always present, and due to the reverberant industrial environments in which they are
heard, the durations are often longer than those usually associated with impulse noise.
The background noise present in such situations, coupled with the regularity with which
impacts may occur, often causes the impacts to give the impression of running into one
another. People in industry are often habitually exposed to such noises, and the number of
impacts heard during an eight-hour shift usually runs into thousands.
Figure 4.6 shows one researcher’s (Rice, 1974) recommended impulse and impact
upper bound criteria for daily exposure, over a wide range of peak pressure levels, as a
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function of the product of the B duration of each impulse (or impact) and the number of
impulses (or impacts). The criterion of Figure 4.6 is arranged to be equivalent to a
continuous exposure to 90 dB(A) for an eight-hour period, and this point is marked on the
chart. It is interesting to note that if, instead of using the equal energy concept (3 dB(A)
allowable increase in noise level for each halving of the exposure time) as

Figure 4.6 A comparison of impulse
and impact damage risk criteria with
steady-state criteria (after Rice, 1974).
is current Australian and European practice, a 5 dB(A) per halving of exposure is used (as
is current US practice), the criteria for impulse and impact noise would essentially
become one criterion. If the person exposed is wearing ear muffs, the US military allows
15 dB to be added to the impulse criteria (MIL-STD-1414D, 1991).
The equivalent noise dose (or noise exposure) for a particular B duration times the
number of impacts or impulses, and a corresponding peak pressure level may be
calculated using Figure 4.6. The first step is to calculate the product of the impulse or
impact B duration and number of impulses (impacts). This value is entered on the
abscissa of Figure 4.6 and a vertical line drawn until it intersects the appropriate curve.
For impulse noise of less than 1000 impulses per exposure the upper curve is used, while
for impact noise the lower curve is used. From the point of intersection of the appropriate
curve and the vertical line, a horizontal line is drawn to intersect the ordinate at the value
of peak sound level corresponding to a noise dose of unity.
Alternatively, the peak level of an individual impact is entered on the ordinate and a
horizontal line drawn until it intersects the lower curve. A vertical line is drawn
downwards from the point of intersection. Where the vertical line intersects the abscissa
indicates the product of B duration and number of impacts that will correspond to a noise
dose of unity. The noise dose is halved for each 3 dB that the measured peak level is
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exceeded by the peak level corresponding to a noise dose of unity. The noise dose is also
halved if the number of impacts is halved.
Due to the difficulty in measuring the duration of the impact noise, the preceding
procedure has not seen much use. In fact, the ISO standard, ISO 1999 (1990), states, “The
prediction method presented is based primarily on data collected with essentially
broadband steady non-tonal noise. The application of the data base to tonal or
impulsive/impact noise represents the best available extrapolation.” This implies that
impact and impulse noise should be treated in a similar way to continuous noise in terms
of exposure and that the best way of assessing its effect is to use an integrating sound
level meter that has a sufficiently short time constant (50 µs) to record the energy
contained in short impacts and impulses and include this energy with the continuous
noise energy in determining the overall energy averaged LAeq. However, there is still a
feeling in the audiometry community (von Gierke et al., 1982) that impulse and impact
noise should be assessed using a C-weighted energy average or LCeq and this should be
combined with the A-weighted level, LAeq, for continuous noise on a logarithmic basis to
determine the overall level, which is then used in place of the continuous LAeq in the
assessment of damage risk. Others feel that the impact noise should not be weighted at
all, but this results in undue emphasis being placed on very low frequency sound such as
that produced by slamming a car door and is not recommended as a valid approach. With
modern digital instrumentation, the 50 µs time constant is achieved if the instrument has
a frequency response to 20 kHz and a corresponding sampling rate of 48 kHz.
Instruments with a higher frequency response could measure a higher peak for the same
impact noise.
It is generally accepted in most standards that no-one should be exposed to a peak
noise level that exceeds 140 dB, and for children the limit should be 120 dB. Some
specify that this should be measured with a C-weighting network implemented on the
measuring instrument and some specify that no weighting should be used. The latter
specification is rather arbitrary as the measured level then depends on the upper and
lower frequency range of the measuring instrument. The time constant of the instrument
measuring the peak noise level should be 50 µs.
4.5 IMPLEMENTING A HEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM
To protect workers in noisy industries from the harmful effects of excessive noise, it is
necessary to implement a well-organized hearing conservation program. The key
components of such a program include:
• regular noise surveys of the work environment which includes;
► making a preliminary general survey to determine the extent of any problems and
to provide information for planning the detailed survey;
► determining the sound power and directivity (or sound pressure at the operator
locations) of noisy equipment;
► identification, characterization and ranking of noise sources;
► identification of high noise level areas and their contribution to worker exposures;
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► determination of individual worker exposures to noise using noise measurements
and dosimeters (ISO9612–1997, ANSI S12.19–1996);
► prediction of the risk of hearing loss for individual or collective groups of workers
using ISO1999 (1990); and
► identifying hearing conservation requirements.
• regular audiometric testing of exposed workers to evaluate the program effectiveness
and to monitor temporary threshold shift (TTS) at the end of the work shift as well as
permanent threshold shift (measured by testing after a quiet period) (see ANSI S3.6–
1996, ANSI S3.1–1991, ISO 8253-part 1-1989, ISO 8253-part 2-1992, ISO 8253-part
3-1996, IEC 645-part 1-1987, IEC 645-part 2-1987, IEC 645-part 3-1987, IEC 645part 4-1987) with the following notes
► elimination of temporary threshold shift will eliminate permanent threshold shift
that will eventually occur as a result of sufficient incidences of TTS;
► anyone with a permanent threshold shift in addition to the shift they had at the
beginning of their employment should be moved to a quieter area and if necessary
be given different work assignments;
• installation and regular monitoring of the effectiveness of noise control equipment and
fixtures;
• consideration of noise in the specification of new equipment;
• consideration of administrative controls involving the reorganization of the workplace
to minimize the number of exposed individuals and the duration of their exposure;
• education of workers;
• regular evaluation of the overall program effectiveness, including noting the reduction
in temporary threshold shift in workers during audiometric testing;
• careful record keeping including noise data and audiometric test results, noise control
systems purchased, instrumentation details and calibration histories, program costs and
periodic critical analysis reports of the overall program; and
• appropriate use of the information to:
► inform workers of their exposure pattern and level;
► act as a record for the employer;
► identify operators whose exposure is above the legal limits;
► identify areas of high noise level;
► identify machines or processes contributing to excessive noise levels;
► indicate areas in which control is necessary;
► indicate areas where hearing protection must be worn prior to engineering noise
controls have been implemented;
► indicate areas where hearing protection must be worn even after engineering noise
controls being implemented; and
► identification of the most appropriate locations for new machines and processes.
To be successful, a hearing conservation program requires:
• well defined goals and objectives;
• competent program management;
• commitment from management at the top of the organization;
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• commitment from the workers involved;
• adequate financial resources;
• access to appropriate technical expertise;
• good communication and monitoring systems;
• a philosophy of continuous improvement.

4.6 SPEECH INTERFERENCE CRITERIA
In this section the interfering effect of noise upon oral communication is considered.
Table 4.5 lists some of the significant frequency ranges which are of importance for these
considerations. For comparison, the frequency range of a small transistor radio speaker is
typically 200 to 5000 Hz.

Table 4.5 Significant frequency ranges for speech
communication
Approximate frequency
range (Hz)
Range of hearing

16 to 20,000

Speech range

200 to 6,000

Speech intelligibility (containing the frequencies most necessary for
understanding speech)

500 to 4000

Speech privacy range (containing speech sounds which intrude most
objectionably into adjacent areas)

250 to 2500

Male voice (peak frequency of energy output)

350

Female voice (peak frequency of energy output)

700

4.6.1 Broadband Background Noise
Maintenance of adequate speech communication is often an important aspect of the
problem of dealing with occupational noise. The degree of intelligibility of speech is
dependent upon the level of background noise in relation to the level of spoken words.
Additionally, the speech level of a talker will depend upon the talker’s subjective
response to the level of the background noise. Both effects can be quantified, as
illustrated in Figure 4.7.
To enter Figure 4.6, the Speech interference level is computed as the arithmetic
average of the background sound pressure levels in the four octave bands, 500 Hz, 1000
Hz, 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz. Alternatively, the figure may be entered using the A-weighted
scale, but with less precision. Having entered the figure, the voice level required for just
adequate speech communication may then be determined for the various distances
indicated on the abscissa. The area below each curve represents the combinations of
talker/listener separation and background noise level for which reliable face-to-face
communication is possible. For example, for a speech interference level of 60 dB and
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distances between the talker and the listener less than 1.5 m, a normal speech level would
seem to be adequate, while at 2 m, a raised voice level would be necessary for just
adequate speech recognition. As a further example, at a speech Interference level of 80
dB, shouting would seem to be necessary at 0.5 m for just adequate speech recognition.

Figure 4.7 Rating noise with respect to
speech interference.
The figure also shows the voice level that the talker would automatically use (expected
voice level) as a result of the background noise level. The range of expected voice level
represents the expected range in a talker’s subjective response to the background noise. If
the talker is wearing an ear protection device such as ear plugs or earmuffs, the expected
voice level will decrease by 4 dB.
For face-to-face communication with “average” male voices, the background noise
levels shown by the curves in Figure 4.7 represent upper limits for just acceptable speech
communication, i.e. 95% sentence intelligibility, or alternatively 60% word-out-ofcontext recognition. For female voices the speech interference level, or alternatively the
A-weighted level shown on the abscissa, should be decreased by 5 dB, i.e. the scales
should be shifted to the right by 5 dB. The figure assumes no reflecting surfaces to reflect
speech sounds. Where reflecting surfaces exist the scale on the abscissa should be shifted
to the right by 5 dB. Where the noise fluctuates greatly in level, the scale on the abscissa
may be shifted to the left by 5 dB.
For industrial situations where speech and telephone communication are important,
such as in foremen’s offices, control rooms, etc. an accepted criterion for background
noise level is 70 dB(A).
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4.6.2 Intense Tones
Intense tones may mask sounds associated with speech. The masking effect of a tone is
greatest on sounds of frequency higher than the tone; thus low-frequency tones are more
effective than high-frequency tones in masking speech sounds. However, tones in the
speech range, which generally lies between 200 and 6000 Hz, are the most effective of all
in interfering with speech recognition. Furthermore, as the frequencies 500–5000 Hz are
the most important for speech intelligibility, tones in this range are most damaging to
good communication. However, if masking is required, then a tone of about 500 Hz, rich
in harmonics, is most effective. For more on the subject of masking refer to Section 2.2.1.
4.7 PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NOISE
4.7.1 Noise as a Cause of Stress
Noise causes stress: the onset of loud noise can produce effects such as fear, and changes
in pulse rate, respiration rate, blood pressure, metabolism, acuity of vision, skin electrical
resistance, etc. However, most of these effects seem to disappear rapidly and the subject
returns to normal, even if the noise continues, although there is evidence to show that
prolonged exposure to excessive loud noise will result in permanently elevated blood
pressure. Excessive environmental noise has been shown to accelerate mental health
problems in those predisposed to mental health problems. Continuous noise levels
exceeding 30 dB(A) or single event levels exceeding 45 dB(A) disturb sleep.
4.7.2 Effect on Behaviour and Work Efficiency
Behavioural responses to noise are usually explained in terms of arousal theory: there is
an optimum level of arousal for efficient performance; below this level behaviour is
sluggish and above it, tense and jittery. It seems reasonable to suppose, therefore, that
noise improves performance when arousal is too low for the task, and impairs it when
arousal is optimal or already too high. The complex task, multiple task or high repetition
rate task is performed optimally under relatively quiet conditions, but performance is
likely to be impaired under noisy conditions. Quiet conditions, on the other hand, are suboptimal for the simple task, and performance is improved by the addition of noise. The
important variable is the kind of task being performed, and not the kind of noise present.
To generalize, performance in doing complex tasks is likely to be impaired in the
presence of noise and for simple tasks it it likely to be improved.
However, various studies have shown that if the noise level is far in excess of that
required for the optimum arousal level for a particular task, workers become irritable as
well as less efficient. This irritability usually continues for some time after the noise has
stopped.
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4.8 AMBIENT NOISE LEVEL SPECIFICATION
The use of a room or space for a particular purpose may, in general, impose a
requirement for specification of the maximum tolerable background noise; for example,
one would expect quiet in a church but not in an airport departure lounge. All have in
common that a single number specification is possible.
The simplest way of specifying the maximum tolerable background noise is to specify
the maximum acceptable A-weighted level. As the A-weighted level simulates the
response of the ear at low levels, and has been found to correlate well with subjective
response to noise, such specification is often sufficient. Table 4.6 gives some examples of
maximum acceptable A-weighted sound levels and reverberation times in the 500 to 1000
Hz octave bands for unoccupied spaces. A full detailed list is published in Australian
Standard AS 2107–1987.

Table 4.6 Recommended ambient sound levels for
different areas of occupancy in buildings (space
furnished but unoccupied)
Types of occupancy/activity

Recommended sound Recommended reverberation time
level (dB(A))
at 500 to 1000 Hz (sec)

Lecture rooms, assembly halls,
conference venues

30

0.06 for 300 m3 to 1.4 for 50000 m3
varying with log10 (room volume)

Audio-visual areas

40

0.6–0.8

Computer rooms (teaching)

40

0.4–0.6

Computer rooms (working)

45

0.4–0.6

Conference rooms, seminar
rooms, tutorial rooms

30

0.6–0.7

Corridors and lobbies

45

–

Drama studios

30

10% to 20% higher than lecture rooms
above

Libraries (reading)

40

10% to 20% higher than lecture rooms
above

Libraries (stack area)

45

10% to 20% higher than lecture rooms
above

Music studios and concert halls 30

0.8 for 400m3 to 2.2 for 50000 m3,
varying linearly with log (room
volume)

Professional and admin. offices 35

0.6–0.8

Design offices, drafting offices

0.4

40
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Private offices

35

0.6–0.8

Reception areas

40

–

Airport terminals

45

–

Restaurants

40

–

Hotel bar

45

–

Private house (sleeping)

25

–

Private house (recreation)

30

–

The values shown in Table 4.6 are for continuous background noise levels within
spaces, as opposed to specific or intermittent noise levels. In the table the upper limit of
the range of values shown is the maximum acceptable level and the lower limit is the
desirable level. Recommended noise levels for vessels and offshore mobile platforms are
listed for various spaces in AS2254–1988.
For ambient noise level specification, a number of quantities are used. For indoor
noise and situations where noise control is necessary, noise weighting curves are often
used (see Section 4.8.1). For quantifying occupational noise and for environmental noise
regulations, LAeq,8h or LAeq respectively (see Section 4.1.1.1) are commonly used. Broner
and Leventhall (1983) conclude that the A-weighted measure is also acceptable for very
low frequency noise (20–90 Hz). For impulsive environmental noise, characterized by
very short duration impulses, the “C-weighted” sound exposure level (LCE, defined in
Section 4.1.1.3) is used. For transient environmental noise such as aircraft flyovers, the
“A-weighted” sound exposure level, LAE (see Section 4.1.1.3), is used. For traffic noise,
L10 (see Section 3.9) or Ldn (see Section 4.1.1.4) are used. Ldn is also used for specifying
acceptable noise levels in houses.
4.8.1 Noise Weighting Curves
Although the specification of an A-weighted level is easy and convenient it gives no
indication of which frequency components may be the source of non-compliance. For
most acoustic design purposes it is more useful to make use of a weighting curve, which
defines a spectrum of band levels in terms of a single number. Five currently used sets of
single-number weighting curves are shown in Figures 4.8–4.12. These figures provide,
respectively, noise rating (NR), noise criteria (NC), room criteria (RC), balanced noise
criteria (NCB) and room noise criteria (RNC) weighting curves.
4.8.1.1 NR Curves
Noise Rating (NR) curves have been adopted by the International Standards Organization
and are intended for general use, particularly for rating environmental and industrial
noise levels. They are also used in many cases by machinery manufacturers to specify
machinery noise levels.
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The Noise Rating, NR, of any noise characterized in octave band levels may be
calculated algebraically. The NR of a noise is equal to the highest octave band noise
rating (NRB) which is defined as:
(4.44)
where AB and BB are as listed in Table 4.7. However, the family of curves generated using
Equation (4.44) and shown in Figure 4.8 is in more common use than the equation.

Figure 4.8 Noise rating curves (NR).
To determine the NR rating of a noise, measured octave band sound pressure levels are
plotted on Figure 4.8 and the rating is determined by the highest weighting curve which
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just envelopes the data. If the highest level falls between two curves, linear interpolation
is used.
Specification of an NR number means that in no frequency band shall the octave band
sound pressure in the specified space exceed the specified curve (tangent method). In
practice, a tolerance of ±2 dB is implied. In specifications, an allowance of 2 dB above
the curve is usually acceptable in any one octave band, provided that the levels in the two
adjacent bands are only 1 dB below the criterion curve.

Table 4.7 Constants used to calculate NR curve
numbers for octave bands between 31.5 and 8000
Hz
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

AB

BB

31.5

55.4

0.681

63

35.5

0.790

125

22.0

0.870

250

12.0

0.930

500

4.8

0.974

1000

0.0

1.000

2000

−3.5

1.015

4000

−6.1

1.025

8000

−8.0

1.030

Example 4.2
Find the NR number for the sound spectrum of Example 3.1.
Solution
Plot the unweighted sound spectrum on a set of NR curves. The highest curve that
envelopes the data is NR=81 (interpolated between the NR80 and NR85 curves).
4.8.1.2 NC Curves (Figure 4.9)
Noise criteria curves (Figure 4.9) were developed in response to the need for
specification of just acceptable noise in occupied spaces with all systems running. They
are still used extensively in the building services industry even though they have been
largely superceded by NCB criteria (see Section 4.8.1.4). Noise criteria curves are not
defined in the 31.5 Hz octave band and thus do not account for very low frequency
rumble noises. They are also regarded as too permissive in the 2000 Hz and higher octave
bands and do not correlate well with subjective response to air-conditioning noise. This
has resulted in them now being considered generally unsuitable for rating interior noise.
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The NC rating of a noise is determined in a similar way to the NR rating, except that
Figure 4.9 is used instead of Figure 4.8. The NC rating corresponds to the curve that just
envelopes the spectrum. No part of the spectrum may exceed the NC curve that describes
it. Note that linear interpolation is used to generate curves corresponding to integer NC
numbers between the 5 dB intervals shown in Figure 4.9. The simplicity of the procedure
for determining an NC rating is the main reason these curves are still in use today. The
more complex

Figure 4.9 Noise criteria curves (NC).
procedures for determining an RC or NCB rating (see below) have prevented these latter
(and more appropriate) ratings from being universally accepted.
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4.8.1.3 RC Curves
Room criteria (RC) curves have been developed to replace Noise Criteria curves for
rating only air conditioning noise in unoccupied spaces. The RC curves include 16 Hz
and 31.5 Hz octave band levels (see Figure 4.10), although few sound level meters

Figure 4.10 Room criterion curves
(RC). Regions A and B: noise-induced
feelable vibration in lightweight
structures, induced audible rattle in
light fixtures, doors, windows, etc.;
region A, high probability; region B.
moderate probability. The lower curve
represents the approximate threshold
of hearing.
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with external octave band filters include the 16 Hz octave band. Interest in the 31.5 Hz
and 16 Hz bands stems from the fact that a level of the order of 70 dB or greater may
result in noise-induced vibrations that are just feelable, especially in lightweight
structures. Such vibration can also give rise to objectionable rattle and buzz in windows,
doors and cabinets, etc.
For spectrum shapes that are ordinarily encountered, the level in the 16 Hz band can
be estimated from the difference in levels between the unweighted reading and the 31.5
Hz octave band level. A difference of +4 dB or more is evidence of a level in the 16 Hz
band equal to or greater than the level in the 31.5 Hz band.
The RC number is the average of the 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz octave band
sound levels. If any octave band level below 500Hz exceeds the RC curve by more than 5
dB, the noise is denoted “rumbly” (e.g. RC 29(R)). If any octave band level above 500Hz
exceeds the RC curve by more than 3 dB, the noise is denoted, “hissy”. (e.g. RC 29(H)).
If neither of the above occurs, the noise is denoted “neutral” (e.g. RC 29(N)). If the sound
pressure levels in any band between and including 16 Hz to 63 Hz lie in the cross hatched
regions in Figure 4.10, perceptible vibration can occur in the walls and ceiling and rattles
can occur in furniture. In this case, the noise is identified with “RV” (e.g. RC 29(RV)).
The level, LB of the octave band of centre frequency ƒ, corresponding to a particular RC
curve is given by:
(4.45)
RC curves represent the shape of the least objectionable noise spectrum. For this reason
they are only defined up to an RC number of 50. By contrast, NR and NC curves are
intended for specifying an upper bound of acceptability for background noise, and do not
necessarily represent the least objectionable noise spectrum. Thus, in certain cases, such
as in open plan offices, where it may be advantageous to introduce background noise to
ensure speech privacy, noise with a spectrum shape of an NR or NC curve is
unsatisfactory, being both too rumbly and too hissy. However, RC curves are suitable for
specifying the introduction of acoustic “perfume”, and noise with a spectrum of that
shape has been found to be the least objectionable.
4.8.1.4 NCB Curves
Balanced Noise Criteria (NCB) curves are shown in Figure 4.11. They are used to specify
acceptable background noise levels in occupied spaces and include air-conditioning noise
and any other ambient noise. They apply to occupied spaces with all systems running and
are intended to replace the older NC curves. More detailed information on NCB curves
may be found in American National Standard ANSI S12.2–1995, “Criteria for Evaluating
Room Noise”. The designation number of an NCB curve is equal to the Speech
Interference Level (SIL) of a noise with the same octave band levels as the NCB curve.
The SIL of a noise is the arithmetic average of the 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz and 4 kHz
octave band decibel levels. To determine whether the background noise is “rumbly”, the
octave band sound levels of the measured noise are plotted on a chart containing a set of
NCB curves. If any values in the 500 Hz octave band or lower exceed by more than 3 dB
the curve corresponding to the NCB rating of the noise, then the noise is labelled
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“rumbly”. To determine if the noise is “hissy”, the NCB curve which is the best fit of the
octave band sound levels between 125 Hz and 500 Hz is determined. If any of the octave
band sound levels between 1000 Hz and 8000 Hz inclusive exceed this NCB curve, then
the noise is rated as “hissy”.

Figure 4.11 Balanced Noise Criterion
curves (NCB). Regions A and B:
noise-induced feelable vibration in
lightweight structures, induced audible
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rattle in light fixtures, doors, windows,
etc.; region A, high probability; region
B, moderate probability.
4.8.1.5 RNC Curves (Figure 4.12)
The RC and NCB curves have a number of limitations that can lead to undesirable results.
The RC curves set criteria that are below the threshold of hearing to protect against large
turbulence fluctuations that generate high levels of low frequency noise for which the
level can vary by up to 10 dB in synchronisation with fan surging. However, the RC
curves could unnecessarily penalize a well designed HVAC system such as may be used
in a concert hall, requiring 10 dB or more of unnecessary noise attenuation at low
frequencies. On the other hand, NCB curves are intended for well

Figure 4.12 Room Noise Criterion
curves (RNC). The lowest curve is the
approximate threshold of hearing for
octave band noise.
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designed HVAC systems. They do not sufficiently penalize poorly designed systems that
may be energy efficient but are characterized by high levels of turbulence induced low
frequency noise.
Recently, Schomer (2000) proposed a new set of curves (room noise criteria or RNC)
that are intended to address the limitations associated with the RC and NCB curves. The
intention is for noise criteria to be above the threshold of hearing for well-behaved
systems, while at the same time preventing a turbulence-producing, fan-surging HVAC
system from being labelled acceptable. The RNC curves specified by Schomer (2000) are
shown in Figure 4.12.
It is unlikely that the RNC curves will receive general acceptance because of the
complexity of the rating process. Essentially, the RNC rating of a sound is obtained using
the tangency method in much the same way as obtaining an NR number. That is, the
RNC rating is the value of the highest RNC curve that intersects the plotted spectra. The
complexity arises in the determination of what values to plot. These are the measured
octave band values with correction terms added in the 31.5 Hz, 63 Hz and 125 Hz bands.
It is the determination of the correction terms that is complex. For broadband noise
radiated from an air conditioning duct without the presence of excessive turbulence or
surging, the correction terms are zero. In cases where there is excessive turbulence, the
correction at 31.5 Hz can be as high as a 4 dB increase and if surging is present it can be
as high as 12 dB. The correction at 125 Hz is usually zero, except in the case of surging it
may be up to 2 dB. A straight line is drawn between the plotted corrected value at 31 Hz
and the corrected value at 125 Hz to obtain the corrected value at 63 Hz. The 16 Hz value
is not plotted for cases involving excessive turbulence or surging. Details on the
calculation of the correction to be added in the 31.5 Hz and 125 Hz octave bands are
provided by Schomer (2000).
Briefly, the correction is calculated by taking a large number of octave band sound
pressure level measurements, Li, from 16 Hz to 8 kHz, over some reasonable time
interval (for example, 20 seconds), using “fast” time weighting and sampling intervals
between 50 and 100 ms. The mean sound pressure level, Lm, is calculated by taking the
arithmetic mean of all the measured dB levels in each octave band. The energy averaged,
Leq, is also calculated for each octave band using:
(4.46)
The corrections ∆31 and ∆125 to be added to the 31.5 Hz and 125 Hz octave band
measurements of Leq, is calculated for each of the two bands using:
(4.47)
The quantity, δ, is set equal to 5 for calculations in the 31.5 Hz band and equal to 8 for
calculations in the 125 Hz octave band and N is the total number of measurements taken
in each band. Note that for the 31.5 Hz correction term calculation, data for the 16 Hz,
31.5 Hz and 63 Hz bands are all included in each of the three terms in Equation (4.47).
Before inclusion in Equation (4.47), the 16 Hz data has 14 dB subtracted from each
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measurement and the 63 Hz data has 14 dB added to each measurement. The noise is
considered well behaved if the correction, ∆, for the 31.5 Hz octave band is less than 0.1
dB. In this case, the actual measured octave band data are plotted on the set of RNC
curves from 16 Hz to 8 KHz, with no correction applied to any band.
Note that RNC values are reported, for example, as: RNC41-(63 Hz). In this example
the highest RNC curve intersected was the RNC 41 curve and this occurred at 63 Hz.
4.8.2 Comparison of Noise Weighting Curves with dB(A)
Specifications
For the majority of occupied spaces, advisory limits can be placed on maximum
permissible background noise levels, but recommended levels will vary slightly
depending upon the source of information.

Table 4.8 Comparison of ambient level criteria.
Specification
dB(A)

NR

NC, NCB and RNC

RC

Comment

25–30

20

20

20

Very quiet

30–35

25

25

25

35–40

30

30

30

40–45

35

35

35

45–50

40

40

40

50–55

45

45

45

55–60

50

50

50

60–65

55

55

–

65–70

60

60

–

Quiet

Moderately noisy

Noisy

Very noisy

As mentioned earlier, when an attempt was made to use NC rating curves as a guide for
deliberate spectral shaping of background noise the result was unsatisfactory. The
internationally accepted NR curves do not provide an improvement in this respect. For
example, if the NR weighting curves 15 to 50 are taken as background noise spectra, then
A-weighted according to Table 3.1, and their overall equivalent A-weighted levels
determined as described in Section 3.2, it is found that in all cases the low-frequency
bands dominate the overall level. As A-weighting accords with subjective response, one
would intuitively expect trouble with a spectrum that emphasizes a frequency range
which ordinarily contributes little to an A-weighted level. In this respect the RC
weighting curves are much more satisfactory. When A-weighted it is found that neither
the high- nor the low-frequency extremes dominate; rather, the mid-frequency range
contributes most to the computed equivalent A-weighted level.
Since the various noise rating schemes are widely used and much published literature
has been written in terms of one or another of the several specifications, Table 4.8 has
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been prepared to allow comparisons between them. In preparing Table 4.8, the dB(A)
levels equivalent to an NR, NC, NCB, or RNC level were calculated by considering levels
only in the 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz bands, and assuming a spectrum shape
specified by the appropriate NR or NC curve. On the other hand, the entries for the RC
data were calculated using levels in all octave bands from 16 Hz to 4000 Hz and
assuming the spectrum shape specified by the appropriate RC curve.
It is expected that the reader will understand the difficulties involved in making such
comparisons. The table is intended as a guide, to be used with caution.
Judgment is often necessary in specifying a noise rating for a particular application.
Consideration must be given to any unusual aspects, such as people’s attitudes to noise,
local customs and need for economy. It has been found that there are differences in
tolerance of noise from one climate to another. People in those countries in which
windows are customarily open for most of the year seem to be more tolerant of noise, by
5–10 dB(A), than people in countries in which windows are customarily tightly closed for
most of the year.
4.8.3 Speech Privacy
When designing an office building, it is important to ensure that offices have speech
privacy so that conversations taking place in an office cannot be heard in adjacent offices
or corridors. Generally, the higher the background noise levels from air conditioning and
other mechanical equipment, the less one has to worry about speech privacy and the more
flimsy can be the office partitions, as will become clear in the following discussion. One
can deduce that speech privacy is likely to be a problem in a building with no air
conditioning or forced ventilation systems.
To avoid speech privacy problems between adjacent offices, it is important that the
following guidelines are followed:
1. Use partitions or separation walls with adequate sound insulation (see Table 4.9).
Sound insulation is the reduction in sound pressure level between two adjacent rooms,
one of which contains a sound source. It is related to the transmission loss of a panel
as discussed in Chapter 8. Use Equation (8.16), to calculate the required partition
average transmission loss (defined in Table 4.9 caption) for the required noise
reduction given in Table 4.9.
2. Ensure that there are no air gaps between the partitions and the permanent walls and
floor.
3. Ensure that the partitions extend all the way to the ceiling, roof or the underside of the
next floor; it is common practice for the partitions to stop at the level of the suspended
ceiling to make installation of ducting less expensive; however, this has a bad effect
on speech privacy as sound travels through the suspended ceiling along the ceiling
backing space and back through the suspended ceiling into other offices or into the
corridor.
4. Ensure that acoustic tiles with absorption coefficients of at least 0.1 to 0.4 are used for
the suspended ceiling to reduce the reverberant sound level in the office spaces, and
also to increase the overall noise reduction of sound transmitted from one office to
another (see Chapter 8, Equation (8.10)).
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Table 4.9 Speech privacy noise insulation
requirement
Sound as heard by occupant

Average sound insulationa plus ambient
noise(dB(A))

Intelligible

70

Ranging between intelligible and
unintelligible

75–80

Audible but not obtrusive (unintelligible)

80–90

Inaudible

90

a

Average sound insulation is the arithmetically averaged sound transmission loss over the 1/3
octave bands from 100 Hz to 3150 Hz.

When speech privacy is essential, there are two alternative approaches that may be used.
The first is to increase the sound insulation of the walls (for example, by using double
stud instead of single stud walls so that the same stud does not contact both leaves). The
second approach is to add acoustic “perfume” to the corridors and offices adjacent to
those where privacy is important. This “perfume” could be introduced using a randomnoise generator, appropriate filter, amplifier and speakers. The filter would be adjusted to
produce an overall noise spectrum (existing plus introduced noise), which followed the
shape of one of the RC curves shown in Figure 4.10, although it is not usually desirable
to exceed an RC of 30 for a private office (see AS 2107–1987 and Table 4.6).
4.9 ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE LEVEL CRITERIA
A comprehensive document (Berglund et al., 1995), which addresses many
environmental noise issues, has been published by Stockholm University and the World
Health Organization. It is recommended as an excellent source for detailed information.
Here, the discussion is limited to an overview of the assessment of environmental noise
impacts. Two different schemes are currently used for establishing limits of acceptable
environmental (or community) noise levels. In using either, the points raised earlier in
Section 4.8.2 should be kept in mind. The first scheme is based upon a specified Aweighted level. The second scheme is based upon a specified noise rating (NR) number.
The first has the advantage of greater simplicity but, as mentioned earlier, it has the
disadvantage of being less precise. Standards exist (ANSI S12.9 parts 1 to 5, 1996–1998;
ASTM E1686–96, 1996; ISO 1996, parts 1 to 3, 1982–1987; AS1055, parts 1–3, 1997)
that specify how to measure and assess environmental noise. The ideas in these standards
are summarized in the following paragraphs.
A comprehensive review of the effect of vehicle noise regulations on road traffic
noise, changes in vehicle emissions over the past 30 years and recommendations for
consideration in the drafting of future traffic noise regulations has been provided by
Sandberg (2001).
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4.9.1 A-weighting Criteria
To minimize annoyance to neighbouring residents or to occupiers of adjacent industrial
or commercial premises, it is necessary to limit intrusive noise. The choice of limits is
generally determined by noise level criteria at the property line or plant boundary.
Criteria may be defined in noise-control legislation or regulations. Typical specifications
(details may vary) might be written in terms of specified A-weighted equivalent noise
levels, LAeq dB(A), and might state:
Noise emitted from non-domestic premises is excessive if the noise level at the
measurement place (usually the noise sensitive location nearest to the noise emitter) for a
period during which noise is emitted from the premises:
1. exceeds by more than 5 dB(A) the background noise level at that place(usually defined
as the L90—see Section 3.9); and
2. exceeds the maximum permissible noise level prescribed for that time of the day and
the area in which the premises are situated.
Some regulations also specify that the noise measured at the nearest noise sensitive area
must not exceed existing background levels by more than 5 or 8 dB (depending on which
regulation) in any octave band. In some cases A-weighted statistical measures such as L90
are used to specify existing background noise levels, but this way of specifying
background noise levels is not as reliable as using equivalent noise levels.
Permissible plant-boundary noise levels generally are dependent upon the type of area
in which the industrial premises are located, and the time of day. Premises located in
predominantly residential areas and operating continuously (24 hours per day) face
restrictive boundary noise level limits, as it is generally accepted that people are 10–15
dB(A) more sensitive to intrusive noise between the hours of 10 pm and 7 am.
Note that applicable standards such as ISO 1996, parts 1, 2 and 3 (1982, 1987 and
1987), ANSI S12.9, parts 1–5, (1988, 1992, 1993, 1996 and 1998), ASTM E1686–96,
1996 and AS 1055, parts 1, 2 and 3 (1997) are guides to the assessment of environmental
noise measurement and annoyance, and do not have any legal force. They are prepared
from information gained primarily from studies of noise generated in industrial,
commercial and residential locations. In general they (1) are intended as a guide for
establishing noise levels that are acceptable in the majority of residential areas; and (2)
are a means for establishing the likelihood of complaints of noise nuisance at specific
locations. The general method of assessment involves comparison of noise levels
measured in dB(A), with acceptable levels.
For steady noise the measured level is the average of the meter reading on a standard
sound level meter with the A-weighting network switched in. For fluctuating or cyclic
noise, the equivalent continuous A-weighted noise level must be determined. This can be
done using a statistical noise analyser or an integrating/averaging sound level meter. If
these instruments are not available, some standards detail alternative means of obtaining
approximate values with a standard sound level meter or sound exposure meter.
An acceptable noise level takes account of various factors and is calculated as follows.
A base level of 40 dB(A) is recommended and corrections are made, based upon the
character of the neighbourhood in which the noise is measured, and the time of day.
These corrections, adapted from AS 1055 (1997), are listed in Table 4.10. When the
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adjusted measured noise level exceeds the relevant adjusted acceptable noise level, a
guide to probable complaints is provided (see Table 4.11).

Table 4.10 Adjustments to base level of 40 dB(A)
(adapted partly from Australian Standard AS1055)
Adjustment(dB(A))
Character of the sound
Tones or impulsive noise readily detectable

−5

Tones or impulsive noise just detectable

−2

Time of day
Evening (6 pm to 10 pm)

−5

Night time (10 pm to 6 am)

−10

Early morning (6 am to 7 am)

−5

Neighbourhood
Rural and outer suburban areas with negligible traffic

0

General suburban areas with infrequent traffic

+5

General suburban areas with medium density traffic or suburban areas
with some commerce or industry

+10

Areas with dense traffic or some commerce or industry

+15

City or commercial areas or residences bordering industrial areas or very
dense traffic

+20

Predominantly industrial areas or extremely dense traffic

+25

Example 4.3
A vintage musical instrument collector finds playing his steam calliope a relaxing
exercise. He lives in a generally suburban area with infrequent traffic. When he plays, the
resulting sound level due to his instrument ranges to about 55 dB(A) at the nearby
residences. If he finds himself insomnious at 3 am, should he play his calliope as a
sedative to enable a return to sleep?
Solution
Begin with the base level of 40 dB(A) and subtract 5 dB(A) to account for the tonal
nature of the sound. Next add the adjustments indicated by Table 4.10 for time of day and
location. The following corrected criterion is obtained:
35−10+5=30 dB(A)
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The amount by which the expected level exceeds the corrected criterion at the nearby
residences is as follows:
55−30=25 dB(A)
Comparison of this level with the levels shown in Table 4.11 suggests that strong public
reaction to his playing may be expected. He had best forget playing as a cure for his
insomnia!
4.9.2 Noise Rating Criteria
In Section 4.8.1 the noise rating criterion (NR) was introduced. Noise rating numbers may
be used for assessing possible community response to noise, as illustrated in Table 4.12.
Expected or measured octave band sound pressure levels are determined and an NR
number assigned, as illustrated in Example 4.2. Having determined an NR number for the
measured or predicted noise, one compares this with the appropriate criterion.
Alternatively, under appropriate circumstances one might proceed as illustrated in
Example 4.4, using Table 4.12.
Example 4.4
A consultant estimates the octave band levels expected in the rooms of a small flat
located in an urban area near some industry, due to a proposed new factory near the
premises. On the basis of his octave band estimates he assigns a noise rating of 45 to the
expected noise.
1. If the factory will operate only during normal working hours during the day, what is
the likely response of an occupant of the flat to the proposed new factory noise?
2. If occasional night work is anticipated what is the prognosis?
Solution
1. Refer to Table 4.12 and calculate as follows:
inside living rooms

=30

noise during working hours

=+5

urban area near industry

=+10

adjusted criterion

=45

As the expected noise equals the adjusted criterion, the occupant will
probably accept the noise.
2. Refer to Table 4.12 and, as before, calculate the following:
inside sleeping rooms

=25

urban area near industry

=10
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adjusted criterion

=35

In this case the expected noise exceeds the criterion by 10 dB and reference to Table 4.11
shows that it will result in sporadic to widespread complaints. Night work is probably
ruled out.

Table 4.11 Estimated public reaction to noise when
the adjusted measured noise level exceeds the
acceptable noise level (see Table 4.10 for
adjustments to base level 40 dB(A))
Amount in dB(A) by which adjusted
measured noise level exceeds the acceptable
noise level

Public
reaction

Expression of public reactions
in a residential situation

0–5

Marginal

From no observed reaction to
sporadic complaints

5–10

Little

From sporadic complaints to
widespread complaints

10–15

Medium

From sporadic complaints to
threats of community action

15–20

Strong

From widespread complaints to
threats of community action

20–25

Very strong From threats of community action
to vigorous community action

25 and over

Extreme

Immediate direct community and
personal action

4.10 ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE SURVEYS
To document existing environmental noise, one or more ambient sound surveys must be
undertaken and if a new facility is being planned, the calculated emissions of the

Table 4.12 Summary of the method of assessing
community reaction based on NR curves (after
Kosten and Van Os 1962)
Selection of criterion
Basic criterion for inside sleeping rooms

NR=25

Basic criterion for inside living rooms

NR=30

Corrections to be added to the basic NR number
Pure tone or other tonal characteristic easily distinguishable

−5
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Impulsive and/or intermittent noise

−5

Noise only during working hours

+5

Noise occurring only some of time
25 %

+5

6%

+10

1.5%

+15

05%

+20

0.1 %

+25

0.02 %

+30

Type of area
Very quiet suburban

−5

Suburban

0

Residential urban

+5

Urban near some industry

+10

Area of heavy industry

+15

Corrected criterion is basic criterion plus appropriate corrections
Assessment: If the measured octave band spectrum exceeds the corrected NR criterion curve in
any octave band by less than 5 dB, the noise is rated marginal; by 5–10 dB, the noise is rated
difficult to accept; by greater than 10 dB, the noise is rated unacceptable.

facility must be compared with existing noise levels to assess the potential noise impact.
Existing noise regulations must be met, but experience has shown that noise problems
may arise, despite compliance with all applicable regulations.
When undertaking a noise survey to establish ambient sound levels, it is important to
exclude transient events and noise sources, such as insect noise, which may not provide
any masking of noise from an industrial facility. Similarly, high ambient noise levels
resulting from weather conditions favourable to sound propagation must be recognized
and corresponding maximum noise levels determined. If the facility is to operate 24 hours
a day, the daily noise variation with time must be understood using continuous
monitoring data collected in all four seasons. For installations that shut down at night,
measurements can be limited to daytime and one nighttime period.
Existing standards (ASTM E1686–96. ASTM E1779–96a, ISO1996) should always be
followed for general guidance.
4.10.1 Measurement Locations
The closest residential areas are usually chosen as measurement locations, but
occasionally it is necessary to take measurements at other premises such as offices and
churches. If the receiver locations are above the planned site or at the other side of a large
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body of water, measurements may be needed as far as 2 km away from the noise source.
Sometimes it is possible to take measurements on residential properties; at other times, it
may be necessary to use a laneway. Whatever locations are used, it is important that they
are as far from the main access road as the residences themselves and definitely not near
the side of the road, as the resulting percentile levels and equivalent sound levels will not
represent actual levels at the front or rear of a residence, except for perhaps the L90 and
higher percentile levels in areas characterized by sparse traffic. Noise emission codes and
zoning regulations specify allowable levels at the property line of the noise generator, so
it is often necessary to take measurements at a number of property boundary locations
also.
If a major roadway is near the planned site, it is useful to measure at locations that are
at least two convenient distances from the centre of the roadway, so that the noise
propagation pattern of such a major source can be superimposed onto area maps around
the planned facility.
4.10.2 Duration of the Measurement Survey
Current practice commonly involves both continuous unattended monitoring over a 24hour period, and periodic 10 to 15 minute attended sampling. A minimum of 40 hours, or
at least two nighttime intervals, is necessary to adequately determine and document a
noise environment. It is rarely sufficient to use only one of the two monitoring
techniques. However if both are used concurrently and the origins of noise events are
recorded during the attended sampling periods, the two techniques provide
complementary information that can be combined to obtain a good understanding of the
ambient noise environment. It is recommended that at least one continuous monitor
(preferably 3 or 4) be used at the most critical locations and that regular attended
sampling be undertaken at a number of locations, including the critical locations.
If a regulatory authority assesses the impact of a new facility on the basis of the
“minimum” ambient level (over a specified averaging time), it is important to sample
over a number of days to determine what the daily average minimum may be. In some
cases, the minimum may be different at different times of the year. Environmental noise
environments, which are dominated by high density daily traffic, are generally very
repeatable from day to day (with typical standard deviations of less than 1 dB for the
same time of day). However, in the early morning hours, weather conditions become
more important than traffic volume and minimum levels vary in accordance with sound
propagation conditions. Conversely, measurements in suburban and rural environments,
not dominated by traffic, are not very repeatable and can be characterized by standard
deviations higher than 5 dB. These data are often affected by wind and temperature
gradients as well as by the wind generating noise indirectly, such as by causing leaves in
trees to rustle.
4.10.3 Measurement Parameters
The statistical measure, L10, (see Section 3.9) is primarily used for assessing traffic noise;
L50 is a useful measure of the audibility of noise from a planned facility; and L90 is used
to classify and characterize residential area environments. In many cases, L1 is used as a
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measure of the peak noise level, but it often underestimates the true peak by as much as
20 dB. In many cases, the energy weighted equivalent noise level, Leq is used as a
measure. For regulatory purposes, the above levels are all usually expressed in overall
dB(A). However, to gain a good understanding of the environmental noise character and
the important contributors to it, it is often useful to express the statistical measures
mentioned above in 1/1 or 1/3-octave bands.
When environmental noise is measured, the following items should be included in the
measurement report:
• reference to the appropriate noise limit document (regulation usually);
• date and time of measurement;
• details of measurement locations;
• weather conditions (wind speed and direction, relative humidity, temperature and recent
precipitation;
• operating conditions of sound source (e.g. % load etc.), description of the noise and its
condition, and any noticeable characteristics such as tones, modulation or vibration;
• instrumentation used and types of measurements recorded (e.g. spectra, L10, LAeq);
• levels of noise due to other sources;
• measured data or results of any calculations pertaining to the noise source being
measured;
• any calculation procedures used for processing the measurements;
• results and interpretation; and
• any other information required by the noise limit document.
4.10.4 Noise Impact
To calculate the overall noise impact of an industry on the surrounding community, the
number of people exposed to various noise levels is used to arrive at a single noise
exposure index called the Total Weighted Population (or TWP). This quantity is
calculated using day-night average sound levels (Ldn), weighting factors to weight higher
levels as more important and the number of people exposed to each level as follows:
(4.48)
where Pi is the number of people associated with the ith weighting factor which, in turn,
is related to a particular Ldn level as defined in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13 Annoyance weighting factors
corresponding to values of Ldn
Range of Ldn (dB)

Wi

35–40

0.01

40–45

0.02

45–50

0.05

50–55

0.09
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55–60

0.18

60–65

0.32

65–70

0.54

70–75

0.83

75–80

1.20

80–85

1.70

85–90

2.31

The relative impact of one particular noise environment may be compared with another
by comparing the Noise Impact Index for each environment, defined as:
(4.49)

CHAPTER FIVE
Sound Sources and Outdoor Sound
Propagation
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• the simple source, source of spherical waves and fundamental building block for
acoustical analysis;
• the dipole source, directional properties and modes of generation;
• the quadrupole source, its various forms, directional properties and some modes of
generation;
• line sources and their uses for modelling;
• the piston in an infinite wall, far-field and near-field properties, radiation load, and uses
for modelling;
• the incoherent plane radiator;
• directional properties of sources and the concept of directivity;
• effects of reflection;
• reflection and transmission at a plane two media interface; and
• sound propagation outdoors, ground reflection, atmospheric effects, methods of
prediction.

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Sources of sound generation are generally quite complicated and often beyond the
capability of ordinary analysis if a detailed description is required. Fortunately, a detailed
description of the noise-generation mechanism is often not necessary for noise-control
purposes and in such cases very gross simplifications will suffice. For example, a source
of sound of characteristic dimensions much less than the wavelengths it generates can
often be approximated as a simple point source of zero dimension. In this case the
properties of the idealized point source of sound will provide a sufficient description of
the original sound source.
Alternatively, familiarity with the properties of common idealized sources may
provide the means for identification of the noise source. For example, in a duct, noise
which increases in level with the sixth power of the flow speed can readily be identified
as due to a dipole source, and most probably originating at some obstruction to the flow
in the duct. For these reasons, as well as others to be mentioned, it is worthwhile
considering the properties of some idealized sound sources (Dowling and FfowcsWilliams, 1982).
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Consideration of sound sources out of doors presents problems associated with sound
propagation over the ground. The problem is often further complicated by the source size,
which almost invariably is large. Treatment of this complex problem is considered and is
based upon many references given in the text.
5.2 SIMPLE SOURCE
A simple source is a source of sound which radiates uniformly in all directions and which
is very much smaller than the wavelength of the radiated sound. The source could be a
small speaker mounted in one wall of a very small rigid box, but as long as the
wavelength that it generates is large compared to any of the dimensions of the box, it will
qualify as a simple source. That is, the small speaker-box source will generate an acoustic
field like that which would be generated by a small pulsating sphere. Thus, the class of
simple sources may be thought of as those sources that have the properties of a small
pulsating sphere, the diameter of which is very much less than any wavelength it
generates. Radiation of sound waves from such a source is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Sound radiation from a
simple source.
5.2.1 Pulsating Sphere
In Section 1.4.2, an outward-travelling spherical wave solution to the wave equation was
considered. Clearly, as the particle velocity of an outward-travelling spherical wave can
be made to match the surface velocity of a pulsating sphere, the radiated field of the
pulsating sphere can be determined from the spherical wave potential function given by
Equation (1.35).
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According to Section 1.7.2, the sound intensity is obtained as the long-time average of
the product of the acoustic pressure and particle velocity. Use of Equations (1.36), (1.37)
and (1.59a) gives the following equation for the intensity:
(5.1)
However, integration over an encompassing sphere of surface area 4πr2 shows that if the
radiated power W is to be constant, independent of radius r, then:
(5.2)
Thus, the intensity of the diverging spherical wave is:
(5.3)
where
(5.4)

The symbol indicates a time-averaged quantity (see Section 1.5).
In the form in which the above equations have been written, the functional dependence
of the potential function and its derivative has been unspecified to allow for the
possibility that a narrow band of noise, rather than a tone, is considered. In the case of a
narrow band of noise, for example a one-third octave band, corresponding values of
frequency and wavelength may be estimated by using the centre frequency of the narrow
band (see Section 1.10.1).
The next step is to satisfy the boundary condition that the surface velocity of the
pulsating small spherical source matches the acoustic wave particle velocity at the
surface. For the purpose of providing a result useful for narrow frequency bands of noise,
the root mean square particle velocity at radius r is considered. The following result is
then obtained with the aid of Equations (1.37) and (1.51):
(5.5)
Using Equation (5.5), the following equation may be written for a source having a small
radius r:
(5.6)
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The r.m.s. volume flux Q of fluid produced at the surface of the pulsating spherical
source may be defined as follows:
(5.7)
Substitution of Equation (5.6) in Equation (5.7) gives:
(5.8)
The particle velocity is now matched to the surface velocity of the pulsating spherical
source.
The assumption is made that the following expression, which holds exactly for a pure
tone or single frequency, also holds for a narrow band of noise:
(5.9)
The constant k is the wavenumber equal to ω/c, where for a narrow band of noise the
centre frequency in radians per second is used. Substitution of Equation (5.9) into
Equation (5.8) gives:
(5.10)
Finally, substituting Equation (5.10) into Equation (5.3) gives the intensity of a simple
source in terms of the mean flux of the source:
(5.11)
As the simple source is also known as a monopole, the subscript “M” has been added to
the intensity I. The power radiated by a simple or monopole source is given by the
integral of the intensity over the surface of any convenient encompassing sphere of radius
r; that is, multiplication of Equation (5.11) by the expression for the surface area of a
sphere gives, for the radiated sound power of a monopole:
(5.12)
Equation (1.70) may be used to rewrite the expression for the intensity given by Equation
(5.11) to give Equation (5.13a) and use of Equation (5.12) gives Equation (5.13b) for the
mean square acoustic pressure at any distance r from the source:
(5.13a,b)
The r.m.s. flux Q must be limited by the source volume to less than
, where a
is the radius of the source. The mean square acoustic pressure at distance r from the
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source is obtained by substituting the expression for Q and Equation (1.20) into Equation
(5.13a).
Thus:
(5.14)
For a simple source of wavelength, λ, the following relationship is assumed to be
satisfied:
a<<λ
(5.15)
Thus the sound which can be produced by such a source is limited. For example, let the
source radius, a, be 0.1λ; and the distance r from the source to an observation point be
10λ. Then the sound pressure level at r is less than 13 6 dB re 20 µPa. The limitation on
maximum possible sound pressure arises because the maximum pulsation amplitude of a
small source is physically limited to about half of the source radius.
5.2.2 Fluid Mechanical Monopole Source
An example of a fluid mechanical monopole source is the inlet or the exhaust of a
reciprocating pump or the exhaust of a reciprocating engine. In either case, the source
dimension is small compared to the wavelength of radiated sound. Referring to Equation
(5.12) the volume flux Q may be assumed proportional to the inlet or exhaust cross. The
sectional area, S multiplied by the local mean flow speed U; that is,
wavenumber, k, which equals the angular frequency ω divided by the speed of sound, c,
must likewise be proportional to the local mean flow speed, U, divided by a characteristic
length. The characteristic length squared in turn may be considered as proportional to the
inlet or exhaust cross-sectional area; thus,
. Substitution of the latter
expressions in Equation (5.12) and introduction of the Mach number M=U/c gives the
following result:
(5.16a,b)
Equation (5.16a) shows that the sound power of a fluid mechanical monopole source may
be expected to increase with the fourth power of the stream speed while Equation (5.16b)
shows that the sound power is proportional to the quantity SρU3, which is a measure of
the convected kinetic energy or the stream power, and the Mach number M, which for
values less than one, may be interpreted as a measure of the source efficiency.
5.3 DIPOLE SOURCE
If two simple sources of equal strength are placed close together and arranged to be
always of exactly opposite phase, then as one produces a net outflow the other produces
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an exactly opposite inflow. Thus, at some distance from the sources there is no net fluid
flux. However, being of opposite sign there is a net thrust exerted on the fluid from the
positive to the negative source, which fluctuates in direction. It is the time rate of change
of this force on the fluid that is important for noise production. Such an arrangement
becomes a dipole source in the limit as the separation distance between the sources is
made indefinitely small; that is, very much less than the radiated wavelength. A familiar
example of a dipole source is one of the prongs of a tuning fork. A less obvious example
is the fluctuating flow over a spoiler introduced into an air stream.
5.3.1 Pulsating Doublet (Far-field Approximation)
Consider two simple sources of opposite phase placed at y=h and −h, and determine the
resulting acoustic potential function at the general point (x, y), as shown in Figure 5.2.
The potential φ at (x, y) is the sum of the potentials due to sources 1 and 2:
φ=φ1+φ2
(5.17)
The form of φ1 and φ2 is that given by Equation (1.35), with r replaced respectively with
r1 and r2.

Figure 5.2 Geometry of a dipole
source.
The distances r1 and r2 may be rewritten in terms of the distance r measured from the
origin to the observation point (x, y). That is:
(5.18)
Thus,
r1≈r−h cosθ
(5.19)
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and similarly,
r2≈r+h cosθ
(5.20)
In writing Equations (5.19) and (5.20) it has been assumed that:
(h/r)<<1
(5.21)
Substitution of Equations (5.19) and (5.20) into Equation (5.17) and use of Equation
(1.35) results in the following equation, to first order in small quantities:
(5.22)
Using a Taylor series, i.e.
(5.23)
to expand Equation (5.22), again to first order, the following equation is obtained:
(5.24)

Equation (5.24) reduces to the following expression for the dipole source potential
function, valid for distances greater than about one wavelength:
φ=2ƒ′(ct−r)(h/r)cos θ
(5.25)
Equations (1.7) and (1.6) of Section 1.3.6 and Equation (5.25) are used to obtain the
corresponding expressions for the acoustic pressure p and particle velocity u:
(5.26a,b)
and
(5.27a,b)
Division of Equation (5.26b) by Equation (5.27b) produces an equation that is formally
the same as obtained for spherical waves and given by Equation (1.38). Thus, for narrow
bands of noise or single frequencies, Equation (1.43) also holds for dipoles. At large
distances from the source, the characteristic impedance for dipole waves becomes simply
ρc.
Using exactly the same procedures and argument used in Section 5.2.1, the dipole
field intensity ID may be shown to be:
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(5.28)
where Q is the strength of each point source making up the dipole. Finally, integration of
the intensity over an encompassing sphere of radius, r, gives for the radiated power of a
dipole:
(5.29)
The mean square sound pressure at distance r and angular direction θ, measured from the
dipole axis, is given by:
(5.30a,b)
The characteristic figure-of-eight radiation pattern of the pressure field of the dipole
source is illustrated in Figure 5.3. In the plane normal to the axis of the dipole the sound
pressure is nil, while along the axis of the dipole the sound pressure is maximum and of
opposite phase in opposite directions.

Figure 5.3 The radiation pattern of a
dipole source. The axis of the source is
vertical. The figure indicates the
relative intensity of the sound pressure
in the direction θ. In particular, a null
in intensity is observed at θ=π/2.
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It is instructive to compare the radiation efficiencies of the dipole and monopole sources.
Using Equations (5.12) and (5.29), their ratio can be determined as:
(5.31)
As the quantity kh, which is a measure of the sources’ separation distance-to-wavelength
ratio, is small, it can be seen that the dipole is much less efficient as a radiator of sound
than either of its constituent simple sources taken separately. This is because the presence
of the second source, of opposite phase and in close proximity, tends to unload the first
source so that it produces less sound. The role of an active sound-cancelling device is
suggested.
In Equations (5.28) and (5.29) the source strength Q is multiplied by the sources’
separation distance h (see Figure 5.2). In a mathematical sense, the product hQ may be
set equal to the dipole strength D which remains constant while h and Q are allowed to
become indefinitely small and large respectively.
5.3.2 Vibrating Sphere
It is instructive to consider Equation (5.27b) and note that it is of the form, u=wcosθ. The
latter equation, however, is just the expression for the normal component of velocity over
the surface of a sphere which vibrates with velocity w along the dipole axis. For example,
in Figure 5.2 the pair of sources might be replaced with a small sphere of radius a at the
origin, which is made to vibrate up and down parallel to the y axis. The net force F
exerted on the surrounding medium by the sphere vibrating along the y axis (see Figure
5.2) is determined by integrating the y component of the force due to the acoustic
pressure over the surface of the sphere. However, to proceed, expressions for the acoustic
pressure and particle velocity in the near field of the source are required.
As may be shown (Morse, 1948) for the case of a vibrating sphere, exact expressions
for the acoustic pressure and particle velocity of the dipole source are as follows:
(5.32)
(5.33)
In Equations (5.32) and (5.33), z=kr, and A is a constant, which will be determined in
different ways, as follows. Inspection of Equations (5.32) and (5.33) shows that, for small
values of z (that is, close to the source), the acoustic pressure and particle velocity are
virtually in quadrature (90° out of phase), suggesting a source which radiates very poorly.
According to Equation (1.59b) of Section 1.7.1, the intensity is determined as the
long-time average of the product of the real parts of the acoustic pressure given by
Equation (5.32), and the particle velocity given by Equation (5.33). In the far field (that
is, more than a wavelength from the source), the expression for the intensity is:
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(5.34)
The constant A may be evaluated in terms of the dipole source strength hQ by equating
Equations (5.28) and (5.34). Note that Q has been defined as an r.m.s. value.
(5.35)
The power radiated by the small vibrating sphere may be determined as the long-time
average of the real part of the force acting to move the sphere multiplied by the real part
of the velocity of the sphere. However, the power radiated must equal the power flow to
the far field; thus, an alternative means of determining the power flow due to vibration of
the small sphere is to integrate the expression for the far-field intensity over the surface
of the sphere. Using either method, the expression obtained for the power radiated is:
(5.36)
The constant A may be evaluated in terms of the velocity amplitude of the small vibrating
sphere by setting u equal to u0ej(ωt−ka), which is the particle velocity given by Equation
(5.33) and evaluated at a. Since a is assumed small, terms in the latter equation of less
than 2(ka)−2 may be neglected, and the quantity A is approximately:
(5.37)
The constant A may also be evaluated in terms of the amplitude of the force acting on the
small vibrating sphere, by integrating the component of the acoustic pressure given by
Equation (5.32) over the surface of the sphere. Note that the expression for the acoustic
pressure has the form p=P0 cosθ. The force along the principal axis of the dipole (see
Figure 5.2) is:
(5.33)
Making use of Equation (5.32) evaluated at a, the dummy variable P0 may be replaced
and the following expression obtained:
(5.39)
The above equation for A may be solved using F=|F|ej(ωt−ka) giving the following
expression:
(5.40)
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Substitution of Equation (5.40) into (5.36) gives the following expression for the sound
power radiated as a result of the force, F, acting on a small vibrating rigid body:
(5.41a)
When the wavelength of radiated sound is large compared to the radiating object, it is not
necessary that the object be spherical. The object may be of any shape and an example is
the tooth of a circular saw turning at high speed, which may be successfully modelled as
such a source (Bies, 1992). Equation (5.41a) has significance for noise generation and
control as it shows that the radiated power is only dependent on the force exerted on the
object.
Curle (1955) investigated a similar problem, that of the sound power radiated by a
small, stationary rigid body in a turbulent air stream. He obtained an expression for the
dipole power that was smaller than Equation (5.41a) by a factor of 9. Curle’s equation is
restricted to a very small (or compact) source, but it may be extended to objects having a
characteristic dimension, ℓ, approaching one half wavelength of sound by the inclusion of
an additional term as shown in the following equation:
(5.41b)
For a sphere, the “characteristic dimension” is the radius of the sphere, but for a
rectangular-shaped block, it is not clear whether the “characteristic dimension” is half the
length in the direction of flow or a different dimension.
Bies (2002) reported an experimental investigation of Curle’s theory which suggests
that the radiated sound power is greater than predicted by Curle, but is less by a factor of
three than that given by Equation (5.41a). Zinoviev and Bies (2003) suspect that this
could be due to an error in the particular formulation of Curle’s theory that they used. In
Equation (5.41b), K=1/9 for Curle’s prediction, K=1/3 for the experimental results
reported by Bies (2002) and K=1 for the vibrating sphere in a stationary medium.
5.3.3 Fluid Mechanical Dipole Source
As mentioned earlier, turbulent flow over a small obstruction in an air stream provides a
good example of a fluid mechanical dipole source of sound. Consideration of dipole noise
generation in a fluid stream suggests the following approximations and assumptions.
Referring to Equation (5.29), the source flux Q may be assumed to be proportional to the
mean stream speed U and the square of the characteristic dipole source dimension h. The
characteristic source dimension h squared in turn may be considered as proportional to
and
. The wavenumber k, which
the stream cross-sectional area, S, thus
equals the angular frequency, ω, divided by the speed of sound, c, must be proportional
to the local mean flow speed, U, divided by the characteristic dipole length, h. Thus
. Substitution of the latter expressions in Equation (5.29) and introduction of the
Mach number M=U/c gives the following result:
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(5.42a,b)
Equation (5.42a) shows that the sound power of a dipole source in a fluid stream tends to
increase with the sixth power of the fluid stream speed. However, the idling noise of a
saw tooth on a moving saw is dipole in nature but, due to the effect of the blade on the
radiation impedance, the sound power of the saw is proportional to the fifth power of the
saw speed, not the sixth power as predicted by Equation (5.42). See Chapter 6 for more
on the effect of the source radiation impedance upon its radiated sound power.
Equation (5.42b) shows that the radiated sound power is proportional to the stream
power, SρU3 and the cube of the Mach number, M. As in the case of the monopole
source, the Mach number may be interpreted as an efficiency factor for values of Mach
number less than one. This interpretation shows that the dipole source is much less
efficient in converting stream power to noise than is the monopole source. However, the
efficiency of the dipole source increases much more rapidly than does the monopole
source.
5.4 QUADRUPOLE SOURCE (FAR-FIELD APPROXIMATION)
It was shown earlier that a dipole could be thought of as a sphere vibrating along an axis
coincident with the dipole. Similarly, any multipole source may be thought of as a sphere
vibrating in appropriate modal response. For these cases, exact solutions in spheroidal
coordinates are possible (Morse, 1948), which describe the entire acoustic field. For the
quadrupole source considered here, the analysis is restricted to the far field (see Section
6.4), where simpler approximate expressions apply.
If two dipole sources are combined, then there will be no net flux of fluid, and no net
unbalanced force, but in general there will remain a net shear force on the fluid. In the
extreme, the net shear force may reduce to a local stress on the fluid. Again it is the time
rate of change of shear force or stress which is important in producing sound. As fluids
can be expected to support such forces poorly, it will come as no surprise that quadrupole
sources are relatively poor radiators of sound. However, they do play a dominant part in
the mixing region when a fluid jet is introduced into a quiescent atmosphere.
Referring to Figure 5.4, where the coordinates are indicated, it may be shown in the
same way as was done for the dipole that the potential function of the generalized
quadrupole has the following form:
(5.43)
where
H(θ, ψ, α)=cosθ(sinθ sinψ sinα+cosθ cosα)
(5.44)
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Figure 5.4 Geometry of a quadrupole
source.
Expressions for the acoustic pressure, p, and particle velocity, u, in the far field
immediately follow from Equation (5.43), using Equations (1.7) and (1.6):
(5.45)
(5.46)
Expressions for the intensity, Iq, radiated power, Wq, and alternative expressions for the
mean square acoustic pressure

are, respectively:
(5.47)

(5.48)
(5.49)
or
(5.50)
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5.4.1 Lateral Quadrupole
If α=π/2 in Equations (5.43) to (5.50), a lateral quadrupole is obtained. This kind of
quadrupole characterizes the jet-mixing process. In this case the radiated power and mean
square acoustic pressure are:
(5.51)
(5.52)
or
(5.53)

5.4.2 Longitudinal Quadrupole
If α=0 in Equations (5.43) to (5.50), a longitudinal (or axial) quadrupole is obtained. In
this case the radiated power is:
(5.54)
and the radiated mean square acoustic pressure is:
(5.55)

5.4.3 Fluid Mechanical Quadrupole Source
To investigate the parametric dependence of the radiated sound power on the parameters
characteristic of a jet, the following assumptions and approximations will be introduced
in Equation (5.51). Referring to the latter equation, the source flux Q may be assumed to
be proportional to the mean stream speed U and the stream cross-sectional area S; thus,
, while the stream cross-sectional area, S, in turn will be assumed proportional to
the square of either characteristic source dimension, L or h, which in turn will be assumed
equal. The wavenumber k, which equals the angular frequency ω divided by the speed of
sound c, must be proportional to the local mean flow speed U divided by a characteristic
length. The characteristic length squared, in turn, may be considered proportional to the
square of either source dimension, L or h. These ideas are summarized as follows:
(5.56a–
c)
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Substitution of the latter expressions in either Equation (5.51) or (5.54) and introduction
of the Mach number M=U/c gives the following results:
(5.57a,b)
Equation (5.57a) shows that the sound power of a quadrupole source in a fluid stream
tends to increase with the eighth power of the fluid stream speed. This is Lighthill’s
famous prediction for jet noise (Lighthill, 1952). Equation (5.57b) shows that the radiated
sound power is proportional to the stream power, SρU3 and the fifth power of the Mach
number M. As in the case of the monopole source, the Mach number may be interpreted
as an efficiency factor for values of Mach number less than one. This interpretation
shows that the quadrupole source is much less efficient in converting stream power to
noise than the dipole or the monopole source. On the other hand, the efficiency of noise
generation of the quadrupole increases much more rapidly than the dipole or the
monopole. Consequently, what might have been a negligible source of noise may
suddenly become a very important source with only a relatively small increase in flow
speed.
5.5 LINE SOURCE
5.5.1 Infinite Line Source
Consider a row of incoherent sources in free space away from reflecting surfaces, each
radiating a sound of power W and spaced a distance b apart from one another, as shown
in Figure 5.5. Since the sources are assumed to be incoherent, that is of random phases,
the mean squared sound pressure of each will add to give the total mean squared sound
pressure that will be measured at an observation point at normal distance r0 from the row
of sources. Let the nearest source be numbered zero, with subsequent sources above and
below, as shown in the figure, numbered with positive or negative integer values, n.
Use of Equation (5.13b) gives for the mean square sound pressure at the observation
point:
(5.58)
where
(5.59)
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Figure 5.5 Geometry for a line source.
Referring to Figure 5.5, the distance d introduced in Equation (5.59) is less than, or at
most equal to, 0.5b in magnitude, and takes on a positive value if the zeroeth source lies
above the normal, r0, to the line of sources and a negative value if it lies below. For
distance r0 greater than 3b, Equation (5.58) reduces to Equation (5.60) below, with an
error less than 1 dB. Equation (5.61) is an alternative form of Equation (5.60) from which
Equation (5.62) follows without any increase in error:
(5.60)
(5.61)

or,
(5.62)
According to Equation (5.62), the corresponding sound pressure level at the observation
point is:
Lp=Lw−6−10 log10r0−10 log10b+10 log10(ρc/400)
(5.63)
where Lw is the sound power level (dB re 10−12 W) of each source. At 20°C, where ρc
=414 (SI units), there would be an error of approximately 0.1 dB if the last term in
Equation (5.63) is omitted. If r0 is less than b/π, then the observer distance is close
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enough to the nearest point source for the sound pressure to be calculated with an error of
less than 1 dB by considering this source exclusively. Thus, in this case:
(5.64)
In the foregoing discussion, the assumption was implicit that because the sources were
incoherent they tended not to interfere with each other, so that the calculation could
proceed on the assumption that each source radiated independently of the other and the
effect at any point of observation of all the sources was obtained as a simple sum of their
energy contributions. However, in general the problem can be more complicated, as
sources that are coherent do tend to affect one another when placed in close proximity;
that is, the energy that a source radiates will depend upon the radiation impedance
presented to it and the radiation impedance will be affected by the presence of nearby
coherent sources.
Use will again be made of Figure 5.5, where in this case the sources are assumed to be
coherent. When a line of coherent point sources is considered, the sound pressure
contributions from all sources add at any point of observation. In this case, the phase
distribution of the sources along the line, as well as the phase shifts introduced in
propagation from the sources to the point of observation, must be taken into account in
determining the sum of the contributions. In general, the problem can become quite
complicated. However, for the present purpose it will be assumed that all sources radiate
in phase and a great simplification is then possible.
When the point of observation r0 satisfies the condition that r0/λ>>1, experience
suggests that a line of coherent sources radiates like a continuous source of cylindrical
waves. Consequently, if the sources are coherent and all radiate in phase with one
another, then the mean square sound pressure at an observation point at normal distance
r0 may be calculated assuming that radiation is essentially in the form of cylindrical
waves of surface area per unit length 2πr0. The mean square sound pressure at r0 is then:
(5.65)
The corresponding sound pressure level is given by the following expression (assuming
that ρc≈400 SI units):
Lp=Lw−8−10 log10r0–10 log10b
(5.66)
It is to be noted that, according to Equations (5.63) and (5.66), the sound pressure level
decreases at the rate of 3 dB for each doubling of distance from a line of coherent or
incoherent sources, and the coherent sources produce 2 dB less sound pressure level for
the same radiated sound power.
If the distance b between sources is allowed to become indefinitely small, while
keeping the quotient W/b constant, then Equations (5.63) and (5.66) may still be used, but
in this case Lw becomes the source sound power level per unit length of source and the
term 10 log10b is omitted.
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Traffic and long pipes radiating broadband noise are generally modelled as incoherent
line sources. Coherent line sources are relatively uncommon, but long pipes radiating
single-frequency noise are generally modelled as such.
5.5.2 Finite Line Source
If the number of sources, each spaced b apart from one another and arranged in a line, is
finite of length D as illustrated in Figure 5.5, then the summation of Equation (5.58) may
be expressed approximately as an integral. In this case the sound power per unit length
becomes W/b and Equation (5.58) (for incoherent sources) takes the following form
(Rathe, 1969):
(5.67)

Reference to Figure 5.5 allows the following relationships to be determined:

Substitution of these quantities into Equation (5.67) gives the following expression for
the mean square sound pressure at the observer (for an incoherent line source):
(5.68)

or
(5.69)
where αu and αℓ (radians) are the upper and lower bounds of the angle subtended by the
source at the observation point. Equation (5.69) is valid provided that (1) the number of
sources is equal to or greater than three; and (2) the observation distance r0 is equal to or
greater than (b/2) cosαℓ.
For an infinite number of incoherent point sources within a finite length D, where Wt
is the total power radiated by the source, Equation (5.69) becomes:
(5.70)
For a coherent source of finite length, the sound pressure level will be the same as for an
incoherent source for large distances (r0>D/2 from the source) compared with the source
length. Close to a coherent source of finite length D (r0<D/10 from the source), the sound
pressure level (normal to the centre of the source) will be the same as for an infinite
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coherent source. In between, the sound pressure level will be between the two levels
calculated using Equations (5.65) and (5.70) and interpolation can be used.
The preceding analysis is based on the assumption that the line source is radiating into
free space away from any reflecting surfaces. If reflecting surfaces are present, then they
must be accounted for as described in Sections 5.9 and 5.10.
5.6 PISTON IN AN INFINITE BAFFLE
The classical circular piston source in an infinite rigid baffle has been investigated by
many authors; for example, Kinsler et al. (1982), Pierce (1981) and Meyer and Neumann
(1972). Other authors have contributed as well and will be mentioned during the course
of the following discussion.
5.6.1 Far Field
The circular piston in an infinite rigid baffle, illustrated in Figure 5.6, is of interest
because it has relatively simple geometry; it serves conveniently as an introduction to the
behaviour of all radiating surfaces; and it can be approximated by a speaker in a wall.
The requirement that the baffle be infinite means that edges are far enough removed for
diffraction effects originating there to be ignored. Alternatively, the edges might be
covered with a sound-absorbent material with the same effect. The presence of the baffle
implies that all of the sound power radiated by the piston is radiated into the
hemispherical half-space bounded by the plane of the baffle. The piston, generally
restricted to a circle of radius a, is assumed to vibrate with uniform normal velocity of
amplitude U and frequency ω (rad/s).
A solution for a piston in an infinite baffle will be constructed as an integral of simple
point sources. The analysis begins by expressing the constant, A, of Equation (1.42) as:
(5.71)
Substituting Equation (5.71) into Equation (1.42), letting r=a, and assuming that ka<<1
gives:
(5.72a,b)
As shown by Equation (5.72b), the quantity Q may be interpreted as the strength or
volume velocity of a source. With this interpretation, substitution of Equation (5.71)
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Figure 5.6 A piston source in an
infinite baffle. The piston of radius a
lies in the x—y plane and vibrates
vertically parallel to the z-axis with
velocity amplitude U.
into Equation (1.41b) gives an expression for the sound pressure in the acoustic field in
terms of the source strength:
(5.73)
Suppose that the piston in an infinite baffle is composed of a uniform distribution of an
infinite number of simple sources such as given by Equation (5.73). Note that in the case
of the piston, where radiation is hemispherical, Q/2 is replaced with U multiplied by an
increment of piston area, where U is the piston velocity amplitude. Reference to Figure
5.6 shows that the increment of area may be expressed in polar coordinates as σdσdψ. It is
supposed that radiation from all parts of the surface of the piston are in phase and thus all
of the sources are coherent. Thus, the incremental contribution of any source at a point of
observation at distance r′ is:
(5.74)
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Reference to Figure 5.6 shows that the distance, r′, is given by the following expression
in terms of the centre-line distance, r.
r′=[r2+σ2–2rσ sinθ cosψ]1/2
(5.75)
For the case of the far field where r»a≥σ, Equation (5.75) becomes approximately:
r′≈r−σ sinθ cosψ
(5.76)
Equation (5.76) may be substituted into Equation (5.74), where the further simplification
may be made that the denominator is approximated sufficiently by the first term on the
right-hand side of Equation (5.76). However, the second term must be retained in the
exponent, which reflects the fact that small variations in relative phase of the pressure
contributions arriving at the observation point have a very significant effect upon the
sum.
Summing contributions given by Equation (5.74) from all points over the surface of
the piston to obtain the total pressure p at the far-field observation point O, gives the
following integral expression:
(5.77)
Integration of Equation (5.77) begins by noting that the second integral (divided by 2π) is
a Bessel Function of the first kind of order zero and argument kσ sinθ (McLachlan,
1941). Thus, the equation becomes:
(5.78)
Integration of Equation (5.78) gives the following useful result:
(5.79)
where
(5.80a,b)
w=ka sinθ
(5.81)
and
k=ω/c=2πƒ/c
(5.82a,b)
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The quantities J0(w), J1(w) and J2(w) are Bessel functions of the first kind of order 0, 1
and 2 respectively, and argument w. The real part of the pressure given by Equation
(5.79) may be written as follows:
(5.83)
The acoustic intensity in the far field is related to the acoustic pressure by Equation
(1.70), thus:
(5.84)
Consideration of Equations (5.79), (5.83) and (5.84) shows that as they are all functions
of F(w), in some directions, θ, there may be nulls in the sound field, according to
Equation (5.81). For example, reference to Figure 5.7, where F(w)/Uπa2 is plotted as a
function of w, shows that for w equal to 3.83, 7.0, etc. the function F is zero. On the other
hand, for values of w less than 3.83 the function, F, becomes large. Generally, the sound
tends to beam on-axis and in appropriate cases to exhibit side lobes.

Figure 5.7 The far field directivity
function for a piston source in an
infinite baffle. The piston has a radius
of a and vibrates with a velocity
amplitude U. The abscissa is w=ka
sinθ, where k is the wave number and θ
is the angle of observation relative to
the piston axis (see Figure 5.5).
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In the far field, the piston in an infinite baffle is quite directional, and a directivity index,
as discussed in the Section 5.8, can be defined. In the near field, by contrast, a directivity
index may make little sense because of the presence of local maxima and minima in the
pressure field.
5.6.2 Near Field On-axis
In general the near field of the piston source is quite irregular, being characterized by a
complicated pattern of local pressure maxima and minima (Meyer and Neumann, 1972).
Consequently, no attempt will be made here to calculate the near field except along the
axis of symmetry where the integration is simple and the result is instructive. Referring to
Figure 5.6, let the point of observation lie at distance r on the axis of symmetry, z. In this
case, set θ=0 in Equation (5.75) and differentiate giving the following result:
r′dr′=σdσ
(5.85)
Substitution of Equation (5.85) in Equation (5.74) and expressing the pressure on-axis at
a distance, r, from the piston of radius, a, as an integral of the pressure contributed by all
points on the surface of the piston, gives the following result:
(5.86)

Carrying out the integration of Equation (5.86) gives the following expression for the
pressure on-axis in the near field of the piston:
(5.87)
Introducing the following identity:
(5.88)
allows Equation (5.87) to be rewritten as follows:
(5.89)
Equation (5.89) shows that the pressure amplitude has zeroes (nulls) on-axis for values of
axial distance r which satisfy the following condition, where n is the number of nulls,
counting from the furthest toward the surface of the piston:
(5.90)
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Equation (5.90) shows that the number of nulls, n, on-axis is bounded by the size of the
ratio of piston radius to wavelength, a/λ, because only positive values of distance r are
admissible. The equation also shows that there can only be nulls on-axis when α/λ>1.
Letting r be large, allows the argument of the sine function of Equation (5.89) to be
expressed in series form as in the following equation.
(5.91a,b)
Replacing the sine function in Equation (5.89) with its argument given by Equation
(5.91b) gives the following equation, valid for large distances, r:
(5.92)
In the far field of a source, the sound pressure decreases inversely with distance r; thus,
Equation (5.92) describes the sound field in the far field of the piston source.
The sound field in front of the piston which is characterized by the presence of
maxima and minima is called the geometric near field. The bound between the far field
and the geometric near field cannot be defined precisely, but may be taken as lying
beyond the first null on-axis furthest from the surface of the piston (see Equation (5.90)).
Thus setting n=1 in Equation (5.90) readily leads to the following condition for a point of
observation to lie in the far field (see Section 6.4):
r>>a2/λ
(5.93)
5.6.3 Radiation Load of the Near Field
As mentioned earlier, the near field of a piston source can be quite complicated, but it is
possible to compute the load which the acoustic field imposes on the vibrating piston
rather simply, and this information is often quite useful. For example, the net timevarying force divided by the corresponding time-varying piston velocity can be computed
and this quantity, known as the radiation impedance, is useful, as will be shown in
Section 6.7.
Integration of Equation (5.74) over the surface of the piston gives the pressure ps
acting on surface element dS and further integration of this pressure over the surface
gives the force on the piston. Referring to Figure 5.8 for definition of the coordinates, the
following integral expression for the force on the piston is obtained:
(5.94)
Carrying out the integration and dividing by the piston velocity Uejωt gives the following
expression for the radiation impedance:
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(5.95a,b)

Figure 5.8 Piston coordinates and
arrangement for calculating the
radiation load.
The radiation impedance is a complex quantity with a real part, ρcπa2RR, and a mass
reactive part, ρcπa2XR, where z=2kA and both RR and XR are defined by the following
equations:
(5.96)
(5.97)
The real part, RR may be used to calculate the radiated power, given the piston velocity;
that is:
(5.98a,b)
Values for the real term RR and mass reactance term XR are plotted in Figure 5.9 for the
piston mounted in an infinite baffle (Equations (5.96) and (5.97)) and for comparison the
analytically more complex case of a piston mounted in the end of a tube (Levine and
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Schwinger, 1948). Reference to the figure shows that the mass reactance term in both
cases passes through a maximum, then tends to zero with increasing frequency, while the
real term approaches and then remains approximately unity with increasing frequency.
The figure shows that the effect of the baffle at low frequencies is to double the real term
and increase the mass reactance by
baffle is negligible.

while at frequencies above ka=5, the effect of the

Figure 5.9 Radiation impedance
functions for a piston source mounted
either in an infinite baffle (solid line)
or in the end of a long tube (dashed
line). The piston has a radius of a and
the impedance has the form:
ZR=ρcπa2[RR(2ka)+jXR(2ka)].
Figure 5.9 also shows that, in the limit of high frequencies, the radiation impedance of the
piston becomes the same as that of a plane wave, and although the pressure distribution
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over the surface of the piston is by no means uniform, the power radiated is the same as
would be radiated by a section of a uniform plane wave of area πa2 (Meyer and
Neumann, 1972).
The behaviour of the radiation impedance shown in Figure 5.9 is typical of all sound
radiators. For example, the open end of a duct will have a similar radiation impedance,
with the result that at low frequencies a sound wave propagating within the duct will be
reflected back into the duct as though it were reflected from the mass reactance at the free
end. Resonance in a musical instrument is achieved in this way. However, at high
frequencies, where the impedance becomes essentially that of a freely travelling plane
wave, there will be little or no reflection at the open end.
5.7 INCOHERENT PLANE RADIATOR
5.7.1 Single Wall
The piston in an infinite baffle, which was considered in the previous section, may be
considered as an example of a plane distribution of coherent radiators; that is, all parts of
the piston radiate with the same amplitude and phase. By contrast, the wall of a building
housing noisy machinery may be modelled as a distribution of elementary incoherent
radiators. Alternatively, openings such as windows or open doors in walls of buildings
may be similarly modelled. Consequently it will be of interest to consider the contrasting
case of a distribution of elementary incoherent radiators. In all such cases, the
contribution at the observer due to reflection in the ground plane must be taken into
account separately (see Sections 5.9 and 5.10).
Radiation from a plane distribution of incoherent radiators, as illustrated in Figure
5.10, has been considered by Hohenwarter (1991), who introduced a cosine weighting on
the radiation directivity of each elementary source. Note that arbitrary weighting of the
directivity of an elementary source is not admissible, because the resulting equation will
not necessarily satisfy the wave equation. However, weighting of the energy radiated is
admissible as a hypothesis, as the power flow described by the mean square sound
pressure is not constrained to satisfy the wave equation. Of course, an analytical solution
justifying the proposed hypothesis must satisfy the wave equation, but for the purpose
here, the assumption is implicit, following Hohenwarter (1991), that a solution in
agreement with observation ensures that an analytical solution exists. The analysis is thus
justified on empirical grounds.
Use of the cosine-weighted directivity for each elementary source both greatly
simplifies the integration, which is otherwise difficult, and provides an answer in better
agreement with observation than an analysis based on unweighted sources. For example,
the weighted-source model predicts a finite sound level as one approaches such a
distribution (wall of a building), whereas the unweighted model predicts a sound level
increasing without bound.
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Figure 5.10 Rectangular noise source
of length L and height H showing
general field observation point, O, and
associated coordinates.
Applying Hohenwarter’s cosine weighting function implies that the sound pressure
squared at some observer location O is obtained by multiplying the squared pressure
calculated by assuming that the source radiates uniformly in all directions with the
directivity factor D given by the following equation:
D=r(x2+z2+r2)−1/2=r/ri
(5.99a,b)
The quantities x, z, r and ri are dependent on the observer location and are defined in
Figure 5.10 where a plane incoherent source, centred at distance d along the x-axis from
the origin, is represented as L wide and H high in the x–z plane. A general field
observation point in the y–z plane is shown at distance r from the origin and the plane of
the wall. The plane source is assumed to be mounted in a large baffle much greater than a
wavelength in dimension so that sound is effectively excluded from the rear side.
Using Equation (5.13b), including the cosine weighted directivity factor D, and
replacing the “4” with a “2” to account for radiation only into half space, the mean square
sound pressure at the observer location O due to elementary source i located at a distance
ri is:
(5.100)
The sound power Wi radiated by an elementary source i is defined as:
(5.101)
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where W is the total power radiated by the plane source. Substituting Equations (5.101)
and (5.99) for Wi and D respectively into Equation (5.100) gives:
(5.102a,b)
Summing over the area of the wall gives the following integral expression for the total
mean square sound pressure at the observation point:
(5.103)

Integration of the above expression gives the following result where the dimensionless
variables that have been introduced are; α=H/L, β=h/L, γ=r/L and δ=d/L.
(5.104)

As there are no special assumptions that restrict the use of the above equation, it may be
used to predict the mean square sound pressure at any point in the field away from the
surface of the plane source. For further discussion, see Hohenwarter (1991).
The mean square sound pressure on the axis of symmetry, δ=0, β=0.5α, is also the
maximum mean square sound pressure in a plane parallel to the plane of the source,
determined by making γ a constant value. Equation (5.104) takes the following form on
the axis of symmetry:
(5.105)
At large distances from the source, so that r is very much larger than the dimensions H
and L, Equation (5.105) reduces to the following approximate form:
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(5.106)
Equation (5.106) shows that at large distances from the source, the mean square sound
pressure is solely a function of the total radiated sound power and the distance from the
plane of the source to the observer, r, and not of any of the other variables. The form of
Equation (5.106) is the same as that of a simple monopole source radiating into half space
(see Equation (5.13b)) so that r may be taken as the distance from the centre of the source
to the observation point and the source may be treated like a point source.
Close to the wall, as r tends to zero, Equation (5.105) leads to the following
asymptotic form, which is consistent with the expectation based upon the assumed
model:
(5.107)
Alternatively, far from the wall as r tends to infinity, if α=β<<1 and W is replaced with
0.5W to account for radiation into full space rather than into half space, Equation (5.104)
reduces to Equation (5.69) for a finite line source radiating into full space, as it should do.
Note also that Equation (5.104) is invariant to a change in sign of (α−β). These results
provide a strong argument in favour of the adoption of the cosine weighting of the
elementary sources used in the derivation of Equation (5.104).
Equations (5.105) and (5.106) have been used to construct Figure 5.11, which shows
the difference one might expect in sound pressure level at a particular distance, r, from
the source when comparing the field levels due to a point and plane source of the same
power output radiating into a hemispherical half-space. Close to the source the sound
pressure level due to the point source will be greater, whereas at large distances, where
is small, the sound pressure levels due to the two sources will be similar
the ratio
and will decrease at the rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance from the source.
The side of a building which houses noisy machinery, or an open window, is often
modelled as an incoherent plane radiator. Although this is not strictly correct,
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Figure 5.11 Relative levels of point
(Eq. 5.106) and plane (Equation 5.105)
sources on the axis of symmetry. The
plane source is of length L and height
H and the observation point is at
normal distance r from the centre of
the plane source. If H<L, then α=H/L,
otherwise if H>L, then α=L/H.
experimental data show that acceptable results are obtained when one-third octave or
wider frequency bands are used for the analysis. The sound power radiated by a wall can
be calculated in one of two ways. The first method uses calculated values for the interior
sound pressure level and measured wall noise reduction properties as described in Section
8.2. The second method uses measured wall vibration levels, as described in Section 6.7.
5.7.2 Several Walls of a Building or Enclosure
The sound pressure level at a specified distance, r, from a building due to radiation by the
walls and roof is calculated, in practice, by assuming that the sound energy is uniformly
distributed over the area of an encompassing hemispherical surface of radius, r. Thus:
(5.108)
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where S is the surface area of the hemisphere of radius r, and Lwt is the total radiated
sound power level, calculated on the basis of the total sound power radiated by all of the
exterior walls and the roof of the building. The origin of the last term in the equation can
be explained by reference to Equation (1.83). It is usually less than 0.5 dB and is often
ignored. The sound propagation effects discussed in Section 5.11 would also have to be
included in practice. The effect of differences in power radiated by the walls and roof is
taken into account by adding a correction to the sound pressure level, Lp, radiated in each
direction. For a rectangular building where five directions are of concern, the correction
is the difference between Lwi and Lwt−7 where Lwi is the sound power level radiated by the
ith surface. This leads to the introduction of the concept of source directivity, which is
discussed in the next section. Sound radiation from buildings or machine enclosures is
discussed in Section 8.4.2.
5.8 DIRECTVITY
The near field of most sources is characterized by local maxima and minima in sound
pressure (see Sections 5.6.2 and 6.4 for discussion) and consequently the near field
cannot be characterized in any unique way as solely a function of direction. However, in
the far field the sound pressure will decrease with spreading at the rate of 6 dB per
doubling of distance and in this field a directivity index may be defined that describes the
field in a unique way as a function solely of direction.
The simple point source radiates uniformly in all directions. In general, however, the
radiation of sound from any source is usually directional, being greater in some directions
than in others. In the far field (see Section 6.4), the directional properties of a sound
source may be quantified by the introduction of a directivity factor describing the angular
dependence of the sound intensity. For example, if the intensity I of Equation (1.75) is
dependent upon direction, then the mean intensity,
, averaged over an encompassing
spherical surface is introduced and, according to Equation (1.76):
(5.109)
The directivity factor, Dθ, is defined in terms of the intensity Iθ in direction (θ, ψ) and the
mean intensity:
(5.110)
The directivity index is defined as:
DI=10 log10Dθ
(5.111)
Alternatively, making use of Equations (5.109) and (5.110):
DI=10 log10Iθ−10 log10W+10 log104πr2
(5.112)
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In general, the directivity index is determined by measurement of the intensity Iθ at
distance r and angular orientation (θ, ψ) from the source centre. Alternatively, the sound
pressure level, Lp, may be measured instead of intensity where Equations (1.70), (1.78)
and (1.80) have been used to rewrite Equation (5.112) in the following useful form:
DI=Lp−Lw+20log10r−10log10(ρc/400)+11 (dB)
(5.113)

5.9 REFLECTION EFFECTS
The presence of a reflecting surface near to a source will affect the sound radiated and the
apparent directional properties of the source. Similarly, the presence of a reflecting
surface near to a receiver will affect the sound received by the receiver. In general, a
reflecting surface will affect not only the directional properties of a source but also the
total power radiated by the source (Bies, 1961). As the problem can be complicated, the
simplifying assumption is often made, and will be made here, that the source is of
constant power output; thus only the case of constant power sources will be considered in
the following sections. Other source types are discussed in Section 6.2.
5.9.1 Simple Source Near a Reflecting Surface
The concept of directivity may be used to describe the radiation from a simple source in
the proximity of one or more bounding planes when it may be assumed that:
1. the distance between the source and the reflecting plane is small compared with the
distance from the source to the observation point;
2. the distance between the source and the reflecting plane is less than or of the order of
one tenth of the wavelength of sound radiated; and
3. the sound power of the source may be assumed to be constant and unaffected by the
presence of the reflecting plane.
For example, a simple source on the ground plane or next to a wall will radiate into the
resulting half-space. If the sound power of the simple source may be assumed to be
constant then this case may be represented by modifying Equation (5.13b) and using
Equation (1.70) to give:
(5.114a,b)
The intensity I is independent of angle in the restricted region of propagation, and the
directivity factor D takes the value listed in Table 5.1. For example, the value of D for the
case of a simple source next to a reflecting wall is 2, showing that all of the sound power
is radiated into the half-space defined by the wall.

Table 5.1 Directivity factors for a simple source
near reflecting surfaces (a constant power source is
assumed—see text)
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Situation

Directivity
factor, D

Directivity index, DI)
(dB)

Free space

1

0

Centred in a large flat surface

2

3

Centred at the edge formed by the junction of two
large flat surfaces

4

6

At the corner formed by the junction of three large
flat surfaces

8

9

If the distance, a, between the source and a reflecting surface is large in comparison, or
comparable with the distance, b, between the source and observation point and large in
comparison with a wavelength, then the effective sound pressure is calculated by adding
the separate intensity contributions due to the source and its image in the reflecting plane,
with the image position taken as far behind the reflecting surface as the source is in front,
and with the image power equal to the source power (see Figure 5.12).
5.9.2 Observer Near a Reflecting Surface
When the observer is located close, of the order of one-tenth of a wavelength or less, to a
reflecting surface the sound pressure of the source image (or reflected wave) is added to
that at the observer due to the direct sound wave, i.e. pressure doubling

Figure 5.12 Geometry illustrating
reflection from a plane rigid surface.
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occurs with an apparent increase in sound pressure level of 6 dB. On the other hand,
when the observer is located further than a tenth wavelength from a reflecting surface
then the path difference between the direct and reflected waves is usually sufficiently
large for most practical sound sources radiating non-tonal noise for the two waves to
, will add with an apparent
combine with random phase; the squared pressures,
increase in sound pressure level of 3 dB.
If the noise is tonal in nature then sound pressures of the direct and reflected waves
must be added taking into account the phase shift on reflection and relative phase shift
due to the differences in lengths of the two propagation paths.
5.9.3 Observer and Source Both Close to a Reflecting Surface
For the case where the source and observer are located close to the same reflecting plane,
their distances hs and hr from the plane are small compared to the distance L between
them, so that the path difference between the direct and reflected waves is relatively
small. In this case, if there is no turbulence or there are no temperature gradients in the
medium in which the wave is propagating and the real part of the characteristic
impedance of the reflecting plane, Zs, satisfies the relation Re{Zs}/ρc> L/(hs+hr), the
addition is coherent; that is, addition of pressures, not intensities.
Coherent addition of source and image results in a 6 dB rather than a 3 dB increase in
sound pressure level over that for a free field. In this case only, all directivity factors
shown in Table 5.1 should be multiplied by two. For the case where the impedance of the
reflecting plane does not satisfy the preceding relationship, reference should be made to
Section 5.11.11.
5.10 REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION AT A PLANE/TWO
MEDIA INTERFACE
When sound is transmitted over a porous surface such as the surface of the earth, sound
energy is absorbed and the direction of sound wave propagation near the surface is
affected. The effect is most conveniently investigated by considering the reflection of a
spherical wave at a plane reflecting surface. Unfortunately, the associated calculations are
very complicated. However, the resulting expression for the spherical wave amplitude
reflection coefficient may be expressed in terms of the much simpler plane wave
amplitude reflection coefficient. Furthermore, the spherical wave amplitude reflection
coefficient reduces to the plane wave amplitude reflection coefficient at great distance
from the source, as the spherical wave tends to a plane wave. Consequently, it will be
convenient to consider first the reflection of a plane wave at a plane interface between
two media.
In the literature one of three assumptions is commonly made, often without comment,
when considering reflection of sound at an interface between two media, for example, at
the surface of the earth. Either it is assumed that the second medium is locally reactive, so
that the response of any point on the surface is independent of the response at any other
point in the second medium; or it is assumed that the surface of the second medium is
modally reactive, where the response of any point on the surface is dependent on the
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response of all other points on the surface of the second medium. Alternatively, in media
in which the sound wave attenuates as it propagates, the response at any point on the
surface will depend only on the response of nearby points, depending on the extent of
attenuation, and not all other points. In this latter case the surface will be referred to as
extensively reactive or as a case of extended reaction. A criterion given by Equation
(5.147) for determining how a porous surface, for example the earth, should be treated is
discussed in Section 5.10.3.
5.10.1 Porous Earth
When one of the media, such as the earth, is described as porous and the other medium is
a gas, such as air, which penetrates the pores of the porous medium, then the term
“porous” has the special meaning that sound is transmitted through the pores and not the
structure, which is generally far less resilient than the gas in the pores. In such a case, the
acoustic properties associated with a porous medium are determined by the combined
properties of a rigid gas-filled structure, which may be replaced with a fictitious gas of
prescribed properties for the purposes of analysis, as described in Appendix C.
In the case of the earth, which is well modelled as a porous medium (here indicated by
subscript m), the characteristic impedance, Zm and propagation constant km (both
complex), may be calculated from a knowledge of the earth surface flow resistivity, R1 in
MKS rayls/m as described in Appendix C. Values of flow resistivity, R1, for various
ground surfaces are given in Table 5.2. In Appendix C it is shown that both the
characteristic impedance and the propagation constant may be expressed as functions of
the dimensionless scaling parameter ρƒ/R1, where ρ is the density of the gas in the pores
and ƒ is the frequency of the sound considered.
In general, a wavenumber (or propagation constant) may be complex where the real
part is associated with the wave speed and the imaginary part is associated with the rate
of sound propagation loss. When propagation loss is negligible, the wavenumber takes
the form given by Equation (1.20). Alternatively, when sound propagation loss is not
negligible, as in the case of propagation in a porous medium, the wavenumber km takes
the form km=ω/cm−jαm, where cm is the wave speed in the porous medium and am is the
propagation loss factor (see Appendix C).

Table 5.2 Flow resistivity values for typical ground
surfaces (Embleton et al., 1983)
Ground surface
Dry snow, new fallen 0.1 m over 0.4 m older snow
Sugar snow
In forest; pine or hemlock
Grass; rough pasture, airport
Roadside dirt, small rocks up to 0.1 m mesh size
Sandy silt, hard packed by vehicles

Flow resistivity, R1 (MKS rayls/m (Pa s
m−2))
104–3×104
2.5×104–5×104
2×104–8×104
1.5×105–3×105
3×105–8×105
8×105–2.5×106
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1.5×106–4×106

Old dirt roadway, fine stones (0.05 m mesh),
interstices filled

2×106–4×106

Earth, exposed and rain packed

4×106−8×106

Quarry dust, fine and hard packed by vehicles

5×106−2×107

Asphalt, sealed by dust and light use

3×107

5.10.2 Plane Wave Reflection and Transmission
The reflection and transmission of a plane sound wave at a plane interface between two
media will be considered. As illustrated in Figure 5.13 the interface will be assumed to be
flat and the incident, reflected and transmitted waves will be assumed to be plane. The
plane interface is assumed to lie along the abscissa at y=0 and the angles of incidence and
reflection, θ, and transmission, ψ, are measured from the normal to the plane of the
interface.
The coordinates rI, rR, and rT indicate directions of wave travel and progress of the
incident, reflected and transmitted waves, respectively. Medium 1 lies above and medium
2 lies below the x-axis. The latter media extend away from the interface an infinite
distance and have characteristic impedances, Z1 and Z2, and propagation constants
(complex wavenumbers) k1 and k2 any or all of which may be complex. For the infinitely
extending media, the characteristic impedances are equal to the normal impedances, ZN1
and ZN2, respectively, at the interface.

Figure 5.13 Geometry illustrating
reflection and transmission at the plane
interface between two acoustic media.
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Referring to Figure 5.13 the component propagation constants are defined as follows:
k1x=k1 sinθ, k1y=k1 cosθ
(5.115a,b)
k2x=k2 Sinψ, k2y=k2 cosψ
(5.116a,b)
The time dependent term ejωt may be suppressed, allowing the sound pressure of the
propagating incident wave of amplitude AI to be written as follows:
(5.117)
Reference to Figure 5.13 shows that the y component of the incident and transmitted
waves travels in the negative direction and on reflection in the positive direction whereas
the x component travels in the positive direction in all cases. Taking note of these
observations, multiplying k1rI by 1, where 1=cos2θ+sin2θ, and using Equations (5.115a,b)
allows Equation (5.117) to be rewritten as follows:
(5.118)
As may readily be shown, the angle of reflection must be equal to the angle of incidence.
Thus, expressions for the sound pressure of the propagating, reflected and transmitted
waves may be written as follows:
(5.119)
and
(5.120)
Continuity of pressure at the interface requires that at y=0:
pI+pR=pT
(5.121)
Substitution of Equations (5.118), (5.119), and (5.120) into Equation (5.121) gives the
following result:
(5.122)
Equation (5.122) must be true for all x; thus it must be true for x=0 which leads to the
following conclusion:
AI+AR=AT
(5.123)
Substitution of Equation (5.123) in Equation (5.122) gives the following result:
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(5.124)
The amplitudes AI and AR may be positive and non-zero; thus, the second term of
Equation 5.124 must be zero for all values of x. It may be concluded that:
k1x=k2x
(5.125)
Using Equations (5.115a) and (5.116b) and introducing the index of refraction n=c2/c1,
Equation (5.125) becomes Snell’s law of refraction:
(5.126a,b)
Continuity of particle velocity at the interface requires that at y=0:
(5.127)
where ZN1 and ZN2 are the specific normal impedances at the surfaces of media 1 and 2
respectively.
Substitution of Equations (5.118), (5.119) and (5.120) in Equation (5.127) leads
directly to the following result:
(5.128)
For later reference when considering reflection from the surface of the earth and without
limiting the generality of the equations it will be convenient to consider medium 1 as air
of infinite extent having a normal impedance of ZN1 (at the earth interface) equal to its
characteristic impedance ρc, and propagation constant k1=k=ω/c. Similarly the porous
earth will be considered as extending infinitely in depth and having a normal impedance
of ZN2 (at the earth interface) equal to its characteristic impedance, Zm, and propagation
constant, k2=km. On making the indicated substitutions, the complex amplitude reflection
coefficient for plane waves, AR/AI=Rp, may be written as follows:
(5.129a,b)
Equation (5.129a) is valid for media of any extent, while Equation (5.129b) only applies
to infinitely extending media or media that extend for a sufficient distance that waves
reflected from any termination back towards the interface have negligible amplitude on
arrival at the interface.
Equation (5.126) may be used to show that:
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(5.130)

Reference to Equation (5.130) shows that when km=k2»k1=k, the angle, ψ tends to zero
and Equation (5.129b) reduces to the following form:
(5.131a,b)
which is the equation for a locally reactive surface.
The ratio of the amplitude of the transmitted wave to the amplitude of the incident
wave may readily be determined by use of Equations (5.123) and (5.129). However, also
of interest is the sound power transmission coefficient, τp, which is a measure of the
energy incident at the interface which is transmitted into the second medium; that is,
ρc|pT|2/(|Zm||pI|2). Multiplication of the left and the right hand sides, respectively, of
Equations (5.127) and (5.121), use of Equations (5.126) and (5.129) gives the following
expression for the power transmission coefficient for real Zm:
(5.132)

5.10.3 Spherical Wave Reflection at a Plane Interface
The problem of determining the complex amplitude reflection coefficient for a spherical
wave incident upon a plane interface between two media, which is produced by a point
source above the interface has been considered by Rudnick (1947) and more recently by
Attenborough et al. (1980). The results of the later work will be reviewed here. In the
following discussion the air above is considered as medium 1 and the porous earth as
medium 2. The air above is characterized by air density ρ, propagation constant k=ω/c,
and characteristic impedance ρc while the porous earth is characterized by density ρm,
propagation constant km, and characteristic impedance Zm. In general, the listed variables
of the two media may be either real or complex, but in the case of the earth and the air
above, only the variables associated with the earth will be considered complex. Where
the earth may be characterized by an effective flow resistivity, R1 (see Table 5.2), the
complex quantities, ρm, km, and Zm may be calculated by reference to Appendix C.
The expression obtained for the complex amplitude reflection coefficient, Rs, of a
spherical wave incident upon a reflecting surface (Attenborough et al., 1980) is as
follows:
Rs=Rp+BG(w)(1−Rp)
(5.133)
In Equation (5.133), Rp is the plane wave complex amplitude reflection coefficient given
by either Equation (5.129) or (5.131) as appropriate. For the general case that the
reflecting interface is extensively reactive, B is defined as follows:
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(5.134)
where
(5.135)

(5.136)

(5.137)

(5.138)

(5.139)

The argument, w, of G(w) in Equation (5.133), is referred to as the numerical distance
and is calculated using the following equation, where r1 and r2 are defined in Figure 5.14:
(5.140)

Figure 5.14 Geometry illustrating
reflection and transmission above a
reflecting plane.
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In Equation (5.140), B3 is defined above by Equation (5.137) and B6 is defined as
follows:
(5.141)

The term G(w) in Equation (5.133) is defined as follows:
(5.142)
where
(5.143)
and “erfc()” is the error function (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965).
For small w(|w|<3):
(5.144)
For values of w where the real part is greater than 3 or the imaginary part is greater than 2
and either is less than 6:
(5.145)
For real or imaginary parts of w greater than 6:
(5.146)
As shown by Rudnick (1947) the numerical distance, w, becomes very large at large
distances from the source and the function G(w) tends to zero. Reference to Equation
(5.133) shows that as G(w) tends to zero the complex amplitude reflection coefficient for
spherical waves becomes the reflection coefficient for plane waves. On the other hand, w
approaches zero close to the source and then G(w) approaches one.
Use of Equation (5.130) and reference to Appendix C gives the following criterion for
the porous surface to be essentially locally reactive:
ρƒ<10−3R1
(5.147)
When Equation (5.147) is satisfied and the porous surface is essentially locally reactive,
the following simplifications are possible:
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(5.148a,b)
B2=(1+sinθ)

1/2

(5.149)
B4=1
(5.150)
B5=(2 sinθ)1/2
(5.151)
(5.152)
Equation (5.140) becomes:
(5.153)

5.10.4 Effects of Turbulence
Turbulence in the acoustic medium containing the direct and reflected waves has a
significant effect on the effective surface spherical wave amplitude reflection coefficient.
This effect will now be discussed with particular reference to sound propagation outdoors
over the ground. Experience suggests that local turbulence near the ground is especially
important because it introduces variability of phase between the reflected sound and the
direct sound from the source to the receiver. Variability in phase between the direct and
reflected sound determines whether the two sounds, the direct and the reflected sound,
should be considered as adding coherently or incoherently. Coherent reflection requires
minimal variability of phase and can result in constructive or destructive interference in
which case the variation in level can be very large while incoherent reflection, associated
with a large variability of phase, can result in at most a 3 dB variation in observed level.
Solar-driven local air currents near the ground, which result as the ground heats up
during the day relative to the cooler air above, will cause local convection and turbulence
near the ground of the kind of concern here. Sound of wavelength of the order of or less
than the turbulence scale will be observed to warble strongly only a short distance away
from the source when observed across a paved parking lot. The model proposed here
suggests that coherent reflection should be observed more often at night than during the
day.
The effect of turbulence on sound propagation over an acoustically smooth surface has
been investigated by Clifford and Lataitis (1983) and by Raspet and Wu (1995). The
presence or absence of turbulence may be included by a generalization of their results to
give the following general expression for the reflection term, Γ, which will be used later
in Equation (5.182):
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(5.154)

In the above equation, Rs is the spherical wave complex amplitude reflection coefficient
given by Equation (5.133) and the distances, r, r1 and r2 are shown in Figure 5.14.
The exact solution (Clifford and Lataitis, 1983; and Raspet and Wu, 1995) for the term
T which appears in the above equation is very complicated. However, simplifications are
possible that lead to the following approximate expression:
(5.155)
where
(5.156)
In Equation (5.156), L is the horizontal distance between the source and receiver (see
Figure 5.14), L0 is the scale of the local turbulence and λ is the wavelength of the sound
under consideration. A value of L0 of about 1 to 1.2 m is suggested if this quantity is
unknown or cannot be measured conveniently. When Φ is greater than 1, incoherent
reflection can be expected and when Φ is less than 0.1, coherent reflection can be
expected. If reflection is incoherent then the spherical wave amplitude reflection
coefficient given by Equation (5.133) reduces to the simpler plane wave amplitude
reflection coefficient given by Equation (5.129) or (5.131).
In Equation (5.155), α has the value 0.5 when L/k>>L02 and the value 1 when
L/k<<L02. For values of L/k and L0 which do not satisfy either of the preceding
conditions, use of the exact formulation for T may be used (Raspet and Wu, 1995).
However, the exact solution is extremely complicated on the one hand and on the other it
is reasonable to expect that α will be bounded by its extreme values, 0.5 and 1.
Consequently, as the far field is generally satisfied by the value α=0.5, the latter value is
used here to evaluate the exponent of the right-hand side of Equation (5.155).
The term
is the mean square of the fluctuations in the speed of sound relative to
its mean value in the absence of turbulence. A value of 5×10−6 is suggested (Raspet and
Wu, 1995). Evaluation of the exponent allows Equation (5.155) to be rewritten in terms
of the figure of merit, Φ, introduced in Equation (5.156) as follows:
T=e−0.17Φ
(5.157)
As the figure of merit, Φ, approaches 0, indicating little or no turbulence, the term T
approaches 1, resulting in coherent ground reflection and a large variation in attenuation
as a function of distance and frequency. On the other hand, as the figure of merit becomes
large, indicating a large turbulence effect, the term T approaches 0, and the direct and
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ground reflected waves are combined incoherently, resulting in an expected sound
pressure level increase of 3 dB or less.
5.11 SOUND PROPAGATION OUTDOORS, GENERAL
CONCEPTS
5.11.1 Methodology
Some forecasting schemes of increasing complexity will be reviewed. An alternative
forecasting scheme (Draft Standard ISO/DIS 9613–2) is presently the subject of
investigation by the International Standards Organization and is discussed briefly in
Section 5.11.12.2.
The problems arising from sound propagation outdoors may range from relatively
simple to very complex, depending upon the nature of the source and distribution of the
affected surrounding areas. If the source is composed of many individual component
sources, as would often be the case with an industrial plant, and the surrounding area is
extensively affected, then the use of a computer to carry out the analysis associated with
level prediction is essential and a number of schemes (Tonin, 1985) have been designed
for the purpose. These schemes generally rely heavily upon empirical information
determined from field surveys but gradually empiricism is being replaced with wellestablished analysis based upon extensive research. At present the most successful
schemes rely upon a mixture of both theory and empiricism. In all cases the method of
forecasting proceeds as follows:
1. Determine power levels Lw of all sources.
2. For a given environment calculate the individual components of excess attenuation AEi
(see Section 5.11.6) for all sources i=1 to N.
3. Compute the resulting sound pressure levels at selected points in the environment for
each of the individual sources.
4. Compute the predicted sound pressure levels produced by all of the individual sources
at the selected points in the environment by converting the sound pressure level due to
each source to pressure squared, adding the squared pressure contributions and
converting the total to sound pressure level (see Section 1.11.4).
While it is generally recognized that the various components of attenuation may be interrelated and not simply additive, investigations have not proceeded as yet to the extent that
it is possible to quantitatively express all of the possible inter-relations in one
encompassing algorithm. Rather, attenuation of sound propagating out-of-doors is
approximated as a linear sum of effects, AEi, when carrying out the computations of step 3
above.
Some inter-relationships between attenuation factors have been explained. For
example, in the case of barrier attenuation, the effects of ground reflection on both sides
of a barrier have been investigated (Thomasson, 1978). Wind and temperature effects on
barrier attenuation have also been investigated (De Jong and Stusnik, 1976). The
thickness of barriers is also a variable but much work has yet to be done (Foss, 1979).
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5.11.2 Limits to Accuracy of Prediction
The question of accuracy of prediction is always of importance and experience suggests
that ±5 dB may be expected (Marsh, 1976). Alternatively an accuracy of ±2 dB has been
claimed but in the latter cases measured data were used to refine the prediction scheme
(Marsh, 1982; Delany, 1972). The question of accuracy is complicated by the fact that it
is difficult to obtain good source power level data. In the absence of manufacturer
supplied data, the procedures described in Chapter 6 may be used for source sound power
determination.
Another problem that makes accurate prediction of total sound pressure levels at
community locations difficult is the variability of weather conditions. In practice, the
sound pressure level corresponding to the least favourable weather condition is calculated
and cited as a worst case. In addition, the average sound pressure level (see Equation
(3.17)), Leq, at various hours during the night and day is usually calculated assuming the
most commonly occurring weather conditions for those times. Overall night-time and
day-time Leq’s are then calculated on a squared pressure (or energy) average basis.
Using Equation (1.94) (see Section 1.11.4), it is readily shown that the addition of
squared sound pressures has the mitigating effect that if a ±3 dB error in sound level
prediction for any source is to be expected, the error for 100 such sources combined
randomly will be no larger (Tonin, 1985). For example, using logarithmic addition the
sum of two levels is at most 3 dB greater than the greater level separately or in the case of
several sources, it is at most the greatest level plus ten times the logarithm of the number
of sources. As the number of sources is not in doubt the error remains unchanged by the
addition.
5.11.3 Outdoor Sound Propagation Prediction Schemes
It will be assumed that the sound observed at an observation point is the sum of the
component sounds contributed by many sources. For example, where N sound sources
may be required to adequately model an industrial site, then at any observation point, N
component sounds will contribute to the sound that is observed. The discussion begins
with the method of calculating a component sound at an observation point.
A generalized expression will be written for a single component source which relates
the sound pressure level, Lp, at an observation point to the sound power level, Lw, of the
source. The sound pressure level at an observation point may be written as the sum of the
sound power level of the source; a geometric spreading factor, K, which is dependent
upon the type of source and accounts for geometrical spreading as the sound propagates
away from the source; a directivity index, DIM, which accounts for directional properties
of the source, including influences of reflections other than those in the ground plane; and
an excess attenuation factor, AE. The excess attenuation factor in turn is the sum of terms
including ground reflection, atmospheric effects, etc. as will be explained in Section
5.11.6. In the following analysis of outdoor sound propagation, it is assumed that ρc≈400
(SI units), so that 10 log10(ρc/400)=0.
The expression relating sound pressure level, Lp, and sound power level, Lw, for a
single source is:
Lp=Lw−K+DIM−AE
(5.158)
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In general, there will be many sources contributing to sound at an observation point.
Incoherent sound addition will be assumed, in which case the sound pressure level at the
observation point due to N sources may be computed as the sum of contributions as in the
following equation.
(5.159)
where Lpi is the sound pressure level due to the ith source.
Enclosed sound sources may be included by using Equations (8.70) and (8.71) of
Chapter 8 to calculate the sound pressure level, Lp1, averaged over the external enclosure
surface of area SE, where Lw of Equation (8.70) is the sound power level of the enclosed
sources. The quantity Lw needed for Equation (5.158) is the sound power level radiated
by the enclosure walls, which is equal to (Lp1+10 log10SE), and the quantity DIM is the
directivity index of the enclosure.
5.11.4 Geometrical Spreading
The spreading factor K will first be considered. Referring to the equation for a monopole
source given by Equation (5.13b), putting the equation in the form of Equation (5.158)
and setting the terms DIM and AE equal to zero, it is readily determined that:
K=10 log10 4π+20 log10r
(5.160)
where r is the distance from the source to the point of observation. In the latter case the
source is above the ground and radiates spherically in all directions including downward.
Alternatively, if the source is on the ground or in a wall and thus radiating
hemispherically into half-space then:
K=10 log102π+20 log10r
(5.151)
Similarly, referring to Equation (5.70) it is readily determined that for a line source:
K=10 log10(4πrD/α)
(5.162)
In the above equation, D is the length of the line source, r is the distance from the source
centre to the point of observation and α is the angle subtended by the source at the point
of observation (equal to αu−αℓ), as shown in Figure 5.5.
In the case of a wall, which may be modelled as a plane incoherent radiator, reference
to Equation (5.104) shows that K has the following form:
K=10 log102π+20 log10r−10 log10F(α, β, γ, δ)
(5.163)
The dimensionless variables of Equation (5.163) are α=H/L, β=h/L, γ=r/L and of δ=d/L.
In the case of the near field, where (γ/10)<α, β, δ, the function F takes the following
form:
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(5.164)

Alternatively, in the case of the far field, where γ/10>α, β, δ, the function F=1 and the
corresponding term in Equation (5.163) is zero.
5.11.5 Directivity Index
Most sound sources are directional, radiating more sound in some directions than in
others. Alternatively, it was shown in Section 5.9.1 that a simple point source, which
radiates uniformly in all directions in free space, becomes directional when placed near to
a reflecting surface, for example, a wall, floor or the ground. Consequently, a directivity
index DIM, has been introduced in Equation (5.158) to account for the effect of variation
in sound intensity with orientation relative to the noise source, but specifically excluding
the effect of reflection in the ground plane, which is included as Ag in the excess
attenuation factor, AE, and will be considered separately in the following section.
5.11.6 Excess Attenuation Factor
The excess attenuation factor, AE, is defined as the sum in decibels (dB) of five separate
terms as follows:
AE=Aa+Abhp+Aƒ+Ag+Am
(5.165)
The terms of Equation (5.165) are Aa, the attenuation due to air absorption; Abhp, the
attenuation due to regular barriers, houses and process equipment; Aƒ, the attenuation due
to forests (if present); Ag, the attenuation (which may be a gain rather than a loss) due to
reflection in the ground plane; and Am, the attenuation due to meteorological effects such
as wind and temperature gradients (which also may be either a gain or a loss). Each of
these terms will be discussed in the following sections, although barrier effects are
discussed in greater detail in Section 8.5.
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Two early approximate schemes will be mentioned. In the simplest approximation
only point sources in an infinitely hard ground plane are considered in which case in
Equation (5.158), DIM=0. The excess attenuation factor, AE, and the geometrical
spreading factor, K, of Equation (5.158) are combined. A value of 4 dB per doubling of
distance is commonly assigned to the combined quantity which effectively assigns to AE a
value of −2 dB per doubling of distance from the source.
A more complex early model was developed by the Oil Companies Materials
Association (OCMA) (Chambers, 1972). In this scheme only the simplest type of source,
the point source in the ground plane is considered. In Equation (5.158), K is replaced
using Equation (5.161) and the result is combined with the air absorption term, Aa (see
Equation (5.165)) in a single expression, K1. In this model, the directivity term, DIM=0,
and the remaining terms of Equation (5.165) are combined, with Aƒ=0, into a second
empirically determined term K2. With these definitions of terms, Equation (5.158) takes
the following form:
Lp=Lw−K1−K2
(5.166)
The terms K1 and K2 are defined as follows:
K1=10 log102π+20 log10r+Aa
(5.167)
and
K2=Abhp+Ag+Am
(5.168)
The term K1 may be determined from Figure 5.15 and K2 from Figures 5.16 and 5.17. The
term, K1, includes the effects of geometric spreading from a point source on an infinitely
hard ground plane and atmospheric attenuation based in part upon experiment and in part
upon the theoretical sound absorption in air at a temperature of 16°C and 70% relative
humidity.
The term K2, accounts for shielding by barriers, hills and plant buildings in an average
sense at large distance for minimal and significant shielding respectively. These data are
based upon noise measurements conducted in and around two petrochemical plants and
are really only applicable to installations similar to those on which the data are based.
Computer programs for estimating environmental noise levels, based upon this scheme
have been developed (Sutton, 1976; Jenkins and Johnson, 1976), but they are no longer in
general use.
In either of the cases which have been cited, all of the component sources contributing
to the sound at an observation point in the field are determined and combined following
the general procedure outlined in Section 5.11.3 using Equations (5.158) and (5.159).
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Figure 5.15 OCMA algorithm for
determination of distance and air
absorption attenuation K1.
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Figure 5.16 OCMA algorithm for
determination of the ground
attenuation parameter, K2, for the case
of minimal shielding.

Figure 5.17 OCMA algorithm for
determination of the ground
attenuation parameter, K2, for the case
of significant shielding.
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Table 5.3 Attenuation due to atmospheric
absorption (calculated from Sutherland et al., 1974)
m (dB per 1000 m)
Relative humidity
(%)

Temperature
(°C)

63
Hz

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1
kHz

2
kHz

4
kHz

25

15

0.2

0.6

1.3

2.4

5.9

19.3

66.9

20

0.2

0.6

1.5

2.6

5.4

15.5

53.7

25

0.2

0.6

1.6

3.1

5.6

13.5

43.6

30

0.1

0.5

1.7

3.7

6.5

13.0

37.0

15

0.1

0.4

1.2

2.4

4.3

10.3

33.2

20

0.1

0.4

1.2

2.8

5.0

10.0

28.1

25

0.1

0.3

1.2

3.2

6.2

10.8

25.6

30

0.1

0.3

1.1

3.4

7.4

12.8

25.4

15

0.1

0.3

1.0

2.4

4.5

8.7

23.7

20

0.1

0.3

0.9

2.7

5.5

9.6

22.0

25

0.1

0.2

0.9

2.8

6.5

11.5

22.4

30

0.1

0.2

0.8

2.7

7.4

14.2

24.0

50

75

5.11.7 Air Absorption
An extensive review of literature on sound propagation in the atmosphere is provided in
the report, Conservation of Clean Air, Water and Energy (CONCAWE) (Manning, 1981).
The author recommends the method of Sutherland et al. (1974) as outlined by Gill (1980)
as being the best available scheme for calculating air absorption and quotes an accuracy
within ±10% from 0°C to 40°C.
Air absorption, Aa, is dependent upon temperature and relative humidity. Calculated
values of absorption rate, m (Sutherland et al., 1974; Sutherland, 1975), averaged over an
octave band, are listed in Table 5.3 for the frequencies shown for representative values of
temperature and relative humidity. For propagation over distance X (in kilometres), the
absorption Aa is:
Aa=mX
(5.169)
ISO 9613–1(1993) contains detailed tables of m for single frequencies over a wide range
of temperatures and relative humidities and these values should be used for temperatures
and humidities not covered in Table 5.3.
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5.11.8 Shielding by Barriers, Houses and Process
Equipment/Industrial Buildings
The total attenuation due to these effects is denoted Abhp. It is made up of the arithmetic
sum of the attenuations due to large barriers (Ab), attenuation due to houses (Ah) and
attenuation due to process equipment and industrial buildings (Ap), where:
Abhp=Ab+Ah+Ap.
(5.170)
In most cases only one of the quantities on the RHS of Equation (5.170) will need to be
considered.
The attenuation, Ab, due to large barriers and large extended buildings may be
calculated using the method of Makaewa(1985) but modified to account for wind and
temperature gradients (De Jong and Stusnik, 1976) as described in Section 8.5. The
modification is based upon a ray tracing technique and was developed for wind gradients
but as the effects of a temperature gradient are similar the modification may also be used
to estimate temperature gradient effects, as described in Section 8.5.
To include the barrier attenuation, Ab, in Equation (5.170), while retaining the ground
effect term, Ag, in Equation (5.165), it is necessary to calculate Ab using Equation (1.97),
with Ab=NR. This requires the calculation of the noise reduction due to each diffraction
path over the barrier, the calculation of the noise reductions of the two paths existing
before the installation of the barrier (direct and ground reflected paths) and the
combination of these noise reductions using Equation (1.97). The individual terms, NRBi,
used in Equation (1.97) are equal to the Abi terms (in dB) defined in Equation (8.88) plus
the arithmetic addition of the reflection loss (in dB) associated with any ground
reflections involved in the ith path being considered. It is interesting to note that the first
term in Equation (1.97), which is concerned with the two paths in the absence of the
barrier, is equivalent to the excess attenuation due to the ground with no barrier in place,
multiplied by −1. The multiplication by −1 is because we need to subtract out the ground
effect calculated with no barrier, as ground effects are automatically included in the
second term in Equation (1.97) by including the reflection loss in any paths involving a
ground reflection. The calculation procedure is well illustrated in Example 8.7 of Chapter
8.
Note that ISO 2613–2 (1996) states that when the barrier is shielding multiple sources
and is a building more than 10m high, the excess attenuation due to the ground in the
absence of the barrier should not be subtracted from the combined barrier reduction
calculation. This effectively means that in these particular cases, the first term on the
right-hand side of Equation (1.97) would be excluded in the calculation of the overall
excess attenuation due to the barrier.
Although meteorological effects influence the barrier calculations as discussed in
Section 8.5, this is an additional effect, so the excess attenuation, Am, due to
meteorological influences alone must also be added to the overall excess attenuation as
indicated in Equation (5.165). This approach is also followed in ISO 9613–2 (1996).
Barrier calculations are discussed in more detail in Section 8.5.
The excess attenuation due to housing (Ah) may be calculated using (ISO 9613–2
1996):
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Ah=0.1Brb−10 log10[1−(P/100)] (dB)
(5.171)
where, B is the density of buildings along the path (total plan area of buildings divided by
the total ground area (including that occupied by the houses), rb is the distance that the
curved sound ray travels through the houses and P is the percentage (≤90%) of the length
of housing facades relative to the total length of a road or railway in the vicinity. The
second term in Equation (5.171) is only used if there are well defined rows of houses
perpendicular to the direction of sound propagation. The second term may also not
exceed the calculated insertion loss for a continuous barrier the same height as the
building facades (see Section 8.5). The quantity rb is calculated in the same way as rƒ(=
r1+r2) in Figure 5.18 for travel through foliage, except that the foliage is replaced by
houses. It may include both r1 and r2. Note that if Ah of Equation (5.170) is non zero, the
ground attenuation through the built up area is set equal to zero, unless the ground
attenuation with the buildings removed is greater than the first term in Equation (5.171)
for Ah. In that case, the ground attenuation for the ground without buildings is substituted
for the first term in Equation (5.171).
In large industrial facilities, significant additional attenuation can arise from shielding
due to other equipment blocking the line of sight from the source to the receiver. Usually
it is best to measure this, but if this cannot be done, it may be estimated using the values
in line 1 of Table 5.4 as described in ISO 9613–2 (1996). The distance, r1, to be used for
the calculation is only that part of the curved sound ray (close to the source) that travels
through the process equipment and the maximum attenuation that is expected is 10 dB.
The distance is equivalent to distance r1 in Figure 5.18 with the foliage replaced by
process equipment. However, in many cases it is not considered worthwhile taking Ap
into account, resulting in receiver noise level predictions that may be slightly
conservative.
5.11.9 Attenuation Due to Forests and Dense Foliage
If a heavily wooded area (for example, a forest) exists along the propagation path, the
excess attenuation may be estimated using the following relationship, which was derived
empirically from many measurements (Hoover, 1961):
Aƒ=0.01 rƒƒ1/3
(5.172)
In the equation, ƒ(Hz) is the frequency of the propagating sound and rƒ(m) is the distance
of travel through the forest.
For a more recent investigation of sound propagation in a pine forest see Huisman and
Attenborough (1991). A number of other investigations of the effectiveness of vegetation
along the edges of highways have shown the following results:
• a single row of trees along the highway or near houses results in negligible attenuation
of the noise;
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• a continuous strip of oleander or equivalent shrubs, at least 2.5 m high and 4.5 to 6 m
wide, planted along the edge of a highway shoulder, provides noise attenuation of 1–3
dB(A) at distances of up to 15 m from the rear edge of vegetation;
• a strip of trees, 60 m wide can attenuate traffic noise by up to 10 dB(A); and
• vegetation is not generally considered an effective traffic noise barrier, although it does
have an effect in attenuating noise at frequencies above 2 kHz. However, the
psychological effect of vegetation as a barrier between a noise source and an observer
should not be overlooked—in many cases if the noise source is not visible, it is less
noticeable and thus less annoying, even if the level is not significantly changed.
ISO 9613–2 (1996) gives the attenuation values in Table 5.4 for sound propagation
through dense foliage. For distances less than 20 m, the values given are absolute dB. For
distances between 20 and 200 m, the values given are dB/m and for distances greater than
200 m, the value for 200 m is used.

Table 5.4 Octave band attenuation, Ap due to
process equipment and industrial buildings(line 1)
and Aƒ due to dense foliage (lines 2 and 3) (after
ISO 9613–2, 1996)
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
Ap (dB/m)

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

0

.015

.025

.025

.02

.02

.015

.015

Aƒ (dB)

for 10m≤rƒ≤20m

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

3

Aƒ (dB/m)

for 20m≤rƒ≤200m

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.08

0.09

0.12

The distance of travel through the foliage is not equal to the extent of the foliage between
the source and receiver. It depends on the height of the source and receiver and the radius
of curvature of the propagating wave as a result of wind and temperature gradients (see
Section 5.11.12). ISO 9613–2 (1996) recommends that a radius of 5 km be used for
downwind propagation, but a more accurate estimate may be obtained by following the
procedure in Section 5.11.12. The distance rƒ= r1+r2, where r1 and r2 are defined in
Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18 Path lengths for sound
propagation through foliage.
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5.11.10 Ground Effects
Progressively more complicated procedures for taking account of ground effects will be
considered in this section. The discussion will begin with the simplest procedures based
upon experimental data and will conclude with the most complicated procedure, which
requires extensive information about weather conditions, the local geography and the
flow resistance of the earth. The procedure outlined in ISO 9613–2 (1996) will also be
considered.
5.11.10.1 CONCAWE Method
Experimental data taken in the vicinity of three typical processing plants in Europe have
been used to construct the ground effect term, Ag, shown in Figure 5.19. The

Figure 5.19 CONCAWE ground
attenuation curves.
ground correction term was separated from the total measured attenuation by subtracting
the geometrical and air absorption terms using only data measured during neutral
meteorological conditions (zero wind and temperature gradients). The ground effect term
shown in the figure applies strictly only to ground similar to that considered in the study,
which was flat and undulating land, typical of rural and residential areas (Manning,
1981). However, it is difficult to justify application of these data in a general sense. If
Figure 5.19 is used to calculate the ground effect, then for source heights greater than 2 m
an additional correction, Kh must be added to Ag. The correction, Kh, is given by:
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(5.173)
where:
(5.174)
Note that Kh is always negative, which means that it acts to reduce the excess attenuation.
The angle, θ, is defined in Figures 5.13 and 5.14.
5.11.10.2 Simple Method (Hard or Soft Ground)
Alternatively, as a rough first approximation, it is often assumed that the effect of hard
ground such as concrete, water or asphalt is to increase noise levels by 3 dB and that soft
ground (such as grass, snow, etc.) has no effect. Thus, Ag=−3 or 0 dB depending on the
ground surface. In this case the assumption is implicit that reflection in the ground plane
is incoherent.
5.11.10.3 Plane Wave Method
A better approximation is obtained by calculating the ground amplitude reflection
coefficient, which can be done with varying degrees of sophistication and accuracy. The
simplest procedure is to assume plane wave propagation and that the effect of turbulence
is sufficient that the waves combine incoherently; that is, on an energy basis such that
squared pressures add.
The plane wave reflection loss in decibels is given by AR=−20 log10|Rp|, where Rp has
been calculated using Equation (5.131), and AR is plotted in Figure 5.20 for various
values of the dimensionless parameter ρƒ/R1. Here, ƒ is the tonal frequency, or the centre
frequency of the measurement band. Alternatively, if Equation (5.147) is not satisfied
(that is, local reaction cannot be assumed for the ground surface), then Rp should be
calculated using Equation (5.129). Figure 5.20 is used to determine the decrease in
energy, AR (dB) of the reflected sound wave on reflection from the ground. The excess
attenuation Ag is then calculated (see Equation (1.96)) as follows:
(5.175a,b)
The quantity Ag will vary between 0 and −3 dB, depending on the value of AR (which is
always positive).
5.11.10.4 ISO 9613–2 (1996) Method
The method recommended in ISO9613–2 (1996) for calculating the ground effect is
moderately complex and yields results of moderate accuracy. In this method, the space
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between the source and receiver is divided into three zones, source, middle and receiver
zones. The source zone extends a distance of 30hs from the source towards the

Figure 5.20 Reflection loss as a
function of reflection angle β (where β
is measured from the horizontal and
β=90−θ), surface flow resistivity R1,
air density ρ and frequency ƒ. Curves
are truncated when β reaches 90° or
the reflection loss exceeds 20 dB. The
surface is assumed locally reactive.
receiver and the receiver zone extends 30hr from the receiver towards the source. The
middle zone includes the remainder of the path between the source and receiver and will
not exist if the source/receiver separation is less than r=30hs+30hr, where hs and hr are
defined in Figure 5.14. The acoustic properties of each zone are quantified using the
parameter, G. This parameter has a value of 0.0 for hard ground, a value of 1.0 for soft
(or porous) ground and for a mixture of hard and soft ground it is equal to the fraction of
ground that is soft.
The total excess attenuation due to the ground is the sum of the excess attenuations for
each of the three zones. That is:
Ag=As+Amid+Ar
(5.176)
Values for each of the three quantities on the right-hand side of Equation (5.176) may be
calculated using Table 5.5.
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In Table 5.5, Gs, Gr and Gm are the values of G corresponding to the source zone, the
receiver zone and the middle zone, respectively. The quantity, Amid is zero for
source/receiver separations of less than r=30hs+30hr, and for greater separation distances
it is calculated using the last line in Table 5.5 with:
(5.177)

Table 5.5 Octave band ground attenuation
contributions, As, Ar and Amid (after ISO 9613–2,
1996)
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

As
−1.5
(dB)

−1.5+Gsas

−1.5+Gsbs

−1.5+Gscs

−1.5+Gsds

−1.5(1−Gs)

−1.5(1−Gs)

−1.5(1−Gs)

−1.5
Ar
(dB)

−1.5+Grar

−1.5+Grbr

−1.5+Grcr

−1.5+Grdr

−1.5(1−Gr)

−1.5(1−Gr)

−1.5(1−Gr)

Amid −3q −3q(1−Gmid) −3q(1−Gmid) −3q(1−Gmid) −3q(1−Gmid) −3q(1−Gmid) −3q(1−Gmid) −3q(1−Gmid)
(dB)

The coefficients, as, bs, cs and ds and the coefficients ar, br, cr and dr of Table 5.5 may be
calculated using Equations (5.178) to (5.181). In each equation, hs,r is replaced with hs for
calculations of As and by hr for calculations of Ar:
(5.178)
(5.179)
(5.180)
(5.181)
5.11.10.5 Detailed, Accurate and Complex Method
The most complex (and perhaps the most accurate) means of determining the ground
effect is to assume spherical wave reflection, including the effects of turbulence, to
calculate the corresponding reflection term, Γ, as defined by Equation (5.154). The excess
attenuation, Ag, may then be calculated using the following equation:
Ag=−10 log10[1+Γ]
(5.182)
The excess attenuation, Ag, averaged over a one-third octave or octave band, is calculated
by combining logarithmically (see Section 1.11.4) the attenuations calculated at several
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different frequencies (at least 10) equally spaced throughout the band. This bandaveraged attenuation is probably more useful for noise predictions in practice, as
atmospheric turbulence and undulating ground will result in considerable fluctuations in
the single frequency values.
Calculating the ground effect with the complex procedure just described requires
software written specifically for the task. Such software is available and is included in the
software package that is a companion to this text.
Example 5.1
Calculate the excess attenuation due to ground effects for the 1000 Hz octave band, given
the values for discrete frequencies in the band shown in the following table.

Example 5.1 Table
Frequency (Hz)

Agi (dB)

710

5

781

7

852

9

923

11

994

17

1065

11

1136

9

1207

7

1278

5

1349

4

1420

3

Solution
The band-averaged attenuation is obtained by combining the tabulated values
logarithmically, as follows:

The preceding method for calculating the ground effect has been verified experimentally
over very short distances (Embleton et al., 1983).
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5.11.11 Image Inversion and Increased Attenuation at Large Distance
Equation (5.131) shows that if the ground impedance, Zm, is very large (i.e. the ground is
very hard), the reflection coefficient will approach unity and, provided that the path
difference between the reflected and direct waves is small, the sounds arriving over the
two paths will add together to give a 6 dB increase, over the free field value, in sound
pressure level at the receiver (see Section 5.9 for discussion).
Equation (5.131) also shows that in the limit as the angle of incidence, θ, approaches
π/2, the reflection coefficient approaches −1, resulting in the reflected wave being of
equal amplitude and 180° out of phase with the incident wave. Thus, at grazing incidence
or great distances, the source and its ground plane virtual image (which can be considered
as being the origin of the reflected wave) coalesce as a dipole. It is to be noted that if the
figure of merit Φ is greater than 0.1 (see Equation (5.156)) the reflection will not be
coherent and the effect reported here will not be observed. Referring to Figure 5.14, the
following expression may be written for large distance, r, such that r≈r1+r2:
(5.183)
Substitution in Equation (5.30a) and simplification gives:
(5.184)

where h is defined in Figure 5.2, and hs and hr are defined in Figure 5.14.
Equation (5.184) shows that, at large distances from the source such that Zscosθ<<ρc
and cosθ≈ρc(hs+hr)/r, and provided that the direct and reflected waves combine
coherently (Φ<0.1), the sound pressure level decreases as the inverse fourth power and
not as the inverse square of the distance r, and thus decreases at the rate of 12 dB for each
doubling of distance from the source, not 6 dB as is the case when the direct and reflected
waves combine incoherently (Φ>1.0). Note that Φ is defined in Equation (5.156).
It may be concluded that, near to the sound source, coherent analysis will give good
results, but far from the source the actual attenuation due to the ground effect will be
somewhere between two values. The first value is calculated using Equations (5.133) and
(5.182) and assuming coherent reflection (no turbulence). The second is calculated
assuming incoherent reflection (with turbulence) and that sound waves arriving at the
receiver by different paths add incoherently. As the distance from the source or frequency
increases, the incoherent model (Equation (5.175)) will become more appropriate.
5.11.12 Meteorological Effects
The two principal meteorological variables are wind distribution and vertical temperature
gradient. When the temperature increases with height and the temperature gradient is thus
positive, the condition is termed an inversion. When the temperature decreases with
height and the gradient is thus negative, the condition is termed a lapse. It has been
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established (Rudnick, 1957) that curvature of sound propagation is mainly dependent
upon the vertical gradient of the speed of sound, which can be caused either by wind or
by a temperature gradient, or by both. It has also been shown (Piercy et al., 1977) that
refraction due to either a vertical wind gradient or a vertical temperature gradient
produces equivalent acoustic effects, which are essentially additive.
A positive temperature gradient (temperature inversion) near the ground will result in
sound waves that normally travel upwards being diffracted downwards towards the
ground, resulting, in turn, in increased noise levels on the ground. Alternatively, a
negative temperature gradient (temperature lapse) will result in reduced noise levels on
the ground.
As wind speed generally increases with altitude, wind blowing towards the listener
from the source will refract sound waves downwards, resulting in increased noise levels.
Conversely, wind blowing from the listener to the source will refract sound waves
upward, resulting in reduced noise levels. Here a procedure is given for calculating the
sonic gradient and the radius of curvature of the refracted wave.
The wind profile at low altitudes is determined by the ground surface roughness and
may be expressed in the following form:
U(h)=U0hξ
(5.185)
In Equation (5.185), U(h) is the wind speed at height h and U0 is a constant (Manning,
1981). The quantity, ξ, is effectively a constant for a given ground surface and may be
derived from data provided by Sutton (1953). Values of ξ for various ground surfaces are
listed in Table 5.6. The height h is normally taken as 10 m, although a height of 5 m is
sometimes used.

Table 5.6 Values of the empirical constant ξ
Type of ground surface

ξ

Very smooth (mud flats, ice)

0.08

Snow over short grass

0.11

Swampy plain

0.12

Sea

0.12

Lawn grass, 1 cm high

0.13

Desert

0.14

Snow cover

0.16

Thin grass, 10 cm high

0.19

Airfield

0.21

Thick grass, 10 cm high

0.24

Country side with hedges

0.29

Thin grass, 50 cm high

0.36
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Beet field

0.42

Thick grass, 50 cm high

0.43

Grain field

0.52

Differentiation of Equation (5.185) gives the following expression for the expected
gradient at height, h.
(5.186)
The wind gradient is a vector. Hence U is the velocity component of the wind in the
direction from the source to the receiver and measured at height h above the ground. The
velocity component, U, is positive when the wind is blowing in the direction from the
source to the receiver and negative for the opposite direction. In Section 1.3.4 it is shown
that the speed of sound is related to the atmospheric temperature according to Equation
(1.5). The latter expression may be rewritten more conveniently for the present purpose
as follows:
(5.187)
where T is the temperature in °Kelvin and c0 is the speed of sound at sea level and 0°C
(331 m/s). It will be assumed that the vertical temperature profile is linear; that is, the
vertical temperature gradient is constant. The vertical sound speed gradient is found by
differentiating Equation (5.187) with respect to h to give:
(5.188)
In Equation (5.188), dT/dh is the vertical temperature gradient, ºC/m, and T0 is the
ambient temperature in °C at 1 m height.
It will be assumed that the gradient due to wind, given by Equation (5.186), gives rise
to an effective speed of sound gradient of equal magnitude and it will be assumed that
this wind contribution to the sound speed gradient adds to the temperature gradient
contribution given by Equation (5.188). The total vertical gradient, dc/dh, then becomes
the following:
(5.189)
A sound wave travelling nominally parallel to the ground will have a curved path with
radius of curvature, R, given by the following equation (De Jong and Stusnik, 1976).
When R is positive the sound rays are curved downward and when R is negative the
sound rays are curved upward:
(5.190)
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The radius of curvature is used together with the barrier analysis in Section 8.5 to
determine the effect of wind and temperature gradients on barrier attenuation.
5.11.12.1 Attenuation in the Shadow Zone (Negative Sonic Gradient)
A shadow zone is defined as that region where direct sound cannot penetrate due to
upwards diffraction. Of course, a small amount of sound will always transmit to the
shadow zone as a result of scattering from objects so that one might expect an increase in
attenuation in the shadow zone to be up to 30 dB. To create a shadow zone, a negative
sonic gradient must exist. If this is the case, then the distance, x, between the source
(height, hs) and receiver (height, hr) beyond which the receiver will be in the shadow
zone is:
(5.191)
Note that in the presence of no wind, the shadow zone around a source will only exist
when there is no temperature inversion close to the ground and will be symmetrical
around the source. In the presence of wind, the distance to the shadow zone will vary
with direction from the source, as the sonic gradient in a given direction is dependent on
the component of the wind velocity in that direction. Thus, it is possible for a shadow
zone to exist in the upwind direction and not exist in the downwind direction.
The angle subtended from a line drawn from the source towards the oncoming wind
beyond which there will be no shadow zone is called the critical angle βc and is given by:
(5.192)
This is illustrated in Figure 5.21. The actual excess attenuation due to the shadow zone
increases as the receiver moves away from the source further into the zone. It is also
dependent on the difference between the angle β, between the receiver/source line and the
line from the source towards the oncoming wind (see Figure 5.21) and the critical angle
βc. The actual excess attenuation as a function of β and βc may be determined using
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 for wind speeds of 5 to 30 km/hr, for octave bands from 250 Hz to
4000 Hz, for ground cover heights less than 0.3 m, for sound source heights of 3 to 5 m
and a receiver height of 2 m (Wiener and Keast, 1959). Note that for wind speeds greater
than 30 km/hr, noise due to wind blowing over obstacles and rustling leaves in trees
usually dominates other environmental noise, unless the latter is particularly severe.
The attenuation for a particular value of β is calculated using Figure 5.22. Note that
this is only the excess attenuation due to a negative vertical sonic gradient (upwind
propagation and/or no temperature inversion close to the ground). The attenuation cannot
exceed the value given by Figure 5.23, which is a function of βc−β.
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Figure 5.21 Illustration of the shadow
zone and the limiting angle βc, beyond
which the shadow zone does not exist.
β is the angle subtended between the
wind direction and the source/receiver
line.
5.11.12.2 Excess Attenuation Calculated According to Tonin (1985)
For the case of open terrain, review of available data (Parkin and Scholes, 1965; Piercy et
al., 1977) has allowed construction of Table 5.7. Excess attenuation of ground-borne
aircraft noise measured under a variety of weather conditions has been classified
according to the observed vertical sound speed gradient. Attenuation at two distances is
recorded in the table.
Attenuations for other distances and sonic gradients may be interpolated from the table
with the understanding that no increase is to be expected in the values shown for
distances greater than 616m and for vertical gradients greater than 0.15 s−1.
Atmospheric turbulence also results in fluctuations of the sound received by the
listener, and the effect is usually greater during the day than at night. This effect is not
included in this procedure.
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Figure 5.22 Excess attenuation in the
shadow zone due to the negative
vertical sonic gradient for various
angles, β, between the wind direction
and the line joining the source and
receiver.

Figure 5.23 Limiting value of excess
attenuation due to a negative sonic
gradient only in the shadow zone.
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5.11.12.3 Excess Attenuation Calculated According to CONCAWE
An alternative procedure for calculating the excess attenuation due to meteorological
effects, which includes atmospheric turbulence effects, has been proposed by Manning
(1981). In this procedure, meteorological effects have been graded into six categories
based upon a combined vertical gradient (Manning, 1981). In Table 5.8, the temperature
gradient is coded in terms of Pasquill stability category A–G. Category A represents a
strong lapse condition (large temperature decrease with height). Category G on the other
hand, represents a temperature inversion, such as may be observed early on a clear
morning. The wind speed in this table is a non-vector quantity and is included for the
effect it has on the temperature gradient. Wind gradient effects are included in Table 5.9.

Table 5.7 Excess atten. Am (dB) due to wind and
temp. gradients at two distances, 110 m and 616 m
Octave centre band frequencies (Hz)
−1

Total vertical gradient (s ) 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 16000
110 metres
+0.075

−2

−2 −0.5

3

−2

−5

−2

−2

−2

−2

−0.075

1

1

2.5

0

2

6

10

6

6

6

+0.075

−5

−5

−2

0

−9

−9

−6

−7

−7

−7

−0.075

5

5

6

4

7

7

7

6

6

6

616 metres

Table 5.8 CONCAWE determination of Pasquill
stability category from meteorological information
(full cloud cover is 8 octas, half cloud cover is 4
octas, etc.)
Wind
speeda m/s
<1.5

Day-time incoming solar
radiation mW/cm2
>60

30–60

1 hour before sunset
or after sunrise
<30 Over cast

Night-time cloud
cover (octas)
0–3
b

4–7

8

F

D

A

A–B

B

C

D

F or G

2.0–2.5

A–B

B

C

C

D

F

E

D

3.0–4.5

B

B–C

C

C

D

E

D

D

5.0–6.0

C

C–D

D

D

D

D

D

D

>6.0

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

a

Wind speed is measured to the nearest 0.5 m/s.
Category G is restricted to night-time with less than 1 octa of cloud and a wind speed less than 0.5
m/s.

b
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The Pasquill stability category is combined with the magnitude of the wind vector using
Table 5.9 to determine one of the six meteorological categories (CAT) for which
attenuations were experimentally determined from surveys of three European process
plants (Manning, 1981). Attenuations are shown in Figures 5.24(a)–(g) for the octave
bands from 63 Hz to 4 kHz. The wind speed used in Tables 5.8 and 5.9 is measured at
ground level and is the proportion of the wind vector pointing from the source to the
receiver.
If the weather conditions are not accurately known, then it is generally assumed that
meteorological effects will result in a sound level variation about the predicted level, as
shown in Table 5.10.

Table 5.9 CONCAWE determination of
meteorological category
A, B

Pasquill stability category
C, D, E
wind speed ν (m/s)

F, G

1

ν<−3.0

–

–

2

−3.0<ν<−0.5

ν<−3.0

–

3

−0.5<ν<+0.5

−3.0<ν<−0.5

ν<−3.0

4

+0.5<ν<+3.0

−0.5<ν<+0.5

−3.0<ν<+0.5

5

ν>+3.0

+0.5<ν<+3.0

−0.5<ν<+0.5

6

–

ν>3.0

+0.5<ν<+3.0

Meteorological category

a

a

Category with assumed zero meteorological influence.
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Figure 5.24 CONCAWE
meteorological curves for various
octave bands. (a) 63 Hz, (b) 125 Hz,
(c) 250 Hz, (d) 500 Hz, (e) 1000 Hz,
(f) 2000 Hz, (g) 4000 Hz
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Table 5.10 Variability in sound level predictions
due to meteorological influences, Am (dB)
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

Distance from source (m)
100

200

500

1000

Am (dB)
63

+1

+4, −2

+7, −2

+8, −2

125

+1

+4, −2

+6, −4

+7, −4

250

+3, −1

+5, −3

+6, −5

+7, −6

500

+3, −1

+6, −3

+7, −5

+9, −7

1000

+7, −1

+11, −3

+12, −5

+12, −5

2000

+2, −3

+5, −4

+7, −5

+7, −5

4000

+2, −1

+6, −4

+8, −6

+9, −7

8000

+2, −1

+6, −4

+8, −6

+9, −7

5.11.12.4 Excess Attenuation Calculated According to ISO 9613–2 (1996)
ISO 9613–2 offers a simplified way of estimating the excess attenuation due to
meteorological effects. It is based on the assumption that the most important situation in
terms of environmental noise is downwind propagation. No correction for excess
attenuation is offered for upwind propagation or for downwind propagation to locations
closer to the source than ten times the sum of the source and receiver heights. For
downwind propagation at greater distances, the excess attenuation is:
Am=A0[1−10(hs+hr)/d]
(5.193)
where hs and hr are the source and receiver heights respectively and d is the horizontal
distance between the source and receiver. The quantity, A0 depends on local
meteorological statistics (or the percentage of time that the conditions favour downwind
propagation) and varies between 0 and 5 dB with values over 2 dB very rare. The
standard offers no other procedure for calculating A0. The value of Am calculated using
this procedure is intended as a correction to the A-weighted sound level, which is why it
contains no frequency dependent terms.
5.11.13 Combined Excess Attenuation Model
Because it relies on combining different sound rays at the receiver, the method discussed
in Section 5.11.10.5 is often referred to as the ray tracing method. However, it should be
pointed out that the ground attenuation calculated using this method cannot really be
added to that due to barriers and meteorological effects as all three effects interact. The
presence of a barrier increases the number of ground reflections and changes their
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location. The presence of wind and temperature gradients or layers of air of different
temperature or wind strength cause sound rays to bend and result in multiple ground
reflections (sometimes called “bounces” as the ray bounces up and is then refracted
down). Thus current thinking is to use a complex model based on spherical reflection that
takes into account all of the different possible ray paths of sound travelling from the
source to the receiver (Raspet et al., 1995; Li et al., 1998, Li, 1993, 1994; and Plovsing,
1999). In this way, the effects of atmospheric absorption, ground impedance,
meteorological effects (turbulence as well as wind and temperature gradients) and
barriers are all included in the one single calculation. However, this approach is
extremely complex and is not yet sufficiently developed to appear in commercial
software. Thus, at present, acceptable accuracy is obtained by adding the various excess
attenuation effects that have been calculated separately.

CHAPTER SIX
Sound Power, its Use and Measurement
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• radiation impedance of a source and what influences it;
• the relation between sound power and sound pressure;
• radiation field, near field and far field of a sound source;
• sound power determination using sound intensity measurements, surface vibration
measurements and sound pressure measurements, both in the laboratory and in the
field; and
• some uses of sound power information.

6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter it will be shown how the quantities, sound pressure level, sound intensity
and sound power are related. Sound pressure level is the quantity most directly related to
the response of people and things to airborne sound and this is the quantity that is most
often to be controlled. However, sound pressure level is not always the most convenient
descriptor for a noise source, since it will depend upon distance from the source and the
environment in which the sound and measurement position are located. A better
descriptor is usually the sound power level of the source (see Section 1.8).
In many cases, sound power level information is sufficient and no additional
information is required for the specification of sound pressure levels. In other cases,
information about the directional properties of the source may also be required. For
example, the source may radiate much more effectively in some directions than in others.
However, given both sound power level and directivity index (see Section 5.8), the sound
pressure level at any position relative to the source may then be determined. In fact, a
moment’s reflection will show that specification of sound pressure level could be quite
insufficient for a source with complicated directivity; thus the specification of sound
power level for sources is preferred for many noise-control problems.
The sound field generated by a source can be defined in terms of the source properties
and the environment surrounding the source. The sound field, in turn, produces a
radiation load on the source that affects both: (1) the sound power generated by the
source; and (2) the relationship between sound power and sound pressure. In this chapter,
the discussion will be restricted to the latter two effects, and will include the experimental
determination of source sound power using sound pressure or sound intensity
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measurements and the use of sound power information for the determination of sound
pressure levels in the free field.
When a source radiates into free space one is interested in directivity as well as sound
power level. However, if a source radiates into a reverberant field, directivity information
is lost, and sound power level is all that one need know about the source. This matter will
be considered in detail later in this chapter. Thus, for the present, it will be sufficient to
point out that sound power level information is useful for the following purposes:
• it allows comparison of the noise-producing properties of different machines;
• it allows verification that the noise produced by a particular machine meets
specifications for noise-control purposes; and
• it provides a means for predicting expected noise levels in reverberant spaces and in the
free field when directivity information is also known.

6.2 RADIATION IMPEDANCE
When the sound power level of a source is specified, unless otherwise stated, the
assumption is implicit that the radiation impedance presented to the source is the same as
it would be in a free unbounded space, commonly referred to as “free field”. The
radiation impedance is analogous to the load impedance presented to a generator in the
more familiar case of electrical circuit theory. In the latter case, as is well known, the
power delivered by a generator to a load depends upon both the load impedance and the
generator internal impedance. In the case of acoustic sources the internal impedance is
seldom known, although for vibrating and radiating structures the assumption is
commonly made that they are constant volume-velocity (or infinite internal impedance)
sources. The meaning of this is that the motion of the vibrating surface is assumed to be
unaffected by the acoustic radiation load, and this is probably a good approximation in
many cases.
Most aerodynamic sources are, however, not well represented as constant volumevelocity sources. In these cases, the problem becomes quite complicated, although such
sources are often approximated as constant pressure sources, which means that the
acoustic pressure at the source, rather than the source volume-velocity, is unaffected by
the acoustic radiation load.
The radiation impedance presented to a source in a confined space or in the presence
of nearby reflectors will seldom be the same as that presented to the same source by a
free field. For example, if a sound source is placed in a highly reverberant room, as will
be discussed later, the radiation impedance will strongly depend on both position and
frequency, but in an indeterminate way. However, if the source is moved about to various
positions, the average radiation impedance will tend to that of a free field. Thus, in using
sound power level as a descriptor, it is tacitly assumed that, on average, the source will be
presented with free field, and on average this assumption seems justified.
Some special situations in which the free-field assumption is not valid, however, are
worth mentioning. If an omnidirectional constant volume-velocity source is placed next
to a large reflecting surface such as a wall, then the source will radiate twice the power
that it would radiate in free space (note that a constant pressure source would radiate half
the power). This may be understood by considering that the pressure everywhere would
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be doubled, and thus the intensity would be four times what it would be in free space. As
the surface area of integration is reduced by a factor of two from a sphere to a hemisphere
encompassing the source, the integral of the intensity, or power radiated, is double what it
would be in free space. Thus the sound power radiated by an omnidirectional constant
volume-velocity source will be least in the free field, 3 dB greater when the source is
placed next to a reflecting surface, 6 dB greater when the source is placed at the junction
of two surfaces, and 9 dB greater when the source is placed in the corner at the junction
of three surfaces. The corresponding intensity of sound at some distance r from the
surfaces will be 6, 12 and 18 dB respectively greater than in free field.
A restriction in application of these ideas must be mentioned. For a source to be close
to a reflecting surface it must be closer than one-quarter wavelength of the emitted sound.
At distances greater than one-quarter wavelength the effect upon radiated sound power
rapidly diminishes until, for a band of noise at a distance of one-half wavelength, the
effect is negligible. For tones, the effect persists to somewhat greater distances than a half
wavelength.
If the source is sufficiently far away (half wavelength for octave or one-third octave
band sources and two wavelengths for pure tone sources) that its sound power is
unaffected by the reflecting surface, then the sound pressure level (and directivity D) at
any location can be estimated by adding the sound field of an image source to that of the
source with no reflector present, as discussed in Section 5.9.
Making reference to the discussion of reflection effects in Chapter 5, Section 5.9 and
noting that for the cases considered in Table 5.1 and for a constant volume-velocity
source located closer than a quarter wavelength to the reflecting surface(s), the following
equation may be written for the intensity, I:
(6.1a,b)
where W of Equation (5.109) has been replaced with W0D, W0 is the power radiated in the
free field, and D takes the values shown in Table 5.1.
The internal impedance of a practical source may not be large and it will never be
infinite. The case of infinite impedance (i.e. a constant volume-velocity source) may be
taken as defining the upper bound on radiated power. For example, a loudspeaker, which,
unless backed by a small, airtight enclosure, is not in general a constant volume-velocity
source, placed in a corner in a room will produce more sound than when placed in the
free field, but the increase in intensity at some reference point on axis will be less than 18
dB.
6.3 RELATION BETWEEN SOUND POWER AND SOUND
PRESSURE
The sound pressure level produced by a source may be calculated in terms of the
specified sound power level and directivity. Use of Equation (5.113), and the observation
that in the SI system of units the characteristic impedance ρc is approximately 400,
allows the following approximate equation to be written relating sound pressure level,
sound power level and directivity factor:
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Lp=Lw+10 log10D−10 log10S
(6.2)
where
S=4πr2
(6.3)
Equation (6.2) relates the sound pressure level, Lp, at a point to the sound power level, Lw,
of a source, its directivity factor, D, dependent upon direction from the source, and the
distance, r, from the source to the measurement point. The equation holds as long as the
measurement point is in the far field of the source. The far field will be discussed in
Section 6.4.
If sound power is not constant and the alternative case of a constant volume-velocity
source, radiating equally well in all directions and located within a quarter of a
wavelength of a reflecting surface, is considered then, as discussed earlier, W in Equation
(6.2) is replaced with W0D, where W0 is the sound power that the source would radiate in
the free field. In this case, the relation between sound pressure level Lp and sound power
level Lw0 becomes:
Lp=Lw0+20 log10D−10 log10S
(6.4)

Example 6.1
A swimming pool pump has a sound power level of 60 dB re 10−12 W when resting on the
ground in the open. It is to be placed next to the wall of a building, a minimum of 2 m
from a neighbour’s property line. If the pump ordinarily radiates equally well in all
directions (omnidirectional), what sound pressure level do you expect at the nearest point
on the neighbour’s property line?
Solution
It is implicitly assumed that the source is well within one-quarter of a wavelength of the
reflecting wall and ground to calculate an upper bound for the expected sound pressure
level.
As an upper bound, a constant volume-velocity source is assumed. Previous discussion
has shown that, for a source of this type, the radiated sound power level Lw0 in the
presence of no reflecting planes is 3 dB less than it is in the presence of one reflecting
plane. Thus:
Lw0=60–3=57 dB
Use is made of Equation (6.4) to write:
Lp=57+20 log104–10 log10(16π)
Lp=52 dB re 20 µPa
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Alternatively, it may be assumed that the sound power is not affected by the reflecting
surfaces (either by assuming a constant-power source or by assuming that the source is
more than a quarter of a wavelength from the reflecting surfaces) and use is made of
Equation (6.2) to calculate a lower bound as follows:
Lp=60+10 log104–10 log10(16π)
Lp=49 dB re 20µPa
It is concluded that a sound pressure level between 49 and 52 dB may be expected at the
neighbour’s property line. Note that if a constant pressure aerodynamic source were
assumed and its acoustic centre was within a quarter of a wavelength from the reflecting
surfaces, the lower bound would be 46 dB. However, in this case, the assumption of a
constant pressure source is not justified.
6.4 RADIATION FIELD OF A SOUND SOURCE
The sound field radiated by a source in a free field may be divided into three regions: the
hydrodynamic near field, the geometric (or Fresnel) near field, and the far field.
In general, the hydrodynamic near field is considered to be that region immediately
adjacent to the vibrating surface of the source, extending outward a distance much less
than one wavelength. This region is characterized by fluid motion that is not directly
associated with sound propagation. For example, local differences in phase of the
displacement of adjacent parts of a vibrating surface will result in fluid motion tangential
to the surface, if the acoustic wavelength is long compared with their separation distance.
The acoustic pressure will be out of phase with local particle velocity. As sound
propagation to the far field is associated with the in-phase components of pressure and
particle velocity, it follows that measurements of the acoustic pressure amplitude in the
near field give no indication of the sound power radiated by the source.
The sound field adjacent to the hydrodynamic near field is known as the geometric
near field. In this region, interference between contributing waves from various parts of
the source lead to interference effects and sound pressure levels that do not necessarily
decrease monotonically at the rate of 6 dB for each doubling of the distance from the
source; rather, relative maxima and minima are to be expected. This effect is greater for
pure tones than it is for bands of noise. However, in the geometric near field the particle
velocity and pressure of the contributing waves from the various parts of the source are in
phase, as for waves in the far field, although the pressure and particle velocity of the
resulting combined waves in the geometric near field may not be in phase.
The possibility of determining the sound power radiated by an extended source from
pressure measurements made in the geometric near field has been investigated for the
case of the baffle mounted piston considered in Section 5.6, using a computer simulation
(Bies and Bridges, 1993). It was shown that a simple sound level metre can provide an
accurate determination of the radiated sound power even in the geometric near field of
the source, where close investigation of the field with an intensity meter would suggest
that such determination might not be possible. In fact, in the case investigated, the
intensity meter would appear to provide no special advantage.
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While the reported study was not exhaustive, it is probably indicative and thus it may
be concluded that radiated sound power can be calculated from a sufficient number of
sound pressure measurements made in the geometric near field. The problem becomes
the determination of a sufficient number of measurements, for which no general rule
seems known as of this writing. Consequently, a great many measurements may be
necessary to determine when further measurements would appear to provide no
improvement in the estimate of radiated sound power.
The region of the sound field extending beyond the geometric near field to infinity is
known as the far field, where sound pressure levels decrease monotonically at the rate of
6 dB for each doubling of the distance from the source (for exceptions see Section
5.11.11). In the far field, the source directivity is well defined. The far field is
characterized by the satisfaction of three criteria, written as follows (Bies, 1976):
r»λ/(2π), r»ℓ, r»πℓ2/(2λ)
(6.5a–
c)
where r is the distance from the source to the measurement position, λ is the wavelength
of radiated sound and ℓ is the characteristic source dimension. The “much greater than”
criterion in the above three expressions refers to a factor of three or more. More
generally, defining γ=2r/ℓ, and κ=πℓ/λ, the above criteria reduce to:
γ»1/κ, γ»2, γ»κ
(6.6a–
c)
These criteria are used to construct Figure 6.1.
The criterion given by Equations (6.5c) or (6.6c) defines the bound between the
geometric near field and the far field, as shown in Figure 6.1. It should be pointed out,
however, that while satisfaction of the inequality given by the equations is sufficient to
ensure that one is in the far field, it may not always be a necessary condition. For
example, a very large pulsating sphere has only a far field.
6.4.1 Free-field Simulation in an Anechoic Room
One way to produce a free field for the study of sound radiation is to construct a room
that absorbs all sound waves which impinge upon the walls. Such a room is known as an
anechoic room, and a sound source placed in the room will produce a sound field similar
in all respects to the sound field that would be produced in a boundary free space, except
that its extent is limited by the room boundaries.
Figure 6.1 has special significance for the use of anechoic rooms for the purpose of
simulating free field. For example, if the characteristic length of a test source is 0.2 m and
the maximum distance from the source that can be accommodated within an anechoic
room is 2 m, then the far field of the source is limited to values of γ (=2r/ℓ) less than or
equal to 20. When this bound is entered in Figure 6.1, a triangular region is defined in
which values of κ and γ may be chosen to ensure that far field is achieved. Similarly, an
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upper bound, dependent upon the absorptive properties of the walls at high frequencies,
may be placed upon κ.

Figure 6.1 The radiation field of a
source.
Inspection of Figure 6.1 shows that the region of the far field and even of the
geometric near field may be quite limited in a given anechoic room. Indeed, for some
sources, it may not even be possible to achieve far-field conditions in a given room. In
these instances estimates of sound power levels will have to be made from sound pressure
or intensity measurements in the geometric near field. However, any directivity
information inferred from measurements made in the geometric near field must be treated
with caution, especially if the source is characterized by one or more tones.
6.4.2 Sound Field Produced in an Enclosure
If the sound source is located in a room or enclosure which does not have highly
absorptive walls, the sound field radiated by the source will have superimposed upon it
additional sound waves caused by reflection of the original sound waves from the room
surfaces. The sound field generated by reflection from the room surfaces is called the
reverberant field, and at a sufficient distance from the sound source the reverberant field
may dominate the direct field generated by the source. In a reverberant field, many
reflected wavetrains are usually present and the average sound pressure reaches a level
(in the region where the reverberant field dominates) that is essentially independent of
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distance from the source. The reverberant field is called a diffuse field if a great many
reflected wavetrains cross from all possible directions and the sound energy density is
very nearly uniform throughout the field. A room in which this is the case is known as a
reverberant room. Such a room has boundaries that are acoustically very hard, resulting
in a reverberant field that dominates the whole room except for a small region near the
source. More will be said about reverberant spaces in the following sections, and in
Chapter 7.
6.5 DETERMINATION OF SOUND POWER USING INTENSITY
MEASUREMENTS
Recommended practices for the direct measurement of sound intensity are described in
various standards (ANSI S12.12–1992 (R1997), ISO 9614/1–1993 and ISO 9614/2–
1994). The measurement of sound intensity provides a means for directly determining the
magnitude and direction of the acoustic energy flow at any location in space. Measuring
and averaging the acoustic intensity over an imaginary surface surrounding a machine
allows determination of the total acoustic power radiated by the machine.
To measure sound power, a test surface of area, S, which entirely encloses the sound
source, is set up. The sound field is then sampled using an intensity probe scanned over a
single test surface, or where a pure tone sound source is measured, a single microphone
may be scanned over two test surfaces as described at the end of Section 3.13.2. By either
method, the sound intensity, In, which is the time-averaged acoustic intensity component
normal to the test surface averaged over the area of the test surface, is determined. Once
the sound intensity has been determined over the enclosing test surface, either by using a
number of point measurements or by slowly scanning the intensity probe and averaging
the results on an energy (p2) basis, the sound power may be determined using:
W=InS
(6.7)
Details concerning the use of intensity meters and various procedures for measuring
acoustic intensity are discussed in Section 3.13.
Theoretically, sound power measurements made using sound intensity can be
conducted in the near field of a machine, in the presence of reflecting surfaces and near
other noisy machinery. Any energy from these sources flowing into the test surface at one
location will flow out at another location provided that there is a negligible amount of
acoustic absorption enclosed by the test surface. Because sound intensity is a vector
quantity, when it is averaged over a test surface only the net outflow of energy through
that surface is measured. However, if the reactive field (see Section 1.7) associated with
reflecting surfaces, or the near field of a sound source, is 10 dB or more greater than the
active field, or if the contribution of other nearby sound sources is 10 dB or more greater
than the sound pressure level of the source under investigation, then in practice, reliable
sound intensity measurements cannot be made with currently available precision
instrumentation using two phase matched microphones with an accurately measured
separation distance. This is because in this situation the acoustic pressures measured by
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the two microphones are relatively large but the difference between the levels at the two
microphones is relatively small.
The availability of the intensity meter and some experience with its use has shown
that, in general, the radiation of sound from a source is much more complicated than
might be supposed. It is not uncommon for a vibrating surface to exhibit areas of sound
absorption as well as radiation. Thus a map of the acoustic power radiation can be quite
complicated, even for a relatively simple source. Consequently, the number of
measurements required to determine the field may be quite large, and herein lies the
difficulty in the use of the sound intensity meter. When using the intensity meter to
determine the net power transmission away from a source, one must be sure to make a
sufficient number of measurements on the test surface enclosing the source to adequately
describe the resulting sound field. Stated differently, the sound intensity meter may
provide too much detail when a few naively conducted pressure measurements may
provide an adequate answer.
It is suggested that measurements using an intensity meter be made in the free or semifree field where possible. Alternatively, intensity measurements can be made close to a
radiating surface in a reverberant field (ANSI S12.12–1992). Errors inherent in acoustic
intensity measurements and limitations of instrumentation are discussed by Fahy (1989).
Guidelines for intensity measurement are provided in ISO 9614/1 (1993) and ISO 9614/2
(1994).
6.6 DETERMINATION OF SOUND POWER USING
CONVENTIONAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
There are a number of accepted methods for the determination of sound power based
upon sound pressure measurements made in the vicinity of a source. The choice of
method is dependent to a large degree on the acceptable precision, the mobility of the
source, the presence of other noise sources if the source to be tested cannot be moved,
and the expected field location of the source with respect to reflecting surfaces such as
floors and walls.
Each method discussed in the paragraphs to follow is based upon pressure
measurements. The discussion begins with the most accurate method and ends with the
least accurate; the latter method is used when the source to be tested cannot be moved
and other immobile noise sources are in the near vicinity.
6.6.1 Measurement in Free or Semi-free Field
The determination of the sound power radiated by a machine in the free field, using
pressure measurements alone, requires that any reverberant sound be negligible. This
condition is usually realized only in an anechoic room. Performance specifications of a
suitable anechoic room are included in several standards (ISO 3745–1977, ANSI S12.35–
1990 and AS1217.6–1985), which also describe internationally accepted test procedures.
The determination of the sound power radiated by a machine in the presence of one or
more plane-reflecting surfaces similarly requires that any reverberant sound (i.e. sound
returned to the machine from other than the plane reflecting surfaces considered in the
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measurement) is negligible. In this case the machine, and its one or more acoustical
images, may be thought of as the source of sound whose sound power is measured. The
standards mentioned earlier describe appropriate measurement arrangements in anechoic
rooms for precision measurements. Other standards (ISO 3744–1994, ANSI S12.34–1988
(R1997) and AS1217.5–1985) describe similar but less precise measurement in the open
or in large rooms, which are not necessarily anechoic.
The sound power of a machine is determined by the integration of the intensity over a
hypothetical spherical surface surrounding it. The centre of the sphere should be the
acoustic centre of the machine, and a good approximation to this is generally the
geometrical centre of the machine. The sphere should be chosen such that its surface is in
the radiation far field of the source (where the sound intensity level is related directly to
the sound pressure level and where sound power levels and directivity information can be
obtained), or at least in the geometric near field where sound power levels (Bies and
Bridges, 1993) but not reliable directivity information can be obtained, but not in the
hydrodynamic near field.
If measurements are made in an anechoic room then, according to the standards, the
surface of the sphere should be at least one-quarter of a wavelength of sound away from
the anechoic room walls and should have a radius of at least twice the major machine
dimensions, but not less than 0.6 m. A more accurate means for determining the required
radius is to use Figure 6.1. For example, if the major machine dimension is 2 m and the
frequency of interest is 125 Hz (1=2.75 m) then, from Figure 6.1, the geometric near field
will lie in the range from about 1.3 m to about 2.3 m from the source and the far field will
lie at distances greater than about 6.5 m. It can be seen that for most machines anechoic
rooms of very large size are implied if measurements are to be made in the far field of the
source.
The excessively large size of an appropriate anechoic room strongly recommends
consideration of the anechoic space above a reflecting plane, as would be provided out of
doors with the machine mounted on the ground away from any other significant
reflectors. Alternatively, such a space can be provided indoors, in a semi-anechoic room.
Carrying the consideration further, the mounting arrangement of the machine in use
might suggest that its radiated sound power be determined in the presence of a reflecting
floor and possibly one or two walls.
The integration of the acoustic intensity over the encompassing spherical surface is
achieved by determining time-average squared sound pressures at a discrete set of
measurement points arranged to uniformly sample the integration surface. The number of
measurement points, N, and their recommended coordinates are summarized in Table 6.1.
The first 12 measurement locations of the table are illustrated in Figure 6.2
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Table 6.1 Free and semi-free field measurement
locations (AS1217.6–1985)
Co-ordinates in terms of unit radius
Numbers

x

y

z

1

0.36

0.0

0.93

2

0.58

0.58

0.58

3

0.93

0.36

0.0

4

−0.36

0.0

0.93

5

−0.58

0.58

0.58

6

−0.93

0.36

0.0

7

0.0

0.93

0.36

8

0.0

−0.93

0.36

9

0.58

−0.58

0.58

10

−0.58

−0.58

0.58

11

0.93

−0.36

0.0

12

−0.93

−0.36

0.0

13

0.58

0.58

−0.58

14

−0.58

0.58

−0.58

15

0.58

−0.58

−0.58

16

−0.58

−0.58

−0.58

17

0.0

0.93

−0.36

18

0.0

−0.93

−0.36

19

0.36

0.0

−0.93

20

−0.36

0.0

−0.93

The sound power is calculated using the following equations, where the constant C is
listed in Table 6.2 for various source mounting configurations:
Lw=Lp+20 log10r+C (dB re 10−12W)
(6.8)
(6.9)
If the measurement surface is in the far field, the directivity index corresponding to
measurement location i can be determined as follows:
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DI=Lpi−Lp (dB)
(6.10)

Figure 6.2 The first 12 locations for
sound power measurements projected
on to the x—y Cartesian coordinate
plane. The z co-ordinate (vertical) is
indicated parametrically and is
associated with the corresponding
circle. The co-ordinates are normalized
with respect to the radius of the
spherical surface of integration (taken
as unity).
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Table 6.2 Values of the constant C used in
Equation (6.8)
Constant C
(dB)

Source location

Measurement position numbers
(see Fig. 6.2)

1. Near junction of three planes defined
by x=y=z=0

2

1, 2, 3

2. Near junction of two planes defined
by y=z=0

5

1–6 inclusive

3. Near plane defined by z=0

8

1–12 inclusive

4. Free field

11

1–20 inclusive

Example 6.2
Sound pressure levels are measured at 12 points on a hemispherical surface surrounding a
machine placed on a reflecting plane, as indicated in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2. The
Example 6.2 table gives the levels measured in the 500 Hz octave band, in dB re 20 µPa:
Find Lw, the sound power level radiated by the machine if the radius of the test
hemisphere is 3 m.

Example 6.2 Table
Lpi(dB)

(pi/pref)2

2

60

1.00×106

5

60

1.00×106

9

65

3.16×106

10

55

0.32×106

3

61 (58)

(0.63×106)

6

60 (57)

(0.50×106)

11

61 (58)

(0.63×106)

12

62 (59)

(0.80×106)

7

55

0.32×106

8

55

0.32×106

4

64

2.51×106

1

61

1.26×106

Measurement position number

Sum=12.45×106

Solution
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In the array of points in the table, eight have equal areas (S1) and four have half areas
(S1/2). The points associated with half areas are 3, 6, 11 and 12, which lie in the plane of
the reflecting surface. For these sectors the sound pressure level is reduced by 3 dB (the
same as reducing (pi/pref)2 by a factor of two) and considered to have the same areas as
the other sectors (S1).
Using Equation (6.9), the following is obtained:

Using Equation (1.77a) this becomes:

From the Example 6.2 table:
Lp=10 log10(12.45×106/12)=10 log10(1.04×106)
Thus:
Lp=60 dB re 20 µPa
Alternatively, the sound pressure levels in the table can be averaged by combining them
as described in Section 1.11.4 and subtracting from the result 10log10N (where N is the
number of measurements). This procedure requires that all measurements be associated
with areas of the same size. Thus, the levels in parentheses in the table for points 3, 6, 11
and 12 are used. Following the procedure outlined in Section 1.11.4, a value of 70.8 dB is
obtained.
As there are 12 measurement points, all associated with equal areas, the quantity
10log1012 must be subtracted from the result to obtain the required mean value. Thus:
Lp=70.8–10log1012=60 dB re 20 µPa
The sound power level may be calculated using Equation (6.8). Substituting values for Lp,
r and C into Equation (6.8) gives:
Lw=60+20 log103+8
or

Lw=60+9.5+8.0=77.5 dB re 10−12W

That is, the sound power level, Lw, of the machine is 77.5 dB re 10−12W.
6.6.2 Measurement in a Diffuse Field
To provide a diffuse sound field, a test room is required that has adequate volume and
suitable shape, and whose boundaries over the frequency range of interest can be
considered acoustically hard. The volume of the room should be large enough so that the
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number of normal modes of vibration (see Section 7.3.1) in the octave or one-third octave
frequency band of interest is enough to provide a satisfactory state of sound diffusion.
Various standards state that at least 20 modes of vibration are required in the lowest
frequency band used. This implies a minimum room volume of 1.3 λ3, if measuring in
octave bands, and 4.6 λ3, if measuring in one-third octave bands, where λ is the
wavelength of sound corresponding to the lowest band centre frequency.
If the machine emits sound containing discrete frequencies or narrow band
components, it is necessary to use a device known as a rotating sound diffuser (Ebbing,
1971; Lubman, 1974; Bies and Hansen, 1979). When a rotating diffuser is used, the
lowest discrete frequency that can be reliably measured is given by the relation:
ƒq=2000(T60/V)1/2 (Hz)
(6.12)
In Equation (6.11), T60 is the time (in seconds) required for a one-third octave band of
noise (with centre frequency ƒq) to decay by 60 dB after the source is shut off (see
Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2), and V is the room volume (m3). The rotating sound diffuser
should have a swept volume equal to or greater than the cube of the wavelength of sound
at the lowest frequency of interest. Procedures to be followed for the measurement of
tonal noise in reverberant test chambers are described in AS1217.3–1985 (Amndt 1–
1989), ANSI S12.32–1990(R1996) and ISO 3741–1999.
The shape of the test room for both broadband and tonal measurements should be such
that the ratio of any two dimensions is not equal to, or close to, an integer. Ratios of
height, width and length of 2:3:5 and 1:1.260:1.588 have been found to give good results.
The absorption coefficient (see Sections 7.7 and 7.8) of the test room should be less
than 0.06 in all test frequency bands, although when noise containing pure tone
components is measured it is advantageous to increase the absorption coefficient in the
low frequencies to 0.15 (to increase the modal overlap—see Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3, and
thus reduce the sound level variation as a function of frequency). For test purposes, the
machine should be placed a distance of at least one-quarter wavelength away from all
surfaces not associated with the machine.
There are two methods for determining the sound power of a machine in a reverberant
room; the substitution method (AS1217.4–1985, ANSI S12.33–1990 (R1997) and ISO
3743–2–1994), and the absolute method (AS1217.2–1985 (Amndt 1–1989), ANSI
S12.31–1990(R1996) and ISO 3741–1999). Both methods require the determination of
the space-average sound pressure level produced in the room by the machine. This may
be measured using a microphone travelling on a linear traverse across the room, or a
circular traverse on a rotating boom. The traverse length should be at least 1.5 λ or 3 m,
whichever is greatest. Alternatively, the microphone may be sequentially moved from
point to point over a set of discrete measurement positions. In each case an average sound
pressure level is determined. The microphone should at all times be kept at least one half
of a wavelength away from reflecting surfaces, and out of any region in which the direct
field from the sound source dominates the reverberant sound field (see Section 7.4.4 for a
discussion of this point).
The number of discrete microphone positions required is at least six for broadband
noise when a rotating sound diffuser is used. The microphone positions should be at least
one-half-wavelength of sound apart. When a continuous microphone traverse is used, the
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equivalent number of discrete microphone positions is equal to twice the traverse length
divided by the wavelength of sound corresponding to the centre frequency of the
measurement band.
If no rotating diffuser is used, or if the machine radiates discrete frequency
components, more microphone positions are required to obtain the same measurement
accuracy (±0.5 dB). The measurement errors associated with various frequency
bandwidths and numbers of microphone positions have been well documented (Beranek,
1971).
6.6.2.1 Substitution Method (AS1217.4–1985, ANSI S12.33–1990 (R1997)
and ISO 3743/2–1994)
The sound source to be tested is placed in the room and the space-average sound pressure
level, Lp, is determined for each frequency band. The sound source is then replaced with
another sound source of known sound power output, LwR, (the reference sound source).
The space-average sound pressure level, LpR, produced by the reference source in the
room is determined. The sound power level, Lw, for the test source is then calculated
using the following relation:
Lw=LwR+(Lp−LpR)
(6.12)
A commonly used reference sound source is the ILG source (Beranek, 1971).
6.6.2.2 Absolute Method (AS1217.2–1985 (Amndt 1–1989), ANSI S12.31–
1990(R1996) and ISO 3741–1999)
For this method, the sound-absorbing properties of the room are determined in each
measurement band from measurements of the frequency band reverberation times, T60, of
the room (see Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2). The steady-state space-average sound pressure
level, Lp, produced by the noise source is also determined for each frequency band, as
described earlier. The sound power level Lw produced by the source is then calculated in
each frequency band using the following equation (Beranek, 1971):
(6.13)
where the constant “13.9 dB” has been calculated for a pressure of one atmosphere and a
temperature of 20°C, using Equation (7.51) as a basis. In the equation, V is the volume of
the reverberant room, S is the total area of all reflecting surfaces in the room, and λ is the
wavelength of sound at the band centre frequency. The fourth term on the right of the
equation is not derived from Equation (7.51) and represents a correction to account for
the measurement bias resulting from the space averaged sound pressure level, Lp
excluding measurements of the sound field closer than λ/2 to any room surface. All the
other terms in the equation can be derived directly from Equations (7.41) and (7.51),
where the contribution of the direct field is considered negligible and
.
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6.6.3 Field Measurement
If the machine is mounted in an environment such that the conditions of free or semi-free
field can be met, then sound power measurements can be made using the appropriate
method of Section 6.6.1. However, when these conditions are not satisfied and it is
inconvenient or impossible to move the machine to be tested, less precise sound power
measurements can be made with the machine on site, using one of the methods described
in this section.
Most rooms in which machines are installed are neither well damped nor highly
reverberant; the sound field in such rooms is said to be semi-reverberant. For the
determination of sound power in a semi-reverberant room, no specific assumptions are
made concerning the room, except that the room should be large enough so that
measurements can be made in the far field of the source and not too close to the room
boundaries. The microphone should at all times be at least one-half of a wavelength away
from any reflecting surfaces or room boundaries not associated with the machine. The
machine should be mounted in its normal position, which will typically include the hard
floor but may also include mounting in the corner of a room or at the junction between
the floor and a wall. Unusually long or narrow rooms will generally degrade the results
obtained and are best avoided if possible. Where the conditions mentioned can be
satisfied there are three alternative measurement procedures, as described in the
following three sections.
6.6.3.1 Semi-reverberant Field Measurements by Method One (ISO 3747–
2000)
To compute the sound power level, the total room absorption (see Section 7.5.1) of the
test room must be determined. For this purpose a reference sound source is used (for
example, the ILG source mentioned previously). The reference sound source is placed on
the floor away from the walls or any other reflecting surfaces, and a hypothetical
hemispherical test surface surrounding the reference source is chosen. The radius r of the
test surface should be large enough for the test surface to be in the far field of the
reference source. Reference to Figure 6.1 shows that this condition is easily satisfied for
the ILG reference source, which has a characteristic dimension, ℓ, of the order of 0.1 m.
For example, at 500 Hz the distance, r, should be greater than 0.3 m. For best results the
test surface should lie in the region about the test source, where its direct field and the
reverberant field of the room are about equal (see Section 7.4.4).
Measurements on the surface of the test hemisphere in each octave or one-third octave
band (see Table 6.2) allow determination of the reference source average sound pressure
level, LpR, due to the combination of direct and reverberant sound fields, using Equation
(6.9). At the radius, r, of the test hemisphere, the sound pressure level, Lp2, due to the
direct sound field of the reference source only is calculated using the reference source
sound power levels, LwR, and the following equation obtained by setting DI=3 dB in
Equation (5.113):
(6.14)
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The expression for determining the reciprocal room constant factor 4/R (see Section
7.4.4) of the test room is obtained by using the expression relating the sound pressure in a
room to the sound power of a sound source derived in Chapter 7, Equation (7.42), as
follows:
(6.15)
For a measurement over a hemispherical surface of area SH above a hard floor,
D/(4πr2)=1/SH, or SH=2πr2, as D=2 (see Table 5.1).
Assuming that the reference source radiates the same sound power into the room as it
does into free field, the values of LwR in Equations (6.14) and (6.15) are equal. Noting that
20log10r+8 in Equation (6.14) may be replaced with 10log10SH the following equation is
obtained:
(6.16)
or
(6.17)
Rearranging gives an expression for the room constant factor, 4/R, as follows:
(6.18)
The room constant R will be discussed in Chapter 7, but for the present purpose it may be
taken as the total absorption in the room, measured in units of area. Alternative methods
for determining the room constant R are given in Section 7.5.
The noise source under test is now operated in the room and the mean square sound
pressure level, Lp, over a test surface of radius r and centre at the acoustical centre of the
noise source (see previous section) is determined. The radius of the test hemisphere
should be chosen large enough for the sound pressure level measurements to be made at
least in the geometric near field of the source but preferably in the far field. The sound
power level may be computed using Equation (6.15) by replacing LwR with Lw and LpR
with Lp.
Table 5.1 provides a guide for the choice of directivity factor D in Equation (6.15).
For example, if the noise source is mounted on a hard reflecting plane surface then the
test surface should be a hemisphere, and D in Equation (6.15) should take the value 2. In
determining the appropriate value of D, the closeness of the reflecting surface should be
considered, as discussed in Section 6.2.
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6.6.3.2 Semi-reverberant Field Measurements by Method Two (ISO
3743/1–1994)
If the machine to be tested is located on a hard floor at least one-half of a wavelength
away from any other reflecting surfaces, and in addition it can be moved, the
measurement of Lw is simplified. In this case, the substitution method described earlier
can be employed. The average sound pressure level Lp is determined over a test
hemisphere surrounding the machine. The machine is replaced by the reference sound
source and the average sound pressure level LpR is determined over the same test
hemisphere. The sound power output of the machine is then calculated using the
following expression:
Lw=LwR+(Lp−LpR) (dB)
(6.19)
where Lw is the sound power level of the machine and LwR is the sound power level of the
reference source. Note that the test hemisphere should be located such that its centre is
the acoustical centre of the machine, and its surface is in the far field, or at least the
geometric near field, of both the machine and the reference sound source. Any reflecting
surfaces present should not be included within the test hemisphere.
6.6.3.3 Semi-reverberant Field Measurements by Method Three
Alternatively, instead of using a reference sound source, the sound power level of any
source may be determined by taking sound pressure measurements on two separate test
surfaces having different radii. The discussion of Section 6.6.1 may be used as a guide in
choosing the test surfaces and measurement locations. In all cases, the centres of the test
surfaces are at the acoustic centre of the noise source. The test surface areas are given by
4πr2/D, where D is given in Table 5.1 and r is the test surface radius. The radii of the test
surfaces are such that they are in the far field, or at least in the geometric near field of the
source.
The measurement procedure assumes that the background noise levels produced by
other machines at the microphone measurement positions make a negligible contribution
to the measurements associated with the test machine. This implies that the sound
pressure levels at the measurement positions produced by the machine under test are at
least 10 dB above the background noise level. If this is not the case, then the sound
pressure level data must be corrected for the presence of background noise. All
measurements must be repeated with the test machine turned off and the background
levels measured. The background levels must be logarithmically subtracted from the test
measurement levels, using the method and corresponding limitations outlined in Section
1.11.5.
Let Lp1 be the average sound pressure level measured over the smaller test surface of
area S1 and Lp2 be the average sound pressure level measured over the larger test surface
of area S2. Lp1 and Lp2 are calculated using Equation (6.9). Since both sets of
measurements should give the same result for the sound power, Equation (6.15) gives the
following expression relating the measured quantities.
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(6.20)

The unknown quantity, R, is called the room constant and it is evaluated by manipulating
the preceding equation and substituting S1 for
antilogs of Equation (6.20) gives:

and S2 for

. Taking
(6.21)

Rearranging gives:
(6.22)
or
(6.23)
Substituting Equation (6.23) into (6.15) and setting ρc≈400 gives the following equation
(Diehl, 1977):
(6.25)

Example 6.3
A machine is located in a semi-reverberant shop area at the junction of a concrete floor
and brick wall. The average sound pressure level in the 1000 Hz octave band over the test
surface (a quarter sphere) is 82 dB at a radius of 2 m and 80 dB at a radius of 5 m.
Determine the sound power level in the 1000 Hz octave band for the machine, assuming
that the sound pressure level measurements were made in the far field of the source.
Solution
L=Lp1−Lp2=2 dB

Therefore, using Equations (6.15) and (6.23):
Lw=80–10 log10(0.0669)+10 log10(100.2−1)−0.2
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=80+11.7−2.3−0.2=89.2 dB re 10−12W
6.6.3.4 Near-field Measurements (AS1217.7–1985, ANSI S12.36–
1990(R1997) and ISO 3746–1995)
The previous methods outlined for the on-site measurement of sound power radiated by a
machine have all required that the room in which the machine is situated be large enough
for the measurements to be made in the far field of the source. The previous methods
have also assumed that the background noise levels produced by other machines have
either made a negligible contribution to the measurements or that a correction can be
made for their contribution; that is, it has been assumed that the machine under test has
produced a sound pressure level at least 3 dB higher than the background noise level at
each microphone measurement position.
In some cases the above assumptions may not be valid. For example, the room in
which the machine is situated may be too small for a far field to exist. Alternatively, if
the room is of adequate size the background noise levels produced by other machines in
the room may be too high to allow valid measurements to be made at a sufficient distance
from the test machine to be in its far field. For cases such as these an alternative, but less
accurate, procedure may be used to estimate the sound power radiated by the machine.
This procedure relies on sound pressure level measurements made close to the machine
surface (Diehl, 1977) at a number of points on a hypothetical test surface surrounding the
machine (which is usually mounted on a reflective surface such as a hard floor).
The test surface usually conforms approximately to the outer casing of the machine so
that its area is easy to calculate (in many cases a parallelepiped may be used), and it is
sufficiently close to the machine for the measurements not to be affected by nearby
reflecting surfaces or background noise. If background noise is a problem it must be
accounted for by measuring the sound pressure levels with the machine under test turned
on and then with it turned off. The level with it turned off is then subtracted from the
level with the machine on, as illustrated in Example 1.4 in Chapter 1.
The effect of nearby reflecting surfaces can be minimized by placing sound-absorbing
material on them (e.g. 50 mm thick glass-fibre blanket). The standard and generally
accepted distance between the test surface and machine surface is 1 m, but may need to
be less in some cases, at the expense of reduced accuracy in the estimation of the radiated
sound power.
The average sound pressure level Lp over the test surface is found by measuring the
sound pressure level Lpi at a number of equally spaced, discrete points over the surface,
and using then using Equation (6.9). The number of measurement positions, N, is
determined by the irregularity of the acoustic field and size of the machine, and should be
sufficient to take any irregularities into account. Suitable measurement locations are
discussed in the various standards (AS1217.7–1985, ANSI S12.36–1990(R1997) and ISO
3746–1995) and usually involve between 5 and 16 locations for a typical machine. Once
determined, the value of Lp is used to determine the sound power level of the machine
using the following equation:
Lw=Lp+10 log10S−∆1−∆2
(6.25)
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In Equation (6.25) (estimated to the nearest 1 dB), S is the area of the test surface and ∆1
and ∆2 are correction terms.
In the near field of a machine, sound propagation will not necessarily be normal to the
arbitrarily chosen measurement surface. As the integration process implied by Equation
(6.25) implicitly assumes propagation normal to the measurement surface, the correction
factor ∆2 is introduced to account for possible tangential sound propagation. Values of ∆2
are given in Table 6.3 as a function of the ratio of the area of the measurement surface S
divided by the area of the smallest parallelepiped, Sm, which just encloses the source.

Table 6.3 Correction factor due to near-field effects
(Jonasson and Eslon, 1981)
Ratio of test surface area to machine surface area
S/Sm

Near-field correction factor ∆2
(dB)

1–1.1

3

1.1–1.4

2

1.4–2.5

1

2.5–∞

0

The correction factor ∆1 has been suggested to account for the absorption characteristics
of the test room. Values of ∆1 typical of production rooms are given in Table 6.4 for
various ratios of the test room volume V to area S of the test surface.

Table 6.4 Value of room effect correction factor ∆1
(Pobol, 1976)
Characteristics of production or test room

Ratio of room volume to test surface
area V/S (m)

Usual production room without highly reflective
surfaces

20–50

Room with highly reflective surfaces, with no soundabsorbing treatment ∆1 (dB)

50–100 100–200 200–600
3

50–90

2

90–3000 Over 3000

1

Over 600
0

In Table 6.4, the distance from the test surface to the machine surface is approximately
1 m. Note that in deriving this equation, ρc has been assumed to be equal to 400.
Both test surfaces should completely surround the machine and correspond roughly to
the shape of the machine. The smaller test surface is usually displaced about 1 m from the
machine surface. The two test surfaces should be sufficiently far apart that the average
sound pressure level over one surface differs from that measured over the other surface
by at least 1 dB. Values of ∆1 as a function of the area ratio of the two test surfaces and
the difference in average sound pressure level measured over each surface may be
estimated using Figure 6.3, or calculated as described in the text to follow. Neglecting for
now the correction term, ∆2 Equation (6.25), substituting S1 for S and Lp1 for Lp in
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Equation (6.25) and setting the RHS of Equation (6.24) equal to the RHS of Equation
(6.25), the following result is obtained:
(6.27)

Figure 6.3 Graph for estimating the
correction factor, ∆1.
Rearranging Equation (6.26) gives:
(6.27)
In Equation (6.27) the subscripts 1 and 2 refer respectively to the measurement surfaces
near and remote from the machine. Alternatively, ∆1 may be estimated using only one
measurement surface, the mean acoustic absorption of the room surfaces, and the
following procedure. Again, neglecting ∆2 allows Equation (6.15) (with D/4πr2=1/S1) and
Equation (6.25) to be set equal. Thus:
(6.28)
where it has been assumed that ρc≈400.
Rearranging Equation (6.28) and use of Equation (7.43) (see Section 7.4.4) gives the
following expression for the correction term ∆1:
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(6.29)
where S is the area of the measurement surface, SR is the total area of all the room
surfaces, and is the mean acoustic Sabine absorption coefficient for the room surfaces
(see Chapter 7 for further discussion and measurement methods). Representative values
of are included in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 Approximate value of the mean acoustic
absorption coefficient,
Mean acoustic
absorption coefficient,
Description of room
0.05

Nearly empty room with smooth hard walls made of concrete, bricks,
plaster or tile

0.1

Partly empty room, room with smooth walls

0.15

Room with furniture, rectangular machinery room, rectangular
industrial room

0.2

Irregularly shaped room with furniture, irregularly shaped machinery
room or industrial room

0.25

Room with upholstered furniture, machinery or industrial room with a
small amount of acoustical material, e.g. partially absorptive ceiling, on
ceiling or walls

0.35

Room with acoustical materials on both ceiling and walls

0.5

Room with large amounts of acoustical materials on ceiling and walls

In making near-field measurements, a possible source of error is associated with the
microphone response. To avoid such error the microphone response should be as close as
possible to ±1 dB over the maximum angle between the line joining the microphone to
the furthest point on the machine surface and the normal to the measurement surface.
This angle is approximately 60° for a source dimension of 3 m and a measurement
surface 1 m from the source. Thus, for a 12 mm microphone, the error due to microphone
directional response should be negligible up to frequencies of about 3.15 kHz, as shown
by reference to Figure 3.3.
6.7 DETERMINATION OF SOUND POWER USING SURFACE
VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS
The sound power radiated by a machine surface can be estimated from a determination of
the mean square vibration velocity averaged over the surface (Takatsubo et al., 1983).
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The measurements are usually made using an accelerometer, an integrating circuit, a
bandpass filter and a sound level meter or vibration meter. Generally, five to ten
measurements distributed at random, but not too close to the edges of the radiating
surface, are sufficient. Referring to Equation (5.98b) for a plane piston noise source a
similar expression can be derived by replacing (U2/2) with the surface mean square
, replacing the piston surface area, πa2 with the surface area, S and
velocity,
renaming the real part of the function, RR, as the surface radiation efficiency, σ. With
these changes, Equation (5.98b) becomes:
(6.30)
Taking logarithms to the base 10 of both sides of Equation (6.30) and using octave or one
third octave band measurement of the space and time averaged mean square surface
velocity,
, the level of sound power radiated in each of the bands can be computed
using the following equation:
(6.31)
where S is the surface area. The quantity σ is a measure of the efficiency of radiation,
called the radiation efficiency. Since it can be larger than unity, it is sometimes called,
“radiation ratio”.
A means for estimating the radiation efficiency for flat panels at frequencies above the
first panel resonance frequency (see Equation (8.20)) is given in Figure 6.4. The curves
shown in Figure 6.4 are slightly different to those in the second edition of this book and
are considered more accurate. Even more accurate results can be obtained by using the
equations in Chapter 7, Section 7.8.2. Reference to Figure 6.4 shows that the driving
frequency, relative to a critical frequency determined by the thickness and material
characteristics of the panel, is the important parameter which determines the radiation
behaviour of the panel. The critical frequency for steel and aluminum panels is given
approximately by the following equation:
ƒc=12.7/h
(6.32)
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Figure 6.4 The radiation efficiency of
steel and aluminum flat panels. The
quantity P is the panel perimeter (m),
A is the panel surface area (m2) (one
side), and h is the panel thickness (m).
The quantities ƒ and ƒc are the centre
frequency of the octave band of
interest and the panel critical
frequency, respectively. The quantity σ
is the panel radiation efficiency.
where h is the panel thickness in metres. The critical frequency is the frequency of
coincidence discussed in Section 8.2.1. Radiation efficiencies for other structures (e.g. Ibeams, pipes, etc.) are available in the published literature (Beranek, 1971; Wallace,
1972; Lyon, 1975; Jeyapalan and Richards, 1979; Anderton and Halliwell, 1980;
Richards, 1980; Jeyapalan and Halliwell, 1981; Sablik, 1985).
If the radiation efficiency σ cannot readily be determined, then a less precise option is
offered by A-weighting the measured mean square surface velocity. The success of this
scheme depends upon the observation that for high frequencies the radiation efficiency is
unity, and only for low frequencies is it less than unity and uncertain. The A-weighting
process minimizes the importance of the low frequencies. Thus the use of A-weighted
vibration measurements and setting σ=1 in Equation (6.31) generally allows identification
of dominant noise sources on many types of machines and an estimate of the radiated
sound power.
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If vibration measurements are made with an accelerometer and an integrating circuit is
not available, then the velocity may be estimated using the following approximation:
(6.33)
is the mean square acceleration averaged in time and
In the preceding equation,
space and ƒ is the band centre frequency. If the levels are not A-weighted, the maximum
error resulting from the use of this expression is 3 dB for octave bands. On the other
hand, if A-weighted levels are determined from unweighted frequency band levels, using
Figure 3.5, the error could be as large as 10 dB. If a filter circuit is used to determine Aweighted octave band levels then the error would be reduced to at most 3 dB. Use of a
filter circuit is strongly recommended.
6.8 SOME USES OF SOUND POWER INFORMATION
The location of a machine with respect to a large reflecting surface such as a floor or wall
of a room may affect its sound power output. Thus the interpretation of sound power
information must include consideration of the mounting position of the machine (e.g. on
a hard floor or wall, at the junction of a wall and floor or in the corner of a room).
Similarly, such information should be contained in any sound power specifications for
new machines.
The sound power output of a machine may be used to estimate sound pressure levels
generated at various locations; for example, in a particular room. In this way, the
contribution made by a particular machine to the overall sound level at a particular
position in a room may be determined. Means for estimating sound pressure levels from
sound power level information are required, dependent upon the situation, and these will
now be considered.
6.8.1 The Far Free Field
When the sound pressure level Lp is to be estimated in the far field of the source (see
Figure 6.1), the contribution of the reverberant sound field to the overall sound field will
be assumed to be negligible. This is generally true for a machine mounted in the open,
away from any buildings. It is also true for a machine in a large room, which has had its
boundaries (not associated with the mounting of the machine) treated with acoustically
absorptive material, and where the position at which Lp is to be estimated is not closer
than one-half wavelength to any room boundaries. In this situation, directivity
information about the source is useful.
An expression for estimating Lp at a distance r from a source is obtained by
rearrangement of Equation (5.113). The directivity index DI that appears in Equation
(5.113) is given in Table 5.1. If no directivity information exists, then the average sound
pressure level to be expected at a distance r from the source can be estimated by
assuming a uniform sound radiation field (see Section 5.11.11 of Chapter 5 for further
discussion).
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Example 6.4
A subsonic jet has the directivity pattern shown in the following table. Calculate the
sound pressure levels at 1 m from a small jet of sound power 100 dB re 10−12W.
Solution
Use Equation (5.158) with K replaced by Equation (5.160), set the excess attenuation
term, AE=0, set r=1 m and write:
Lp=100−11+DIM
Thus:
Lp=89+DIM
The last column in the table is constructed by adding 89 dB to the numbers shown in the
second column.

Example 6.4 Table
Angle relative to direction of jet
axial velocity (°)

Directivity index
DI (dB)

Predicted sound pressure level at 1
m (dB re 20 µPa)

0

0.0

89

15

3.0

92

30

5.0

94

45

2.5

91.5

60

−1.0

88

75

−4.0

85

90

−6.0

83

105

−7.5

81.5

120

−8.0

81

150

−9.0

80

180

−10.0

79

6.8.2 The Near Free Field
The near field of a sound source (geometric or hydrodynamic) is generally quite
complicated, and cannot be described by a simple directivity index. Thus, estimates of the
sound pressure level at fixed points near the surface are based on the simplifying
assumption that the sound source has a uniform directivity pattern. This is often
necessary as, for example, the machine operator’s position is usually in the near field.
Rough estimates of the sound pressure level at points on a hypothetical surface of area, S,
conforming to the shape of the surface of the machine, and at a specified short distance
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from the machine surface, can be made using the Equation (6.25). Referring to the latter
equation, if the contribution due to the reverberant field can be considered negligible,
then ∆1=0.

CHAPTER SEVEN
Sound in Enclosed Spaces
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• wall-cavity modal coupling, when it is important and when it can be ignored;
• the simplifying assumption of locally reactive walls;
• three kinds of rooms: Sabine rooms, flat rooms and long rooms;
• Sabine and statistical absorption coefficients;
• low-frequency modal description of room response;
• high-frequency statistical description of room response;
• transient response of Sabine rooms and reverberation decay;
• reverberation time calculations;
• the room constant and its determination;
• porous and panel sound absorbers;
• applications of sound absorption; and
• basic auditorium design.

7.1 INTRODUCTION
Sound in an enclosed space is strongly affected by the reflective properties of the
enclosing surfaces and to the extent that the enclosing surfaces are reflective, the shape of
the enclosure also affects the sound field. When an enclosed space is bounded by
generally reflective surfaces, multiple reflections will occur, and a reverberant field will
be established in addition to the direct field from the source. Thus, at any point in such an
enclosure, the overall sound pressure level is a function of the energy contained in the
direct and reverberant fields.
In general, the energy distribution and variation with frequency of a sound field in an
enclosure with reflective walls is difficult to determine with precision. Fortunately,
average quantities are often sufficient and procedures have been developed for
determining these quantities. Accepted procedures divide the problem of describing a
sound field in a reverberant space into low- and high-frequency ranges, loosely
determined by the ratio of a characteristic dimension of the enclosure to the wavelength
of the sound considered. For example, the low-frequency range might be characterized by
a ratio of less than 10 while the high-frequency range might be characterized by a ratio of
greater than 10; however, precision will be given to the meaning of these concepts in the
discussion in the following sections.
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7.1.1 Wall-Interior Modal Coupling
A complication that arises in consideration of sound in an enclosure is that coupling
between modes in the enclosed space (cavity modes) and modes in the enclosure
boundaries (wall modes) generally cannot be ignored. For example, in the low-frequency
range of the relatively lightweight structures which characterize aircraft and automobiles,
coupled wall-cavity modes may be dominant. In such cases, the sound field in the
enclosed space cannot be considered in isolation; coupling between the modes in the wall
and the cavity must be considered and the wall modes thus become equally as important
as the cavity modes (Pan and Bies, 1990a–c) in determining the acoustic field in the
enclosure. Generally, for the cases cited above, the low-frequency range extends over
most of the audio-frequency range.
It has become traditional to begin a discussion of room acoustics with the assumption
that the walls of the enclosure are locally reactive (Kuttruff, 1979) or effectively
infinitely stiff; the alternative that the walls may be bulk reactive, meaning that wallcavity mode coupling is important, seems never to have been considered for the case of
sound in rooms. However, it has been shown that when a sound field is diffuse, meaning
that the sound energy travels in all directions within the enclosed space with equal
probability, the modal response of a bounding surface will be similar to that of a surface
which is locally reactive (Pan and Bies, 1988), thus in the frequency range in which the
sound field may be assumed to be diffuse, the assumption of locally reactive walls gives
acceptable results. However, in the low-frequency range, where the sound field will not
be diffuse, cavity-wall modal coupling can be expected to play a part in the response of
the room. Modal coupling will affect the resulting steady-state sound field levels as well
as the room reverberation time (Pan and Bies, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c). Such a case will be
considered in Section 7.8.
In the high-frequency range, the concept of a locally reactive boundary is of great
importance, as it serves to uncouple the cavity and wall modes and greatly simplify the
analysis (Morse, 1939). Locally reactive means that the response to an imposed force at a
point is determined by local properties of the surface at the point of application of the
force and is independent of forces applied at other points on the surface. That is, the
modal response of the boundary plays no part in the modal response of the enclosed
cavity.
7.1.2 Sabine Rooms
When the reflective surfaces of an enclosure are not too distant from one another and
none of the dimensions is so large that air absorption becomes important, the sound
energy density of a reverberant field will tend to uniformity throughout the enclosure.
Generally, reflective surfaces will not be too distant, as intended here, if no enclosure
dimension exceeds any other dimension by more than a factor of about three. As the
distance from the sound source increases in this type of enclosure, the relative
contribution of the reverberant field to the overall sound field will increase until it
dominates the direct field (Beranek, 1971, Chapter 9; Smith, 1971, Chapter 3). This kind
of enclosed space, in which a generally uniform (energy density) reverberant field,
characterized by a mean sound pressure and standard deviation (see Section 7.4), tends to
be established, has been studied extensively because it characterizes rooms used for
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assembly and general living and will be the principal topic of this chapter. For
convenience, this type of enclosed space will be referred to as a Sabine enclosure named
after the man who initiated investigation of the acoustical properties of such rooms
(Sabine, 1993).
All enclosures exhibit low- and high-frequency response and generally all such
response is of interest. However, only the high-frequency sound field in an enclosure
exhibits those properties that are amenable to the Sabine-type analysis; the concepts of
the Sabine room are thus strictly associated only with the high-frequency response.
The number of acoustic resonances in an enclosure increases very rapidly as the
frequency of excitation increases. Consequently, in the high-frequency range, the
possible resonances become so numerous that they cannot be distinguished from one
another. Thus, one observes a generally uniform sound field in the regions of the
reverberant field removed from the source. In this frequency range, the resulting sound
field is essentially diffuse and may be described in statistical terms or in terms of average
properties.
In the discussion of high-frequency response in Sabine type rooms, the acoustic power
transmission into the reverberant sound field has traditionally been treated as a
continuum, injected from some source and continually removed by absorption at the
boundaries. The sound field is then described in terms of a simple differential equation.
The concept of Sabine absorption is introduced and a relatively simple method for its
measurement is obtained. This development, which will be referred to as the classical
description, will be introduced in Section 7.5.1.
In Section 7.5.2 an alternative analysis, based upon a modal description of the sound
field, is introduced. It is shown that with appropriate assumptions, the formulations of
Norris Eyring and Millington Sette are obtained. Recently it has been shown that, with
other assumptions, the analysis leads to the conclusion that the Sabine equation is exact,
provided that edge diffraction of the absorbing material is taken into account by
appropriately increasing the effective area of absorbing material (Bies, 1995).
7.1.3 Flat and Long Rooms
Enclosed spaces are occasionally encountered in which some of the bounding surfaces
may be relatively remote or highly absorptive, and such spaces also are of importance.
For example, lateral surfaces may be considered remote when the ratio of enclosure
width-to-height or width-to-length exceeds a value of about three. Among such
possibilities are flat rooms, characteristic of many industrial sites in which the side walls
are remote or simply open, and long rooms such as corridors or tunnels. These two types
of enclosure, which have been recognized and have received attention in the technical
literature, are discussed in Section 7.9.
7.2 LOW FREQUENCIES
In the low-frequency range, an enclosure sound field is dominated by standing waves at
certain characteristic frequencies. Large spatial variations in the reverberant field are
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observed if the enclosure is excited with pure tone sound, and the sound field in the
enclosure is said to be dominated by resonant or modal response.
When a source of sound in an enclosure is turned on, the resulting sound waves spread
out in all directions from the source. When the advancing sound waves reach the walls of
the enclosure they are reflected, generally with a small loss of energy, eventually
resulting in waves travelling around the enclosure in all directions. If each path that a
wave takes is traced around the enclosure, there will be certain paths of travel that repeat
upon themselves to form normal modes of vibration, and at certain frequencies, waves
travelling around such paths will arrive back at any point along the path in phase.
Amplification of the wave disturbance will result and the normal mode will be resonant.
When the frequency of the source equals one of the resonance frequencies of a normal
mode, resonance occurs and the interior space of the enclosure responds strongly, being
only limited by the absorption present in the enclosure.
A normal mode has been associated with paths of travel which repeat upon
themselves. Evidently, waves may travel in either direction along such paths so that, in
general, normal modes are characterized by waves travelling in opposite directions along
any repeating path. As waves travelling along the same path but in opposite directions
produce standing waves, a normal mode may be characterized as a system of standing
waves, which in turn is characterized by nodes and anti-nodes. Where the oppositely
travelling waves arrive, for example in pressure anti-phase, pressure cancellation will
occur, resulting in a pressure minimum called a node. Similarly, where the oppositely
travelling waves arrive in pressure phase, pressure amplification will occur, resulting in a
pressure maximum called an anti-node.
In an enclosure at low frequencies, the number of resonance frequencies within a
specified frequency range will be small. Thus, at low frequencies, the response of a room
as a function of frequency and location will be quite irregular; that is, the spatial
distribution in the reverberant field will be characterized by pressure nodes and antinodes.
If the source in the rectangular room illustrated in Figure 7.1 is arranged to produce a
single frequency, which is slowly increased, the sound level at any location (other than at
a node in the room for that frequency) will at first rapidly increase, momentarily reach a
maximum at resonance, then rapidly decrease as the driving frequency approaches and
then exceeds a resonance frequency of the room. The process repeats with each room
resonance. The measured frequency response of a 180 m3 rectangular reverberation room
is shown in Figure 7.2 for illustration. The sound pressure was measured in a corner of
the room (where there are no pressure nodes) while the frequency of the source (placed at
an opposite corner) was very slowly swept upwards.
Consideration of a rectangular room provides a convenient model for understanding
modal response and the placement of sound absorbents for sound
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Figure 7.1 Rectangular enclosure.

Figure 7.2 Measured frequency
response of a 180 m3 rectangular room.
(a) In this frequency range room
resonances are identified by mode
numbers. (b) In this frequency range
peaks in the room response cannot be
associated with room resonances
identified by mode numbers.
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control. The mathematical description of the modal response of the rectangular room
illustrated in Figure 7.1 takes on a particularly simple form; thus it will be advantageous
to use the rectangular room as a model for the following discussion of modal response.
It is emphasized that modal response is by no means peculiar to rectangular or even
regular-shaped rooms. Modal response characterizes enclosures of all shapes. Splayed,
irregular or odd numbers of walls will not prevent resonances and accompanying pressure
nodes and antinodes in an enclosure constructed of reasonably reflective walls; nor will
such peculiar construction necessarily result in a more uniform distribution in frequency
of the resonances of an enclosure than may a rectangular room of appropriate dimensions
(see Section 7.3.1). However, it is simpler to calculate the resonance frequencies and
mode shapes for rectangular rooms.
For sound in a rectangular enclosure, a standing wave solution for the acoustic
potential function takes the following simple form (see Section 1.3.6):
φ=X(x) Y(y) Z(z)ejωt
(7.1)
Substitution of Equation (7.1) into the wave equation (Equation (1.11)), use of k2=ω2/c2,
and rearrangement gives:
(7.2)
Each term of Equation (7.2) on the left-hand side is a function of a different independent
variable, whereas the right-hand side of the equation is a constant. It may be concluded
that each term on the left must also equal a constant; that is, Equation (7.2) takes the
form:
(7.3)
This implies the following:
(7.4)
(7.5)
Z″+k2Z=0
(7.6)
Solutions to Equations (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6) are as follows:
(7.7)
(7.8)
(7.9)
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Boundary conditions will determine the values of the constants. For example, if it is
assumed that the walls are essentially rigid so that the normal particle velocity, ux, at the
walls is zero, then, using Equations (1.6), (7.1) and (7.7), the following is obtained:
ux=−∂φ/∂x
(7.10)
and
(7.11)
Since
jkxYZejωt≠0
(7.12)
then
(7.13)
First consider the boundary condition at x=0. This condition leads to the conclusion that
Ax=Bx. Similarly, it may be shown that:
Ai=Bi; i=x, y, z
(7.14)
Next consider the boundary condition at x=Lx. This second condition leads to the
following equation:
(7.15)
Similar expressions follow for the boundary conditions at y=Ly and z=Lz. From these
considerations it may be concluded that the ki are defined as follows:
(7.16)
Substitution of Equation (7.16) into Equation (7.3) and use of k2=ω2/c2 leads to the
following useful result:
(7.17)

In this equation the subscript n on the frequency variable f indicates that the particular
solutions or “eigen” frequencies of the equation are functions of the particular mode
numbers nx, ny, and nz.
Following Section 1.3.6 and using Equation (1.7), the following expression for the
acoustic pressure is obtained:
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(7.18a,b)
Substitution of Equations (7.14) and (7.16) into Equations (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9) and in
turn substituting these altered equations into Equation (7.18) gives the following
expression for the acoustic pressure in a rectangular room with rigid walls:
(7.19)

In Equations (7.17) and (7.19), the mode numbers nx, ny and nz have been introduced.
These numbers take on all positive integer values including zero. There are three types of
normal modes of vibration in a rectangular room, which have their analogs in enclosures
of other shapes. They may readily be understood as follows:
1. axial modes for which only one mode number is not zero;
2. tangential modes for which one mode number is zero; and
3. oblique modes for which no mode number is zero.
These modes and their significance for noise control will now be discussed.
Axial modes correspond to wave travel back and forth parallel to an axis of the room.
For example, the (nx, 0, 0) mode in the rectangular room of Figure 7.1 corresponds to a
wave travelling back and forth parallel to the x axis. Such a system of waves forms a
standing wave having nx nodal planes normal to the x axis and parallel to the end walls.
This may be verified by using Equation (7.19). The significance for noise control is that
only sound absorption on the walls normal to the axis of sound propagation, where the
sound is multiply reflected, will significantly affect the energy stored in the mode.
Sound-absorptive treatment on any of the other walls would have only a small effect on
an axial mode. The significance for sound coupling is that a speaker placed in the nodal
plane of any mode will couple at best very poorly to that mode. Thus, the best place to
drive an axial mode is to place the sound source at the end wall where the axial wave is
multiply reflected; that is, at a pressure anti-node.
Tangential modes correspond to waves travelling essentially parallel to two opposite
walls of an enclosure while successively reflecting from the other four walls. For
example, the (nx, ny, 0) mode of the rectangular enclosure of Figure 7.1 corresponds to a
wave travelling around the room parallel to the floor and ceiling. In this case the wave
impinges on all four vertical walls and absorptive material on any of these walls would be
most effective in attenuating this mode. Note that absorptive material on the floor or
ceiling would be less effective.
Oblique modes correspond to wave travel oblique to all room surfaces. For example
the (nx, ny, nz) mode in the rectangular room of Figure 7.1 would successively impinge on
all six walls of the enclosure. Consequently, absorptive treatment on the floor, ceiling or
any wall would be equally effective in attenuating an oblique mode.
For the placement of a speaker to drive a room, it is of interest to note that every mode
of vibration has a pressure anti-node at the corners of a room. This may be verified by
using Equation (7.19). A corner is a good place to drive a rectangular room when it is
desirable to introduce sound. It is also a good location to place absorbents to attenuate
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sound and to sample the sound field for the purpose of determining room frequency
response.
In Figure 7.2, the first 15 room resonant modes have been identified using Equation
(7.17). Reference to the figure shows that of the first 15 lowest order modes, seven are
axial modes, six are tangential modes and two are oblique modes. Reference to the figure
also shows that as the frequency increases, the resonances become too numerous to
identify individually and in this range, the number of axial and tangential modes will
become negligible compared to the number of oblique modes. It may be useful to note
that the frequency at which this occurs is about 80 Hz in the reverberation room
described in Figure 7.2 and this corresponds to a room volume of about 2.25 cubic
wavelengths. As the latter description is non-dimensional, it is probably general;
however, a more precise boundary between low- and high-frequency behaviour will be
given in the following section.
In a rectangular room, for every mode of vibration for which one of the mode numbers
is odd, the sound pressure is zero at the centre of the room, as shown by consideration of
Equation (7.19); that is, when one of the mode numbers is odd the corresponding term in
Equation (7.19) is zero at the centre of the corresponding coordinate (room dimension).
Consequently, the centre of the room is a very poor place to couple, either with a speaker
or an absorber, into the modes of the room. Consideration of all the possible
combinations of odd and even in a group of three mode numbers shows that only oneeighth of the modes of a rectangular room will not have nodes at the centre of the room.
At the centre of the junction of two walls, only one-quarter of the modes of a rectangular
room will not have nodes, and at the centre of any wall only half of the modes will not
have nodes.
7.3 BOUND BETWEEN LOW-FREQUENCY AND HIGHFREQUENCY BEHAVIOUR
Referring to Figure 7.2, where the frequency response of a rectangular enclosure is
shown, it can be observed that the number of peaks in response increases rapidly with
increasing frequency. At low frequencies, the peaks in response are well separated and
can be readily identified with resonant modes of the room. However, at high frequencies,
so many modes may be driven in strong response at once that they tend to interfere, so
that at high frequencies individual peaks in response cannot be associated uniquely with
individual resonances. In this range statistical analysis is appropriate.
Clearly, a need exists for a frequency bound that defines the cross-over from the lowfrequency range, where modal analysis is appropriate, to the high-frequency range where
statistical analysis is appropriate. Reference to Figure 7.2 provides no clear indication of
a possible bound, as a continuum of gradual change is observed. However, analysis does
provide a bound, but to understand the determination of the bound, called here the crossover frequency, three separate concepts are required; modal density, modal damping and
modal overlap. These concepts will be introduced in the following three sections and then
used to define the cross-over frequency.
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7.3.1 Modal Density
The number of modes, N, which may be excited in the frequency range from zero up to ƒ
Hz, is given by the following expression (Morse and Bolt, 1944):
(7.20)
In Equation (7.20), c is the speed of sound, V is the room volume, S is the room total
surface area and L is the total perimeter of the room. In a rectangular room the latter
quantity is the sum of lengths of all edges. It has been shown that Equation (7.20) has
wider application than for rectangular rooms; to a good approximation it describes the
number of modes in rooms of any shape.
For the purpose of estimating the number of modes that, on average, may be excited in
a narrow frequency band, the derivative of Equation (7.20), called the modal density, is
useful. The expression for the modal density is as follows:
(7.21)
Consideration of Equation (7.21) shows that, at low frequencies, the number of modes
per unit frequency that may be excited will be very small but, as the modal density
increases quadratically with increasing frequency, at high frequencies the number of
modes excited will become very large. Thus, at low frequencies, one can expect large
spatial fluctuations in sound pressure level, as observed in Figure 7.2 when a room is
excited with a narrow band of noise but, at high frequencies, the fluctuations become
small and the reverberant field approximates uniformity throughout the room.
Furthermore, as the number of oblique modes in a room of any shape is described by the
cubic term of Equation (7.20), while the numbers of tangential and axial modes are
respectively quadratic and linear functions of frequency, it is evident that at high
frequencies the number of oblique modes will far exceed the number of tangential and
axial modes and to a good approximation at high frequencies the latter two mode types
may be ignored.
7.3.2 Modal Damping and Bandwidth
Referring to Figure 7.2, it may be observed that the recorded frequency response peaks in
the low-frequency range have finite widths, which may be associated with the response of
the room that was investigated. A bandwidth, ∆ƒ, may be defined and associated with
each mode, being the frequency range about resonance over which the sound pressure
squared is greater than or equal to half the same quantity at resonance. The lower and
upper frequencies bounding a resonance and defined in this way are commonly known as
the half-power points. The corresponding response at the half-power points is down 3 dB
from the peak response. Referring to the figure, the corresponding bandwidths are easily
determined where individual resonances may be identified.
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The bandwidth, ∆ƒ is dependent upon the damping of the mode; the greater the modal
damping, the larger will be the bandwidth. For acoustical spaces such as sound in rooms
the modal damping is commonly expressed in terms of the damping factor (similar to the
critical damping ratio), which is a viscously based quantity and proportional to particle
velocity, whereas for structures, modal damping is commonly expressed in terms of a
modal loss factor, η, which is hysteretically based and proportional to displacement.
Alternatively, damping in structures may be viscously based as well and may be
expressed in terms of the critical damping ratio, ζ, commonly used to describe damping
in mechanical systems. These quantities may be related to each other and to the energybased quality factor, Q, of the resonant mode, or the logarithmic decrement, δ, by the
following relations:
(7.22)
The quality factor Q is discussed in Section 9.7.2, the critical damping ratio, ζ, is
discussed in Section 10.2.1 and the logarithmic decrement, δ, is discussed in Section
10.7. Here the modal loss factor, η, is presented as an energy-based quantity by its
relation to the quality factor Q. The loss factor, η, is sometimes used in acoustics as a
viscous based damping quantity. More usually, it has meaning as a structural loss factor
based upon a hysteretic damping effect in a structural member. For a solid material, it is
defined in terms of a complex modulus of elasticity E′=E(1+jη) where E is Young’s
modulus of elasticity. This use of the loss factor is discussed in Section 10.2.1. As may be
observed by reference to Equation (7.22), when the modal loss factor, η, is small, which
is true for most practical cases, the implication is that the critical damping ratio is also
small and η=2ζ.
At low frequencies, individual modal bandwidths can be identified and measured
directly. At high frequencies, where individual modes cannot be identified, the average
bandwidth may be calculated from a measurement of the decay time (see Section 7.5.1)
using the following equation (Beranek, 1971):
∆ƒ=2.20/T60
(7.23)
7.3.3 Modal Overlap
Modal overlap, M, is calculated as the product of the average bandwidth given by either
Equation (7.22) or (7.23) and the modal density given by Equation (7.21). The expression
for modal overlap is:
M=∆ƒdN/dƒ
(7.24)
The modal overlap is a measure of the extent to which the resonances of a reverberant
field cover the range of all possible frequencies within a specified frequency range. The
concept is illustrated for a hypothetical case of a low modal overlap of 0.6 in Figure 7.3.
In the figure, three resonant modes, their respective bandwidths and the frequency range
of the specified frequency band are indicated.
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Figure 7.3 Three modes in a specified
frequency range with a modal overlap
of 0.6.
7.3.4 Cross-over Frequency
There are two criteria commonly used for determining the cross-over frequency. The
criterion that is chosen will depend upon whether room excitation with bands of noise or
with pure tones is of interest.
If room excitation with one-third octave, or wider bands of noise is to be considered,
then the criterion for statistical (high-frequency) analysis is that there should be a
minimum of between 3 and 6 modes resonant in the frequency band. The exact number
required is dependent upon the modal damping and the desired accuracy of the results.
More modes are necessary for low values of modal damping or if high accuracy is
required. If room excitation with a pure tone or a very narrow band of noise is of concern,
then the criterion for reliable statistical analysis is that the modal overlap should be
greater than or equal to 3.
7.4 HIGH FREQUENCIES, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
At high frequencies the sound field in a reverberant space may be thought of as
composed of plane waves travelling in all directions with equal probability. If the mean
square pressure amplitude of any travelling plane wave is on average the same,
independent of direction, then the sound field is said to be diffuse. In a reverberant space,
the sound field is diffuse when the modal overlap is three or greater, in which case the
sound field steady-state frequency response is essentially a random phenomenon. For
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excitation with bands of noise, the parameters describing the field are essentially
predictable from the room reverberation time (Schroeder, 1969).
The concept of diffuse field implies that the net power transmission along any
coordinate axis is negligibly small; that is, any power transmission is essentially the same
in any direction. The reverberant sound field may be considered as of constant mean
energy density throughout the room. However, the concept does not imply a sound field
where the sound pressure level is the same throughout. Even in a perfectly diffuse sound
field, the sound pressure level will fluctuate over time at any given location in the room
and the long-time-averaged sound pressure level will also fluctuate from point to point
within the room. The amount of fluctuation is dependent upon the product of the
measurement bandwidth B (in Hz) and the reverberation time, T60, averaged over the
band. The expected standard deviation, which describes the spatial fluctuations in a
diffuse sound field, is given by the following approximate expression (Lubman, 1969):
(7.25)
7.4.1 Effective Intensity in a Diffuse Field
In a diffuse (reverberant) field, sound propagation in all directions is equally likely and
consequently the intensity at any point in the field is zero. However, an effective intensity
associated with power transmission in a specified direction can be defined. An expression
for the effective intensity will now be derived in terms of the reverberant field sound
pressure.
Consider sound energy in a reverberant field propagating along a narrow column of
circular cross-section, as illustrated in Figure 7.4. Let the column just encompass a small
spherical region in the field. The ratio of the volume of the spherical region to the
cylindrical section of column that just encompasses the spherical region is:
(7.26)
Equation (7.26) shows that the spherical region occupies two-thirds of the volume of the
encompassing cylinder.
Referring to Figure 7.4, consider the convergence on the spherical region of sound
from all directions. Let the intensity of any incident sound beam of cross-sectional area,
dS, be I. The time for the beam to travel through the spherical region (length of the
encompassing cylinder) is 2r/c; thus the incremental contribution per unit area to the
energy E in the spherical region due to any beam is:
(7.27)
The total energy is obtained by integrating the incremental energy contribution per unit
area of sphere over the area of the sphere. The incremental area of sphere for use in
integration is:
dS=r2 sinθ dθ dφ
(7.28)
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Figure 7.4 Geometrical arrangement
for determining effective intensity in a
diffuse field.
Thus:
(7.29)
Let the time averaged acoustic energy density be ψ at the centre of the region under
consideration; then the total energy in the central spherical region is:
(7.30)
Combining Equations (7.29) and (7.30) gives, for the effective intensity, I, in any
direction in terms of the time averaged energy density, ψ:
I=ψc/4
(7.31)
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To obtain an expression for the energy density, one observes that the length of time
required for a plane wave to travel unit distance is just the reciprocal of the speed of
sound multiplied by unit distance. Use of this observation and the expression for the
intensity of a plane wave given by Equation (1.70) provides the following expression for
the time averaged energy density, which also holds for 2-D and 3-D sound fields:
(7.32)
Substitution of Equation (7.31) in Equation (7.32) gives the following expression for the
effective intensity in one direction a diffuse field:
(7.33)
7.4.2 Energy Absorption at Boundaries
Consider a diffuse sound field in an enclosure and suppose that a fraction of the incident
energy is absorbed upon reflection at the enclosure enclosure boundaries. Let the average
fraction of incident energy absorbed be , called the Sabine absorption coefficient.
Implicit in the use to which the Sabine absorption will be put is the assumption that this
absorption coefficient is strictly a property that may be associated with the absorptive
material. Whatever the material, this assumption is not strictly true; it is a useful
approximation that makes tractable an otherwise very difficult problem. The concept of
absorption coefficient follows from the assumption that the walls of an enclosure may be
considered to be locally reactive and thus characterized by an impedance, which is a
unique property exhibited by the wall at its surface and is independent of interaction
between the incident sound and the wall anywhere else. The assumption is then explicit
that the wall response to the incident sound depends solely on local properties and is
independent of the response at other points on the surface.
The locally reactive assumption has proven very useful for architectural purposes, but
is apparently of very little use in predicting interior noise in aircraft and vehicles of
various types. In the latter cases, the modes of the enclosed space couple with modes in
the walls, and energy stored in vibrating walls contributes very significantly to the
resulting sound field. In such cases, the locally reactive concept is not even
approximately true, and neither is the concept of Sabine absorption that follows from it.
7.4.3 Air Absorption
In addition to energy absorption on reflection, some energy is absorbed during
propagation between reflections. Generally, propagation loss due to air absorption is
negligible, but at high frequencies above 500 Hz, especially in large enclosures, it makes
a significant contribution to the overall loss.
Air absorption maybe taken into account as follows. As shown in Section 7.5.3, the
mean distance, Λ, travelled by a plane wave in an arbitrarily shaped enclosure between
reflections, is called the mean free path and is given by the following equation:
(7.34)
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where V is the room volume and S is the room surface area (Kuttruff, 1979). It will now
be assumed that the fraction of propagating sound energy lost due to air absorption
between reflections is linearly related to the mean free path. If the fraction lost is not
greater than 0.4, then the error introduced by this approximation is less than 10% (0.5
dB).
At this point many authors write 4m′V/S=αa for the contribution due to air absorption,
and they provide tables of values of the constant m′ as a function of temperature and
relative humidity. Here, use will be made of values for air absorption m already given in
Table 5.3. In a distance of one mean free path the attenuation of sound is:
(7.35)
Let
4m′V/S=αa
(7.36)
Thus:
αa=4mV/(S104 log10e)=9.21×10−4mV/S
(7.37)
Using the above relation, the total mean absorption coefficient, including air absorption
may be written as:
(7.38)
Equations (7.31) and (7.33) may be used to write for the power, Wa, or rate of energy
absorbed:
(7.39a,b)
where

is defined by Equation (7.38).
7.4.4 Steady-state Response

At any point in a room, the sound field is a combination of the direct field radiated by the
source and the reverberant field. Thus the total sound energy measured at a point in a
room is the sum of the sound energy due to the direct field and that due to the reverberant
field.
Using Equation (5.13b) and introducing the directivity factor, Dθ (see Section 5.8), the
sound pressure squared due to the direct field at a point in the room at a distance r and in
a direction (θ, φ) from the source may be written as:
(7.40)
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The quantity Dθ is the directivity factor of the source in direction (θ, φ), ρ is the density
of air (kg/m3), c is the speed of sound in air (m/s) and W is the sound power radiated by
the source (W). In writing Equation (7.40) it is assumed that the source is sufficiently
small or r is sufficiently large for the measurement point to be in the far field of the
source.
Consider that the direct field must be once reflected to enter the reverberant field. The
fraction of energy incident at the walls, which is reflected into the reverberant field is
. Using Equations (7.39b) and (7.40) and setting the power absorbed equal to the
power introduced, W, the sound pressure squared due to the reverberant field may be
written as:
(7.41)
The sound pressure level at any point due to the combined effect of the direct and
reverberant sound fields is obtained by adding together Equations (7.40) and (7.41).
Thus, using Equations (1.77), (1.80) and (1.83):
(7.42)
At 20°C, where ρc=414 (SI units), there would be an error of approximately 0.1 dB if the
last term in Equation (7.42) is omitted. In common industrial spaces, which have lateral
dimensions much greater than their height, Equation (7.42) under predicts reverberant
field noise levels (see Section 7.9) close to the noise source and over predicts levels far
away from the source (Hodgson, 1994a).
Equation (7.42) has been written in terms of the room constant R where the room
constant is:
(7.43)

7.5 TRANSIENT RESPONSE
If sound is introduced into a room, the reverberant field level will increase until the rate
of sound energy introduction is just equal to the rate of sound energy absorption. If the
sound source is abruptly shut off, the reverberant field will decay at a rate determined by
the rate of sound energy absorption. The time required for the reverberant field to decay
by 60 dB, called the reverberation time, is the single most important parameter
characterizing a room for its acoustical properties. For example, a long reverberation time
may make the understanding of speech difficult but may be desirable for organ recitals.
As the reverberation time is directly related to the energy dissipation in a room, its
measurement provides a means for the determination of the energy absorption properties
of a room. Knowledge of the energy absorption properties of a room in turn allows
estimation of the resulting sound pressure level in the reverberant field when sound of a
given power level is introduced. The energy absorption properties of materials placed in a
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reverberation chamber may be determined by measurement of the associated
reverberation times of the chamber, with and without the material under test in the room.
The Sabine absorption coefficient, which is assumed to be a property of the material
under test, is determined in this way and standards (ASTM C423–1984; ISO R354–1985;
AS1045–1988) are available that provide guidance for conducting these tests.
In the following sections, two methods will be used to characterize the transient
response of a room. The classical description, in which the sound field is described
statistically, will be presented first and a new method, in which the sound field is
described in terms of modal decay, will be presented second. The new method provides a
description in better agreement with experiment than does the classical approach (Bies,
1995).
7.5.1 Classical Description
At high frequencies the reverberant field may be described in terms of a simple
differential equation, which represents a gross simplification of the physical process but
nonetheless gives generally useful results.
Using Equation (7.3 9a) and the observation that the rate of change of the energy
stored in a reverberant field equals the rate of supply, W0, less the rate of energy
absorbed, Wa, gives the following result:
(7.44)
Introducing the dummy variable:
(7.45)
and using Equation (7.45) to rewrite Equation (7.44), the following result is obtained:
(7.46)
Integration of the above equation gives:
(7.47)
where X0 is the initial value.
Two cases will be considered. Suppose that initially, at time zero, the sound field is nil
and a source of power, W0, is suddenly turned on. The initial conditions are time t=0 and
. Use of Equation (7.32) and substitution of Equation (7.45) into
sound pressure
Equation (7.47) gives the following expression for the resulting reverberant field at any
later time t.
(7.48)
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Alternatively, consider that a steady-state sound field has been established when the
source of sound is suddenly shut off. In this case, the initial conditions are time t=0,
sound power W0=0, and sound pressure
. Again, use of Equation (7.32) and
substitution of Equation (7.45) into Equation (7.47) gives, for the decaying reverberant
field at some later time t:
(7.49)
Taking logarithms to the base ten of both sides of Equation (7.49) gives the following:
(7.50)
Equation (7.50) shows that the sound pressure level decays linearly with time and at a
. It provides the basis for the measurement
rate proportional to the Sabine absorption
and the definition of the Sabine absorption coefficient .
Sabine introduced the reverberation time, T60 (seconds), as the time required for the
sound energy density level to decay by 60 dB from its initial value. He showed that the
reverberation time, T60, was related to the room volume, V, the total wall area including
floor and ceiling, S, the speed of sound, c, and an absorption coefficient, , which was
characteristic of the room and generally a property of the bounding surfaces. Sabine’s
reverberation time equation, which follows from Equations (7.49) and (7.50) with
Lp0−Lp=60, may be written as follows:
(7.51)
It is interesting to note that the effective Sabine absorption coefficient used to calculate
reverberation times in spaces such as typical concert halls or factories is not the same as
that measured in a reverberation room (Hodgson, 1994b; Kuttruff, 1994), which often
leads to inaccuracies in predicted reverberation times. For this reason it is prudent to
follow the advice given in the next section.
7.5.2 Modal Description
The discussion thus far suggests that the reverberant field within a room may be thought
of as composed of the excited resonant modes of the room. This is still true even in the
high-frequency range where the modes may be so numerous and close together that they
tend to interfere and cannot be identified separately. In fact, if any enclosure is driven at a
frequency slightly off-resonance and the source is abruptly shut off, the frequency of the
decaying field will be observed to shift to that of the driven resonant mode as it decays
(Morse, 1948). In general, the reflection coefficient, β (the fraction of incident energy
which is reflected) characterizing any surface is a function of the angle of incidence. It is
related to the corresponding absorption coefficient, α (the fraction of incident energy
which is absorbed) as a+β=1. Note that the energy reflection coefficient referred to here
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is the modulus squared of the amplitude reflection coefficient discussed in Chapter 5,
Section 5.10.
When a sound field decays, all of the excited modes decay at their natural frequencies
(Morse, 1948). This implies that the frequency content of the decaying field may be
slightly different to that of the steady-state field. Thus, the decay of the sound field is
modal decay (Larson, 1978). In the frequency range in which the field is diffuse, it is
reasonable to assume that the energy of the decaying field is distributed among the
excited modes about evenly within a measurement band of frequencies. In a reverberant
field in which the decaying sound field is diffuse, it is also necessary to assume that
scattering of sound energy continually takes place between modes so that even though the
various modes decay at different rates, scattering ensures that they all contain about the
same amount of energy on average during decay. Effectively, in a Sabine room all modes
within a measurement band will decay on average at the same rate, because energy is
continually scattered from the more slowly decaying modes into the more rapidly
decaying modes.
Let
be the mean square band sound pressure level at time t in a decaying field
and

be the mean square sound pressure level of mode k. The decaying field may

be expressed in terms of modal mean square pressures,
coefficients, βk, and modal mean free paths, Λk, as follows:

, mean energy reflection
(7.52)

where
(7.53)
In the above equations N is the number of modes within a measurement band. The
quantities, βk, are the energy reflection coefficients and Si are the areas of the
corresponding reflecting surfaces encountered by a wave travelling around a modal
circuit associated with mode k and reflection from surface i (Morse and Bolt, 1944). The
Sk are the sums of the areas of the Si reflecting surfaces encountered in one modal circuit
of mode, k.
The modal mean free path, Λk, is the mean distance between reflections of a sound
wave travelling around a closed modal circuit and for a rectangular room is given by the
following equation (Larson, 1978):
(7.54)

The quantities, βk, represent the energy reflection coefficients encountered during a
modal circuit and the symbol,
represents the product of the n reflection coefficients
where n is either a multiple of the number of reflections in one modal circuit or a large
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number. The quantity ƒk is the resonance frequency given by Equation (7.17) for mode k
of a rectangular enclosure, which has the modal indices nx, ny, nz.
The assumption will be made that the energy in each mode is on average the same, so
that in Equation (7.52), pk may be replaced with
, where p0 is the measured initial
sound pressure in the room when the source is shut off. Equation (7.52) may be rewritten
as follows:
(7.55)
A mathematical simplification is now made. In the above expression the modal mean free
path length is replaced with the mean of all of the modal mean free paths, 4V/S, and the
modal mean absorption coefficient αk is replaced with the area weighted mean statistical
, for the room (see Section 7.7 and Appendix C). The quantity
absorption coefficient,
V is the total volume and S is the total wall, ceiling and floor area of the room. In exactly
the same way as Equation (7.51) was derived from Equation (7.49), the well known
reverberation time equation of Norris-Eyring may be derived from Equation (7.55) as
follows:
(7.56)
This equation is often preferred to the Sabine equation by many who work in the field of
architectural acoustics as some authors claim that it gives results that are closer to
measured data (Neubauer, 2001). However, Beranek and Hidaka (1998) obtained good
agreement between measured and predicted reverberation times in concert halls using the
Sabine relation. Of course, if sound absorption coefficients measured in a reverberation
chamber are to be used to predict reverberation times, then the Sabine equation must be
used as the Norris-Eyring equation is only valid if statistical absorption coefficients are
used (see Appendix C).
in a similar way as it is included in
Note that air absorption must be included in
(Equation (7.38)). It is worth careful note that Equation (7.56) is a predictive scheme
based upon a number of assumptions that cannot be proven, and consequently inversion
is not recommended.
of the equation to determine the statistical absorption coefficient
With a further simplification, the famous equation of Sabine is obtained. When
an error of less than 0.5 dB is made by setting

in

with , Equation (7.51) is obtained.
Equation (7.56), and then by replacing
Alternatively, if in Equation (7.55), the quantity, (1−αk), is replaced with the modal
energy reflection coefficients βk and these in turn are replaced with a mean value, called
the mean statistical reflection coefficient
Sette is obtained.

, the following equation of Millington and
(7.57)
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, may be calculated using Equation (7.53) but with changes in the

which is now to be interpreted as the area
meaning of the symbols. βk is replaced with
weighted geometric mean of the random incidence energy reflection coefficients, βi, for
all of the room surfaces; that is:
(7.58)
The quantity βi is related to the statistical absorption coefficient αi for surface i of area Si
by βi=1−αi. It is of interest to note that although taken literally, Equation (7.58) would
suggest that an open window having no reflection would absorb all of the incident energy
and there would be no reverberant field, the interpretation presented here suggests that an
open window must be considered as only a part of the wall in which it is placed and the
case of total absorption will never occur. Alternatively, reference to Equation (7.52)
shows that if any term βi is zero, it simply does not appear in the sum and thus will not
appear in Equation (7.57) which follows from it.
7.5.3 Empirical Description
For calculating reverberation times in rooms for which the distribution of absorption was
non-uniform (such as rooms with large amounts of absorption on the ceiling and floor
and little on the walls), Fitzroy (1959) proposed the following empirical equation:
(7.59)

where V is the room volume (m3), Sx, Sy and Sz are the total areas of two opposite parallel
,
and
are the average statistical absorption coefficients of
room surfaces (m2),
a pair of opposite room surfaces (see Equation (7.78)) and S is the total room surface
area.
Neubauer (2000) presented a modified Fitzroy equation which he called the FitzroyKuttruff equation and which gave more reliable results than the original Fitzroy equation.
In fact, this equation has been shown to be even more accurate than the Norris-Eyring
equation for architectural spaces with non-uniform sound absorption. The FitzroyKuttruff equation is as follows.
(7.60)

where Lx, Ly and Lz are the room dimensions (m) and:
(7.61)
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(7.62)

where
is the arithmetic mean over the six room surfaces of the surface averaged
statistical absorption coefficient, β=(1−α) is the reflection coefficient, the subscript, w
refers to the walls and the subscript cf refers to the floor and ceiling.
Equations (7.51), (7.56), (7.57), (7.59) and (7.60) for reverberation time are all based
on the assumption that the room dimensions satisfy the conditions for Sabine rooms (see
Section 7.1.2) and that the absorption is reasonably well distributed over the room
surfaces. However, in practice this is not often the case and for rooms which do not meet
this criterion, Kuttruff (1994) has proposed that Equation (7.51) be used except that
should be replaced with α defined as follows:
(7.63)

In Equation (7.63), n is the number of room surfaces (or part room surfaces if whole
is the statistical absorption coefficient, area averaged over
surfaces are subdivided),
all room surfaces (see Section 7.7.5, Equation (7.78) and βi is the statistical energy
reflection coefficient of surface, i of area Si. The first term in Equation (7.63) accounts for
room dimensions which exceed the Sabine room criterion. The quantity γ2 is the variance
of the distribution of path lengths between reflections divided by the square of the mean
free path length. It has a value of about 0.4 provided that the room shape is not extreme.
The second term in Equation (7.63) accounts for non-uniform placement of sound
absorption.
Neubauer (2001) provided an alternative modified Fitzroy equation for flat and long
rooms as:
(7.64)

where Px and Py are the total perimeters for each of the two pairs of opposite walls and Pz
is the total perimeter of the floor and ceiling. Similar definitions apply for Sx, Sx and Sx
and also for , and . Note that for a cubic room, Equation (7.64) may be used with
the exponent. ½ replaced by ⅓.
7.5.4 Mean Free Path
When air absorption was considered in Section 7.4.3, the mean free path was introduced
as the mean distance travelled by a sound wave between reflections, and frequent
reference has been made to this quantity in subsequent sections. Many ways have been
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demonstrated in the literature for determining the mean free path and two will be
presented in this section.
The classical description of a reverberant space, based upon the solution of a simple
differential equation presented in Section 7.5.1, leads directly to the concept of mean free
path. Let the mean free path be Λ, then in a length of time equal to Λ/c all of the sound
energy in the reverberant space will be once reflected and reduced by an amount (one
reflection),
time Λ/c it is

. If the energy stored in volume V was initially
then according to Equation (7.49):

and at the end of

(7.65a,b)
Consideration of Equation (7.65) shows that the mean free path, Λ, is given by Equation
(7.34).
Alternatively, a modal approach to the determination of the mean free path may be
employed, using modal indices, nx, nx, and nx, respectively. Consideration in this case will
be restricted to rectangular enclosures for convenience. For this purpose the following
quantities are defined:
X=nxc/2ƒLx, Y=nyc/2ƒLy and Z=nzc/2fLz
(7.66)
Substitution of Equations (7.66) into Equation (7.17) gives the following result:
1=X2+Y2+Z2
(7.67)
Letting a1=Ly×Lz, a2=Lz×Lx, a3=Lx×Ly and V=Lx×Ly×Lz, multiplying the numerator of
Equation (7.54) by V and the denominator by Lx×Ly×Lz and use of Equation (7.66) gives
the following result:
V/Λi=a1X+a2Y+a3Z
(7.68)
An average value for the quantity V/Λi may be determined by summing over all possible
values of Λi. When the modal density is large, it may be assumed that sound is incident
from all directions and it is then possible to replace the sum with an integral. Introducing
the following spherical coordinates:
X=sinφ cosθ Y=sinφ sinθ Z=cosφ
(7.69)
substituting Equation (7.69) into Equation (7.68) and forming the integral, the following
result is obtained:
(7.70)
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Carrying out the indicated integration gives for the mean free path, Λ, the result given
previously by Equation (7.34).
7.6 MEASUREMENT OF THE ROOM CONSTANT
Measurement of the room constant, R, given by Equation (7.43), or the related Sabine
, may be made using either a reference sound source or by measuring the
absorption,
reverberation time of the room in the frequency bands of interest. These methods will be
described in the following sections. Alternatively, yet another method is offered in
Chapter 6 (Section 6.6.3.1).
7.6.1 Reference Sound Source Method
The reference sound source is placed at a number of positions chosen at random in the
room to be investigated, and sound pressure levels are measured at a number of positions
in the room for each source position. In each case, the measurement positions are chosen
to be remote from the source, where the reverberant field of the room dominates the
direct field of the source. The number of measurement positions for each source position
and the total number of source positions used are usually dependent upon the irregularity
of the measurements obtained. Generally, four or five source positions with four or five
measurement positions for each source position are sufficient, giving a total number of
measurements between 16 and 25. The room constant R for the room is then calculated
using Equation (7.42) rearranged as follows:
(7.71)
In writing Equation (7.71), the direct field of the source has been neglected, following the
measurement procedure proposed above. In Equation (7.71), Lp is the average of all the
sound pressure level measurements, and is calculated using the following equation:
(7.72)
The quantity Lw is the sound power level (dB re 10−12W) of the reference sound source,
and N is the total number of measurements.
7.6.2 Reverberation Time Method
The second method is based upon a measurement of the room reverberation time. When
measuring reverberation time in a room, the source of sound is usually a speaker driven
by a random noise generator in series with a bandpass filter. When the sound is turned
off, the room rate of decay is measured by using a sound level meter attached to a level
recorder. Typical source and receiver circuits are illustrated in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5 Equipment for
reverberation time (T60) measurement.
The reverberation time, T60, in each frequency band is determined as the reciprocal sound
pressure level decay rate obtained using the level recorder. According to Equation (7.50),
the recorded level in decibels should decay linearly with time. The slope, generally
measured as the best straight line fit to the recorded decay between 5 dB and 35 dB down
from the initial steady-state level, is used to determine the decay rate. Note that modern
instrumentation is capable of calculating reverberation times for all octave bands
simultaneously without using a level recorder. In this case, the “graphic level recorder”
box, “band pass filter” box and the “sound level meter” box are replaced with a “sound
analyser” box.
It is usual to employ several different microphone positions in the room, and to
determine the reverberation times at each position. The value of T60 used in the
subsequent calculations is then the average of all the values obtained for a given
frequency band. Once found, the reverberation time, T60, is used in Equation (7.51),
rearranged as follows, to calculate the room absorption. Thus:
(7.73)
At this point a word of caution is in order. When processing the data, determine average
decay rates not decay times! Thus, what is required is:
(7.74)
When observing reverberation decay curves (average sound pressure level versus time) it
will be noted that for almost any room, two different slopes will be apparent. The steeper
slope occurs for the initial 7 to 10 dB of decay, the exact number of dB being dependent
upon the physical characteristics of the room and contents. When this initial slope is
extrapolated to a decay level of 60 dB, the corresponding time is referred to as the early
decay time (EDT). The slope of the remainder of the decay curve, when extrapolated to
60 dB corresponds to what is commonly referred to as the reverberation time (RT). The
ratio of EDT to RT as well as the absolute values of the two quantities are widely used in
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the design of architectural spaces, and are discussed in Section 7.11. For more
information see Beranek (1962); Mackenzie (1979); Cremer and Muller (1982); and Egan
(1987).
7.7 POROUS SOUND ABSORBERS
7.7.1 Measurement of Absorption Coefficients
Sabine absorption coefficients for materials are generally measured in a laboratory using
a reverberant test chamber. Procedures and test chamber specifications are described in
various standards (ISO R354–1985, ASTM C42–1984 and AS 1045–1988). The material
to be tested is placed in a reverberant room and the reverberation time, T60,, is measured.
The test material is removed and the reverberation time,
, of the room containing no
test material is measured next. Provided that the absorption of the reverberation room in
the absence of the test material is dominated by the absorption of the walls, floor and
ceiling, the reverberation times are related to the test material absorption,
, by the
following equation (derived directly from Equation (7.51)):
(7.75a)

The quantity, S′, is the total area of all surfaces in the room including the area of the
material under test. Equation (7.75) is written with the implicit assumption that the
surface area, S, of the test material is large enough to measurably affect the reverberation
time, but not so large as to seriously affect the diffusivity of the sound field, which is
basic to the measurement procedure. The standards recommend that S should be between
10 and 12 m2 with a length-to-breadth ratio between 0.7 and 1.0.
In many cases, the absorption of a reverberation room is dominated by things other
than the room walls, such as loudspeakers at low frequencies, stationary and rotating
diffuser surfaces at low and mid frequencies and air absorption at high frequencies. For
this reason, the contribution of the room to the total absorption is often considered to be
the same with and without the presence of the sample. In this case, the additional
absorption due to the sample may be written as:
(7.75b)
Equation (7.75b) is what appears in most current standards.
The measured value of the Sabine absorption coefficient is dependent upon the sample
size, sample distribution and the properties of the room in which it is measured. Because
standards specify the room characteristics and sample size and distribution for
measurement, similar results can be expected for the same material measured in different
laboratories (although even under these conditions significant variations have been
reported). However, these laboratory-measured values are used to calculate reverberation
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times and reverberant sound pressure levels in auditoria and factories that have quite
different characteristics, which implies that under these circumstances, values of
reverberation time, T60, and reverberant field sound pressure level, Lp, calculated from
measured Sabine absorption coefficients are approximate only.
Statistical absorption coefficients may be estimated from impedance tube
measurements, as discussed in Appendix C. A list of Sabine absorption coefficients
selected from the literature is included in Table 7.1 for various materials. The
approximate nature of the available data makes it desirable to use manufacturer’s data or
to take measurements where possible.

Table 7.1 Sabine absorption coefficients for some
commonly used materials
Octave Band Centre Frequency (Hz)
Material

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Concert Hall seats
Unoccupied—heavily up-holstered seats (Beranek
and Hidaka, 1998)

0.65 0.76 0.81 0.84

0.84

0.81

Unoccupied—medium up-holstered seats

0.54 0.62 0.68 0.70

0.68

0.66

Unoccupied—light up-holstered seats

0.36 0.47 0.57 0.62

0.62

0.60

Unoccupied—very light up-holstered seats

0.35 0.40 0.41 0.38

0.33

0.27

Unoccupied—average well-up-holstered seating areas 0.28 0.44 0.60 0.77 0.84

0.82

0.70

Unoccupied—leather-covered upholstered seating
areas

0.40 0.50 0.58 0.61

0.58

0.50

Unoccupied—metal or wood seats

0.15 0.19 0.22 0.39

0.38

0.30

Unoccupied—concert hall, no seats halls lined with
thin wood or other materials <3 cm thick

0.16 0.13 0.10 0.09

0.08

0.08

Halls lined with heavy materials

0.12 0.10 0.08 0.08

0.08

0.08

0.34 0.52 0.68 0.85 0.97

0.93

0.85

100% occupied audience (orchestra and chorus
areas)—upholstered seats

Octave Band Centre Frequency (Hz)
Material

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Audience, per person seated

0.23 0.37 0.44

0.45

0.45

0.45

Audience, per person standing

0.15 0.37 0.43

0.44

0.44

0.43

Wooden pews—100% occupied

0.57 0.61 0.75

0.86

0.91

0.86

Wooden chairs—100% occupied

0.60 0.74 0.88

0.96

0.93

0.85

Wooden chairs—75% occupied

0.46 0.56 0.65

0.75

0.72

0.65
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Acoustic material
Fibre-glass or rockwool blanket
16 kg/m3, 25 mm thick

0.12 0.28 0.55

0.71

0.74

0.83

3

0.17 0.45 0.80

0.89

0.97

0.94

3

0.30 0.69 0.94

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

0.43 0.86

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

24 kg/m , 25 mm thick

0.11 0.32 0.56

0.77

0.89

0.91

24 kg/m3, 50 mm thick

16 kg/m , 50 mm thick
16 kg/m , 75 mm thick
16 kg/m , 100 mm thick

0.27 0.54 0.94

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

0.28 0.79

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

0.46

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

0.3

24 kg/m , 75 mm thick
24 kg/m , 100 mm thick
48 kg/m , 50 mm thick

0.8

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

0.43 0.97

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

0.65

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

0.18 0.24 0.68

0.85

1.0

100

0.25 0.83

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.08 0.22 0.55

0.70

0.85

0.75

Wood platform with large space beneath

0.40 0.30 0.20

0.17

0.15

0.10

Wood floor on joists

0.15 0.11 0.10

0.07

0.06

0.07

Concrete or terrazzo

0.01 0.01 0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

Concrete block painted

0.01 0.05 0.06

0.07

0.09

0.08

Linoleum, asphalt, rubber or cork tile on concrete

0.02 0.03 0.03

0.03

0.03

0.02

Varnished wood joist floor

0.15 0.12 0.10

0.07

0.06

0.07

0.02 0.06 0.14

0.37

0.60

0.65

Carpet, heavy, on 1.35 kg/m hair felt or foam rubber

0.08 0.24 0.57

0.69

0.71

0.73

Carpet, 5 mm thick, on hard floor

0.02 0.03 0.05

0.10

0.30

0.50

48 kg/m , 75 mm thick
48 kg/m , 100 mm thick
60 kg/m , 25 mm thick
3

60 kg/m , 50 mm thick
3

Polyurethane foam, 27 kg/m 15 mm thick

1.0

Floors

Carpet, heavy, on concrete
2

Octave Band Centre Frequency (Hz)
Material

125

250 500 1000 2000 4000

Carpet, 6 mm thick, on underlay

0.03

0.09 0.20 0.54

0.70

0.72

Cork floor tiles (3–4 inch thick)—glued down

0.08

0.02 0.08 0.19

0.21

0.22

Glazed tile/marble

0.01

0.01 0.01 0.01

0.02

0.02

Walls
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Acoustic plaster, 10 mm thick sprayed on solid wall

0.08

0.15 0.30 0.50

0.60

0.70

Hard surfaces (brick walls, plaster, hard floors, etc.)

0.02

0.02 0.03 0.03

0.04

0.05

Gypsum board on 50×100 mm studs

0.29

0.10 0.05 0.04

0.07

0.09

Plaster, gypsum or lime, smooth finish; on brick, on
concrete block, on lath

0.013 0.015 0.02 0.03

0.04

0.05

0.012 0.09 0.07 0.05

0.05

0.04

0.014 0.10 0.06 0.04

0.04

0.03

0.14

0.10 0.06 0.08

0.10

0.10

13 mm mineral tile direct fixed to floor slab

0.10

0.25 0.70 0.85

0.70

0.60

13 mm mineral tile suspended 500 mm below ceiling

0.75

0.70 0.65 0.85

0.85

0.90

Light velour, 338 g/m2, hung flat on wall

0.03

0.04 0.11 0.17

0.24

0.35

hung in folds on wall

0.05

0.15 0.35 0.40

0.50

0.50

0.07

0.31 0.49 0.75

0.70

0.60

0.14

0.35 0.55 0.72

0.70

0.65

Glass, heavy plate

0.18

0.06 0.04 0.03

0.02

0.02

Ordinary window

0.35

0.25 0.18 0.12

0.07

0.04

0.30

0.40 0.50 0.60

0.60

0.50

0.01

0.01 0.01 0.015 0.02

0.03

0.53 0.67 0.93

0.80

Solid timber door
Ceilings

Curtains

2

Medium velour, 475 g/m draped to half area
2

Heavy velour, 610 g/m draped to half area
Glass

Other
Stage openings
Water (surface of pool)
2

Orchestra with instruments on podium, 1.5 m per person 0.27

0.87

7.7.2 Noise Reduction Index (NRI)
Sometimes it is useful to use a single number to describe the absorption characteristics of
a material. This is particularly useful when a comparison of the relative benefit of a
number of different materials has to be made quickly. For this purpose, the frequencyaveraged Noise Reduction Index (NRI) has been introduced. It is defined as:
(7.76)
7.7.3 Porous Liners
Where manufacturer’s data are not available the statistical absorption coefficient for a
porous blanket of thickness, ℓ, backed by a cavity of depth, L, may be calculated as
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outlined in Appendix C. Some results of such calculations are shown in Figure 7.6.
Implicit in the calculations is the assumption that sound propagation within the porous
material is predominantly normal to the surface. This condition is sufficiently well
satisfied if the porous material is fairly dense. Alternatively, the porous material could be
contained between solid partitions arranged to prevent lateral propagation.
The calculated statistical absorption coefficient is optimum when the total flow
resistance, Rƒ, through the material is between 2ρc and 5ρc (see Appendix C for a
discussion of flow resistance). This is shown in Figure 7.6, where it can be seen that a
porous liner as little as one-tenth of a wavelength thick will give a statistical absorption
coefficient of about 0.92. This is close to the maximum that is theoretically possible.
The performance of a porous blanket material can be improved by mounting it so that
an air gap between the material and the hard backing wall is provided. Calculations (see
Appendix C) show that the optimum air gap depth is equal to the thickness of the porous
liner, and that the absorption will be the same as that which would characterize a porous
layer equal in thickness to the air gap and liner. To achieve this optimum it would be
necessary to place partitions in the air gap to prevent lateral sound propagation in the gap
parallel to the wall.
In practice, it is often necessary to protect a porous liner from contamination by
moisture, dust, oil, chemicals, etc. which would render it useless. For this reason the
material is often wrapped in a thin, limp, impervious blanket made of polyurethane,
polyester, aluminum or PVC. The effect of the introduction of a wrapping material is
generally to improve the low-frequency absorption at the expense of the high-frequency
absorption. However if the wrapping material is sufficiently thin (for example, 20 mm
thick polyurethane) then the effect is not measurable. The effect can be calculated as
shown in Appendix C.
7.7.4 Porous Liners with Perforated Panel Facings
When mechanical protection is needed for a porous liner, it may be covered using
perforated wood, plastic or metal panels. If the open area provided by the perforations is
greater than about 20%, the expected absorption is entirely controlled by the properties of
the porous liner, and the panel has no effect.
Alternatively, if the facing panel has an open area of less than 20%, then the frequency
at which absorption is maximum may be calculated by treating the facing as an array of
Helmholtz resonators in a manner similar to that used in Section 9.7.2. This procedure
leads to the following approximate equation:
(7.77)
In Equation (7.77), P is the percentage open area of the panel, L is the depth of the
backing cavity including the porous material layer, t is the panel thickness, d is the
diameter of the perforations, and q is the spacing between hole centres. If the porous
material fills the entire cavity so that the thickness of the porous material is also L, then
the speed of sound c should be replaced with 0.85c to account for isothermal rather than
adiabatic propagation of sound in the porous material at low frequencies. The condition
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ƒL/c<0.1 must be satisfied for Equation (7.77) to give results with less than 15% error.
Measured data for a panel of 10% open area are presented in Figure 7.7 (see Davern,
1977, for additional data).

x

Figure 7.6 The calculated statistical
absorption coefficient for a porous
surface in a reverberant field, as a
function of a frequency parameter, for
various indicated values of flow
resistance. The quantity R1 is the flow
resistivity of the porous material (MKS
rayls/m), ρ is the density of air (kg/m3),
c is the speed of sound in air (m/s), ƒ is
the frequency (Hz) of the incident
sound, and L is the porous material
thickness (m).
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Figure 7.7 The effect of perforations
on the sound absorption of a panel
backed by a porous liner. The panel
surface weight is 2.5 kg/m2 and its
thickness is 3 mm. The porous liner is
50 mm thick and about 5 ρc flow
resistance (see Appendix C).
If a perforated facing is used over a porous liner wrapped in an impervious membrane,
care must be taken to ensure that the facing and liner are not in contact, otherwise the
sound absorbing properties of the combination will be severely degraded. Non-contact is
usually achieved in practice by placing a 12 mm square wire- mesh spacer between the
liner and the perforated sheet.
7.7.5 Sound Absorption Coefficients of Materials in Combination
When a surface is characterized by several different materials having different values of
absorption coefficient, it is necessary to determine an average Sabine absorption. For
example, for a room characterized by q different materials, the average absorption
coefficient will be the area-weighted average absorption of the q different materials
calculated using the following equation.
(7.78)
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The quantities in Equation (7.78) are the areas Si and the Sabine absorption coefficients
of the q materials.
7.8 PANEL SOUND ABSORBERS
As Figure 7.6 clearly shows, porous liners are not very effective in achieving lowfrequency absorption. When low-frequency absorption is required, panel absorbers are
generally used. These consist of flexible panels mounted over an air space; for example,
on battens attached to a solid wall. Alternatively, such panels may be mounted on a
suspended ceiling. In any case, to be effective the panels must couple with and be driven
by the sound field. Acoustic energy is then dissipated by flexure of the panel.
Additionally, if the backing air space is filled with a porous material, energy is also
dissipated in the porous material. Maximum absorption occurs at the first resonance of
the coupled panel-cavity system.
It is customary to assign a Sabine absorption coefficient to a resonant panel absorber,
although the basis for such assignment is clearly violated by the mode of response of the
panel absorber; that is, the absorption is not dependent upon local properties of the panel
but is dependent upon the response of the panel as a whole. Furthermore, as the panel
absorber depends upon strong coupling with the sound field to be effective, the energy
dissipated is very much dependent on the sound field and thus on the rest of the room in
which the panel absorber is used. This latter fact makes prediction of the absorptive
properties of panel absorbers difficult. A typical example of absorption coefficients for a
panel absorber is shown in Figure 7.7.
Two methods will be described for determining the Sabine absorption of panel
absorbers. One is empirical and is based upon data measured in auditoria and concert
halls and must be used with caution while the other is based upon analysis, but requires
considerable experimental investigation to determine all of the required parameters.
7.8.1 Empirical Method
An empirical prediction scheme (Hardwood Plywood Manufacturers’ Association, 1962)
for flexible panel absorbers that has been found useful in auditoria and concert halls will
be outlined. The essence of the prediction scheme is contained in Figures 7.8 and 7.9.
First of all, the type of Sabine absorption curve desired is selected from curves A to J in
Figure 7.8. The solid curves are for configurations involving a blanket (25 mm thick and
flow resistance between 2ρc and 5ρc) in the air gap behind the
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Figure 7.8 Sabine absorption
coefficients for resonant plywood
panels. The panel configurations
corresponding to the curves labelled
A–J may be identified using Figure
7.9. Dashed curves (G–J) represent
configurations with no absorptive
material in the cavity behind the panel.
Configurations A–F require a soundabsorbing blanket between the panel
and backing wall. The blanket must
not contact the panel and should be
between 10 and 50 mm thick and
consist of glass or mineral fibre with a
flow resistance between 1,000 and
2,000 MKS rayls. Panel supports
should be at least 0.4 m apart.
panel, while the dashed curves are for no blanket. Next, the frequency ƒ0, which is the
fundamental panel resonance frequency and the frequency at which maximum absorption
is required, is determined and Figure 7.9 is entered for the chosen curve (A to J) and the
desired frequency ƒ0. The required air gap (mm) behind the panel and the required panel
surface density (kg/m2) are read directly from the figure. The resonance frequency used
in the preceding procedure is calculated using:
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(7.79)
which does not take into account the panel rigidity or geometry. A more accurate
equation for a plywood panel is (Sendra, 1999):
(7.80)

where m is the mass per unit area of the panel (kg/m2), L is the depth of the backing
cavity and a, b are the panel dimensions. Thus, it is recommended that before using

Figure 7.9 Design curves for resonant
plywood panels, to be used in
conjunction with Figure 7.8. The
quantity ƒ0 is the frequency at which
maximum sound absorption is
required.
Figure 7.9, the frequency of maximum desired absorption be multiplied by the ratio:
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(7.81)

7.8.2 Analytical Method
The Sabine absorption coefficient of n resonant panels of total surface area S and
individual surface area Ap may be calculated by using the following formulae. It is to be
noted that in this case the absorption coefficient is explicitly a function of the properties
of the room as well as the properties of the panel, and consequently fairly good results
can be expected in using the formula. On the other hand, the price paid for good results
will be quite a few measurements to determine the properties of both room and panels.
The term “panel” includes any backing cavity whether filled with porous material or not,
as the case may be. The Sabine absorption coefficient is given by (Pan and Bies, 1990c):
(7.82)

In Equation (7.82), ƒ is the band centre frequency, c is the speed of sound, V is the room
volume, ηA=2.20/ƒT60A is the room loss factor with the panel absent, ηpT=2.20/ƒT60p is the
mounted panel loss factor in free space, ηpA=ρcσ/2πƒm is the panel coupling loss factor,
is the panel modal density which must be multiplied by the number
of panels if more than one panel is used, ηA=dN/dƒ is the modal density of the room given
by Equation (7.21), S is the total surface area of all panels and Ap is the surface area of
one panel. The quantities, T60A and T60p, are respectively, the 60 dB decay times of the
room (without panels) and the 60 dB decay times of the panels (in a semi-anechoic
space). The quantity, cL , is the longitudinal wave speed in the panel, h is the panel
thickness, ρ, is the density of air, and m is the mass per unit surface area of the panel. The
equations used for calculating the panel radiation efficiency, σ, in the second edition of
this text were based on those provided by Lyon (1975). They are not used here as they
give inaccurate results in many cases.
For frequencies above twice the resonance frequency of the lowest order mode (see
Equation (8.18)), the panel radiation efficiency σ may be calculated using the following
equations (Maidanik, 1962, corrected as in Price and Crocker, 1970). Above twice the
fundamental resonance frequency of the panel and below the critical frequency:
(7.83)

where,
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(7.84a)

(7.84b)

(7.85)
For simply supported panels, γ takes the value of 1 while for clamped edge panels γ takes
the value 2. All other conditions will lie between these extremes.
For panels supported at the edge and on intermediate studs, the perimeter, P, in
Equation (7.83) is the overall length of the panel perimeter plus twice the length of all the
studs. The area, Ap, is the area of the entire panel.
Close to the critical frequency, ƒc, the radiation efficiency for a panel of overall
dimensions Lx×Ly is:
(7.86)
Above the critical frequency, the radiation efficiency is:
(7.87)
Below the first resonance frequency of the panel, ƒ1,1, defined by Equation (8.21), the
radiation efficiency is (Beranek (1988):
(7.88)
Between the lowest order modal resonance and twice that frequency, the radiation
efficiency is found by interpolating linearly (on a logσ vs logƒ plot).
The panel critical frequency, ƒc, is defined as follows:
(7.89)
In the above equations the quantities P and Ap are the panel perimeter and area
respectively. The panel is assumed to be isotropic of uniform thickness h and
characterized by longitudinal wave speed, cL. For steel and aluminum cL takes the value
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of about 5150 m/s while for wood, the value lies between 3800 and 4500 m/s. Values of
cL for other materials are given in Appendix B.
7.9 FLAT AND LONG ROOMS
Many enclosures are encountered in practice which have dimensions that are not
conducive to the establishment of a reverberant sound field of the kind that has been the
topic of discussion thus far and was first investigated by Sabine. Such other types of
enclosure (flat and long rooms) will be considered briefly in this section and their
investigation is based upon work of Kuttruff (1985, 1989).
Reflections at the boundaries of either flat rooms or long rooms will produce a
reverberant field in addition to the direct field of the source but, whereas in the Sabinetype rooms discussed earlier, the reverberant field could be considered as of constant
mean energy density (level) throughout the room, in the case of the non-Sabine-type
rooms considered here the reverberant field will always decay away from the source;
there will be no constant mean level reverberant field. However, as in the case of Sabinetype rooms, it will be useful to separately identify the direct and reverberant fields,
because the methods of their control will differ. For example, where the direct field is
dominant, the addition of sound absorption will be of little value.
Examples of enclosures of the type to be considered here, called flat rooms, are often
encountered in factories in which the height, though it may be large, is much smaller than
any of the lateral dimensions of the room. Open plan offices provide other familiar
examples. For analytical purposes, such enclosures may be considered as contained
between the floor and a parallel ceiling but of infinite extent and essentially
unconstrained in the horizontal directions except close to the lateral walls of the
enclosure. In the latter case, use of the method of images is recommended but is not
discussed here (Elbert, 1988).
Examples of long rooms are provided again by factories in which only one horizontal
dimension, the length, may be very much greater than either the height or width of the
room. Other examples are provided by corridors and tunnels. Enclosed roadways, which
are open above, may be thought of as corridors with completely absorptive ceilings and
thus also may be treated as long rooms. As with flat rooms, the vertical dimension may
be very large; that is, many wavelengths long. The horizontal dimension normal to the
long dimension of the room may also be very large. The room cross-section will be
assumed to be constant and so large as measured in wavelengths that as in the case of the
Sabine rooms considered earlier, the field may be treated by geometrical analysis.
Reflection at a surface may be quite complicated; thus to proceed, the problem of
describing reflection will be simplified to one or the other of two extremes; that is,
specular or diffuse reflection. Specular reflection is also referred to in the literature as
geometrical reflection. Consideration of specular reflection may proceed by the method
of images. In this case the effect of reflection at a flat surface may be simulated by
replacement of the bounding surface with the mirror image of the source. Multiple
reflections result in multiple mirror image sources symmetrically placed. Diffuse
reflection occurs at rough surfaces where an incident wave is scattered in all directions.
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In the cases considered here, it will be assumed that the intensity, I(θ), of scattered sound
follows Lambert’s rule taken from optics. In this case:
(7.90)
where θ is the angle subtended by the scattered ray relative to the normal to the surface.
Diffuse reflection at a surface must be wavelength dependent; an observation that
follows from the consideration that surface roughness is characterized by some size
distribution. If the wavelength is large compared to the characteristic dimensions of the
roughness, the reflection will be essentially specular, as the roughness will impose only
negligible phase variation on the reflected wave at the surface. Alternatively, if the
wavelength is small compared to the smallest size of the roughness dimensions, then the
reflection, though it may be complicated, must again be specular. In the range where the
wavelength is comparable to the surface roughness, the reflection will be diffuse.
In the discussion to follow, specular reflection will be mentioned as a reference case
and also as an introduction to the more complicated diffuse reflection cases to follow.
However, the discussion will be concerned principally with diffuse reflection based upon
the following observation. The floor of a furnished open plan office or the ceiling of a
factory with extensive fittings such as piping and conduits may be thought of as a rough
surface. Here the simple assumption will be made that sound scattering objects may be
considered as part of the surface on which they rest so that the surface with its scatterers
may be replaced with an effective diffusely reflecting surface. The use of this concept
considerably reduces the complexity of the problem and makes tractable what may be an
otherwise intractable problem. However, simplification is bought at the price of some
empiricism in determining effective energy reflection coefficients for such surfaces and
predictions can only provide estimates of average room sound levels. Limited published
experimental data suggests that measurement may exceed prediction by at most 4 dB
with proper choice of reflection coefficients (Kuttruff, 1985).
7.9.1 Flat Room with Specularly Reflecting Floor and Ceiling
The flat room with specularly reflecting floor and ceiling will be encountered rarely in
practice, because the concept really only applies to empty space between two relatively
smooth reflecting surfaces. For example, a completely unfurnished open plan office
might be described as a room of this type. The primary reason for its consideration is that
it serves as a convenient reference for comparison with rooms that are furnished and with
rooms which have diffuse reflecting surfaces. It also serves as a convenient starting point
for the introduction of the concepts used later.
A source of sound placed between two infinite plane parallel reflecting surfaces will
give rise to an infinite series of image sources located along a line through the source,
which is normal to the two surfaces. If the source is located at the origin and the receiver
is located at r=r0 and each is located midway between the two reflecting surfaces, then
the line of image sources will take the form illustrated in Figure 5.5 where, referring to
the figure, d=0 and the separation distance b between adjacent image sources in the figure
is now the distance, a, between the reflecting planes, i.e. the height of the room. The
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effective distance from the nth image to the receiving point will be represented by rn
where the index n represents the number of reflections required to produce the image.
The source is assumed to emit a band of noise so that the source and all of its images
may be considered as incoherent. In this case, summation at the point of observation may
be carried out on an energy basis; sound pressures squared may be added without
consideration of phase. It will be assumed that the surfaces below and above have
uniform energy reflection coefficients β1 and β2 respectively, which are independent of
angle of incidence, and that the sound power of the source is W. The mean square sound
pressure observed at the receiving point, r, consists of the direct field, given by Equation
(5.13b) and shown as the first term on the right-hand side and the reverberant field, given
by the summation, where i is the image order, in the following expression:
(7.91)

For rn=r2i or r2i−1, that is, n=2i or 2i−1:
(7.92)
Two limiting cases are of interest. If the distance between the receiver and the source is
large so that r»a, then Equation (7.91) becomes, using Equation (7.92) and the wellknown expression for the sum of an infinite geometric series, in the limit:
(7.93)

Equation (7.93) shows that the sound field, which includes both the direct field and the
reverberant field, decays with the inverse square of the distance from the source.
Equation (7.93) also shows that the reverberant field sound pressure may be greater than
or less than the direct field at large distances from the source, depending upon the values
of the energy reflection coefficients β1 and β2.
If the distance between the source and receiver is small and the energy reflection
coefficients approach unity, then (Kuttruff, 1985):
(7.94)
In Equation (7.94), the first term on the right-hand side is the direct field term and the
second term is the reverberant field term. Equation (7.94) shows that in the vicinity of the
floor and ceiling and in the limiting case of a very reflective floor and ceiling, the direct
field is dominant to a distance of
or about twice the distance
from floor to ceiling. This distance at which the direct and reverberant fields are equal, is
called the hall radius, rh.
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Figure 7.10 Direct and reverberant
sound fields in a flat room of height a
with specularly reflecting floor and
ceiling as a function of the normalized
distance from source to receiver. The
reverberant field contribution is shown
as a function of the energy reflection
coefficient, β, assumed the same for
floor and ceiling. The direct field is
indicated by the dashed diagonal
straight line.
Equation (7.91) has been used to construct Figure 7.10 where the direct field and the
reverberant field terms are plotted separately as a function of normalized distance, r/a,
from the source for several values of the energy reflection coefficients β1=β2= β. The
figure shows that at large distances, the reverberant field may exceed the direct field
when the reflection coefficient is greater than one-third. This may readily be verified by
setting the direct field term of Equation (7.81) equal to the far field reverberant field term
of the same equation with β1=β2=β.
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7.9.2 Flat Room with Diffusely Reflecting Floor and Ceiling
The case of a flat room, which is furnished or occupied with machinery, or objects that
tend to scatter incident sound, will be considered in this section. A surface with scattering
objects located upon it will be replaced by an effective diffusely scattering surface for the
purpose of this analysis. This approach, while obviously well suited for consideration of
the floor of a furnished open plan office, may also be applied to the ceiling of a factory,
which may be characterized by large open beams, conduits, pipes, corrugations, etc. This
approach will simplify the analysis and provide a useful description of the sound field in
a flat room. However, determination of effective surface reflection coefficients then
becomes a problem, and generally an empirical approach will be necessary. For noisecontrol purposes, the proposed model is useful in spite of the mentioned limitation, as it
provides the basis for consideration of the effectiveness of the introduction of measures
designed to reduce the floor and/or ceiling reflection coefficients.
Based upon the proposed model, Kuttruff(1985) derived expressions for the sound
intensities I1(r′) and I2(r″), which characterize the contributions from the floor (surface 1)
and ceiling (surface 2). The calculation of the mean square sound pressure at an
observation point located by vector, r, requires that the quantity, I1(r′), be integrated over
surface 1 (floor) and I2(r″) be integrated over surface 2 (ceiling) to determine their
respective contributions to the reverberant field. The total acoustic field is obtained by
summing the reverberant field and the direct field contributions on an energy basis as the
simple sum of mean square sound pressures. The direct field is given by Equation
(5.13b). For source and receiver at height h from surface 1 (floor), the calculation of the
reverberant part of the acoustic field proceeds as follows:
(7.95)

where
R1=[|r−r′|2+h2]1/2
(7.96)
and
R2=[|r−r″|2+(a−h)2]1/2
(7.97)
Here r′ and r″ are, respectively, vectors in surfaces S1 and S2, r is the vector from the
source to the receiver and a is the distance from floor to ceiling. The origins to all three
vectors project on to the same point on either bounding surface.
Kuttruff(1985) shows how expressions for I1 and I2 may be obtained, which when
substituted in Equation (7.95) allow solution for several special cases of interest.
Equation (7.95), and all of the special cases that follow, are to be compared with
Equation (7.42) for the Sabine room. In the following analysis, the source will be located
at the origin of the vector coordinate r and r=|r|.
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For the case that the energy reflection coefficients of the bounding surfaces (floor and
ceiling) are the same (β1=β2=β), Equation (7.95) may be simplified and the solution for
the reverberant field contribution takes the following form (Kuttruff, 1985):
(7.98)
In Equation (7.98), J0(rz/a) is the zero order Bessel function and K1(z) is a modified
Hankel function (Gradshteyn and Ryshik, 1965). In general, sufficient accuracy is
achieved in evaluation of Equation (7.98) by use of the following approximation,
otherwise the equation must be evaluated numerically. The following approximation
holds, where the empirical constant Γ is evaluated according to Equation (7.99), using
K1(1)=0.6019 so that the two sides of the expression are exactly equal for z=1:
(7.99)
where
(7.100)
Substitution of Equation (7.99) into Equation (7.98) and integration gives the following
closed form approximate solution:
(7.101)

Equation (7.101) allows consideration of two limiting cases. For r=0 the equation reduces
to the following expression:
(7.102)
Equation (7.102) shows that the reverberant field is bounded in the vicinity of the source
and thus will be dominated by the source near (direct) field.
For r»a Equation (7.101) takes the following approximate form:
(7.103)
Equation (7.103) shows that the reverberant field decreases as the cube of the distance r
from the source whereas the direct field decreases as the square of the distance from the
source. Thus, the direct field will again be dominant at a large distance from the source.
In Figure 7.11 the direct field term calculated using Equation (5.13b) and the
reverberant field term calculated using Equation (7.103) are plotted separately as a
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function of normalized distance r/a from the source to illustrate the points made here.
When the direct and reverberant fields are equal at large distance from the source,

Figure 7.11 Direct and reverberant
sound fields in a flat room of height a
with diffusely reflecting floor and
ceiling as a function of the normalized
distance from source to receiver. The
reverberant field contribution is shown
as a function of the energy reflection
coefficient, β, assumed the same for
floor and ceiling. The direct field is
indicated by the dashed diagonal
straight line.
a second hall radius is defined. Setting Equation (7.103) equal to Equation (5.13b) for the
direct field, the second hall radius, rh2 may be calculated as follows:
(7.104)
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When the energy reflection coefficients of the bounding surfaces (floor and ceiling) of a
flat room are unequal, Equation (7.98) must be replaced with a more complicated integral
equation, which shows the dependency upon energy reflection coefficients β1 and β2
associated with bounding surfaces 1 (floor) and 2 (ceiling). In this case it will be
convenient to introduce the geometric mean value, βg, of the reflection coefficients of the
floor and ceiling:
(7.105)
As shown by Kuttruff (1985), the mean square sound pressure associated with the
reverberant field in a flat room with unequal diffuse reflection coefficients is given by the
following expression.
(7.106)

is calculated using Equation (7.98) with β=βg.
In Equation (7.106), the quantity
The source is assumed to be located at the origin of coordinates and the receiver is
located at the position given by the vector r.
In general, Equation (7.106) will require numerical integration to obtain a solution.
However, some special cases are of interest, which allow relatively simple closed form
solution, and these will be considered. If the ceiling is removed so that β2=0, and if the
source and receiver are both at the same height, h, and separated by distance, r, then
Equation (7.106) reduces to the following form (Kuttruff, 1985; Chien and Carroll,
1980):
(7.107)
which describes the back scatter over a diffuse reflecting open plane.
If the source and receiver are located at distance r apart and both are midway between
the two bounding planes so that h=a/2, then introducing the arithmetic mean value of the
energy reflection coefficient βa=(β1+β2)/2, Equation (7.106) takes the following form:
(7.108)

, is calculated using Equation (7.98) with β=βg.
In Equation (7.108), the quantity
A comparison between measured and predicted values using Equation (7.108) shows
generally good agreement, with the theoretical prediction describing the mean of the
experimental data (Kuttruff, 1985).
The second integral of Equation (7.108) may be integrated using approximations
similar to those used in deriving Equation (7.106) with the following result:
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(7.109)

Consideration of Equation (7.109) shows that as Γ is of the order of unity (see Equation
(7.100)) then for a large separation distance between the source and the receiver, so that
r»a, the quantity
decreases as the inverse cube of the separation distance or as
(a/r)3. Comparison of Equations (7.109) and (7.101) shows

Figure 7.12 Reverberant sound field in
a flat room of height a with diffusely
reflecting floor and ceiling at three
distances of the receiver from the
source. The reflection coefficients of
the floor and ceiling are respectively
0.9 and 0.1. The sound pressure is
shown relative to that half way
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between floor and ceiling as a function
of the distance from the surface of the
greater reflection coefficient.
that they are similar. Indeed, it is found that for most values of the two energy reflection
coefficients, the use of the mean energy reflection coefficient βg in Equation (7.101) will
give a sufficiently close approximation to the result obtained using β1 and β2 in Equations
(7.105) and (7.109).
Some results of an investigation into the variation in height of the source and the
receiver obtained using Equation (7.106), are shown in Figure 7.12. The energy reflection
coefficient of the floor is β1=0.9 and the energy reflection coefficient of the ceiling is
β2=0.1. Both surfaces are assumed to be diffuse reflectors. The results of the calculations
shown in the figure suggest that when the receiver and source are very close together
(curve r=0), the reverberant field will become very large, near either the floor or the
ceiling. As the receiving point is moved away from the source, the reverberant field
becomes fairly uniform from floor to ceiling when the distance from source to receiver is
equal to the room height a (curve r=a). Finally, the reverberant field tends to a
distribution at large distances in which the level is about 6 dB higher at the ceiling than at
the floor (curve r»a).
7.9.3 Flat Room with Specularly and Diffusely Reflecting Boundaries
An open plan office might best be characterized as a flat room with a diffusely reflecting
floor and a specularly reflecting ceiling. Indeed, a flat room characterized by one
specularly reflecting boundary and one diffuse reflecting boundary may be the most
common case. However, the cases already considered allow a simple extension to this
case when it is observed that the room and sound source form an image room with image
source when reflected through the specularly reflecting bounding surface. Thus a room of
twice the height of the original room and with equally reflecting diffuse bounding
surfaces is formed. The strength of the image source is exactly equal to the source
strength and the double room is like a larger room with two identical sources
symmetrically placed. The reflection loss at the specularly reflecting surface may be
taken into account by imagining that the double room is divided by a curtain having a
transmission loss equal to the energy reflection coefficient of the geometrically reflecting
bounding surface. Thus, any ray that crosses the curtain is reduced by the magnitude of
the energy reflection coefficient.
Using the analysis that has been outlined (Kuttruff, 1985), the following solution is
obtained, which again requires numerical integration for the general case but which also
has a useful closed form approximate solution for a source and receiver height, h, above
the floor and floor to ceiling spacing of a:
(7.110)
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Equation (7.111) which follows and Table 7.2 which provides calculated values of
solutions.

for various values of β1 and β2, allows construction of approximate

Table 7.2 Calculated values of
β1
β2

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

0.1

0.078

0.184

0.291

0.398

0.507

0.3

0.133

0.253

0.376

0.502

0.634

0.5

0.190

0.324

0.467

0.619

0.784

0.7

0.247

0.399

0.566

0.754

0.973

0.9

0.304

0.476

0.675

0.916

1.244

Table 7.2 provides estimates of the local reverberant field, r≈0, while for large values
r»a and for h≠0 and h≠a the approximate solution for Equation (7.110) is as follows:
(7.111)

In Figure 7.13, the normalized mean square sound pressure associated with the
reverberant field for a sound source placed at height h=a/2 has been plotted as a function
of the normalized distance r/a according to Equation (7.110) for two cases. In both cases,
β1 refers to the diffuse reflecting surface while β2 refers to the specularly reflecting
surface; for example, the furnished floor, surface 1, and smooth ceiling, surface 2, of an
open plan office. In case (a), β1=0.9 and β2=0.1, while in case (b), β1=0.1 and β2=0.9. The
figure shows that in case (a), the local reverberant field is about 2 dB higher, but
decreases more rapidly with distance from the source than in case (b).
7.9.4 Long Room with Specularly Reflecting Walls
A long room with constant rectangular cross-section of height a and width b, and with
specularly reflecting walls will be considered. It is convenient to introduce the coordinate
r along the central axis of symmetry (long axis of the room). The reflection coefficients
of all four walls will be assumed to be the same and a point source placed at the origin
will be separated from the receiving point, also assumed to be located on the central axis
of symmetry of the room, by distance r. More general cases of long rooms with
geometrically reflecting walls have been discussed in the literature (Cremer et al., 1982)
and will not be discussed here. Rather, only this special case will be considered as a
reference for the discussion of long rooms with diffusely reflecting walls.
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Figure 7.13 Reverberant sound field in
a flat room of height a at a/2 with
diffusely reflecting floor of reflection
coefficient β1 and specularly reflecting
ceiling of energy reflection coefficient
β2. (a) β1=0.9, β2=0.1; (b) β1=0.1,
β2=0.9. The direct field is indicated by
the dashed diagonal straight line.
Multiple reflections will produce two infinite series of image sources, which lie on
vertical and horizontal axes through the source and which are normal to the long room
central axis of symmetry. The source will be assumed to emit a band of noise of power
W, and the source and its images will be assumed to be incoherent. Summing the
contributions of the source and its images on a pressure squared basis leads to the
following expression for the mean square sound pressure at the receiving point:
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(7.112)

In Equation (7.112), the first term represents the direct field while the next three terms
represent the reverberant field due to the contributions of the four lines of image sources
extending away from each wall. Equation (7.112) has been used to construct Figure 7.14
for the case of a square cross-section long room of width b equal to height a for some
representative values of energy reflection coefficient, β. In the limit of very large
distance, r, so that a/r≈b/r≈0, the double sum can be written in closed form as follows:
(7.113)
If in the case considered of a long room of square cross-section of height and width a, the
point source is replaced with an incoherent line source perpendicular to the axis of
symmetry and parallel to two of the long walls of the room, then Equation (7.112) takes
the following simpler form, where the power per unit length W′ is defined so that W′a=W,
the power of the original point source:
(7.114)
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Figure 7.14 Direct and reverberant
sound fields in a square cross-section,
long room of height and width a with
specularly reflecting floor, walls and
ceiling as a function of the normalized
distance from a point source to the
receiver. The reverberant field is
represented as solid lines for various
values of the energy reflection
coefficient, β, and the direct field is
indicated by the dashed diagonal
straight line.
Here it has been assumed that the line source emits a band of noise and thus the
contributions of the source and its images add incoherently as the sum of squared
pressures. Again in the limit of very large distance r, so that a/r≈0, the sum can be written
in closed form as follows:
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(7.115)
Equation (7.115) shows that both the direct field (first term in brackets) and the
reverberant field (second term in brackets) decay at the same rate with increasing
distance r. The equation also shows by comparison of the two terms, that the direct field
is equal to or greater than the reverberant field when the energy reflection coefficient
β<1/3.
Equation (7.114) has been used to construct Figure 7.15. In the figure, the direct field
contribution given by the first term on the right-hand side of the equation, is plotted
separately from the reverberant field contribution given by the second term so that their
relative contributions may readily be assessed.

Figure 7.15 Direct and reverberant
sound fields in a square cross-section
long room of height and width a with
specularly reflecting floor, walls and
ceiling as a function of the normalized
distance from a line source to the
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receiver. The reverberant field is
represented as solid lines for various
values of the energy reflection
coefficient, β, and the direct field is
indicated by the dashed diagonal
straight line.
7.9.5 Long Room with Circular Cross-section and Diffusely Reflecting
Wall
After some extensive mathematics, Kuttruff (1989) derives the following equation for the
reverberant field in a long room of circular cross-section, radius a and diffusely reflecting
wall:
(7.116)
The function λ(x) is defined in terms of the modified Bessel function I2(2x) and the Struve
function L−2(2x) as follows (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965):
(7.117)
Equation (7.117) may be approximated as follows:
(7.118)
Numerical integration of Equation (7.116) gives the result shown in Figure 7.16. For
comparison, the contribution of the direct field is also shown in the figure. Comparison
with Figure 7.14 shows that the diffuse reflected reverberant field decreases more rapidly
than does the specularly reflected reverberant field. It may be shown that at large
distances, the reverberant sound field decreases as (r/a)3 or at the rate of 9 dB per
doubling of distance. Reference to the figure shows that here again two hall radii
(distance at which the direct and reverberant fields are equal) may be defined.
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Figure 7.16 Direct and reverberant
sound fields in a circular cross-section
long room of diameter 2a with
diffusely reflecting wall as a function
of normalized distance from a point
source to the receiver. The reverberant
field is represented as solid lines for
various values of the energy reflection
coefficient, β, and the direct field is
indicated by the dashed diagonal
straight line.
7.9.6 Long Room with Rectangular Cross-Section
A rectangular cross-section long room of height, a, with a diffusely reflecting floor and
ceiling and width, b, with specularly reflecting side walls is considered.
(7.119)
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The energy reflection coefficients of the floor and ceiling are β, while the energy
reflection coefficients of the side walls are unity; that is, they are assumed to reflect
incident sound without loss. This case is typical of an industrial factory. A line source is
assumed, which lies perpendicular to the room axis midway between the floor and ceiling
and parallel to them. The source has a sound power of W′ per unit length and is assumed
to radiate incoherently. Kuttruff (1989) gives the following expression for the reverberant
sound field (see Figure 7.17):

Figure 7.17 Direct and reverberant
sound fields in a rectangular section
long room of height a and width b with
specularly reflecting walls and
diffusely reflecting floor and ceiling as
a function of the normalized distance
from a line source (perpendicular to
the room axis and parallel to the floor
and ceiling) to the receiver. The
reverberant field is represented as solid
lines for various values of the energy
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reflection coefficient, β, of the floor
and ceiling and the direct field is
indicated by the dashed diagonal
straight line. The energy reflection
coefficient of the specularly reflecting
walls is assumed to be unity.
Equation (7.119) has been used to construct Figure 7.17. In this case, the direct field
diminishes as the inverse of the distance from the source, as a consequence of the
assumption of a line source. However, because of the specularly reflecting walls, a point
source and its images will look like a line source except in the immediate vicinity of the
source (r/a≤1), so that the expression also describes the sound field for a point source.
Consideration of Figure 7.17 shows that for an energy reflection coefficient β≥0.47 there
will exist a region in which the reverberant field will exceed the direct sound field so that
in this case there will be two hall radii.
7.10 APPLICATIONS OF SOUND ABSORPTION
7.10.1 Relative Importance of the Reverberant Field
Consideration will now be given to determining when it is appropriate to treat surfaces in
a room with acoustically absorbing material. The first part of the procedure is to
determine whether the reverberant sound field dominates the direct sound field at the
point where it is desired to reduce the overall sound pressure level, because treating
reflecting surfaces with acoustically absorbing material can only affect the reverberant
sound field. At locations close to the sound source (for example, a machine operator’s
position) it is likely that the direct field of the source will dominate, so there may be little
point in treating a factory with sound absorbing material to protect operators from noise
levels produced by their own machines. However, if an employee is affected by noise
produced by other machines some distance away then treatment may be appropriate.
In the case of a Sabine room, the relative strength of the reverberant sound field may
be compared with the direct field produced by a machine at a particular location by
comparing the direct and reverberant field terms of the argument of Equation (7.42); that
is, 4/R and Dθ/4πr2. For the case of flat rooms or long rooms see the discussion of Section
7.9. When the reverberant sound field dominates; for example, in the Sabine room when
4/R is much larger than Dθ/4πr2, then the introduction of additional absorption may be
useful.
7.10.2 Reverberation Control
If the reverberant sound field dominates the direct field, then the sound pressure level
will decrease if absorption is added to the room or factory. The decrease in reverberant
sound pressure level, ∆Lp, to be expected in a Sabine room for a particular increase in
sound absorption, expressed in terms of the room constant, R (see Equation (7.43)), may
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be calculated by using Equation (7.42) with the direct field term set equal to zero. The
following equation is thus obtained, where Ro is the original room constant and Rƒ is the
room constant after the addition of sound absorbing material.
(7.120)

Referring to Equation (7.43) for the definition of the room constant R, it can be seen from
Equation (7.120) that if the original room constant Ro is large then the amount of
additional absorption to be added must be very large so that Rƒ»Ro and ∆Lp is significant
and worth the expense of the additional absorbent. Clearly, it is more beneficial to treat
hard surfaces such as concrete floors, which have small Sabine absorption coefficients,
because this will have greatest effect on the room constant.
To affect as many room modes as possible, it is better to distribute any soundabsorbing material throughout the room, rather than having it only on one surface.
However, if the room is very large compared to the wavelength of sound considered,
distribution of the sound-absorbing material is not so critical, because there will be many
more oblique modes than axial or tangential modes in a particular frequency band. As
each mode may be assumed to contain approximately the same amount of sound energy,
then the larger percentage of sound energy will be contained in oblique modes, as there
are more of them. Oblique modes consist of waves reflected from all bounding surfaces
in the room and thus treatment anywhere will be equally effective.
For flat rooms and long rooms (see Section 7.9) the discussion has been presented in
terms of energy reflection coefficients β, which are related to absorption coefficients, α,
by the relation, α+β=1.
7.11 AUDITORIUM DESIGN
The optimum design of auditoria for opera, music, drama or lectures is a challenging
problem, especially if multi-use is expected. There are a number of acoustical parameters
that are important in the design of auditoria, including reverberation time, early decay
time, ratio of early to late energy (or clarity, C80), envelopment (lateral energy fraction),
background noise and total sound level (loudness). In practice, it is extremely difficult to
measure the above quantities in an occupied auditorium, so methods have been developed
to estimate the quantities for occupied auditoria from measurements mad in unoccupied
auditoria. Optimising the acoustical parameters for one type of use will result in a space
unsuitable for other uses. Thus, for multi-use spaces, there must be some scope for
altering the absorption and shape of the space, or introducing electroacoustics to enable
the acoustical parameters to be varied within the range necessary.
7.11.1 Reverberation Time
As shown by Equation (7.51) or (7.56), the total sound absorption in a room is related
directly to the room reverberation time. Various authors have suggested optimum
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reverberation times for occupied rooms for various purposes. One example (Stephens and
Bate, 1950) is:
T60=K[0.0118V1/3+0.1070]
(7.121)
In the equation, T60 is the 60 dB reverberation time (seconds), V is the room volume (m3),
and K equals 4 for speech, 4.5 for opera, 5 for orchestras, and 6 for choirs. An increase
beyond that given by Equation (7.121) of about 10% at 250 Hz to 50% at 125 Hz and
100% at 63 Hz for T60 is advisable.
For classrooms, Hodgson and Nosal (2002) have shown that the optimum
reverberation time for an occupied classroom is influenced by the level of background
noise arising from sources such as air conditioning outlets and projectors. They conclude
that in quiet classrooms, the optimum reverberation time would range from about 0.7
seconds for small class rooms (50 m3) to 0.9 seconds for large classrooms (4000 m3), for
moderately noisy classrooms it would range from 0.4 to 0.5 seconds and for very noisy
classrooms, the optimum range for maximum speech intelligibility would be between 0.2
and 0.1 seconds, this time decreasing with volume. Sound absorbing configurations that
can be used to obtain the optimum reverberation times are discussed by Hodgson (1999,
2001).
Hodgson and Nosal (2002) provide the following expression relating the optimum
reverberation time for an empty classroom to the previous optimum values for occupied
classrooms:
(7.122)

wherer T60o and T60u are the reverberation times for the occupied and unoccupied
classrooms respectively, Ap is the absorption (m2) associated with each occupant (see
Table 7.1) and N is the number of occupants.
Beranek (1996) suggests that for a concert hall to achieve a good rating, the bass ratio
should be between 1.1 and 1.45 for halls with a T60 of 1.8 secs or less and between 1.1
and 1.25 for halls with higher values of T60, where the bass ratio, BR, is defined as:
(7.123)
Meeting the reverberation time requirement as well as several other constraints (such as
ensuring that the first reflected sound arrives at each listener less than 40 ms after the
direct sound) effectively limits the seating capacity of a concert hall with good acoustics
to 1600 (Siebein, 1994), although others claim that 3000 is possible (Barron, 1993).
For Sabine-type rooms, the optimum reverberation time in a particular room is
achieved by the use of surface treatments having a suitable absorption coefficient in each
frequency band. The total amount of absorption required can be calculated by using
Equation (7.51), with the optimum reverberation time in place of T60. The amount of
absorption already in the room is measured as described earlier.
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Often, better results for the calculation of reverberation time in a large enclosure such
as a theatre, concert hall or studio, where the average absorption coefficient is 0.6 or less,
are obtained by using calculated or measured statistical absorption coefficients and
Equation (7.56) (Beranek, 1971) or Equation (7.60) (Neubauer, 2000). Given a desired
.
value of T60 Equation (7.56) may be used to find the required value of
Equation (7.58) is then used on a trial and error basis to determine the amount of
absorptive material to add. Note that Equations (7.56) and (7.57) are approximate
descriptions of the true behaviour of the sound field in an enclosure, and there will be
situations where poor predictions may be obtained.
Recent papers (Beranek and Hidaka, 1998 and Nishihara, 2001) have expressed a
preference for the use of the Sabine formula (Equation 7.51) for calculating reverberation
times in auditoria. In using this formula, it is recommended that the seating area used in
the calculation is the actual area of the flat surface over which the seats are mounted plus
an edge correction, which is the area of a 0.5 m high edge around all parts of the seating
area not adjacent to a wall. Thus the above authors recommend that auditoria
reverberation times are calculated using:
(7.124)
where the subscript, T refers to the audience area (excluding vertical surfaces but
including the edge correction mentioned above), the subscript, R, refers to the bare
auditorium without any special absorbing material, seats, audience or orchestra, the
subscript, N, refers to any special sound absorbing material installed for sound control
and the last term in the denominator is the air absorption given by Equation (7.37) with
and
(per seated person) for concert halls are
S=SR. Representative values of
provided in Table 7.1. Methods for measuring audience and seat absorption coefficients
in a reverberation chamber are discussed by Nishihara (2001).
7.11.2 Early Decay Time (EDT)
The early decay time is the reverberation time based on a measure of the first 10 dB of
decay of the sound field. It is expressed in the same way as the reverberation time. In a
highly diffuse space where the decay rate is no different at the beginning of the decay to
later on, the two quantities would be identical. However, in concert halls, the early decay
time is often considered a more accurate measure of performance than the reverberation
time. It is usually about 1.1 times greater than the reverberation time. The desired values
are the same as those described in the previous section for reverberation time, which
implies that the optimum values calculated for reverberation time using Equation (7.121)
are about 10% too large. Note that the reverberation time and EDT are the most important
parameters defining the acceptability of an auditorium. The other parameters that follow
are of secondary importance but still need to be considered.
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7.11.3 Clarity (C80)
Clarity is defined as (Barron, 1993):
(7.125)
The quantity in the numerator includes the direct sound energy. The energy is measured
by integrating the acoustic pressure squared over the measurement period.
For speech, the quantity, C50 is preferred (80 ms replaced with 50 ms in the above
equation). The preferred value for C80 for a symphony concert is between −2 dB and +2
dB (Barron, 1993). For speech, C50 should be greater than −3 dB.
7.11.4 Envelopment
Envelopment or the early lateral energy fraction is defined as (Barron, 1993):
(7.126)
The preferred value for envelopment for a symphony concert is between 0.1 and 0.35
(Barron, 1993).
7.11.5 Interaural Cross Correlation Coefficient, IACC
The IACC is a measure of the spaciousness of the sound or the apparent source width. In
other words, it is a measure the difference in the sounds arriving at the two ears at any
instant. If the sounds were the same, then IACC=0 (no spatial impression) and if they are
completely different, IACC=1. IACC is defined as:
(7.127)

where time t2 is 1000 milli-secs, t1 is the arrival time of the direct sound and the
integration includes the direct sound energy. The quantities, pL(t) and pR(t) represent the
sound pressures arriving at the left and right ears respectively. For rating the apparent
source width for concert halls, the value of t2 is set equal to 80 milli-secs, which results in
the quantity, IACCE, where the subscript E refers to early energy. If only the three octave
bands, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz are considered, the quantity is written as IACCE3.
Good concert halls have values of IACCE3 between 0.6 and 0.72 (Beranek, 1996). For
rating the envelopment of the listener, the value of t1 is set to 80 milli-secs and the value
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of t2 is set to 1000 milli-secs to give IACCL where the subscript L refers to late energy. If
only the three octave bands, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz are considered, the quantity is
written as IACCL3.
7.11.6 Background Noise Level
The level of background noise due to air-conditioning systems and other external noise
must be very low to avoid interference with opera and music performances and to avoid
problems with speech intelligibility. Acceptable background noise levels range from
NC15 for large concert halls to NC20 for drama theatres to NC25 for small auditoria of
less than 500 seats. Achieving these levels is often quite a challenge for a noise control
engineer.
7.11.7 Total Sound Level or Loudness, G
The total sound level, G (dB), is defined as (Barron, 1993):
G=total sound level at measurement position minus total sound level of direct
sound 10 m from the source
For symphony concerts, the total sound level in all seats (averaged over the octave bands
from 125 Hz to 4000 Hz) should be greater than 0 dB and if just the 500 Hz and 1000 Hz
octave bands are considered, it should be in the range 4 to 5.5 dB. For theatres and lecture
halls, G should exceed 0 dB. A standard sound source with a reasonably uniform spectral
distribution in the mid-frequency range (500 Hz to 2000 Hz) is used for the
measurements.
7.11.8 Diffusion
For a concert hall, an adequate level of sound diffusion is important. This can be
achieved using irregularities (both small and large scale) on the walls and ceiling. If a hall
has inadequate diffusion, the quantity, IACCL3, will be greater than about 0.16.
7.11.9 Speech Intelligibility
The only measure of speech intelligibility to be incorporated into an IEC standard (IEC
60268 Part 16, 1998) is the Rapid Speech Transmission Index (RASTI). This is a
simplification of the Speech Transmission Index (STI), which takes into account the
influence of both the background noise and the room reverberation on the intelligibility
of speech. The basic principle behind the measurement is that for good speech
intelligibility, the envelope of the signal should not distort too much between the source
and the receiver. To measure the distortion, a test signal is used that is modulated
sinusoidally at frequencies between 0.4 and 20 Hz (corresponding to the modulation
found in normal speech). The noise at the source is 100% modulated so that for a
modulation frequency of 15 Hz (most common), there is a short time of silence every
0.067 seconds. The modulation depth (degraded by background noise and reverberation)
of the received signal is measured over a range of 14 modulating frequencies at seven
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carrier frequencies corresponding to the centre frequencies of the octave bands from 125
Hz to 8000 Hz, a total of 98 separate measurements. The seven individual transmission
index values are then weighted according to frequency and combined together to produce
a single STI value. If this value is less than 0.3, speech intelligibility is bad. If it is greater
than 0.75, speech intelligibility is excellent. As one can imagine, determining the STI for
a space is a very complex and time-consuming procedure, so a new measure, Rapid
Speech Transmission Index (RASTI), has been developed using the STI method as a
basis. RASTI involves the use of nine modulation frequencies with measurements only
being made at 500 Hz and 2000 Hz. The processing of the resulting data follows the same
procedures as for the STI calculation, except that less data are used.
It is important to ensure that the sound source level used for the RASTI measurement
is similar to an expected voice level and that all background noise sources are operating.
In some implementations of RASTI, it is possible to numerically remove the background
noise component contribution and obtain the result due to reverberation alone. It is also
possible to numerically determine the influence of different background noises by
entering specific levels into the calculation program.
7.11.10 Estimation of Parameters for Occupied Concert Halls
It is difficult to take measurements of the acoustical parameters described in the
preceding sections for occupied concert halls due to the obvious annoyance caused to the
audience. For this reason, Hidaka et al. (2001) developed empirical expressions to relate
the occupied values to the unoccupied measurements. The quantity for the occupied
space is obtained by multiplying the quantity for the unoccupied space by a constant, a,
and then adding to the result another constant, b, where the constants, a and b are
tabulated in Table 7.3 (Hidaka et al., 2001).

Table 7.3 Values of constants a and b for
calculating occupied room parameters from
unoccupied values using, occupied
parameter=(unoccupied parameter×a)+b
EDT (secs)
Frequency (Hz)

C80 (dB)

Total sound level (dB)

a

b

a

b

a

b

125

0.82

0.19

1.09

−0.07

0.52

1.31

250

0.74

0.25

0.75

0.71

0.80

−0.12

500

0.59

0.36

0.92

1.20

0.79

−0.59

1000

0.54

0.45

0.83

1.39

0.91

−1.19

2000

0.46

0.53

0.73

1.79

1.08

−2.67

4000

0.37

0.61

0.57

2.01

0.99

−1.89
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7.11.11 Optimum Volumes for Auditoria
For concert halls, the volumes range from 8 to 12 m3 per occupant (recommended 10 m3),
for opera houses the range is 4 to 6 m3 per occupant (recommended 5 m3), for theatres the
range is 2.5 to 4 m3 per occupant (recommended 3 m3), for churches the range is 6 to 14
m3 per occupant (recommended 10 m3) and for rooms for lectures the recommended
value is 3 m3 with a maximum of 6 m3 per occupant Thus, the design of an auditorium
must start with the desired size of the audience and the range of uses expected, which will
then determine the required volume and reverberation time.

CHAPTER EIGHT
Partitions, Enclosures and Barriers
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• sound transmission through partitions and the importance of bending waves;
• transmission loss and its calculation for single (isotropic and orthotropic) and double
panels;
• enclosures for keeping sound in and out;
• barriers for the control of sound out of doors and indoors; and
• pipe lagging.

8.1 INTRODUCTION
In many situations, for example where plant or equipment already exists, it may not be
feasible to modify the characteristics of the noise source. In these cases, a possible
solution to a noise problem is to modify the acoustic transmission path or paths between
the source of the noise and the listener. In such a situation the first task for noise-control
purposes, is to determine the transmission paths and order them in relative importance.
For example, on close inspection it may transpire that, although the source of noise is
readily identified, the important acoustic radiation originates elsewhere, from structures
mechanically connected to the source. In this case structure-borne sound is more
important than the airborne component. In considering enclosures for noise control one
must always guard against such a possibility; if structure-borne sound is the problem, an
enclosure to contain airborne sound can be completely useless.
In this chapter, the control of airborne sound is considered (the control of structureborne sound will be considered in Chapter 10). Control of airborne sound will take the
form of interposing a barrier to interrupt free transmission from the source to the listener;
thus the properties of materials and structures, which make them useful for this purpose,
will first be considered and the concept of transmission loss will be introduced. Complete
enclosures will then be considered and means for estimating their effectiveness will be
outlined. Finally, lagging for the containment of noise in conduits such as air ducts and
pipes will be considered and means will be provided for estimating their effectiveness.
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8.2 SOUND TRANSMISSION THROUGH PARTITIONS
8.2.1 Bending Waves
Solid materials are capable of supporting shear as well as compressional stresses, so that
in solids shear and torsional waves as well as compressional (longitudinal) waves may
propagate. In the audio-frequency range in thick structures, for example in the steel
beams of large buildings, all three types of propagation may be important, but in the thin
structures of which wall panels are generally constructed, purely compressional wave
propagation is of negligible importance. Rather, audio-frequency sound propagation
through panels and thus walls is primarily through the excitation of bending waves,
which are a combination of shear and compressional waves.
In the discussion to follow, both isotropic and orthotropic panels will be considered.
Isotropic panels are characterized by uniform stiffness and material properties, whereas
orthotropic panels are usually characterized by a stiffness that varies with the direction of
bending wave travel (for example, a corrugated or ribbed steel panel).
Bending waves in thin panels, as the name implies, take the form of waves of flexure
propagating parallel to the surface, resulting in normal displacement of the surface. The
speed of propagation of bending waves increases as the ratio of the bending wavelength
to solid material thickness decreases. That is, a panel’s stiffness to bending, B, increases
with decreasing wavelength or increasing excitation frequency. The speed of bending
wave propagation, cB, for an isotropic panel is given by the following expression:
CB=(Bω2/m)1/4 (m/s)
(8.1)
The bending stiffness, B, is defined as:
B=EI′/(1−ν2)=Eh3/[12(1−ν2)] kg m2 s−2
(8.2a,b)
In the preceding equations, ω is the angular frequency (rad/s), h is the panel thickness
(m), ρm is the material density, m=ρmh is the surface density (kg/m2), E is Young’s
modulus (Pa), ν is Poisson’s ratio and I′=h3/12 is the cross-sectional second moment of
area per unit width (m3), computed for the panel cross-section about the panel neutral
axis.
As shown by Equation (8.1), the speed of propagation of bending waves increases
with the square root of the excitation frequency; thus there exists, for any panel capable
of sustaining shear stress, a critical frequency (sometimes called the coincidence
frequency) at which the speed of bending wave propagation is equal to the speed of
acoustic wave propagation in the surrounding medium. The frequency for which airborne
and solid-borne wave speeds are equal, the critical frequency, is given by the following
equation:
(8.3)
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where c is the speed of sound in air.
Substituting Equation (8.2b) into (8.3), and using Equation (1.1) for the longitudinal
wave speed in a two-dimensional solid (or panel), the following equation is obtained for
the critical frequency:
ƒc=0.55c2/(cLh)
(8.4)
Here the longitudinal wave speed, cL, for thin plates is given by:
(8.5)
(see Section 1.3.4). Representative values
, the longitudinal wave speed in thin
rods, are given in Appendix B. Using Equations (8.2b) and (8.5), the longitudinal wave
speed may be written as:
(8.6)
For a panel made of two layers of different materials bonded firmly together (such as the
lead-aluminium jacket used in pipe lagging—see Section 8.6 and Figure 8.1), the bending
stiffness and surface mass in the preceding equation must be replaced with an effective
bending stiffness, Beff, and surface mass, meff.

Figure 8.1 Composite material
notation.
The effective bending stiffness may be calculated as follows:
(8.7)

where, the neutral axis location (see Figure 8.1) is given by:
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(8.8)
The surface mass used in Equation (8.6) for the double layer construction is simply the
sum of the surface masses of the two layers making up the composite construction. That
is, meff=ρ1h1+ρ2h2, where ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities of the two panel materials. The
critical frequency of this double layer construction is then:
(8.9)

At the critical frequency, the panel bending wavelength corresponds to the trace
wavelength of an acoustic wave at grazing incidence. A sound wave incident from any
direction at grazing incidence, and of frequency equal to the critical frequency, will
strongly drive a corresponding bending wave in the panel. Alternatively, a panel excited
in flexure at the critical frequency will strongly radiate a corresponding acoustic wave.
As the angle of incidence between the direction of the acoustic wave and the normal to
the panel becomes smaller, the trace wavelength of the acoustic wave on the panel
surface becomes longer. Thus, for any given angle of incidence smaller than grazing
incidence, there will exist a frequency (which will be higher than the critical frequency)
at which the bending wavelength in the panel will match the acoustic trace wavelength on
the panel surface. This frequency is referred to as a coincidence frequency and must be
associated with a particular angle of incidence or radiation of the acoustic wave as
illustrated in Figure 8.2(a). Thus, in a diffuse field, in the frequency range about and
above the critical frequency, a panel will be strongly driven and will radiate sound well.
However, the response is a resonance phenomenon, being strongest in the frequency
range about the critical frequency and strongly dependent upon the damping in the
system. This phenomenon is called coincidence, and it is of great importance in the
consideration of transmission loss.
An important concept, which follows from the preceding discussion, is concerned with
the difference in sound fields radiated by a panel excited by an incident acoustic wave
and one excited by a mechanical localized force. In the former case, the structure will be
forced to respond in modes that are characterized by bending waves having wavelengths
equal to the trace wavelengths of the incident acoustic field. Thus, at excitation
frequencies below the structure critical frequency, the modes which are excited will not
be resonant, because the structural wavelength of the resonant modes will always be
smaller than the wavelength in the adjacent medium.
Lower order modes will be excited at frequencies above their resonance frequencies.
As these lower order modes are more efficient than the higher order modes which would
have been resonant at the excitation frequencies, the radiated sound will be higher than it
would be for a resonantly excited structure having the same mean square velocity levels
at the same excitation frequencies. As excitation of
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Figure 8.2 Coupling of the acoustic
field and the panel flexural wave. (a)
At and above the critical frequency, the
panel radiates. (b) At frequencies less
than the critical frequency, the
disturbance is local—the panel does
not radiate except at boundaries.
a structure by a mechanical force results in resonant structural response, it can be
concluded that sound radiation from an acoustically excited structure will be greater than
that radiated by a structure excited mechanically to the same vibration level (McGary,
1988). A useful item of information that follows from this conclusion is that structural
damping will only be effective for controlling mechanically excited structures because it
is only the resonant structural response that is significantly influenced by damping.
At frequencies less than the critical frequency (lowest critical frequency for
orthotropic panels), the structure-borne wavelength is shorter than the airborne acoustic
wavelength and wave coupling is not possible (Cremer et al., 1973). In this case, an
infinite panel is essentially decoupled from an incident sound field. As illustrated in
Figure 8.2(b), local disturbances are produced, which tend to cancel each other and decay
very rapidly away from the panel. In finite panels, radiation coupling occurs at the edges
and at stiffeners, where the disturbance is not matched by a compensating disturbance of
opposite sign. At these places of coupling, the panel radiates sound or, alternatively, it is
driven by an incident sound field.
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As shown, the bending wave speed plays a very important role in the transmission of
sound; thus, the difference between isotropic and orthotropic panels is of importance.
Unless the panel is essentially isotropic in construction, the bending stiffness will be
variable and dependent upon the direction of wave propagation. For example, ribbed or
corrugated panels commonly found in industrial constructions are orthotropic, being
stiffer along the direction of the ribs than across the ribs. The consequence is that
orthotropic panels are characterized by a range of bending wave speeds (dependent upon
the direction of wave propagation across the plate) due to the two different values of the
cross-sectional second moment of area per unit width, I′. By contrast, isotropic panels are
characterized by a single bending wave speed given by Equation (8.1).
For wave propagation along the direction of ribs or corrugations the bending stiffness
per unit width may be calculated by referring to Figure 8.3, and using the following
equation.
(8.10)

The summation is taken over all sections in width ℓ and the distances zn from the neutral
axis satisfy ∑bnzn=0.

Figure 8.3 A typical cross-section of a
ribbed panel.
For wave propagation in a stiffened panel, across the corrugations, the bending stiffness
per unit width will be similar to that for an isotropic panel; that is:
(8.11)
Note that Equation (8.11) follows from Equation (8.10) if in the latter equation zn and θn
are set equal to zero (see Figure 8.3).
The derivation of Equation (8.10) is predicated on the assumption that the wavelength
of any flexural wave will be long compared to any panel dimension. Thus at high
frequencies, where a flexural wavelength may be of the order of a characteristic
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dimension of the panel structure (for example bn in Figure 8.3), the bending stiffness will
.
approach that for an isotropic panel, as given by Equation (8.10) where
Although for an isotropic panel there exists just one critical frequency, for orthotropic
panels the critical frequency is dependent upon the direction of the incident acoustic
wave. However, as shown by Equation (8.3), the range of critical frequencies is bounded
at the lower end by the critical frequency corresponding to a wave travelling in the panel
stiffest direction (e.g. along the ribs for a corrugated panel) and at the upper end by the
critical frequency corresponding to a wave propagating in the least stiff direction (e.g.
across the ribs of a corrugated panel). For the case of an orthotropic panel, characterized
by an upper and lower bound of the bending stiffness B per unit width, a range of critical
frequencies will exist. The response will now be strong over this frequency range, which
effectively results in strong critical frequency response occurring over a much more
extended frequency range than for the case of the isotropic panel.
As an interesting example, consider sound incident on one side of a floor or roof
containing parallel rib stiffeners. At frequencies above the critical frequency, there will
always be angles of incidence of the acoustic wave for which the projection of the
acoustic wave on the structure will correspond to multiples of the rib spacing. If any one
of these frequencies corresponds to a frequency at which the structural wavelength is
equal to a multiple of the rib spacing, then a high level of sound transmission may be
expected.
Another mechanism that reduces the transmission loss of ribbed or corrugated panels
at some specific high frequencies is the resonance behaviour of the panel sections
between the ribs. At the resonance frequencies of these panels, the transmission loss is
markedly reduced.
8.2.2 Transmission Loss
When sound is incident upon a wall or partition some of it will be reflected and some will
be transmitted through the wall. The fraction of incident energy which is transmitted is
called the transmission coefficient τ. The transmission loss, TL (sometimes referred to as
the sound reduction index, Ri), is in turn defined in terms of the transmission coefficient,
as follows:
TL=−10 log10τ (dB)
(8.12)
In general, the transmission coefficient and thus the transmission loss will depend upon
the angle of incidence of the incident sound. Normal incidence, diffuse field (random)
incidence and field incidence transmission loss (denoted TLN, TLd and TL respectively)
and corresponding transmission coefficients (denoted τN, τd and τF respectively) are terms
commonly used; these terms and their meanings will be described in the following
section. Field incidence transmission loss, TL, is the transmission loss commonly
observed in testing laboratories and in the field, and reported in tables.
The transmission loss of a partition is usually measured in a laboratory by placing the
partition in an opening between two adjacent reverberant rooms designed for such tests.
Noise is introduced into one of the rooms, referred to as the source room, and part of the
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sound energy is transmitted through the test partition into the second room, referred to as
the receiver room. The resulting mean space-average sound pressure levels (well away
from the sound source) in the source and receiver rooms are measured and the difference
in levels, called the noise reduction, NR, is determined. The receiver room constant is
determined either by use of a standard sound power source or by measurements of the
reverberation decay, as discussed in Section 7.6.2. The Sabine absorption in the room,
including loss back through the test partition, is thus determined. An expression for the
field incidence transmission loss in terms of these measured quantities can then be
derived using the analysis of Section 7.4, as will now be shown.
The power transmitted through the wall is given by the effective intensity in a diffuse
field (see Section 7.4.1) multiplied by the area, A, of the panel and the fraction of energy
transmitted τ; thus, using Equation (7.33) one may write for the power transmitted:
(8.13)
The sound pressure level in the receiver room (from Equation (7.41)) is:
(8.14a,b)
and the noise reduction is thus given by:
(8.15a,b)

In reverberant test chambers used for transmission loss measurement, is always less
than 0.1 and thus
may be approximated as
. Equation (8.15) may then be
rearranged to give the following expression, which is commonly used for the laboratory
measurement of sound transmission loss:
(8.16)
In the above equation,
is the Sabine absorption of the receiving room, including losses
through the test partition, and A is the area of the test partition. S and are, respectively,
the receiving room total surface area, including that of the test partition, and the mean
Sabine absorption coefficient (including the test partition).
When conducting a transmission loss test, great care must be taken to ensure that all
other acoustic transmission paths are negligible; that is, “flanking paths” must contribute
an insignificant amount to the total energy transmitted. The test procedure is described in
relevant standards publications (ISO 140–1978, Parts 3 and 4, AS1191–1985, ASTM
E336–1984).
The sound transmission loss of a partition may also be determined using a single
reverberant room as source room and a not too reverberant space (preferably free field) as
the receiving room. In this case, the power incident on the partition may be determined
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using Equation (8.13) with the quantity, τ, excluded and the transmitted power may be
determined by measuring the average of the active sound intensity very close (500 to 100
mm) to the panel on the receiving room side. The transmitted power is then determined
by multiplying the average sound intensity by the panel surface area, the transmission
coefficient is determined as the ratio of the transmitted to incident power and the
transmission loss is then determined using Equation (8.12). Although this latter method
of transmission loss measurement is accurate, it is not yet described in any current
standard and thus at this time, it is only used as a laboratory research tool.
In practice, it is desirable to characterize the transmission loss of a partition with a
single number descriptor to facilitate comparison of the performance of different
partitions. For this reason, a single number rating scheme (see ASTM E90–66T) called
STC (or sound transmission class) has been introduced. To determine the STC for a
particular partition, a curve fitting technique is used to fit the measured or calculated one
third octave transmission loss (TL) data for the partition. Figure 8.4 shows a typical STC
contour.

Figure 8.4 Example STC contour.
STC contours consist of a horizontal segment from 1250 to 4000 Hz, a middle segment
increasing by 5 dB from 400 to 1250 Hz and a low frequency segment increasing by 15
dB from 125 to 400 Hz. The STC rating of a partition is determined by plotting the onethird octave band TL of the partition and comparing it with the STC contours. The STC
contour is shifted vertically downwards from a large value until the following criteria are
met.
1. The TL curve is never more than 8 dB below the STC contour in any one-third octave
band.
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2. The sum of the deficiencies of the TL curve below the STC contour over the 16 onethird octave bands does not exceed 32 dB.
When the STC contour is shifted to meet these criteria, the STC rating is given by the
value of the contour at 500 Hz.
The ISO method of determining a single number to describe the Sound Transmission
Loss characteristics of a construction is outlined in ISO 717–1 (1996). Different
terminology is used, otherwise the methods are very similar. The ISO standard uses
Sound Reduction Index (Ri) instead of Sound Transmission Loss and Weighted Sound
Reduction Index (Rw) instead of Sound Transmission Class (STC). The shape of the
contour for 1/3 octave band data is identical to that shown in Figure 8.4, except that the
straight line at the low frequency end continues down to 100 Hz and at the upper
frequency end, the line terminates at 3150 Hz. In addition, there is no requirement to
satisfy criterion number 1 listed above (the 8 dB criterion). The ISO standard also allows
for measurements to be made in octave bands. In this case the octave band contour is
derived from the 1/3 octave band contour by connecting the values at the octave band
centre frequencies. The value of 32 dB in the second criterion listed above is replaced
with 10 dB for the octave band data.
The ISO method also provides a means of modifying (usually downgrading) the Rw
value for different types of incident sound, by introducing correction factors, C and Ctr
that are added to Rw. The correction factor, C, is used for incident sound consisting of
living activities (talking, music, radio, TV), children playing, medium and high speed rail
traffic, highway road traffic greater than 80 km hr−1, jet aircraft at short distances and
factories emitting mainly medium and high frequency sound. The correction factor, Ctr, is
used for incident sound consisting of urban road traffic, low speed rail traffic, propeller
driven aircraft, jet aircraft at long distances, disco music and factories emitting mainly
low to medium frequency sound. For building elements, the Weighted Sound Reduction
Index (which is a laboratory measurement) is written as Rw (C; Ctr), for example, 39 (−2;
−6) dB. For stating requirements or performance of buildings a field measurement is
used, called the Apparent Sound Reduction Index,

, and is written with a spectral

correction term as a sum such as
(for example).
The correction terms C and Ctr are calculated from values in Table 8.1 and the
following equations.
(8.17)
(8.18)
where Li,1 and Li,2 are listed for 1/3 octave or octave bands in Table 8.1, Ri is the
transmission loss or sound reduction index for frequency band i and N is the number of
bands used to calculate Rw (octave or 1/3 octave). Although the table shows values in the
frequency range from 50 Hz to 5000 Hz, the standard frequency range usually used is 100
Hz to 3150 Hz. In this case, the values in the table for Li,1 (only) must be increased (made
less negative) by 1 dB.
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A third rating scheme known as the Outdoor-Indoor Transmission Class (OITC) was
described in ASTM E 1332–90 (1998). However, recent work has shown that this rating
method is not as useful as STC or Rw (Davy, 2000).

Table 8.1 Correction terms for Equations (8.17)
and (8.18)
Li,1
Band centre frequency

1/3 octave

Li,2
octave

1/3 octave

50

−41

63

−37

80

−34

−21

100

−30

−20

125

−27

160

−24

−18

200

−22

−16

250

−20

315

−18

−14

400

−16

−13

500

−14

630

−13

−11

800

−12

−9

1000

−11

1250

−10

−9

1600

−10

−10

2000

−10

2500

−10

−13

3150

−10

−15

4000

−10

5000

−10

octave

−25
−32

−22

−15

−9

−6

−5

−5

−23

−20

−15

−12

−8

-11

−16

−18

−14

−10

−7

−4

−6

−11

−18

8.2.3 Impact Isolation
The ability of a construction such as a floor or ceiling to prevent transmission of impact
noise such as footsteps is quantified in terms of its impact isolation, which is measured
using a standard tapping machine. A standard tapping machine can be purchased from
suppliers of acoustic instrumentation and should conform to the specifications in ISO
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140, part 6, 1978 and repeated in ASTME1007 (1997). Basically such a machine consists
of five standard hammers (weighing 0.5 kg each and consisting of steel cylinders with a
radius of 500 mm on the end that strikes the floor) that bang on the floor sequentially
from a height of 40 mm with 0.1 seconds between successive impacts. To measure the
impact isolation of a floor, the standard tapping machine is placed on it and the resulting
sound levels in the room on the opposite side of the floor or ceiling are measured in 1/3
or 1/1 octave bands (more commonly 1/3 octave bands) according to ASTM E1007
(1997). The normalized impact sound level for each measurement band is then calculated
using:
(8.19)
, applies to the room in which the sound measurements are made and
The quantity,
may be determined from the room reverberation time using Equation (7.51). From these
measurements a single number Impact Insulation Class (IIC) may be determined. This is
done in a similar way to determining the STC rating of a wall. The normalized sound
pressure levels are plotted on a set of axes similar to those used in Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5 Example IIC contour.
The IIC curve shown in the figure is then shifted vertically until the following conditions
are met:
1. the Ln curve of normalized measures sound levels in the room on the opposite side of
the floor or ceiling to the tapping machine is never more than 8 dB above the IIC
contour in any one-third octave band; and
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2. the sum of the deficiencies of the Ln curve above the IIC contour over the 16 one-third
octave bands is as large as possible but does not exceed 32 dB. Note that the lower the
IIC contour on the figure, the higher (and better) will be the IIC.
When the IIC contour has been adjusted to meet the above criteria, the IIC is the value of
the contour at 500 Hz on the right of the figure or the value on the left ordinate (Ln)
subtracted from 110. Note that the first criterion is not included in the ISO standard (ISO
717, part 2—1996)
The standard, ISO 717, Part 2 (1996), also allows the use of octave band
measurements of Ln. In this case, the IIC contour is adjusted until the sum of the octave
band deficiencies is as large as possible but no more than 10 dB and the IIC value
obtained using the same procedure as above is reduced by 5 dB.
8.2.4 Panel Transmission Loss (or Sound Reduction Index)
It will be instructive to consider the general behaviour of the field incidence transmission
loss of a single uniform partition (isotropic panel) over the broad audio-frequency range.
An illustration of typical behaviour is shown in Figure 8.6(a), in which various
characteristic frequency ranges are indicated.
At low frequencies, the transmission loss is controlled by the stiffness of the panel. At
the frequency of the first panel resonance, the transmission of sound is high and,
consequently, the transmission loss passes through a minimum determined in part by the
damping in the system. Subsequently, at frequencies above the first panel resonance, a
generally broad frequency range is encountered, in which transmission loss is controlled
by the surface density of the panel. In this frequency range (referred to as the mass law
range, due to the approximately linear dependence of the transmission loss on the mass of
the panel) the transmission loss increases with frequency at the rate of 6 dB per octave.
Ultimately, however, at still higher frequencies in the region of the critical frequency,
coincidence is encountered. Finally, at very high frequencies, the transmission loss again
rises, being damping controlled, and gradually approaches an extension of the original
mass law portion of the curve. The rise in this region is of the order of 9 dB per octave.
The transmission loss of orthotropic panels is strongly affected by the existence of a
critical frequency range. In this case the coincidence region may extend over two decades
for common corrugated or ribbed panels. Figure 8.6(b) shows a typical transmission loss
characteristic of orthotropic panels. This type of panel should be avoided where noise
control is important, although it can be shown that damping can improve the performance
of the panel slightly, especially at high frequencies.
The resonance frequencies of a simply supported rectangular isotropic panel of width
a, length b, and bending stiffness B per unit width may be calculated using the following
equation:
(8.20)

The lowest order (or fundamental) frequency corresponds to i=n=1. For an isotropic
panel, Equation (8.2b) can be substituted into Equation (8.20) to give the following.
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(8.21)
The resonance frequencies of a simply supported rectangular orthotropic panel of width a
and length b are (Hearmon, 1959):
(8.22)
where,
Bab=0.5(Baν+Bbν+Gh3/3)
(8.23)

Figure 8.6 Typical single panel
transmission loss as a function of
frequency: (a) isotropic panel
characterized by a single critical
frequency; (b) orthotropic panel
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characterized by a critical frequency
range.
In the above equations, G=E/[2(1+ν)] is the material modulus of rigidity, E is Young’s
modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio and Ba and Bb are the bending stiffnesses per unit width in
directions a and b respectively, calculated according to Equations (8.10) or (8.11).
The following behaviour is especially to be noted. A very stiff construction tends to
move the first resonance to higher frequencies but, at the same time, the frequency of
coincidence tends to move to lower frequencies. Thus, the extent of the mass law region
depends upon the stiffness of the panel. For example, steel-reinforced concrete walls of
the order of 0.3 m thick, exhibit coincidence at about 60 Hz, and this severely limits the
transmission loss of such massive walls. On the other hand, a lead curtain wall exhibits
coincidence well into the ultrasonic frequency range, and its large internal damping
greatly suppresses the first resonance, so that its behaviour is essentially mass-law
controlled over the entire audio-frequency range.
The transmission coefficient for a wave incident on a panel surface is a function of the
bending wave impedance, Z, which for an infinite isotropic panel is (Cremer, 1942):
(8.24)

where η is the panel loss factor (see Equation (7.22) and Appendix B) and m is the panel
surface density (kg/m2). For an infinite orthotropic panel the bending wave impedance is
(Hansen, 1993):
(8.25)

where ƒc1 and ƒc2 are respectively, the lowest and highest critical frequencies of the panel
and is the angle of incidence with respect to the axis about which the panel is least stiff
(see Figure 8.7). For example, for a corrugated panel, it is with respect to the axis parallel
to the corrugations.
For a panel of infinite extent, the transmission coefficient at an angle (θ, ) to the
normal to the panel surface is given by Cremer (1942) as:
(8.26)
The transmission coefficient for normal incidence, τN, is found by substituting θ=0 in
Equation (8.26). The diffuse field transmission coefficient, τd, is found by determining a
weighted average for τ(θ,
) over all angles of incidence using the following
relationship:
(8.27)
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Figure 8.7 Geometry of a corrugated
panel.
The cos θ term accounts for the projection of the cross-sectional area of a plane wave that
is incident upon a unit area of wall at an angle, θ, to the wall normal. The sin θ term is a
metrical coefficient, which arises from the use of spherical coordinates.
For isotropic panels, Equation (8.27) can be simplified to:
(8.28)
and for orthotropic panels, Equation (8.27) becomes
(8.29)

as τ is a function of as well as θ.
In practice, panels are not of infinite extent and results obtained using the preceding
equations do not agree well with results measured in the laboratory. However, it has been
shown that good comparisons between prediction and measurement can be obtained if the
upper limit of integration of Equation (8.28) is changed so that the integration does not
include angles of θ between some limiting angle and 90°. Davy (1990) has shown that
this limiting angle θL is dependent on the size of the panel as follows:
(8.30)
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where A is the area of the panel and λ is the wavelength of sound at the frequency of
interest. Introducing the limiting angle, θL, allows the field incidence transmission
coefficient, τF, of isotropic panels to be defined as follows:
(8.31)

Hansen (1993) has shown that the same reasoning is valid for orthotropic panels as well,
giving:
(8.32)

Substituting Equation (8.24) or (8.25) into (8.26), then into (8.31) or (8.32) respectively
and performing the numerical integration, allows the field incidence transmission
coefficient to be calculated as a function of frequency for any isotropic or orthotropic
panel, for frequencies above 1.5 times the first resonance frequency of the panel. At
lower frequencies, the infinite panel model used to derive the equations is not valid.
However, the lower frequencies are not of much interest as generally they are all below
the normal range of concern for most practical panels. Third octave band results are
obtained by averaging the τF results over a number of frequencies (at least 20) in each
band. The field incidence transmission loss can then be calculated by substituting τF for τ
in Equation (8.12). Results obtained by this procedure generally agree well with
measurements made in practice.
To reduce the extent of the numerical calculations considerable effort has been made
by various researchers to simplify the above equations by making various
approximations. At frequencies below ƒc/2 in Equation (8.24) or below fc1/2 in Equation
(8.25), the quantities in brackets in Equations (8.24) and (8.25) are in each case
approximately equal to 1, giving for both isotropic and orthotropic panels:
Z=j2πƒm
(8.33)
Substituting Equation (8.33) into (8.26) and the result into Equation (8.12) gives the
following expression for the mass law transmission loss of an infinite isotropic or
orthotropic panel subject to an acoustic wave incident at angle θ to the normal to the
panel surface:
(8.34)
Normal incidence transmission loss is obtained by substituting θ=0 in Equation (8.34).
Sharp (1973) showed that good agreement between prediction and measurement in the
mass law range is obtained for single panels by using a constant value for θL equal to
about 85°. In this case, the field incidence transmission loss, TL, is related to the normal
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incidence transmission loss, TLN, for predictions in 1/3 octave bands, for which
∆ƒ/ƒ=0.236, by:
(8.35)
In the preceding equation, if the predictions are required for octave bands of noise (rather
than for 1/3 octave bands), for which ∆ƒ/ƒ=0.707, then the “5.5” is replaced with “4.0”.
Note that the mass law predictions assume that the panel is limp. As panels become
thicker and stiffer, their mass law performance drops below the ideal prediction, so that in
practice, very few constructions will perform as well as the mass law prediction.
Substituting Equation (8.34) with θ=0 into (8.35) and rearranging gives the following
for the field incidence transmission loss in the mass-law frequency range below fc/2 for
isotropic panels or ƒc1/2 for orthotropic panels:
TL=20 log10[πƒm/(ρc)]−5.5 (dB)
(8.36)
where it has been assumed that ƒm/ρc>1.
Equation (8.36) is not valid for frequencies below 1.5 times the first panel resonance
frequency, but below this frequency, it agrees reasonably well with measurements taken
in one-third octave bands. For octave band predictions, the 5.5 should be replaced with
4.0. Alternatively, better results are usually obtained for the octave band transmission
loss, TLo, by averaging logarithmically the predictions, TL1, TL2 and TL3 for the three 1/3
octave bands included in each octave band as follows:
(8.37)
For frequencies equal to or higher than the critical frequency, Sharp gives the following
equation for an isotropic panel:
TL=20 log10[πƒm/(ρc)]+10 log10[2ηƒ/(πƒc)] (dB)
(8.38)
Note that Equation (8.38) is only used until the frequency is reached at which the
calculated TL is equal to that calculated using the mass law expression given by Equation
(8.36).
Values for the panel loss factor, η, which appears in the above equation, are listed in
Appendix B. The transmission loss between 0.5fc and ƒc is approximated by connecting
with a straight line the points corresponding to 0.5fc and ƒc on a graph of TL versus log10
(frequency).
The preceding prediction scheme is summarized in Figure 8.8, where a method for
estimating the transmission loss for single isotropic panels is illustrated.
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Figure 8.8 A design chart for
estimating the transmission loss of a
single panel. See Appendix B for
values of ƒc, ρ (=mh) and η for typical
materials. See the text for definitions
of the quantities.
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(a) A design chart for an isotropic panel. The points on the chart are
calculated as follows:
point A: TL=20 log10ƒcm−54 (dB)
point B: TL=20 log10ƒcm+10 log10η−45 (dB)
(b) A design chart for an orthotropic (or ribbed) panel, with critical
and
, and small damping. For a well damped panel,
frequencies
Figure 8.8(a) is used where ƒc=fc2 and fc2 assumes a new value determined
by the total panel surface density and the stiffness of a flat panel of
identical thickness to the original material in the corrugated panel. The
points in the chart are calculated as follows:
Point A:
Between and including points B and C:

Point D:
Consideration of the first panel resonance has been omitted because it generally occurs
below the frequency range of interest, and because the panel transmission loss in the
vicinity of this resonance depends upon the panel damping and characteristics of the
incident sound field, both of which are very difficult to estimate. The best that can be said
is that the damping should be as large as practical, and a transmission loss somewhat less
than that predicted by the mass-law portion of the curve should be expected at the lowest
panel resonance.
A recent prediction scheme, which is claimed to be more accurate and which allows
variation of the limiting angle as a function of frequency to be taken into account
according to Equation (8.30), has been proposed by Davy (1990). In the frequency range
below ƒc:
(8.39a)

where
(8.39b)

In the frequency range above ƒc:
(8.40)
In the frequency range around the critical frequency:
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(8.41)
where ∆b is the ratio of the filter bandwidth to the filter centre frequency used in the
measurements. For a 1/3 octave band, ∆b=0.236 and for an octave band, ∆b=0.707.
In the frequency range immediately above ƒc (up to 1.2 ƒc) the larger of the two values
calculated using Equations (8.40) and (8.41) is used, while in the range immediately
below ƒc (down to 0.8 ƒc), the larger of the two values calculated using Equations (8.38)
and (8.41) is used.
Note that Equation (8.40) is the same as Equation (8.37) except for the “−1” in the
argument of Equation (8.40). Also, Equation (8.41) is the same as (8.37) (with ƒ=ƒc)
except for the ∆b term in Equation (8.41).
It seems that Equation (8.41) agrees better with experiment when values for the panel
loss factor, η, towards the high end of the expected range are used, whereas Equation
(8.37) is in better agreement when small values of η are used. It is often difficult to
decide which equation is more nearly correct because of the difficulty in determining a
correct value for η. Ranges for η for some materials are given in Appendix B. Also, the
Davy method generally is more accurate at low frequencies while the Sharp method gives
better results around the critical frequency of the panel.
For orthotropic panels in the frequency range between the lowest critical frequency
and half the highest critical frequency, the following relationship gives reasonably good
agreement with experiment:
(8.42)

This equation is an approximation to Equation (8.29) in which Equation (8.26) is
substituted with η=0 and has been derived by Heckl (1960). Equation (8.42) can be
rewritten in terms of transmission loss using Equation (8.12) (with ρc=414) as follows:
(8.43)

Above 2ƒc2, the TL is given by (Heckl, 1960):
(8.44)
Between 0.5fc2 and 2ƒc2, the TL is estimated by connecting the points 0.5ƒc2 and 2ƒc2,
with a straight line on a graph of TL versus log10 (frequency). Between ƒc2/2 and ƒc1, the
TL is also found in the same way. Note that although Equations (8.42) to (8.44) do not
include the limiting angle as was done for isotropic panels, they provide reasonably
accurate results and are satisfactory for most commonly used orthotropic building panels.
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Nevertheless, there are two important points worth noting when using the above
prediction schemes for orthotropic panels.
1. Particularly for small panels, the transmission loss below about 0.7ƒc1 is
underestimated, the error becoming larger as the frequency becomes lower or the
panel becomes smaller.
2. For common corrugated panels, there is nearly always a frequency between 2000 and
4000 Hz where there is a dip of up to 5 dB in the measured transmission loss curve,
which is not predicted by theory. This corresponds either to an air resonance between
the corrugations or a mechanical resonance of the flat panel between the ribs. The
frequency corresponding to the air resonance (there may be more than one frequency
for panels with more than one corrugation spacing) may be calculated using:

(8.45)
where ℓcs is the average corrugation cavity width (in m) equal to (ℓ−b1+b3)/2 in
Figure 8.3, and c is the speed of sound in air (344 m/s).
The transmission loss for a single orthotropic panel may be calculated using Figure
8.8(b). If the panel is heavily damped, then the transmission loss will be slightly greater
(by about 1 to 4 dB) at higher frequencies, beginning with 1 dB at 500 Hz and increasing
to 4 dB at 4000 Hz for a typical corrugated building panel.
8.2.5 Sandwich Panels
In the aerospace industry, sandwich panels are becoming more commonly used due to
their high stiffness and light weight. Thus, it is of great interest to estimate the
transmission loss of such structures. These structures consist of a core of paper
honeycomb, aluminium honeycomb or foam. The core is sandwiched between two thin
sheets of material commonly called the “laminate”, which is usually aluminium on both
sides or aluminium on one side and paper on the other. One interesting characteristic of
these panels is that in the mid-frequency range it is common for the transmission loss of
the aluminium laminate by itself to be greater than the honeycomb structure (Nilsson,
2001). Panels with thicker cores perform better than thinner panels at high frequencies
but more poorly in the mid-frequency range. The bending stiffness of the panels is
strongly frequency dependent. However, once a model enabling calculation of the
stiffness as a function of frequency has been developed, the methods outlined in the
preceding section may be used to calculate the transmission loss (Nilsson, 2001). Loss
factors, η, for these panels when freely suspended are frequency dependent and are
usually in the range 0.01 to 0.03. However, when included in a construction such as a
ship’s deck, the loss factors are much higher as a result of connection and support
conditions and can range from 0.15 at low frequencies to 0.02 at high frequencies
(Nilsson, 2001).
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8.2.6 Double Wall Transmission Loss
When a high transmission loss structure is required, a double wall or triple wall is less
heavy and more cost-effective than a single wall. Design procedures have been developed
for both types of wall. However, the present discussion will be focussed mainly on
double wall constructions. For a more thorough discussion of transmission loss,
consideration of triple wall constructions and for some experimental data for wood stud
walls, the reader is referred to the published literature (Sharp, 1973, 1978; Brekke, 1981;
Davy, 1990, 1991; Bradley and Birta, 2001).
For best results, the two panels of the double wall construction must be both
mechanically and acoustically isolated from one another as much as possible. Mechanical
isolation may be accomplished by mounting the panels on separate staggered studs or by
resiliently mounting the panels on common studs. Acoustic isolation is generally
accomplished by providing as wide a gap between the panels as possible and by filling
the gap with a sound-absorbing material, while ensuring that the material does not form a
mechanical bridge between the panels. For best results, the panels should be isotropic.
In the previous section it was shown that the transmission loss of a single isotropic
panel is determined by two frequencies, namely the lowest order panel resonance ƒ1 and
the coincidence frequency, ƒc. The double wall construction introduces three new
important frequencies.
The first is the lowest order acoustic resonance, the second is the lowest order
structural resonance, and the third is a limiting frequency related to the gap between the
panels. The lowest order acoustic resonance, ƒ2 replaces the lowest order panel resonance
of the single panel construction and may be calculated using the following equation:
ƒ2=c/2L
(8.46)
where c is the speed of sound in air and L is the longest cavity dimension.
The lowest order structural resonance may be approximated by assuming that the two
panels are limp masses connected by a massless compliance, which is provided by the air
in the gap between the panels. In practice, it is necessary to introduce an empirical factor
of 1.8 into the equation to give better agreement with existing data for ordinary wall
constructions (Sharp, 1973).
Introducing the empirical constant 1.8, the following expression (Fahy, 1985) is
obtained for the lowest order cavity resonance, ƒ0, for panels that are large compared to
the width of the gap between them:
(8.47)

In Equation (8.47) m1, and m2 are, respectively, the surface densities (kg/m2) of the two
panels and d is the gap width (m). The empirical constant, “1.8” has been introduced by
Sharp (1973) to account for the “effective mass” of the panels being less than their actual
mass.
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Finally, a limiting frequency ƒℓ, which is related to the gap width d (m) between the
panels, is defined as follows:
(8.48)
The frequencies ƒ2, ƒ0 and ƒℓ, given by Equations (8.46)–(8.48) for the two-panel
assembly, are important in determining the transmission behaviour of the double wall.
The frequencies ƒc1 and ƒc2 calculated using Equation (8.3) for each panel are also
important.
For double wall constructions, with the two panels completely isolated from one
another both mechanically and acoustically, the expected transmission loss is given by
the following equations (Sharp, 1978):
(8.49)

In Equation (8.49), the quantities TL1, TL2 and TLM are calculated by replacing m in
Equations (8.36) and (8.37) with the values for the respective panel surface densities m1
and m2 and the total surface density, M=m1+m2 respectively.
Equation (8.49) is formulated on the assumption that standing waves in the air gap
between the panels are prevented, so that airborne coupling is negligible. To ensure such
decoupling, the gap is usually filled with a sound-absorbing material. The density of
material ought to be chosen high enough that the total flow resistance through it is of the
order of 3ρc or greater (see Appendix C). When installing a porous material, care should
be taken that it does not form a mechanical coupling between the panels of the double
wall; thus an upper bound on total flow resistance of 5ρc is suggested or, alternatively,
the material can be attached to just one wall without any contact with the other wall.
Generally, the sound-absorbing material should be as thick as possible, with a minimum
thickness of 15/ƒ (m), where ƒ is the lowest frequency of interest.
The transmission loss predicted by Equation (8.49) is difficult to realize in practice.
The effect of connecting the panels to supporting studs at points (using spacers), or along
lines, is to provide a mechanical bridge for the transmission of structure-borne sound
from one panel to the other. Above a certain frequency, called the bridging frequency,
such structure-borne conduction limits the transmission loss that can be achieved, to
much less than that given by Equation (8.49). Above the bridging frequency, which lies
above the structural resonance frequency, ƒ0, given by Equation (8.47), and below the
limiting frequency, ƒℓ, given by Equation (8.48), the transmission loss increases at the
rate of 6 dB per octave increase in frequency.
As the nature of the attachment of a panel to its supporting studs determines the
efficiency of conduction of structure-borne sound from the panel to the stud and vice
versa, it is necessary to distinguish between two possible means of attachment and, in the
double panel wall under consideration, four possible combinations of such attachment. A
panel attached directly to a supporting stud generally will make contact along the length
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of the stud. Such support is called line support and the spacing between studs, b, is
assumed regular. Alternatively, the support of a panel on small spacers mounted on the
studs is called point support; the spacing, e, between point supports is assumed to form a
regular rectangular grid. The dimensions b and e are important in determining
transmission loss.
In the following discussion it will be assumed that the two panels are numbered, so
that the critical frequency of panel 1 is always less than or at most equal to the critical
frequency of panel 2. With this understanding, four combinations of panel attachment are
possible as follows: line-line, line-point, point-line and point-point. Of these four possible
combinations of panel support, point-line will be excluded from further consideration, as
the transmission loss associated with it is always inferior to that obtained with line-point
support. In other words, for best results the panel with the higher critical frequency
should be point supported if point support of one of the panels is considered.
In the frequency range above the bridging frequency and below about one half of the
critical frequency of panel 2 (the higher critical frequency), the expected transmission
loss for the three cases is as follows (see Figure 8.9). For line-line support (Sharp, 1973):
(8.50)

For point-point support:
(8.51)

For line-point support:
TL=20
log10m1+20
log10[1+2X+X2]−93 (dB)

log10(ƒc2e)+20

log10ƒ

+10
(8.52)

where,
Based upon limited experimental data, Equation (8.50) seems to give very good
comparison between prediction and measurement, whereas Equation (8.51) seems to give
fair comparison. For line-point support the term X is generally quite small, so that the
term in Equation (8.52) involving it may generally be neglected. Based upon limited
experimental data, Equation (8.51) seems to predict greater transmission loss than
observed. The observed transmission loss for point-point support seems to be about 2 dB
greater than that predicted for line-point support.
A method for estimating transmission loss for a double panel wall is outlined in Figure
8.9. In the figure consideration has not been given explicitly to the lowest order
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Figure 8.9 A design chart for
estimating the transmission loss of a
double panel wall, based on Sharpe’s
analysis (Sharp, 1973). In the
following, the panels are assumed to
be numbered, so that the critical
frequency, ƒc1, of panel 1 is always
less than or equal to the critical
frequency, fc2, of panel 2, i.e., ƒc1≤fc2;
m1 and m2 (kg m−2) are the respective
panel surface densities, and d (m) is
the spacing between panels. b (m) is
the spacing between line supports,
while e (m) is the spacing of an
assumed rectangular grid between
point supports. c and cL (m/s) are,
respectively, the speed of sound in air
and in the panel material, and h is the
panel thickness. η1, and η2 are the loss
factors respectively for panels 1 and 2.
Calculate the points in the chart as
follows:
Point A:
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Point B: fc2=0.55c2/cL2h2 (Hz)
The transmission loss, TLB, at point B is equal to TLB1 if no sound
absorptive material is placed in the cavity between the two panels;
otherwise TLB is the larger of TLB1 and TLB2, calculated as follows:
TLB1=TLA+20 log10(ƒc1/ƒ0)−6 (dB)
(a) Line-line support:

(b) Line-point support:
TLB2=20 log10m1e+40 log10ƒc2–99 (dB)
(c) Point-point support:

Point C:
(a) fc2≠ƒc1, TLC=TLB+6+10 log10η2 (dB)
(b) ƒc2=ƒc1, TLC=TLB+6+10 log10η+5 log10η1 (dB)
Point D: ƒ1=55/d (Hz)
The final TL curve is the solid line in the figure.
acoustic resonance, ƒ2, of Equation (8.46). At this frequency it can be expected that
somewhat less than the predicted mass-law transmission loss will be observed, dependent
upon the cavity damping that has been provided. In addition, below the lowest order
acoustic resonance, the transmission loss will again increase, as shown by the stiffness
controlled portion of the curve in Figure 8.6. The procedure outlined in Figure 8.9
explicitly assumes that the inequality, Mƒ>2ρc, is satisfied.
The preceding equations for a double wall are based on the assumption that the studs
connecting the two leafs of the construction are infinitely stiff. This is an acceptable
assumption if wooden studs are used but not if metal studs (typically thin-walled channel
sections with the partition leaves attached to the two opposite flanges) are used (see
Davy, 1990).
Davy (1990, 1991, 1993, 1998) presented a method for estimating the transmission
loss of a double wall which takes into account the compliance, CM (reciprocal of the
stiffness) of the studs. Although this prediction procedure is more complicated than the
one just discussed, it is worthwhile presenting the results here.
Below the mass-air-mass resonance frequency, ƒ0, the double wall behaves like a
single wall of the same mass and the single wall procedures may be used to estimate the
TL. Above ƒ0, the transmission from one leaf to the other consists of airborne energy
through the cavity and structure-borne energy through the studs. The structure-borne
sound transmission coefficient for all frequencies above ƒ0 is (Davy, 1993):
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(8.53)

(8.54)
where b is the spacing between the studs and for line support on panel 2:
(8.55)

where ƒc1 is the lower of the two critical frequencies corresponding to the two panels and
the radiation efficiencies, σ1 and σ2 are calculated using Equations (7.83) to (7.88) in
Chapter 7. Note that if the calculated radiation efficiency is greater than one in Equation
(8.55), it is set equal to one. The radiation efficiencies are calculated as for simply
supported panels, with the perimeter equal to the overall panel perimeter plus twice the
length of all of the studs. For point support on panel 2, the square root sign is removed
from the last term in Equation (8.55) and the “2” in the denominator is replaced with
“4/π” (Fahy, 1985, pages 94–96). The analysis is independent of whether panel 1 is point
or line supported. In calculating ƒ0 for the Davy method, the empirical factor of 1.8 in
Equation (8.47) is not used.
For commonly used steel studs, CM=10−6m2N−1 (Davy, 1990) and for wooden studs,
CM=0. However, Davy (1998) recommends that for steel studs, the compliance is set
equal to 0 as for wooden studs, and the transmission coefficient for structure-borne
sound, τFc, is decreased by a factor of 10 over that calculated using Equation (8.53) with
CM=0. The units of mechanical compliance of the studs are meters2 per N or displacement
per N of applied force per unit length along the studs and in a direction normal to the
plane of the attached panels.
The field incidence transmission coefficient for airborne sound transmission through a
double panel (each leaf of area A), for frequencies between ƒ0 and 0.9fc1 (where ƒc1 is the
lower of the two critical frequencies corresponding to the two panels),
(8.56)

where
(8.57)

and the limiting angle, θL, is defined in Equation (8.30). Davy (1998) states that the
limiting angle should not exceed 80º.
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In the above equations ƒci is the critical frequency of panel i (i=1,2), m1, m2 are the
surface densities of panels 1 and 2 and is the cavity absorption coefficient, generally
taken as 1.0 for a cavity filled with sound absorbing material, such as fibreglass or
rockwool at least 50mm thick. At low frequencies, the maximum cavity absorption
coefficient used in the above equation should not exceed kd, where d is the cavity width.
For cavities containing no sound absorbing material, a value between 0.1 and 0.15 may
be used for (Davy, 1998), but again it should not exceed kd.
At frequencies above 0.9fc1, the following equations may be used to estimate the field
incidence transmission coefficient for airborne sound transmission:
(8.58)

(8.59)

(8.60)
q1=η1ξ2+η2ξ1
(8.61)
q2=4(η1−η2)
(8.62)
The quantities η1 and η2 are the loss factors of the two panels and ƒ is the one-third octave
band centre frequency.
The overall transmission coefficient is:
(8.63)
The value of τF from Equation (8.63) is then used in Equation (8.12) to calculate the
transmission loss (TL). The quantity, ƒ0, is defined by Equation (8.47).
Note that for frequencies between 2ƒ0/3 and ƒ0, linear interpolation between the single
panel TL result at 2ƒ0/3 and the double panel result at ƒ0 should be used on a graph of TL
vs log frequency.
Example 8.1
A double gypsum board wall is mounted at the perimeter in an opening of dimensions
3.0×2.44 m in a test facility. The spacing between the panels is 0.1 m. The surface
densities and critical frequencies of the panels are, respectively, 12.67 kg/m2 and 2500
Hz. Calculate the expected transmission loss using Sharpe’s theory. The space between
the walls is well damped with a 50 mm thick layer of sound-absorbing material.
However, the panels themselves have not been treated with damping material.
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Solution
Reference is made to Figure 8.9. Calculate the co-ordinates of point A:
TLA=20 log10(2×12.67)+20 log10100–48=20 dB
Calculate the co-ordinates of point B. Since the panel is supported at the edge, the area
associated with each support is less than half of that assumed in the theory; thus add 4 dB
to the calculated transmission loss:
TLB1=20+20 log10(2500/75)−6=44.5 dB
TLB2=20 log1012.67+10log102.44+30log102500
+ 6–77+4–61 dB; thus TLB=61dB
Calculate the co-ordinates of point C. In the absence of better information assume a loss
factor η=0.1 for each panel:
TLc=61+6–10–5=52 dB
Construct the estimated transmission loss curve shown in the following figure (for
comparison, experimentally determined points and the Davy method are also shown).

Example Figure 8.1
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An important point regarding stud walls with gypsum board leaves is that a stud spacing
of between 300 and 400 mm has been shown (Rindel and Hoffmeyer, 1991) to severely
degrade the performance of the double wall in the 160 and 200 Hz one-third octave bands
by up to 13 dB. Other stud spacings (even 100 and 200 mm) do not result in the same
performance degradation, although smaller stud spacings improve the low frequency
performance (below 200 Hz) at the expense of a few dB loss at all frequencies between
250 and 2000 Hz.
It is important not to use walls of the same thickness (and material) as this greatly
accentuates the dip in the TL curve at the critical frequency. This is also important for
double glazing constructions. As an aside, one problem with double glazing is that it can
suffer from condensation, so if used, drainage holes are essential.
8.2.6.1 Staggered Studs
A staggered stud arrangement is commonly used to obtain high transmission loss. In this
arrangement studs of a common wall are alternately displaced. Panels fastened to them on
opposite sides are then supported on alternate studs. The only common support between
opposite panels is at the perimeter of the common wall, for example at the base and top.
For the purpose of calculating expected transmission loss, the staggered stud
construction could be modelled as a perimeter-supported double wall similar to that of
Example 8.1 just considered. However, the introduction of studs improves the structureborne coupling and degrades the transmission loss which is obtained. For example, when
staggered studs are introduced on 0.61 m centres, although they provide no direct
coupling they degrade the measured transmission loss of the configuration of Example
8.1 by about 10 dB. On the other hand, if care is taken to ensure that at least one of the
panels is very well damped, even higher transmission loss may be obtained with
staggered studs than shown by Example 8.1. Thus, if at least one panel is not very well
damped, the expected transmission loss for a double wall on staggered studs will lie
between that of perimeter mounting and line-line support given by Equation (8.50).
Alternatively, if at least one panel is very well damped then the double wall may be
modelled as perimeter supported and slightly higher transmission loss can be expected
than predicted.
8.2.6.2 Panel Damping
A simple means for achieving the very high panel damping alluded to above is to
construct a thick panel of two thin panels glued together at spots in a regular widely
spaced grid. Slight motion of the panels results in shear between the panels in the spaces
between attachments, resulting in very effective panel damping due to the shearing
action, which dissipates energy in the form of heat. Alternatively, the panel could be
covered on one side with commercially available visco-elastic damping material but, to
be effective, this must be of thickness at least equal to the panel thickness. When two
panels are glued together at spots in a regular widely spaced grid (0.3 to 0.6 m), the
critical frequency of the construction would equal the lowest critical frequency of the two
panels, not the critical frequency based on the thickness of the complete construction.
However, if the panels were bonded very firmly together, then the critical frequency may
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be calculated on the basis of the total thickness of the construction. When glass is the
material used for the wall or for a window, damping can be increased by using laminated
glass, which is a sandwich of two layers of glass separated by a plastic sheet. Sound
absorbing material may also be placed around the perimeter of the cavity between two
glass walls to increase acoustic absorption without affecting the transparency of the glass.
8.2.7 Triple Wall Sound Transmission Loss
Very little work has been done in this area, but recent work reported by Tadeu and
Mateus (2001) indicates that for double and triple glazed windows with the same total
weight of glazing and total air gap, nothing is gained in using triple glazing over double
glazing. However, this is because the cut-on frequency above which 3-D reflections occur
in the cavity is above the frequency range of interest for typical panel separations used in
windows (30 to 50 mm). The cut-on frequency is given by the following equation:
ƒco=c/2d
(8.64)
Note that the poorest performance is achieved with panes of glass separated by 10 to
30mm (Tadeu and Mateus, 2001). Above the cut-off frequency, it is possible to achieve a
marked improvement with a triple panel wall (Brekke, 1981).
Sharp (1973) reported that for a constructions of the same total mass and total
thickness, the double wall construction has better performance for frequencies below 4ƒ0,
whereas the triple wall construction performs better at frequencies above 4ƒ0, where ƒ0 is
the double panel resonance frequency defined by Equation (8.47). Below ƒ0, the two
constructions will have the same transmission loss and this will be the same as for a
single wall of the same total mass.
8.2.8 Common Building Materials
Results of transmission loss (field incidence) tests on conventional building materials and
structures have been published both by manufacturers and testing laboratories. Some
examples are listed in Table 8.2.
8.2.9 Sound-absorptive Linings
When an enclosure is to be constructed, some advantage will accrue by lining the walls
with a porous material. The lining will prevent reverberant sound build-up, which would
lessen the effectiveness of the enclosure for noise reduction, and at high frequencies it
will increase the transmission loss of the walls. The transmission loss of a porous lining
material is discussed in Appendix C. Calculated transmission loss values for a typical
blanket of porous material are given in Table 8.3.
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8.3 COMPOSITE TRANSMISSION LOSS
The wall of an enclosure may consist of several elements, each of which may be
characterized by a different transmission loss coefficient. For example, the wall may be
constructed of panels of different materials, it may include permanent openings for
passing materials or cooling air in and out of the enclosure, and it may include windows
for inspection and doors for access. Each such element must be considered in turn in the
design of an enclosure wall, and the transmission loss of the wall determined as an
overall area weighted average of all of the elements. For this calculation, Equation (8.65)
is used:
(8.65)

Table 8.2 Representative values of airborne sound
transmission loss for some common structures and
materials
Panel
construction

Thickness
(mm)

Superficial
weight
(kg/m2)

Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Panels of sheet materials
1.5 mm lead sheet

1.5

17

22

28

32

33

32

32

33

36

3 mm lead sheet

3

34

24

30

31

27

38

44

33

38

20 g aluminum
sheet, stiffened

0.9

2.5

8

11

10

10

18

23

25

30

6 mm steel plate

6

50

–

27

35

41

39

39

46

–

22 g galvanized
steel sheet

0.55

6

3

8

14

20

23

26

27

35

20 g galvanized
steel sheet

0.9

7

3

8

14

20

26

32

38

45

18 g galvanized
steel sheet

1.2

10

8

13

20

24

29

33

39

44

16 g galvanized
steel sheet

1.6

13

9

14

21

27

32

37

43

42

18 g fluted steel
panels stiffened at
edges, joints

1.2

39

25

30

20

22

30

28

31

31
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scaled
Corrugated
asbestos sheet,
stiffened and
sealed

6

10

20

25

30

33

33

38

39

42

Chipboard sheets
on wood
framework

19

11

14

17

18

25

30

26

32

38

Fibreboard on
wood framework

12

4

10

12

16

20

24

30

31

36

Plasterboard
sheets on wood
framework

9

7

9

15

20

24

29

32

35

38

2 layers 13 mm
plaster board

26

22

–

24

29

31

32

30

35

–

Plywood sheets on
wood framework

6

3.5

6

9

13

16

21

27

29

33

Plywood sheets on
wood framework

12

7

–

10

15

17

19

20

26

–

Hardwood
(mahogany) panels

50

25

15

19

23

25

30

37

42

46

Woodwork slabs,
unplastered

25

19

0

0

2

6

6

8

8

10

Woodwork slabs,
plastered (12 mm
on each face)

50

75

18

23

27

30

32

36

39

43

Panel
construction

Thickness
(mm)

Superficial
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
weight
(kg/m2)
63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Plywood

6

3.5

–

17

15

20

24

28

27

–

Plywood

9

5

–

7

13

19

25

19

22

–

Plywood

18

10

–

24

22

27

28

25

27

–

Lead vinyl curtains

3

7.3

–

22

23

25

31

35

42

–

Lead vinyl curtains

2

4.9

–

15

19

21

28

33

37

–

25

20

21

27

38

48

58

67

66

Panels of sandwich construction
Machine enclosure panels
16 g steel+damping

100
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with 100 mm of
glass-fibre, covered
by 22 g perforated
steel

100

–

25

27

31

41

51

60

65

66

As above, but 16 g
steel replaced with
5 mm steel plate

100

50

31

34

35

44

54

63

62

68

1.5 mm lead
between two sheets
of 5 mm plywood

11.5

25

19

26

30

34

38

42

44

47

9 mm asbestos
board between two
sheets of 18 g steel

12

37

16

22

27

31

27

37

44

48

Compressed straw
between two sheets
of 3 mm hardboard

56

25

15

22

23

27

27

35

35

38

Single leaf brick,
plastered on both
sides

125

240

30

36

37

40

46

54

57

59

Single leaf brick,
plastered on both
sides

255

480

34

41

45

48

56

65

69

72

Single leaf brick,
plastered on both
sides

360

720

36

44

43

49

57

66

70

72

Solid breeze or
clinker, plastered
(12 mm both sides)

125

145

20

27

33

40

50

58

56

59

Solid breeze or
clinker blocks,
unplastered

75

85

12

17

18

20

24

30

38

41

Single masonry walls

Hollow cinder concrete blocks, painted (cement base
paint)

100 75 22 30 34 40 50 50 52 53

Hollow cinder concrete blocks, unpainted

100 75 22 27 32 32 40 41 45 48

Thermalite blocks

100 125 20 27 31 39 45 53 38 62

Glass bricks

200 510 25 30 35 40 49 49 43 45

Plain brick

100 200 – 30 36 37 37 37 43 –

Aerated concrete blocks

100 50

– 34 35 30 37 45 50 –

Aerated concrete blocks

150 75

– 31 35 37 44 50 55 –
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Double masonry walls
280 mm brick, 56 mm cavity, strip ties, outer faces
plastered to thickness of 12mm

300 380 28 34 34 40 56 73 76 78

280 mm brick, 56 mm cavity, expanded metal ties,
outer faces plastered to thickness of 12mm

300 380 27 27 43 55 66 77 85 85

Stud partitions
50 mm×100 mm studs, 12 mm insulating board both
sides
50 mm×100 mm studs, 9 mm plasterboard and 12 mm
plaster coat both sides

125 19 12 16 22 28 38 50 52 55

142 60 20 25 28 34 47 39 50 56

Gypsum wall with steel studs and 16 mm-thick panels each side
Empty cavity, 45 mm wide

75

26

– 20 28 36 41 40 47 –

Cavity, 45 mm wide, filled with fibreglass

75

30

– 27 39 46 43 47 52 –

Empty cavity, 86 mm wide

117 26

– 19 30 39 44 40 43 –

Cavity, 86 mm wide, filled with fibreglass

117 30

– 28 41 48 49 47 52 –

gypsum wall, 16 mm leaves, 200 mm cavity with no
sound absorbing material and no studs

240 23

– 33 39 50 64 51 59 –

As above with 88 mm sound absorbing material

240 26

– 42 56 68 74 70 73 –

Thickness
Panel construction
(mm)
As above but
staggered 4-inch
studs

Superficial
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
weight
(kg/m2) 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

240

30

–

35

50

55

62

62

68

–

140

28

–

25

40

48

52

47

52

–

Single glass in heavy
frame

4

10

–

20

22

28

34

29

28

–

Single glass in heavy
frame

6

15

17

11

24

28

32

27

35

39

Single glass in heavy

8

20

18

18

25

31

32

28

36

39

Gypsum wall, 16
mm leaves, 100 mm
cavity, 56 mm thick
sound absorbing
material, single 4inch studs with
resilient metal
channels on one side
to attach the panel to
the studs
Single glazed windows
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frame
Single glass in heavy
frame

9

22.5

18

22

26

31

30

32

39

43

Single glass in heavy
frame

16

40

20

25

28

33

30

38

45

48

Single glass in heavy
frame

25

62.5

25

27

31

30

33

43

48

53

Laminated glass

13

32

–

23

31

38

40

47

52

57

2.44 mm panes, 7
mm cavity

12

15

15

22

16

20

29

31

27

30

9 mm panes in
separate frames, 50
mm cavity

62

34

18

25

29

34

41

45

53

50

6 mm glass panes in
separate frames, 100
mm cavity

112

34

20

28

30

38

45

45

53

50

6 mm glass panes in
separate frames, 188
mm cavity

200

34

25

30

35

41

48

50

56

56

Doubled glazed windows

6 mm glass panes in separate frames, 188 mm cavity
with absorbent blanket in reveals

200 34 26 33 39 42 48 50 57 60

6 mm and 9 mm panes in separate frames, 200 mm
cavity, absorbent blanket in reveals

215 42 27 36 45 58 59 55 66 70

3 mm plate glass, 55 mm cavity

63

25

– 13 25 35 44 49 43 –

6 mm plate glass, 55 mm cavity

70

35

– 27 32 36 43 38 51 –

6 mm and 5 mm glass, 100 mm cavity

112 34

– 27 37 45 56 56 60 –

6 mm and 8 mm glass, 100 mm cavity

115 40

– 35 47 53 55 50 55 –

Flush panel, hollow core, normal cracks as usually
hung

43

9

1 12 13 14 16 18 24 26

Solid hardwood, normal cracks as usually hung

43

28 13 17 21 26 29 31 34 32

Typical proprietary “acoustic” door, double heavy
sheet steel skin, absorbent in air space, and seals in
heavy steel frame

100

–

37 36 39 44 49 54 57 60

2-skin metal door

35

16

– 26 26 28 32 32 40 –

Plastic laminated flush wood door

44

20

– 14 18 17 23 18 19 –

Veneered surface, flush wood door

44

25

– 22 26 29 26 26 32 –

Doors
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Metal door; damped skins, absorbent core, gasketing

100 94

– 43 47 S1 54 52 50 –

Metal door; damped skins, absorbent core, gasketing

180 140 – 46 51 59 62 65 62 –

Metal door; damped skins, absorbent core, gasketing

250 181 – 48 54 62 68 66 74 –

Two 16g steel doors with 25 mm sound-absorbing
material on each, and separated by 180 mm air gap

270 86

– 50 56 59 67 60 70 –

Hardwood door

54

20

– 20 25 22 27 31 35 –

Hardwood door

66

44

– 24 26 33 38 41 46 –

21

13 17 21 18 22 24 30 33 63

Floors
T&G boards, joints scaled

Thickness
Panel construction
(mm)

Superficial
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
weight
(kg/m2) 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

T & G boards, 12
mm plasterboard
ceiling under, with 3
mm plaster skin coat

235

31

15

18

25

37

39

45

45

48

As above, with
boards “floating” on
glass-wool mat

240

35

20

25

33

38

45

56

61

64

Concrete, reinforced

100

230

32

37

36

45

52

59

62

63

Concrete, reinforced

200

460

36

42

41

50

57

60

65

70

Concrete, reinforced

300

690

37

40

45

52

59

63

67

72

126 mm reinforced
concrete with
“floating” screed

190

420

35

38

43

48

54

61

63

67

200 mm concrete
slabs

200

280

–

34

39

46

53

59

64

65

As above, but oak
surface

212

282

–

34

41

46

55

64

70

–

As above, but
carpet+hair felt
underlay, no of oak
surface

200

281

–

34

36

46

55

66

72

–

Gypsum ceiling,
mounted resiliently,
and vinyl finished
wood joist floor
with glass-fibre
insulation and 75
mm plywood

318

–

–

30

36

45

52

47

65

–
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Table 8.3 Calculated transmission loss (TL) values
(dB) for a typical blanket of porous acoustic
material (medium density rockwool, 50 mm thick)
Frequency (Hz)

TL (dB)

1000

0.5

2000

1.5

4000

4

8000

12

In Equation (8.65), Si is the surface area (one side only), and τi is the transmission
coefficient of the ith element. The transmission coefficient of any element may be
determined, given its transmission loss, TL, from the following equation:
τ=10(−TL/10)
(8.66)
The overall transmission coefficient is then calculated using Equation (8.65) and, finally,
the transmission loss is calculated using Equation (8.12).
If a wall or partition consists of just two elements, then Figure 8.10 is useful. The
figure shows the transmission loss increment to be added to the lesser transmission loss
of the two elements to obtain an estimate of the overall transmission loss of the twoelement composite structure. The transmission loss increment, δTL, is plotted as a
function of the ratio of the area of the lower transmission loss element divided by the area
of the higher transmission loss element with the difference, ∆TL, between the
transmission losses of the two elements as a parameter.
It can be seen from Figure 8.10 that low transmission loss elements within an
otherwise very high transmission loss wall can seriously degrade the performance of the
wall; the transmission loss of any penetrations must be commensurate with the
transmission loss of the whole structure. In practice, this generally means that the
transmission loss of such things as doors, windows, and access and ventilation openings,
should be kept as high as possible, and their surface areas small.
A list of the transmission losses of various panels, doors and windows is included in
Table 8.2. More comprehensive lists have been published in various handbooks, and
manufacturers of composite panels generally supply data for their products. Where
possible, manufacturer’s data should be used; otherwise the methods outlined in Sections
8.2.3 and 8.2.4 or values in Table 8.2 may be used.
Example 8.2
Calculate the overall transmission loss at 125 Hz of a wall of total area 10 m2 constructed
from a material that has a transmission loss of 30 dB, if the wall contains a panel of area
3 m2, constructed of a material having a transmission loss of 10 dB.
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Figure 8.10 Scheme for estimation of
the transmission loss of a two-element
composite structure.
Solution
For the main wall, the transmission coefficient is:
τ1=1/[10(30/10)]=0.001
while for the panel:
τ2=1/[10(10/10)]=0.100
hence:
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The overall transmission loss is therefore:
TLav=10 log10(1/0.0307)=15 dB
8.4 ENCLOSURES
8.4.1 Noise Inside Enclosures
The use of an enclosure for noise control will produce a reverberant sound field within
the enclosure, in addition to the existing direct sound field of the source. Both the
reverberant and direct fields will contribute to the sound radiated by the enclosure walls
as well as to the sound field within the enclosure.
Equation (7.42) of Chapter 7 may be used to estimate the sound pressure level at any
location within the enclosure, but with the restriction that the accuracy of the calculation
will be impaired if the location considered is less than one half of a wavelength from the
enclosure or machine surfaces.
8.4.2 Noise Outside Enclosures
The sound field immediately outside of an enclosure consists of two components. One
component is due to the internal reverberant field and the other is due to the direct field
of the source. Effectively, the assumption is that the transmission coefficients for the
direct and reverberant fields are not the same but are equivalent to the normal incidence
and field incidence transmission coefficients, τN and τ, respectively. The corresponding
transmission losses TLN and TL were discussed earlier. The expression for the total
radiated sound power is:
(8.67a,b)
In the above expression, subscript i indicates quantities interior to the enclosure. In
writing Equation (8.67) the external radiated sound power, given by the integral over the
(see Equation (1.70)), has been set equal
external surface SE of the sound intensity
to the fraction of the source sound power W, transmitted by the direct field, plus the
fraction transmitted by the reverberant field. In the latter case, the power contributed by
the reverberant field is determined by use of Equations (7.33) and (7.41). The quantity, Si,
is the enclosure internal surface area, including any machine surfaces. Note that is
necessarily numerically greater than τ.
Consider the transmission of the direct sound field, and suppose that the transmission
coefficient τN can be estimated by making use of Equation (8.34), where the angle of
incidence θ=0. From Equation (8.35), TLN−TL=5.5 dB. Use of Equation (8.12) leads to
the conclusion based on the above result that τN=0.3τ. Substitution of the above
expression in Equation (8.67) gives the following result.
(8.68)
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where
(8.69)
Taking logarithms to the base ten of both sides of Equation (8.68) and assuming ρc=400
gives the following equation:
Lp1=Lw−TL−10 log10SE+C
(8.70)
where:
(8.71)
and TL is the field-incidence transmission loss.
The quantity Lp1 is the average sound pressure level (dB re 20 µPa) immediately
outside of the enclosure. Values of the constant C for various enclosure internal
conditions are listed in Table 8.4. Alternatively, Equation (8.71) may be used. However,
the calculations are very approximate and one cannot expect precision from the use of
Equation (8.71); thus use of the table is recommended.

Table 8.4 Values of constant C (dB) to account for
enclosure internal acoustic conditions
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

Enclosure internal acoustic
conditionsa

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Live

18

16

15

14

12

12

12

12

Fairly live

13

12

11

12

12

12

12

12

Average

13

11

9

7

5

4

3

3

Dead

11

9

7

6

5

4

3

3

a

Use the following criteria to determine the appropriate acoustic conditions inside the enclosure:
Live: All enclosure surfaces and machine surfaces hard and rigid
Fairly live: All surfaces generally hard but some panel construction (sheet metal or wood)
Average: Enclosure internal surfaces covered with sound-absorptive material, and machine surfaces
hard and rigid
Dead: As for “Average”, but machine surfaces mainly of panels

Example 8.3
A small pump has a sound power level of 80 dB re 10−12 W. It is to be contained in an
enclosure of 2.2 m2 surface area. Its sound power spectrum peaks in the 250 Hz octave
band, and rolls off above and below at 3 dB per octave. Calculate the predicted sound
pressure level in octave bands from 63 Hz to 8 kHz at the outside surface of the
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enclosure, assuming average acoustical conditions within the enclosure and a wall
transmission loss (TL), as shown in the Example 8.3 table for each of the octave bands.

Example 8.3 Table
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

Wall TL (dB)

8

11

12

15

18

23

25

30

Correction, C (dB)

13

11

9

7

5

4

3

3

Relative power spectrum (dB)

−6

−3

0

−3

−6

−9

−12

−15

−12

69.6

72.6

75.6

72.6

69.6

66.6

63.6

60.6

71

69

69

61

53

44

38

30

Lw (dB) re 10

W)

Lp (dB re 20 µPa)

Solution
1. From Table 8.4 for average conditions, enter values for C in the table above.
2. The relative power spectrum as given is shown in row three of the example table.
Logarithmic addition (see Section 1.11.4) of the values shown in row three gives the
sum as 4.4 dB. The total is required to equal 80 dB; thus absolute levels in each band
are determined by adding to the relative levels:
80–4.4=75.6 dB

The resulting band sound power levels, Lw, are given in the table in row
four.
3. Use Equation (8.70) to calculate the required sound pressure levels
SE=2.2 m2, 10 log10SE=3.4 dB

Therefore, assuming that ρc=400:
Lp1=Lw−3.4−TL+C

The estimates of Lp1 based upon the above equation are indicated in the
last row of the table.
If the enclosure is located outdoors, the following expression gives a reasonable
approximation to the sound pressure level Lp2 to be expected at a point some distance, r,
from the enclosure:
Lp2=Lp1+10 log10SE+10 log10(Dθ/4πr2) (dB)
(8.72)
In Equation (8.72), the distance from the enclosure to the measurement position, r(m), is
assumed to be large compared with the relevant enclosure face dimensions, and Dθ is the
directivity factor for the enclosure. Normally, for an enclosure on a hard floor, Dθ=2 (see
Table 5.1).
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If the enclosure is located indoors, then the reverberant sound field due to the
enclosing room must be considered. In this case, the sound pressure level, Lp2, at a
position in the room is derived using the results of Chapters 6 and 7, as follows. The
sound power Wt radiated by the enclosure can be written as:
(8.73)
or
Lwt=Lp1+10 log10SE (dB)
(8.74)
where SE is the total external surface area of the enclosure and the assumption has been
made that ρc»400. In this case, use of Equation (7.42) gives:
(8.75)

where
is the total sound absorption in the room, and is the average sound-absorption
coefficient.
Substituting Equation (8.74) into Equation (8.75) provides the following equation for
Lp2:
(8.76)
The noise reduction due to the enclosure may now be calculated. The sound pressure
level at a position in the room with no enclosure is obtained using Equation (7.42) as
follows:
(8.77)
Assuming that the enclosure has not altered the directivity characteristics of the machine
or assuming that the direct field contribution is negligible at the measurement position,
the noise reduction is given by
NR=Lw−Lp1–10 log10SE (dB)

. Thus:
(8.78)

Substituting Equation (8.70) for Lp1 into Equation (8.78) provides the following
expression for the noise reduction:
NR=TL−C (dB)
(8.79)
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Note that the quantity C may be determined using Table 8.4 or, alternatively, using
Equation (8.71). Note also that Equation (8.79) holds for an enclosure located outdoors or
inside a building.
8.4.3 Personnel Enclosures
For personnel enclosures, the noise source is external and the purpose of the enclosure is
to reduce levels within. Suppose that the enclosure is located within a space in which the
reverberant field is dominant. The sound pressure level in the reverberant field, removed
at least one half of a wavelength from the walls of the enclosure, is designated Lp1, (dB).
Use will be made of Equation (7.39b), in which the mean absorption coefficient is
replaced with the field-incidence wall transmission coefficient, τ. The power transmission
Wi into the enclosure through the external walls of surface area, SE, is:
(8.80)
Taking logarithms to the base ten of both sides of the equation, and noting that the
numerical value of ρc is approximately 400, Equation (8.80) may be rewritten as follows:
Lwi=Lp1+10 log10SE−TL−6 (dB)
(8.81)
To estimate the sound field within the enclosure, use is made of Equation (7.42). In the
latter equation, the direct field term is replaced with the reciprocal of the external surface
area, SE, and Equation (7.42) is rewritten as follows:
(8.82)

Substitution of the above equation in Equation (8.81), and use of Equation (8.71) leads to
the following result:
NR≈Lp1−Lpi=TL−C (dB)
(8.83)
The constant C may be calculated using Equation (8.71), or it may be estimated using
Table 8.4.
The problem is not so simple when the direct field of the source is dominant at one or
more walls of the enclosure. In this case, for the purposes of estimating the sound field
incident on each of the enclosure walls, it is necessary to treat the enclosure as a barrier.
The method of approximate solution is illustrated in Example 8.7, and discussed in
Section 8.5 on barriers.
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Example 8.4
A small personnel enclosure of nominal dimensions 2 m wide, 3 m long and 2.5 m high is
to be constructed of single leaf brick 125 mm thick, plastered on both sides. The floor
will be of concrete but the ceiling will be of similar construction to the walls (not bricks
but plastered, similar weight, etc.). Determine the expected noise reduction (NR) for the
basic hard wall design.
Solution
1. Use Tables 7.1 and 8.2 to determine values of wall and ceiling absorption coefficients
and transmission loss. Enter the values in Example 8.4 table.
2. Calculate:

Enter values in the table below. Calculate
and enter it in the
table.
3. Calculate the external surface area excluding the floor: SE=31 m2
4. Calculate noise reduction, NR, using Equation (8.16) rather than Equations (8.71) and
(8.83) as is small. Note that, in this case, the former test partition area A becomes the
external area SE exposed to the external sound field:
5.

The results are entered in the following table.

Example 8.4 Table
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
TL from Table 8.2
from Table 7.1
from Table 7.1
(m)
SE/

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

30

36

37

40

46

54

57

59

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.04

0.06

0.05

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.03

1.30

1.30

1.30

1.98

2.60

1.36

2.04

1.73

23.9

23.9

23.9

15.7

11.9

22.7

15.0

17.9
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14

14

14

12

11

14

12

13

16

22

23

28

35

40

45

46

Example 8.5
Suppose that an opening of 0.5 m2 is required for ventilation in the enclosure wall of
Example 8.4. What transmission loss (TL) must any muffling provide for the ventilation
opening if the noise reduction (NR) of the enclosure must not be less than 20 dB in the
250 Hz octave band?
Solution
1. Assume that

is essentially unchanged by the small penetration through the wall,

then from the previous example at 250 Hz,
and 10 log10SE =15 dB.
2. In Equation (8.16), replace A with SE; then NR=TL+10 log10Siαi−10 log10SE. Let
NR=20. Then TL=20−1+15=34 dB. Thus, the net TL required is 34 dB.
3. Calculate transmission coefficient τ of the ventilation opening. Equation (8.75) gives:

31τ=(31−0.5)τw+0.5τν
From the table of Example 8.4 and use of Equation (8.76):

τw=10−37/10=100.3×10−4=0.0002
Putting the above in Equation 8.6 gives:

From the above, the following is obtained:

or:

4. Calculate the required TL of muffling for the vent:

TLν=−10 log10τν
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=−10 log100.0126=19.0 dB
8.4.4 Enclosure Windows
Inspection windows are usually double glazed. However, the use of double glazing may
show no improvement over single glazing at low frequencies where the interaction of the
mass of the glass panes and stiffness of the air trapped between them can produce a series
of resonances. The lowest frequency corresponding to a resonance of this type and a
corresponding poor value of transmission loss is given approximately by Equation (8.47)
(see Appendix B for glass properties). There are other acoustic resonances of the cavity
that are also important, but these usually have higher resonance frequencies (see
Equations (7.17) and (8.46).
Reference to Equation (8.47) shows that the glass thickness and pane separation
should be chosen so that ƒ0 is well below the frequency range in which significant noise
reduction is required. For example, a pane thickness of 6 mm and a separation of 150 mm
gives ƒ0=78 Hz. Good transmission loss should not be expected at frequencies below
about 1.15 ƒ0 or 90 Hz. In the low-frequency range where these resonances occur, the
transmission loss of a double-glazed window may be improved by placing a blanket of
porous acoustic material in the reveals between the two frames supporting the glass
(Quirt, 1982).
8.4.5 Enclosure Leakages
The effectiveness of an enclosure can be very much reduced by the presence of air gaps.
Air gaps usually occur around removable panels or where services enter an enclosure.
The effect of cracks around doors or around the base of a cover can be calculated with the
help of Figure 8.11, which gives the transmission coefficient of a crack as a function of
frequency and width. Note that if the crack is between one plane surface and another
plane surface normal to it, the effective crack width must be doubled (because of
reflection—for example, a crack under a door) before using Figure 8.11. However, note
that the effective area of the crack is not doubled when overall TL values are calculated
using Equation (8.65). Once the transmission coefficient, τ, has been determined for a
particular frequency, the procedure outlined in Section 8.3 is used for estimating the
average value of τ for the enclosure wall or cover.
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Figure 8.11 Transmission coefficients
of long narrow cracks.
The importance of small air gaps is illustrated by reference to Figures 8.10 and 8.11. For
example, consider a door with a 20 mm air gap beneath it, which for a typical door results
in an area ratio S1/S2 of 0.01, where S1 is the area of the gap at the bottom of the door and
S2 is the area of the door. Figure 8.10 immediately shows that the best transmission loss
that can be achieved at frequencies below 200 Hz (see also Figure 8.11) is 20 dB.
Example 8.6
Find the transmission loss at 1200 Hz of a solid door, 2.10×0.9m, with a 12.5 mm gap
along its bottom edge. The door itself has a transmission loss of 30 dB (τ=0.001).
Solution
From Figure 8.11 the gap has a transmission coefficient, τ=0.3 at 1200 Hz. (Note that,
because the floor on either side of the door acts like a plane reflector, the effective width
of the gap is doubled when Figure 8.11 is used but not when its area is calculated.):
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8.4.6 Access and Ventilation
Most enclosures require some form of ventilation. They may also require access for
passing materials in and out. Such necessary permanent openings must be treated with
some form of silencing to avoid compromising the effectiveness of the enclosure. In a
good design, the acoustic performance of access silencing will match the performance of
the walls of the enclosure. Techniques developed for the control of sound propagation in
ducts may be employed for the design of silencers (see Chapter 9).
If ventilation for heat removal is required but the heat load is not large, then natural
ventilation with silenced air inlets at low levels close to the floor and silenced outlets at
high levels, well above the floor, will be adequate. If forced ventilation is required to
avoid excessive heating then the approximate amount of air flow needed can be
determined using Equation (8.84):
ρCpV=H/∆T
(8.84)
where V is the volume (m3/s) of airflow required, H is the heat input (W) to the enclosure,
∆T is the temperature differential (°C) between the external ambient and the maximum
permissible internal temperature of the enclosure, ρ is the gas (air) density (kg/m3), and
Cp is the specific heat of the gas (air) in SI units (1010 m2 s−2 °C−1).
If a fan is provided for forced ventilation, the silencer will usually be placed external
to the fan so that noise generated by the fan will be attenuated as well. When high
volumes of air flow are required, the noise of the fan should be considered very carefully,
as this noise source is quite often a cause of complaint. As fan noise generally increases
with the fifth power of the blade tip speed, large slowly rotating fans are always to be
preferred over small high-speed fans.
8.4.7 Enclosure Vibration Isolation
Any rigid connection between the machine and enclosure must be avoided. If at all
possible, all pipes and service ducts passing through the enclosure wall should have
flexible sections to act as vibration breaks; otherwise, the pipe or duct must pass through
a clearance hole surrounded by a packing of mineral wool closed by cover plates and
mastic sealant.
It is usually advisable to mount the machine on vibration isolators (see Chapter 10),
particularly if low-frequency noise is the main problem. This ensures that little energy is
transmitted to the floor. If this is not done, there is a possibility that the floor surrounding
the enclosure will re-radiate the energy into the surrounding space, or that the enclosure
will be mechanically excited by the vibrating floor and act as a noise source.
Sometimes it is not possible to mount the machine on vibration isolators. In this case,
excitation of the enclosure can be avoided by mounting the enclosure itself on vibration
isolators. Note that great care is necessary, when designing machinery vibration isolators,
to ensure that the machine will be stable and that its operation will not be affected
adversely. For example, if a machine must pass through a system resonance when
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running up to speed, then “snubbers” can be used to prevent excessive motion of the
machine on its isolation mounts.
8.4.8 Enclosure Resonances
Two types of enclosure resonance will be considered. The first is mechanical resonance
of the enclosure panels, while the second is acoustic resonance of the air space between
an enclosed machine and the enclosure walls. At the frequencies of these resonances the
noise reduction due to the enclosure is markedly reduced from that calculated without
regard to resonance effects.
The lowest order enclosure panel resonance is associated with a large loss in enclosure
effectiveness at the resonance frequency. Thus the enclosure should be designed so that
the resonance frequencies of its constituent panels are not in the frequency range in which
appreciable sound attenuation is required. Only the lowest order, first few, panel
resonances are of concern here. The panels may be designed in such a way that their
resonance frequencies are higher than or lower than the frequency range in which
appreciable sound attenuation is required. Additionally, the panels should be well
damped.
If the sound source radiates predominantly high-frequency noise, then an enclosure
with low resonance frequency panels is recommended, implying a massive enclosure. On
the other hand, if the sound radiation is predominantly low frequency in nature then an
enclosure with a high resonance frequency is desirable, implying a stiff but not massive
enclosure. The discussion of Sections 8.2.4 and 8.2.6 maybe used as a guide to resonance
frequency and transmission loss calculations.
The resonance frequency of a panel may be increased by using stiffening ribs, but the
increase that may be achieved is generally quite limited. For stiff enclosures with high
resonance frequencies, materials with large values of Young’s modulus to density ratio,
E/ρ, are chosen for the wall construction to ensure large values of the longitudinal wave
speed, cL (see Section 1.3.4). For massive enclosures with small resonance frequencies,
small values of E/ρ are chosen. Values of E, and ρ for common panel materials are listed
in Appendix B. In practice, stiff enclosures will generally be restricted to small
enclosures.
If a machine is enclosed, reverberant build-up of the sound energy within the
enclosure will occur unless adequate sound absorption is provided. The effect will be an
increase of sound pressure at the inner walls of the enclosure over that which would
result from the direct field of the source. A degradation of the noise reduction expected of
the enclosure is implied.
In close-fitting enclosures, noise reduction may be degraded by yet another resonance
effect. At frequencies where the average air spacing between a vibrating machine surface
and the enclosure wall is an integral multiple of half wavelengths of sound, strong
coupling will occur between the vibrating machine surface and the enclosure wall,
resulting in a marked decrease in the enclosure wall transmission loss.
The effect of inadequate absorption in enclosures is very noticeable. Table 8.5 shows
the reduction in performance of an ideal enclosure with varying degrees of internal sound
absorption. The sound power of the source is assumed constant and unaffected by the
enclosure. “Percent” refers to the fraction of internal surface area that is treated.
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Table 8.5 Enclosure noise reduction as a function
of percentage of internal surface covered with
sound-absorptive material
Percent sound absorbent material

10

20

30

50

70

Noise reduction (dB)

−10

−7

−5

−3

−1.5

For best results, the internal surfaces of an enclosure are usually lined with glass or
mineral fibre or open-cell polyurethane foam blanket. Typical values of absorption
coefficients are given in Table 7.1.
Since the absorption coefficient of absorbent lining is generally highest at high
frequencies, the high-frequency components of any noise will suffer the highest
attenuation. Some improvement in low-frequency absorption can be achieved by using a
thick layer of lining. See Section 7.7.3 for a discussion of suitable linings and their
containment for protection from contamination with oil or water, which impairs their
acoustical absorption properties.
8.4.9 Close-Fitting Enclosures
The cost of acoustic enclosures of any type is proportional to size; therefore there is an
economic incentive to keep enclosures as small as possible. Thus, because of cost or
limitations of space, a close-fitting enclosure may be fitted directly to the machine which
is to be quietened, or fixed independently of it but so that the enclosure internal surfaces
are within, say, 0.5 m of major machine surfaces.
When an enclosure is close fitting, the panel resonance frequency predicted by
Equation (8.20) may be too low; in fact, the resonance frequency will probably be
somewhat increased due to the stiffening of the panel by the enclosed air volume. Thus,
an enclosure designed to be massive with a low resonance frequency may not perform as
well as expected when it is close fitting.
Furthermore, system resonances will occur at higher frequencies; some of these modes
of vibration will be good radiators of sound, producing low noise reductions, and some
will be poor radiators, little affecting the noise reduction. The magnitude of the decrease
in noise reduction caused by these resonances may be controlled to some extent by
increasing the mechanical damping of the wall. Thus, if low-frequency sound (less than
200 Hz) is to be attenuated, the close-fitting enclosure should be stiff and well damped,
but if high-frequency sound is to be attenuated, the enclosure should be heavy and highly
absorptive but not stiff. Doubling of the volume of a small enclosure will normally lead
to an increase in noise reduction of 3 dB at low frequencies, so that it is not desirable to
closely surround a source, such as a vibrating machine, if a greater volume is possible.
Generally, if sufficient space is left within the enclosure for normal maintenance on all
sides of the machine, the enclosure need not be regarded as close fitting. If, however,
such space cannot be made available, it is usually necessary to upgrade the transmission
loss of an enclosure by up to 10 dB at low frequencies (less at high frequencies), to
compensate for the expected degradation in performance of the enclosure due to
resonances.
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The analysis of close-fitting enclosures is treated in detail in the literature (Tweed and
Tree, 1976; Byrne et al., 1988).
8.4.10 Partial Enclosures
In many situations, where easy and continuous access to parts of a machine is necessary,
a complete enclosure may not be possible, and a partial enclosure must be considered
(Alfredson and Scow, 1976). However, the noise reductions that can be expected at
specific locations from partial enclosures are difficult to estimate and will depend upon
the particular geometry. Estimates of the sound power reduction to be expected from a
partial enclosure are presented in Figure 8.12.

Figure 8.12 Sound attenuation due to a
partial enclosure. The transmission
loss (TL) of the enclosure wall is
shown parametrically.
This figure shows the sound power reduction to be expected for various degrees of
enclosure, with transmission loss through the enclosure as a parameter. The figure shows
fairly clearly that the enclosure walls should have a transmission loss of about 20 dB, and
the most sound power reduction that can be achieved for a realistic partial enclosure
(90% closed) is about 10 dB.
However, sound pressure levels in some directions may be more greatly reduced,
especially in areas immediately behind solid parts of the enclosure.
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8.5 BARRIERS
Barriers are placed between a noise source and a receiver as a means of reducing the
direct sound observed by the receiver. In rooms, barriers suitably treated with soundabsorbing material may also slightly attenuate reverberant sound field levels by
increasing the overall room absorption.
Barriers are a form of partial enclosure, usually intended to reduce the direct sound
field radiated in one direction only. For non-porous barriers having sufficient surface
density, the sound reaching the receiver will be entirely due to diffraction around the
barrier boundaries. Since diffraction sets the limit on the noise reduction that may be
achieved, the barrier surface density is chosen to be just sufficient so that the noise
reduction at the receiver is diffraction limited. For this purpose, the barrier surface
density will usually exceed 20 kg/m2, There are many proprietary designs for barriers;
typical barriers are built of lightweight concrete blocks, but asbestos board, cement
board, sheet metal, fibre-glass panels and high-density plastic sheeting have also been
used.
The effect of diffraction will be considered separately from other propagational
effects; that is, noise reduction due to a barrier will be considered as a reduction to be
added to other reductions due to such effects as spherical spreading and atmospheric
attenuation, which were discussed in Chapter 5.
8.5.1 Diffraction at the Edge of a Thin Sheet
In general, sound diffracted around a barrier may take many paths. To make the problem
tractable, the idealized case of sound diffraction at the straight edge of a thin semi-infinite
opaque plane barrier will first be considered, and the basis for all subsequent calculations
will be established.
The discussion will make reference to Figure 8.13, in which a point source model is
illustrated. The model may also be used for a line source that lies parallel to the barrier
edge.

Figure 8.13 Geometry of the sound
propagation path over a barrier wall for
determining the Fresnel number.
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The lengths A and B are introduced as two segments of the shortest path over the barrier
from source to receiver. The length d is the straight-line segment from source to receiver.
In terms of these path lengths, the Fresnel number, N, is defined by the following
equation:
N=±(2/λ)(A+B−d)
(8.85)
where λ is the wavelength of the centre frequency of the narrow band of noise
considered; for example, a one-third octave or octave band of noise.
The lengths, d, A and B shown in the figure are calculated using:
(8.86)

where
(8.87)

In Figure 8.14, an attenuation factor ∆b associated with diffraction at an edge is plotted as
a function of the Fresnel number (Maekawa, 1968, 1977, 1985). To enter the figure, the
positive sign of Equation (8.85) is used when the receiver is in the shadow zone of the
barrier, and the negative sign is used when the receiver is in the bright zone, in line of
sight with the source. The horizontal scale in the figure is logarithmic for values of
Fresnel number, N, greater than one, but it has been adjusted for values less than one to
provide the straight-line representation shown.
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Figure 8.14 Sound attenuation by a
semi-infinite screen in free space. If
the receiver has direct line of sight to
the source, then N is set negative.
The possibility that the source may be directional may be considered by introducing
directivity factors in the direction from the source to the barrier edge DθB and in the
direction from the source to the receiver DθR. The attenuation, Abi, of a single sound path,
i, due to diffraction over the barrier is given by the following equation (Beranek, 1971,
Chapter 7):
Abi=∆bi+20 log10[(Ai+Bi)/di]+DθR−DθB
(8.88)
As an alternative to using Figure 8.14, Kurze and Anderson (1971) proposed the
following expression, which is a very good approximation to the curve in Figure 8.14.
(8.89)

where Ni is the Fresnel number for path, i over the barrier. More recently, a correction to
this expression was proposed by Menounou (2001) to make it more accurate for locations
of the source or receiver close to the barrier or for the receiver close to the boundary of
the bright and shadow zones. The more accurate equation for any particular path, i, over
the barrier is:
Abi=ILs+ILb+ILsb+ILsp+DθR−DθB
(8.90)
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where:
(8.91)

(8.92)

(8.93)
(8.94)

The quantity, N2, is the Fresnel number calculated for a wave travelling from the image
source to the receiver where the image source is generated by reflection from the barrier
(not the ground). Thus, the image source will be on the same side of the barrier as the
receiver. The distance, d, used in Equation (8.85) to calculate the Fresnel number, N2, is
the straight line distance between the image source and receiver, and the distance (A+B)
is the same as used to calculate the Fresnel number for the actual source and receiver.
8.5.2 Outdoor Barriers
A common form of barrier is a wall, which may be very long so that only diffraction over
the top is of importance, or it may be of finite length so that diffraction around the ends is
also of importance. In either case, the problem is generally more complicated than that of
simple diffraction at an edge, because of reflection in the ground plane (Gill, 1980b;
Hutchins et al., 1984). For example, the direct sound field of a tonal source and the
reflected sound field from its virtual image in the ground plane may interfere to produce a
relative minimum in the sound field at the position of the observer. The introduction of a
barrier may effectively prevent such interference, with the result that the placement of a
barrier may result in a net gain in level at the point of observation. However, this
possibility will not be given further consideration here. It will be assumed that reflections
are incoherent or that octave bands of noise are considered, in which case such
frequency-dependent effects tend to wash out with the averaging process implied by
octave band analysis and measurement.
Note that the use of narrowband analysis can result in large errors due to interference
effects, which are ignored here but discussed in Chapter 5. For example, errors as large as
10 dB may be encountered when interference effects are ignored in conjunction with onethird octave band analysis, and the errors could be as large as 20 dB when tones are
considered. Detailed analysis that takes account of coherence is discussed in Chapter 5
(see Section 5.11.10) and in the literature (Isei et al., 1980; Embleton et al., 1983;
Nicolas et al., 1983).
Diffraction over the top of a very long wall as illustrated in Figure 8.15(a) will be
considered first. Due to possible reflection in the ground plane, a total of four possible
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diffraction paths must be considered, as shown in the figure. Referring to the figure, these
paths are SOR, SAOR, SAOBR and SOBR. As indicated in the figure, placement of an
image source and receiver in the diagram is helpful in determining the respective path
lengths. These images are placed as far beneath the ground plane as the source and
receiver are above it.

Figure 8.15 Diffraction paths for
consideration of an infinite width
barrier: (a) with barrier; (b) without
barrier.
In the absence of a barrier, there are only two paths between the source and receiver,
as shown in Figure 8.15(b). Thus, if the ground plane is hard and essentially totally
reflective, and octave bands of noise are considered so that interference effects tend to
wash out, the noise reduction due to the barrier is calculated as follows:
1. Making use of the image source and image receiver respectively, as indicated in Figure
8.15(a), the expected reduction in level is determined using Equation (8.88) for each
of the four paths.
2. The four estimates are combined logarithmically as indicated in Equation (1.96).
3. The process is repeated for the two paths sho wn in Figure 8.15 (b), again assuming
total incoherent reflection, to produce a combined level at the receiver without a
barrier. The assumption is implicit that the total power radiated by the source is
constant; thus at large distances from the source this procedure is equivalent to the
simple assumption that the source radiates into half-space.
4. The reduction due to the barrier is determined as the result of subtracting the level
determined in step (2) from the level determined in step (3), as shown in Equation
(1.97).
If the ground is not acoustically hard but is somewhat absorptive, as is generally the case,
then the dB attenuation due to reflection must be added arithmetically to the dB
attenuation due to the barrier for each path that includes a reflection. Note that one path
over the top of the barrier includes two reflections, so for this path two reflection losses
must be added to the barrier attenuation for this path. This process is illustrated in
Example 8.7.
When a wall is of finite width, diffraction around the ends of the barrier may also
require consideration. However, diffraction around the ends involves only one ground
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reflection and thus only consideration of two possible paths at each end, not four as in the
case of diffraction over the top. The location of the effective point of reflection is found
by assuming an image source, S′, and image wall. Referring to Figure 8.16 the two paths
SOR and S′O′O″R are, respectively, the shortest paths from source and image source to
the receiver around one end of the wall and image wall. Again taking account of possible
loss on reflection for one of the paths, the contributions over the two paths are determined
using Figures 8.13 and 8.14 and Equation (8.88).
For a finite wall, eight separate paths should be considered and the results combined to
determine the expected noise reduction provided by the placement of the barrier. In
practice, however, not all paths will be of importance.
In summary, if there are multiple paths around the barrier (see next section), then the
overall noise reduction due to the barrier is calculated using Equation (1.97) as illustrated
in Example 8.7. That is:
(8.95)
where the reflection loss, AR, due to the ground is added to each path that involves a
ground reflection. For plane wave reflection, AR (equal to ARi or ARw) is given by:
AR=−20 log10|Rp|
(8.96)

Figure 8.16 Geometry for diffraction
around one edge of a finite width
barrier. S and S′ are source and image
source, R is the receiver, O is defined
by the shortest path from S to R around
the barrier edge, and O′ and O″ are
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defined by the shortest path from S′ to
R around the image barrier edge.
where Rp is defined in Equation (5.129) for extended reactive ground and (5.131) for
locally reactive ground. If the more complex and more accurate spherical wave reflection
model is used (see Sections 5.10.4 and 5.11.10.5):
AR=−10 log10|Γ|
(8.97)
It is interesting to note that the first term in Equation (8.95) is equivalent to the excess
attenuation due to ground effects in the absence of the barrier multiplied by −1.
For the case of source distributions other than those considered, the simple strategy of
dividing the source into a number of equivalent line or point sources which are then each
treated separately may be used. Implicit in this approach is the assumption that the parts
are incoherent, consistent with the analysis described here.
Barrier attenuation can often be increased by up to 8 dB by lining the source side with
absorptive material. The attenuation due to the absorptive material increases as the source
and receiver approach the barrier and the barrier height increases. A detailed treatment of
absorptive barriers is given in the literature (Fujiwara et al., 1977b).
Note that in the procedure described in this section, the calculation of the barrier
attenuation, Ab, involves subtracting the excess attenuation due to ground effects and thus
Ag must be added to Ab in calculating the overall excess attenuation, as indicated by
Equation (5.165).
8.5.2.1 Thick Barriers
Existing buildings may sometimes serve as barriers (Shimode and Ikawa, 1978). In this
case it is possible that a higher attenuation than that calculated using Equation (8.88) may
be obtained due to double diffraction at the two edges of the building. This has the same
effect as using two thin barriers placed a distance apart equal to the building thickness
(ISO 9613–2 (1996)). Double barriers are also discussed by Foss (1979). The effect of the
double diffraction is to add an additional attenuation, ∆C, to the noise reduction achieved
using a thin barrier (Fujiwara et al., 1977a) located at the centre of the thick barrier:
∆C=K log10(2πb/λ)
(8.98)
where b is the barrier thickness, λ is the wavelength at the band centre frequency, and K
is a coefficient that may be estimated using Figure 8.17. Note that to use Equation (8.98),
the condition b>λ/2 must be satisfied. Otherwise the barier may be assumed to be thin.
Similar results are obtained for earth mounds, with the effective barrier width being
the width of the top of the earth mound. Any trees planted on top of the earth mound are
not considered to contribute significantly to the barrier attenuation and can be ignored.
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Figure 8.17 Finite width barrier
correction factor, K (Equation (8.98)).
Example 8.7
A source of low-frequency, broadband sound at 1 m above the ground introduces
unwanted noise at a receiver, also 1 m above the ground at 4 m distance. The ground
surface is grass, and the source may be treated as a point source. What is the effect in the
250 Hz octave band on the receiver, of a barrier centrally located, 2 m high and 6 m
wide?
Solution
As octave bands are considered, waves reflected from the ground are combined
incoherently with non-reflected waves. In fact, all sound waves arriving at the receiver by
different paths are combined incoherently.
1. Calculate the reflection coefficient of the ground. The flow resistivity, R1, for grasscovered ground is approximately 2×105 MKS rayls/m (see Table 5.2). This results in a
value of flow resistance parameter, ρƒ/R1=1.5×10−3. For the geometry described, the
angle of incidence from the horizontal for the ground reflection of the wave diffracted
over the top of the barrier is 56°, and 15° for the waves diffracted around the ends.
The reflection losses, AR, corresponding to these angles of incidence (56° and 15°) and
flow resistance parameter 1.5×10−3, are 1.3 dB and 5.0 dB respectively (see Figure
5.18).
2. Next, calculate the noise level at the receiver due to each diffracted path. For each
diffracted path calculate the required path lengths (A+B and d, see Figure 8.13),
Fresnel number, N (Equation (8.85)) attenuation Ab (Figure 8.14 and Equation (8.88)).
Add the reflection loss AR (where appropriate) to obtain the total attenuation Ab+AR.
(a) Reflected waves over the top (three paths): Image source-receiver path:
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Source-image receiver path (same as above):

Ab+AR=17.3 dB
Image source-image receiver path:

(b) Reflected waves around barrier ends (two paths): Image source-receiver path:

(c) Non-reflected waves (three paths): Source-receiver path: Source-receiver path
around barrier ends (two paths):
Source-receiver path:

Source-receiver path around barrier ends (two paths):

3. Using Equation (1.97), combine all attenuations for each of the eight paths with the
barrier present (17.3 dB, 17.3 dB, 22.6 dB, 25 dB, 25 dB, 12 dB, 20 dB and 20 dB)
(NRBi in Equation (1.97)) and the attenuations of the two paths (NRAi in Equation
(1.97)), when the barrier is absent (0 dB and 3 dB—see Figure 5.18 with β=27º) to
give an overall attenuation of approximately 10 dB. This is 2 dB less than the value
that would have been obtained if all ground reflections were ignored, and only the
diffraction over the top of the barrier were considered. This is a significant difference
in this instance, although in many cases in which the width of the barrier is large in
comparison with the height and source to receiver spacing, results of acceptable
accuracy are often obtained by considering only diffraction over the top of the barrier
and ignoring ground reflection. Note that the final result of the calculations is given to
the nearest dB because this is the best accuracy which can be expected in practice and
the accuracy with which Figure 8.14 may be read is in accord with this observation.
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Example 8.8
Given an omnidirectional noise source with a sound power level of 127 dB re 10−12 W in
the 250 Hz octave band, calculate the sound pressure level in the 250 Hz octave band
inside a building situated 50 m away. One side of the building faces in the direction of the
sound source and all building walls, including the roof (which is flat), have an average
field incidence transmission loss of 20 dB in the 250 Hz octave band. The building is
rectangular in shape. Assume that the total Sabine absorption in the room (5 m×5 m×5 m)
in the 250 Hz octave band is 15 m2. Also assume that the ground between the source and
building is acoustically hard (for example, concrete), and the excess attenuation due to
ground effect is −3 dB.
Solution
First of all, calculate the sound pressure level incident, on average, on each of the walls
and roof. Without the building, the sound pressure level 50 m from the source is
determined by substitution of Equation (5.160), for a point source, into Equation (5.158)
then calculating:
Lp=127–20 log1050–11+3–85 dB re 20 µPa
Next, calculate the incident sound power on each wall:
1. Wall facing the source:

Lw=85+10 log1025=99 dB re 10−12 W
2. Walls adjacent to the one facing the source, and the ceiling: the effective Fresnel
number due to the barrier effect of the building is zero, resulting in a 5 dB reduction in
noise level due to diffraction. Thus:

Lw=99–5=94 dB re 10−12 W
3. Wall opposite the source: the effective Fresnel number due to the barrier effect of the
building varies from N=(2/l)(2.5) in the centre of the wall to zero at the edges. From
Figure 8.14, this corresponds to a noise reduction ranging from 18 dB to 5 dB. The
additional effect due to the finite thickness of the building is calculated using Equation
(8.98) and is approximately 1 dB. Thus the area-weighted average noise reduction for
the sound incident on this wall is approximately 12 dB. Thus Lw=99−12=87 dB re
10−12 W.
Next, calculate the total power radiated into the enclosure:
1. Wall facing the source: as the sound field is normally incident, the normal incidence
transmission loss must be used. For a one-third octave band of noise, TLN=TL+5.5
(Equation (8.35)). Thus the power radiated into the enclosure is 74 dB.
2. All other walls and ceiling: for these the transmission loss to be used is the fieldincidence transmission loss. Thus the total sound power radiated into the room by
these surfaces is the logarithmic sum (see Section 1.11.4) of 74 dB, 74 dB, 74 dB and
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67 dB, and is equal to 79 dB. The total power radiated into the room is the logarithmic
sum of the front wall contribution (74 dB) and all other walls (79 dB), and is equal to
80 dB. The sound pressure level in the room is given by Equation (8.82) as:

8.5.2.2 Shielding by Terrain
For outdoor sound propagation over undulating or mountainous terrain, the equivalent
barrier effect due to the terrain is calculated using the geometry shown in Figure 8.18.

Figure 8.18 Geometry for calculation
of barrier effect due to terrain.
The equivalent Fresnel number is:
(8.99)
where the negative sign is used if there is direct line-of-sight between the source and
receiver and the positive sign is used if there is no direct line of sight.
8.5.2.3 Effects of Wind and Temperature Gradients on Barrier
Attenuation
The attenuation of a barrier outdoors is affected by vertical atmospheric wind and
temperature gradients. This effect can be taken into account approximately as follows for
diffraction over the top of a barrier (Tonin, 1985).
The effect of a positive vertical wind or temperature gradient (that is wind speed or
temperature increasing with altitude) is to effectively move the source higher up and
further from the barrier, as shown in Figure 8.19. The effective relative position of the
receiver with respect to the wall is affected similarly.
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The effect of negative gradients (that is wind speed or temperature decreasing with
altitude) is to effectively move the source lower and closer to the barrier. Note that wind
speed is measured in the direction from source to receiver.
The radius of curvature, R, of the curved sound ray shown in Figure 8.19 is given by
Equation (5.190). If R in Equation (5.190) is positive, then rays are curved downwards as
shown in Figure 8.19, resulting in less attenuation. If R is negative then the converse is
true.
Referring to Figure 8.19, the effective source position given by

, which is the

horizontal distance of the effective source from the barrier, and , which is the increase
in height of the effective source above the actual source, may be calculated given the
radius of curvature, R, using the following equations (Tonin, 1985):
(8.100)

where Hb is the actual difference between source and barrier heights, and A is the distance
from the actual source to the barrier top. Note that θ must have the same sign as R. The
same analysis must be used when calculating the effective receiver location with respect
to the barrier.

Figure 8.19 Geometry for locating the
effective source position, assuming a
positive vertical sonic gradient.
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8.5.2.4 ISO 9613–2 Approach to Barrier Insertion Loss Calculations
Following the International Standard procedure, the barrier noise reduction (or insertion
loss) for path i around or over the barrier is calculated using the following equation
instead of Figure 8.12:
Abi=10 log10[3+10NiC3Kmet]−Ag dB
(8.101)
where Ag is the excess attenuation due to the ground in the absence of the barrier and Ni is
the Fresnel number (Equation (8.85)) for path i. For diffraction around the edges of the
barrier or when the barrier is a building more than 10m high or if the sound sources are
more than 10m above the ground, the Ag term is excluded from Equation (8.101). The
overall excess attenuation due to the barrier with N propagation paths around and over it
(including paths involving a ground reflection on one or both sides of the barrier) is given
by:
(8.102)
where ARi is the ground reflection loss involved with path i over or around the barrier.
When calculating the total excess attenuation due to all influences in outdoor sound
propagation models, the quantity, Ab, from the above equation is included in Equations
(5.165) and (5.170) along with ALL other terms including the ground term, Ag.
In Equation (8.101) C3 is equal to 1 for a single edge diffraction and for double edge
diffraction (such as for a thick barrier or two parallel barriers—see Figure 8.20) it is
given by:
C3=[1+(5λ/b)2]/[(1/3)+(5λ/b)2]
(8.103)
where C3 varies between 1 (for a single edge diffraction and 3 (for a well separated
double edge diffraction (b>>λ). For the double diffraction barrier, the Fresnel Number is
given by:
N=±(2/λ)(A+B+e−d)
(8.104)
The quantities, A, B and d are calculated using the same equations as for the single
diffraction barrier (Equations (8.86) and (8.87)) with the additional equation:
e=(a2+b2)1/2
(8.105)
and where in this case, X=XR+XS+b and Y=YR+YS+a.
If the two edges are at different heights, hb1 and hb2, the quantity, e is given by:
(8.106)
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Figure 8.20 Geometry for double edge
diffraction (single, thick barrier or two
thin, parallel barriers).
An easier expression to evaluate for N is:
(8.107)
where for the case of different height barriers, the quantity, b, is replaced with
(b2+(hb1−hb2)2)1/2.
The quantity, Kmet, is given by:
(8.108)

For the receiver in the bright zone or for diffraction around the ends of the barrier, or for
distances between source and receiver of less than 100 m, Kmet=1.
Barrier attenuation is adversely affected by reflections from vertical surfaces such as
building facades. In this case the reflection must be considered as giving rise to an image
source, which must be treated separately and its contribution added to the sound level at
the receiver due to the non-reflected wave.
8.5.3 Indoor Barriers
Thus far, only the use of barriers outdoors has been considered or, more explicitly, the
situation in which the contribution of the source direct field to the overall sound level is
much larger than any reverberant field contribution. In this section, the effect of placing a
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barrier in a room where the reverberant sound field and reflections from other surfaces
cannot be ignored will be considered.
Consider a barrier installed in a large room and estimate the barrier insertion loss. The
following assumptions are implicit:
1. The transmission loss of the barrier material is sufficiently large that transmission
through the barrier can be ignored. A transmission loss of 20 dB is recommended.
2. The sound power radiated by the source is not affected by insertion of the barrier.
3. The receiver is in the shadow zone of the barrier; that is, there is no direct line of sight
between source and receiver.
4. Interference effects between waves diffracted around the side of the barrier, waves
diffracted over the top of the barrier and reflected waves are negligible. This implies
octave band analysis.
The barrier insertion loss, IL, in dB is (Moreland and Minto, 1976):
(8.109)

In Equation (8.109), D is the source directivity factor in the direction of the receiver; r is
is the
the distance between source and receiver in the absence of the barrier;
absorption of the original room before inserting the barrier, where S0 is the total original
room surface area and is the room mean Sabine absorption coefficient; S is the open
area between the barrier perimeter and the room walls and ceiling; and F is the diffraction
coefficient given by the following equation:
(8.110)
Ni is the Fresnel number for diffraction around the ith edge of the barrier, and is given by
Equation (8.85). K1 and K2 are dimensionless numbers given by:
(8.111a,b)
S1 and S2 are the total room surface areas on sides 1 and 2 respectively of the barrier i.e.
S1+S2=S0+(area of two sides of the barrier). The quantities and are the mean Sabine
absorption coefficients associated with areas S1 and S2 respectively.
When multiple barriers exist, as in an open-plan office, experimental work (West and
Parkin, 1978) has shown the following statements to be true in a general sense (test
screens were 1.52 m high by 1.37 m wide):
1. No difference in attenuation is obtained when a 300 mm gap is permitted between the
base of the screen and the floor.
2. When a number of screens interrupt the line of sight between source and receiver, an
additional attenuation of up to 8 dB(A) over that for a single screen can be realized.
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3. Large numbers of screens remove wall reflections and thus increase the attenuation of
sound with distance from the source.
4. For a receiver immediately behind a screen, a local shadow effect results in large
attenuation, even for a source a large distance away. This is in addition to the effect
mentioned in (2) above.
5. For a screen less than 1 m from a source, floor treatment has no effect on the screen’s
attenuation.
6. A maximum improvement in attenuation of 4–7 dB as frequency is increased from 250
to 2 kHz can be achieved by ceiling treatment. However, under most conditions, this
greater attenuation can only be achieved at the higher frequencies.
7. Furnishing conditions are additive; that is, the attenuations measured under two
different furnishing conditions are additive when the two conditions coexist.

8.6 PIPE LAGGING
Radiation from the walls of pipes or air conditioning ducts is a common source of noise.
The excitation usually arises from disturbed flow through valves or dampers, in which
case it is preferable to reduce the excitation by treatment or modification of the source.
However, as treatment of the source is not always possible, an alternative is to
acoustically treat the walls of the pipe or duct to reduce the transmitted noise. For
ventilation ducts the most effective solution is to line the duct internally with acoustic
absorbent, whereas with pipework an external treatment is normally used. The former
treatment is discussed in Section 9.8 and the latter treatment is discussed here.
8.6.1 Porous Material Lagging
The effect of wrapping a pipe with a layer of porous absorbent material may be
calculated by taking into account sound energy loss due to reflection at the porous
material surfaces and loss due to transmission through the material. Methods for
calculating these losses are outlined in Appendix C. The procedures outlined in Appendix
C only include the effects of the pipe fundamental “breathing” mode on the sound
radiation. Kanapathipillai and Byrne (1991) showed that pipe “bending” end “ovaling”
modes are also important and the sound radiation from these is influenced in a different
way by the lagging. Indeed, for a pipe vibrating in these latter modes, the insertion loss of
a porous lagging is negative at low frequencies, and a sound increase is observed, partly
as a result of the effective increase in sound radiating area. In practice, it may be assumed
that below 250 Hz, there is nothing to be gained in terms of noise reduction by lagging
pipework with a porous acoustic blanket.
8.6.2 Impermeable Jacket and Porous Blanket Lagging
Several theories have been advanced for the prediction of the noise reduction (or
insertion loss) resulting from wrapping a pipe first with glass-fibre and then with a limp,
massive jacket. Unfortunately, none of the current theories reliably predicts measured
results; in fact, some predicted results are so far removed from reality as to be useless.
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Predictions based upon the theory presented in the following paragraphs have been
shown to be in best agreement with results of experiment, but even these predictions can
vary by up to 10 dB from the measured data. For this reason, the analysis is followed
with Figure 8.21, which shows the measured insertion loss for a commonly used pipe
lagging configuration; that is 50 mm of 70–90 kg/m3 glass-fibre or rockwool covered
with a lead-aluminium jacket of 6 kg/m2 surface density. Before proceeding with the
analysis it should be noted that, where possible, manufacturer’s data rather than
calculations should be used. In practice, it has been found that at frequencies below about
300 Hz, the insertion loss resulting from this type of treatment is either negligible or
negative. It has also been found that porous acoustic foam gives better results than fibreglass or rockwool blanket because of it greater compliance. Note, however, that the
following analysis applies to fibreglass or rockwool blankets only.
For the purposes of the analysis, the frequency spectrum is divided into three ranges
(Hale, 1978) by two characteristic frequencies, which are the ring frequency, ƒr, and the
critical frequency, ƒc, of the jacket (ƒr<ƒc) The jacket is assumed to be stiff and at the ring
frequency the circumference is one longitudinal wavelength long; thus ƒr=cL/πd. The
critical frequency given by Equation (8.3) is discussed in Section 8.2.1. For jackets made
of two layers (such as lead and aluminium), Equations (8.6) to (8.9) must be used to
calculate ƒc and cL.
1. In the low-frequency range below the ring frequency, ƒr, of the jacket the insertion loss
is:

IL=10 log10[1−0.012Xr sin2Cr+(0.012Xr sinCr)2]

(8.112)

Here:

(8.113)
and:

Cr=30ξrℓ/d

(8.114)

where ξr=ƒ/ƒr, d is the jacket diameter (m), m is the jacket surface density (kg
m−2), ℓ is the absorptive material thickness (m), ƒr is the jacket ring frequency
(Hz), cL is the longitudinal wave speed (thin panel) in the jacket material, and ƒ is
the octave or one-third octave band centre frequency.
In the high-frequency range above the critical frequency, ƒc, of the jacket (see
Equation (8.3)), the insertion loss is:

IL=10 log10[1−0.012Xc sin2Cc+(0.012Xc sinCc)2]
Here:

(8.115)
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(8.116)
and:

Cr=30ξrℓ/d

(8.117)

The quantity h is the jacket thickness (m), ξc=ƒ/ƒc, and ƒc is the jacket critical
frequency (Hz).
2. In the mid-frequency range between ƒr and ƒc

IL=10 log10[1−0.012Xm sin2Cc+(0.012Xm sinCc)2]

(8.118)

where

(8.119)
As an alternative to the preceding prediction scheme, a simpler formula (Michelsen et al.,
1980) is offered which provides an upper bound to the expected insertion loss at
frequencies above 300 Hz. That is:
(8.120)
where D is the pipe diameter (m) and ƒ≥120/(mℓ)½. The preceding equations are based on
the assumption that there are no structural connections between the pipe and the jacket. If
solid spacers are used to support the jacket, then the insertion loss will be substantially
less.
In recent times, the use of acoustic foam in place of rockwool and fibreglass has
become more popular. Manufacturers of the pre-formed foam shapes (available for a
wide range of pipe diameters) claim superior performance over that achieved with the
same thickness of rockwool. An advantage of the foam (over rockwool or fibreglass) is
that it doesn’t turn to powder when applied to a pipe suffering from relatively high
vibration levels. However, foam is much more expensive than rockwool or fibreglass.

CHAPTER NINE
Muffling Devices
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• noise reduction, NR, and transmission loss, TL, of muffling devices;
• diffusers as muffling devices;
• classification of muffling devices as reactive and dissipative;
• acoustic impedance for analysis of reactive mufflers;
• acoustic impedance of orifices and expansion chambers;
• analysis of several reactive muffler types;
• pressure drop calculations for reactive mufflers;
• lined duct silencers as dissipative mufflers;
• design and analysis of lined ducts;
• duct break-out noise transmission calculations;
• lined plenum attenuators;
• water injection for noise control of exhausts; and
• directivity of exhaust stacks.

9.1 INTRODUCTION
Muffling devices are commonly used to reduce noise associated with internal combustion
engine exhausts, high pressure gas or steam vents, compressors and fans. These examples
lead to the conclusion that a muffling device allows the passage of fluid while at the same
time restricting the free passage of sound. Muffling devices might also be used where
direct access to the interior of a noise containing enclosure is required, but through which
no steady flow of gas is necessarily to be maintained. For example, an acoustically
treated entry way between a noisy and a quiet area in a building or factory might be
considered as a muffling device.
Muffling devices may function in any one or any combination of three ways: they may
suppress the generation of noise; they may attenuate noise already generated; and they
may carry or redirect noise away from sensitive areas. Careful use of all three methods
for achieving adequate noise reduction can be very important in the design of muffling
devices, for example, for large volume exhausts.
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9.2 MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE
Two terms, insertion loss, IL, and transmission loss, TL, are commonly used to describe
the effectiveness of a muffling system. These terms are similar to the terms noise
reduction, NR, and transmission loss, TL, introduced in Chapter 8 in connection with
sound transmission through a partition.
The insertion loss of a muffler is defined as the reduction (in decibels) in sound power
transmitted through a duct compared to that transmitted with no muffler in place.
Provided that the duct outlet remains at a fixed point in space, the insertion loss will be
equal to the noise reduction that would be expected at a reference point external to the
duct outlet as a result of installing the muffler. The transmission loss of a muffler, on the
other hand, is defined as the difference (in decibels) between the sound power incident at
the entry to the muffler to that transmitted by the muffler.
Muffling devices make use of one or the other or a combination of two effects in their
design. Either, sound propagation may be prevented (or strongly reduced) by reflection or
suppression, or sound may be dissipated. Muffling devices based upon reflection or
source sound power output suppression are called reactive devices and those based upon
dissipation are called dissipative devices.
The performance of reactive devices is dependent upon the impedances of the source
and termination (outlet). In general, a reactive device will strongly affect the generation
of sound at the source. This has the effect that the transmission loss and insertion loss of
reactive devices may be very different. As insertion loss is the quantity related to noise
reduction, it will be used here to describe the performance of reactive muffling devices in
preference to transmission loss, which is commonly used in other texts on the subject.
The performance of dissipative devices, on the other hand, by the very nature of the
mode of operation, tends to be independent of the effects of source and termination
impedance. Provided that the transmission loss of a dissipative muffler is at least 5 dB it
may be assumed that the insertion loss and the transmission loss are the same. This
assertion is justified by the observation that any sound reflected back to the source
through the muffler will be reduced by at least 10 dB and is thus small and generally
negligible compared to the sound introduced. Consequently, the effect of the termination
impedance upon the source must also be small and negligible.
9.3 DIFFUSERS AS MUFFLING DEVICES
A commonly used device, often associated with the design of dissipative mufflers for the
reduction of high-pressure gas exhaust noise, is a gas diffuser. When properly designed,
this device can very effectively suppress the generation of noise. Alternatively, if
attention is not given to the design it can become a serious source of noise.
Aerodynamic sources were considered in Chapter 5, where it was shown that a
fluctuating force or stress on a moving fluid can produce a dipole or quadrupole source of
sound. As these sources were shown to generate sound power proportional to the sixth
and eighth power respectively of the stream speed, it should be an aim of the diffuser
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design to minimize the generation of fluctuating forces and stresses. For this reason, a
diffuser should have as its primary function the reduction of the pressure gradient
associated with the exhaust. Thus, while the pressure drop may be fixed, the gradient may
be reduced by extending the length over which the pressure drop is produced. This is
quite often accomplished by providing a tortuous path for the exhausting gas.
In the mixing region between the exhausting gas and the ambient or slowly moving
air, very large shear stresses can occur, giving rise to quadrupole noise generation. Such
noise can become very serious at high discharge rates because of its eighth power
dependence on stream speed. Thus a second function of the diffuser should be to reduce
the shear in the mixing region between the exhausting gas and ambient or slowly moving
air in the neighbourhood of the exhaust stream. This is quite often accomplished by
breaking the exhaust stream up into many small streams. A common design, illustrated in
Figure 9.1 is to force the exhaust to pass through the myriad holes in a perforated plate,
perhaps incorporated in the muffler as a closed perforated cylinder. Such a design can
also accomplish the task of reducing the pressure gradient.

Figure 9.1 A common design for a
high pressure gas exhaust muffler
A third function of the diffuser should be to stabilize and reduce the magnitude of any
shock waves developed in the exhaust. Stabilization of shock waves is particularly
important because an unstable, oscillating shock wave can be a very powerful generator
of noise. In this connection, a diffuser that breaks the exhaust stream up into many
smaller streams has been found experimentally to be quite effective. Such a device,
illustrated in Figure 9.2 has been shown to accomplish by itself, without any additional
muffling, a 10 dB insertion loss in broadband noise in a steam-generating plant blow-out
operation.
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9.4 CLASSIFICATION OF MUFFLING DEVICES
As an aid in the discussion that follows, it is convenient to classify commonly used
muffling devices in some systematic way. A classification suitable for the present

Figure 9.2 A noise suppression
diffuser.
purpose is presented in Table 9.1, in which seven types of devices are identified in
column one, and additionally classified according to the mechanism by which they
function in column two. Thus under the heading mechanisms, in column two, the devices
are identified either as suppressive (reactive) or dissipative.
In the third, fourth and fifth columns of the table, the effective frequency range of the
device and the critical dimensions are indicated. Both the effective frequency range and
critical dimensions are given in dimensionless form, the latter being expressed in
wavelengths of the sound to be attenuated. This choice of representation emphasizes the
fact that, in principle, the devices are not restricted to particular frequency ranges or
sizes.
In practical designs, it will generally be found that reactive devices are favoured for
the control of low-frequency noise, since they tend to be more compact than dissipative
devices for the same attenuation. Conversely, dissipative devices are generally favoured
for the attenuation of high-frequency noise, due to their simpler and cheaper construction
and greater effectiveness over a broad frequency range.
The critical dimensions of columns four and five in Table 9.1 are arbitrary and the
reader is warned of possible exceptions. Thus the width of the side branch resonator
shown as not exceeding one-eighth could be increased to perhaps one-half for a special
design, and similar comments are true of the other dimensions shown. The last column of
the table shows the expected dependence of performance, of the devices listed, on the
characteristics of the source and termination.
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9.5 ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Various types of impedance were discussed in Section 1.12. In the discussion of muffling
devices and sound propagation in ducts, the most commonly used and useful type of
impedance is acoustic impedance. This is an important parameter in the discussion of
reactive muffling devices, where the assumption is implicit that the muffler crossdimensions are small compared to a wavelength. In this case only plane waves propagate
and a volume velocity, which is continuous at junctions in a ducted system, may be
defined as the product of the particle velocity and muffler cross-section. The acoustic
impedance relates the acoustic pressure to the associated volume velocity. At a junction
between two ducts, the acoustic pressure will also be continuous (Kinsler et al., 1982);
thus the acoustic impedance has the useful property that it is continuous at junctions in a
ducted system.

Table 9.1 Classification of muffling devices
Critical
dimensions
D=ƒℓ/c=ℓ/λ

Device

Mechanism

Effective
frequency
range

1. Lumped
element

Suppressive

Band

D<1/8

D<1/8

Critical

2. Side branch
resonator

Suppressive

Narrow band

D≤1/4

D<1/8

Critical

3. Transmission
line

Suppressive

Multiple bands D>1/8

D<1/4

Critical

4. Lined duct

Dissipative

Broadband

5. Lined bend

Dissipative

Broadband

D>½

D>½

Not critical

6. Plenum
chamber

Dissipative/
suppressive

Broadband

D>1

D>1

Not critical

7. Water injection Dissipative

Broadband

Unbounded

Not critical

Dependence of
performance on end
Length Width conditions

Unboundedb

Slightly dependent

a

ƒ, c, λ and ℓ are respectively frequency, speed of sound, wavelength of sound, and critical
dimension of the device.
b
Theoretically, D is unbounded, but a practical lower bound for D is about 1/4.

As will be shown, a knowledge of the acoustic impedance of sources would be useful, but
such information is generally not available. However, those devices characterized by
fixed cyclic volume displacement, such as reciprocating pumps and compressors and
internal combustion engines, are well described as constant acoustic volume-velocity
sources of infinite internal acoustic impedance. On the other hand, other devices
characterized by an induced pressure rise, such as centrifugal and axial fans and impeller
type compressors and pumps, are probably best described as constant acoustic-pressure
sources of zero internal impedance. The case for the engine exhaust is a bit better, since
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the impedance for a simple exhaust pipe has been modelled as a vibrating piston at the
end of a long pipe, analysed theoretically and verified by measurement (see Chapter 5,
Figure 5.9), and such a termination is the most common case. A loudspeaker backed by a
small air-tight cavity may be approximated as a constant volume velocity source at low
frequencies where the wavelength is much greater than any cavity dimension.
9.6 LUMPED ELEMENT DEVICES
The discussion of lumped element devices and the side branch resonator will be carried
out in terms of acoustical circuits which are analogs of electrical circuits. For this purpose
it will be necessary to develop expressions for the acoustical analogs of electrical
inductances and capacitances. Using electrical analogies, voltage drop is the analog of
acoustic pressure, and current is the analog of acoustic volume velocity. Thus the
acoustic pressure in a volume or across an orifice is the analog of the voltage across a
capacitance or an inductance respectively.
Note that, following the definition of acoustic volume velocity in Section 9.5 and
acoustic intensity given by Equations (1.73) and (1.74), the acoustic power transmission
in a duct is proportional to the mean square pressure or particle velocity.
9.6.1 Impedance of an Orifice or a Short Narrow Duct
Consideration of the acoustically induced cyclic flow through an orifice, as illustrated in
Figure 9.3, shows that the acoustic energy will pass through the orifice largely in the
form of kinetic energy. There will be a small volume of air somewhat larger than the
actual orifice that will participate in the induced motion. The bounds of this volume are
obviously quite arbitrary, but the volume can be imagined as a little cylinder of air of
cross-section equal to the area of the orifice and some effective length ℓ. Its motion will
be governed by Newton’s second law, written as:
(9.1)

Figure 9.3 A schematic representation
of acoustically induced flow through
an orifice shown on edge. A cylinder
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of equivalent inertia of area A and
effective length ℓ is indicated.
In Equation (9.1), p (Pa) is the acoustic pressure, x (m) is the displacement coordinate
along the orifice axis, u (m/s) is the particle velocity, ρ (kg/m3) is the density of the gas, t
(s) is time, and U (m/s) is any convection velocity in the direction of sound propagation
through the orifice.
To proceed, a solution is assumed for Equation (9.1) of the form:
u=u0ej(ωt−kx)
(9.2)
where ω (rad/s) is the angular frequency, k=ω/c=2π/λ is the wave number (m−1), c (m/s)
is the speed of sound, λ (m) is the wavelength of sound and j is the imaginary number
. It will be assumed that sound propagation and direction of mean flow are the same.
The case for mean flow opposite to the direction of sound propagation has not been
investigated but would predict an increasing end correction (1+M), in the last term of
Equation (9.6) below (instead of the (1−M) term) with a corresponding change in
Equation (9.3) that follows. Substitution of Equation (9.2) into Equation (9.1) results in
the following expression:
(9.3)

Equation (9.3) may be simplified by making use of the definition of the Mach number for
the convection velocity M=U/c, and the following approximations:
(9.4)
(9.5a,b)
Adding a resistive impedance, RA, Equation (9.3) can be used to write:
(9.6a,b,c)
Reference to Figure 9.3 shows that the effective length ℓ is made up of three parts; the
length w of the orifice and an end correction at each end. The end corrections are also a
function of the Mach number M of the flow through the orifice. Since the system under
consideration is symmetric, the end correction for each end without flow is ℓ0 and then
the effective length is:
ℓ≈w+2ℓ0 (1−M)2
(9.7)
The “no flow” end correction, ℓ0, will be considered in detail later in the next section.
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For the case where the length, w, of the orifice is short compared to the effective
length ℓ, substitution of Equation (9.7) into Equation (9.6) gives the following result:
(9.8)
More accurate results are obtained if the first term (the real term) in Equations (9.6) and
(9.8) is replaced with the right hand side of Equation (9.29).
Equation (9.8) describes experimental data quite well. The results of experiments
indicate that the convection velocity U could be either a steady superimposed flow
through the hole or the particle velocity itself at high sound pressure levels. Equations
(9.8) and (9.29) show that, for zero mean flow or low sound pressure levels, the acoustic
impedance is essentially inductive and of the form:
(9.9)
However, for high sound pressure levels, or in the presence of a significant mean flow,
the resistive part of the impedance becomes important, as shown by Equation (9.29).
From Equation (9.9), it can be seen that the acoustical inductance, analog of the electrical
inductance, is ρℓ/A, where A is the duct cross-sectional area.
The following alternative approach is presented as it shows how lumped element
analysis is really a first approximation to the more general transmission-line analysis.
Consider a plane acoustic wave which propagates to the left in a duct of cross-sectional
area, A, and open end, as shown in Figure 9.4.

Figure 9.4 A schematic representation
of an acoustic transmission line with
an open end: Za is the acoustic
impedance at cross-section of area A,
and ℓ0 is the effective end correction.
At the open end, a wave will be reflected to the right, back along the duct toward the
source. The approximation is now made that the acoustic pressure is essentially zero at a
point distant from the duct termination an amount equal to the end correction ℓ0, and for
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convenience, the origin of coordinates is taken at this point. Referring to Equation (1.30)
the equation for waves travelling in both directions in the duct is:
φ=B1ej(ωt−kx)+B2ej(ωt+kx+θ)
(9.10)
Assuming that the wave is reflected at the open end with negligible loss of energy so that
the amplitude of the reflected wave, B1, is essentially equal to the amplitude of the
incident wave, B2, then B1=B2=B. At x=0 the pressure and thus the velocity potential, φ, is
required to be zero; thus, θ=π. Use of Equation (1.7) gives for the pressure:
(9.11)
Similarly, use of Equation (1.6) gives for the particle velocity at any point x in the duct:
(9.12)
The reactive part of the acoustic impedance at x, looking to the right, is:
(9.13a–
c)
or
(9.14)
This expression can be used to estimate the impedance looking into a tube open at the
opposite end, of cross-sectional area, A, and effective length, ℓ, by replacing x with −ℓ.
Then, for small ℓ, Equation (9.9) follows as a first approximation. If the mean flow speed
through the tube is non-zero and has a Mach number, M, the following expression is
obtained for the impedance looking into a tube open at the opposite end:
(9.15)
where RA is the resistive part of the impedance, given by Equation (9.29).
Note that the term, “effective length” is used to describe the length of the tube. This is
because the actual length is increased by an end effect at each end of the tube and the
amount by which the effective length exceeds the actual length is called the “end
correction”. Generally, one end correction (ℓ0) is added for each end of the tube so that
the effective length, ℓ=t+2ℓ0(1−M)2, where t is the physical length of the tube.
9.6.1.1 End Correction
Reference to Figure 9.3 shows that the end correction accounts for the mass reactance of
the medium (air) just outside of the orifice or at the termination of an open-ended tube.
The mass reactance, however, is just the reactive part of the radiation impedance
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presented to the orifice, treated here as a vibrating piston. As shown in Chapter 5, the
radiation impedance of any source depends upon the environment into which the source
radiates. Consequently, the end correction will depend upon the local geometry at the
orifice termination. In general, for a circular orifice of radius a, centrally located in a
baffle in a tube of circular cross-section such that the ratio, ξ, of orifice diameter to tube
diameter is less than 0.6, the end correction without either through or grazing flow for
each side of the hole is (Bolt et al., 1949):
(9.16)
As ξ tends to zero, the value of the end correction tends to the value for a piston in an
infinite baffle, as may be inferred from the discussion in Section 5.6. Note that when
there is flow of Mach number, M, either through or past the hole, the end correction ℓ0
must be multiplied by (1−M)2. For a 1/4 wave tube or Helmholtz resonator attached to the
side of a duct, Equation (9.16) can still be used to calculate the end correction. In this
case, ξ is the ratio (up to a maximum of 0.6) of 1/4 wave tube diameter (or Helmholtz
resonator neck diameter) to the duct diameter. For a Helmholtz resonator, the end
correction for the end of the neck attached to the resonator volume is calculated using
Equation (9.16) where ξ is the ratio of Helmholtz resonator neck diameter to the effective
resonator volume diameter.
For orifices not circular in cross-section, an effective radius, a, can be defined,
provided that the ratio of orthogonal dimensions of the orifice is not much different from
unity. In such cases,
a≈2A/PD
(9.17)
where A (m2) is the cross-sectional area of the orifice and PD (m) is its perimeter.
Alternatively, if the orifice is of cross-sectional area, A, and aspect ratio (major
dimension divided by minor orthogonal dimension) n, the effective radius, a, may be
determined using the following equation (ASHRAE, 2001):
(9.18)
The quantity, K, in the preceding equation is plotted in Figure 9.5 as a function of the
aspect ratio n:
For tubes that are unflanged and look into free space, as will be of concern later in
discussing engine exhaust tailpipes, the end correction without either through or grazing
flow is (Beranek, 1954, p. 133):
ℓ0=0.61a
(9.19)
For holes separated by a distance q (centre to centre, where q>2a) in a perforated sheet,
the end correction for each side without either through or grazing flow is:
(9.20)
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The acoustic impedance corresponding to a single hole in the perforated sheet is then
calculated using Equation (9.20) with Equations (9.15) and (9.7) where w is the thickness
of the perforated sheet. The acoustic impedance for N holes is obtained by dividing the
acoustic impedance for one hole by N, so that for a perforated sheet of area S, the
acoustic impedance due to the holes is:
(9.21)
where RA is the acoustic resistance, defined in Equation (9.29), A is the area of a single
hole and P is the % open area of the perforated panel, given by:
P=100NA/S=100Nπa2/S
(9.22a,b)
where N is the total number of holes in area, S. The Mach number, M, refers to the speed
of the flow either through the holes or across the face of the panel. The Mach number of
the grazing flow across the panel is positive if it is on the same side of the holes as the
side at which the impedance looking into the holes is required and negative if it is on the
opposite side. The Mach number of the through flow is positive if the flow is in the same
direction as the direction in which the impedance is required.

Figure 9.5 The ratio K of the effective
radius for a non-circular orifice to the
radius of a circular orifice of the same
area. The non-circular orifice aspect
ratio is n.
A more accurate expression for the impedance of a perforated plate involves including
the mass of the panel between the holes and calculating the impedance assuming the
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panel mass impedance acts in parallel with the hole impedance as suggested by Bolt
(1947). The acoustic impedance of the panel of mass per unit area, m, and area, S) is:
ZAp=jωm/S
(9.23)
Thus, the acoustic impedance of the panel mass in parallel with the holes in the panel is:
(9.24)

Note that for standard thickness (less than 3 mm) perforated sheets, the tan functions in
the preceding equation may be replaced by their arguments.
The effective length, ℓ, of the holes is derived from Equations (9.7) and (9.20) as:
(9.25)
For grazing flow across the holes, Dickey and Selamet (2001) give the following
expression for the effective length, for flow speeds such that uτ/(ωd)>0.03:
(9.26)
where d is the diameter of the holes in the perforated sheet and the friction velocity, uτ, is:
uτ=0.15URe0.1
(9.27)
Re is the Reynolds number of the grazing flow given by:
(9.28)
where µ is the gas viscosity and U is the mean flow speed.
9.6.1.2 Acoustic Resistance
The acoustic resistance RA (kg m−4 s−1) of an orifice or a tube of length w (m), crosssectional area A (m2) and internal duct cross-sectional perimeter D (m) may be calculated
using the following equation:
(9.29)
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The derivation of Equation (9.29) was done with reference principally to Morse and
Ingard (1968). In Equation (9.29), ρc is the characteristic impedance for air (415 MKS
rayls for air at room temperature), γ is the ratio of specific heats (1.40 for air), k(=ω/c) is
the wavenumber, ω is the angular frequency (rad/s), c is the speed of sound (m/s), M is
the Mach number of any mean flow through the tube or orifice, the quantities h and ε are
discussed in the following paragraphs, and t is the viscous boundary layer thickness given
by:
(9.30)
In the preceding equation, µ is the gas viscosity (1.8×10−5 kg m−1 s−1 for air at 20ºC) and
ρ is the gas density (1.2 kg/m3 for air at STP).
The first term in Equation (9.29) accounts for attenuation along the length of the tube.
This term is generally negligible except for small tubes or high frequencies. On the other
hand, because the term depends upon the length w, it may become significant for very
long tubes. It was derived using Equations (6.4.5), (6.4.31) and (9.1.12) from Morse and
Ingard (1968).
The second term in Equation (9.29) accounts for viscous loss at the orifice or tube
entry, and is a function of the quantity h. For orifices in thin plates of negligible thickness
(w≈0), h is either the half plate thickness or the viscous boundary layer thickness t, given
by Equation (9.30), whichever is bigger. Alternatively, if the orifice is the entry to a tube
(w»0), then h is the orifice edge radius or the viscous boundary layer thickness,
whichever is bigger. This term was derived using Equations (6.4.31) and (9.1.23) from
Morse and Ingard (1968).
The third term in Equation (9.29) accounts for radiation loss at the orifice or tube exit.
For tubes that radiate into spaces of diameter much less than a wavelength of sound (for
example, an expansion chamber in a duct) the parameter ε may be set equal to zero.
Alternatively, for tubes that radiate into free space, but without a flange at their exit, ε
should be set equal to 0.5. For tubes that terminate in a well-flanged exit or radiate into
free space from a very large plane wall or baffle, ε should be set equal to 1. This term was
derived using Equation (5.96) and is effectively the radiation efficiency of a piston
radiator.
The fourth and last term of Equation (9.29) accounts for mean flow through the orifice
and is usually the dominant term in the presence of a mean flow. It is valid only for Mach
numbers less than about 0.2. This term is effectively the first term in Equation (11.3.37)
of Morse and Ingard (1968) for the case of the orifice being small compared to the crosssection of the tube carrying the flow. For high sound pressure levels, the mean flow Mach
number M may be replaced with the Mach number corresponding to the particle velocity
amplitude. Note that flow across an exit orifice will have a similar effect to flow through
it.
Alternatively, for grazing flow across a sheet with circular holes, each having a crosssectional area, A, with a speed such that, uτ/(ωd)≥0.05, Dickey and Selamet (2001) give
the following expression for the acoustic resistance:
(9.31)
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where all variables have been defined previously.
9.6.2 Impedance of a Volume
From the definition of capacitance as charge per unit induced voltage, it may be
concluded that a volume should be the acoustical analog of the electrical capacitor. To
begin, consider the adiabatic compression of a gas contained in a volume V. It has been
shown both experimentally and theoretically that the heat conduction of air is so low that
adiabatic compression is a very good approximation for compression in volumes of
dimensions very much less than a wavelength of sound (Daniels, 1947; Golay, 1947).
Thus:
p/P+γ(∆V/V)=0
(9.32)
In this equation, p is the acoustic pressure, P is the static (atmospheric) pressure, γ is the
ratio of specific heats, V is the volume and ∆V is the incremental change in volume.
It will be assumed that the volume flow (or current) ν into the volume is
ν=ν0ejωt
(9.33)
then, as a decrease in volume is achieved by a positive pressure and associated volume
flow:
∆V =−∫νdt=−ν/jω
(9.34)
Substitution of Equation (9.34) into Equation (9.32) and noting that the impedance is in
the positive x-direction (see Figure 9.6) leads to the following expressions for the
impedance (assuming the acoustic resistance is negligible for this case):
(9.35a,b,c,d)

Figure 9.6 A schematic representation
of an acoustic transmission line with a
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closed end: ZA is the acoustic
impedance at a cross-section of area A.
The last two alternate forms of Equation (9.35) follow directly from the relationship
between the speed of sound, gas density and compressibility. Consideration of the
alternate forms shows that the acoustical capacitance, the analog of electrical capacitance,
is either V/γP or V/ρc2.
Equation (9.35) may be shown to be a first approximation to the more general
transmission-line analysis. Referring to the closed end duct shown in Figure 9.6, and
taking the coordinate origin at the closed end, the analysis is the same as was followed in
deriving Equation (9.14), except that as the end is now closed, the sign of the reflected
wave changes (phase θ changes from π to 0) so that at the reflecting end (x=0) the
pressure is doubled and the particle velocity is zero. The acoustic impedance looking
right into the tube can be derived using the same procedure as for an open tube and
including a resistance term, the acoustic impedance may be written as:
(9.36a,b)
This expression can be used to estimate the impedance looking into a tube closed at the
opposite end, and of cross-sectional area A and length ℓ, by replacing x with the effective
length, −ℓ, which includes an end correction so it is a bit larger than the physical length
of the tube. For small ℓ, Equation (9.36) reduces to Equation (9.35) as a first
approximation, where V=Aℓ. For the situation of flow past the end of the tube, the
impedance may be written as:
(9.37)
Note that in most cases the resistive impedance is associated with a volume is considered
negligible, except in the case of a quarter wave tube.
9.7 REACTIVE DEVICES
Commercial mufflers for internal combustion engines are generally of the reactive type.
These devices are designed, most often by cut and try, to present an essentially imaginary
input impedance to the noise source in the frequency range of interest. The input power
and thus the radiated sound power is then reduced to some acceptably low level.
The subject of reactive muffler design, particularly as it relates to automotive mufflers,
is difficult, although it has received much attention in the literature (Jones, 1984; Davies,
1992a, 1992b, 1993). Consideration of such design will be limited to three special cases.
Some attention will also be given in this section to the important matters of pressure drop.
Flow-generated noise, which is often important in air conditioning silencers but is often
neglected in muffler design, will also be mentioned.
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9.7.1 Acoustical Analogs of Kirchhoff’s Laws
The following analyses of reactive devices are based on acoustical analogies of the well
known Kirchhoff laws of electrical circuit analysis. Referring to Section 9.5, it may be
observed that the acoustic volume velocity is continuous at junctions and is thus the
analog of electrical current. Similarly, the acoustic pressure is the analog of voltage.
Thus, in acoustical terms, the Kirchhoff current and voltage laws may be stated
respectively as follows:
1. The algebraic sum of acoustic volume velocities at any instant and at any location in
the system must be equal to zero.
2. The algebraic sum of the acoustic-pressure drops around any closed loop in the system
at any instant must be equal to zero.
In the remainder of the discussion on reactive silencers, the subscript, “A”, which has
been used to denote acoustic impedance as opposed to specific acoustic impedance, will
be dropped to simplify the notation.
9.7.2 Side Branch Resonator
A particularly useful device for suppressing pure tones of constant frequency, such as
might be associated with constant speed pumps or blowers is the side branch resonator.
The side branch resonator functions by placing a very low impedance in parallel with the
impedance of the remainder of the line at its point of insertion. It is most effective when
its internal resistance is low, and it is placed at a point in the line where the impedance of
the tone to be suppressed is real. This point will be considered further later.
The side branch resonator may take the form of a short length of pipe, for example a
quarter wave stub, whose length (approximately a quarter of the wavelength of sound at
the frequency of interest plus an end correction of approximately 0.3×the pipe internal
diameter) may be adjusted to tune the device to maximum effectiveness. The quarter
wave tube diameter should be relatively constant along its length with no step changes as
these will compromise the performance.
An alternative type of side branch resonator is the Helmholtz resonator, which consists
of a connecting orifice and a backing volume. Such a device is indicated schematically in
Figure 9.7(a) and its equivalent acoustical circuit is shown in Figure 9.7(b).
The side branch resonator appears in the equivalent acoustical circuit of Figure 9.7(b)
as a series acoustic impedance, Zs, in parallel with the downstream duct impedance, Zd.
The quantity, Zu, is the acoustic impedance of the duct upstream of the resonator. The
series acoustic impedance, Zs, consists of a capacitance, Xc, inductance, XL, and
resistance, Rs, in series. The capacitance is due to the resonator volume and may be
evaluated using Equation (9.35). The inductance and resistance are due to the resonator
neck, and may be evaluated using Equations (9.9) and (9.29) respectively. The side
branch has a resonance or minimum impedance when the sum of the capacitive and
inductive impedances is equal to zero. Using lumped element analysis and setting the
inductive term given by Equation (9.9) equal to the negative of the capacitive term given
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by Equation (9.35) gives the following expression for the frequency, ω0 (rad/s) of the
series resonance for the Helmholtz resonator.
(9.38)
where A and ℓ are the cross-sectional area and effective length (actual length plus two
end corrections) respectively of the connecting neck and V is the volume of the cavity.

Figure 9.7 The side branch resonator:
(a) acoustical system; (b) equivalent
acoustical circuit.
A quality factor, Q, may be defined, for any resonance, as the ratio of energy stored
divided by the energy dissipated during a cycle:
Q=2πEs/ED
(9.39)
Energy stored, Es, is proportional to the square root of the product of the capacitative and
inductive impedances, while energy dissipated, ED, is proportional to the resistive
impedance. This leads to the following expression for the series circuit quality factor, Q,
for a Helmholtz resonator:
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(9.40a,b)
In most instances, the acoustic resistance term, Rs, is dominated by the resistance of the
neck of the resonator and may be calculated using Equation (9.29). However, the
placement of acoustically absorptive material in the resonator cavity or, especially, in the
neck will greatly increase the acoustic resistance. This will broaden the bandwidth over
which the resonator will be effective at the expense of reducing the effectiveness in the
region of resonance.
For a quarter wave tube of cross-sectional area, A, and effective length, L, the
resonance frequency and quality factor are given by (Beranek, 1954, pp. 129 & 138):
(9.41a,b)
The preceding discussion for Helmholtz resonators and quarter wave tubes is applicable
at low frequencies for which no dimension of the resonator exceeds a quarter of a
wavelength. It is also only applicable for resonator shapes that are not too different to a
sphere or a cube. Howard et al. (2000) showed, using finite element analysis, that the
resonance frequencies of Helmholtz resonators are dependent on the resonator aspect
ratio. Resonators (both 1/4 wave and Helmholtz) have many additional resonances at
frequencies higher than the fundamental given by Equations (9.38) and (9.40a). At each
of these frequencies, the resonator insertion loss is substantial. This multi-resonance
nature is useful in the design of large industrial resonator mufflers that are considered
later in this chapter.
Referring to Figure 9.7(b), the following three equations may be written using the
acoustical analogs of Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws (see Section 9.7.1):
p=ν2Zd+(ν1+ν2)Zu
(9.42)
ν=ν1+ν2
(9.43)
ν1Zs=ν2Zd
(9.44)
The details of the analysis to follow will depend upon the assumed acoustical
characteristics of the sound source. To simplify the analysis, the source will be modelled
as either a constant acoustic volume-velocity (infinite internal impedance) source or a
constant acoustic-pressure (zero internal impedance) source (see Section 9.5 for
discussion).
For a constant volume-velocity source, consider the effect upon the power
transmission to the right in the duct of Figure 9.7 when the side branch resonator is
inserted into the system. Initially, before insertion, the power transmission is proportional
to the supply volume velocity squared, ν2, whereas after insertion the power flow is
proportional to the load volume velocity squared ν22. The insertion loss, IL, is defined as
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a measure of the decrease in transmitted power in decibels. A large positive IL
corresponds to a large decrease.
(9.45)
Using the definition of insertion loss given by Equation (9.45), solution of Equations
(9.43) and (9.44) gives the following expression for the insertion loss:
(9.46)

Alternatively, the source can be modelled as one of constant acoustic-pressure. In this
case, by similar reasoning, the insertion loss IL may be defined as:
(9.47)
Solving Equations (9.42) and (9.44), and using Equation (9.47) gives the following
expression for the insertion loss of a side branch resonator for a constant acousticpressure source:
(9.48)

Comparison of Equations (9.46) and (9.48) shows that they are formally the same if, in
the case of the constant acoustic-pressure source, the impedance Zs of the side branch is
replaced with the effective impedance Zs (1+Zd/Zu).
To maximize the insertion loss for both types of sound source, the magnitude of Zs
must be made small while at the same time, the magnitude of Zd (as well as Zu for a
constant pressure source) must be made large. Zs is made small by making the side
branch resonant (zero reactive impedance, such as a uniform tube one-quarter of a
wavelength long), and the associated resistive impedance as small as possible (rounded
edges, no sound absorptive material). The quantities Zd and Zu are made large by placing
the side branch at a location on the duct where the internal acoustic pressure is a
maximum. This can be accomplished by placing the side branch an odd multiple of
quarter wavelengths from the duct exhaust, and as close as possible to the noise source
(but no closer than about three duct diameters for fan noise sources to avoid undesirable
turbulence effects). Because acoustic-pressure maxima in the duct are generally fairly
broad, the resonator position need not be precise. On the other hand, the frequency of
maximum attenuation is very sensitive to resonator physical dimensions, and it is wise to
allow some means of fine-tuning the resonator on-site (such as a moveable piston to
change the effective volume or length).
One should be prepared for loss in performance with an increase in mean flow through
the duct, because the resistive part of the side branch resonator impedance will usually
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increase, as indicated by Equation (9.29). For example, a decrease in insertion loss at
resonance from 30 dB to 10 dB with flow speeds above about 40 m/s has been reported in
the literature (Gosele, 1965).
The value of the resistance, Rs, which appears in Equations (9.40) and (9.41), is
difficult to calculate accurately and control by design, although Equation (9.29) provides
an adequate approximation to the actual value in most cases. As a rule of thumb, the
related quality factor, Q, for a side branch resonator may be expected to range between
10 and 100 with a value of about 30 being quite common.
Alternatively, as shown by Equation 7.22(a), if the sound pressure within the resonator
(preferably at the closed end of a quarter wave tube or on the far wall of a Helmholtz
resonator) can be measured while the resonator is driven by an external variable
frequency source, the quality factor Q may readily be determined. This measurement will
usually require mounting the resonator on the wall of a duct or large enclosure and
introducing the sound into the duct or enclosure using a speaker backed by an additional
small enclosure.
The quality factor, Q (which is proportional to the resonator bandwidth), will be a
function of the ratio of the resonator (or quarter wave tube) neck cross-sectional area to
the cross-sectional area of the duct on which it is installed. The larger this ratio, the
smaller will be the quality factor. According to Equation 7.22(a), the smaller the quality
factor, the larger will be the frequency bandwidth over which the resonator will provide
significant noise reduction. However, even for area ratios approaching unity (ratios
greater than unity are generally not practical), the quality factor is relatively high and the
corresponding frequency bandwidth is small, resulting in noise attenuation that is
dependent on the frequency stability of the tonal noise source. This, in turn, is dependent
on the stability of the physical parameters on which the noise depends, such as duct
temperature or rotational speed of the equipment generating the noise. Thus large
changes in the effectiveness of the stub can become apparent as these physical quantities
vary. This problem could be overcome by using a control system to drive a moveable
piston to change the volume of the stub so that the tone is maximally suppressed.
Alternatively, the limited bandwidth problem could be partly overcome by using two or
more resonators tuned to slightly different frequencies, and separated by one wavelength
of sound at the frequency of interest (Ihde, 1975).
Care must be taken that the cross-sectional dimensions of the resonator neck or quarter
wave tube, and duct on which the resonator is mounted, are sufficiently small that crossmode propagation (see Section 9.8.3.2) does not occur. In some cases, longitudinal
partitions within the resonator tube and sometimes within the duct may be necessary to
achieve this end.
9.7.3 Resonator Mufflers
Resonator mufflers are used in industry where large low frequency noise reductions are
needed and also in applications where it is not possible to use porous sound absorbing
material in the muffler (due to possible contamination of the air flow or contamination of
the sound absorbing material by particles or chemicals in the air flow). Resonator
mufflers consist of a mix of 1/4 wave tubes and Helmholtz resonators, tuned to cover the
frequency range of interest and attached to the walls of the duct through which the sound
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is propagating. Helmholtz resonators have a lower Q (and hence act over a broader
frequency range) than 1/4 wave tubes, but their performance in terms of insertion loss is
not as good. Thus, in practice, many mufflers are made up of a combination of these two
types of resonator, with the 1/4 wave tubes tuned to tonal noise or frequency ranges
where the greatest noise reduction is needed. To ensure good frequency coverage and to
allow for possible variations in tonal frequencies and resonator manufacturing errors,
Helmholtz resonators, covering a range of resonance frequencies about those of the 1/4
wave tubes, are used. It is important that adjacent resonators are not tuned to identical
frequencies or even frequencies that are close together or they will interact and
substantially reduce the muffler performance at that frequency. In many cases, the duct
cross-section through which the sound is travelling is so large that the resonator muffler
is constructed using splitters to contain the resonators. This requires dividing the duct
cross-section into a number of parallel sections using dividing walls and including
resonators in each dividing wall as shown in Figure 9.8. Note that the resonators are
usually angled towards the flow direction (see Figure 9.8(c)) to avoid filling up with
particles from the air flow and to minimize the generation of tonal noise due to vortex
shedding from the edge of the resonator inlet. To ensure that the pressure drop due to
insertion of the muffler is not too great, it is usually sized so that the total open crosssectional area between splitters is the same as the inlet duct cross-sectional area.
There are two types of resonator muffler—those that contain no sound absorbing
material at all and those that include sound absorbing material in the resonator chambers.
Those that contain no sound absorbing material at all have resonators with a relatively
high Q, and many resonators are needed to cover a reasonable frequency range. A small
amount of sound absorbing material in the resonator chambers will produce a muffler
with much more uniform attenuation characteristics as a function of frequency than a
muffler without sound absorbing material. However, the peak attenuation at some
frequencies may not be as high as achieved by a resonator muffler with no sound
absorbing material, for the case where an excitation frequency corresponds very closely
to one of the side branch resonances.
In constructing resonator silencers, it is important that the walls of the resonator are
made using sufficiently thick material so that their vibration does not significantly
degrade the muffler performance.
In designing a resonator muffler, it is usually necessary to use a commercial finite
element analysis package. The lumped element analysis described in this chapter is only
valid for low frequencies and resonator dimensions less than one quarter of a wavelength.
Thus all resonances of the side branch resonators above the fundamental will not be taken
into account with a simple lumped element analysis. In addition, the simple analysis does
not have scope for taking account of the effect on the resonance frequency of resonator
shapes that are significantly different to spheres or cubes. An example of a resonator
muffler design process is given by Howard et al. (2000).
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Figure 9.8 Resonator silencer details:
(a) cross-section of splitter silencer
(splitters are shaded); (b) detail of a
splitter containing 58 resonators; (c)
detail of a single resonator.
9.7.4 Expansion Chamber
A common device for muffling is a simple expansion chamber, such as that shown
diagrammatically in Figure 9.9. Following the suggestion of Table 9.1, the expansion
chamber will be assumed to be less than one-half wavelength long, so that wave
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propagation effects may be neglected. Under these circumstances, the expansion chamber
may be treated as a lumped element device and the extension of the pipes shown in
Figure 9.9(a) is of no importance. For example, the extension lengths shown as x and y
may be zero. The latter extensions become important at high frequencies, as the chamber
length approaches and exceeds one half wavelength. Similarly, the details of the location
of the pipes around the perimeter of the expansion chamber only become important at
high frequencies.

Figure 9.9 An expansion chamber
muffler: (a) acoustical system; (b)
equivalent acoustical circuit.
For the purpose of lumped element analysis, an equivalent acoustical circuit is shown in
Figure 9.9(b). For convenience, the source has been assumed to be a constant volumevelocity generator (see Section 9.5).
The elements of the mechanical system labelled a, b, c and L are represented in the
equivalent acoustical circuit as impedances Za, Zb, Zc and ZL. A comparison of the
equivalent acoustical circuits shown in Figures 9.8 and 9.9 shows that they are formally
the same if Zu, Zs and Zd of the former are replaced respectively with Za, Zb and (Zc+ZL) of
the latter. For the constant volume-velocity source, the expression for insertion loss for
the expansion chamber is formally identical to Equation (9.46). Thus, from Equation
(9.46) the insertion loss of the expansion chamber is:
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(9.49)

Reference to Figure 9.9 shows that the impedance, Zb, is capacitative, and may be
calculated using Equation (9.35). The impedance sum (Zc+ZL), is resistive and inductive
and can be written as a total effective resistance (Rc+Rt) and an effective inductance. In
the latter case, Equation (9.14) provides the required expression, where the sum of the
inductances is obtained by writing the expression in terms of an effective duct length, ℓ.
These observations give the following result:
(9.50)
Here V (m3) is the volume of the expansion chamber, A (m2) is the cross-sectional area of
the tailpipe (c) and ℓ (m) is its effective length, ρ (kg/m3) is the gas density and c (m/s) is
the speed of sound.
For small values of kℓ, the preceding equation may be rewritten approximately as:
(9.51)
An approximate expression for insertion loss, for small values of kℓ, thus becomes: where
the resonance frequency, ω0 (rad/s), and the quality factor, Q, are given by:
IL≈10 log10[(1−ω/ω0)2)2+Q−2(ω/ω0)2]
(9.52)
Equations (9.38) and (9.40) respectively, where ℓ is the length of the tail pipe, A is its
cross-sectional area, Rs is its acoustic resistance and V is the expansion chamber volume.
If the tail pipe is not short compared to a wavelength (of the order of λ/10 or less) at the
resonance frequency calculated using Equation (9.38), then the insertion loss must be
calculated using Equations (9.49) and (9.50) rather than (9.51) and (9.52).
Reference to Equation (9.52) shows that, at the frequency of resonance when ω=ω0,
the insertion loss becomes negative and a function of the quality factor. Equation (9.52)
becomes:
(9.53)
In this case the expansion chamber amplifies the radiated noise!
However, well above resonance, appreciable attenuation may be expected. In this
case:
IL≈40 log10(ω/ω0), ω»ω0
(9.54)
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For the constant acoustic-pressure source, it is assumed that the pipes (a) and (c) of
Figure 9.9(a) are part of the expansion chamber assembly. Thus, constant acoustic
pressure at the outlet of the source or at the inlet to pipe (a) is assumed. In this case, the
expression for the insertion loss of the expansion chamber assembly takes the following
form:
(9.55)
The formal similarity of the equivalent acoustical circuits of Figures 9.8 and 9.9 and use
of Equations (9.42) and (9.44), having replaced Zu with Za, Zs with Zb and Zd with (Zc+ZL),
allows the preceding expression for the insertion loss to be rewritten as follows:
(9.56)

Substituting the appropriate expressions for the various impedances, as was done for the
constant volume-velocity source, it may be shown that well above resonance for a
constant acoustic-pressure source:
IL≈log10(ω/ω0)+20 log10Q; ω»ω0
(9.57)
The results of experiment with such a device are shown in Figure 9.10, where the effect
of flow is also shown. The experiment has been carried out to frequencies well above the
upper bound, about 220 Hz, for which the analysis is expected to apply. Thus the
decrease in insertion loss at about 400 Hz must be accounted for by transmission-line
theory which, however, is not considered here.
In Figure 9.10, the data below about 200 Hz generally confirm the predictions of
Equation (9.52) if the resonance frequency is assumed to be about 50 Hz and the quality
factor without flow to be about 10. The latter magnitude is quite reasonable. The data
show further that the quality factor Q decreases with flow, in part because the
inductances of Figure 9.9 decrease and in part because the corresponding resistances
increase, as generally predicted by the considerations of Section 9.6.1.2 and shown by
Equation (9.29). Note that the performance of the device improved with flow.
When wave propagation along the length of the expansion chamber is considered, the
analysis becomes more complicated. It will be sufficient to state the result of the analysis
for the case of zero mean flow. As before, the simplifying assumption is made that the
chamber is driven by a constant volume-velocity source. A further simplification is made
that the outlet pipe is much less than one half wavelength long, so that propagational
effects may be neglected. The expansion chamber is assumed to have length B, as shown
in Figure 9.9. The expression for the insertion loss is (Söderqvist, 1982):
(9.58)
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where k=ω/c and:
N=[ρccos(kB−ky) cosky−A(Xc+XL)sinkB]2+[A(Rc+RL)sinkB]2
(9.59)
The quantities Xc, XL, Rc and RL represent inductive and resistive impedances respectively
of elements c and L (see Figure 9.9).

Figure 9.10 An experimental
evaluation of an expansion chamber
muffler. Near the resonance the
insertion loss is increased by steady
airflow; if the flow velocity is large
enough, the resonance (and negative
insertion loss) may be eliminated.
Referring to Figure 9.9 it is not difficult to show that when x=y=0 and kB is small,
Equation (9.58) reduces to Equation (9.52). However, Equation (9.58) has the advantage
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that it applies over a wider frequency range. For example, it accounts for the observed
decrease in insertion loss shown in Figure 9.10 at 400 Hz.
9.7.5 Small Engine Exhaust
Small gasoline engines are commonly muffled using an expansion chamber and tailpipe.
An important consideration in the design of such a muffling system is the effect of the
back pressure imposed by the muffler on the performance of the engine. This matter has
been both experimentally and analytically investigated, with the interesting result that an
optimum tailpipe length has been shown to exist for any particular muffler configuration
(Watters et al., 1959).
A design procedure based upon the cited reference, which takes account of the
observed optimum tailpipe length, is as follows:
1. Determine the exhaust volume flow rate, U0 (m3/s), the speed of sound in the hot
exhaust gas, c (m/s), and the effective ratio of specific heats of the exhaust gas γ.
2. Assume that the term involving the quality factor Q in Equation (9.52) may be
neglected, and use the equation to determine the resonance frequency ω0 (rad/s) to
give the required insertion loss (or noise reduction, NR) at the expected engine speed
(RPM), Note that ω0 must always be smaller than ω (defined in 4. below).
3. Assume a volume V (m3) for the expansion chamber. Enter the required quantities and
determine a pipe cross-sectional area A (m2) which satisfies the following equation:

(9.60)
Note that ω=π×RPM×(No. of cylinders)×stroke/30, where stroke=2 for a 2-stroke
engine and 4 for a four stroke engine and for small steel pipes the friction factor
ƒm≈8×10−3.
4. Calculate the required length, ℓ, of tailpipe (including the end correction) using the
following equation:

(9.61)
The physical tail pipe length, ℓt, may be calculated from the effective length in
Equation (9.61) using Equations (9.16) and (9.19) and ℓt=ℓ−2ℓ0. If ℓt is less than
three times the diameter, then set it equal to ten times the diameter and use
Equation (9.61) to re-calculate A.
5. Use Equation (8.48) to calculate the Insertion Loss over the frequency range of
interest. The quality factor, Q, may be calculated as for an expansion chamber, using
Equation (9.40) or (9.41). Note that the product of acoustic resistance and area in
Equation (9.41) is the sum of the products of the cross-sectional areas and resistances
associated with the inlet and outlet tubes for a small engine exhaust.
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Experimental investigation has shown that the prediction of Equation (9.52) is fairly well
confirmed for low frequencies. However, at higher frequencies for which the tailpipe
length is an integer multiple of half wavelengths, a series of pass bands are encountered
for which the insertion loss is less than predicted. Departure from prediction is dependent
upon engine speed and can be expected to begin at about half the frequency for which the
tailpipe is one half wavelength long. This latter frequency is called the first tailpipe
resonance.
9.7.6 Lowpass Filter
A device commonly used for the suppression of pressure pulsations in a flowing gas is
the lowpass filter. Such a device, sometimes referred to as a Helmholtz filter, may take
various physical forms but, whatever the form, all have the same basic elements as the
filter illustrated in Figure 9.11.
In Figure 9.11(a) the acoustical system is shown schematically as two expansion
chambers b and d interconnected by a pipe c and in turn connected to a source and load
by pipes a and e. In Figure 9.11(b) the equivalent acoustical circuit is shown as a system
of interconnected impedances, identified by subscripts corresponding to the

Figure 9.11 A low pass filter: (a)
acoustical system; (b) equivalent
acoustical circuit.
elements in Figure 9.11(a). Also shown in the figure are the acoustic volume flows, ν
(m3/s), through the various elements and the acoustic pressure, p (Pa), of the source. The
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impedances of pipes a and c are given by Equation (9.9), and the impedances of volumes
b and d are given by Equation (9.35).
At low frequencies, where the elements of the acoustic device illustrated in Figure
9.11(a) are all much less than one half wavelength long, the details of construction are
unimportant; in this frequency range the device may be analysed by reference to the
equivalent acoustical circuit shown in Figure 9.11(b). The location of the inlet and
discharge tubes in each of the chambers only take on importance above this frequency
range.
The impedances of the devices coupled to the filter affect its performance; thus, the
lowpass filter cannot be analysed in isolation. However, only the details of the
performance and not the basic function will be affected.
To simplify the analysis, certain assumptions will be made about the source and load
attached to the filter. The source will be modelled either as a constant volume-velocity
(infinite internal impedance) or a constant acoustic-pressure (zero internal impedance)
source (see Section 9.5 for a discussion of internal source impedance). The further
simplifying assumption will be made that the impedance, (Ze +ZL), of the system with the
filter is equal to the impedance, ZL, of the original system; that is, the tailpipe length is
unchanged by insertion of the filter.
The possibilities for the load impedance are myriad, but discussion will be restricted to
just two, which are quite common. It will be assumed that either the filter is connected to
a very long piping system, such that any pressure fluctuation entering the load is not
reflected back toward the filter, or that the filter abruptly terminates in a short tailpipe
(less than one-tenth of a wavelength long) looking into free space. In the former case, the
impedance at the entry to pipe, e, of Figure 9.11(a) is simply the characteristic impedance
of the pipe, so that where AL is the cross-sectional area of the tailpipe of length, ℓL, the
load impedance is:
ZL=ρc/AL
(9.62)
For the case of the short tailpipe the following further simplifications are made:
1. the reactive part of the radiation impedance is accounted for as an end correction (see
Section 9.6.1.1), which determines the effective length of pipe e; and
2. the real part of the radiation impedance is negligible compared to the pipe mass
reactance in series with it. Thus, in this case the terminating impedance is:

ZL=jρωℓL/AL

(9.63)

For lengths of pipe between the two extreme cases, the terminating impedance is the sum
of the inductive impedance, calculated using Equation (9.14), and the resistive
impedance, calculated using Equation (9.29). In all cases, the assumption is implicit that
only plane waves propagate in the pipe; that is, the pipe diameter is less than 0.58 of a
wavelength of sound. For larger diameter pipes in which cross modes propagate, the
analysis is much more complex and will not be considered here.
The effect of introducing the lowpass filter will be described in terms of an insertion
loss. The insertion loss provides a measure of the reduction in acoustical power delivered
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to the load by the source when the filter is interposed between the source and load.
Referring to Figure 9.11(b), the insertion loss for the case of the constant volume-velocity
source is:
(9.64)
while for the case of the constant acoustic-pressure source the insertion loss is:
(9.65)
Here, ν (m3/s) is the assumed constant amplitude of the volume flow of the constant
volume-velocity source, and for the constant acoustic-pressure source, p (Pa) is the
constant amplitude of the acoustic pressure of the gas flowing from the source. νL (m3/s)
is the amplitude of the acoustic-volume flow through the load, and ZL is the load
impedance.
In the following analysis, acoustical resistances within the filter have been neglected
for the purpose of simplifying the presentation, and because resistance terms only
significantly affect the insertion loss at system resonance frequencies. It is also difficult
to estimate acoustic resistances accurately, although Equation (9.29) may be used to
obtain an approximate result, as discussed in Section 9.6.1.2.
Reference to Section 9.7.1 and to Figure 9.11 allows the following system of
equations to be written for the constant volume-velocity source:
v=vb+vd+vL
(9.66)
0=−νdZd+νLZL
(9.67)
0=−νbZb+νd(Zc+Zd)+νLZc
(9.68)
Alternatively, if the system is driven by a constant acoustic-pressure source, Equation
(9.66) is replaced with the following equation:
p=Za(νb+νd+νL)+νbzb
(9.69)
Use of Equations (9.64), (9.66), (9.67) and (9.68) gives the following result for the
constant volume-velocity source:
(9.70)

For the long pipe termination, use of Equations (9.9) and (9.35) allows Equation (9.70) to
be written as:
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(9.71)

Similarly, for the short tailpipe termination Equation (9.70) takes the following
alternative form:
(9.72)

Use of Equations (9.65), (9.67), (9.68) and (9.69) gives the following result for the
constant acoustic-pressure source:
(9.73)

For the long tailpipe termination, use of Equations (9.9) and (9.35) allows Equation
(9.73) to be written as:
(9.74)

Similarly, for the short tailpipe termination, Equation (9.73) takes the following
alternative form:
(9.75)

Resonances may be expected at frequencies for which the arguments of Equations (9.71)
to (9.75) are zero. Thus, at low frequencies, the low pass filter of Figure 9.11 may be
expected to amplify introduced noise. However, well above all such resonances, but still
below the half wave resonances encountered at high frequencies, the system will behave
as a low pass filter, with the following limiting behaviour for each of the four cases
considered:
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1. Constant volume-velocity, long tailpipe termination:

IL=IL0–20 log10AL+60 log10(ω/c)

(9.76)

2. Constant volume-velocity, (short) tailpipe termination:

IL=IL0–20 log10AL+20 log10ℓL+80 log10(ω/c)

(9.77)

3. Constant acoustic-pressure, long tailpipe termination:

IL=IL0–20 log10Aa+20 log10ℓa+80 log10(ω/c)

(9.78)

4. Constant acoustic-pressure, (short) tailpipe termination: same as (3) above.
In all cases:

IL0=20 log10 (VbVdℓc)−20 log10Ac

(9.79)

The above equations hold at frequencies well above the resonances predicted by the
preceding analysis. However, as the frequency range is extended upward, other
resonances will be encountered when chamber or tube length dimensions approach
integer multiples of one half wavelength. These resonances will introduce pass bands
(suggesting small IL) which will depend upon dimensional detail and thus cannot be
treated in an entirely general way; no such high-frequency analysis will be attempted
here.
The possibility of high-frequency pass bands associated with half wavelength
resonances suggests that their numbers can be minimized by choice of dimensions so that
resonances tend to coincide. It is found, in practice, that when such care is taken, the loss
in filter performance is minimal; that is, the filter continues to perform as a lowpass filter
even in the frequency range of the predicted pass bands, though at reduced effectiveness.
Presumably, inherent resistive losses and possibly non-linear effects, particularly at high
sound pressure levels such as may be encountered in a pumping system, account for the
better than predicted performance. As stated earlier, these losses and non-linear effects
were neglected in the preceding analysis.
The following iterative procedure is recommended to obtain an approximate lowpass
filter design which can then be modified slightly if necessary to achieve a required
insertion loss at any desired frequency ω, by using Equations (9.71) to (9.75).
1. Select the desired highest resonance frequency, ƒ0, for the filter to be approximately
0.5 times the fundamental frequency of the pressure pulsations.
2. Select two equal chamber volumes, Vb and Vd, to be as large as practicable.
3. Choose the length and diameter of the chambers so that the length is of similar
magnitude to the diameter.
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4. If possible, configure the system so that the choke tube, c, connecting the two volume
chambers exists completely inside the chambers, which are then essentially one large
chamber divided into two by a baffle between them (see Figure 9.11(a)).
5. Make the choke tube as long as possible, consistent with it being completely contained
within the two chambers and such that its ends are at least one tube diameter from the
end of each chamber.
6. Choose the choke tube diameter to be as small as possible consistent with a pressure
drop of less than 0.5% of the line pressure, but do not allow the choke tube diameter to
be less than one half of nor greater than the inlet pipe diameter. Means for calculating
pressure drops are discussed in Section 9.7.7.
7. Calculate the highest resonance frequency of the system using the following
approximate expression:

(9.80)
This expression is quite accurate for a constant volume-velocity source if the
discharge pipework is much shorter than the choke tube (and is of similar or
larger diameter), of if the discharge pipework is sufficiently long that pressure
waves reflected from its termination may be ignored. For other situations,
Equation (9.80) serves as an estimate only and can overestimate the resonance
frequency by up to 50%.
8. If ƒ0, calculated using Equation (9.80), is less than the frequency calculated in (1)
above, then modify your design by: (a) reducing the chamber volumes, and/or (b)
increasing the choke tube diameter.
9. If ƒ0, calculated using Equation (9.80), is greater than the frequency calculated in (1)
above, then modify your design by doing the reverse of what is described in (8) above.
10. Repeat steps (7), (8) and (9) until the quantity ƒ0, calculated using Equation (9.80), is
within the range calculated in step (1).
It is also possible to solve Equation (9.80) directly by choosing all parameters except for
one (e.g. choke tube cross-sectional area, Ac) and solving for the parameter not chosen. If
the value of the calculated parameter is not satisfactory (e.g. too much pressure drop),
then the other chosen parameters will need to be adjusted within acceptable bounds until
a satisfactory solution is reached, following much the same iterative procedure as
described in the preceding steps.
9.7.7 Pressure Drop Calculations for Reactive Muffling Devices
The introduction of reactive or dissipative muffling systems in a duct will impose a
pressure drop. For example, an engine muffler will impose a back pressure on the engine,
which can strongly affect the mechanical power generated. The total pressure drop of a
muffling system is a combination of friction and dynamic losses through the system. The
former friction losses, which are generally least important, will be proportional to the
length of travel along tubes or ducts, while the latter dynamic losses will occur at duct
discontinuities; for example, at contractions, expansions and bends. Reactive devices
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depend upon discontinuities in their design, whereas dissipative devices do not; thus, one
can generally expect a greater pressure drop through reactive devices than through
dissipative devices.
In this section, means will be provided for estimating expected pressure drops for the
reactive devices discussed in this chapter. The analytical expressions provided here were
derived by curve fitting empirical data (ASHRAE, 2001). Friction losses will be
considered first.
For the case of laminar flow, friction losses depend upon the Reynold’s number and
are small. However, when the Reynold’s number is greater than 2000 the flow will be
turbulent, and the pressure drop will be independent of Reynold’s number. Only the latter
case is considered here, as it provides a useful upper bound on friction losses.
Friction loss will depend upon average surface roughness. For pipes and tubes, such as
considered in connection with engine mufflers, expansion chambers, and lowpass filters,
an average value of absolute roughness, ε, of 0.15 mm is probably appropriate
(ASHRAE, 2001). In this case, the following equation may be used to estimate the
expected pressure drop for flow through a duct:
(9.81)
In the preceding expression, µ is the friction factor, ∆P (Pa) is the pressure drop, U (m/s)
is the mean flow speed through the duct, A (m2) is the duct cross-sectional area, PD (m) is
the duct cross-sectional perimeter and L (m) is the length of the duct. The friction factor
is defined as:

(9.82)

where ε is the pipe roughness (equal to 1.5×10−4 m for galvanized steel ducts and 9×10−4
m for fibreglass-lined ducts) and Re is the Reynolds number, given by:
(9.83)
where ν is the dynamic viscosity of the gas flowing through the muffler.
Dynamic losses are calculated in terms of a constant K, dependent upon the geometry
of the discontinuity, using the following equation:
(9.84)
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Values of K may be determined by making reference to Figure 9.12, where various
geometries and analytical expressions are summarized (ASHRAE, 2001).
Figure 9.12 Dynamic pressure loss factors.
(a) Contracting bellmouth:

(b) Contracting bellmouth with wall:

(c) Step contraction:

(d) Gradual contraction:
K=0.05
(e) Sharp edge, inward-projecting contractions:
K=1.0
(f) Limited expansion:

(g) Various unlimited expansions:
K=1.0
(h) Mitered duct bends:
K=KMBKRE

where Reynold’s number, Re=6.63×104UD; µ=Re×10−4; circular duct,
y=1, D=H=W; rectangular duct, y=H/W, D=2HW/(W+H).
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9.7.8 Flow-generated Noise
Reactive muffling devices depend for their success upon the introduction of
discontinuities in the conduits of the system. Some simple examples have been
considered in previous sections. The introduction of discontinuities at the boundaries of a
fluid conducting passage will produce disturbances in the fluid flow, which will result in
noise generation. Regularly spaced holes in the facing of a perforated liner can result in
fairly efficient “whistling”, with the generation of associated tones. Such “whistling” can
be avoided by choice of the shape or formation of the hole edge. For example, those holes
that provide parallel edges crosswise to the mean flow will be more inclined to whistle
than those that do not. Alternatively, arranging matters so that some small flow passes
through the holes will inhibit “whistling”.
Aside from the problem of “whistling”, noise will be generated at bends and
discontinuities in duct cross-sections. Fortunately, the associated noise-generating
mechanisms are remarkably inefficient at low flow speeds and generally can be ignored.
However, the efficiencies of the mechanisms commonly encountered increase with the
cube and fifth power of the free stream local Mach number. An upper bound on flow
speed for noise reduction for any muffling system is thus implied. At higher flow speeds
“self-noise” generated in the device will override the noise reduction that it provides.
The problem of self-noise has long been recognized in the air-conditioning industry.
The discussion of this section will depend heavily upon what information is available
from the latter source. The analytical expressions which will be provided in this section
were derived by curve fitting of empirical data (ASHRAE, 1999). The importance of selfnoise generation in automotive muffling systems has only recently been demonstrated. In
the latter case, even without any mean flow, the high sound levels commonly
encountered result in fluid movement of sufficiently large amplitude to generate enough
noise to limit the effectiveness of an automotive muffling system for noise suppression
purposes.
Flow noise generated at a mitred bend will be used here as a model. In the following
discussion, reference should be made to Figure 9.13. At the inner (convex) corner, flow
separation occurs at the sharp corner. Further downstream, flow re-attachment occurs.
The point of re-attachment, however, is unsteady, resulting in an effective fluctuating
drag force on the fluid. As shown in Section 5.3.2, such a fluctuating force acting on the
stream can be interpreted as a dipole source. In the case considered here, the axis of the
dipole is oriented parallel to the stream, and all frequencies propagate. Sound from this
source increases with the sixth power of the stream speed. Alternatively, if the sound
power is referenced to the stream power, then as shown in Section 5.3.3, the inner corner
noise source will increase in efficiency with the cube of the local Mach number.
At the outer (concave) corner, flow separation also occurs, resulting in a fairly stable
bubble in the corner. However, at the point of re-attachment downstream from the corner,
very high unsteady shear stresses are induced in the fluid. As shown in Section 5.4, such
a fluctuating shear stress acting on the stream can be interpreted as a quadrupole source.
A longitudinal quadrupole may be postulated. Such a source, with
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Figure 9.13 A mitred bend as a source
of flow noise.
its axis oriented parallel to the stream, radiates sound at all frequencies. The sound power
produced by this type of source increases with the eighth power of the free-stream speed.
Alternatively, if the sound power is again referenced to the stream power then, as shown
in Section 5.4, the outer corner source efficiency will increase with the fifth power of the
local Mach number.
Let the density of the fluid be ρ (kg/m3), the cross-sectional area of the duct be A (m2)
and the free-stream speed be U (m/s), then the mechanical stream power level Lws
referenced to 10−12 W is:
Lws=30 log10U+10 log10A+10 log10ρ+117 (dB)
(9.85)
Let H be the “height of the elbow” (see Figure 9.13) and consider octave band frequency
analysis. A dimensionless number, called the Strouhal number, is defined in terms of the
octave band centre frequency ƒc (Hz), the free-stream speed U (m/s) and the quantity H,
as follows:
Ns=ƒcH/U
(9.86)
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Experimental data for the sound power, LwB, generated by a mitred bend without turning
vanes is described by the following empirical equation.
(9.87)
The quantity, LwB, is the octave band sound power level, and Ns is the Strouhal number
corresponding to the octave band centre frequency.
The right-hand side of Equation (9.87) may be interpreted as a measure of efficiency
of conversion of stream power into acoustic power or noise. Note that for small Strouhal
numbers, the efficiency is proportional to the cube of the free-stream speed, but for large
Strouhal numbers, the dependence of efficiency increases as the fifth power of the stream
speed. Consideration of Equation (9.87) also shows that, for low flow speeds such as 1
m/s, the efficiency is very small and noise generation is negligible. However, for flow
speeds of the order of 10 m/s or greater the efficiency of noise generation becomes
significant; rather suddenly flow noise assumes importance.
Owing to the nature of “self-noise” sources, the behaviour of the duct bend is probably
typical of duct discontinuities in general. Unfortunately, research into aerodynamic noise
generation in ducts is at an early stage and a catalogue of procedures for estimating selfnoise cannot be provided. However, one further example can be given.
The self-noise of a range of commercial air conditioning dissipative-type silencers
may be shown to obey the following relation (Iqbal et al., 1977):
LwB−Lws=50 log10U−155+C (dB)
(9.88)
Here LwB is the octave band sound power level of self-noise at the downstream end of the
silencers, Lws is again the power level of the free stream and U is the stream speed.
Dependence upon Strouhal number is implied by the frequency band corrections, C,
which were empirically determined by measurement. Values of C are given in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2 Correction number, C, for Equation
(9.88)
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

Correction, C

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

0

0

–4

0

−13

−13

19

−22

9.8 LINED DUCTS
Dissipative muffling devices are often used to muffle fans in air conditioning systems and
other induced-draft systems. For example, a dissipative-type muffler may be used
successfully to control the noise of a fan used in a wood-dust collection system. The
dissipation of sound energy is generally accomplished by introducing a porous lining on
one or more of the walls of the duct through which the induced draft and unwanted sound
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travel. In some cases (for example, the wood dust collection system), the porous lining
material must be protected with a suitable facing.
A liner may also be designed to successfully make use of the non-linear resistance of a
simple hole through which, or across which, a modest flow is induced. This principle has
been used in the design of a muffler for noise control of a large subsonic wind tunnel, in
which a dissipative liner is used that consists of perforated metal sheets of about 4.8%
open area, which are cavity backed.
When the dimensions of the lined duct are large compared to the free field wavelength
of the sound that propagates, higher order mode propagation may be expected (see
Section 9.8.3.2). Since each mode will be attenuated at its own characteristic rate that is
dependent upon the design of the dissipative muffler, the insertion loss of a dissipative
muffler will depend upon what modes propagate; for example, what modes are
introduced at the entrance to the muffler. In general, what modes are introduced at the
entrance and the energy distribution among them is unknown and consequently a
definitive value for muffler insertion loss cannot be provided.
Two approaches have been taken to describe the attenuation provided by a lined duct
when higher order mode propagation may be expected. Either the attenuation rate in
decibels per unit length for the least attenuated mode may be provided, from which a
lower bound for insertion loss for any length duct may be calculated, or the insertion loss
for a given length of lined duct is calculated assuming introduction with equal energy
distribution among all possible cut-on modes at the entrance. In the following discussion
the rate of attenuation of the least attenuated mode is provided. For comparison, in
Section 9.8.3 the insertion loss for rectangular lined ducts for the alternative case of equal
energy distribution among all possible propagating modes is compared with the predicted
insertion loss for the least attenuated mode.
9.8.1 Locally Reacting and Bulk Reacting Liners
When analysing sound propagation in a duct with an absorbent liner, one of two possible
alternative assumptions is commonly made. The older, simpler, and more completely
investigated assumption is that the liner may be treated as locally reacting and this
assumption results in a great simplification of the analysis (Morse, 1939). In this case, the
liner is treated as though it may be characterized by a local impedance that is independent
of whatever occurs at any other part of the liner and the assumption is implicit that sound
propagation does not occur in the material in any other direction than normal to the
surface.
Alternatively, when sound propagation in the liner parallel to the surface is not
prevented, analysis requires that the locally reacting assumption must be replaced with an
alternative assumption that the liner is bulk reacting. In this case, sound propagation in
the liner is taken into account.
The assumption that the liner is locally reacting has the practical consequence that for
implementation, sound propagation in the liner must be restricted in some way to normal
to the surface. This may be done by the placement of solid partitions in the liner to
prevent propagation in the liner parallel to the surface. An example of a suitable solid
partition is a thin impervious metal or wooden strip, or perhaps a sudden density change
in the liner. Somewhat better performance may be achieved by the use of solid partitions
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but their use is expensive and it is common practice to omit any such devices in liner
construction.
A generalized analysis, which has been published (Bies et al., 1991), will be used here
to discuss the design of dissipative liners. The latter analysis accounts for both locally
reacting and bulk reacting liners as limiting cases. It allows for the possible effects of a
facing, sometimes employed to protect the liner, and it also allows investigation of the
effects of variation of design parameters. An error in the labelling of the ordinates of the
figures in the reference has been corrected in the corresponding figures in this text.
9.8.2 Liner Specification
The dissipative devices listed as numbers 4 to 6 in Table 9.1 make use of wall-mounted
porous liners, and thus it will be advantageous to discuss briefly, liners and their
specifications before discussing their use in the listed devices. Generally, sound
absorbing liners are constructed of some porous material such as fibreglass or rockwool,
but any porous material may be used. However, it will be assumed in the following
discussion that, whatever the liner material, it may be characterized by a specific acoustic
impedance and flow resistivity. In general, for materials of generally homogeneous
composition, such as fibrous porous materials, the specific acoustic impedance is directly
related to the material flow resistivity and thickness.
The reader is referred to Section 1.13 and Appendix C for discussion of flow
resistance and the related quantity flow resistivity. As shown in the latter reference, the
flow resistivity of a uniform porous material is a function of the material density.
Consequently, a liner consisting of a layer of porous material may be packed to a
specified density, ρm, to give any required flow resistance.
Usually some form of protective facing is provided, but the facing may be omitted
where, for example, erosion or contamination due to air flow or mechanical abuse is not
expected. The protective facing may consist of a spray-on polyurethane coating, an
impervious lightweight plastic sheet (20 µm thick polyester film is suitable), or a
perforated heavy-gauge metal facing, or some equivalent construction or combination of
constructions. Some possible protective facings are illustrated in Figure 9.14.
Referring to Figure 9.14, it is to be noted that the spacing between elements A and B,
which is unspecified, is essential for good performance but need only be large enough to
ensure non-contact between the two elements. This spacing can be implemented in
practice using a coarse wire mesh, with holes of at least 12 mm× 12 mm in size and made
of wire at least 2 mm thick. If element B is either fiberglass cloth or a fine screen then the
flow resistance of the element is negligible and the element plays no part in the predicted
attenuation. On the other hand, if the element B is of the form of a limp impervious
(plastic) membrane then it may play an important
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Figure 9.14 Protective facings for duct
liners. The elements of the liner are: A,
20 gauge perforated facing, minimum
25% open area; B, light plastic sheet or
fibreglass cloth or fine mesh metal
screen; C, fibrous material of specified
flow resistance, or unbonded but
contained, as in a light plastic bag; D,
rigid wall or air cavity backing.
Maximum flow speeds up to 8 m/s do
not require A or B. Speeds up to 10
m/s require that the fibrous material of
C be coated. Speeds up to 25 m/s
require B and C, while speeds up to 90
m/s require A, B and C. Higher speeds
are not recommended.
part in the predicted attenuation, as shown by Bies et al. (1991) and as discussed in
Appendix C.
Care must be taken in the use of perforated facings for liner protection. Often, the
result of flow across the regularly spaced holes in the perforated facing is the generation
of “whistling” tones. Alternatively, a small induced flow through the perforations will
prevent whistling. The perforated facing should have a minimum open area of 25% to
ensure that its effect upon the performance of the liner is negligible.
Alternatively, where a perforated facing of percentage open area P less than 25 % is to
be used (see element A of Figure 9.14), the effect of the facing may be taken into account
by redefining element B of Figure 9.14. The effect is the same as either adding a limp
membrane covering, if there is none, or of increasing the surface density of a limp
membrane covering the porous material. The acoustic impedance of a hole in a perforated
sheet is given by:
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Z=RA+jXA=RA+jωMA
(9.89a,b)
where RA for a single hole is given by Equation (9.29) with A in that equation being the
area of a single hole. The value of RA for a perforated facing with N holes is 1/N what it is
for one hole. The acoustic resistance for a perforated facing is then given by Equation
(9.29) with the A in the denominator replaced with P/100 where P is the % open area of
the perforated facing.
The mass reactance of Equation (9.89) for a single hole is (Beranek, 1954):
(9.90)
where a is the radius of a single hole, and ℓ is the effective length of the hole, defined in
Equation (9.25). The effective mass per unit area (or specific mass reactance) of the air in
the holes on the perforated sheet is equal to MA multiplied by the area of a single hole
divided by the fraction of the area of the perforated sheet that is open. Thus, if σ′ is the
surface density of the limp membrane, then the effective surface density, σ, to be used
when entering the design charts to be discussed in Section 9.8.3, is obtained by adding to
the limp membrane mass, the effective mass per unit area of the holes, which is their
specific mass reactance, so that the effective surface density is:
(9.91)
where ρ is the density of air, P is the percentage of open area of the perforated facing and
ℓ is the effective length of the holes in the perforated facing, defined in Equation (9.25).
The holes must be a distance apart of at least 2a (where a is the radius of the holes) for
Equation (9.91) to hold. For a percentage open area P of greater than 25%, the effect of a
perforated facing is generally negligible (Cummings, 1976).
For high frequencies and for significant flow of Mach number, M, past the perforated
sheet, a more accurate version of Equation (9.91) may be derived from Equation (9.24)
as:
(9.92)

where m is the mass per unit area (surface mass) of the perforated facing.
9.8.3 Lined Duct Silencers
In the following sections, isotropic bulk reacting and locally reacting liners will be
considered and design charts are provided in Figures 9.15 to 9.20, which allow
determination of the rate of attenuation of the least attenuated mode of propagation for
some special cases, which are not optimal, but which are not very sensitive to the
accuracy in the value of flow resistance of the liner. However, the general design problem
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requires use of a computer program (Bies et al., 1991). Alternative design procedures for
determination of the insertion loss of cylindrical and rectangular lined ducts have been
described in the literature (Ramakrishnan and Watson, 1991).
Procedures are available for the design of lined ducts for optimum sound attenuation
but, generally, the higher the attenuation, the more sensitive is the liner flow resistance
specification, and the narrower is the frequency range over which the liner is effective
(Cremer, 1953, 1967).
The design charts shown in Figures 9.15 to 9.20 may be used for estimating the
attenuation of the least attenuated propagating mode in lined ducts of both rectangular
and circular cross-section. The design charts can be read directly for a rectangular duct
lined on two opposite sides. For a lined circular duct the values of attenuation given in
the charts must be multiplied by two.

Figure 9.15 Predicted octave band
attenuations for a rectangular duct
lined on two opposite sides. Lined
circular ducts or square ducts lined on
all four sides give twice the attenuation
shown here. The quantity ρ is the
density of fluid flowing in the duct, c
is the speed of sound in the duct, ℓ is
the liner thickness, h is the half width
of the airway, σ is the surface density
of a limp membrane covering the liner,
R1 is the liner flow resistivity. Bulk
reacting liner with no limp membrane
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covering (density ratio σ/ρh=0). Zero
mean flow (M=0).
In Figure 9.15, attenuation data for a bulk reacting liner with zero mean flow in the duct
are shown for various values of flow resistivity parameter, R1ℓ/ρc, and ratio of liner
thickness to half duct height, ℓ/h, for a length of duct equal to half of the duct width. In
this figure, the density parameter, σ/ρh is equal to zero, implying no plastic covering of
the liner and no perforated sheet covering unless its open area exceeds 25%. Figures 9.16
and 9.17 are identical to Figure 9.15 except that the Mach number of flow through the
lined duct is 0.1 and −0.1 respectively (positive Mach number

Figure 9.16 Predicted octave band
attenuations for a rectangular duct
lined on two opposite sides. Lined
circular ducts or square ducts lined on
all four sides give twice the attenuation
shown here. The quantity ρ is the
density of fluid flowing in the duct, c
is the speed of sound in the duct, ℓ is
the liner thickness, h is the half width
of the airway, σ is the surface density
of a limp membrane covering the liner,
R1 is the liner flow resistivity. Bulk
reacting liner with no limp membrane
covering (density ratio σ/ρh=0). Mean
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flow of Mach number, M=0.1 (same
direction as sound propagation).
implies flow in the same direction as sound propagation). In all three figures, 9.15–9.17,
it is assumed that the flow resistance of the liner is the same in the direction normal to the
duct axis as it is in the direction parallel to the duct axis.
In Figure 9.18, data are shown for the same cases as for Figure 9.15, except that the
liner is assumed to be locally reacting. In practice, this is realized by placing rigid
partitions in the liner normal to the duct axis so that sound propagation in the liner
parallel to the duct axis is inhibited.

Figure 9.17 Predicted octave band
attenuations for a rectangular duct
lined on two opposite sides. Lined
circular ducts or square ducts lined on
all four sides give twice the attenuation
shown here. The quantity ρ is the
density of fluid flowing in the duct, c
is the speed of sound in the duct, ℓ is
the liner thickness, h is the half width
of the airway, σ is the surface density
of a limp membrane covering the liner,
R1 is the liner flow resistivity. Bulk
reacting liner with no limp membrane
covering (density ratio σ/ρh=0). Mean
flow of Mach number, M=−0.1
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(opposite direction to sound
propagation).
The data in Figures 9.19 and 9.20 are for various masses of limp membrane (usually
plastic) covering of the liner. Note that the figures also apply to perforated sheet covering
if the open area is less than 25%. Figure 9.19 is for zero mean flow through the duct
while Figure 9.20 is for a mean flow of Mach number=0.1, with the figures on the left
representing flow in the same direction as sound propagation and the figures on the right
representing flow in the opposite direction to sound propagation.
In Figures 9.15 to 9.20, the duct is assumed to be rectangular with two opposite walls
lined, as shown in the insets. The open section (air way) of the duct is 2h wide,

Figure 9.18 Predicted octave band
attenuations for a rectangular duct
lined on two opposite sides. Lined
circular ducts or square ducts lined on
all four sides give twice the attenuation
shown here. The quantity ρ is the
density of fluid flowing in the duct, c
is the speed of sound in the duct, ℓ is
the liner thickness, h is the half width
of the airway, σ is the surface density
of a limp membrane covering the liner,
R1 is the liner flow resistivity. Locally
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reacting liner with no limp membrane
covering (density ratio σ/ρh=0). Zero
mean flow (M=0).
while the liner thickness on either side is ℓ. In determining the thickness, ℓ (see Figure
9.14), elements A and B and the spacing between them are generally neglected, so that
essentially ℓ refers to the thickness of element C. If the duct is lined on only one side then
the open section of the duct is taken as h wide; that is, the attenuation would be the same
as a duct lined on two sides that is twice as wide as the duct lined on one side.
For a duct lined on all four sides, the total attenuation may be approximated as the sum
of the attenuations obtained by considering each pair of sides independently. This

Figure 9.19 Predicted octave band
attenuations for a rectangular duct
lined on two opposite sides. Lined
circular ducts or square ducts lined on
all four sides give twice the attenuation
shown here. The quantity ρ is the
density of fluid flowing in the duct, c
is the speed of sound in the duct, ℓ is
the liner thickness, h is the half width
of the airway, σ is the surface density
of a limp membrane covering the liner,
R1 is the liner flow resistivity. Bulk
reacting liner with various densities of
limp membrane or equivalent
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perforated sheet (σ/ρh=0.01 to 2). Zero
mean flow (Mach number, M=0).
conclusion is based upon evaluation of a circular duct analysis (Bies et al., 1991) and the
observation that the attenuation for a lined circular duct is the same as that of a square
duct of width equal to the circular duct diameter and lined on all four sides.
The octave band attenuation predictions shown in Figures 9.15 to 9.20 can be used
with reasonable reliability for estimating the attenuation of broadband noise in a duct. On
the other hand, the theory upon which the predictions are based gives values of
attenuation at single frequencies that are difficult to achieve in practice. Use of octave
band averaging has resulted in a significant smoothing and a reduction in peak values of
the single-frequency predictions. Any point on a curve in the figures is the average
response of 20 single-frequency predictions distributed within an octave band
encompassing the point.
As explained above, the observed insertion loss for any lined duct will depend upon
both the properties of the duct and the propagating sound field that is introduced at the
lined duct entrance. In the figures, the assumption is implicit that only the least attenuated
mode propagates and in general, the least attenuated mode corresponds to

Figure 9.20 Predicted octave band
attenuations for a rectangular duct
lined on two opposite sides. Lined
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circular ducts or square ducts lined on
all four sides give twice the attenuation
shown here. The quantity ρ is the
density of fluid flowing in the duct, c
is the speed of sound in the duct, ℓ is
the liner thickness, h is the half width
of the airway, σ is the surface density
of a limp membrane covering the liner,
R1 is the liner flow resistivity. Bulk
reacting liner with various densities of
limp membrane or equivalent
perforated sheet (σ/ρh=0.01 to 2).
Mean flow of Mach number, M=0.1.
For the figures on the left, the flow is
in the same direction as sound
propagation and for the figures on the
right, the flow is in the opposite
direction to sound propagation.
the plane wave mode in an unlined duct. In Table 9.3 experimentally determined values
for insertion loss are listed for comparison with the predicted insertion loss for several
lined rectangular ducts based: (1) upon the assumption of equal energy distribution
among all propagating modes at the entrance (Ramakrishnan and Watson, 1991); and (2)
the least attenuated mode only propagating.

Table 9.3 Comparison between measured and
predicted insertion loss for rectangular splitter
silencers (after Ramakrishnan and Watson, 1991)

Silencer unit size
(mm)
ℓ/h
305

305

2

1

Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)
insertion loss (dB)

Silencer length
(mm)

See note
below

1525

e

8

20

38

47

51

34

a

8

21

37

50

50

34

b

8

21

37

50

50

34

e

4

12

27

41

37

20

a

4

12

26

44

36

13

b

4

12

26

44

36

13

1525

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000
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408

610

610

610

3.2

1.13

2

1.4

1.4

1525

1525

2135

1525

2775
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e

17

27

38

48

50

31

a

14

24

37

50

50

26

b

14

24

37

50

50

26

e

5

12

20

26

16

9

a

6

14

21

29

17

8

b

6

14

21

29

17

5

e

17

24

36

49

33

18

a

14

22

36

47

29

13

b

14

22

36

47

27

9

e

11

16

25

30

17

11

a

8

13

21

26

12

7

b

8

13

21

26

10

3

e

18

25

37

50

30

16

a

15

25

40

50

22

14

b

15

25

40

50

22

9

a=equal energy among all possible significant modes at entrance;
b=least attenuated mode;
e=experimental data.

As expected, the least attenuated mode approach underestimates the observed insertion
loss at small wavelength to duct dimension ratios. On the other hand, the calculated
insertion loss based upon the alternative assumption of equal energy distribution among
all modes does not ensure accuracy of prediction either, because, in practice, the
assumption of equal energy distribution is unlikely to be satisfied even approximately.
9.8.3.1 Flow Effects
The assumption is implicit in the presentation of Figures 9.15 to 9.20 that, where flow is
present, any velocity gradients are small and unimportant. Essentially, uniform flow in
any duct cross-section (commonly referred to as plug flow) is assumed and this
assumption generally will be adequate for the range of flow Mach numbers shown. The
Mach number is the ratio of the stream speed in the duct to the local speed of sound, and
is thus also dependent upon the local temperature. In the figures, a negative Mach number
indicates sound propagation against or opposite to the flow, while a positive number
indicates sound propagation in the direction of flow.
The primary effect of flow is to alter the effective phase speed of a propagating wave
by convecting the sound wave with the flow (Bies and Zockel, 1976). Thus the effective
phase speed is c(1+M), where M, the Mach number, is less than 0.3. Consequently, the
effective length of a duct lining is decreased (as measured in wavelengths) for
downstream propagation, resulting in a decrease in attenuation, and increased for
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upstream propagation, resulting in an increase in attenuation, as may be verified by
inspection of the curves in Figures 9.15 to 9.20.
In reality of course, the matter is not quite so simple as suggested above. The
introduction of flow, in general, renders the problem of describing acoustic propagation
and attenuation in a lined duct very complicated. For example, shear in the flow has the
opposite effect to convection; sound propagating in the direction of flow is refracted into
the lining, resulting in increased attenuation. Sound propagating opposite to the flow is
refracted away from the lining, resulting in less attenuation than where shear is not
present. At Mach numbers higher than those shown in Figures 9.15 to 9.20, where such
effects as shear become important, the following empirical relation is suggested as a
guide to expected behaviour:
DM=D0[1−1.5M+M2]
(9.93)
where
−0.3<M<0.3
(9.94)
In the equation, D0 is the attenuation (in dB per unit length) predicted for a liner without
flow, and DM is the attenuation for the same liner with plug flow of Mach number M.
Flow can strongly affect the performance of a liner both beneficially and adversely,
depending upon the liner design. In addition to the refraction effects mentioned earlier,
the impedance matching of the wall to the propagating wave may be improved or
degraded, resulting in more or less attenuation (Kurze and Allen, 1971; Mungar and
Gladwell, 1968). The introduction of flow may also generate noise, for example, as
discussed in Section 9.7.8.
9.8.3.2 Higher Order Mode Propagation
In the formulation of the curves in Figures 9.15 to 9.20 it has been explicitly assumed that
only plane waves propagate and are attenuated. For example, inspection of the curves in
the figures shows that they all tend to the same limit at high frequencies; none shows any
sensible attenuation for values of the frequency parameter 2h/ℓ; greater than about three.
As has been shown theoretically (Cremer, 1953), high-frequency plane waves tend to
beam down the centre of a lined duct; any lining tends to be less and less effective,
whatever its properties in attenuating plane waves, as the duct width to wavelength ratio
grows large.
Waves which multiply reflect from the walls of a duct may also propagate. Such
waves, called higher order modes or cross-modes, propagate at frequencies above a
minimum frequency, called the cut-on frequency, ƒco, which characterizes the particular
mode of propagation. For example, in a hard wall rectangular cross-section duct, only
plane waves may propagate when the duct is less than 0.5 wavelengths wide, while for a
circular duct, the required duct diameter is less than 0.5861 wavelengths. For ducts of
greater dimensions than these, or for any ducts that are lined with acoustically absorptive
material (i.e. soft-walled ducts), higher order modes may propagate as well as plane
waves but, in general, the plane waves will be least rapidly attenuated. As plane waves
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are least rapidly attenuated, their behaviour will control the performance of a duct in the
frequency range in which they are dominant, for example, in the range of wavelength
parameter, 2h/ℓ, generally less than about one.
For explanation of the special properties of higher order mode propagation, it will be
convenient to restrict attention to ducts of rectangular cross-section and to begin by
generalizing the discussion of modal response of a rectangular enclosure considered in
Chapter 7. Referring to the discussion of Section 7.2 it is observed that a duct may be
thought of as simply a rectangular room for which one dimension is infinitely long.
Letting kx=ω/cx, and using Equation (7.16), Equation (7.17) can be rewritten as follows to
give an expression for the phase speed cx along the x-axis in an infinite duct:
(9.95)

Consideration of Equation (9.95) shows that for mode numbers ny and nz not both zero,
there will be a frequency, ω, for which the phase speed, cx, is infinite. This frequency is
called either cut-on or cut-off. Below cut-on, the phase speed is imaginary and no wave
propagates; an associated disturbance decays exponentially along the duct. Above cut-on,
a wave propagates at a phase speed, cx, which depends upon frequency. With increasing
frequency, the component of wave propagation between opposite walls decreases and the
component of wave propagation along the axis of the duct increases, with the result that
the phase speed, cx, measured as the trace along the duct, rapidly diminishes and tends to
the free field wave speed. Evidently the speed of propagation of higher order modes is
dispersive (frequency dependent) and each mode travels at a speed different from that of
all other modes.
Alternatively, letting the length, Lx, in Equation (7.17) tend to infinity gives the
following equation for the cut-on frequencies for propagating higher order modes
characterized by mode numbers ny and nz:
(9.96)

Referring to Equation (9.96), it can be observed that the result is the same as would be
obtained by setting nx=0 in Equation (7.17) and in the latter case, sound propagation is
between the opposite walls but not along the x-axis. Similarly, at cut-on, wave
propagation is between opposite walls and consequently, the phase speed along the duct
(x-axis) is infinite as the disturbance everywhere is in phase.
Similarly, Equation (7.19) may be rewritten for the case of the infinitely long room for
wave travel in the positive x-axis direction to give an expression for the propagating
higher order mode, characterized by mode numbers ny and nz, as follows:
(9.97)
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Referring to Equation (9.97), it can be observed that a higher order mode is characterized
by nodal planes parallel to the axis of the duct and wave fronts at any cross-section of the
duct, which are of opposite phase on opposite sides of such nodes.
At frequencies above the cut-on of the first higher order mode, the number of cut-on
modes increases rapidly, being a quadratic function of frequency. Use of Equation (9.96)
for representative values of rectangular cross-section ducts of width, Ly, and height, Lz,
has allowed counting of cut-on modes and empirical determination of the following
equation for the number of cut-on modes, N, in terms of the geometric mean of the duct
cross-section dimensions,
N=2.57(ƒ/c)2+2.46 (ƒL/c)

up to about the first 25 cut-on modes:
(9.98)

A similar procedure has been used to determine the following empirical equation for the
first fifteen cut-on modes of a circular cross-section duct of diameter D:
N=(ƒD/c)2+1.5(ƒD/c)
(9.99)
It should be noted that, in practice, one must always expect slight asymmetry in any duct
of circular cross-section and consequently there will always be two modes of slightly
different frequency where analysis predicts only one and they will be oriented normal to
each other. The prediction of Equation (9.99) is based upon the assumption of a perfectly
circular cross-section duct and should be multiplied by two to determine the expected
number of propagating higher order modes.
The effect of a porous liner adds a further complexity to higher order mode
propagation, since the phase speed in the liner may also be dispersive. For example,
reference to Appendix C shows that the phase speed in a fibrous material tends to zero as
the frequency tends to zero. Consequently, in fibrous, bulk reacting liners, where
propagation of sound waves is not restricted to normal to the surface, cut-on of the first
few higher order modes may occur at much lower frequencies than predicted based upon
the dimensions of the airway.
The effect of mean flow in a duct is to decrease the frequency of cut-on and it is the
same for either upstream or downstream propagation, since cut-on in either case is
characterized by wave propagation back and forth between opposite walls of the duct. For
the case of superimposed mean flow at cut-on, wave propagation upstream will be just
sufficient to compensate wave convection downstream, whether upstream or downstream
propagation is considered.
For ducts that are many wavelengths across, as are commonly encountered in air
conditioning systems, one is concerned with cross-mode as well as plane-wave
propagation. Unfortunately, attenuation in this case is very difficult to characterize, as it
depends upon the energy distribution among the propagating modes, as well as the rates
of attenuation of each of the modes. Thus, in general, attenuation in the frequency range
for which the frequency parameter, 2h/ℓ, is greater than about unity, cannot be described
in terms of attenuation per unit length as in Figures 9.15 to 9.20. Experimentally
determined attenuation will depend upon the nature of the source and the manner of the
test. Doubling or halving the test duct length will not give twice or half of the previously
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observed attenuation; that is, no unique attenuation per unit length can be ascribed to a
dissipative duct for values of 2h/ℓ greater than unity. However, at these higher
frequencies, the attenuation achieved in practice will in all cases be greater than that
predicted by Figures 9.15 to 9.20.
The consequence of the possibility of cross-mode propagation is that the performance
of a lined duct is dependent upon the characteristics of the sound field introduced at the
entrance to the attenuator. Since sound is absorbed by the lining, sound that repeatedly
reflects at the wall will be more quickly attenuated than sound that passes at grazing
incidence. Thus, sound at all angles of incidence at the entrance to a duct will very
rapidly attenuate, until only the axial propagating portion remains. Empirically, it has
been determined that such an effect may introduce an additional attenuation, as shown in
Figure 9.21. The attenuation shown in the figure is to be treated as a correction to be
added to the total expected attenuation of a lined duct. An example of an application of
this correction is the use of a lined duct to vent an acoustic enclosure, in which case the
sound entering the duct may be approximated as randomly incident.

Figure 9.21 Duct inlet correction for
random-incidence sound. The quantity
λ is the sound wavelength, and A is the
duct cross-sectional area. The data are
empirical.
9.8.4 Cross-sectional Discontinuities
Generally, the open cross-section of a lined duct is made continuous with a primary duct,
in which the sound to be attenuated is propagating. The result of the generally soft lining
is to present to the sound an effective sudden expansion in the cross-section of the duct.
The expansion affects the sound propagation in a similar way as the expansion chamber
considered earlier. The effect of the expansion on the lined duct may be estimated using
Figure 9.22. In using this figure the attenuation due to the lining alone is first estimated
(using one of Figures 9.15 to 9.20), and the estimate is used to enter Figure 9.22 to find
the corrected attenuation (see Section 9.2 for discussion of transmission loss).
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Figure 9.22 The transmission loss (TL)
of a lined expansion chamber as a
function of the area expansion ratio m
and the total attenuation of the lining.
The solid curves show TL for kB=0,
π,…, nπ, and the dashed curves show
TL for kB=π/2, 3π/2,…, (2n+1)π/2. The
quantity k is the wavenumber and B is
the length of the expansion chamber.
Example 9.1
The open section of a duct lined on two opposite sides is 0.2 m wide. Flow is negligible.
What must the length, thickness and liner flow resistance in the direction normal to the
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liner surface be to achieve 15 dB attenuation at 100 Hz, assuming that there is no
protective covering on the liner?
Solution
There will be many possible solutions. In practice, the question becomes, “Are there any
acceptable solutions?” For a liner with no solid partitions mounted normal to the liner
surface to prevent axial wave propagation in the liner, the assumption of bulk reaction is
appropriate. It will also be assumed that the liner flow resistivity in the axial direction is
the same as in the normal direction. Thus Figure 9.15 is the appropriate figure to use for
the liner attenuation calculations.
First calculate the frequency parameter taking the speed of sound as 344 m/s. That is,
2hƒ/c=0.2×100/344=0.058.
Referring to Figure 9.15, one notes that a thick liner is implied according to the table
associated with the figure. An alternative choice, to be investigated, might be curve 4,
this choice being a compromise promising a thinner liner. Curve 5 of Figure 9.15 predicts
an attenuation rate 0.6 to 1.0 dB/h=10.0 dB/m.
Next, Figure 9.22 is used to calculate the required liner attenuation for a total TL (or
IL) of 10 dB. Calculate the area ratio and value of kB to enter the figure. Assume for now
that the final liner length will be 1 m. If this guess is wrong, then it is necessary to iterate
until a correct solution is obtained:
A2/A1=1+ℓ/h=6; and kB=2πƒB/344=2π×100×1.0/344=1.82
where A2/A1 is the ratio of total duct cross-sectional area to open duct cross-sectional
area.
From the figure it can be seen that for an overall attenuation of 12 dB (transmission
loss), the liner attenuation must be approximately 5.5 dB (as the value of kB=1.82 is close
to the dashed curve value). A duct 1 m long will give an attenuation of 10.0 dB which is a
bit high. Iterating finally gives a required duct length of 0.6m corresponding to a liner
attenuation of 6.0 dB and an overall attenuation (transmission loss) of 12.5 dB.
Alternatively, curve 4 of Figure 9.15, predicts an attenuation rate as follows:
Attenuation rate=0.6 dB/h=6.0 dB/m. Assuming a liner length of 1.6 m calculate the area
ratio and value of kB to enter Figure 9.22:
A2/A1=1+ℓ/h=3; and kB=2π×100×1.6/344=2.92
From the figure it can be seen that for an overall attenuation (transmission loss) of 12 dB,
the liner attenuation must be approximately 9.5 dB. A duct 1.6 m long will give an
attenuation of 9.6 dB, which is the required amount.
In summary, use of curve 5 gives a duct 0.6 m long and 1.2 m wide, whereas curve 4
gives a duct 1.6 m long and 0.6 m wide. The required material flow resistance is such that
R1ℓ/ρc=4.0.
9.8.5 Pressure Drop Calculations for Dissipative Mufflers
For lined dissipative ducts, an average absolute roughness, ε, of 9×10−4 m is appropriate
and may be used with Equations (9.81) to (9.83) to calculate the pressure drop due to
friction losses as a result of gas flowing through the muffler. Note that dynamic losses are
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additional to friction losses and must be calculated using Equation (9.84). The pressure
drop due to a centre body in a circular cross-section muffler cannot be calculated using
the expressions provided here.
9.9 DUCT BENDS
The lined bend was listed separately in Table 9.1, but such a device might readily be
incorporated in the design of a lined duct. Figure 9.23 shows insertion loss data for lined
and unlined bends with no turning vanes. The data shown are empirical and approximate
(ASHRAE, 1999; Beranek, 1960). Data for lined bends are for bends lined both upstream
and downstream for a distance of at least three duct diameters or three times the largest
cross-sectional dimension.

Figure 9.23 Correction for attenuation
at a 90° duct bend with no turning
vanes: A, rectangular lined duct and
axial plane wave input; B, rectangular
lined duct and diffuse input; C,
rectangular unlined duct and axial
plane wave input; D, rectangular
unlined duct and diffuse input; E,
circular unlined duct 0.2 m in diameter
and diffuse input; F, circular unlined
duct 1.5 m in diameter and diffuse
input. The quantity A is the duct crosssectional area, and λ is the sound
wavelength. The circular duct curves
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are based on data from ASHRAE-1992
Systems.
9.10 UNLINED DUCTS
An unlined duct will exhibit sound attenuation properties. The amount of sound
attenuation for an unlined rectangular duct may be estimated using Table 9.4 (ASHRAE,
1999).

Table 9.4 Approximate attenuation in unlined
rectangular sheet metal ductsa.
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
−1 b

Duct perimeter to area ratio (P/A) (m )

63

125

250

over 250

26

0.98

0.66

0.33

0.33

13

1.15

0.66

0.33

0.20

10

1.31

0.66

0.33

0.16

7

0.82

0.66

0.33

0.10

3

0.49

0.33

0.23

0.07

2

0.33

0.33

0.16

0.07

a

If the duct is externally insulated then doubled these values.
The quantity P is the perimeter and A is the area of the duct cross-section.

b

For an unlined circular duct, the attenuation is 0.03 to 0.1 dB/m in octave bands between
63 Hz and 4000 Hz. Smaller ducts (less than 180 mm diameter) are at the upper end of
the attenuation range at 1000 Hz and above. Low frequencies and/or large ducts are at the
lower end of the attenuation range. The attenuation is unaffected by external insulation.
9.11 EFFECT OF DUCT END REFLECTIONS
The sudden change of cross-section at the end of a duct mounted flush with a wall or
ceiling results in additional attenuation. This has been measured for circular and
rectangular ducts and empirical results are listed in Table 9.5 (ASHRAE, 1999). Table
9.5 can also be used for rectangular section ducts, by calculating an equivalent diameter,
D, using

, where A is the duct cross-sectional area.
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9.12 DUCT BREAK-OUT NOISE
9.12.1 Break-out Sound Transmission
In most modern office buildings, air conditioning ductwork takes much of the space
between suspended ceilings and the floor above. Noise radiated out of the ductwork walls
is in many cases sufficient to cause annoyance to the occupants of the spaces below. In
some cases, noise radiated into the ductwork from one space, propagated through the
duct, and radiated out through the duct walls into another space, may cause speech
privacy problems. Noise transmitted out through a duct wall is referred to as breakout
transmission.

Table 9.5 Duct reflection loss (dB)a
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
Duct diameter (mm)

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

150

20(18)

14(13)

9(8)

5(4)

2(1)

1(0)

200

18(16)

12(11)

7(6)

3(2)

1(1)

0(0)

250

16(14)

11(9)

6(5)

2(2)

1(1)

0(0)

300

14(13)

9(8)

5(4)

2(1)

1(0)

090)

400

12(10)

7(6)

3(2)

10)

0(0)

090)

510

10(9)

6(5)

2(2)

1(1)

0(0)

0(0)

610

9(8)

5(4)

2(1)

1(0)

0(0)

0(0)

710

8(7)

4(3)

1(1)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

810

7(6)

3(2)

1(1)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

910

6(5)

3(2)

1(1)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

1220

5(4)

2(1)

1(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

1830

3(2)

1(1)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

a

Applies to ducts terminating flush with wall or ceiling and several duct diameters from other room
surfaces. If closer to other surfaces use entry for next larger duct. Numbers in brackets are for ducts
terminated in free space or at an acoustic suspended ceiling.

To predict in advance the extent of likely problems arising from noise “breaking-out” of
duct walls it is useful to calculate the noise level outside of the duct from a knowledge of
the sound power introduced into the duct by the fan or by other external sources farther
along the duct. A prediction scheme which is applicable in the frequency range between
1.5 times the fundamental duct wall resonance frequency and half the critical frequency
of a flat panel equal in thickness to the duct wall, will be described. In most cases, the
fundamental duct wall resonance frequency, ƒ0, is well below the frequency range of
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interest and can be ignored. If this is not the case, ƒ0 may be calculated (Cummings,
1980) and the transmission loss for the third octave frequency bands adjacent to and
including ƒ0 should be reduced by 5 dB from that calculated using the following
prediction scheme. Also, in most cases, the duct wall critical frequency is well above the
frequency range of interest. If this is in doubt, the critical frequency may be calculated
using Equation (8.3) and then the transmission loss predictions for a flat panel may be
used at frequencies above half the duct wall critical frequency.
The sound power level, Lwo, radiated out of a rectangular section duct wall is given by
(Ver, 1983):
(9.100)
Lwi is the sound power level of the sound field propagating down the duct at the
beginning of the duct section of concern (usually the fan output sound power level (dB)
less any propagation losses from the fan to the beginning of the noise radiating duct
section), TLout is the transmission loss of the duct wall, A is the duct cross-sectional area,
PD is the cross-sectional perimeter, L is the duct length radiating the power and C is a
correction factor to account for gradually decreasing values of Lwi as the distance from
the noise source increases. For short, unlined ducts, C is usually small enough to ignore.
For unlined ducts longer than 2 m or for any length of lined duct, C is calculated using:
(9.101)

∆ is the sound attenuation (dB/m) due to internal ductwork losses, which is 0.1 dB/m for
unlined ducts (do not use tabulated values in ASHRAE, 1999 as these include losses due
to breakout) and:
(9.102)
The quantity TLout may be calculated (ASHRAE, 1999) using the following procedure.
First of all, the cross-over frequency from plane wave response to multi-modal response
is calculated using:
ƒcr=612/(ab)½; (Hz)
(9.103)
where a is the larger and b the smaller duct cross-sectional dimension in metres.
At frequencies below ƒcr, the quantity TLout may be calculated using:
(9.104)
and at frequencies above ƒcr and below 0.5ƒc:
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TLout=20 log10(ƒm)−45 (dB); ƒcr<ƒ<ƒc/2
(9.105)
In the preceding equations, m (kg/m2) is the mass/unit area of the duct walls and ƒ(Hz) is
the octave band centre frequency of the sound being considered.
The minimum allowed value for TLout is given by:
(9.106)
The maximum allowed value for TLout is 45 dB. For frequencies above half the critical
frequency of a flat panel (see Chapter 8), TL predictions for a flat panel are used.
The transmission loss for circular and oval ducts is difficult to predict accurately with
an analytical model, although it is generally much higher than that for rectangular section
ducts of the same cross-sectional area. It is recommended that the guidelines outlined by
ASHRAE (1999) for the estimation of these quantities be followed closely.
9.12.2 Break-in Sound Transmission
Let Lwo be the sound power that is incident upon the exterior of an entire length of
ductwork and assume that the incoming sound power is divided equally into each of the
two opposing axial directions. Then the sound power entering into a rectangular section
duct of cross-sectional dimensions a and b, and length, L, from a noisy area and
propagating in one axial direction in the duct is:
Lwi=Lwo−TLin−3 (dB)
(9.107)
For a≥b, and ƒ<ƒ0, where ƒ0=c/2a, the duct transmission loss, TLin, for sound radiated
into the duct is the larger of the following two quantities (ASHRAE, 1999):
TLin=TLout−4−10 log10(a/b)+20 log10(ƒ/ƒ0)
(9.108)
or TLin=10 log10(L/a+L/b)
(9.109)
For ƒ>ƒ0:
TLin=TLout−3 (dB)
(9.110)

9.13 LINED PLENUM ATTENUATOR
A lined plenum may serve as an attenuation device. As shown in Table 9.1, such a device
has dimensions that are large compared to a wavelength. The plenum is thus a small room
and as such an absorptive liner, which provides a high random incidence sound
absorption coefficient, is best. However, in general, the liner construction does not appear
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to be critical to the performance of a plenum, although some form of liner is essential.
The geometry of such a device is shown in Figure 9.24(a) and, for later reference, Figure
9.24(b) shows the essential elements of the source field. The latter figure will be used in
the following discussion.
The acoustic power, Wo, which leaves the exit consists of two parts for the purpose of
this analysis; a direct field, WD, and a reverberant field, WR. The acoustic power in the
reverberant field is related to the input power Wi as:
WR=WiA/R
(9.111)
where
(9.112)
In the preceding equations, A (m2) is the cross-sectional area of the exit, R (m2) is the
plenum room constant, S (m2) is the total wall area of the plenum, and is the mean
Sabine wall absorption coefficient.

Figure 9.24 Lined plenum chamber:
(a) physical acoustic system; (b)
essentials of the source field.
Referring to Figure 9.24(b) the power flow in the direct field is (Wells, 1958):
WD=Wi(A/2π2)cosθ
(9.113)
where θ is the angular direction, and r is the line of sight distance from the plenum
chamber entrance to the exit. As the sound radiation from the inlet is more into a quarter
sphere than a hemisphere, ASHRAE (1999) recommends that the factor of 2 in Equation
(9.113) be deleted. If this is done, the transmission loss (see Section 9.2) of the plenum is:
(9.114)
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Equation (9.114) is only valid at frequencies for which the plenum chamber dimensions
are large compared to a wavelength and also only for frequencies above the cut-on
frequency for higher order mode propagation in the inlet duct (see Section 9.8.3.2).
If the room constant, R, is made large, then the effectiveness of the plenum may be
further increased by preventing direct line of sight with the use of suitable internal
baffles. When internal baffles are used, the second term in Equation (9.114), which
represents the direct field contribution, should be discarded. The formula agrees with
measurement for high frequencies and for values of TL not large but predicts values
lower than observed by 5 to 10 dB at low frequencies, which is attributed to neglect of
reflection at the plenum entrance and exit and the modal behaviour of the sound field in
the plenum.
9.14 WATER INJECTION
Water injection has been investigated, both for the control of the noise of large rocket
engines and for the control of steam venting noise. In both cases, the injection of large
amounts of water has been found to be quite effective in decreasing high-frequency noise,
at the expense of a large increase in low-frequency noise. This effect is illustrated in
Figure 9.25 for the case of water injection to reduce steam venting noise. In both cases, a
mass flow rate of water equal to the mass flow rate of exhaust gas was injected directly
into the flow to significantly cool the hot gases. Even more water would possibly prevent
the low-frequency build-up, but the quantity of water required would be much greater.
Watters et al. (1955) investigated the effectiveness of water sprays used to cool hot
exhaust gases in gas turbine exhausts. They provided the data shown here in Figure 9.26
for varying amounts of water, but cautioned against its universal use.

Figure 9.25 Effect of water injection
on the reduction of steam venting
noise.
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Figure 9.26 Octave band sound
attenuation measured through several
water spray systems (after Watters et
al., 1955).
9.15 DIRECTVITY OF EXHAUST DUCTS
The sound radiation from the exit of a duct may be quite directional, as shown in Figure
9.27. The latter figure is based upon model studies (Sutton, 1990); however, it seems to
be consistent with field observations and current practice (Watters et al., 1955). The
curves in the figure are based on data for both rectangular and circular ducts and are
presented in terms of Strouhal number based on frequency, and the geometric mean
diameter of the duct for the indicated angles of observation (from the duct axis). The
speed of sound should be that which is characteristic of the gas in the duct. For example,
if the gas is hot, the speed of sound should be adjusted accordingly. The data only apply
for unlined ducts. Ducts lined with sound absorbing material radiate more directionally so
that higher on-axis sound levels are produced.
As shown by the figure, a distinct advantage accrues from pointing an exhaust duct
upwards. Alternatively, the figure shows the importance of placing cooling towers such
that line of sight to any nearby building is greater than about 30°.
Referring to Figure 9.27, the Strouhal number is shown as a dimensionless frequency
or as the ratio of the duct geometric mean diameter to wavelength of radiated sound. For
values of Strouhal number greater than about 0.5, higher order mode propagation
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probably occurs (see Section 9.8.3.2) and consequently, sound energy propagation in the
duct is not entirely axial. At Strouhal numbers greater than 2.0, cross-mode propagation
can be expected to be dominant and an effective intensity (see Section 7.4.1) is required
to describe axial sound energy propagation in the duct.

Figure 9.27 Unlined exhaust stack
directivity information based on an
experimental model investigation. The
quantity D is the diameter of the stack,
ƒ is the centre band frequency in onethird octaves, and c (343 m/s) is the
speed of sound in the exhaust gas at
the stack exit. The indicated angle is
measured from the centerline of the
duct.
It is proposed to determine an effective intensity in a duct by changing the limit of
integration in Equation (7.29) from θ=π to θ=π/2 where θ is now interpreted as the angle
of sound propagation relative to the axis of the duct (see Figure 9.28).
Following the argument of Section 7.4.1 leads to the following expression for duct
axial sound intensity, assuming no reflected energy from the end of the duct:
(9.115)
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The introduction of the 2 in the denominator of the expression for intensity for Strouhal
numbers greater than 2.0 (reverberant field as a result of cross-mode domination) is
proposed while it is omitted for Strouhal numbers less than 0.5 (plane-wave propagation
dominant, see Equation (1.70)). Interpolation is recommended for Strouhal numbers in
between.
Thus if the average sound pressure squared
(or sound pressure level, LpD) is
measured over the plane of a duct outlet and just outside of the duct, the sound power
radiated may be estimated by multiplying Equation (9.115) by the cross-sectional area, A,
of the duct outlet and the sound power level is then given by:
(9.116)
(9.117)

Figure 9.28 Exhaust stack directivity
definition.
Linear interpolation is recommended to calculate values of Lw corresponding to
0.5<ƒD/c<2. Just inside the duct exit, the sound pressure level would be larger than
outside the duct due to reflection of waves from the end of the duct, particularly at low
frequencies.
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Alternatively, if the sound pressure level, Lp, is measured at some distance, r, and
some angle, θ, from the duct outlet, the sound power level, Lw, radiated by the duct outlet
may be calculated with the help of Figure 9.27 and Equation (9.118):
(9.118)
where the directivity index, DIθ, may be obtained from Figure 9.27 and the excess
attenuation, AE, may be calculated as described in Section 5.11.6.
If it is desired to add an exhaust stack to the duct outlet, the resulting noise reduction
may be calculated from a knowledge of the insertion loss, ILs, of the stack due to sound
propagation through it, and both the angular direction and distance from the stack axis to
the receiver location (if different from the values for the original duct outlet). The excess
attenuation, AEs, must also be taken into account if it is different for propagation from the
duct outlet without the stack. Thus:
NR=ILs+AEs−AE+20 log10(rs/r)+DIθ−DIs
(9.119)
where the subscript, s, refers to quantities with the stack in place.
The sound pressure level, Lps, at location rs with the stack in place is given by:
(9.120)
where the directivity, DIs, of the exhaust stack in the direction of the receiver is obtained
using Figure 9.27. Without the stack in place the sound pressure level may be determined
using Equation (9.118).

CHAPTER TEN
Vibration Control
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter the reader is introduced to:
• vibration isolation for single- and multi-degree-of-freedom systems;
• damping, stiffness and mass relationships;
• types of vibration isolators;
• vibration absorbers;
• vibration measurement;
• when damping of vibrating surfaces is and is not effective for noise control;
• damping of vibrating surfaces;
• measurement of damping.

10.1 INTRODUCTION
Many noise sources commonly encountered in practice are associated with vibrating
surfaces, and with the exception of aerodynamic noise sources, the control of vibration is
an important part of any noise-control program. Vibration is oscillatory motion of a body
or surface about a mean position and occurs to some degree in all industrial machinery. It
may be characterized in terms of acceleration, velocity, displacement, surface stress or
surface strain amplitude, and associated frequency. On a particular structure, the vibration
and relative phase will usually vary with location. Although high levels of vibration are
sometimes useful (for example, vibrating conveyors and sieves), vibration is generally
undesirable, as it often results in excessive noise, mechanical wear, structural fatigue and
possible failure.
Any structure can vibrate and will generally do so when excited mechanically (for
example, by forces generated by some mechanical equipment) or when excited
acoustically (for example, by the acoustic field of noisy machinery). Any vibrating
structure will have preferred modes in which it will vibrate and each mode of vibration
will respond most strongly at its resonance frequency. A mode will be characterized by a
particular spatial amplitude of response distribution, having nodes and anti nodes. Nodes
are lines of nil or minimal response across which there will be abrupt phase changes from
in-phase to opposite phase relative to a reference and anti nodes are regions of maximal
response between nodes.
If an incident force field is coincident both in spatial distribution and frequency with a
structural mode it will strongly drive that mode. The response will become stronger with
better matching of the force field to the modal response of the structure. When driven at
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resonance, the structural mode response will only be limited by the damping of the mode.
As will be discussed in Section 10.6, it is also possible to drive structural modes at
frequencies other than their resonance frequencies. To avoid excessive vibration and
associated problems, it is important in any mechanical system to ensure that coincidence
of excitation frequency and structural resonance frequencies is avoided as much as
possible.
With currently available analytical tools (e.g. statistical energy analysis, finite element
analysis), it is often possible to predict at the design stage the dynamic behaviour of a
machine and any possible vibration problems. However, vibration problems do appear
regularly in new as well as old installations, and vibration control then becomes a
remedial exercise instead of the more economic design exercise.
With the principal aim of noise control, five alternative forms of vibration control will
be listed. These approaches, which may be used singly or in combination, are described
in the following paragraphs.
The first form of vibration control is modification of the vibration generating
mechanism. This may be accomplished most effectively at the design stage by choosing
the process that minimizes jerk, or the time rate of change of force. In a punch press, this
may be done by reducing the peak level of tension in the press frame and releasing it over
a longer period of time as, for example, by surface grinding the punch on a slight incline
relative to the face of the die. Another way of achieving this in practice is to design tools
that apply the load to the part being processed over as long a time period as possible,
while at the same time minimizing the peak load. This type of control is case specific and
not amenable to generalization; however, it is often the most cost effective approach and
frequently leads to an inherently better process.
The second form of vibration control is modification of the dynamic characteristics (or
mechanical input impedance) of a structure to reduce its ability to respond to the input
energy, thus essentially suppressing the transfer of vibrational energy from the source to
the noise-radiating structure. This may be achieved by stiffness or mass changes to the
structure or by use of a vibration absorber. Alternatively, the radiating surface may be
modified to minimize the radiation of sound to the environment. This may sometimes be
done by choice of an open structure, for example, a perforated surface instead of a solid
surface.
The third form of vibration control is isolation of the source of vibration from the body
of the noise-radiating structure by means of flexible couplings or mounts.
The fourth form of vibration control is dissipation of vibrational energy in the
structure by means of vibration damping, which converts mechanical energy into heat.
This is usually achieved by use of some form of damping material. However, the
reduction that can be achieved by this means is generally small.
The fifth form of vibration control is active control, which may be used either to
modify the dynamic characteristics of a structure or to enhance the effectiveness of
vibration isolators. Active control is discussed in Chapter 12.
As has been mentioned, the first approach will not be discussed further and the fifth
approach will be discussed elsewhere; the remaining three approaches, isolation, damping
and alteration of the mechanical input impedance, will now be discussed with emphasis
on noise control.
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10.2 VIBRATION ISOLATION
Vibration isolation is considered on the basis that structure-borne vibration from a source
to some structure, which then radiates noise, may indeed be as important or perhaps more
important than direct radiation from the vibration source itself. Almost any stringed
musical instrument provides a good example of this point. In every case, the vibrating
string is the obvious energy source but the sound that is heard seldom originates at the
string, which is a very poor radiator; rather, a sounding board, cavity or electrical system
is used as a secondary and very much more efficient sound radiator.
When one approaches a noise-control problem, the source of the unwanted noise may
be obvious, but the path by which it radiates sound may be obscure. Indeed, determining
the propagation path may be the primary problem to be solved. Unfortunately, no general
specification of simple steps to be taken to accomplish this task can be given. On the
other hand, if an enclosure for a noisy machine is contemplated, then good vibration
isolation between the machine and enclosure, between the machine and any pipework or
other mechanical connections to the enclosure, and between the enclosure and any
protrusions through it, should always be considered as a matter of course. Stated another
way, the best enclosure can be rendered ineffective by structure-borne vibration. Thus, it
is important to control all possible structural paths of vibration, as well as airborne sound,
for the purpose of noise control.
The transmission of vibratory motions or forces from one structure to another may be
reduced by interposing a relatively flexible isolating element between the two structures.
This is called vibration isolation, and when properly designed, the vibration amplitude of
the driven structure is largely controlled by its inertia. An important design consideration
is the resonance frequency of the isolated structure on its vibration-isolation mount. At
this frequency, the isolating element will amplify by a large amount the force
transmission between the structure and its mount. Only at frequencies greater than 1.4
times the resonance frequency will the force transmission be reduced. Thus, the
resonance frequency must be arranged to be well below the range of frequencies to be
isolated. Furthermore, adding damping to the vibrating system, for the purpose of
reducing the vibratory response at the resonance frequency, has the effect of decreasing
the isolation that otherwise would be achieved at higher frequencies.
Two types of vibration-isolating applications will be considered; (1) those where the
intention is to prevent transmission of vibratory forces from a machine to its foundation,
and (2) those where the intention is to reduce the transmission of motion of a foundation
to a device mounted on it. Rotating equipment such as motors, fans, turbines, etc.
mounted on vibration isolators, are examples of the first type. An electron microscope,
mounted resiliently in the basement of a hospital, is an example of the second type.
10.2.1 Single-degree-of-freedom Systems
To understand vibration isolation, it is useful to gain familiarity with the behaviour of
single-degree-of-freedom systems, such as illustrated in Figure 10.1 (Church, 1963; Tse
et al., 1979; Rao, 1986). In the figure, the two cases considered here are illustrated with a
spring, mass and dashpot. In the first case, the mass is driven by an externally applied
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force, while in the second case, the base is assumed to move with some specified
vibration amplitude (Tse et al., 1979).

Figure 10.1 Single-degree-of-freedom
system: (a) forced mass, rigid base; (b)
vibrating base.
The equation of motion for the single-degree-of-freedom oscillator of mass, m (kg),
damping constant, C (N-s/m), stiffness, k (N/m), displacement, y (m), and cyclic forcing
function, ƒ(t), shown in Figure 10.1 is:
(10.1)
. In the absence of any excitation force, ƒ(t), or
For sinusoidal motion ÿ=ω2y and
damping, C, the system, once disturbed, will vibrate sinusoidally at its undamped
resonance frequency, ƒ0. Solution of Equation (10.1) with F(t)=C=0 gives for the
undamped resonance frequency:
(10.2)
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The static deflection, d, of the mass supported by the spring is given by d=mg/k where g
is the acceleration of gravity, so that Equation (10.2) may be written in the following
alternative form:
(10.3)
Substitution of the value of g equal to 9.81 m/s and a change of units gives the following
useful equation (where d′ is in centimetres):
(10.4)
Of critical importance to the response of the systems shown in Figure 10.1 is the damping
ratio, ζ=C/Cc, where Cc is the critical damping coefficient defined as follows:
(10.5)
When the damping ratio is less than unity, the transient response is cyclic, but when the
damping ratio is unity or greater, the system transient response ceases to be cyclic.
In the absence of any excitation force, F(t), but including damping, C<1, the system of
Figure 10.1, once disturbed, will oscillate approximately sinusoidally at its damped
resonance frequency, ƒd. Solution of Equation (10.1) with F(t)=0 and C≠0 gives for the
damped resonance frequency:
(10.6)
When the excitation force F(t)=F0ejωt is sinusoidal, the system of Figure 10.1 will
respond sinusoidally at the driving frequency ω=2πƒ. Let ƒ/ƒ0=X, then the solution of
Equation (10.1) gives for the displacement amplitude Y at frequency, ƒ:
(10.7)
The frequency of maximum displacement, which is obtained by differentiation of
Equation (10.7) is:
(10.8)
The amplitude of velocity
(10.7), and is written as follows:

is obtained by differentiation of Equation
(10.9)
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Inspection of Equation (10.9) shows that the frequency of maximum velocity amplitude
is the undamped resonance frequency:
ƒmax νel=ƒ0
(10.10)
Similarly, it may be shown that the frequency of maximum acceleration amplitude is:
ƒmax acc=ƒ0(1−2ξ2)−1/2
(10.11)
Alternatively, if the structure represented by Figure 10.1 is hysteretically damped, which
in practice is the more usual case, then the viscous damping model is inappropriate. This
case may be investigated by setting C=0 and replacing k in Equation (10.1) with complex
k(1+jη) where η is the structural loss factor. Solution of Equation (10.1) with these
modifications gives for the displacement amplitude of the hysteretically damped system,
Y′(ƒ), the following equation:
(10.12)
For the case of hysteretic (or structural) damping the frequency of maximum
displacement occurs at the undamped resonance frequency of the system as shown by
inspection of Equation (10.12):
ƒ′max dis=ƒ0
(10.13)
Similarly the frequencies of maximum velocity and maximum acceleration for the case of
hysteretic damping may be determined.
The preceding analysis shows clearly that maximum response depends upon what is
measured and upon the nature of the damping in the system under investigation. Where
the nature of the damping is known, the undamped resonance frequency and the damping
constant may be determined using appropriate equations; however, in general where
damping is significant, resonance frequencies can only be determined by curve fitting
frequency response data (Ewins, 1984). Alternatively, for small damping the various
frequencies of maximum response are essentially all equal to the undamped frequency of
resonance.
Referring to Figure 10.1(a) the fraction of the exciting force, F0, acting on the mass,
m, which is transmitted through the spring to the support is of interest. Alternatively,
referring to Figure 10.1(b), the fraction of the displacement of the base, which is
transmitted to the mass, is often of greater interest. Either may be expressed in terms of
the transmissibility, TF, which in Figure 10.1(a) is the ratio of the force transmitted to the
foundation to the force, F0, acting on the machine, and in Figure 10.1(b) it is the ratio of
the displacement of the machine to the displacement of the foundation. The
transmissibility may be calculated as follows (Tse et al., 1979):
(10.14)
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Figure 10.2 shows the fraction, expressed in terms of the transmissibility, TF, of the
exciting force (system (a) of Figure 10.1) transmitted from the vibrating body through the
isolating spring to the support structure. The transmissibility is shown for various values
of the damping ratio ζ, as a function of the ratio of the frequency of the vibratory force to
the resonance frequency of the system.

Figure 10.2 Force or displacement
transmissibility of a viscously damped
mass-spring system. The quantities ƒ
and ƒ0 are the excitation and undamped
mass-spring resonance frequencies
respectively, ζ is the system critical
damping ratio, and TF is the fraction of
excitation force transmitted by the
spring to the foundation. Note that for
values of frequency ratio greater than
, the force transmissibility increases
with increasing damping ratio.
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When the transmissibility, T, is identified with the displacement of the mass, m, of system
(b), then Figure 10.2, shows the fraction of the exciting displacement amplitude
transmitted from the base through the isolating spring to the supported mass, m. The
figure allows one to determine the effectiveness of the isolation system for a singledegree-of-freedom system.
The vibration amplitude of a one-degree-of-freedom system is dependent upon its
mass, stiffness and damping characteristics as well as the amplitude of the exciting force.
This conclusion can be extended to apply to multi-degree of-freedom systems such as
machines and structures. Consideration of Equation (10.14) shows that as X tends to zero,
the force transmissibility, TF, tends to one; the response is controlled by the stiffness k.
When X is approximately one, the force transmissibility is approximately inversely
proportional to the damping ratio; the response is controlled by the damping, C. As X
tends to large values, the force transmissibility tends to zero as the square of X; the
response is controlled by the mass, m.
The energy transmissibility, TE, as related to the force transmissibility, TF, and
. The energy
displacement transmissibility, TD, by TE=TFTD. As TF=TD, then
transmissibility, TE, can be related to the expected increase or decrease, ∆Lw, in sound
power radiated by the supported structure over that radiated when the vibrating mass is
rigidly attached to the support structure as follows:
∆Lw=10 log10TE=20 log10TF
(10.15a,b)
Differentiation of Equation (10.14) or use of Equation (10.8) gives for the frequency of
maximum force transmissibility for a viscously damped system the following expression:
(10.16)
The preceding equations and figures refer to viscous damping (where the damping force
is proportional to the vibration velocity), as opposed to hysteretic or structural damping
(where the damping force is proportional to the vibration displacement). Generally, the
effects of hysteretic damping are similar to those of viscous damping up to frequencies of
ƒ=10ƒ0. Above this frequency, hysteretic damping results in larger transmission factors
than shown in Figure 10.2.
The information contained in Figure 10.2 for the undamped case can be represented in
a useful alternative way, as shown in Figure 10.3. However, it must be remembered that
this figure only applies to undamped single-degree-of-freedom systems in which the
exciting force acts in the direction of motion of the body.
Referring again to Figure 10.2, it can be seen that below resonance (ratio of unity on
the horizontal axis) the force transmission is greater than unity and no isolation is
achieved. In practice, the amplification obtained below a frequency ratio of 0.5 is rarely
of significance so that, although no benefit is obtained from the isolation at these low
frequencies, no significant detrimental effect is experienced either. However, in the
frequency ratio range 0.5–1.4, the presence of isolators significantly increases the
transmitted force and the amplitude of motion of the mounted body. In operation, this
range is to be avoided. Above a frequency ratio of 1.4 the force transmitted by the
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isolators is less than that transmitted with no isolators, resulting in isolation of vibration;
the higher the frequency the greater the isolation. Thus, for an isolator to be successful,
its stiffness must be such that the mounted resonance frequency is less than 0.7 times the
minimum forcing frequency.
All practical isolators have some damping, and Figure 10.2 shows the effect of
damping; increasing the damping decreases the isolation achieved. For best isolation no
damping would be desirable. On the other hand, damping is necessary in installations
involving rotating equipment because the equipment rotational speed (and hence forcing
frequency) will pass through the mounted resonance frequency on shutdown and start-up.
In these cases, the amplitude of the transmitted force will exceed the exciting force, and
indeed could build up to an alarming level.

Figure 10.3 Force transmissibility as a
function of frequency and static
deflection for an undamped singledegree-of-freedom vibratory system.
Sometimes the machine can be accelerated or decelerated rapidly enough to pass through
the region of resonance so quickly that the amplitude of the transmitted force does not
have time to build up to the steady-state levels indicated by Figure 10.2. However, in
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some cases, the machine can only be accelerated slowly through the resonant range,
resulting in a potentially disastrous situation if the isolator damping is inadequate. In this
case the required amount of damping could be large; a damping ratio ζ=0.5 could be
required.
An external damper can be installed to accomplish the necessary damping, but always
at the expense of reduced isolation at higher frequencies. An alternative to using highly
damped isolators is to use rubber snubbers to limit excessive motion of the machine at
resonance. Snubbers can also be used to limit excessive motion. These have the
advantage of not limiting high-frequency isolation. Active dampers, which are only
effective below a preset speed, are also used in some cases. These also have no
detrimental effect on high-frequency isolation and are only effective during machine
shutdown and start-up.
10.2.2 Four-isolator Systems
In most practical situations, more than one isolator is used to isolate a particular machine.
This immediately introduces the problem of more than one system resonance frequency
at which the force transmission will be large. If possible, it is desirable to design the
isolators so that none of the resonance frequencies of the isolated system correspond to
any of the forcing frequencies.
The most common example of a multi-degree-of-freedom system is a machine
mounted symmetrically on four isolators (Crede, 1965). In general, a machine or body
mounted on springs has six degrees of freedom. There will be one vertical translational
mode of resonance frequency, ƒ0, one rotational mode about the vertical axis and two
rocking modes in each vertical plane, as illustrated in Figure 10.4. The calculation of
resonance frequencies for such a system in terms of the resonance frequency, ƒ0, will now
be considered. The latter frequency may be calculated using either Equations (10.2) or
(10.3) as for a single-degree-of-freedom system, with one spring having the combined
stiffness of the four shown in Figure 10.4. Note that stiffnesses add linearly when springs
are in parallel; that is, k=k1+k2, etc.

Figure 10.4 Vibration modes for a
machine mounted on four isolators.
The origin of the co-ordinates is
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coincident with the assumed centre of
gravity (c.g.) at height a+h above the
mounting plane.
Rocking and horizontal mode resonance frequencies may be determined by reference to
Figure 10.5. The resonance frequencies, ƒa and ƒb, for roll and horizontal motion are
given, respectively, in parts (a) and (b) of the figure. The parameters in these figures are
, M=a/δ and Ω=(δ/b)(ƒi/ƒ0), where the subscript
defined as follows:
i=a in Figure 10.5(a) and i=b in Figure 10.5(b). kx and ky are the isolator stiffnesses in the
x and y directions respectively and δ is the radius of gyration for rotation about the
horizontal z axis through the centre of gravity (see Figure 10.4). The dimensions a and b
are also defined in Figure 10.4. For motion in the orthogonal

Figure 10.5 Charts for determining
roots, Ω, of the characteristic equation:
Ω4−Ω2(1+W2+M2W2)+W2=0.
vertical plane, the same figures (10.5(a) and (b)) are used, with the quantities x and b
replaced with z and e respectively (see Figure 10.4), and with δ now the radius of
gyration for rotation about the x-axis.
The resonance frequency of the rotational vibration mode about the vertical y axis is
given by:
(10.17)
The quantities 2b and 2e are the distances between centre-lines of the support springs, kz
is the isolator stiffness in the z direction, usually equal to kx, and Iy is the moment of
inertia of the body about the y axis.
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Values for the stiffnesses kx, ky and kz, are usually available from the isolator
manufacturer. Note that for rubber products, static and dynamic stiffnesses are often
different. It is the dynamic stiffnesses that are required here. For a rectangular crosssection of dimensions 2d×2e, the radius of gyration, δ, about an axis through the centre
and perpendicular to the plane of the section is:
(10.18)
When placing vibration isolators beneath a machine, it is good practice to use identical
isolators and to place them symmetrically with respect to the centre of gravity of the
machine. This results in equal loading and deflection of the isolators.
The calculation of the force transmission for a multi-degree-of-freedom system is
complex and not usually contemplated in conventional isolator design. However, the
analysis of various multi-degree-of-freedom systems has been discussed in the literature
(Mustin, 1968; Smollen, 1966). Generally, for a multi-degree-of-freedom system, good
isolation is achieved if the frequencies of all the resonant modes are less than about twofifths of the frequency of the exciting force. However, a force or torque may not excite all
the normal modes, and then the natural frequencies of the modes that are not excited do
not need to be considered, except to ensure that they do not actually coincide with the
forcing frequency.
10.2.3 Two-stage Vibration Isolation
Two-stage vibration isolation is used when the performance of single stage isolation is
inadequate and it is not practical to use a single stage system with a lower resonance
frequency. As an example, two stage isolation systems have been used to isolate diesel
engines from the hull of large submarines.
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Figure 10.6 Two-stage vibration
isolator.
A two stage isolator is illustrated in Figure 10.6, where the machine to be isolated is
represented as mass, m2, and mass, m1, is referred to as the intermediate mass. The
intermediate mass should be as large as possible, but should be at least 70% of the
machine mass being supported.
The equations of motion of the masses, m1 and m2, in Figure 10.6, may be written as:
(10.19)
and
(10.20)
These equations can be solved to give the complex displacements of each mass as:
(10.21)

and:
(10.22)

where the bar over a variable indicates that it is a complex number.
The force transmitted to the foundation is:
(10.23)
and thus the complex Transmissibility,

, is given by:
(10.24)

It is a relatively simple matter to write a computer program to calculate the amplitude and
phase (relative to the excitation force) of the complex displacements given by Equations
(10.21) and (10.22), and the complex force transmissibility given by Equation (10.24),
for given values of the parameters on the right hand side of the equations. Note that the
damping constants, C1 and C2, are found by multiplying the the critical damping ratios, ζ1
and ζ2, by the critical damping, Cc1 and Cc2, given by Equation (10.5), using stiffnesses,
k1 and k2, and masses, m1 and m2, respectively.
As a two-stage isolation system has two degrees of freedom, it will have two
resonance frequencies corresponding to high force transmissibility. The undamped
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resonance frequencies of the two-stage isolator may be calculated using (Beranek and
Ver, 1992):
(10.25a,b)

where:
(10.26)

and:
(10.27)
(10.28)

(10.29)

The quantity, ƒ1, is the resonance frequency of mass, m1, with mass, m2, held fixed and ƒ0
is the resonance frequency of the single degree of freedom system with mass, m1,
removed. The upper resonance frequency, ƒb, of the combined system is always greater
than either ƒ1 or ƒ0, while the lower frequency, is always less than either ƒ1 or ƒ0.
At frequencies above twice the second resonance frequency, fb, the force
transmissibility for an undamped system will be approximately equal to (ƒ2/(ƒ1ƒ0))2,
proportional to the fourth power of the excitation frequency, compared to a single stage
isolator, for which it is approximately (ƒ/ƒ0)2 above twice the resonance frequency, ƒ0.
10.2.4 Practical Isolator Considerations
The analysis discussed thus far gives satisfactory results for force transmission at
relatively low frequencies, if account is taken of the three-dimensional nature of the
machine and the fact that several mounts are used. For large machines or structures this
frequency range is generally infrasonic, where the concern is for prevention of physical
damage or fatigue failure. Unfortunately, the analysis cannot be directly extrapolated into
the audio-frequency range, where it is apt to predict attenuations very much higher than
those achieved in practice. This is because the assumptions of a rigid machine and a rigid
foundation are generally not true. In actuality, almost any foundation and almost any
machine will have resonances in the audio-frequency range.
Results of both analytical and experimental studies of high-frequency performance of
vibration isolators have been published (Ungar and Dietrich, 1966; Snowdon, 1965). This
work shows that the effect of appreciable isolator mass and damping is to significantly
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increase, over simple classical theory predictions, the transmission of high-frequency
forces or displacements. The effects begin to occur at forcing frequencies as low as 10 to
30 times the natural frequency of the mounted mass.
To minimize these effects, the ratio of isolated mass to isolator mass should be as
large as possible (1000:1 is desirable) and the damping in the isolated structure should be
large. The effect of damping in the isolators is not as important, but nevertheless the
isolator damping should be minimized.
To continue, the concept of mobility will be introduced. The mobility of a system
component is a complex, frequency dependent quantity, and is defined as the ratio of the
velocity of response to a sinusoidal force input (reciprocal of mechanical impedance):
M=ν/F
(10.30)
The effectiveness of an isolator is related to the relative mobilities of the isolated mass,
the isolators themselves and the foundation or attached structures. It may readily be
shown using electrical circuit analysis that the relationship between the single isolator
force transmissibility, TF, and the mobilities of the components is as follows (Beranek,
1986):
(10.31)
The quantity, Mm, is the mobility of the isolated mass, Mƒ is the mobility of the
foundation and Mi is the mobility of the isolators. For a rigid isolated mass and a
lightweight spring, the mobilities may be calculated using:
(10.32)
(10.33)
Mƒ=j(kƒ/ω−ωmƒ)−1/2
(10.34)
In the preceding equations, mm is the mass of the rigid mass supported on the spring, ki is
the stiffness of the “massless” isolator and kƒ and mƒ are the dynamic stiffness and
dynamic mass of the support structure in the vicinity of the attachment of the isolating
spring. The first two quantities are easy to calculate and are independent of the frequency
of excitation. The latter two quantities are frequency dependent and difficult to estimate,
so the foundation mobility usually has to be measured.
Equation (10.31) shows that an isolator is ineffective unless its mobility is large when
compared with the sum of the mobilities of the machine and foundation.
The mobility of a simple structure may be calculated, and that of any structure may be
measured (Plunkett, 1954, 1958). Some measured values of mobility for various
structures have been published in the literature (Harris and Crede, 1976; Peterson and
Plunt, 1982).
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Attenuation of more than 20 dB (TF<0.1) is rare at acoustic frequencies with isolation
mounts of reasonable stiffness, and no attenuation at all is common. For this reason, very
soft mounts (ƒ0=5 to 6 Hz) are generally used where possible. As suggested by Equation
(10.31), if a mount is effective at all, a softer mount (Mi larger) will be even more
effective.
For a two-stage isolator, Equation (10.31) may be written as (Beranek and Ver, 1992):
(10.35)
In Equation (10.35), the first term corresponds to a single isolator system, where the
isolator moblity, Mi, is the same as the mobility of the two partial isolators in the twostage system in series. The subscript, m2, corresponds to the mobility of the machine
being isolated, the subscript, m1, corresponds to the mobility of the intermediate mass, the
subscript, i1, corresponds to the mobility of the isolator between the intermediate mass
and the foundation and the subscript, i2, corresponds to the mobility of the isolator
between the intermediate mass and the machine being isolated.
Note that the second term in Equation (10.35) represents the improvement in
performance as a result of using a two-stage isolator and that this improvement is
inversely proportional to the mobility of the intermediate mass and thus directly
proportional to the magnitude of the intermediate mass.
Once the total mobility, Mi, of the isolators has been selected, the optimum
distribution between isolators 1 and 2 may be calculated using:
Mi1=riMi and Mi2=(1−ri)Mi
(10.36)
and
optimum ri=0.5[1+(Mƒ−Mm2)/Mi]
(10.37)
10.2.4.1 Lack of Stiffness of Equipment Mounted on Isolators
If equipment is mounted on a non-rigid frame, which in turn is mounted on isolators, the
mounted natural frequency of the assembly will be reduced as shown in Figure 10.7. In
this case the mobility, Mm, of the isolated mass is large because of the non-rigid frame.
According to Equation (10.31), the effectiveness of a large value of isolator mobility Mi
in reducing the force transmissibility is thus reduced. Clearly a rigid frame is desirable.
10.2.4.2 Lack of Stiffness of Foundations
Excessive flexibility of the foundation is of significance when an oscillatory force
generator is to be mounted on it. The force generator could be a fan, or an air
conditioning unit, and the foundation could be the roof slab of a building. As a general
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Figure 10.7 The natural frequency of
equipment having a flexible frame and
supported by an isolator, expressed as
a fraction of the natural frequency
obtained when the frame is infinitely
rigid.
requirement, if it is desired to isolate equipment from its support structure the mobility,
Mi, of the equipment mounts must be large relative to the foundation mobility, Mƒ,
according to Equation (10.31). A useful criterion is that the mounted resonance frequency
should be much lower than the lowest resonance frequency of the support structure.
The equipment rotational frequency must be chosen so that it or its harmonics do not
coincide with the resonance frequencies, which correspond to large values of the
foundation (or support structure) mobility (see Equation (10.14)). If the support structure
is flexible, the force generator should be placed on as stiff an area as possible, or
supported on stiff beams, which can transfer the force to a stiff part of the foundation. If
the vibration mountings cannot be made sufficiently soft, their stiffnesses should be
chosen so that the mounted resonance frequency does not coincide with support structure
resonances, but lies in a frequency range in which the support structure has a small
mobility.
When the support structure is non-rigid, substantially lower than normal mounting
stiffnesses are required. As an example, for a machine speed of 1500 r.p.m. one
manufacturer recommends the following static deflections for 95% vibration force
isolation:
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Installed in basement

8.6 mm

On a 10 m floor span

9.9 mm

On a 12m floor span

10.7 mm

On a 15 m floor span

11.2 mm

10.2.4.3 Superimposed Loads on Isolators
If an external force (such as tension in a drive belt) is applied to a machine mounted on
isolators, then the isolators must be designed to give the required stiffness under the
combined action of the machine mass and external load. Any members transmitting an
external force from the machine to the support structure must have a much lower stiffness
than the isolators, or the mounted resonance frequency will increase and the isolators will
become ineffective.
10.3 TYPES OF ISOLATORS
There are four resilient materials that are most commonly used as vibration isolators:
rubber, in the form of compression pads or shear pads (or cones); metal, in the form of
various shapes of springs or mesh pads; and cork and felt, in the form of compression
pads. The choice of material for a given application is usually dependent upon the static
deflection required as well as the type of anticipated environment (for example, oily,
corrosive, etc.). The usual range of static deflections in general use for each of the
materials listed above is shown graphically in Figure 10.8.
10.3.1 Rubber
Isolators come in a variety of forms that use rubber in shear or compression, but rarely in
tension, due to the short fatigue life experienced by rubber in tension. Isolator
manufacturers normally provide the stiffness and damping characteristics of their
products. As the dynamic stiffness of rubber is generally greater (by 1.3 to 1.8) than the
static stiffness, dynamic data should be obtained whenever possible. Rubber can be used
in compression or shear, but the latter use results in greater service life.
The amount of damping can be regulated by the rubber constituents, but the maximum
energy that can be dissipated by damping tends to be limited by heat build-up in the
rubber, which causes deterioration. Damping in rubber is usually vibration amplitude,
frequency and temperature dependent.
Rubber in the form of compression pads is generally used for the support of large
loads and for higher frequency applications (10 Hz resonance frequency upwards). The
stiffness of a compressed rubber pad is generally dependent upon its size, and the end
restraints against lateral bulging. Pads with raised ribs are usually used, resulting in a
combination of shear and compression distortion of the rubber, and a static deflection
virtually independent of pad size. However, the maximum loading on pads of this type is
generally less than 550 kPa.
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The most common use for rubber mounts is for the isolation of medium to lightweight
machinery, where the rubber in the mounts acts in shear. The resonance frequencies of
these mounts vary from about 5 Hz upwards, making them useful for isolation in the midfrequency range.

Figure 10.8 Ranges of application of
different types of isolator.
10.3.2 Metal Springs
Next to rubber, metal springs are the most commonly used materials in the construction
of vibration isolators. The load-carrying capacity of spring isolators is variable from the
lightest of instruments to the heaviest of buildings. Springs can be produced industrially
in large quantities, with only small variations in their individual characteristics. They can
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be used for low-frequency isolation (resonance frequencies from 1.3 Hz upwards), as it is
possible to have large static deflections by suitable choice of material and dimensions.
Metal springs can be designed to provide isolation virtually at any frequency.
However, when designed for low-frequency isolation, they have the practical
disadvantage of readily transmitting high frequencies. Higher-frequency transmission can
be minimized by inserting rubber or felt pads between the ends of the spring and the
mounting points, and ensuring that there is no metal-to-metal contact between the spring
and support structure.
Coil springs must be designed carefully to avoid lateral instability. For stable
operation, the required ratio of unloaded spring length ℓ0 to diameter D0 for a given
spring compression ratio, ξ (ratio of change in length when loaded to length unloaded) is
shown in Figure 10.9.
Metal springs have little useful internal damping. However, this can be introduced in
the form of viscous fluid damping, friction damping or, more cunningly, by viscous

Figure 10.9 Stable and unstable values
of relative compression for coil
springs.
air damping. As an example of an air damper, at low frequencies in the region of the
mounted resonance, air is pumped in and out of a dashpot by the motion of the spring,
hence generating a damping force, but at higher frequencies the air movement and
damping force are much reduced and the dashpot becomes an air spring in parallel with
the steel spring. This configuration results in good damping at the mounted resonance
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frequency, and reduced damping at frequencies above resonance, thus giving better
overall effectiveness. The accompanying increase in stiffness at higher frequencies
normally has little effect on the isolation achieved.
Steel spring types include coil, torsion, coiled wire rope and mesh springs, as well as
cantilever and beam springs of single or multi-leaf construction. Coiled wire rope springs
are very non-linear and must be carefully designed and tested, using similar vibration
levels to those that will be experienced in practice, if they are to provide adequate
isolation. In multi-leaf construction, interface friction between the leaves can provide
friction damping, thus reducing higher-frequency transmission. By putting a suitable
lubricant between the leaves, viscous or near viscous damping characteristics can be
obtained.
Wire mesh springs consist of a pre-compressed block of wire mesh, which acts as a
combined nonlinear spring and damper. Sometimes wire mesh springs are used in
conjunction with a steel spring to carry part of the load. Damping is provided by friction
within the mesh and between the mesh and the steel spring. This results in damping of the
high-frequency vibration transmitted by the coil spring.
10.3.3 Cork
Cork is one of the oldest materials used for vibration isolation. It is generally used in
compression and sometimes in a combination of compression and shear. The dynamic
stiffness and damping of cork are very much dependent upon frequency. Also, the
stiffness decreases with increasing load.
Generally, the machine or structure to be isolated is mounted on large concrete blocks,
which are separated from the surrounding foundation by several layers of cork slabs, 2 to
15 cm thick. For optimum performance, the cork should be loaded to between 50 and 150
kPa. Increasing the cork thickness will lower the frequency above which isolation will be
effective. However, large thicknesses, with associated stability problems, are required to
achieve isolation at low frequencies. Although oil, water and moderate temperature have
little effect upon its operating characteristics, cork does tend to compress with age under
an applied load. At room temperature its effective life extends to decades; at 90ºC it is
reduced to less than a year.
10.3.4 Felt
To optimize the vibration isolation effectiveness of felt, the smallest possible area of the
softest felt should be used, but in such a way that there is no loss of structural stability or
excessive compression under static loading conditions. The felt thickness should be as
great as possible. For general purposes, felt mountings of 1 to 2.5 cm thick are
recommended, with an area of 5% of the total area of the machine base. In installations
where vibration is not excessive it is not necessary to bond the felt to the machine. Felt
has high internal damping (ζ≈0.13), which is almost independent of load, and thus it is
particularly suitable for reducing vibration at the mounted machine resonance frequency.
In most cases felt is an effective vibration isolator only at frequencies above 40 Hz. Felt
is particularly useful in reducing vibration transmission in the audio-frequency range, as
its mechanical impedance is poorly matched with most engineering materials. Curves
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showing the resonance frequency of different grades of felt as a function of static load are
illustrated in Figure 10.10.
10.3.5 Air Springs
Although air springs can be used at very low frequencies, they become increasingly
difficult and expensive to manufacture as the required resonance frequency is

Figure 10.10 Natural frequency of 25
mm thick felt as a function of static
load, expressed in units of pressure.
decreased; 0.7 Hz seems to be a practical lower limit and one that is achieved with
difficulty. However, resonance frequencies of 1 Hz are relatively common.
Air springs consist of an enclosed volume of air, which is compressed behind a piston
or diaphragm. Diaphragms are generally preferred to avoid the friction problems
associated with pistons. The static stiffness of air springs is usually less than the dynamic
stiffness, as a result of the thermodynamic properties of air. Machine height variations
due to air volume changes, which are caused by ambient temperature changes, can be
maintained by adding or removing air using a servo-controller.
One simple example of an air spring, which is very effective, is the inner tube from a
car tyre, supported in a cutaway tire casing.
10.4 VIBRATION ABSORBERS
When vibration problems occur over a very narrow frequency range, a special-purpose
device known as a dynamic vibration absorber may be useful. Such an absorber consists
of a mass, m2, attached via a spring of stiffness, k2, to the vibrating structure or machine.
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The latter structure is idealized as a mass, m1, suspended via a spring of stiffness, k1, as
illustrated in Figure 10.11.
The equations describing the motion of this two-degree-of-freedom system, excited at
frequency, ω (radians/sec), are similar to Equations (10.19) and (10.20) for a two-stage
isolator and are as follows:
(10.38)
and
(10.39)

Figure 10.11 Vibration absorber
system.
The steady state solutions for the motion of the two masses are (Soom and Lee, 1983):
y1=|y1| cos(Ωt+θ1)
(10.40)
and
y2=|y2| cos(Ωt+θ2)
(10.41)
The amplitudes, |y1| and |y2| are (Soom and Lee, 1983):
(10.42)
and
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|y2|=|y1|[a/q)2+(b/q)2]1/2
(10.43)
where,
, θ1 and θ2 are phase angles of the motion of the masses relative to
the excitation force, |F| is the amplitude of the excitation force and:
(10.44)

The quantities, k1, m1, k2 and m2 are defined in Figure 10.11, d is the static deflection of
the mass, m1 and ζ1 and ζ2 are the critical damping ratios of the suspension of masses m1
and m2 respectively.
The resonance frequencies of each of the two masses without the other are given by:
(10.45)
The frequency, ƒ2, of the added mass-spring system is usually tuned to coincide with the
frequency, ƒ1, of troublesome vibration, thus causing the mass to vibrate out of phase
with the structure, and hence to apply an inertial force opposing the excitation force.
The two natural frequencies, ƒa and ƒb, which result from the combination of absorber
and machine, may be determined using Figures 10.5(a) and (b) with the following
definition of parameters: W=ƒ2/ƒ1, M=(m2/m1)½ and Ω=ƒi/ƒ1 where the subscript i=a in
Figure 10.5(a) and i=b in Figure 10.5(b). Alternatively, Equation (10.25) may be used,
noting the different definition of ƒ1.
The larger the mass ratio m2/m1, the greater will be the frequency separation of the
natural frequencies, ƒa and ƒb, of the system with absorber from the natural frequency, ƒ1,
of the system without absorber. The displacement amplitude of mass, m2, is also
proportional to the mass ratio, m1/m2. Thus, m2 should be as large as possible.
If the frequency of troublesome vibration is constant, then the resonance frequency, ƒ2,
of the absorber may be tuned to coincide with it and the displacement of mass, m1, may
be reduced to zero. However, as is more usual, if the frequency of troublesome vibration
is variable and if no damping is added to the system, optimum design requires that the
characteristic frequency, ƒ2, of the added system is made equal to the resonance
frequency, ƒ1, of the original system to be treated, and a small displacement of m1, is
accepted. Alternatively, if damping, C2, is added in parallel with the spring of the
absorber of stiffness, k2, then optimum tuning (for minimizing the maximum
displacement of the main mass, m1, in the frequency domain) requires the following
stiffness and damping ratios (Den Hartog, 1956):
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(10.46)
(10.47)

The predicted amplitude of response |y1| of the mass, m1, for this optimized system is:
(10.48)
In the preceding equation d is the static deflection of the vibrating structure or machine
(calculated by using Equation (10.3)), Cc1 is its critical damping, (calculated using
Equation (10.5)) and y is the amplitude of mass, m2.
10.5 VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
Transducers are available for the direct measurement of instantaneous acceleration,
velocity, displacement and surface strain. In noise-control applications, the most
commonly measured quantity is acceleration, as this is often the most convenient to
measure. However, the quantity that is most useful is vibration velocity, as its square is
related directly to the structural vibration energy, which in turn is often related directly to
the radiated sound power (see Section 6.7). Also, most machines and radiating surfaces
have a flatter velocity spectrum (see Appendix D) than acceleration spectrum, which
means that the use of velocity signals is an advantage in frequency analysis as it allows
the maximum amount of information to be obtained using an octave or third-octave filter,
or spectrum analyser with a limited dynamic range.
For single frequencies or narrow bands of noise, the displacement, d, velocity, ν, and
acceleration, a, are related by the frequency, ω(rad/s), as dω2=νω=a. In terms of phase
angle, velocity leads displacement by 90º and acceleration leads velocity by 90º. For
narrow band or broadband signals, velocity can also be derived from acceleration
measurements using electronic integrating circuits. On the other hand, deriving velocity
and acceleration signals by differentiating displacement signals is generally not practical
due primarily to the limited dynamic range of displacement transducers and secondarily
to the cost of differentiating electronics.
One alternative, which is rarely used in noise control, is to bond strain gauges to the
surface to measure vibration levels. However, this technique will not be discussed further
here.
10.5.1 Acceleration Transducers
Vibratory motion for noise-control purposes is most commonly measured with an
accelerometer attached to the vibrating surface. The accelerometer most generally used
consists of a small piezoelectric crystal, loaded with a small weight and designed to have
a natural resonance frequency well above the anticipated excitation frequency range.
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Where this condition may not be satisfied and consequently a problem may exist
involving excitation of the accelerometer resonance, mechanical filters are available
which, when placed between the accelerometer base and the measurement surface,
minimize the effect of the accelerometer resonance at the expense of the high-frequency
response. This results in loss of accuracy at lower frequencies, effectively shifting the ±3
dB error point down in frequency by a factor of five. However, the transverse sensitivity
(see below) at higher frequencies is also much reduced by use of a mechanical filter,
which in some cases is a significant benefit. Sometimes it may also be possible to filter
out the accelerometer resonance response using an electrical filter on the output of the
amplifier, but this could effectively reduce the dynamic range of the measurements due to
the limited dynamic range of the amplifier.
The mass-loaded piezoelectric crystal accelerometer may be thought of as a onedegree-of-freedom system driven at the base, such as that of case (b) of Figure 10.1. The
crystal, which may be loaded in compression or shear, provides the stiffness and system
damping as well as a small contribution to the inertial mass, while the load provides the
major part of the system inertial mass. As may readily be shown (Tse et al., 1979), the
response of such a system driven well below resonance is controlled by the system
(crystal) stiffness. Within the frequency design range, motion of the base of the
accelerometer imparts in-phase motion to the weight on the crystal, resulting in small
stresses in the crystal. The latter stresses are detected as induced charge on the crystal by
means of some very high-impedance voltage detection circuit, like that provided by an
ordinary sound level meter or a charge amplifier. Although acceleration is the measured
quantity, integrating circuitry is commercially available so that velocity and even
displacement may also be measured.
Let the displacement, d, of the motion to be measured be:
d=D0ejωt
(10.49)
Referring to Figure 10.1(b), the amplitude, D, of displacement response of the
accelerometer mass (Tse et al., 1978) is as follows:
D=D0X2/Z
(10.50)
where
|Z|=[(1−X2)2+(2Xζ)2]1/2, and X=ƒ/ƒ0
(10.51)
In the above equations, X is the ratio of the driving frequency to the resonance frequency
of the accelerometer, ζ is the damping ratio of the accelerometer and Z is the modulus of
the impedance seen by the accelerometer mass, which represents the reciprocal of a
magnification factor. The voltage generated by the accelerometer will be proportional to
D and, as shown by Equation (10.50), to the acceleration D0X2 divided by the modulus of
the impedance, |Z|.
If a vibratory motion is periodic it will generally have overtones. Alternatively, if it is
not periodic, the response may be thought of as a continuum of overtones. In any case, if
distortion in the measured acceleration is to be minimal, then it is necessary that the
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magnification factor be essentially constant over the frequency range of interest. In this
case the accelerometer mass displacement amplitude, D (and the associated voltage
which is proportional to the mass displacement), associated with any component of
acceleration will be proportional to the amplitude of the component, and there will then
be no distortion. However, as the magnification factor, 1/|Z|, is a function of frequency
ratio, X, it can only be approximately constant by design over some prescribed range and
some distortion will always be present. The percent amplitude distortion is defined as:
Amplitude distortion=[(1/|Z|)−1)]×100%
(10.52)
To minimize distortion, the accelerometer should have a damping ratio of between 0.6
and 0.7, giving a useful frequency range of 0<X<0.6.
Where voltage amplification is used, the sensitivity of an accelerometer is dependent
upon the length of cable between the accelerometer and its amplifier. Any motion of the
connecting cable can result in spurious signals. The voltage amplifier must have a very
high input impedance to measure low frequency vibration and not significantly load the
accelerometer electrically because the amplifier decreases the electrical time constant of
the accelerometer and effectively reduces its sensitivity. Commercially available high
impedance voltage amplifiers allow accurate measurement down to about 20 Hz, but are
rarely used due to the above-mentioned problems.
Alternatively, charge amplifiers (which, unfortunately, are relatively expensive) are
usually preferred, as they have a very high input impedance and thus do not load the
accelerometer output; they allow measurement of acceleration down to frequencies of 0.2
Hz; they are insensitive to cable lengths up to 500 m and they are relatively insensitive to
cable movement. Many charge amplifiers also have the capability of integrating
acceleration signals to produce signals proportional to velocity or displacement. This
facility should be used with care, particularly at low frequencies, as phase errors and high
levels of electronic noise may be present, especially if double integration is used to obtain
a displacement signal. Some accelerometers have in-built charge amplifiers and thus have
a low impedance voltage output, which is easily amplified using standard low impedance
voltage amplifiers.
The minimum vibration level that can be measured by an accelerometer is dependent
upon its sensitivity and can be as low as 10−4 m/s2. The maximum level is dependent
upon size and can be as high as 106 m/s2 for small shock accelerometers. Most
commercially available accelerometers at least cover the range 10−2 to 5×104 m/s2. This
range is then extended at one end or the other, depending upon accelerometer type.
The transverse sensitivity of an accelerometer is its maximum sensitivity to motion in
a direction at right angles to its main axis. The maximum value is usually quoted on
calibration charts and should be less than 5% of the axial sensitivity. Clearly, readings
can be significantly affected if the transverse vibration amplitude at the measurement
location is an order of magnitude larger than the axial amplitude.
The frequency response of an accelerometer is regarded as essentially flat over the
frequency range for which its electrical output is proportional to within ±5% of its
mechanical input. The lower limit has been previously discussed. The upper limit is
generally just less than one third of the resonance frequency. The resonance frequency is
dependent upon accelerometer size and may be as low as 2,500 Hz or as high as 180 kHz.
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In general, accelerometers with higher resonance frequencies are smaller in size and less
sensitive.
When choosing an accelerometer, some compromise must always be made between its
weight and sensitivity. Small accelerometers are more convenient to use; they can
measure higher frequencies and are less likely to mass load a test structure and affect its
vibration characteristics. However, they have low sensitivity, which puts a lower limit on
the acceleration amplitude that can be measured. Accelerometers range in weight from
miniature 0.65 grams for high-level vibration amplitude (up to a frequency of 18 kHz) on
light weight structures, to 500 grams for low level ground vibration measurement (up to a
frequency of 700 Hz). Thus, prior to choosing an accelerometer, it is necessary to know
approximately the range of vibration amplitudes and frequencies to be expected as well
as detailed accelerometer characteristics, including the effect of various types of amplifier
(see manufacturer’s data).
10.5.1.1 Sources of Measurement Error
Temperatures above 100ºC can result in small reversible changes in accelerometer
sensitivity up to 12% at 200ºC. If the accelerometer base temperature is kept low using a
heat sink and mica washer with forced air cooling, then the sensitivity will change by less
than 12% when mounted on surfaces having temperatures up to 400ºC. Accelerometers
cannot generally be used on surfaces characterized by temperatures in excess of 400ºC.
Strain variation in the base structure on which an accelerometer is mounted may
generate spurious signals. Such effects are reduced using a shear type accelerometer and
are virtually negligible for piezo-resistive accelerometers.
Magnetic fields have a negligible effect on an accelerometer output, but intense
electric fields can have a strong effect. The effect of intense electric fields can be
minimized by using a differential pre-amplifier with two outputs from the same
accelerometer (one from each side of the piezoelectric crystal with the accelerometer
casing as a common earth) in such a way that voltages common to the two outputs are
cancelled. This arrangement is generally necessary when using accelerometers near large
generators or alternators.
If the test object is connected to ground, the accelerometer must be electrically
isolated from it, otherwise an earth loop may result, producing a high level 50 Hz hum in
the resulting acceleration signal.
10.5.1.2 Sources of Error in the Measurement of Transients
If the accelerometer charge amplifier lower limiting frequency is insufficiently low for a
particular transient or very low frequency acceleration waveform, then the phenomenon
of leakage will occur. This results in the waveform output by the charge amplifier not
being the same as the acceleration waveform and errors in the peak measurement of the
waveform will occur. To avoid this problem, the lower limiting frequency of the preamplifier should be less than 0.008/T for a square wave transient and less than 0.05/T for
a half-sine transient, where T is the period of the transient in seconds. Thus, for a square
wave type of pulse of duration 100 ms, the lower limiting frequency set on the charge
amplifier should be 0.1 Hz.
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Another phenomenon, called zero shift, that can occur when any type of pulse is
measured is that the charge amplifier output at the end of the pulse could be negative or
positive, but not zero and can take a considerable time longer (up to 1000 times longer
than the pulse duration) to decay to zero. Thus, large errors can occur if integration
networks are used in these cases. The problem is worst when the accelerometers are
being used to measure transient acceleration levels close to their maximum capability. A
mechanical filter placed between the accelerometer and the structure on which it is
mounted can reduce the effects of zero shift.
The phenomenon of ringing can occur when the transient acceleration that is being
measured contains frequencies above the useful measurement range of the accelerometer
and its mounting configuration. The accelerometer mounted resonance frequency should
not be less than 10/T, where T is the length of the transient in seconds. The effect of
ringing is to distort the charge amplifier output waveform and cause errors in the
measurement. The effects of ringing can be minimized by using a mechanical filter
between the accelerometer and the structure on which it is mounted.
10.5.1.3 Accelerometer Calibration
In normal use, accelerometers may be subjected to violent treatment, such as dropping,
which can alter their characteristics. Thus, the sensitivity should be periodically checked
by mounting the accelerometer on a shaker table which either produces a known value of
acceleration at some reference frequency or on which a reference accelerometer of known
calibration may be mounted for comparison.
10.5.1.4 Accelerometer Mounting
Generally, the measurement of acceleration at low to middle frequencies poses few
mechanical attachment problems. For example, for measurements below 5 kHz, an
accelerometer may be attached to the test surface simply by using double-sided adhesive
tape. For the measurement of higher frequencies, an accelerometer may be attached with
a hard epoxy, cyanoacrylate adhesive or by means of a stud or bolt. Use of a magnetic
base usually limits the upper frequency bound to about 2 kHz. Beeswax may be used on
surfaces that are cooler than 30ºC, for frequencies below 10 kHz. Thus, for the successful
measurement of acceleration at high frequencies, some care is required to ensure (1) that
the accelerometer attachment is firm, and (2) that the mass loading provided by the
accelerometer is negligible. With respect to the former it is suggested that the
manufacturer’s recommendation for attachment be carefully followed. With respect to the
latter the following is offered as a guide.
Let the mass of the accelerometer be ma grams. When the mass, ma, satisfies the
appropriate equation which follows, the measured vibration level will be at most 3 dB
below the unloaded level due to the mass loading by the accelerometer. For thin plates:
and for massive structures:
ma≤3.7×10−4 (ρcLh2/ƒ) (grams)
(10.53)
(10.54)
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In the above equations ρ is the material density (kg/m3), h is the plate thickness (mm), Da
is the accelerometer diameter (mm), ƒ is the frequency (Hz) and cL is the longitudinal
speed of sound (m/s). For the purposes of Equations (10.53) and (10.54) it will be
sufficient to approximate cL as
(see Appendix B).
As a general guide, the accelerometer mass should be less than 10% of the dynamic
mass (or modal mass) of the vibrating structure to which it is attached. The effect of the
accelerometer mass on any resonance frequency, ƒs, of a structure is given by:
(10.55)

where ƒm is the resonance frequency with the accelerometer attached, ma is the mass of
the accelerometer and ms is the dynamic mass of the structure (often approximated as the
mass in the vicinity of the accelerometer). One possible means of accurately determining
a structural resonance frequency would be to measure it with a number of different
weights placed between the accelerometer and the structure, plot measured resonance
frequency versus added mass and extrapolate linearly to zero added mass.
If mass loading is a problem, an alternative to an accelerometer is to use a laser
doppler velocimeter, especially if the frequency range of interest is below a few kHz (see
Section 10.5.2).
10.5.1.5 Piezo-resistive Accelerometers
An alternative type of accelerometer is the piezo-resistive type, which relies upon the
measurement of resistance change in a piezo-resistive element (such as a strain gauge)
subjected to stress. Piezo-resistive accelerometers are less common than piezoelectric
accelerometers and generally are less sensitive by an order of magnitude for the same size
and frequency response. Piezo-resistive accelerometers are capable of measuring down to
d.c. (or zero frequency), are easily calibrated, and can be used effectively with low
impedance voltage amplifiers. However, they require a stable d.c. power supply to excite
the piezo-resistive element (or elements).
10.5.2 Velocity Transducers
Measurement of velocity provides an estimate of the energy associated with structural
vibration; thus, a velocity measurement is often a useful parameter to quantify sound
radiation.
Velocity transducers are generally of three types. The least common is the noncontacting magnetic type consisting of a cylindrical permanent magnetic on which is
wound an insulated coil. As this type of transducer is only suitable for relative velocity
measurements between two surfaces or structures, its applicability to noise control is
limited; thus, it will not be discussed further.
The most common type of velocity transducer consists of a moving coil surrounding a
permanent magnet. Inductive electromotive force (EMF) is induced in the coil when it is
vibrated. This EMF (or voltage signal) is proportional to the velocity of the coil with
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respect to the permanent magnet. In the 10 Hz to 1 kHz frequency range, for which the
transducers are suitable, the permanent magnet remains virtually stationary and the
resulting voltage is directly proportional to the velocity of the surface on which it is
mounted. Outside this frequency range the electrical output of the velocity transducer is
not proportional to velocity. This type of velocity transducer is designed to have a low
natural frequency (below its useful frequency range); thus it is generally quite heavy and
can significantly mass load light structures. Some care is needed in mounting but this is
not as critical as for accelerometers due to the relatively low upper frequency limit
characterizing the basic transducer.
The preceding two types of velocity transducer generally cover the dynamic range of 1
to 100 mm/s. Some extend down to 0.1 mm/s while others extend up to 250 mm/s.
Sensitivities are generally high, of the order of 20 mV/mm s−1.
Low impedance, inexpensive voltage amplifiers are suitable for amplifying the signal.
Temperatures during operation or storage should not exceed 120ºC.
A third type of velocity transducer is the laser doppler velocimeter. Currently available
instrumentation has a dynamic range typically of 80 dB or more. Instruments can usually
be adjusted using different processing modules so that the minimum and maximum
measurable levels can be varied, while maintaining the same dynamic range. Instruments
are available that can measure velocities up to 20 m/s and down to 1 µm/sec (although
not with the same processing electronics).
Note that velocity signals are also obtained in practice by integrating accelerometer
signals, although this often causes low-frequency electronic noise problems and signal
phase errors.
10.5.3 Instrumentation Systems
The instrumentation system which is used in conjunction with the transducers just
described, depends upon the level of sophistication desired. Overall or octave band
vibration levels can be recorded in the field using a simple vibration meter. If more
detailed analysis is required, a portable spectrum analyser can be used. Alternatively, if it
is preferable to do the data analysis in the laboratory, samples of the data can be recorded
using a high quality FM or DAC tape recorder and replayed through the spectrum
analyser. This latter method has the advantage of enabling one to re-analyse data in
different ways and with different frequency resolutions, which is useful when diagnosing
a particular vibration problem.
10.5.4 Units of Vibration
It is often convenient to express vibration amplitudes in decibels. The International
Standards Organization has recommended that the following units and reference levels be
used for acceleration and velocity. Velocity is measured as a root mean square (r.m.s.)
quantity in millimetres per second and the level reference is one nanometre per second
(10−6 mm/s) The velocity level expression, Lν, is:
Lν=20 log10(ν/νref); νref=10−6 mms−1
(10.56)
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Acceleration is measured as an r.m.s. quantity in metres per second2 (m/s) and the level
reference is one micrometre per second squared (10−6 m/s). The acceleration level
expression, La, is:
La=20 log10(a/aref) aref=10−6ms−2
(10.57)
Although there is no standard for displacement, it is customary to measure it as a peak to
peak quantity in micrometres (µm) and use a level reference of one picometre (10−6 mm).
The displacement level expression, Ld, is:
Ld=20 log10(d/dref) dref=10−6 µm
(10.58)
When vibratory force is measured in dB, the standard reference quantity is 1 µN. The
force level expression is then:
Lƒ=20 log10(F/Fref) Fref=1 µN
(10.59)

10.6 DAMPING OF VIBRATING SURFACES
10.6.1 When Damping is Effective and Ineffective
In this section, the question of whether or not to apply some form of damping to a
vibrating surface for the purpose of noise control is considered. Commercially available
damping materials take many forms but, generally, they are expensive and they may be
completely ineffective if used improperly. Provided that the structure to be damped is
vibrating resonantly, these materials generally will be very effective in damping
relatively lightweight structures, and progressively less effective as the structure becomes
heavier.
If the structure is driven mechanically by attachment to some other vibrating structure,
or by impact of solid materials, or by turbulent impingement of a fluid, then the response
will be dominated by resonant modes and the contribution due to forced modes, as will be
explained, will be negligible. Damping will be effective in this case and the noise
reduction will be equal to the reduction in surface vibration level. Damping will be
essentially ineffective in all other cases where the structure is vibrating in forced (or nonresonant) response.
Structures of any kind have preferred patterns known as modes of vibration to which
their vibration conforms. A modal mass, stiffness and damping may be associated with
each such mode, which has a corresponding resonance frequency at which only a small
excitation force is required to make the structure vibrate strongly. Each such mode may
conveniently be thought of as similar to the simple one-degree-of-freedom oscillator of
Figure 10.1(a), in which the impedance of the base is infinite and its motion is nil. In
general, many modes will be excited at once, in which case the response of a structure
may be thought of as the collective responses of as many simple one-degree-of-freedom
oscillators (Pinnington and White, 1981).
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The acoustic load, like an additional small force applied to the mass of Figure 10.1(a),
which is presented to a mechanically or acoustically driven panel or structural surface
vibrating in air, is generally so small compared to the driving force that the surface
displacement, to a very good approximation, is independent of the acoustic load. The
consequence is that the modal displacement response of the surface determines its
radiation coupling to the acoustic field (load). At frequencies well above (modal)
resonance the displacement is independent of damping. In this high-frequency range the
system response is said to be mass controlled.
In the consideration of the response of an extended system, such as a panel or
structural surface subjected to distributed forces, a complication arises; it is possible to
drive structural modes, when the forcing distribution matches the modal displacement
distribution, at frequencies other than their resonance frequencies. The latter phenomenon
is referred to as forced response. For example, in the mass-controlled frequency range of
a panel (see Section 8.2.4), the modes of the panel are driven in forced response well
above their resonance frequencies by an incident acoustic wave; their responses are
controlled by their modal masses and are essentially independent of the damping.
If the acoustic radiation of a surface or structure is dominated by modes driven well
above resonance in forced response, then the addition of damping will have very little or
no effect upon the sound produced. For example, if a panel is excited by an incident
sound field, forced modes will be strongly driven and will contribute most to the radiated
sound, although resonant modes may dominate the apparent vibration response.
When a structure is excited with a single frequency or a band of noise, the resulting
vibration pattern will be a superposition of many modes, some vibrating at or very near to
their resonance frequencies and some vibrating at frequencies quite different from their
resonance frequencies. The forced vibration modes will generally have much lower
vibration amplitudes than the resonant modes. However, at frequencies below the
surface-critical frequency (see Section 8.2.1) the sound-radiating efficiency of the forced
vibration modes will be unity, and thus much greater than the efficiency of the largeamplitude resonant vibration modes. Thus a reduction of vibration levels, for example by
the addition of damping, is not always associated with a reduction of radiated sound. In
this case, damping as a means of noise control may be ineffective.
It is possible, and indeed is a common occurrence in the case of airborne sound
excitation, that the vibration which is measured is controlled by modes which radiate
sound poorly, while the sound radiation is controlled by modes which radiate efficiently
and are of very much lower vibration level. In this case, the modes responsible for the
sound radiation cannot be detected in the vibration because they are overwhelmed by the
resonant modes, which radiate very much less efficiently, but vibrate more vigorously.
For example, the addition of a damping material to a panel will generally have only a
small effect upon transmission of sound through the panel, except in certain narrow
ranges of resonant response where the effect will be large (see Section 8.2.3). These
considerations suggest the exercise of caution in the use of surface damping as a means
for noise control.
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10.6.2 Damping Methods
Damping of sheet metal structures can be accomplished by the application of a damping
material to the metal sheet, such as is used on car bodies. Many types of damping are
available from various manufacturers for this purpose. They may take the form of tapes,
sheets or sprays, which may be applied like paint. They all make use of some nonhardening, visco-elastic material. For optimum results, the weight of the layer of damping
material should be at least equal to that of the base panel.
Damping materials can be applied more efficiently and effectively using a laminated
construction (see Figure 10.12) of one or more thin sheet metal layers, each separated by
a visco-elastic layer, the whole being bonded together. Very thin layers (approximately
0.4 mm) of visco-elastic material are satisfactory in these constrained-layer systems (see
Cremer Heckl and Ungar, 1988, pp. 246–55).

Figure 10.12 Constrained layer
damping construction.
Rivetted metal constructions provide more damping than welded constructions. The
damping mechanism is a combination of interfacial friction and air pumping through
narrow gaps, although work on structures in a vacuum (Beranek, 1971) indicates that the
latter mechanism dominates. Thus damped panels can be formed of layered materials that
are rivetted, bolted or spot glued together.
10.7 MEASUREMENT OF DAMPING
Damping is associated with the modal response of structures or acoustic spaces; thus, the
discussion of Section 7.3.2, in connection with modal damping in rooms, applies equally
well to damping of modes in structures and need not be repeated here. In particular, the
relationships between loss factor, η, quality factor, Q, and damping ratio, ζ, are the same
for modes of rooms and structures. However, whereas the modal density of rooms
increases rapidly with increasing frequency and investigation of individual modes is only
possible at low frequencies, the modal density of structures such as panels is constant,
independent of frequency, so that in the case of structures, investigation of individual
modes is possible at all frequencies.
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Damping takes many forms but viscous and hysteretic damping, described in Section
10.2.1, are the most common. As shown, they can be described relatively simply
analytically, and consequently they have been well investigated. Viscous damping is
proportional to the velocity of the structural motion and has the simplest analytical form.
Viscous damping is implicit in the definition of the damping ratio, ζ, and is explicitly
indicated in Figure 10.1 by the introduction of the dashpot. Damping of modes in rooms
is well described by this type of damping (see Section 7.3.2).
Hysteretic (or structural) damping has also been recognized and investigated in the
analysis of structures with the introduction of a complex elastic modulus (see Section
10.2.1). Hysteretic damping is represented as the imaginary part of a complex elastic
modulus of elasticity of the material, introduced as a loss factor η, such that the elastic
modulus E is replaced with E(1+jη). Hysteretic damping is thus proportional to
displacement and is well suited to describe the damping of many, though not all,
mechanical structures.
For the purpose of loss factor measurement, the excitation of modes in structures may
be accomplished either by the direct attachment of a mechanical shaker or by shock
excitation using a hammer. When direct attachment of a shaker is used, the coupling
between the shaker and the driven structure is strong. In the case of strong coupling, the
mass of the shaker armature and shaker damping become part of the oscillatory system
and must be taken into account in the analysis. Alternatively, instrumented hammers are
available, which allow direct measurement and recording of the hammer impulse applied
to the structure. This information allows direct determination of the structural response
and loss factor.
Hysteretic damping can be determined by a curve fitting technique using the
experimentally determined frequency response function (Ewins, 1984); see Appendix D.
For lightweight or lightly damped structures, this method is best suited to the use of
instrumented hammer excitation, which avoids the shaker coupling problem mentioned
above.
If a simpler, though less accurate, test method is sufficient, then one of the methods
described in Section 7.3.2 may suffice. With reference to the latter section, if the
reverberation decay method (making use of Equations (7.22) and (7.23)) is used, then it is
important to avoid the problems associated with strong coupling mentioned above to
ensure that measured damping is controlled by the structural damping which is to be
measured and not by the damping of the excitation device.
The problems of strong coupling may be avoided by arranging to disconnect the driver
from the structure when the excitation is shut off. Alternatively, either a hammer or a
non-contacting electromagnetic coil, which contains no permanent magnet, may be used
to excite the structure. In the latter case the structure will be excited at twice the
frequency of the driving source.
When frequency band filters are used to process the output from the transducer used to
monitor the structural vibration, it is important to ensure that the filter decay rate is much
faster than the decay rate which is to be measured so that the filter decay rate does not
control the measured structural vibration decay rate. Typically this means that the
following relation must be satisfied, where B is the filter bandwidth (Hz):
BT60≥16
(10.60)
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If the steady-state determination of the modal bandwidth is used, making use of Equation
(7.22), then it is necessary that the excitation force is constant over the frequency range
of the modal bandwidth, ∆ƒ. The measurement requires that the frequency of resonance is
determined and that the modal response at the 3 dB down points below and above
resonance may be identified (using a sinusoidal excitation signal) so that the modal
bandwidth may be determined. In some cases, better results are obtained by using the
bandwidth at the 7, 10 or 12.3 dB down points. In these cases the value of ∆ƒ used in
Equation (7.22) is one-half, one-third or one-quarter, respectively, of the measured
bandwidth, as illustrated for the 7 dB down point in Figure 10.13.
The bandwidth may also be determined directly from the magnitude of the frequency
response function, determined as the ratio of the structural acceleration response to the
excitation force (Ewins, 1984). In this latter case, it is not important that the excitation
force be constant over the modal bandwidth and an impact hammer is often used as the
excitation source.
Determination of the logarithmic decrement, δ (see Equation (7.22)) is one of the
oldest methods of determining damping and depends upon determination of successive
amplitudes of a vibrating system as the vibration decays after switching off the

Figure 10.13 Determining system
damping from frequency response
function (FRF) bandwidth
measurements.
excitation source. If Ai is the amplitude of the ith cycle and Ai+n is the amplitude n cycles
later, then the logarithmic decrement is:
(10.47a,b,c,d)

where use has been made of Equation (7.22).
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As a result of damping, the strain response of a structure lags behind the applied force
by a phase angle, ε. Thus another measure of damping is the tan of this phase angle and
this is related to the loss factor by:
η=tan ε
(10.62)
Another measure of damping is the SDC (specific damping capacity), which is calculated
from the amplitudes of two successive cycles of a decaying vibration (following
switching off of the excitation source). This cannot be directly related to the forms of
damping measure mentioned above, and is defined as the percent energy dissipated in a
single oscillation cycle as:
(10.63)

CHAPTER ELEVEN
Sound Power and Sound Pressure Level
Estimation Procedures
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this chapter, procedures are outlined for estimating the noise radiated by:
•

fans;

•

turbines;

•

compressors;

•

internal combustion engines;

•

cooling towers;

•

furnaces;

•

pumps;

•

electric motors;

•

fluid jets;

•

generators;

•

control valves;

•

transformers;

•

fluid flow in pipes;

•

gears; and

•

boilers;

•

transportation vehicles.

11.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, means are provided for estimating expected radiated sound power or
sound pressure at 1 m, for a variety of types of mechanical equipment. Such information
makes consideration of noise control at the design stage possible, a practice which
experience has shown to be by far the most cost effective.
The prediction of the sound power level generated by equipment or machinery is
generally very difficult, primarily because the possible noise-generating mechanisms are
so many and varied in any but the simplest of devices, and the magnitude of the noise
generated depends upon the environment presented to the noise source. It is possible to
estimate the noise radiated by some aerodynamic noise sources in terms of an acoustic
efficiency factor, as a fraction of the total stream power. However, this method cannot be
applied in general to other noise-producing processes and mechanisms. Furthermore, it is
not possible to make any sweeping simplifying assumptions on thermodynamic
principles, because the power radiated as sound is generally only a very small part of the
power balance of an operating machine. In short, greater efficiency does not necessarily
mean less noise.
At the present time in most instances, quantitative laws for the generation of noise
cannot be formulated. However, from the work that has been done and reported thus far,
there does seem to emerge a general principle which may be stated as follows. The noise
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produced by any process seems to be proportional to the rate of change of acceleration of
the parts taking part in that process. This has the consequence that of two or more
methods of achieving a given end, one can expect the least noise to be produced by the
method in which the rates of change of forces are least. Noise produced by the punch
press has been shown to follow this rule (Richards 1979, 1981; Semple and Hall, 1981).
Helical gears and mill cutters, which maintain continuous rather than interrupted or
discontinuous contact, provide other examples (Richards, 1981).
Current noise-prediction schemes are largely empirical and, in a few cases, are
augmented with established theoretical considerations. In this chapter a number of these
schemes are reviewed. The noise sources considered are common industrial machines.
The schemes presented should be useful for initial estimates of expected noise. It is
stressed, however, that measured sound power level data are always to be preferred. Thus
the procedures described in this chapter should be used as a guide, and only when
measured data are not available or when the estimates are not critical.
In the following tables, all sound pressure levels Lp are in decibels relative to 20 µPa
and all sound power levels Lw are in decibels relative to 10−12 W. Throughout the rest of
this chapter, mechanical power in kilowatts will be represented as kW, or in megawatts as
MW. Rotational speed in revolutions per minute (rev min−1) will be represented as RPM.
The types of machines and machinery considered in this chapter are listed in Table
11.1, which provides an indication of what is estimated (sound power level or sound
pressure level at 1 m) and means commonly used for noise control. The list of equipment
considered here is by no means exhaustive. However, it is representative of much of the
equipment commonly found in process and power generation plants. Wherever sound
power estimation schemes are provided, sound pressure levels may be estimated using
the methods of Chapters 7, 8 and 9. Where sound pressure levels at 1 m are given, then
sound pressure levels at other distances may be estimated using the methods of Chapters
5 and 6. In general, the latter information is most useful for estimating sound pressure
levels at the machinery operator’ s location, but sound power levels are more useful for
estimating sound pressure levels at greater distances.
11.2 FAN NOISE
The fan is a common industrial noise source, which has been well documented
(ASHRAE, 1987). The sound power radiated by each of the fan discharge and the fan
inlet can be estimated with minimum information as follows:
Lw=CF+10 log10Q+20 log10P−E/3+18 dB re 10−12 W
(11.1)
CF is an empirical number given for each octave band in Table 11.2, Q is the volume
flow rate (m3/s), E is the percentage of peak efficiency and P is the static pressure (Pa). If
the fan operating point efficiency is not known, set E=99. More recent versions of the
ASHRAE Handbook do not include the data in Table 11.2 as it is very approximate and
manufacturers’ data are considered much more reliable.
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A correction is applied to the octave band in which the blade passing frequency occurs
by adding the blade frequency increment (BFI), also shown in Table 11.2. This increment
is added to the octave band containing the blade passing frequency (BPF)

Table 11.1 Noise sources, prediction schemes and
controls

Noise source

Quantity
predicted Lp at
1m or Lw

Fans

Lp

Inlet and outlet duct fitted with commercial mufflers;
blade passing frequency attenuated with a quarter
wave tube.

Air compressors,
small and large
Reciprocating
Centrifugal
Axial

Lp or Lw

As for fans, plus an enclosure built around the
compressor

Recommended control

As for fans, & enclosure

Compressors for
refrigeration units
Reciprocating

Lw

Rotary screw

Lw

Centrifugal

Lw

Cooling towers

Commercial mufflers

Propeller

Lp

Centrifugal

Lp

Pumps

Lp

Enclosure

Jet noise

Lp or Lw

Muffler

Gas vents

Lp

Muffler

Steam vents

Lp

Muffler
Lagging, staging

Control valves
Gases (including
steam)

Lp or Lw

Liquids

Lp or Lw

Pipe flow

Mufflers, lagging

Gases

Lp

Boilers

Lp

Enclosure

Steam and gas
turbines

Lp

Enclosure
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Reciprocating diesel
and gas engines

Lp

Enclosure, muffler, barrier

Furnaces

Lp or Lw

Smaller fuel/air jet diameter (even if more jets are
needed); fuel oil instead of gas

Electric motors

Lp

Enclosure

Generators

Lp

Enclosure

Transformers

Lw

Enclosure

Gears

Lw

Enclosure

which may be calculated using: BPF=Nb×RPM/60, where Nb is the number of blades on
the fan. An accuracy of ±2 dB is claimed for the octave bands from 250 to 4000 Hz, ±4
dB for the 125 Hz band and ±8 dB for the 63 Hz band.

Table 11.2 Approximate specific sound power
levels CF (dB re 10−12 W) and blade frequency
increments (BFI) for various types of Fana
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
Fan type

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

BFI

Centrifugal
Airfoil, backward curved, backward inclined:
Over 0.9 m

32

32

31

29

28

23

15

7

3

Under 0.9 m

36

38

36

34

33

28

20

12

3

Forward curved

47

43

39

33

28

2s

23

20

2

Radial blade pressure blower
Over 1 m

45

39

42

39

37

32

30

29

8

0.5 to 1 m

55

48

48

45

45

40

38

37

8

Less than 0.5 m

63

57

58

50

44

39

38

37

8

Over 1 m

39

36

38

39

37

34

32

22

6

Under 1 m

37

39

43

43

43

41

38

32

6

Vaneaxial

Tubeaxial (no vanes)
Over 1 m

41

39

43

41

39

37

34

27

5

Under 1 m

40

41

47

46

44

43

37

35

5

Propeller (cooling tower)
Wheel diameter:
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less than 3.5 m

48

51

58

56

55

52

46

44

5

greater than 3.5
m

56

57

56

55

55

52

48

46

5

a
These values are the specific sound power levels radiated from either the inlet or outlet of the fan.
If the radiated total sound power level is desired, add 3 dB to the above values. Copyright 1987,
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE)
http://www.ashrae.org./ Used by permission from 1987 ASHRAE Handbook-HVAC Systems and
Applications. These data are superseded by current ASHRAE Handbook information and are not
intended for use in design.

For propeller-type fans with a diameter greater than 3.5 m, the following formula should
he used:
Lw=CF+70 log10D+50 log10RPM−223 (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.2)
where D is the wheel diameter (m), and RPM is the wheel rotational speed (revs/min.).
Equations (11.1) and (11.2) provide estimates of the sound power level within the
ductwork connected to the fan. To calculate the sound power radiated externally through
the fan casing and adjacent ductwork, the corrections listed in Table 11.3 may be used, or
alternatively see Section 9.12. These corrections assume standard rectangular ductwork
lined on the inside, beginning a short distance from the fan. To calculate the sound power
emerging from the end of the duct, the attenuation due to duct linings, duct end
reflections, duct bends and plenum chambers must be taken into account as discussed in
Chapter 9.

Table 11.3 Octave band adjustments for sound
power radiated by fan housings and adjacent
ductwork
Octave band centre
frequency (Hz)

Value to be subtracted from calculated in-duct sound
power level, Lw (dB)

63

0

125

0

250

5

500

10

1000

15

2000

20

4000

22

8000

25

(From Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a)
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Example 11.1
Estimate the sound power level of a backward curve blade centrifugal fan of diameter 0.5
m, which delivers a volume flow rate, Q of 0.237 m3/s against a static pressure, P of 125
Pa. The fan has 30 blades, turns at 1500 rev min−1 and is operating with a peak efficiency
of 90%.
Solution
1. Enter the correction factors in Equation (11.1), which becomes:
Lw=CF+10 log100.237+20 log10(1.25×102)−90/3+18
Lw=CF+4−10+2+40−30+24
Lw=CF+24
2. Use the above equation and the values of CF for the backward curved blade fan listed
in Table 11.2 to calculate the values of Lw shown in the following table.
3. Calculate the blade passing frequency ƒp to determine the band in which to apply the
BFI correction:

Example 11.1 Table
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
CF (dB)
BFI (dB)
−12

Lw (dB re 10

W)

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

36

38

36

34

33

28

20

12

–

–

–

–

3

–

–

–

60

62

60

58

60

52

44

30

According to Table 1.2, the blade passing frequency lies in the 1000 Hz octave band; thus
according to Table 11.2 an additional correction of 3 dB must be added to the estimate of
the power level in the 1000 Hz octave band. The levels shown in the above example table
are thus obtained.
11.3 AIR COMPRESSORS
11.3.1 Small Compressors
Air compressors are a common source of noise. In this section several estimation
procedures are presented, which in part depends upon the type of compressor considered.
If the compressors are of small to medium size then the data presented in Table 11.4 may
be used in the power range shown, to estimate sound pressure levels at 1 m. In most cases
the values will be conservative; that is, a little too high.
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Table 11.4 Estimated sound pressure levels of air
compressors at 1 m distance in dB re 20 µPa
Air compressor power (kW)
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

Up to 1.5

2–6

7–75

31.5

82

87

92

63

81

84

87

125

81

84

87

250

80

83

86

500

83

86

89

1000

86

89

92

2000

86

89

92

4000

84

87

90

8000

81

84

87

(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.)

11.3.2 Large Compressors (Noise Levels Within the Inlet and Exit
Piping)
The following equations may be used for estimating the sound power levels generated
within the exit piping of large centrifugal, axial and reciprocating compressors (Heitner,
1968).
11.3.2.1 Centrifugal Compressors (Interior Noise Levels)
The overall sound power level measured at the exit piping inside the pipe is given by:
Lw=20 log10kW+50 log10U−45 (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.3)
where U is the impeller tip speed (m/s) (30<U<230), and kW is the power of the driver
motor (in kW). The frequency of maximum noise level is:
ƒp=4.1U (Hz)
(11.4)
The sound power level in the octave band containing ƒp is taken as 4.5 dB less than the
overall sound power level. The spectrum rolls off at the rate of 3 dB per octave above and
below the octave of maximum noise level.
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11.3.2.2 Rotary or Axial Compressors (Interior Noise Levels)
The following procedure may be used for estimating the overall sound power level at the
exit piping within the pipe:
Lw=68.5+20 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.5)
The frequency of maximum noise output is the second harmonic, or:
ƒp=B(RPM)/30 (Hz)
(11.6)
where B is the number of blades on the compressor. The spectrum is obtained from the
following equations:
For the 63 Hz octave:
Lw=76.5+10 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.7)
For the 500 Hz octave:
Lw=12+13.5 log10kW (dB re 10–12 W)
(11.8)
For the octave containing ƒp:
Lw=66.5+20 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.9)
For the octave containing ƒh:
Lw=93+7 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.10)
where
(11.11)
To plot the total spectrum, a straight line is drawn between the Lw for the 63 Hz octave
and the Lw for the 500 Hz octave. A smooth curve is drawn from the Lw value for the 500
Hz octave through Lw values for the octave containing ƒp and the octave containing ƒh.
The slope is continued as a straight line beyond the ƒh octave.
Example 11.2
Estimate the interior sound power level spectrum for an axial compressor of 15 blades
and 80 kW power turning at 3000 rev min−1.
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Solution
1. Use Equation (11.6) to calculate ƒp:

ƒp=15(3000)/30=1500 Hz
2. Use Equation (11.11) to calculate ƒh:

ƒh=15002/400=5600 Hz
3. Use Equations (11.7)–(11.10) to calculate power level in bands:
For the 63 Hz octave band:

Lw=76.5+10 log1080=95.5 dB
For the 500 Hz octave band:

Lw=72+13.5 log1080=97.5 dB
ƒp lies in the 2000 Hz octave band (see Table 1.2):

Lw=66.5+20 log1080=104.5 dB
ƒh lies in the 4000 Hz octave band:

Lw=72+13.5 log1080=97.5 dB
4. Using the values calculated above, follow the procedure outlined in the text to sketch
the estimated spectrum.
11.3.2.3 Reciprocating compressors (interior noise)
The overall sound power level within the exit piping of a reciprocating compressor can be
calculated using:
Lw=106.5+10 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.12)
To determine the spectrum values, the octave band which contains the fundamental
frequency, ƒp=B(RPM)/60, where B is the number of cylinders of the machine, is
determined. The power level in this band is taken as 4.5 dB less than the overall power
level calculated using Equation (11.12). The levels in higher and lower octave bands
decrease by 3 dB per octave. Implicit in the use of Equation (11.12) is the assumption
that the radiated sound power is distributed over the first 15m of downstream pipe.
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11.3.3 Large Compressors (Exterior Noise Levels)
The sound power radiated by the compressor casing and exit pipe walls can be calculated
using the equations for Lw inside the piping, which are included in Section 11.3.2, and
subtracting the transmission loss of the casing and exit piping, which is calculated using
the following equation:
TL=17 log10(mf)−48 (dB)
(11.13)
where m is the surface weight (kg/m2) of the pipe wall, and ƒ is the octave band centre
frequency (Hz). This formula represents a simplification of a complex problem, and is
based on the assumption of adequate structural rigidity. Thus, for large diameter, thinwalled, inadequately supported pipes, the transmission loss may be less than given above.
Alternatively, the following equations may be used to calculate the overall external
sound power levels directly (Edison Electric Institute, 1978). Rotary and reciprocating
compressors (including partially muffled inlets):
Lw=90+10 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.14)
Centrifugal compressors (casing noise excluding air inlet noise):
Lw=79+10 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.15)
Centrifugal compressors (unmuffled air inlet noise excluding casing noise):
Lw=80+10 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.16)
Octave band levels may be derived from the overall levels by subtracting the corrections
listed in Table 11.5.

Table 11.5 Octave band corrections for exterior
noise levels radiated by compressors
Correction (dB)
Octave band centre
frequency (Hz)

Rotary and
reciprocating

Centrifugal
casing

Centrifugal air
inlet

31.5

11

10

18

63

15

10

16

125

10

11

14

250

11

13

10

500

13

13

8

1000

10

11

6

2000

5

7

5
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4000

8

8

10

8000

15

12

16

(Data from Edison Electric Institute, 1978.)

11.4 COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATION UNITS
The compressor is usually the dominant noise source in a refrigeration unit, so that it is
generally sufficient to consider noise generation from this source alone when considering
a packaged chiller. Three types of compressor will be considered: centrifugal, rotary
screw and reciprocating. Sound pressure levels measured at 1 m are listed in Table 11.6
for these machines; these levels will not be exceeded by 90–95% of commercially
available machines. The machines are identified in the table both by type and by cooling
capacity. Speed variations between the different commercially available units are
insignificant.
11.5 COOLING TOWERS
Various types of cooling towers are illustrated in Figure 11.1, and the corresponding
estimated overall sound power levels are given by the following equations:
1. Propeller-type cooling towers:
Fan power up to 75 kW:

Lw=100+8 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)

(11.17)

Fan power greater than 75 kW:

Lw=96+10 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
Subtract 8 dB if the fan is operated at half its rated speed.

(11.18)
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Table 11.6 Estimated sound pressure levels of
packaged chillers at one metre (dB re 20 µPa).
These levels are generally higher than observed
(see manufacturer’s data)
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
Type and capacity of machine

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Reciprocating compressors
35–175 kW

79

83

84

85

86

84

82

78

72

175–615 kW

81

86

87

90

91

90

87

83

78

70

76

80

92

89

85

80

75

73

Under 1750 kW

92

93

94

95

91

91

87

80

–

≥1750 kW

92

93

94

95

93

98

98

93

87

Rotary screw compressors
350–1050 kW
Centrifugal compressors

(Data from Army, Air Force and Navy, USA 1983a.)

2. Centrifugal type cooling towers:
Fan power up to 60 kW:

Lw=85+11 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)

(11.19)

Fan power greater than 60 kW:

Lw=93+7 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)

(11.20)

The octave band sound power levels may be calculated by subtracting the corrections
listed in Table 11.7 from the appropriate overall values.
The average sound pressure levels at various distances from the tower may be
calculated using these numbers and the procedures outlined in Chapters 5 and 6. Table
11.8 gives the approximate corrections to add to the calculated average sound pressure
levels to account for directivity effects at distances greater than 6 m from the tower (see
also Section 9.15). Table 11.9 gives estimates for the sound pressure levels close to the
intake and discharge openings.
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Figure 11.1 Principal types of cooling
tower. (Army, Air Force and Navy,
USA 1983a)
Table 11.7 Values (dB) to subtract from overall
levels to obtain octave band sound power levels for
cooling towers
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

Propeller type

Centrifugal type

31.5

8

6

63

5

6

125

5

8

250

8

10

500

11

11

1000

15

13

2000

18

12

4000

21

18

8000

29

25
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(Data from Army, Air Force and Navy, USA 1983a)

Table 11.8 Approximate corrections (dB) to
average sound pressure level for directional effects
of cooling towersa
Type of tower and
location of measureme
ent

Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
31.5

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

Centrifugal fan blow through type
Front

+3

+3

+2

+3

+4

+3

+3

+4

+4

Side

0

0

0

−2

−3

−4

−5

−5

−5

Rear

0

0

−1

−2

−3

−4

−5

−6

−6

Top

−3

−3

−2

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

Front

+2

+2

+4

+6

+6

+5

+5

+5

+5

Side

+1

+1

+1

−2

−5

−5

−5

−5

−4

Rear

−3

−3

−4

−7

−7

−7

−8

−11

−3

Top

−5

−5

−5

−5

−2

0

0

+2

+4

Front

0

0

0

+1

+2

+2

+2

+3

+3

Side

−2

−2

−2

−3

−4

−4

−5

−6

−6

Top

+3

+3

+3

+3

+2

+2

+2

+1

+1

Axial flow, blow through type

Induced draft, propeller type

“Underflow” forced draft propeller type.
Any side

−1

−1

−1

−2

−2

−3

−3

−4

−4

Top

+2

+2

+2

+3

+3

+4

+4

+5

+5

a

These corrections apply only when there are no reflecting or obstructing surfaces that would
modify the normal radiation of sound from the tower. Add these corrections to the average sound
pressure level calculated. Do not apply these corrections for close-in positions less than 6 m from
the tower. (Army, Air Force and Navy, USA 1983a.)
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Table 11.9 Estimated close-in sound pressure
levels (dB re 20 µPa) for the intake and discharge
openings of various cooling towers
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

Type of tower and location of
measurement

31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Centrifugal fan blow through type
Intake

85

85

85

83

81

79

76

73

68

Discharge

80

80

80

79

78

77

76

75

74

Intake

97

100

98

95

91

86

81

76

71

Discharge

88

88

88

86

84

82

80

78

76

Intake

97

98

97

94

90

85

80

75

70

Discharge

102 107 103

98

93

88

83

78

73

Axial flow, blow through type

Propeller fan, induced draft type

(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA 1983a.)

11.6 PUMPS
Estimated sound pressure levels generated by a pump, at a distance of 1 m from its
surface, as a function of pump power, are presented in Tables 11.10 and 11.11.

Table 11.10 Overall pump sound pressure levels
(dB re 20 µPa) at 1 m from the pump
Drive motor nameplate power
Speed range (rpm)

Under 75 kW

Above 75 kW

3000–3600

72+10 log10kW

86+3 log10 kW

1600–1800

75+10 log10kW

89+3 log10kW

1000–1500

70+10 log10kW

84+3 log10kW

450–900

68+10 log10kW

82+3 log10kW

(Data from Army, Air Force and Navy, USA 1983a)
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Table 11.11 Frequency adjustments for pump
sound power levelsa
Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)

Value to be subtracted from overall sound pressure
level (dB)

31.5

13

63

12

125

11

250

9

500

9

1000

6

2000

9

4000

13

8000

19

a

Subtract these values from the overall sound pressure level to obtain octave band sound pressure
levels. (Army, Air Force and Navy, USA 1983a.)

11.7 JETS
11.7.1 General Estimation Procedures
Pneumatic devices quite often eject gas (air) in the form of high-pressure jets. Such jets
can be very significant generators of noise. The acoustical power generated by a subsonic
jet in free space is related to the mechanical stream power by an efficiency factor as
follows:
Wa=ηWm (W)
(11.21)
The stream mechanical power, Wm, in turn, is equal to the convected kinetic energy of the
stream, which for a jet of circular cross-section is:
(11.22a,b)
In the above equations, U is the jet exit velocity (m/s), Wa is the radiated acoustic power
(W), Wm is the mechanical stream power (W), is the mass flow rate (kg/s), η is the
acoustic efficiency of the jet, d is the jet diameter (m), and ρ is the density (kg/m3) of the
flowing gas.
The acoustical efficiency of the jet is approximately:
η=(T/T0)2(ρ/ρ0)KaM5
(11.23)
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for the range of M between 0.1 and 1.0, and for the range of the quantity (T/T0)2(ρ/ρ0)
between 0.1 and 10. In Equation (11.23), ρ0 is the density (kg/m3) of the ambient gas, Ka
is the acoustical power coefficient and is approximately 5×10−5, M is the stream Mach
number relative to the ambient gas, T is the jet absolute temperature (°K), and T0 is the
absolute temperature (°K) of the ambient gas.
If the jet pressure ratio is less than 1.89, the jet is subsonic, and Equation (11.23) may
be used to estimate η. If the pressure ratio is greater than 1.89, the gas exit velocity will
equal Mach 1. If the nozzle contraction is followed by an expansion, the gas velocity will
exceed Mach 1. Both cases will result in the formation of shocks, which can be very
much more efficient radiators of noise than the jet (Beranek, 1971).
The overall sound power level of the jet (see Equation (1.80)) is:
Lw=10 log10Wa+120 (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.24)
This quantity can be used with the methods of Chapter 7 to estimate the sound pressure
level in, for example, a room characterized by a given room constant. On the other hand,
in a free field or close to the jet, the overall sound pressure level is given by:
Lp=Lw+DI−10 log10(4πr2) (dB re 20 µPa)
(11.25)
where DI is the jet directivity index and r is the distance (m) from the jet orifice to the
observation point.
Values for the directivity index for a jet are given in Table 11.12 as a function of angle
from the jet axis. The spectrum shape for the jet is illustrated in Figure 11.2 (Ingard,
1959), where the sound pressure level in each of the octave bands is shown relative to the
overall sound pressure level calculated using Equation (11.25). Note that the band levels
obtained using Figure 11.2 must be adjusted (all by the same number of dB) so that their
sum is the same as obtained using Equation (11.25).

Table 11.12 Directional correction for jets (data
from Heitner, 1968)
Angle from jet axis (°)

Directivity index, DI (dB)

0

0

20

+1

40

+8

60

+2

80

−4

100

−8

120

−11

140

−13

160

−15
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−17

Figure 11.2 Noise spectrum for gas
jets (Adapted from Heitner, 1968).
In Figure 11.2, the frequency, ƒp (Hz), is defined in terms of a Strouhal number, Ns, as:
Ns=ƒpd/U
(11.26)
Ns is generally about 0.2 for subsonic jets; d and U are, respectively, the jet diameter (m)
and exit velocity (m/s).
Example 11.3
Gas is to be exhausted under pressure from a 100 mm diameter pipe to the atmosphere at
a speed of 230 m/s. The density of the gas is 1.5 kg/m3 and its temperature is essentially
that of the ambient atmosphere into which it is to be exhausted. Determine the overall
sound pressure levels at 10 m from the jet orifice and at various angles relative to the
direction of the jet.
Solution
1. Determine the jet efficiency using Equation (11.23). First calculate:

η=(T/T0)2(ρ/ρ0)KaM5
The speed of sound has been taken as 344 m/s in the air surrounding the jet. From
Equation (11.23), using the above values, η=8.8×10−6.
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2. Calculate the mechanical stream power using Equation (11.22a):

Wm=ρU3πd2/8 (W)
3. Calculate the overall acoustic power using Equation (11.21):

Wa=ηWm (W)
4. Calculate the overall sound power level using Equation (11.24):

Lw=10 log10Wa+120 (dB re 10−12 W)
5. Use Equation (11.25) to determine the overall sound pressure level at 10 m from the jet
orifice:

Lp=Lw+DI−10 log10(4πr2) (dB re 20 µPa)
6. Use Table 11.12 and the equation of (5) above to construct the following table:

Example 11.3, Table 1
Angle from jet axis (°)

Overall sound pressure level (dB re 20 µPa)

0

87

20

88

40

95

60

89

80

83

100

79

120

76

140

74

160

72

180

70

7. Determine the octave band of maximum sound pressure level. First calculate the
spectrum peak frequency, ƒp, using the Strouhal number, Ns=0.2 and Equation (11.26):

ƒp=0.2U/d (Hz)=0.2×230/0.1=460 Hz
Reference to Table 1.2 shows that this frequency lies in the 500 Hz octave band.
8. Use Figure 11.2 and the above information to construct the following table.
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Example 11.3, Table 2
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)
Angular position relative to direction of jet
(°)

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

0

70

74

78

80

78

73

68

60

60

72

76

80

82

80

75

70

62

120

59

63

67

69

67

62

57

49

180

53

57

61

63

61

56

51

43

Sound pressure level (dB re 20 µPa)

11.7.2 Gas and Steam Vents
Noise produced by gas and steam vents can be estimated by assuming they are free jets
(unconstricted by pipe walls). The estimation procedure for free jets outlined above is
then used to calculate sound power and sound pressure levels. However, for steam vents,
if the calculated jet efficiency, η, is less than 0.005, more accurate estimates are obtained
by adding 3 dB to the calculated noise levels.
11.7.3 General Jet Noise Control
Means that would be applicable for containment of noise from pneumatic jets were
discussed in Chapter 8 and means for attenuation were discussed in Chapter 9. However,
these means are generally less efficient than means that alter the noise-generating
mechanism.
For example, quite large reductions can be obtained with aerodynamic noise sources
when the basic noise-producing mechanism is altered. Some methods of reducing
aerodynamic noise based on this principle are illustrated in Figure 11.3. The figure refers
to silencers that discharge to the atmosphere, but some of these methods can result in
appreciable noise reductions, even for discharge in the confinement of a pipe. For
example, modified forms of the devices illustrated in the first two parts of Figure 11.3
have been found remarkably effective for the control of valve noise in piping systems.
Alternatively, orifice plates (circular plates containing multiple holes) placed downstream
from the jet or valve and as close as possible to it have been found to be very effective.
The orifice plate should occupy the entire cross-section of the pipe.
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Figure 11.3 Discharge silencers for
air.
11.8 CONTROL VALVES
A control valve allows the passage of a fluid from one piping system to another while at
the same time controlling the pressure ratio between the two systems. For example, a
fluid at static pressure P1, in one system, may be transported to a fluid at a lower static
pressure P2, in the second system, by dissipating potential energy stored in the fluid at the
higher pressure during the passage of the fluid through the control valve. The necessary
energy dissipation is accomplished by conversion of the static pressure head to heat and a
very small fraction to sound by intense turbulence and shock formation in the control
valve.
Control valves are a common source of noise in many industries, especially when the
operation of the valve is characterized by a large pressure drop. The primary noisegenerating mechanism is the jet of fluid formed between the valve and its seat; thus valve
noise is modelled as a confined jet. Consequently, the noise-generation mechanisms are
turbulent mixing, turbulence boundary interaction, shock, shock/turbulence interaction
and flow separation (Ng, 1980).
11.8.1 Internal Sound Power Generation
The observation that the radiated sound must be some fraction of the potential energy
dissipated in the control valve suggests the existence of an energy conversion efficiency
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factor (or acoustical power coefficient), η, relating the mechanical stream power, Wm,
entering the control valve, which is a function of the pressure drop across the valve, to the
sound power, Wa, which is generated by the process. The proposed relation for the sound
power radiated downstream of the valve is:
Wa=Wmηrw
(11.27)
The sound power, Wm, is defined in Equation (11.22) and the acoustical power coefficient
η, is defined later in Equations (11.35) to (11.39) for various valve flow conditions. The
quantity, rw, is the ratio of acoustic power propagated downstream of the valve to the
total acoustic power generated by the valve and it varies between 0.25 and 1.0, depending
on the valve type (see Table 11.13 and IEC 60534–8–3 (2000)). Note that the quantities
on the right side of Equation (11.22) can refer to properties in any part of the gas flow. If
properties in the valve vena contracta are used, then d=dj is the diameter of the jet in the
vena contracta. If the flow is sonic through the vena contracta, then the stream power is
calculated using the speed of sound as the flow speed. Note that the sound power radiated
upstream of the valve is not considered significant. It is not clear from the standard what
happens to the acoustic power that does not propagate downstream. Presumably it is
dissipated in the valve, as, according to the standard, little escapes through the valve
casing.
The control valve noise estimation procedure described here will begins with
consideration of possible regimes of operation. Consideration of the regimes of operation
in turn provides the means for determining the energy conversion efficiency of the stream
power entering the control valve.
To facilitate understanding and discussion of the noise-generation mechanisms and
their efficiencies in a control valve, it will be convenient first to consider the possibility
of pressure recovery within the valve, as illustrated in Figure 11.4. In the figure a valve
opening and the corresponding static pressure distribution through the valve is
schematically represented for one inlet pressure, P1, and five possible outlet pressures, P2.
Referring to Figure 11.4, when the fluid at higher pressure, P1, enters the fluid at lower
pressure, P2, through the valve orifice, a confined jet is formed, which is characterized in
turn by a vena contracta of diameter, dj, and minimum static pressure, P0, indicated by the
three minima in the figure, after which the static pressure rises to P2. As the figure shows,
it is possible that the flow may be sonic in the vena contracta, although the pressure ratio
across the valve is sub-critical. The extent of the pressure recovery is determined by the
design of the valve and is determined empirically.
To quantify pressure recovery and the noise-generating behaviour of a valve, a
quantity, FL, with the unfortunate name “pressure recovery factor” has been defined. The
definition, which forms the basis for its determination, is given in terms of the following
relation involving the inlet static pressure, P1, the outlet static pressure, P2,
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Figure 11.4 Schematic representation
of the static pressure distribution
through a control valve with inlet
pressure P1 and outlet pressure P2. In
pressure range A, subsonic flow, drag
dipole turbulence noise. In pressure
range B, sonic flow in vena contracta,
dipole and quadrupole turbulence noise
and shock noise. In pressure range C,
sonic flow, shock noise dominant.
FL=0 when P2=P1 and FL=1 when
P2=0.528P1 (after Howe and Baumann,
1992).
and the static pressure, P0, in the vena contracta:
(11.28)
The pressure in the vena contracta (which cannot be measured easily) is related to the
upstream and downstream pressures by:
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(11.29)

This equation is used for calculating the vena contracta pressure for flow regime 1, but
for other flow regimes, which are characterized by sonic flow in the vena contracta,
Equation (11.30) to follow is used to calculate the pressure in the vena contracta.
Referring to Figure 11.4 or to Equation (11.28), it may be noted that FL has the value 1
when P2=P0 and there is no pressure recovery. However, in this case, sound generation
must be maximal because it is always a fraction of the energy dissipated, which is now
maximal. On the other hand, reference to either the figure or the equation shows that FL
has the value 0 when P2=P1 and there is complete pressure recovery. In this case, no
energy is dissipated and thus no energy has been converted to sound. A better name for
FL might have been “noise recovery factor”. Nonetheless, manufacturers of control valves
supply “pressure recovery factor” information for their valves, and values of the pressure
recovery factor, FL, for various valves are given in Table 11.13, together with the ratio of
the valve flow coefficient, Cν, to the inside diameter, di (m), of the pipe downstream of
the valve outlet,
. Note that Cν is a non-SI quantity and is the number of US
gallons of water that will flow through a valve in 1 minute when a pressure drop of 1 psi
exists.
The quantity Fd, also listed in the table, is the valve style modifier used later on in
Equation (11.49). When there are fittings such as bends or T-pieces attached to the valve,
the quantity FL must be replaced by FLP/FP, where FLP, is the combined liquid pressure
recovery and pipe geometry factor (supplied by the valve manufacturer) and FP is the
pipe geometry factor available from the International Standard, IEC 60534–2–1 (1998).
The column titled “flow to” indicates whether the flow direction is acting to open or close
the valve.
When considering noise generation in a control valve using this prediction procedure,
three regimes of operation and associated energy dissipation and noise-generation
mechanisms may be identified. These regimes may be understood by reference to Figure
11.4, where they are identified as A, B and C. In regimes A and B, hydrodynamic dipole
and quadrupole sources are responsible for noise generation. Such noise generation is
discussed in Chapter 5.
Referring to Figure 11.4, in regime A the flow through the valve is everywhere
subsonic and all energy dissipation is accomplished by intense turbulence. In this case,
noise generation is found to be proportional to the sixth power of the stream speed, which
implies that it is dominated by fluctuating forces acting on the fluid and is thus dipole in
nature (see Section 5.3.3). It is suggested here that a fluctuating re-attachment bubble in
the region indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 11.4 (see also Figure 9.13) might
account for a drag dipole with its axis oriented along the axis of the pipe and which
radiates propagating sound at all frequencies. Referring to Figure 11.4, the bound
between regimes A and B is seen to be determined by the pressure ratio P2/P1, at which
the flow in the vena contracta becomes sonic. The flow speed in the vena contracta will
be sonic when the pressure P0 in the vena contracta is equal to the critical pressure, P0C,
which satisfies the following relation (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959):
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(11.30)
For diatomic gases, where γ=1.4:
P0C/P1=0.528
(11.31)

Table 11.13 Typical values of valve noise
prediction factors (after Howe and Baumann,
1992). See IEC 60534–8–3 for data for other valve
types. The column labelled “flow to” indicates
whether the flow acts to open or close the valve
Type of valve

Flow to

% of of capacity

Close

100

25,000

0.80 1.00 0.25

Open

100

20,000

0.90 0.46 0.25

Open

75

15,000

0.90 0.36 0.25

Open

50

10,000

0.90 0.28 0.25

Open

25

5,000

0.90 0.16 0.25

Open

10

2,000

0.90 0.10 0.25

Open

100

16,000

0.92 0.50 0.25

50

8,000

0.95 0.42 0.25

30

5,000

0.95 0.41 0.25

Open

100

25,000

0.90 0.43 0.25

Open

50

13,000

0.90 0.36 0.25

Open

100

25,000

0.90 0.32 0.25

Open

50

13,000

0.90 0.25 0.25

50

20,000

0.85 0.42 0.25

30

13,000

0.91 0.30 0.25

50

21,000

0.68 0.45 0.25

30

13,000

0.88 0.30 0.25

60

18,000

0.66 0.75 0.25

30

5,000

0.82 0.63 0.25

FL

Fd

rw

1. Globe valves
Single-port parabolic plug

v-port plug

Four-port cage

Six-port cage

Angle of Travel (°)
2. Eccentric rotary plug

Open

Close

3. Ball valve, segmented

Open
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4. Butterfly
Swing-through vane

Fluted vane

75

50,000

0.56 0.57

0.5

60

30,000

0.67 0.50

0.5

50

16,000

0.74 0.42

0.5

40

10,000

0.78 0.34

0.5

30

5,000

0.80 0.26

0.5

75

40,000

0.70 0.30

0.5

50

13,000

0.76 0.19

0.5

30

7,000

0.82 0.08

0.5

Equations (11.30) and (11.31) are used for Regimes II to V to calculate the vena
contracta pressure from the inlet pressure. For Regime I, Equation (11.29) is used. Values
of the ratio of specific heats, γ, are given in Table 11.14 for various commonly used
gases.

Table 11.14 Molecular weights and ratios of
specific heats for some commonly used gases
Gas or vapour

Molecular weight, M kg/mole

Ratio of specific heats, γ

Acetylene

0.02604

1.30

Air

0.02897

1.40

Ammonia

0.01730

1.32

Argon

0.03995

1.67

Benzene

0.07811

1.12

Isobutane

0.05812

1.10

n-Butane

0.05812

1.11

Isobutylene

0.05611

1.11

Carbon dioxide

0.04401

1.30

Carbon monoxide

0.02801

1.40

Chlorine

0.07091

1.31

Ethane

0.03007

1.22

Ethylene

0.02805

1.22

Flourine

0.01900

1.36

Freon 11

0.13737

1.14

Freon 12

0.12091

1.13
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Freon 13

0.10446

1.14

Freon 22

0.08047

1.18

Helium

0.00400

1.66

n-Heptane

0.10020

1.05

Hydrogen

0.00202

1.41

Hydrogen chloride

0.03646

1.41

Hydrogen flouride

0.02001

0.97

Methane

0.01604

1.32

Methyl chloride

0.05049

1.24

Natural gas (representative)

0.01774

1.27

Neon

0.02018

1.64

Nitric oxide

0.06301

1.40

Nitrogen

0.02801

1.40

Octane

0.11423

1.66

Oxygen

0.03200

1.40

Pentane

0.07215

1.06

Propane

0.04410

1.15

Propylene

0.04208

1.14

Saturated steam

0.01802

1.25–1.32

Sulphur dioxide

0.06406

1.26

Superheated steam

0.01802

1.315

Solving Equation (11.28) for the pressure ratio P2/P1 and using Equation (11.30) gives
the pressure ratio across the valve, P2/P1=P2C/P1, at which the vena contracta flow is
sonic, as follows:
(11.32)
Equations (11.31) and (11.32) have been used to establish the bounds between regimes B
and C and between A and B in Figure 11.4.
In regime B the flow is sonic in the vena contracta and P2>P0C. In this case, noise
generation tends to be proportional to the eighth power of the stream speed. In this
regime, the noise-generation efficiency of quadrupoles (see Section 5.4.3) associated with
intense turbulence of the jet through the valve orifice will overtake the dipole sources that
are still present, so that both are considered to contribute to noise generation. In addition,
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shocks will be formed, which will be rendered unstable by the passage of turbulent flow
through them and these will provide a very efficient noise-generation mechanism.
The critical pressure ratio, when P2=P0C and flow through the valve is sonic (for
diatomic gases), is shown in Figure 11.4 as the bound between regimes B and C. In
regime C, the pressure ratio across the valve, P2/P1, is less than P0C/P1 given by Equation
(11.31) and the flow is sonic everywhere in the valve. In this regime energy dissipation is
dominated by shock formation and noise-generation efficiency is maximal.
The IEC standard (IEC 534–8-3) has further divided regimes B and C into regimes II,
III and IV, adding a regime V and renaming regime A as regime I (see Figure 11.4). To
delineate regions IV and V, the IEC standard defines two additional pressures, P2B and
P2CE:
(11.33a,b)
where the quantity, α, is defined as:
(11.34)

Simplifying the equations used for calculating the efficiency in the standard, IEC 534–8–
3, the following expressions are obtained for the acoustical power coefficients for the
regimes I to V defined in Figure 11.4. Note that the acoustical efficiency factors (ηI, η2,
etc.) used in the standard are related to the acoustical power coefficients, η, used here by
η=η1×FL2, η=η2×(P1−P2)/(P1−P0C), η=η3, η4, and η5.
In regime I, flow is sub-sonic everywhere in the valve and P2≥P2C:
(11.35)

where the pressure, P0 in the vena contracta may be calculated from the upstream and
downstream pressures using Equation (11.29). When fittings are attached to the valve, the
quantity, FL, must be replaced with FLP/FP in Equations (11.34)–(11.39). However, this is
generally only a small effect and a good approximation in the absence of the required
data is to use FL.
In regime II, flow is sonic in the vena contracta only and P2C>P2≥P0C:
(11.36)
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In regime III, flow is sonic everywhere in the valve and P0C>P2≥P2B
(11.37)

where a is defined in Equation (11.34).
In regime IV, flow is sonic everywhere in the valve and P2B>P2≥P2CE:
(11.38)

In regime V, flow is sonic everywhere in the valve and P2CE>P2:
(11.39)
11.8.2 Internal Sound Pressure Level
The mean square sound pressure in the pipe downstream of the valve is approximated as
follows:
(11.40)
where di is the internal diameter of the pipe and Wa is the sound power radiated
downstream of the valve as defined in Equation (11.27).
It is assumed that the temperature upstream and downstream of the valve is essentially
the same, so that:
(11.41)
and
(11.42)
Note that if the downstream temperature, T2, is known, the downstream speed of sound,
c2, can be calculated more accurately by replacing T1 with T2 in Equation (11.42) and the
downstream density, ρ2 can be calculated more accurately using:
(11.43)
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The same Equation (11.43) can also be used to calculate the upstream density, given the
upstream pressure, P1 and the upstream temperature, T1.
The speed of sound, c0, in the vena contracta is related to the speed of sound, c1,
upstream of the valve as follows (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959):
(11.44)
For sonic flow (regimes II to V), the flow speed, U0, through the vena contracta is sonic
and equal to c0. For sub-sonic flow through the vena contracta (regime I), the flow speed,
U0, is calculated using:
(11.45)

The preceding and following calculations require as input data the following properties of
the gas flowing into the valve: ρ1, T1, P1, γ, M, and and the pressure, P2 at the valve
discharge. The mass flow rate, , may be calculated from a knowledge of the volume
flow rate, , at any given pressure, P, and temperature, T, using the universal gas law:
(11.46)
where M is the molecular mass of the gas (kg/mole—see Table 11.14) and R(=8.314
J/mole °K) is the universal gas constant in consistent units. The mass flow rate is needed
as an input in the valve noise calculations.
Taking logs of Equation (11.40) gives for the sound pressure level inside the pipe
downstream of the valve:
(11.47)

The spectrum peak frequency, ƒp, may be estimated using the following equations. (IEC
60534–8–3):
Regime I:
(11.48)
where U0 is defined by Equation (11.45) and:
(11.49)
When fittings are attached to the valve, the quantity, FL, must be replaced with FLP/FP in
Equation (11.49). The flow coefficient, Cν, may be calculated using the procedures
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outlined in IEC 60534–2–1 or it may be supplied by the valve manufacturer. Note that the
actual Cν for the valve opening conditions (rather than the valve rated Cν) should be used.
Values in Table 11.13 are based on the outlet diameter, di (m), of the valve and may be
used in the absence of more accurate data. The quantity, Fd, called a valve style modifier,
is empirically determined and listed in Table 11.13.
Regimes II and III:
(11.50)
Regimes IV and V:
(11.51)

The stream Mach number is calculated as follows:
(11.52)

where α is defined in Equation (11.34).
The one-third octave band spectrum of the noise inside of the pipe may be estimated
as follows, using Lpi calculated with Equation (11.47). The level, Lp, of the one-third
octave band containing the spectrum peak frequency is Lp=Lpi−Lx. The quantity, Lx, is
approximately 8 dB, but must be adjusted up or down in each case considered so that the
total sound pressure level calculated by adding the one-third octave band levels as
illustrated in Equation (1.94) is equal to Lpi. For frequencies greater than the peak
frequency, the spectrum rolls off at the rate of 3.5 dB per octave. For frequencies less
than the peak frequency, the spectrum rolls of at the rate of 5 dB per octave for the first
two octaves and then at the rate of 3 dB per octave at lower frequencies.
11.8.3 External Sound Pressure Level
To calculate the transmission loss of the pipe wall, three frequencies need to be
calculated. The first is the ring frequency, given by the following equation:
(11.53)
In the above equation, di is the internal diameter of the pipe downstream of the valve and
cL is the compressional wave speed in the pipe wall. At the ring frequency, the mean
circumference is just one compressional wavelength long. Below the ring frequency, the
pipe wall bending wave response is controlled by the surface curvature, while above the
ring frequency, the pipe wall bending wave response is essentially that of a flat plate and
unaffected by the surface curvature.
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A second important frequency is the internal coincidence frequency, ƒ0, of the gas in
the pipe and this is (IEC 60534–8–3):
(11.54)
where c2 is the speed of sound in the downstream fluid in the pipe. At this frequency, the
transmission loss of the pipe wall is a minimum.
A third frequency is (IEC 60534–8–3):
(11.55)
where t is the pipe wall thickness (m).
There are two methods (Howe and Baumann, 1992 and IEC 60534–8-3) that have
been described in the literature for calculating the pipe wall transmission loss (TL). For
the Howe and Baumann method, the transmission loss is given by the following equation.
(11.56)

In the above expression Pa is the external static pressure. Other quantities have been
defined previously. The equation in the reference has been adjusted to convert the noise
reduction at some distance, r, to transmission loss.
If the frequency of peak noise generation is below the internal coincidence frequency,
ƒ0 of Equation (11.54), the correction term, ∆0, has the following form:
(11.57)
If the frequency of peak noise generation is between the first radial mode cut-on
frequency and the ring frequency, the correction term ∆0 has the following form:
(11.58)
Finally, if the frequency of peak noise generation is above the ring frequency, the
correction term ∆0 has the following form:
(11.59)
The expression for the transmission loss given by IEC 60534–8–3 (inverted to match the
definition of TL used in this book) is:
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(11.60)

where the quantities Gx and Gy are defined as:
(11.61)

and
(11.62)

The A-weighted sound pressure level, LpAe, external to the pipe at the outside diameter of
the pipe is calculated as follows (IEC 60534–8–3):
LpAe=Lpi−TL+5+Lg
(11.63)
The 5 dB correction term accounts for the many peaks in the internal noise spectrum.
The term Lg has been introduced in Equation (11.63) and is a correction term to
account for the effect of gas flow within the pipe upon the sound energy transmitted
through the pipe wall. The latter correction term is calculated as follows:
(11.64)

The A-weighted sound pressure level, LpAe,1m, external to the pipe at one metre from the
pipe wall of diameter, di is calculated as follows (IEC 60534–8–3):
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(11.65)

The overall, A-weighted sound power level radiated by the pipe is:
(11.66)
where ℓP is the length of downstream pipe radiating sound.
The sound pressure level at any distance from the downstream pipe may be calculated
by converting the sound power level to power in watts, using the analysis of Section 5.5
for a line source and then converting the mean square acoustic pressure to sound pressure
level in dB.
Although the international standard, IEC 534–8–3, 2000, does not address the spectral
distribution of the sound level calculated using the preceding procedures, it has been
discussed in a paper by Baumann and Hoffmann (1999). In their work, they divide the
calculation of the spectrum shape into three regimes as follows, where the measurement
band is 1/3 octave, ƒ is the centre frequency of the 1/3 octave band of interest, ƒp is the
frequency of the peak noise level, ƒ0 is the internal coincidence frequency of the pipe
(Equation (11.54)) and LB is the 1/3 octave band sound pressure level external to the pipe
at 1 metre distance.
Regime 1, ƒp<ƒ0
LB=LpAe,1m−5−40 log10(ƒp/ƒ); ƒ≤ƒp
LB=LpAe,1m−5; ƒp<ƒ≤ƒ0
(11.67)
LB=LpAe,1m−5−33 log10(ƒ/ƒ0); ƒ0<ƒ<ƒr
LB=LpAe,1m−5−33 log10(ƒr/ƒ0)−40 log10(ƒ/ƒr); ƒr≤ƒ
Regime 2, ƒ0≤ƒp≤ƒr
LB=LpAe,1m−5−40 log10(ƒ0/ƒ)−7 log10(ƒp/ƒ0); ƒ≤ƒ0
LB=LpAe,1m−5−7 log10(ƒp/ƒ); ƒ0<ƒ<ƒp
LB=LPAe,1m−5−33 log10(ƒ/ƒp); ƒp<ƒ<ƒr
LB=LPAe,1m−5−33 log10(ƒr/ƒp)−40 log10(ƒ/ƒr); ƒr≤ƒ

(11.68)

Regime 3, ƒr<ƒp
LB=LpAe,1m−5−40 log10(ƒ0/ƒ)−7 log10(ƒp−ƒ0); ƒ≤ƒ0
LB=LpAe,1m−5−7 log10(ƒ0/ƒ)−7 log10(ƒr/ƒ0); ƒ0<ƒ≤ƒr
LB=LpAe,1m−5; ƒr<ƒ<ƒp
LB=LpAe,1m−5−40 log10(ƒ/ƒp); ƒp≤ƒ

(11.69)

11.8.4 High Exit Velocities
The preceding calculation procedures are only valid for exit (downstream of the valve)
Mach numbers of 0.3 or less. For higher exit velocities, calculation procedures are
available in the standard, IEC 60534–8–3.
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11.8.5 Control Valve Noise Reduction
As was explained in the previous section, the control valve necessarily functions as an
energy dissipation device and the process of energy dissipation is accompanied by a
small amount of energy conversion to noise. Consequently, noise control must take the
form of reduction of energy conversion efficiency. In the previous sections it was shown
that energy conversion efficiency increases with the Mach number and becomes even
more efficient when shock waves are formed. Evidently, it is desirable from a noise
reduction point of view to avoid critical flow and shock wave formation. This has been
accomplished in practice by effectively providing a series of pressure drop devices across
which the pressure drop is less than critical and intense turbulence is induced but shock
formation is avoided. There are a number of control valves commercially available built
upon this principle but they are generally expensive.
11.8.6 Control Valves for Liquids
The following prediction procedure considers only noise generated by hydrodynamic
processes and excludes noise that may be influenced by reflections, loose parts or
resonances. The maximum downstream velocity for which the procedures are valid is 10
m/s. Calculating the noise generated by a cavitating valve is covered in the standard, IEC
534–8–4 (1994) and will not be discussed here.
The stream mechanical power of a liquid flowing through a valve is given by Equation
(11.22) (provided that no cavitation occurs). An alternative formulation that is easier to
evaluate is (IEC 534–8–4):
(11.70)
where ρƒ is the density of the liquid and is the mass flow rate. The acoustic power is
obtained by multiplying Wm by an efficiency factor, η, which is taken as 10−8. Thus, the
sound power level inside the pipe downstream of the valve may be written as:
(11.71)

The spectral distribution for the octave bands from 500 Hz to 8 kHz is given by:
(11.72)
where ƒc is the octave band centre frequency. The un-weighted sound power radiated
externally in each octave band is:
(11.73)
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where ℓp is the length of pipe radiating the noise (minimum of 3 m) and D is the pipe
external diameter=di+2t.
The transmission loss of the pipe wall is calculated using:
(11.74)

where cL is the longitudinal wave speed in the pipe wall, ρp is the density of the pipe wall
material, ƒr is the pipe ring frequency=cL/[π(di+t)], c2 is the speed of sound in the fluid
downstream of the valve, ρƒ is the density of the downstream fluid and t is the pipe wall
thickness.
The overall A-weighted sound power level external to the pipe is:
(11.75)
where LwAn is the A-weighted sound power level of the nth octave band (calculated by
applying the A-weighting correction to the un-weighted sound power level, Lwe(ƒc) of
Equation (11.73)), and the sum is over the five octave bands from 500 Hz to 8 kHz
inclusive.
The overall A-weighted sound pressure level external to the valve, 1 m downstream of
the outlet flange and 1 m from the pipe, is estimated from the A-weighted external sound
power level using the following equation:
(11.76)

where ℓ0=3 m and di is the pipe internal diameter.
The octave band external sound pressure levels may be calculated from LpAe by adding
−3.2, 0, 1.2, 1.0 and −1.1 dB to the value of LpAe for the five octave bands, 500 Hz, 1
kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz, respectively.
11.8.7 Control Valves for Steam
Steam valves are a common source of noise in industrial plants. Sound pressure levels
generated by them can be estimated using the procedures outlined previously for gas
valves. However, if the calculated jet efficiency is less than about 0.005, more accurate
estimates are obtained by adding 3 dB to the calculated results.
Alternatively, the values listed in Table 11.15 may be used. These are conservative
estimates based upon measurements of actual steam valves, and include noise radiation
from the pipe connected to the valves.
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Table 11.15 Estimated sound pressure levels (dB re
20 µPa at 1 m) for steam valvesa
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

Sound pressure level (dB)

31.5

70

63

70

125

70

250

70

500

75

1000

80

2000

85

4000

90

8000

90

a

This table assumes simple, lightweight thermal wrapping of the pipe but no metal or heavy cover
around the thermal wrapping. Both the valve and the connected piping radiate noise.
(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.)

11.9 PIPE FLOW
The calculation of flow noise from pipes will be restricted to consideration of flowing
gases, as noise due to flowing liquids is generally insignificant. In straight pipes,
frictional resistance to flow is considered to be the primary noise source. The mechanical
power producing the noise is proportional to the frictional pressure drop in the pipe.
Thus, the acoustic source power, Wa, may be written in terms of the pressure drop, ∆P
(Pa), along the length of pipe, as follows:
(11.77a,b)
where A is the pipe cross-sectional area (m2), U is the mean gas velocity (m/s) in the pipe,
is the mass flow rate (kg/s), of gas in the pipe, ρ is the density (kg/m3), of gas in the
pipe, and η is the acoustical efficiency of a free jet (see Equation (11.23)).
The sound power level, Lw, inside the pipe is calculated using Equations (11.77) and
(1.83). The acoustic spectra inside the pipe and external to the pipe are calculated as for
control valves (see Sections 11.8.2 and 11.8.3, Equation (11.47) onwards).
The method outlined above underestimates the noise level by 2–4 dB for gases having
a density approximately equal to ambient air. On the other hand, for high-density gases
(about 30 times the density of atmospheric air) the method overestimates the noise levels
by 2–4 dB. For vacuum lines, the power calculated using Equation (11.77) for inside the
pipe gives poor results for sound power level and average sound pressure level. However,
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the following expression gives results for sound power inside the pipe that are consistent
with measured values for flow in vacuum lines:
Wa=1.2ηAU3 (W)
(11.78)
Again, acoustic spectra inside the pipe and external to the pipe are calculated as for
control valves (see Sections 11.8.2 and 11.8.3, Equation (11.47) onwards).

11.10 BOILERS
For general-purpose boilers, the overall radiated sound power level is given by:
Lw=95+4 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.79)
For large power plant boilers, the overall sound power level is given by:
Lw=84+15 log10MW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.80)
The octave band levels for either type of boiler can be calculated by subtracting the
appropriate corrections listed in Table 11.16.

Table 11.16 Values to be subtracted from overall
power levels, Lw, to obtain band levels for boiler
noise
Octave band corrections (dB)
Octave band centre frequency (Hz) General-purpose boilers Large power plant boilers
31.5

6

4

63

6

5

125

7

10

250

9

16

500

12

17

1000

15

19

2000

18

21

4000

21

21

8000

24

21

(Data from Edison Electric Institute. 1978.)
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11.11 TURBINES
The principal noise sources of gas turbines are the casing, inlet and exhaust. The overall
sound power levels contributed by these components of gas turbine noise (with no noise
control) may be calculated using the following equations (Army, Air Force and Navy,
USA 1983a):
Casing:
Lw=120+5 log10MW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.81)
Inlet:
Lw=127+15 log10MW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.82)
Exhaust:
Lw=133+10 log10MW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.83)
The octave band levels may be calculated by subtracting the corrections listed in Table
11.17. The approximate casing noise reductions due to various types of enclosure are
listed in Table 11.18.

Table 11.17 Frequency adjustments (in dB) for gas
turbine and steam turbine noise levels. Subtract
these values from the overall sound power level, Lw,
to obtain octave band and A-weighted sound power
levels
Value to be subtracted front overall Lw (dB) Steam
turbine
Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)

Gas turbine
Casing

Inlet

Exhaust

Steam turbine

31.5

10

19

12

11

63

7

18

8

7

125

5

17

6

6

250

4

17

6

9

500

4

14

7

10

1000

4

8

9

10

2000

4

3

11

12

4000

4

3

15

13
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8000

4

6

21

17

A-weighted (dB(A))

2

0

4

5

(Data from Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.)

Noise reductions due to inlet and exhaust mufflers can be calculated using the methods
of Chapter 9, or preferably using manufacturer’s data. Normally, the inlet and discharge
cross-sectional areas of the muffler stacks are very large; thus additional noise reductions
will occur due to the directivity of the stacks. This effect can be calculated using Figure
9.27.
For steam turbines, a good estimate for the overall sound power radiated is given by
(Edison Electric Institute, 1978):
Lw=93+4 log10kW (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.84)

Table 11.18 Approximate noise reduction of gas
turbine casing enclosures
Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)

Type 1a

Type 2b

Type 3c

Type 4d

Type 5e

31.5

2

4

1

3

6

63

2

5

1

4

7

125

2

5

1

4

8

250

3

6

2

5

9

500

3

6

2

6

10

1000

3

7

2

7

11

2000

4

8

2

8

12

4000

5

9

3

8

13

8000

6

10

3

8

14

a

Glass fibre or mineral wool thermal insulation with lightweight foil cover over the insulation.
Glass fibre or mineral wool thermal insulation with minimum 20 gauge aluminum or 24 gauge.
c
Enclosing metal cabinet for the entire packaged assembly, with open ventilation holes and with no
acoustic absorptive lining inside the cabinet.
d
Enclosing metal cabinet for the entire packaged assembly, with open ventilation holes and with
acoustic absorptive lining inside the cabinet.
e
Enclosing metal cabinet for the entire packaged assembly with all ventilation holes into the cabinet
muffled and with acoustic absorptive lining inside the cabinet
(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.)
b

The octave band corrections (to be subtracted from the overall level) are listed in Table
11.17.
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11.12 DIESEL AND GAS-DRIVEN ENGINES
The three important noise sources for this type of equipment are the engine exhaust, the
engine casing and the air inlet. These sources will be considered in the following
subsections.
11.12.1 Exhaust Noise
The overall sound power radiated by an unmuffled exhaust may be calculated using
(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a):
Lw=120+10 log10kW−K−(ℓEX/1.2) (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.85)
where K=0 for an engine with no turbo-charger, K=6 for an engine with a turbo-charger,
and ℓEX is the length of the exhaust pipe (m).

Table 11.19 Frequency adjustments for unmuffled
engine exhaust noise (Equation (11.85))
Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)

Value to be subtracted from overall sound power level
(dB)

31.5

5

63

9

125

3

250

7

500

15

1000

19

2000

25

4000

35

8000

43

A-weighted (dB(A))

12

(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.)

The octave band sound power levels may be calculated by subtracting the corrections
listed in Table 11.19 from the overall power level.
The approximate effects of various types of commercially available mufflers are
shown in Table 11.20. Exhaust directivity effects may be calculated using Figure 9.27.
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11.12.2 Casing Noise
The overall sound power radiated by the engine casing is given by (Army, Air Force and
Navy, USA, 1983a):
Lw=93+10 log10kW+A+B+C+D (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.86)
The quantities A, B. C and D are listed in Table 11.21, and the corrections to be
subtracted from the overall level to obtain the octave band levels are listed in Table
11.22.

Table 11.20 Approximate insertion loss (dB) of
typical reactive mufflers used with reciprocating
enginesa
Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)

Low pressure-drop
muffler

High pressure-drop
muffler

Small

Medium

Large

Small

Medium

Large

63

10

15

20

16

20

25

125

15

20

25

21

25

29

250

13

18

23

21

24

29

500

11

16

21

19

22

27

1000

10

15

20

17

20

25

2000

9

14

19

15

19

24

4000

8

13

18

14

18

23

8000

8

13

18

14

17

23

a

Refer to manufacturers literature for more specific data.
(Army, AirForce and Navy, USA, 1983b.)

Table 11.21 Correction terms to be applied to
Equation (11.86) for estimating the overall sound
power level (dB re 10−12 W) of the casing noise of a
reciprocating engine
Speed correction term, A
Under 600 rpm

−5

600–1500 rpm

−2

Above 1500 rpm

0
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Fuel correction term, B
Diesel only

0

Diesel and natural gas

0

Natural gas only (including a small amount of pilot oil)

−3

Cylinder arrangement term, C
In-line

0

V-type

−1

Radial

−1

Air intake correction term, D
Unducted air inlet to unmuffled roots blower

+3

Ducted air from outside the enclosure

0

Muffled roots blower

0

All other inlets (with or without turbo-charger)

0

(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.)

Table 11.22 Frequency adjustments (dB) for casing
noise of reciprocating engines: subtract these values
from the overall sound power level (Equation
(11.86)) to obtain octave band and A-weighted
levels
Octave band centre
frequency (Hz)

Engine speed
under 600 rpm

Engine speed 600–1500 rev
min−1
Without roots
blower

With roots
blower

Engine speed
over 1500 rpm

31.5

12

14

22

22

63

12

9

16

14

125

6

7

18

7

250

5

8

14

7

500

7

7

3

8

1000

9

7

4

6

2000

12

9

10

7

4000

18

13

15

13

8000

28

19

26

20

A-weighted (dB(A))

4

3

1

2
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(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a)

11.12.3 Inlet Noise
For engines with no turbo-charger, inlet noise is negligible in comparison with the casing
and exhaust noise. However, for engines with a turbo-charger, the following equation
may be used to calculate the overall sound power level of the inlet noise (Army, Air
Force and Navy, USA, 1983a):
Lw=95+5 log10kW−ℓ/1.8 (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.87)
where ℓ (m) is the length of the inlet ducting. The octave band levels may be calculated
from the overall level by subtracting the corrections listed in Table 11.23.

11.13 FURNACE NOISE
Furnace noise is due to a combination of three noise-producing mechanisms, which are
the jet noise produced by the entering fuel gas and air, and the noise produced by the
combustion process.
Fuel gas noise is calculated by using the procedure for estimating control valve noise
(see Sections 11.8.2 and 11.8.3). This noise is dominant for burners having a high fuel
gas pressure, whereas for burners using fuel oil, it is negligible. If the pressure drop
associated with the fuel gas flowing into the furnace is low (less than 100 kPa), then the
noise produced is calculated by assuming a free jet.

Table 11.23 Frequency adjustments (dB) for turbocharger air inlet. Subtract these values from the
overall sound power level (Equation (11.87)) to
obtain octave band and A-weighted levels
Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)

Value to be subtracted from overall sound power level
(dB)

31.5

4

63

11

125

13

250

13

500

12

1000

9

2000

8

4000

9
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8000

17

A-weighted (dB(A))

3

(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a)

To calculate the overall noise 1 m from the burner and the radiated overall sound power
produced by the flow of primary and secondary air, the following equations are
recommended (Heitner, 1968):
(11.88)
(11.89)
where U is the air velocity (m/s) through the register, and is the air mass flow rate
(kg/s).
To estimate the octave band in which the maximum noise occurs, a Strouhal number
of 1 is used (see Equation (11.26)). That is:
ƒpd/U=1
(11.90)
where d is the smallest dimension of the air opening. The sound pressure level in this
octave is 3 dB below the overall level. Above and below the octave of maximum noise,
the level is reduced at a rate of 5 dB per octave. The total burner noise level is obtained
by combining the levels in each octave band for fuel gas noise and air flow noise.
Combustion noise is generally not as significant as that produced by air and gas flow,
and may be estimated using (Bragg, 1963):
(11.91)
where Wa is the overall acoustical power (W), η is the acoustical efficiency (of the order
of 10−6),
is the flow rate of the fuel (kg/s), and H (MKS calories kg−1) is the heating
value of the fuel. The maximum noise level occurs in the 500 Hz octave band and is 3 dB
below the overall level. Above and below the 500 Hz band, the noise level is reduced at
the rate of 6 dB per octave.

11.14 ELECTRIC MOTORS
11.14.1 Small Electric Motors (Below 300 kW)
The overall sound pressure at 1 m generated by small electric motors can be estimated,
for totally enclosed, fan cooled (TEFC) motors, using the following equations (Army, Air
Force and Navy, USA, 1983a):
Under 40kW:
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Lp=17+17 log10kW+15 log10RPM (dB re 20 µPa)
(11.92)
Over 40kW:
Lp=28+10 log10kW+15 log10RPM (dB re 20 µPa)
(11.93)
Drip-proof (DRPR) motors produce 5 dB less sound pressure level than TEFC motors.
The octave band sound pressure levels may be obtained for both types of motor by
subtracting the values in Table 11.24 from the overall levels. A TEFC motor with a quiet
fan is likely to be 10 dB quieter than indicated by Equations (11.92) and (11.93).

Table 11.24 Octave band level adjustments (dB)
for small electric motors
Octave band centre
frequency (Hz)

Totally enclosed, fan cooled
(TEFC) motor

Drip proof (DRPR)
motor

31.5

14

9

63

14

9

125

11

7

250

9

7

500

6

6

1000

6

9

2000

7

12

4000

12

18

8000

20

27

(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.)

11.14.2 Large Electric Motors (Above 300 kW)
Sound power levels radiated by electric motors with a power rating between 750 kW and
4000 kW are listed in Table 11.25. These levels can be reduced by 5 dB(A) for slowspeed motors and up to 15 dB(A) for high-speed motors, if specifically requested by the
customer.
For motors rated above 4000 kW, add 3 dB to all levels in Table 11.25. For motors
rated between 300 and 750 kW, subtract 3 dB from all levels.
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Table 11.25 Sound power levels of large electric
motors*
Octave band centre
frequency (Hz)

1800 and
3600 rpm

1200
rpm

900
rpm

720 rpm and 250 and 400 rpm
lower
vertical

315

94

88

88

88

86

63

96

90

90

90

87

125

98

92

92

92

88

250

98

93

93

93

88

500

98

93

93

93

88

1000

98

93

96

98

98

2000

98

98

96

92

88

4000

95

88

88

83

78

8000

88

81

81

75

68

*Applies to induction motors rated between 750 and 4000 kW; includes drip-proof and P-1 and
WP-2 enclosures (with no acoustical specification by the customer). (Data from Edison Electric
Institute, 1978).

11.15 GENERATORS
The overall sound power levels radiated by generators (excluding the driver) can be
calculated using the following equation:
Lw=84+10 log10MW+6.6 log10RPM (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.94)
To obtain the octave band levels, the values in Table 11.26 should be subtracted from the
overall level calculated using Equation (11.94).

11.16 TRANSFORMERS
The sound power radiated in octave bands by a transformer is related to its NEMA
(National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1980) sound level rating and the total
surface area of its four side walls by:
Lw=NR+10 log10S+C (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.95)
The quantity NR is the NEMA sound level rating, which is the average sound pressure
level measured around the transformer at a distance of 0.35 m, and is generally specified
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by the transformer manufacturer. The quantity, S is the surface area (m2) of the four
transformer walls (excluding the top). Values of the correction term C are listed in Table
11.27.

Table 11.26 Octave band corrections for generator
noise
Octave band centre frequency
(Hz)

Value to be subtracted from overall sound power level
Lw (dB)

31.5

11

63

8

125

7

250

7

500

7

1000

9

2000

11

4000

14

8000

19

(Data from Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.).

Table 11.27 Values of correction C of Equation
(11.95) for transformer noise
Octave band corrections (dB)
Octave band centre frequency (Hz)

Location 1a

Location 2b

Location 3c

31.5

−1

−1

−1

63

5

8

8

125

7

13

13

250

2

8

12

500

2

8

12

1000

−4

−1

6

2000

−9

−9

1

4000

−14

−14

−4

8000

−21

−21

−11

a

Outdoors, or indoors in a large mechanical room with a large amount of mechanical equipment.
Indoors in small rooms, or large rooms with only a small amount of other equipment.
c
Any critical location where a problem would result if the transformer should become noisy above
its NEMA rating, following installation.
b
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(Army, Air Force and Navy, USA, 1983a.).

Values of C are low for air-filled transformers and high for oil-filled transformers.
Consult manufacturer’s data for values of sound level rating. Typical values are listed in
Table 11.28.

Table 11.28 Transformer sound level ratings, NR
for transformers built after 1995
Sound level (dB)
Standard
Transformer power (kVA)

No fan

Fan

Super quiet core

100–300

55

67

52

301–500

56

67

52

501–700

57

67

53

701–1000

58

67

56

1001–1500

60

67

58

1501–2000

61

67

60

2001–2500

62

67

62

2501–3000

63

67

63

3001–4000

64

67

63

4001–5000

65

67

64

5001–6000

66

68

65

6001–7500

67

69

66

7501–10000

68

70

67

10001–12000

69

71

68

12001–15000

70

72

69

15001–20000

71

73

70

11.17 GEARS
The following equation gives octave band sound pressure levels for gearboxes in all
frequency bands at and above 125 Hz, at a distance of 1 m from the gearbox (Army, Air
Force and Navy, USA, 1983a):
Lp=78+4 log10kW+3 log10RPM (dB re 10−12 W)
(11.96)
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where kW is the power transmitted by the gearbox, and RPM is the rotational speed of the
slowest gear shaft. For the 63 Hz octave band, subtract 3 dB, and for the 31 Hz band
subtract 6 dB from the value calculated using Equation (11.96).
These noise levels are applicable to spur gears, and may be reduced somewhat (by up
to 30 dB) by replacing the spur gear with a quieter helical or herringbone design. The
actual noise reduction (compared to a straight spur gear) is given very approximately by
13+20 log10Qa, where Qa is the number of teeth that would be intersected by a straight
line parallel to the gear shaft. For double helical or herring-bone gears, the number of
intersected teeth would only be for one helix, not both.

11.18 TRANSPORTATION NOISE
11.18.1 Road Traffic Noise
Traffic noise consists predominantly of engine/exhaust noise and tyre/road interaction
noise. Engine/exhaust noise is dependent on the vehicle speed and the gear used, which in
turn are dependent on vehicle technology, the grade of the road and driving behaviour.
Tyre noise is dependent on the vehicle speed and the quality of the road surface. In
automobiles, engine/exhaust noise generally predominates in first and second gear,
engine/exhaust and tyre noise are equally loud in third, while tyre noise predominates in
fourth gear.
There are a number of commercial models available for calculating the expected
traffic noise for a particular vehicle number and speed and road surface. Two of these
will be considered in detail here, the UK DOT (Department of Transport), CoRTN model
and the USA Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Traffic Noise Model, Version
1.1.
11.18.1.1 UK DoT model (CoRTN)
A relatively simple procedure to estimate the noise impact of a particular traffic flow,
which is based on the model developed by the UK Dept. of Environment (referred to as
CoRTN or Calculation of Road Traffic Noise) yields reasonable results, although it can
result in significant errors in some cases (UK DoT, 1988; Delaney et al., 1976). This
model calculates L10 over 1-hour or 18-hour intervals. The L10 (18hr) quantity is simply
the arithmetic mean of the 18 separate one-hourly values of L10 covering the period 6:00
am to 12:00 pm on a normal working-day. The CoRTN model allows the sound level to
be estimated at a distance, d, from the vehicle source using:
L10(18
hr)=29.1+10
log10Q+Cuse+Cgrad+Ccond
+Cground+Cbarrier+Cview dB(A)
(11.97)
A more accurate way of estimating L10 (18 hr) is to use estimates of L10 (1 hr) for each
single hour in the 18-hour period:
L10(1
hr)=42.2+10
log10q+Cuse+Cgrad+Ccond
+Cground+Cbarrier+Cview dB(A)
(11.98)
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In Equations (11.97) and (11.98), Q is the total number of vehicles in the 18-hour period
between 6:00 am and 12:00 pm, q is the number of vehicles per hour, Cuse is a correction
factor to account for the percentage of heavy vehicles, Cgrad is a correction factor to
account for the gradient of the road surface, Ccond is a correction factor to account for the
type and condition of the road surface, Cground is a correction factor to account for the
effect of the ground surface and the distance of the observer from the road and Cbarrier is a
correction factor to account for the presence or otherwise of barriers. These correction
quantities are calculated as follows:
Cuse=33
log10(ν+40+(500/ν))+10
log10(1+(5P/ν))−68.8
dB(A)
(11.99)
where P is the percentage (0–100%) of heavy vehicles (weighing more than 1525 kg) and
ν is the average speed (km/h). Information on the average speed on most roads in the
metropolitan area is available from the relevant government Department responsible for
road construction and maintenance. If it cannot be found or determined, the default
values in Table 11.29 can be used for ν.
The road gradient correction is Cgrad=0.3G if the measured average speed is used and
Cgrad=0.2G if the design speed of the road is used, where G is the percentage gradient of
the road. Note that no correction is used for vehicles travelling downhill.

Table 11.29 Suggested average vehicle speeds for
various road types and speed limits
Type of Road

Speed limit

value for ν

Rural roads

110 km/h

108

Urban Freeway

90 km/h

92

Urban Highway

70 km/h

65

Urban Street Dual Carriageway

60

Urban Street Single Carriageway

55

Urban Street Single Congested

50

The road surface or condition correction is taken as zero for either sealed or gravel roads.
However, for concrete roads with deep random grooves greater than 5 mm in width, the
correction is, Ccond=4−0.03P where P is the percentage of heavy vehicles.
The correction, Cground for 1.0<hr<(d/3−1.2) is:
(11.100)
where r is the straight line distance from the source to the observer (dependent on source
and observer height and is equal to [(d+3.5)2+(hr−0.5)2]1/2), d is the horizontal distance
from the edge of the carriageway to the observer (independent of source or receiver
height and assumed greater than 4 m), Pd is the proportion (1.0 or less) of absorbent
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ground between the carriageway and the observer and hr is the height of the observer
above the ground. If the observer height, hr, is greater than (d/3−1.2), then only the first
term in Equation (11.100) is used. If the observer height is less than 1 m, then:
(11.101)
The relation between r and d is (as the vehicle source is considered to be 0.5 m above the
carriageway and 3.5 m from the edge of the carriageway) is:
r=[(d+3.5)2+(hr−0.5)2]1/2
(11.102)
If the ground between the road and observer is a combination of hard ground and soft
ground (grassland) and no barriers are involved, then the correction corresponding to
whichever type of ground dominates should be applied.
Low barriers such as twin beam metal crash barriers can have less effect than soft
ground. So if these are used with soft ground, their effect should be calculated by looking
at the lower noise level (or the most negative correction) resulting from the following two
calculations:
1. soft ground correction, excluding the barrier correction; and
2. hard-ground correction plus the barrier correction.
In fact, the model recommends that the same approach be used for all barriers used with
soft ground.
If highway noise barriers exist, then their effect on the noise level at the observer may
be calculated using:
(11.103)
where X=10 log10δ and δ is the difference (in metres) in the following two paths from the
centre of the road at the source height to the observer:
1. shortest path over the top of the barrier; and
2. shortest direct path in the absence of the barrier.
The constants, Ai, are listed in Table 11.30 and Xi means the quantity, X, raised to the ith
power.
Note that when multiple barriers of different heights screen the observer from the
road, they should be evaluated separately and only the correction resulting in the lowest
noise level should be used.
In some cases the angle of view of the road will include a range of different
configurations such as bends in the road, intersections and short barriers. To
accommodate this, the overall field of view must be divided into a number of segments,
each of which is characterized by uniform propagation conditions. The overall sound
level can be found by calculating the sound level due to each segment separately using
Equations (11.97) and (11.98) and then adding the contributions (in
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Table 11.30 Coefficients for barrier effect
calculations for traffic noise
Coefficient

Shadow zone

Bright zone

A0

−15.4

0.0

A1

−8.26

+0.109

A2

−2.787

−0.815

A3

−0.831

+0.479

A4

−0.198

+0.3284

A5

+0.1539

+0.04385

A6

+0.12248

–

A7

+0.02175

–

Above valid for

−3≤X≤1.2

−4≤X≤0

For X outside the limits in the table, the following applies:
Shadow zone; for X<−3, Cbarrier=−5.0 and for X>1.2, Cbarrier=−30.0
Bright zone; for X<−4, Cbarrier=−5.0 and for X>0, Cbarrier=0.0

dB) from each segment together logarithmically as for incoherent sources (see Section
1.11.4). In this case, the following correction is then applied to each segment.
Cview=10 log10(β/180)
(11.104)
where β is the actual field of view in degrees. Note that in such segments, the road is
always projected right along the field of view and the distance from the segment is
measured perpendicular to the extended road. The segment method just outlined can be
simplified if there are two propagation conditions that repeat. For example if there existed
a barrier (or set of buildings) with regular or irregular gaps in it, then all the gaps could
be added together to determine an effective β for the gaps and the same could be done for
the barrier segments so that only two segments need be considered. Note that the two
values of β in this case should add up to 180°.
If there are widely separated dual carriageways or multiple roads, then each road is
treated separately and the results added together logarithmically (see Section 1.11.4) as
for incoherent sources.
Reflections from buildings and other hard surfaces increase the noise levels at the
observer. The following general empirical corrections may be used to estimate the
increase:
1. If the observer is within 1 m of a building facade, then the noise level is increased by
2.5 dB(A).
2. Noise levels down side streets perpendicular to the road in question are 2.5 dB(A)
higher due to reflections from adjacent houses.
3. Reflective surfaces on the far side of the road increase the level by 1.5 dB(A).
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11.18.1.2 United States FWHA Traffic Noise Model (TNM)
The United States FWHA Traffic Noise Model (TNM) is intended to be used for
predicting noise impacts in the vicinity of highways. This is a reasonably complex model
and is available as a software implementation from the FHWA. The FHWA (1995) also
produces a general guide for analysing the impact of traffic noise and how it is best
abated. The guide is available on the FHWA website.
TNM calculates A-weighted equivalent noise levels, averaged over 1-hour using the
following relation:
LAeq,1h=ELi+Atraff(i)+Ad+As
(11.105)
where, ELi represents the vehicle noise emission level (maximum sound pressure level
emitted by a vehicle pass-by at a reference distance of 15 m).
Atraff(i) represents the adjustment for the vehicle volume and the speed for the vehicle
of type, i.
Ad represents the adjustment for distance between the roadway and receiver and for the
length of roadway.
As represents the adjustment for all shielding and ground effects between the roadway
and receiver.
Note that the road section of interest must be divided into segments that subtend no
more than 10 degrees at the receiver. Levels at the receiver due to each segment are
added together logarithmically, using Equation (1.94).
When the hourly noise levels are combined together in the appropriate way, as
discussed in Chapter 4, the average day-night sound level, Ldn, and the community noise
equivalent level, Lden, can be calculated easily. After the noise levels corresponding to all
of the different vehicle types and road segments have been calculated for a particular
receiver location, they are added together logarithmically to give the total level.
The TNM data base for vehicle emission levels includes data for a number of different
pavement conditions and vehicle types as well as for vehicles cruising, accelerating,
idling and on grades. The data base includes 1/3 octave band spectra for cars (2 axles and
4 wheels), medium trucks (2 axles and 6 wheels), heavy trucks (3 or more axles), buses
(2 or 3 axles and 6 or more wheels) and motorcycles (2 or 3 wheels). The data are further
divided into two source locations; one at pavement height and one at 1.5 m in height
(except for heavy trucks for which the upper height is 3.66 m). The data base is available
in the FHWA Traffic Noise Model technical manual (1998). However, it is recommended
that the FHWA Traffic Noise Model software be purchased from the FHWA (USA) if
accurate estimates of traffic noise impact are required. Alternatively, it is possible to take
one’s own measurements of particular vehicles and use those.
The TNM correction, Atraff(i) for vehicle volume and speed is the same for all vehicle
types and is given by the following equation.
(11.106)
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where Vi is the vehicle volume in vehicles per hour of vehicle type, i and νi is the vehicle
speed in km/hr.
The adjustment, Ad, for distance from the elemental road segment to the receiver and
for the length of the road segment for all vehicle types and source heights is given by:
(11.107)
where d is the perpendicular distance in metres from the receiver to the line representing
the roadway segment (or its extension) and β is the angle subtended at the receiver (in
degrees) by the elemental road segment (that is, the field of view). If d and β are close to
zero, the following equation should be used:
(11.108)

where d1 and d2 are the distances from the receiver to each end of the road segment.
The calculation of the correction factor, As, for all shielding and ground effects
between the roadway and receiver, is quite complicated and is explained in detail in the
FHWA Traffic Noise Model technical manual (1998). Alternatively, the procedures
outlined in Chapters 5 and 8 may be used.
The FHWA model is regarded as very accurate and more up to date than the CoRTN
model.
11.18.1.3 Other Models
There are a number of other traffic noise models that are considerably more complex
including the German Road Administration model (RLS-90, “guidelines for noise
protection on streets”), the Acoustical Society of Japan model, which was later updated
by Takagi and Yamamoto 1994, and the revised version of the joint Nordic prediction
method for road traffic noise, published in 1989 and used mainly in Scandinavia. All of
these models are similar in that they contain a source model for predicting the noise at the
roadside (or close to it) and a propagation model that takes into account ground and
atmospheric effects. The models have all been implemented in specialized software,
which in most cases is available for a reasonable price. Useful reviews of the various
models are available in the literature (Saunders, et al., 1983; Steele, 2001).
A comprehensive review of the effect of vehicle noise regulations on road traffic
noise, changes in vehicle emissions over the past 30 years and recommendations for
consideration in the drafting of future traffic noise regulations has been provided by
Sandberg (2001).
11.18.2 Rail Traffic Noise
Train noise is usually dominated by wheel/rail interaction noise. As the train speed
increases, the wheel/rail noise increases, but the locomotive engine noise decreases.
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Thus, it is often necessary to calculate the contribution from the two types of noise
separately. The prediction of train noise is described in detail by the Department of
Transport—UK (1995) publication. This publication describes the four stages involved in
estimating noise from moving trains. These are:
1. Divide the rail line into a number of segments such that the variation of noise over
any segment is less than 2 dB(A). This will be necessary in situations where there are
bends in the track or if the gradient changes sufficiently or if the screening or ground
cover changes to make a greater than 2 dB(A) difference. A long, straight track with
constant gradient and noise propagation properties can usually be considered as a
single segment. Clearly, crossings and train stations would also require segmentation
of the track for the purpose of noise level calculations.
2. For each segment determine the reference SEL (SELref) at a given speed and at a
distance of 25 m from the near-side of the track segment. The first thing to do is
obtain the single vehicle SEL value (SELν). This can be done by measuring the SEL at
a distance of 25 m from the track for a train over a range of passing speeds. If a
locomotive is involved, the SEL for that should be measured separately and then
subtracted from the overall SEL to obtain the SEL for just the rolling stock. The SEL
for a single vehicle is then calculated using:

SELν=SELT−10 log10N

(11.109)

where SELT is the overall SEL measured for N identical vehicles in the train.
Next, a linear regression of SEL vs log10(speed) is then undertaken. Results
provided by the Department of Transport—UK (1995) for rolling railway vehicles
are:

SELv=31.2+20 log10ν+C1 dB(A)

(11.110)

and for locomotives under power or EuroStar fan noise:

SELν=112.6–10 log10ν+C1 dB(A)

(11.111)

where ν is the vehicle speed in km/h and C1 is a constant dependent on train type
and listed in Table 11.31 for a few British trains (Department of Transport—UK
(1995)).
Note that different vehicle types must be considered as separate trains. For train type, i,
the total SELTi for a particular track segment is calculated using Equation (11.109),
including only the train within the track segment being considered. The value of SELref
for all train types in the track segment is then calculated using:
(11.112)
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Table 11.31 Example SEL corrections, C1 for
various single railway vehicles, except for Eurostar
for which the correction is for the entire train
Vehicle type

Correction, C1 (dB(A))

Passenger coaches—tread braked
Class 421 EMU or 422 EMU

10.8

British rail MK I or II

14.8

Passenger coaches—disc braked, 4 axles
Class 319 EMU

11.3

Class 465 EMU and 466 EMU

8.4

Class 165 EMU and 166 EMU

7.0

British rail MK III or IV

6.0

Passenger coaches—disk braked, 6 axles

15.8

Passenger coaches—disk braked, 8 axles

14.9

Freight vehicles, tread braked, 2 axles

12.0

Freight vehicles, tread braked, 4 axles

15.0

Freight vehicles, disc braked, 2 axles

8.0

Freight vehicles, tread braked, 2 axles

7.5

Diesel locomotives (steady speed)
Classes 20, 33

14.8

Classes 31, 37, 47, 56, 59, 60

16.6

Class 43

18.0

Diesel locomotives under full power
Classes 20, 31, 33, 37, 43, 47, 56, 59

0.0

Class 60

−5.0

Electric locomotives

14.8

Eurostar rolling noise
(2 powered cars separated by 14 or 18 coaches)

17.2

Eurostar fan noise
(2 powered cars separated by 14 or 18 coaches)

−7.4

The values of SEL calculated using the procedures just described apply to continuously
welded track with timber or concrete sleepers and ballast. For other track types, the
corrections in Table 11.32 should be added to the SEL values.
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Table 11.32 Corrections to be added to SELref to
account for different track types
Description of rail

Correction (dB(A))

Jointed track

2.5

Points and crossings

2.5

Slab track 2.0
Concrete bridges and viaducts
(excludes shielding by parapet)

1.0

Steel bridges
(excludes shielding by parapet)

4.0

Box girder with rails fitted directly to it

9.0

3. Determine the corrections for distance, ground effects, air absorption, barriers,
angle of view of the observer to the track segment and reflections from buildings
and barriers. The SEL value at the observer is:

SEL=SELref+Cdist+Cabs+Cground−Cbarrier+Cview

(11.113)

For this calculation, the source height used for rolling stock is the rail height. The
source height used for the locomotive of EuroStar fan noise is 4 m above the
track. In both cases, the distance to the observer is the shortest distance to the near
side rail. The corrections listed in Table 11.32 are meant to be applied to overall
A-weighted numbers, which is what SELref is. Many of the corrections have been
calculated based on typical noise spectra and would not apply to other types of
sound source.
The distance correction is based on treating the noise source as a line source and
for distances greater than 10 m, the correction to be added to SELref is:

Cdist=−10 log10(d′/25)

(11.114)

where d′ is the straight line normal distance from the track segment (or in many
cases its extension) to the observer.
The air absorption correction is:

Cabs=0.2−0.008d′
The ground correction is:
Cground=0 for 10≤d≤25 or H>6 m
=−0.6Pd(6−H)log10(d/25) for 1.0<H<6 m

(11.115)

(11.116)
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=−3Pdlog10(d/25) for H≤1.0 m
where Pd is the fraction of absorbing ground between the source and receiver, d is the
horizontal normal distance from the track segment (or in many cases its extension) to the
observer and H is the mean propagation height, =0.5(source height+receiver height) for
propagation over flat ground.
When ballast is used to support the railway sleepers, the SEL is reduced by a further
1.5 dB for all segments of track except for the one closest to the observer.
The barrier correction for the shadow zone (see Figure 11.5a) is:
Cbarrier=−21 dB(A) for δ>2.5 m
=−7.75 log10(5.2+203δ) dB(A) for 0<δ<2.5 m
(11.117)
and for the bright zone (see Figure 11.5b) it is:
Cbarrier=0 for δ>0.4 m
=0.88+2.14 log10(δ+10−3) dB(A) for 0<δ<0.4 m

(11.118)

Figure 11.5 Geometry for calculating
barrier correction: (a) shadow zone; (b)
bright zone.
The quantity, δ, used in Equations (11.117) and (11.118), is the difference in the length of
the two paths shown in each of the two parts of Figure 11.5. That is:
δ=SB+BR−SR
(11.119)
where S indicates the source location, R the receiver location and B the barrier edge
location adjacent to where the line SR pierces the barrier. If several edges are involved,
the reductions can be combined using Equation (1.97) and the procedures in the barrier
section of Chapter 8.
Note that when multiple barriers of different heights screen the observer from the
road, they should be evaluated separately and only the correction resulting in the lowest
noise level should be used. Note that the barrier correction and ground correction
are never used at the same time in Equation (11.113). If the barrier correction is less
than the ground correction, then the ground correction is used, otherwise the barrier
correction is used.
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The view correction (for α>β/2) for all trains except diesel locomotives under full
power is:
Cview=10 log10[β−cos(2α)sinβ]−5
(11.120)
and for diesel locomotives under full power it is:
Cview=−10 log10[sinα sin(β/2)]
(11.121)
where β is in radians and is defined along with a in Figure 11.6. Note that a is always less
than 90° and is the acute angle between a line drawn through the observer, R, parallel to
the track segment and the line bisecting the angle of view, β.

Figure 11.6 Definition of the angles
used to calculate the view correction.
Reflections from buildings and other hard surfaces increase the noise levels at the
observer. The following general empirical corrections may be used to estimate the
increase:
• If the observer is within 1 m of a building facade, then the noise level is increased by
2.5 dB(A).
• Noise levels down side streets perpendicular to the railway in question are 2.5 dB(A)
higher due to reflections from adjacent houses.
• Reflective surfaces on the far side of the railway increase the level by 1.5 dB(A).
4. Convert values of SEL to LAeq. This is done for each track segment and for each train
using the following relationships:
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LAeq,6h=SEL−43.3+10 log10QNIGHT
LAeq,18h=SEL−48.1+10 log10QDAY
where QNIGHT is the number of each train type passing the observer in the period,
midnight to 6 am and QDAY is the number of each train type passing the observer during
the period, 6 am to midnight.
Overall LAeq values for each period are obtained by logarithmically summing the
component LAeq values for each train and each track segment using Equation (1.94). Note
that the levels calculated using the preceding procedure can be up to 15 dB(A) higher if
the track top surface is corrugated.
11.18.3 Aircraft Noise
The prediction of aircraft noise in the vicinity of airports is traditionally done using
complex noise contour generation software. The calculation procedures are complex, as
most airports are characterized by many flight paths, many aircraft types and many
different engine power settings. Two noise-contour programmes that are widely used and
are in the public domain are “NOISEMAP”, which was developed over a number of
years under sponsorship of the US Air Force and “INM”, (Integrated Noise Model),
which was developed under the sponsorship of the US Department of Transportation
(DOT) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Others in use include FAA’s
helicopter noise model (HNM), the British AIRNOISE model for military aircraft (Berry
and Harris, 1991) the US Air Force’s BOOMMAP for supersonic aircraft, MOAMAP for
modelling noise from flights in military operating areas and ROUTEMAP for modelling
noise from operations along military training routes. Larson (1994) discusses the merits
of the various models mentioned above. A detailed analysis of the differences between
INM and NOISEMAP is undertaken by Chapkis (1980) and in greater detail by Chapkis
et al. (1981). Another package, MITHRA (Jean, et al., 2001) extends the accuracy and
reliability of the INM model by using more sophisticated sound propagation modelling.
However, the ground propagation modelling procedures in the INM package have
recently been updated (Fleming, et al., 2000) to be comparable in reliability to the
MITHRA model using the INM source data.
The outputs from the noise modelling software can be in the form of Sound Exposure
Levels (SEL or LAE) Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL or LPEN) or Day/Night
Equivalent Levels (DNL or Ldn). These quantities are defined in Chapter 4. In addition,
alternative methods for calculating EPNL are discussed by Raney and Cawthorn (1998)
and Zaporozhets and Tokarov (1998).
The noise models all contain extensive data bases of values of SEL as a function of
distance of the closest approach of an aircraft to an observer for various engine power or
thrust settings. Aircraft performance data are used to determine the height above ground
and the engine thrust as a function of aircraft load and distance from brake release or
landing threshold (Chapkis et al., 1981).
For a specified flight path and track of a particular aircraft, the noise level at a
specified ground location is determined by first calculating the distance to the ground
point of the closest part of the flight path. Next the noise data base is used to find the SEL
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or EPNL corresponding to the distance and thrust setting. Next, adjustments to the level
are applied to account for ground attenuation (mainly for shallow angles subtended from
the horizontal at the aircraft by a line from the ground point), for fuselage shielding
(again for shallow angles only) and for changes to the duration correction in SEL or
EPNL as a result of curved flight paths and differences between actual and reference
aircraft speeds. The noise contributions to the level at each ground point from all flights
into and out of the airport in a given time period are summed on an energy basis to obtain
the total noise exposure. This calculation is performed at a large number of ground points
to allow contours of equal noise exposure to be generated.
As the calculation procedures are complex, it is recommended that one of the software
packages mentioned above is used whenever a community noise exposure assessment as
a result of aircraft operations is to be made.

CHAPTER TWELVE
Active Noise Control
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
This chapter introduces the reader to the fundamental principles of active noise control
and in particular to:
• active control of noise in ducts;
• feedforward and feedback control;
• control of periodic and random noise;
• sound and vibration sources and sensors for active control;
• control of sound radiated by vibrating structures;
• control of sound transmission into enclosed spaces;
• active vibration isolation;
• electronic controller design; and
• common control algorithms.

12.1 INTRODUCTION
Active noise control is a very demanding discipline in that its successful implementation
requires a detailed knowledge of engineering noise-control principles, digital signal
processing, control system design and electronics. In the design of a practical active noise
control system, there are three primary components that must be designed specifically for
each implementation. These are the control system that generates the noise cancelling
signals, the sensor system that provides the inputs to the controller and the actuator
system that converts the signals generated by the controller into sound or vibration.
Generally the actuator system gives the most trouble. For the generation of cancelling
sound, loudspeakers are generally used, but it requires considerable sophistication in the
design of the speaker enclosures to result in a system with acceptable life. Air cooling is
usually essential and sometimes water cooling of the speaker coil is needed as well. In
many applications it is also necessary to protect the front and back of the speaker from
contamination. The next most difficult part is the sensor system design. If microphones
are used to sense the sound, they must be protected from contamination and heat, and in
many cases special care is needed to separate the acoustic pressure signal from turbulent
pressure fluctuations resulting from air moving past the microphone. In the design of the
control system, it is important that the algorithms and dynamic range are tailored to the
particular application so that the performance of the overall system can be maximized.
The concept of active control of noise was first described in a patent by Lueg (1933)
and many researchers have worked on the development of active control systems since
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the 1950s. However, practical realizations of the concept have only become possible
relatively recently with the development of very fast digital signal processors, which are
essential to generate the required control signals to drive the control sources. The
intention of the discussion in this chapter is to acquaint the reader with the basic
principles of active noise control and what is possible using currently available
technology. For a more thorough discussion, see Hansen and Snyder (1997) and Hansen
(2001).
Active control of noise is the process of reducing existing noise by the introduction of
additional noise by means of one or more secondary (or control) noise sources. The
introduced noise may achieve the required noise reduction by way of any one or
combination of four different physical mechanisms.
One mechanism, which is often used to describe the active control of noise in the
popular press, is that of sound field cancellation; that is, the introduced control sound is
anti-phase to the original sound and cancellation results. This mechanism characterizes
cases where noise reduction is achieved in small local areas surrounding a control source;
however, local areas of cancellation are always balanced by other areas of reinforcement
where the sound level is increased. An example of this type of control mechanism, which
may be called “local cancellation”, is the control of noise around a passenger’s head in an
aircraft or motor vehicle using a loudspeaker embedded in the head rest of the seat.
A second mechanism, called suppression of sound generation, may be understood on
the basis of the following considerations. If it were possible to make the entire control
sound field (or almost all of it) 180° out of phase with the original (primary) field, then
the sound radiated by the primary source would be effectively “cancelled” leaving one to
wonder where all the energy had gone. The answer is that in this case, the control
mechanism is not really cancellation; the sound field generated by the control sources has
effectively “unloaded” the primary source, changing its radiation impedance so that it
radiates much less sound (even though the motion of the physical source such as a
vibrating surface may remain unchanged). In this case, the control sources act to suppress
the sound power radiated by the primary source by making its radiation impedance
predominantly reactive, with only a negligible real part.
To achieve effective suppression of the primary source output by presenting a purely
reactive impedance to it, the control sources must be large enough and located in such a
way that they are capable of presenting the required impedance to the primary source. In
one-dimensional wave guides, such as air conditioning ducts, these constraints are
relatively easy to satisfy and the distance between the control and primary sources is not
too important. However, in three-dimensional space, the control source in general will
need to be close to the primary source to affect its radiation impedance significantly. It
will also need to be of similar size with a similar volume velocity output. However, if the
source to be controlled is located in a reverberant enclosure the control source need only
be located and configured so that it can drive the same room modes as the primary
source.
A third mechanism of active noise control is that of absorption by the control sources.
In this case, the primary sound field energy is used to assist in driving the control source
(for example the speaker cone if the control source is a loudspeaker). However, the
acoustical efficiency of loudspeakers and other artificial noise generators is so poor that
electrical energy is still needed to drive the source with sufficient amplitude and at the
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correct phase to enable it to absorb energy from the sound field. Except for plane wave
sound propagation in ducts, this mechanism is likely to result only in areas of reduced
noise close to the control source.
A fourth mechanism, which is really only applicable to sound propagation in ducts, is
reflection. The control source generates an impedance mismatch at the place in the duct
where it is located, causing sound waves incident at that point to be reflected from
whence they came (and hopefully dissipated in the process).
It is interesting to note that most of the time, it is not possible to have much control
over which mechanism will be dominant in any particular situation. However,
rearrangement of control sources and error sensors can affect which mechanism will be
primarily responsible for any noise reduction that is achieved.
Feedforward and feedback control are the two main approaches that have been used in
the past for active noise control. A feedforward controller requires a measure of the
incoming disturbance sufficiently far ahead in time for it to be used to generate the
required control signal for the control source. This type of control is ideal for periodic
noise or for random noise propagating in ducts.
Feedforward controllers generally use a digital filter to act as an inverse model of the
system to be controlled, with the measure of the incoming disturbance being passed
through the digital filter and then to the control source. Practical systems are adaptive so
that they can cope with changes over time of physical parameters such as temperature,
speed of sound and transducer contamination. Adaptation is achieved by using an error
sensor, which detects the residual sound field after control, to provide a signal to a
control algorithm, which adjusts the weights of the digital filter. This is discussed in more
detail later in this chapter.
A feedback controller requires no knowledge of the incoming disturbance and acts to
change the system response by changing the system resonance frequencies and damping.
To be effective, relatively high gains in the feedback loop are necessary, which makes
this type of controller prone to instability if any parameters describing the physical
system change slightly. However, this type of controller is ideal in cases where it is not
possible to sample the incoming disturbance. To minimize acoustic delays and thus
maximize system stability, the physical locations of the control source and error sensor
should be as close together as possible.
Examples of the practical use of a feedback controller include active earmuffs (or
active head sets), active vehicle suspension systems and active control of structural
vibration. Feedback controllers, however, are unsuitable for controlling travelling
acoustic waves in ducts (where reflection from the end is negligible) or flexural waves in
structures where no reflections are involved. However, in cases where reflections are
involved, the damping introduced by the feedback controller minimizes the transient or
reverberant response of the acoustic or structural system.
In the remainder of this chapter, some special cases to which active noise control has
been applied successfully will be discussed. These will include active control of sound
propagating in ducts, sound transmission into enclosed spaces and sound radiation from
vibrating surfaces. The active isolation of a vibrating machine from a support structure
will also be discussed because of the associated noise-control implications. Finally, a
brief overview of currently available electronic hardware used for constructing control
systems, followed by a brief description of sensors and actuators currently in use will be
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described. More detailed discussion will be found in specialist books on the subject
(Nelson and Elliott, 1992; Hansen and Snyder, 1997; Kuo and Morgan, 1996; Hansen,
2001).

12.2 ACTIVE CONTROL OF SOUND PROPAGATION IN DUCTS
12.2.1 Active Control of Plane Wave Propagation
Control of plane waves propagating in ducts is essentially a one-dimensional problem,
which is relatively simple and ideally suited to active systems. Consequently, it was the
first application of active noise control and is now the only one that is in widespread use,
with commercial systems available from a small number of companies. Other, more
complex applications either are at the research stage or require unique multi-channel
systems to be developed for each application. These are discussed in more detail in the
following sections.
Active control of noise propagating in ducts is well suited for the control of lowfrequency noise where the attenuation that can be achieved using conventional passive
silencers may be inadequate. Elements of active systems are usually small and can be
mounted in the duct wall, thus minimizing air flow pressure losses. Disadvantages of
active attenuators are associated with their cost (although this is rapidly decreasing), the
need for regular maintenance (speaker replacement every three to five years) the
requirement for custom installation and testing by experts, the reduction in performance
at frequencies above the first higher order mode cut-on frequency and the fact that they
often only function well in relatively long (over 3 m) sections of duct.
12.2.2 Active Control of Higher Order Mode Propagation
Active control of plane wave noise propagation in ducts has been shown to be feasible;
commercial systems are now available and some progress has been reported for the active
control of one higher order mode (Pelton et al., 1994). Higher order modes and their
special properties are described in Chapter 9, Section 9.8.3.2, where the circumstances
under which they propagate are discussed, and it is shown that their number increases
rapidly above cut-on as a quadratic function of frequency.
The case of multi-modal sound propagation in ducts has been investigated
theoretically and experimentally (Mazanikov et al., 1977). It has been shown
theoretically that for the case of N propagating modes, N error sensors and N control
sources are sufficient to suppress the propagating modes. In practice, this is the minimum
number required and better results are obtained if more than the theoretical minimum
number are used and if more error sensors than control sources are used. For large airconditioning ducts, the first cut-on may occur at a frequency as low as 100 Hz.
Consequently, to provide active control in such a duct to 200 Hz would require five error
sensors and five control sources, while active control to 800 Hz would require 64 error
sensors and 64 control sources.
Control of one propagating higher order mode has been reported (Eriksson et al.,
1989, Pelton et al., 1994). A separate adaptive filter was used for each positive and
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negative portion of the non-uniform pressure distribution associated with the higher order
mode (see Section 9.8.3.3). Each filter obtained error information from a separate error
transducer and output a signal to a separate loudspeaker. The active control system was
reported to reduce tonal noise by 20 to 25 dB at a single measurement location, and
broadband noise, above the cut-on of the higher order mode, by about 10 to 25 dB.
In air conditioning systems, the noise to be controlled is often that of acoustic
overtones generated at the cut-off of the fan. Rather than attempting to suppress higher
order mode propagation in the duct associated with these overtones, an attempt was made
to suppress their generation at the source using two loudspeakers positioned in the cutoff. The attempt was unsuccessful, presumably because the pressure distribution
generated by the centrifugal fan at the cut-off was too complex to be adequately
controlled by the simple arrangement of control sources that was investigated (Neise and
Koopmann, 1991).
To overcome the problems raised by higher order mode propagation, a sufficient
number of measurements are required to provide a modal decomposition of the sound
field and control of the field must be on a mode by mode basis (Zander and Hansen,
1992). For the N cut-on modes at least N+1 measurements are required. Referring to the
example cited earlier, control of cut-on modes encountered in the first octave above the
lowest frequency cut-on would require six error sensors. Alternatively, it may be possible
to divide the duct cross-section into smaller segments using axial splitters so that in the
segmented portions higher order mode propagation is suppressed and plane wave control
is all that is required.
12.2.3 Periodic Feedforward Controller
There are two well-known classes of active controller, feedforward and feedback.
However, the former class which can be subdivided into periodic or random noise
controllers, is the most commonly used at the present time for the control of sound
propagating in ducts. In this section, the periodic feedforward controller is discussed. The
other two controller types are considered in subsequent sections.
The basic configuration for a periodic (or harmonic) noise controller is shown in
Figure 12.1. A tachometer or similar signal-generating device is used to synthesize a
periodic sound made up of harmonics of the tachometer pulse, which is synchronous with
the sound to be suppressed. The relative phase and amplitude of this signal are adjusted
by passing it through a transversal finite impulse response (FIR) filter (see Figure 12.2),
the weights of which are adjusted to minimize the signal obtained by the error
microphone. Adjustment of the filter weights is realized using a controller algorithm
(usually a least mean square process), which minimizes the instantaneous
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Figure 12.1. Feedforward controller
for active control of periodic noise in a
duct.

Figure 12.2 Transversal (FIR) filter
with three stages and a time delay of τ
between stages. wi are the weights
which are updated by the control
algorithm.
squared pressure signal sensed by the error microphone. Using this technique, it is
possible to suppress all the harmonics of the frequency of pulses output by the
tachometer. However, in practice it is better to use a look-up table with the tachometer
signal to generate an accurate sine wave for each harmonic to be suppressed. For
maximum effectiveness, the relative amplitudes of the generated sine waves should
correspond to the relative attenuations desired for each harmonic.
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Of course it is possible to implement a controller with fixed weights and no adaptive
algorithm, but any changes in the environmental conditions in the duct could have a large
effect on the control system performance. In practice, it has been found that non-adaptive
systems are ineffective outside the laboratory, even over relatively short time periods, as
they are significantly affected by duct temperature changes and small changes in sound
source or microphone characteristics.
The error path delay estimate shown in Figure 12.1 is discussed in Section 12.6. To
maintain 20 dB noise reduction for a periodic signal it is necessary to maintain the
controller signal output accurate to within 1 dB amplitude and 5° in phase. These
requirements became exponentially more stringent as the noise reduction requirements
increase. Adaptive systems can maintain this accuracy easily but non-adaptive systems
cannot. Indeed, with adaptive systems, attenuations of periodic noise in excess of 40 dB
have been measured!
The error microphone shown in Figure 12.1 may be placed either in the duct or
external to the duct. The latter location is preferable from the point of view that
turbulence noise due to air flow does not affect the signal, but variations in the outlet
directivity could compromise the overall sound power reduction achieved.
Provided that only plane waves propagate, it is theoretically possible to completely
attenuate periodic noise downstream of the control source. However, when sound is
reflected back from the duct outlet and from the primary source end, two problems arise
that can compromise performance. The first is that the control effort (or volume-velocity)
required of the control source will be very dependent upon its location with respect to the
upstream reflection and for some locations the required volume velocity may be well in
excess of what is possible. A second problem is that the system performance will be very
dependent on the location of the error sensor with respect to the standing wave
downstream of the control source. If the error sensor is located at one of the standing
wave minima when the control source is turned off, then the overall system performance
will be severely degraded.
12.2.4 Random Noise Feedforward Controller
The second type of feedforward controller (see Figure 12.3) is for control of random
noise (although it can also be used to control periodic noise, albeit not as successfully as
the controller described above). On the other hand, the periodic noise controller is
completely ineffective for random noise. The main difference between the two controllers
is in the derivation of the reference signal. For the random noise controller, the reference
signal is derived using a microphone placed in the duct at a location upstream of the
control source. This introduces the additional problem of acoustic feedback from the
control source to the reference microphone, thus corrupting the input signal to the
controller. This problem can be minimized either by using a directional microphone or
directional loudspeaker or both or by taking it into account by using a control algorithm
capable of compensating for the acoustic feedback.
Unfortunately, the frequency response of directional microphone or loudspeaker pairs
or arrays is not flat and requires substantial compensation unless a particular arrangement
suggested by La Fontaine et al. (1985) is used.
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A directional microphone may be fabricated using two microphones placed a fixed
axial distance apart in the wall of the duct with the signal from the one furthest from the
control source being delayed by the propagation time for an acoustic wave to travel from
one to the other. A directional sound source can be made from two loudspeakers using
similar reasoning. Alternatively a directional probe microphone,

Figure 12.3 Feedforward controller for
active control of random noise in a
duct.
which consists of a microphone at one end of a porous tube may be used. This has the
added advantage of acting as a turbulence filter as well. A particular probe tube design,
which works well in practice, consists of either a porous ceramic tube (Hoops and
Eriksson, 1991) or a sintered metal tube (Bies, 1971). Alternatively, a hollow metal tube
containing a longitudinal slit running its full length could be used. The slit should be
covered with porous material having a flow resistance of approximately 2ρc (Neise,
1975). To be effective the end of the probe tube opposite to the microphone must point
towards the sound source which is to be measured, regardless of the direction of air flow.
This is particularly important for noise control on fan inlets where the air flow is in the
opposite direction to the acoustic wave propagation.
An alternative to minimizing the acoustic feedback problem using directional
microphones and loudspeakers is to do it electronically by using a more complex filter to
process the reference signal (referred to as an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter), as
shown in Figure 12.4.
The error microphone for the random noise controller is usually placed in the duct to
avoid the effects of correlated noise external to the duct. The same arrangements for
minimizing turbulence effects for the reference microphone apply to the error
microphone as well. The error microphone signal is used to adjust the weights of either
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the FIR or the IIR filter. For random noise at least 600 filter stages (see Figure 12.2) are
needed for good results, whereas for periodic noise about ten stages per harmonic to be
controlled is all that is needed.
Random noise controllers can be expected to result in 10–15 dB of noise reduction
over one or two octave bands (see Figure 12.5 for a typical expected performance). More
than this is difficult to achieve in practice, partly because of the difficulty in adjusting the
filter weights to produce the desired signal to the control source for it to either absorb or
reflect the noise.

Figure 12.4 Feedforward controller for
active control of random noise in a
duct showing the use of an IIR filter to
compensate for the acoustic feedback
H.
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Figure 12.5 Typical performance of an
active noise control system for
broadband random noise in a duct
(after Eriksson and Allie, 1989).
For random noise controllers, it is vitally important that the separation between the
reference microphone and control source is sufficiently large to exceed the electronic
delays of the signal through the control system. Otherwise, the system will be non-causal;
it will be expected to control noise before it has detected and processed it. This problem
does not occur for periodic controllers because of the repetitive nature of the signal.
It is of interest to observe the difference in control mechanisms associated with the
control of random and periodic noise. With random noise the principal control
mechanisms are associated with the control source partly absorbing and partly reflecting
the incoming primary noise. Due to the reverberation in the duct, the control mechanism
at the duct resonance frequencies would be mainly unloading of the primary source by
changing its radiation impedance, even for random noise excitation. With periodic noise,
the principal control mechanism is the unloading of the primary source by changing its
radiation impedance and a secondary mechanism is absorption by the control source. A
result of these mechanisms is an increase in random noise level (up to 3 dB) upstream of
the control source and for periodic noise a large standing wave between the primary and
control sources is usually evident. The size of this standing wave is a function of the
separation between the primary and control sources.
12.2.5 Feedback Controller
This type of controller is very different to the feedforward type and acts to maintain a
pressure null at the error microphone but not necessarily elsewhere (see Figure 12.6).
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Figure 12.6 Feedback controller for
noise in a duct.
For a system inside a duct, attenuation of 5–20 dB over a reasonable bandwidth has been
achieved (Eghtesadi et al., 1983). However, as mentioned earlier, the high amplifier gains
needed to achieve adequate control result in an inherently unstable system which can be
excited into wild oscillations by a transient noise impulse, although this effect can be
minimized by use of a well-designed compensation filter (usually a lowpass filter and
sometimes a bandpass filter).
Also, as this type of controller has no reference signal, it works best for noise that is
well correlated with itself over a short time period. Thus, in a duct it works best at the
duct longitudinal resonance frequencies, particularly if they are associated with a long
reverberation time.
12.2.6 Control Sound Sources
The considerations of the previous sections suggest that active noise control will find
greatest application at low frequencies, but at low frequencies and high sound levels,
volume velocities are large. Consequently, for active noise control at low frequencies the
important parameter for specification of sound sources is volume displacement capacity
rather than power-handling capacity.
At low frequencies, which are in the frequency range generally of interest for active
control, the effective stiffness associated with a loudspeaker (a common source for active
noise control) will be inversely proportional to the speaker enclosure volume, while the
electrical input power to the speaker will be approximately inversely proportional to the
square of the effective stiffness. Thus, the electrical input power needed to generate the
required volume velocity depends upon the volume of the enclosure backing the
loudspeaker. As the required electrical power to the speaker is approximately
proportional to the square of the volume velocity, a large backing volume would appear
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to be desirable. For control of narrowband noise, it is possible to optimize the design of a
ported backing enclosure to achieve maximum speaker volume velocity for minimum
enclosure volume.
For random noise, the peak cone velocity requirements are likely to be four or five
times the estimated r.m.s. velocity requirements (Shepherd et al., 1985) and speakers
should not be driven continuously at maximum rated power, as such practice will
considerably reduce the expected speaker life. Consequently, in some cases, it will be
found that multiple loudspeakers are needed to obtain the required volume-velocity.
Indeed, it is often preferable to use multiple loudspeakers because the total volume
velocity requirement is less for smaller control sources.
For sound propagating in a rectangular section duct, the required control source
volume velocity amplitude, ν, has been shown to be related to the propagating pressure
contribution, p, of each loudspeaker, which for plane waves of frequency, ƒ=ω/2π takes
the following form (Shepherd et al., 1986):
(12.1)
In Equation 12.1, A is the duct cross-sectional area, Sp=πd2/4 is the speaker cone area, ρ is
the density of air, c is the speed of sound and τ is a time delay required when more than
one speaker is employed. For example, if several speakers are placed in a row along the
axis of the duct, they must be phased to coincide with an advancing sound wave; the
system becomes directional. If only one speaker is used, then the term sin(ωτ) is set equal
to one. If the loudspeaker is small compared to a wavelength of sound, the term ωd/2c is
small and the middle term on the right-hand side of Equation 12.1 is approximately unity.
The required speaker response is then much easier to satisfy in practice, thus minimizing
signal distortion. Thus, a further argument is provided for the choice of many small
speakers rather than one big speaker.
In cases where the required volume-velocity exceeds the capability of available
speakers (usually 400–600 W of electrical power), three alternative options are available.
First, the number of speakers at each control source location can be increased (for
example, by placing them around the perimeter of a duct cross-section at the desired axial
location). Second, the loudspeaker coil and magnet could be replaced by a high speed
servo-motor driven by a power amplifier. Peak to peak deflections achievable with this
arrangement are about 30 mm, compared to 10 mm for a typical bass speaker (Leventhall,
1988). Third, the loudspeaker could be replaced with an air-modulated source, a device
that directs large volumes of high pressure air through slots, which are adjusted in size
using a vibration generator or servo-motor driving a moveable plate containing one or
more slots. Other techniques involve the continuous modulation of the size of an orifice
through which high pressure air is passing by using a plug or valve attached to a vibration
generator or servo-motor (Glendinning et al., 1988).
Use of conventional loudspeakers as active control sources in industrial environments
requires considerable forethought and planning, even supposing that the speakers have
been selected so that they will be subject to only a fraction of the maximum deflection
capability. Special precautions must be observed in the speaker design to take account of
the operating environment. For example, high-temperature, water-resistant adhesives
must be used for the cone/coil connection in applications involving high humidity and/or
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high temperature. Special care is also needed with the speaker cone design; either the
paper cone must be sprayed with a protective coating or substituted with some inert
plastic, depending on the nature of the environment to be encountered. In cases of
extreme heat, the loudspeaker cone must be protected with a heat shield which in some
cases may require the addition of cooling air flowing past the shield. Alternatively, the
loudspeaker could be removed from extreme conditions by placing it at the end of a short
tube, mounted in the duct wall, although the space for this may not always be available
and the tube may fill up with debris from the material exhausting up the duct.
When a loudspeaker is mounted in a tube attached to a duct wall, it may be tempting
to place an inert rubber or mylar membrane in front of the loudspeaker to protect it from
the gases and other material travelling in the duct. Experience has shown that this can
reduce the sound level getting into the duct by as much as 20 dB, primarily as a result of
the large impedance mismatch caused by the membrane.
Loudspeaker enclosures generally need drain holes to prevent water buildup caused by
cyclic heating and cooling of enclosures, especially those located outdoors. The drain
holes must be sufficiently small not to affect the stiffness of the enclosure at the
frequencies of interest or alternatively, they must be taken into account in the design of
the enclosure.
12.2.7 Microphones
In modern, digitally-based control systems, the frequency response of the microphone
used for providing either the reference signal or the error signal to the controller is not
very critical, as any lack of flatness in amplitude or phase is taken into account in the
system identification algorithms, and can be compensated in the weights used in the
transversal filter. For this reason, it is common to find relatively inexpensive
microphones used in active control systems. The two most common types are the
piezoelectric microphone and the prepolarized condenser (electret) microphone (see
Chapter 3, Section 3.1). If electret microphones are used, it is preferable to spend a few
more dollars to obtain temperature compensated microphones so the variability in control
system input will not be significantly affected by changes in the temperature of the gas in
the duct.
If microphones are used to sense sound propagating in a duct with a mean flow, it has
been found that the turbulent pressure fluctuations affecting the microphone signal are
best minimized by mounting the microphone in a small tube attached to the outside of the
wall of the duct and penetrating the duct wall. A plug of porous acoustic material (for
example, acoustic foam) is placed in the tube between the microphone and the inside of
the duct wall. If the air flow is contaminated with liquids or chemicals, the acoustic foam
insert can be protected with a thin (20 µm) polyethelyne skin. The foam insert and skin
can also act as an attenuator for very high sound pressure levels.
The use of directional microphones and turbulence filtering microphones was
discussed earlier in Section 12.2.4.
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12.3 ACTIVE CONTROL OF SOUND RADIATION FROM
VIBRATING STRUCTURES
Generally it is desired to reduce the total sound power radiated by a vibrating structure
rather than the sound pressure at one or two locations. In this case, the error sensors must
be of sufficient number and appropriately arranged to observe the total radiated sound
power. A trade off will almost invariably have to be made between the practical number
of error microphones and the need to accurately measure the radiated sound power so that
the maximum reduction theoretically achievable with the control source arrangement can
be realized.
To control the sound radiated by a vibrating structure, either vibration sources attached
to the structure or acoustic sources located in the acoustic medium surrounding the
structure, or a combination of both may be used. Similarly, error sensors may be either
structural vibration sensors, which sense acoustic radiation modes rather than simply
vibration modes, or they may be one or more microphones placed strategically in the
acoustic medium surrounding the structure. Radiation modes are linear combinations of
vibration modes that are orthogonal with respect to the radiated sound rather than with
respect to the structural vibration. Reducing the amplitude of a radiation mode guarantees
a reduction in the radiated sound power but does not guarantee a reduction in the
structural vibration levels. On the other hand, reducing the amplitude of a vibration mode
guarantees a reduction in the structural vibration levels but not radiated sound power.
Usually, it is sufficient to control only the first few radiation modes to obtain a significant
reduction in the radiated sound power. The challenge is to develop schemes as well as
sensors and actuators that are capable of accurately sensing and controlling the radiation
modes.
12.3.1 Physical Control Mechanisms
It is of considerable interest to identify the physical mechanisms underlying the active
control of sound radiation from a vibrating surface. Only if these are properly understood
will it be possible to determine the limitations on the amount of noise reduction that
would be achievable with an ideal electronic controller. In one study (Hansen and
Snyder, 1991), the effect of various parameters such as control source location, error
sensor location, control source type (acoustic or force) panel size, structural damping,
excitation frequency and panel response type (resonant or forced) has been evaluated
theoretically for a simply supported, baffled rectangular panel vibrating at a single
frequency and radiating into free space. The panel was excited off-resonance by a
harmonic point primary force at a single frequency between the (2, 2) and (3, 1) modal
resonances.
Figure 12.7 shows the maximum achievable reduction in radiated sound power as a
function of location of a single control force, assuming an ideal electronic controller and
assuming that the error sensor(s) can accurately measure the radiated sound power. Even
under these ideal conditions it can be seen from the figure that for locations of the control
source other than on top of the primary source (which is a
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Figure 12.7 Calculated maximum
achievable levels of sound power
attenuation (dB) as a function of the
location of the vibration source on the
panel.
trivial case and represents the control source at the centre of the concentrated set of
contours shown in the figure) the maximum achievable reduction in radiated sound power
is 22.4 dB and this will only occur for one location of the control force. Improper location
of the control force can result in achievable sound power level reductions as low as 4 dB.
The size of the panel depicted in Figure 12.7 was such that the acoustic wavelength
corresponding to the excitation frequency was three times the largest panel dimension.
For this test case, two fundamental physical control mechanisms were identified by
calculating modal vibration levels on the panel before and after control. With the single
control force located at the right-hand maximum of Figure 12.7, the control mechanism
was modal amplitude reduction; that is, the vibration amplitudes of all of the modes
contributing most to the sound radiation were significantly reduced. It was also found that
for the simple case considered here, a single error microphone properly located in the far
field of the panel was able to provide an error signal that allowed the sound power to be
reduced by an amount very close to the maximum possible.
With the single control force located in the centre of the panel, the dominant control
mechanism was found to be that of modal phase rearrangement; the controller rearranged
the temporal phases of the radiating modes in such a way as to effectively reduce the
overall panel radiation efficiency. This can be better understood if it is noted that the total
sound power radiated by a vibrating surface is not the sum of the powers radiated by each
mode. Rather, the modes combine together to provide a particular panel velocity
distribution, which will be characterized by a particular radiation efficiency. With this
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control mechanism, it is likely that the r.m.s. vibration levels on the structure will, in
some cases, increase under control, even though the radiated sound power will be
reduced. This effectively represents control of radiation modes.
Increasing the panel size so that it was 1 rather than 1/3 of a wavelength across had a
dramatic effect on the results. The maximum reduction in sound power theoretically
achievable with a single control source was reduced from 22.4 to 16.9 dB. In addition,
the modal rearrangement control mechanism was no longer operative.
Increasing the panel loss factor from η=0.04 to η=0.2 also had a dramatic effect on the
maximum achievable reduction in sound power. Apart from the trivial case of the control
source on top of the primary source, the maximum achievable sound power reduction was
reduced to 8 dB. Also, the modal amplitude control mechanism was no longer effective;
control was only achieved by a rearrangement of the relative modal temporal phases.
With acoustic control sources, the mechanism responsible for a reduction in radiated
sound power was found to be a change in the radiation impedance “seen” by the panel as
a result of the presence of the acoustic sources. Thus, the acoustic sources act to “unload”
the panel. Clearly, it is not possible then for a single small acoustic source to provide a
significant reduction in the power radiated by a large structure such as an electrical
transformer, as such a source could not acoustically unload the transformer. However,
this does not preclude the control source from providing local areas of sound cancellation
at the expense of other areas of increased sound level.
As well as needing to understand the physical mechanisms involved to design an
optimum system to control sound radiation from a vibrating surface, it is also necessary
to realize that all vibration modes contributing to the radiation must be both controllable
by the control forces and observable by the error sensors. Clearly, a control force located
at a modal node cannot control that mode and equally clearly a vibration sensor located at
a modal node cannot provide an error signal for that mode. An acoustic sensor located at
a minimum point in the radiation field generated by a particular mode may not provide
adequate error information for that mode. Thus if a single acoustic error sensor is used to
provide a signal proportional to the total sound power radiated by a structure, it is
extremely important that it is located so that it can best measure the required quantity.
Measurements made using the simple test arrangement just described indicated that the
maximum achievable reduction in sound power, could vary from 11 dB to 22.4 dB (for
the optimum location of a single control force) depending upon the location of the far
field acoustic error sensor.
12.3.2 Control Actuators and Error Sensors
In designing an active control system, decisions must be made regarding the type of
control sources and the type of error sensors that will be most appropriate.
Acoustic control sources are generally not as effective as vibration control sources,
and vibration error sensors are generally more difficult to optimize, for the purpose of
minimizing sound radiation, than acoustic error sensors. If vibration control sources are
more appropriate, then the best type of vibration source for the particular application
must be chosen. Piezoceramic crystals are ideal, inexpensive alternatives for thin
structures such as aircraft. They can be bonded to the structure they need to control using
epoxy resin adhesives, and when actuated by a voltage up to 150 volts r.m.s., they expand
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or contract and induce a bending moment in the structure. Piezoceramic crystals are
typically 38 mm to 50 mm×0.25 mm thick and are very brittle. However, other sizes are
available and they can be manufactured to conform to curved surfaces. It is unlikely that
piezoceramic crystals would supply a sufficient control force for heavy structures,
although 8 mm thick actuators have been used successfully on electrical transformer
tanks. On the other hand, piezoceramic stacks, magnetostrictive actuators (Goodfriend
and Shoop, 1991), electrodynamic shakers and hydraulic shakers can provide relatively
large control forces, but they all require a backing mass or some other imaginative means
of providing a reaction support.
Another useful device is the electromagnetic inertial shaker, for which the moving part
is the heavy armature and the coil is fixed to the frame, which is bolted to the structure to
be excited. These devices are used to generate low frequency music in vehicles and
dwellings by fixing them to a large flexible surface such as a car door or a wall in a
house. As smaller devices are consumer products, they are generally relatively
inexpensive and very robust. For tonal noise problems, it is possible to tune the
suspension stiffness so that the actuator produces maximum output close to the frequency
to be controlled. For force output requirements of more than a few tens of Newtons, it is
necessary to purchase special purpose inertial actuators, which can have force outputs
ranging from 100 N to 800 N over a few octaves and can cost between $5,000 and
$10,000 USD.
If acoustic control sources are chosen, then the choice is simply between speakers and
horn drivers, the final choice being dependent upon the frequency range and required
power output.
An indirect way of reducing the sound power radiated by a vibrating structure, in
particular a composite structure, is to embed shape memory alloy wire in the structure,
which will change the structural stiffness characteristics on application of a voltage
(Liang and Rogers, 1991). This in turn will result in a change in the sound radiation
characteristics of the structure.
In deciding upon the type of error sensor to be used, there is a choice between two
separate classes; acoustic or vibration. Generally, acoustic error sensors (microphones)
will provide better results if the objective is to control radiated sound; however, in some
cases their use may be impractical. In those cases, the choice is between the use of
accelerometers fixed at appropriate locations to the vibrating surface and PVDF film,
which may be appropriately shaped and distributed so that it only measures the amplitude
of the first few radiation modes. Clearly, it is not so easy to achieve this result using
accelerometers, and as accelerometers are much more expensive they are the least
preferred option.
PVDF film is a flexible form of a piezoceramic crystal, which can act as either an
actuator or a sensor. However, the force-producing capability of PVDF film is too small
to make it a practical actuator; but as it is far less expensive than piezoceramic crystals, it
is the preferred choice for a sensor. As a sensor, the material produces a voltage or charge
output on being stretched or compressed in-plane. Another option for a vibration error
sensor, which also can be arranged to measure only radiation modes, is a fiber optic
sensor (Lindner et al., 1991). However, this is more expensive than the PVDF film option
and is less flexible in application.
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12.4 SOUND TRANSMISSION INTO ENCLOSED SPACES
When sound is transmitted from outside an enclosed space to inside, as with propeller
noise into an aircraft fuselage, the outside disturbance first sets the enclosing structure
into motion. The structural vibration modes then couple with the interior acoustic modes,
resulting in an energy transfer from the structure into the acoustic space. For structures
that are at least of “moderate” size, which constitute the vast majority of enclosed spaces
targeted for active noise control, and where the acoustic medium is not particularly dense,
such as air, the response of the structural/acoustic system can be considered in terms of
the structural in vacuo mode shapes, the acoustic cavity rigid-walled mode shapes, and
the modal coupling between the two. Not all structural modes will excite all acoustic
modes; in fact, quite the opposite. For modal coupling to occur, the product of the
structural and acoustic mode shape functions at the structural/acoustic boundary (the
wall), integrated over the entire contacting area, must be a non-zero number. For this type
of coupled system, the total response can be considered in two regimes: structurecontrolled, where the majority of the total system energy is in the shell, and cavitycontrolled, where the majority of the total system energy is in the acoustic space.
The basic components of an active noise-control system to control noise transmitted
into an enclosure, as shown in Figure 12.8, can be divided into two broad categories; the
physical control system, and the electronic control system. The physical control system
consists of the control sources (speakers, shakers, etc.), which provide a controlling, or
“cancelling”, disturbance, and error sensors (microphones, accelerometers, etc.), which
provide a measure of the residual disturbance. For a feedforward control system, a third
component, the reference sensor, which will provide a measure of the impending primary
disturbance, is required.

Figure 12.8 Components of an active
noise control system (after Hansen and
Snyder, 1997).
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In controlling sound transmission into an enclosed space, the aim is usually to minimize
the acoustic potential energy (or mean squared sound pressure) in the enclosure, which is
defined as:
(12.2)
where p(x) is the complex acoustic pressure at some point x in the enclosed space, ρ and
c are the density of and speed of sound in the acoustic media, respectively, and V denotes
the volume of the enclosed space. The acoustic pressure at any location in the enclosed
space is the sum of contributions from a (theoretically infinite) set of acoustic modes:
(12.3)
where φi is the ith acoustic mode shape function, and αi(t) is its complex amplitude at
time t. When acoustic sources are used in an active system controlling sound
transmission, it is easy to view the physical control mechanism as one of “cancellation”,
where the goal of the active control system is to excite the acoustic modes in the
enclosure with equal amplitude and opposite phase to that of the primary source.
However, simple interference of two sound fields would result in large noise reductions
at some interior locations at the expense of increased noise at other locations. Implying
this as the physical mechanism responsible for global sound attenuation leads to the (in)
famous catch-cry of active noise-control researchers, “Where does the energy go?”
(Roebuck, 1990). To answer this question, a closer look at the sound transmission
problem is required.
The energy transfer from the structural to the acoustic modes is dependent upon the
input impedance of the acoustic modes at the structural/acoustic interface, which is
proportional to the acoustic modal pressure at this boundary. In exciting the acoustic
modes out of phase with the primary excitation, the control source causes a reduction in
the modal pressure at the interface, which in turn acts to decrease this input impedance.
Thus, the amount of energy accepted by the acoustic modes is reduced. Further, by
reciprocity, the impedance presented to the control sources by each acoustic mode is
similarly reduced. Thus, mutual unloading of the primary and control noise sources is the
impedance mechanism utilized in the active control of sound transmission using acoustic
sources.
Noise levels transmitted into an enclosed space may also be controlled using vibration
sources driving the enclosure boundary structure. Vibration control sources achieve
global sound control by altering the velocity distribution of the structure. This can have
two different effects, corresponding to two different physical mechanisms. The first of
these, which is the most obvious, is to reduce the levels of vibration that cause the noise
(Fuller and Jones, 1987). For a coupled enclosure, this does not necessarily mean
reducing the total structural vibration, but rather reducing the vibration levels of the
principal noise-producing (coupled) structural modes. This effect, termed modal control,
is most prevalent when the response of the system is structure controlled, and is due to an
increase in the structural input impedance of these modes to the external sound pressure
excitation field (Pan et al., 1990).
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The second effect that vibration control sources can have upon the velocity
distribution of a structure, often dominant for a cavity-controlled response, is to alter the
relative amplitudes and phasing of the structural modes (termed modal rearrangement)
(Pan et al., 1990; Snyder and Hansen, 1991a). This can have the effect of reducing the
total modal energy transfer into an individual acoustic mode from the set of structural
modes coupled to it.
For example, consider the control of sound transmission into the rectangular enclosure
of Figure 12.9. In this case, the responses of the dominant structural and acoustic modes
are shown for a frequency near the (0, 0, 1) acoustic modal resonance (cavity-controlled
response) for normally incident plane wave primary excitation and a single vibration
source mounted in the centre of the panel. Even though the amplitudes of the structural
modes have not been decreased, the r.m.s. amplitudes of the acoustic modes have been
reduced by approximately 40 dB, leading to a reduction in acoustic potential energy of
approximately 40 dB. How is this possible? Modal rearrangement is the mechanism at
work. The change in relative amplitude and phasing of the structural modes has led to a
reduction in the overall levels of energy transfer into a given acoustic mode from the
structural modes with which it is coupled. Referring to Figure 12.9, if the amplitudes and
phases of the structural modes are adjusted correctly, their individual excitations of the
given acoustic mode will tend to “cancel” each other; that is, the structure becomes “selfunloading”.

Figure 12.9 Active control of sound
transmission through a rectangular
panel into a cavity using a vibration
control source where the principle
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mechanism is modal rearrangement of
both the structural and acoustic modes
(after Hansen and Snyder, 1997).
There is an interesting sideline arising from this dual-mechanism nature of vibration
source active noise control. Initial research directed towards using vibration control
sources on aircraft modelled the aircraft as plain cylinders. The modal coupling
characteristics of a plain cylinder are such that essentially, at low frequencies, each
acoustic mode is driven by a single structural mode. It was found that when using a
limited number of control sources, sound attenuation by modal control near the resonance
of either the acoustic or structural mode in a coupled pair was significant. However, offresonance sound attenuation was poor. Often, modal rearrangement will work offresonance, but this was not a viable prospect in a plain cylinder, as it required at least two
structural modes to be coupled to a single acoustic mode to work. The addition of a floorlike longitudinal partition into the model, however, alters the modal coupling
characteristics so as to “turn-on” the modal rearrangement mechanism, improving offresonance performance (Snyder and Hansen, 1991a). This phenomenon is very unusual;
the complexity of the model improves the result!
Because of the differing physical mechanisms involved, it can be shown that acoustic
control sources are most effective when the coupled system response is dominated by one
or more acoustic modes, while vibration control sources are most effective when the
coupled system response is dominated by one or more structural modes.
There is no direct analytical method for the design of the physical part of an active
sound transmission control system. There are, however, several concepts that are
commonly employed when analytically assessing the maximum performance of such a
system. As for the sound radiation case considered in the previous section the active
noise-control system must be able both to excite the modes (structural and/or acoustic)
excited by the primary noise source (controllability), and also measure the response of
these modes (observability). Ideally, this would lead to the use of one control source and
error sensor per mode (Meirovitch et al., 1983), an ideal not practically realizable. It is
more desirable to design active control systems using a relatively few, judiciously placed,
transducers. For a simple structure, such as a rectangular enclosure, “good” acoustic
control source and error sensor placement positions in the corners (where the acoustic
modes have antinodes) are obvious. For more complex structures, such as an aircraft
fuselage, the optimum arrangement is not so clear, and will depend upon whether the
objective is to minimize the acoustic potential energy of the entire enclosure or to
minimize the sound pressure level at a fixed number of locations within the enclosure.
The application of radiation mode analysis to the problem of sound transmission into a
cylinder is another way of looking at the modal rearrangement mechanism and is
discussed in detail by Cazzolato and Hansen (1999).
It is feasible to use numerical modelling (finite element analysis or boundary element
analysis) to express the acoustic potential energy or the sound pressures at the fixed
number of error sensors as a function of the control source volume velocities or forces.
The problem can then be solved to find the optimum control forces and maximum
possible reduction in acoustic potential energy or sound pressure level at the error sensor
locations (Pan et al., 1990; Nelson et al., 1987; Snyder and Hansen, 1991b; 1994a,b). The
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process can be implemented in a genetic search algorithm to find the optimum locations
of the control sources. For the case of minimization of the acoustic potential energy, the
corresponding optimum error sensor locations (which should be no more in number than
the control sources) can be found by expressing the problem as one of linear regression
and using commercially available software for solution (Hansen and Snyder, 1997, Ch.
8).
Note that an optimum physical system to control sound transmission into an enclosure
would probably include both acoustic and vibration control sources as well as acoustic
and vibration error sensors. In addition, each error sensor could have a weighting applied
to it, depending upon its importance. For example, error microphones located near people
may be considered more important than those located further away. In addition, vibration
levels sensed on the enclosure boundary structure may be given a lower weighting than
the interior noise sensors. It is also possible to include control source effort (Snyder and
Hansen, 1994a) in the controller algorithm so that no control source is over driven. It is
likely that properly shaped vibration sensors attached to the enclosure boundary structure
may be located and shaped so that minimization of their output will minimize the
acoustic potential energy in the enclosure.

12.5 ACTIVE VIBRATION ISOLATION
As discussed in Chapter 10, it is necessary in some cases to vibration-isolate mechanical
equipment from support structures to prevent the transmission of vibratory energy to
these structures and the subsequent noise radiation. As periodic vibratory energy is the
most common problem, the following discussion will be restricted to it.
Custom active vibration isolation systems have been developed for some special
problems and these usually involve a multi-channel feedforward control system driving
control actuators that are placed in parallel or in series with an existing passive isolator.
Control actuators may be piezoelectric stacks, magnetostrictive rods, electrodynamic
shakers, hydraulic shakers, inertial actuators or electromagnetic drivers (as in
loudspeakers).
Although the general principles of active vibration isolation are similar to those
discussed in the previous sections for active noise control, there are some added
complexities. For example, equipment support systems usually exert moments and
horizontal forces as well as vertical forces on the support structure and these generate
longitudinal and shear waves as well as bending waves. Although bending waves are
responsible for any appreciable sound radiation, longitudinal and shear wave energy can
be transformed to bending waves at structural discontinuities. Thus it is important that all
wave types are controlled. For this reason it is necessary for an active isolation system
containing multiple actuators to be controlled by a multi-channel controller and not by
individual single-channel controllers for each actuator. This allows the actuators to be
adjusted together to minimize some cost function, which may be the total vibratory power
transmission through the isolators to the supporting structure or the mean square
vibratory energy at a number of locations on the support structure or even the radiated
sound measured at a number of error microphone locations.
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In systems involving two stage isolators with a rigid intermediate mass, control of the
six degrees of freedom of translation and rotation of the intermediate mass will minimize
the vibratory energy transmitted through it to a support structure (Lee et al., 2001).

12.6 ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER DESIGN
Recent advances in digital signal processing electronics have made the implementation of
single and even multi-channel active noise-control systems a practical reality. However,
only the principles governing the operation of a single channel controller will be
discussed here. Multi-channel systems are discussed in detail by Kuo and Morgan (1996),
Hansen and Snyder (1997) and Hansen (2001).
A more detailed schematic representation of the system in Figure 12.4 is shown in
Figure 12.10 where p represents the primary acoustic or vibration signal to be controlled
(incorporating the acoustic transfer function between the reference sensor and error
sensor). In the figure, R is the reference sensor, S is the control source, F is the feedback
(input contamination) from the control source to the reference sensor, E is the error
sensor, ∆m is the actual number of samples equivalent to the time taken for the control
signal to reach the error sensor, Ŝ is the estimate of the control source electro-acoustic
transfer function, Ê is the estimate of the error sensor electro-acoustic transfer function
and
is the estimate of the number of samples equivalent to the time taken for the
control signal to reach the error sensor.
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Figure 12.10 Block diagram of a
single channel controller.
For active noise control to be successful for a feedforward system, there must exist a
reference signal that is correlated with the primary disturbance. After passing through an
adaptive filter, the reference signal is used to drive the control source. The adaptive filter
is most often implemented as a transversal filter as shown in Figure 12.2, where it can be
seen that the filter output is a linear combination of delayed samples of the reference
signal (the symbol, ∆, represents a delay of one sample). Note that the reference signal
must pass through an analog to digital converter and an anti-aliasing filter before passing
into the transversal filter and the filtered reference signal must pass through a digital to
analog converter and reconstruction filter before passing into the control source to filter
out the high frequency signal components resulting from the step-like nature of the digital
output.
The weights shown in the transversal filter of Figure 12.2 (one weight for each stage
in the filter) are adjusted in such a way as to minimize a cost function, which is generally
based on the expected value of the square of the error signal (obtained by passing the
error signal through an analog to digital converter) at sample n; that is E[e2(n)], where
e(n) is the error signal at time sample n. Each stage of the filter is separated from the one
before by a single sample time delay, denoted z−1. So effectively, the output of the filter is
obtained by summing the weighted contributions (weighted by wn) of each stage and each
stage is the input signal delayed by one more sample than the preceding stage. To adjust
the transversal filter weights so that the cost function is minimized, a standard gradient
descent algorithm such as the well-known least mean squares (LMS) algorithm is used,
resulting in the following filter weight update equation:
WN(n+1)=WN(n)−2µXN(n)e(n)
(12.4)
where XN(n)=[x(n),…, x(n−N+1)], with x(n) the reference signal value at time sample n,
WN(n)=[w0(n),…, wN−1(n)],with w(n) the individual filter weight values at time sample n,
and m the convergence coefficient or stability factor.
Acoustic feedback (input contamination), shown as F in Figure 12.10, from the control
source to the reference sensor can in some cases affect the stability of the controller. Nonlinear feedback of this type may be eliminated using a non-linear (recursive) filter and the
recursive least mean squares (RLMS) algorithm, as shown in Figure 12.4 (Eriksson et al.,
1987).
The preceding weight update equation does not account for problems associated with
the electro-acoustic transfer functions of the control source and the error sensor, nor the
time delay associated with the path of a signal between the two (collectively referred to
as the cancellation path). However, the filtered-X algorithm may be used to take this into
account, resulting in the following filter weight update equation, with all variables
defined as before (Burgess, 1981):
(12.5)
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where the asterisk represents the convolution operation.
Errors in estimation of both the phase and magnitude of the cancellation path transfer
function reduce the allowed bounds of the convergence coefficient for stability, and if the
phase of this estimate is in error by more than 90°, instability results regardless of this
coefficient (Snyder and Hansen, 1990). Similarly, if the weights of the adaptive filter are
continuously updated at every sample (rather than every number of samples equivalent to
the time taken for the control signal to reach the error sensor) the allowed bounds of the
convergence coefficient for stability are reduced by an amount dependent upon the
number of samples equivalent to the time taken for the control signal to reach the error
sensor. The net result is that the system will not converge any faster if the filter weights
are updated at every sample rather than at intervals signal corresponding to the time taken
for the control signal to reach the error sensor (Snyder and Hansen, 1990).
The problem of estimating the transducer electro-acoustic transfer functions and
control actuator-error sensor time delay may be eliminated by on-line measurement using
an additional adaptive filter and a pseudo-random noise generator as shown schematically
in Figure 12.11 (Eriksson and Allie, 1989).

Figure 12.11 On-line estimation of
cancellation path transfer function
using an additional adaptive filter and
random noise.
A typical digital system architecture is shown in Figure 12.12. The digital system
communicates with the real (or continuous) environment via digital to analog converters
(DACs) and analog to digital converters (ADCs). The resolution of these “systems”
determines the maximum amount of attenuation achievable; however, a side effect is to
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introduce quantization errors into the algorithms, thus adding a further source of
instability. Both “systems” essentially consist of input/output amplifiers, antialiasing/reconstruction filters, and sample and hold circuitry which provide time

Figure 12.12 Overall system digital
electronic architecture.
for the ADC and the DAC to convert a continuous signal to the digital domain or vice
versa, respectively. To do all of the necessary computations, active noise control systems
commonly use one or more digital signal-processing chips available in floating point or
integer arithmetic form. The use of floating point arithmetic simplifies software
development, as digital overflows are less of a problem, however the floating point
hardware is more expensive, which could be a problem for mass market implementations
in consumer products.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
Survey of Analytical Techniques for the
Estimation of Sound Power Levels
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
This chapter introduces the reader to various advanced analytical techniques for the
calculation of sound fields radiated from vibrating structures.

13.1 INTRODUCTION
To determine the sound power which will be radiated by a machine or structure at the
design stage remains an elusive goal. However, progress has been and continues to be
made. Thus, if the expected forcing function can be determined (for example, by suitable
measurements on a model in which the load impedance presented to the source is
properly represented), then the sound power that will be radiated by the structure can be
determined by available analytical techniques. Such an approach is particularly useful
when the effects of modifications to existing structures, for the purpose of noise
reduction, are to be investigated. For implementation of these analytical techniques three
fundamental steps are necessary.
The first step is the determination and quantification of the force exciting the structure.
A given exciting force is generally separated into a sum of sinusoidal components using
Fourier analysis. The second step is the determination of the vibrational velocity
distribution over the surface of the machine or structure in response to the excitation
force. The final step is the calculation of the sound field, and hence the sound power
generated by the vibrational response of the structure or machine surface.
In the following paragraphs, techniques that have been used to determine radiated
sound power analytically are described briefly. In-depth mathematical treatment is
complicated and lengthy; it is covered adequately in the references.
The most fundamental point to understand is that the response of structures and
machines can be described in terms of their normal modes of vibration. These normal
modes can be excited at resonance or driven at frequencies different from resonance. The
response of a machine or structure is always a combination of various vibration modes,
most of which are driven off-resonance. In general, the heavier the machine or structure,
the higher will be the frequency of the first modal resonance and the fewer will be the
number of modes with resonance frequencies in any particular octave or one-third octave
band. In the analysis of a structure, the first step is to divide the frequency range of
interest into octave or one-third octave bands which, in turn, will lie either in a lowfrequency or a high-frequency region. The low-frequency region is characterized by a
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paucity of modes in every frequency band, whereas the high-frequency region is defined
as that region where there are consistently three or more vibration modes with resonance
frequencies in the analysis bands.

13.2 LOW-FREQUENCY REGION
In the low-frequency region, the surface velocity distribution (or mode shape) is
calculated for each vibration mode. For this purpose, a standard numerical analysis
procedure such as finite element analysis may be used. For the analysis, the structure is
divided into a finite number of surface elements. The element equilibrium and interconnectivity requirements are satisfied using a system of differential equations. Many
commercially available software packages exist, making this method relatively quick and
straightforward to apply, even for a three-dimensional structure, once some basic
fundamentals have been understood. However, it is only practical to use finite element
analysis for the first few (up to 50) vibration modes of a structure. Beyond this, the
required element size for accurate prediction becomes too small, the boundary conditions
become difficult to specify, and the computational process becomes time consuming and
prohibitively expensive.
One weakness of the finite element method is that a knowledge of the damping of each
vibration mode is needed if the overall structural velocity response is to be calculated for
a given excitation force. Values of damping are generally estimated from measurements
on, and experience gained with, similar structures or machines.
The velocity amplitude ν(ω, r0) at a point r0 on a structural surface of area S, due to a
sinusoidal excitation force of amplitude F(ω) and forcing frequency ω applied at rF, is
given by Ewins (1984) as:
(13.1)
where ψℓ (r0) and ψℓ (rF) are the normalized modal responses for mode, ℓ, at locations
given by the vectors r0 and rF respectively, and n is the number of modes that make a
significant contribution to the response at frequency, ω.
The modal mass is given by:
(13.2)
where m(r0) is the surface mass density (kg/m2) at location r0. The modal impedance, if
hysteretic damping, characterized by loss factor, ηℓ (the usual case for structures), is
assumed, is given by:
(13.3a)
Alternatively, if viscous damping, characterized by the critical damping ratio, ζℓ, is
assumed, then the modal impedance is given by the following equation.
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(13.3b)
The modal impedance is complex; thus the quantity ν(w, r0) will be complex, having a
magnitude and a phase relative to the forcing function F(w). In the preceding equations,
ωl is the resonance frequency for mode ℓ, ηℓ is the structural damping (loss factor) for
mode ℓ and ζℓ is the viscous damping coefficient for mode, ℓ.
The space- and time-averaged mean square velocity over the structure is given by:
(13.4)

As the difference between ω and ωℓ becomes large, the contribution due to mode ℓ
rapidly becomes small.
If a prototype machine or structure is available, mode shapes and modal damping can
be determined from measured data using an experimental procedure known as modal
analysis (Ewins, 1984). Modal analysis requires the measurement of the input force to a
structure (generated by a shaker or instrumented hammer) and the structural response at a
number of locations. Software packages, available from manufacturers of most spectrum
analysers, will automatically calculate mode shapes, resonance frequencies and damping
from these measurements. Again, this method is restricted to the first few structural
resonances. From a knowledge of the surface velocity distribution for a given excitation
force, the sound pressure field around the structure (and hence the radiated sound power)
can be calculated using one of three methods. Each method has its advantages and
disadvantages.
The first method is generally referred to as the Helmholtz integral equation method.
The second method is referred to as the Rayleigh integral method. The third is the simple
acoustic modelling method.
13.2.1 Helmholtz Method
In the Helmholtz method (Hodgson and Sadek, 1977, 1983; Koopmann and Benner,
1982), the pressure field due to a closed vibrating body is represented by a collection of
simple monopole and dipole sources distributed over the surface.
The sound pressure at a point outside the surface at frequency ω is given by:
(13.5)

where
(13.6)
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In the preceding equations, r is the vector distance from the surface element dS to the
point at which the pressure p(ω, r) is to be calculated, r0 is the vector distance from the
surface element dS to the origin of the co-ordinate system, and ν(ω, r0) is the surface
velocity amplitude for the surface element dS at frequency, ω. Solution of these equations
is discussed in the references (Koopmann and Benner 1982; Brod, 1984).
The sound power radiated by the structure is found by integrating the product of the
acoustic pressure and complex conjugate of the surface velocity over the surface. The
advantage of the method is good overall accuracy. The disadvantages include complexity,
the large amount of computer storage and central processor time required and the
inability to predict noise levels within the closed surface.
13.2.2 Rayleigh Method
The Rayleigh method (Hayes and Quantz, 1982; Hansen and Mathews, 1983; Takatsubo
et al., 1983) is most effective when the machine or structure can be divided into a number
of panels which are approximately flat, but of any shape. Two broad assumptions must be
made. First, it is assumed that the sound fields from adjacent panels do not interact to
produce constructive and destructive interference. This assumption is satisfied if the
analysis bandwidth is sufficiently large (one-third octave or octave), or if the wavelength
of radiated sound is small compared with the panel dimensions. The second assumption is
that the sound fields from the two sides of the panel do not interact This assumption is
satisfied if the panel is part of a closed surface, or if the wavelength of the radiated sound
is small compared with the panel dimensions.
The sound pressure at some distance (far field) from the radiating structure is
calculated using an integral relationship (known as the Rayleigh integral) between the
pressure and surface velocity. At any point (r, θ, ψ) in space, some large distance from
the panel of area S, the sound pressure amplitude p at frequency ω is given by:
(13.7)

where νa(ω) is the velocity amplitude on the surface element dS at frequency ω, and r is
the distance from the surface element to the point (r, θ, ψ) in space.
The advantage of this method is that it can be used to calculate the panel radiated
sound power, which can be used for the calculation of interior noise levels (for example,
in a vehicle) as well as exterior noise levels.
The sound power radiated by each panel can be calculated by integrating the pressure
amplitude over a hemispherical surface in the far field of the panel, using the plane of the
panel as the base of the hemisphere. The total sound power radiated by the structure is
calculated by adding logarithmically the power due to each panel making up the
structure. Best results are obtained if data are averaged over one-third octave or octave
frequency bands.
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13.2.3 Simple Acoustic Modelling
This method (Richards, 1979, 1980 1981; Jeyapalan and Halliwell, 1981; Hayes and
Quantz, 1982) relies on the ability to divide a machine into a number of sources which
have well-defined theoretical relationships between pressure at a specified point in space,
and space-averaged surface velocity as a function of frequency. Such sources include
pulsating and oscillating spheres or cylinders, cylinders and plates in flexure, and pistons
with or without baffles. The total sound pressure spectrum at any given point is
calculated using the theory for multiple input-single output linear systems, the known
space-averaged surface velocity spectra and the relationship (or transfer function) relating
the acoustic pressure and space-average velocity for each source making up the structure.
For a structure consisting of N sources, a simplified expression for the sound pressure
at point r and frequency, ω, which gives good results in practice is:
(13.8)
In this equation, p(ω, r) is the sound pressure at frequency ω and location r;
is
the surface velocity averaged over the surface of source i at frequency ω; Hi (ω, r) is the
complex ratio of the complex pressure at point r to the complex velocity averaged over
the surface of source i, and the superscript asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The
r.m.s. pressure can be calculated by taking the square root of the time average of the
square of the product on the right-hand side of Equation (13.8).

13.3 HIGH-FREQUENCY REGION
In this region, a method generally known as statistical energy analysis (SEA) is used
(Lyon, 1975; Sablik, 1985) to calculate the flow and storage of vibrational energy in a
complex system. The total sound power radiated by a particular structure is calculated by
summing that due to each of the individual panels or parts making up the structure.
It is necessary to consider frequency-averaged data, using at least one third octave
bandwidths, and preferably octave bandwidths. There should be at least three modes in
the frequency band being considered and the modal overlap should be at least unity and
even higher if possible.
For a part of the structure of area, S, the band-averaged radiated sound power, W∆S, is
calculated using:
(13.9)
The subscript ∆ denotes frequency band average, and σ∆S is the band-averaged radiation
ratio (or radiation efficiency) for surface S. The quantity
is the mean square
surface velocity averaged over the frequency band, ∆, the surface S and time, t. It is
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calculated using an energy balance between the energy input to the structure and that
dissipated within the structure.
Energy is input by the external excitation source and stored in the vibrational modes of
the structure. Energy is dissipated by mechanical damping in the structure and transferred
between the various parts of the structure, across interconnecting joints. The energy input
to the structure by the exciting force is equal to the total energy in the structure plus that
lost due to damping and sound radiation. The energy is assumed to be equally distributed
among all vibration modes, so that each mode of a structure or system of connected
structures has equal modal energy. For a given structural part or panel, the total vibratory
power flowing in is equal to the power dissipated by the panel plus the power flowing
out. Energy is also dissipated at joints between adjacent panels. By setting up appropriate
matrix equations, the modal energy in each part of the structure can be determined. The
area, time and band averaged mean square velocity is determined by dividing the
structural panel modal energy by the panel mass.
The radiation efficiencies used for this part of the analysis are the same as those
referred to in Section 6.7. Calculated values for various structures are available in the
literature. Means for calculating the energy lost during transfer across various types of
structural joints and connections are also discussed in the literature (Lyon, 1975; Fahy,
1985).

APPENDIX A
Wave Equation Derivation
The derivation of the acoustical wave equation is based on three fundamental fluid
dynamical equations; the continuity (or conservation of mass) equation, Euler’s equation
(or the equation of motion), and the equation of state. Each of these equations will be
discussed separately.

A.1 CONSERVATION OF MASS
Consider an arbitrary volume, V, as shown in Figure A.1. The total mass contained in this
volume is
. The law of conservation of mass states that the rate of mass leaving
the volume, V, must equal the rate of change of mass in the volume. That is:
(A.1)
where A is the area of surface enclosing the volume, V, and n is the unit vector normal to
the surface, A, at location, dA.

Figure A.1 Arbitrary volume for
illustrating conservation of mass.
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At this stage, it is convenient to transform the area integral on the left-hand side of
Equation (A.2) to a volume integral by use of Gauss’ integral theorem, which is written
as follows:
(A.2)
where ψ is an arbitrary vector and the operator,
ψ. Thus, in cartesian coordinates:

, is the scalar divergence of the vector

(A.3)
and Equation (A.1) becomes:
(A.4a,b)
Rearranging gives:
(A.5)

or:
(A.6)
Equation (A.6) is the continuity equation.

A.2 EULER’S EQUATION
In 1775 Euler derived his well-known equation of motion for a fluid, based on Newton’s
first law of motion. That is, the mass of a fluid particle multiplied by its acceleration is
equal to the sum of the external forces acting upon it.
Consider the fluid particle of dimensions ∆x, ∆y and ∆z shown in Figure A.2. The
external forces F acting on this particle are equal to the sum of the pressure differentials
across each of the three pairs of parallel forces. Thus:
(A.7)
where i, j and k are the unit vectors in the x, y and z directions and where the operator is
the grad operator and is the vector gradient of a scalar quantity.
The inertia force of the fluid particle is its mass multiplied by its acceleration and is
equal to:
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(A.8)

Figure A.2 Particle of fluid.
Assume that the fluid particle is accelerating in the positive x, y and z directions. Then the
pressure across the particle must be decreasing as x, y and z increase, and the external
force must be negative. Thus:
(A.9a,b)
This is the Euler equation of motion for a fluid.
If we were interested in considering sound propagation through porous acoustic
media, then it would be necessary to add the term, RUtot, to the right-hand side of
Equation (A.9), where R is a constant dependent upon the properties of the fluid.
The term dUtot/dt on the right side of Equation (A.9) can be expressed in partial
derivative form as follows:
(A.10)
where:
(A.11)
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A.3 EQUATION OF STATE
As sound propagation is associated with only very small perturbations to the ambient
state of a fluid, it may be regarded as adiabatic. Thus the total pressure P will be
functionally related to the total density, ρtot as follows:
Ptot=ƒ(ρtot)
(A.12)
Since the acoustic perturbations are small, and P and ρ are constant, dp=dPtot, dσ=dρ and
Equation (A.12) can be expanded into a Taylor series as follows:
(A.13)
The equation of state is derived by using Equation (A.13) and ignoring all of the higher
order terms on the right-hand side. This approximation is adequate for moderate sound
pressure levels, but becomes less and less satisfactory as the sound pressure level exceeds
130 dB (60 Pa). Thus, for moderate sound pressure levels:
dp=c2dσ
(A.14)
where c2=∂ƒ/∂ρ is assumed to be constant. Integrating Equation (A.14) gives:
p=c2σ+const
(A.15)
which is the linearized equation of state.
Thus the curve ƒ(ρtot) of Equation (A.12) has been replaced by its tangent at Ptot, ρtot.
The constant may be eliminated by differentiating Equation (A.15) with respect to time.
Thus:
(A.16)
Equation (A.16) will be used to eliminate ∂σ/∂t in the derivation of the wave equation to
follow.

A.4 WAVE EQUATION (LINEARIZED)
The wave equation may be derived from Equations (A.6), (A.9) and (A.16) by making
the linearizing approximations listed below. These assume that the acoustic pressure, p, is
small compared with the ambient pressure, P, and that P is constant over time and space.
It is also assumed that the mean velocity, U=0. Thus:
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Ptot=P+p≈P
(A.17a,b)
ρtot=ρ+σ≈ρ
(A.18a,b)
Utot=u
(A.19)
(A.20)
(A.21)
(A.22)
Using Equation (A.10), the Euler Equation (A.9) may be written as:
(A.23)
Using Equations (A.17) (A.18) and (A.19), Equation (A.23) may be written as:
(A.24)
is approximately the same order of magnitude as u, the quantity,
As u is small and
may be neglected and Equation (A.24) written as:
(A.25)
Using Equations (A.18), (A.19) and (A.21), the continuity Equation (A.6) may be written
as:
(A.26)
As σu is so much smaller than ρ, the equality in Equation (A.26) can be approximated as:
(A.27)
Using Equation (A.19), Equation (A.27) may be written as:
(A.28)
Taking the time derivative of Equation (A.28) gives:
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(A.29)
Substituting Equation (A.25) into the left side of Equation (A.29) gives:
(A.30)
or:
(A.31)
The operator,
is the (div grad) or the Laplacian operator, and Equation (A.31) is
known as the linearized wave equation or the Helmholtz equation.
The wave equation can be expressed in terms of the particle velocity by taking the
gradient of the linearized continuity Equation (A.28). Thus:
(A.32)
Differentiating the Euler Equation (A.25) with respect to time gives:
(A.33)
Substituting Equation (A.33) into (A.32) gives:
(A.34)
However, it may be shown that grad div=div grad+curl curl, or:
(A.35)
Thus Equation (A.34) may be written as:
(A.36)
which is the wave equation for the acoustic particle velocity.
A convenient quantity in which to express the wave equation is the acoustic velocity
potential, which is a scalar quantity with no particular physical meaning. The advantage
of using velocity potential is that both the acoustic pressure and particle velocity can be
derived from it mathematically, simply using differentiation and no integration (see
Equations (1.6) and (1.7)). Thus is a convenient way to represent the solution of the wave
equation for many applications.
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It can be shown (hansen and Snyder, 1997) that postulating a velocity potential
solution to the wave equation causes some loss of generality and restricts the solutions to
those that do not involve fluid rotation. Fortunately, acoustic motion in liquids and gases
is nearly always rotationless.
Introducing Equation (1.6) for the velocity potential into Euler’s Equation (A.25)
gives the following expression.
(A.37)
Integrating gives:
(A.38)
Introducing Equation (A.38) into the wave Equation (A.31) for acoustic pressure,
integrating with respect to time and dropping the integration constant gives:
(A.39)
This is the preferred form of the Helmholtz equation as both acoustic pressure and
particle velocity can be derived from the velocity potential solution by simple
differentiation.

APPENDIX B
Properties of Materials
Table B.1 Properties of materialsa
Young’s modulus,
E(109 N/m2)

Loss
factor, η

Poisson’s
ratio, ν

5,150

0.0001–
0.01

0.34

8,500

3,340

0.001

0.33

8,900

3,750

0.002

0.35

200

7,800

5,060

0.0001031

16.5

11,300

1,210

0015

0.43

Magnesium

43

1,740

4,970

0.0001

0.29

Nickel

205

8,900

4,800

0.001

0.30

Steel

207.0

7,800

5,150

0.0001–
0.01

0.29

Zinc

13.1

7,130

1,350

0.0003

0.33

Concrete

19.6

1,700

3,400

0.005–002

0.1–0.15

Masonry block

4.8

900

2,300

0.005–
0.02

Brick

16.2

1,800

3,000

0.01

Glass

67.6

2,500

5,200

0.0006–
0.02

Glass (Pyrex)

62.0

2,300

5,200

0.0006–
0.02

Plexiglass

3.7

1,150

1,800

0.002–
0.004

Lucite

4.0

1,200

1,800

0.002–
0.004

Gypsum board

2.0

760

1,600

0.006–

Density,
ρ(kg/m3)

(m/s)

Air (20°C)

1.21

344

Fresh water (20°C)

988

1,481

1,026

1,500

71.6

2,700

Brass

95

Copper

125

Material

Sea water (13°C)
Aluminum

Iron
Lead

0.24
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0.03
Plywood (fir)

8.7

600

3,800

0.01–0.02

Wood particle board
(Chipboard)

4.5

690

2,500

0.005–
0.01

Compressed
hardboard composite

4.0

1,000

2,000

0.005–
0.01

Teak wood

170

900

4,350

0.02

Poplar wood

10.0

500

4,470

0.04

80

550

3,800

0.04

2.1–5.2

96–176

4,700–
5,400

PVC

2.4

1,400

1,310

Polyurethane

1.6

900

1,330

Polystyrene

0.0012–0.0035

16–32

270–330

Polyethylene

0.2

930

460

Nylon

6.6

2.0

1,140

Fir wood
Balsa wood (range)

Material

Young’s modulus,
E(109 N/m2)

Density,
ρ(kg/m3)

(m/s1)

1,320

Loss
factor, η

Poisson’s
ratio, ν

Aluminum honeycomb

Cell size
(mm)

Foil thickness
(mm)

6.4

0.05

1.31

72

6.4

0.08

2.24

96

9.5

0.05

0.76

48

9.5

0.13

1.86

101

a

Loss factors of materials shown characterized by a very large range, are very sensitive to

specimen mounting conditions. Speed of sound for a 1-D solid,=

; for a 2-D solid

; and for a 3-D solid,
. For gases,
(plate),
replace E with γP, where γ is the ratio of specific heats (=1.40 for air) and P is the static pressure.
For liquids, replaee E with V(∂V/∂p)−1, where V is the unit volume and ∂V/∂p is the compressibility.
Note that Poisson’s ratio, ν, may be defined in terms of Young’s Modulus, E, and the material
Shear Modulus, G, as ν=E/(2G)−1.

APPENDIX C
Acoustical Properties of Porous Materials
C.1 FLOW RESISTANCE AND RESISTIVITY
If a constant differential pressure is imposed across a layer of bulk porous material of
open cell structure, a steady flow of gas will be induced through the material.
Experimental investigation has shown that, for a wide range of materials, the differential
pressure, ∆P, and the induced normal velocity, U, of the gas at the surface of the material
(volume velocity per unit surface area) are linearly related, provided that the normal
velocity is small.
The ratio of differential pressure in Pascals to normal velocity in m/s is known as the
flow resistance Rƒ(MKS rayls) of the material. It is generally assumed that the gas is air
but a flow resistance may be determined for any gas.
If the material is generally of uniform composition, then the flow resistance is
proportional to the material thickness. When the measured flow resistance is divided by
the test sample thickness in metres, the flow resistivity, R1, in MKS rayls per metre, is
obtained, which is independent of the sample thickness and is characteristic of the
material. Flow resistance and flow resistivity of porous materials are discussed in depth
in the literature (Beranek, 1971; Bies and Hansen, 1979, 1980; Bies, 1981).
The flow resistance of a sample of porous material may be measured using an
apparatus that meets the requirements of ASTM C522–80, such as illustrated in Figure
C.1. Flow rates between 5×10−4 and 5×10−2 m/s are easily realizable, and yield good
results. Higher flow rates should be avoided due to the possible introduction of non-linear
effects. To ensure that the pressure within the flow meter 7 is the same as that measured
by the manometer 8, valve 6 must be adjusted so that flow through it is choked. The flow
resistivity of the specimen shown in Figure C.1 is calculated from the measured
quantities as follows:
(C.1)
where ρ is the density of the gas (kg/m3), ∆P is the differential pressure (N/m2), A is the
specimen cross-sectional area (m2), is the air mass flow rate (kg/s), and ℓ is the
specimen thickness (m).
Alternatively, acoustic flow resistance may be measured using a closed end tube, a
sound source and any inexpensive microphones arranged as shown in Figure C.2 (Ingard
and Dear, 1985). To make a measurement, the sound source is driven with a pure tone
signal, preferably below 100 Hz, at a frequency chosen to produce an odd number of
quarter wavelengths over the distance w from the closed end to the back of the sample
under test. The first step is to satisfy the latter requirement by adjusting the
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Figure C.1 Figure A3.1 Flow
resistance measuring apparatus.
Key
1 sample holder and cutter

5 tube

9

pressure regulator

2 porous material

6 valve

10 air supply

3 O-ring seal

7 flow meter 11 barocell

4 conical tube to ensure uniform air flow through the
sample

8 manometer 12 electronic
manometer

chosen frequency to achieve a minimum sound pressure level at microphone 3. The
normalized flow resistance is derived from the ratio of sound pressures or the difference
in sound pressure levels measured at positions 1 and 2. As only the level difference is
required, the second step is to place microphones 1 and 2 together near the closed end so
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that they measure the same sound pressure and adjust the gain of either one so that they
read the same level. The closed end location is chosen for this as here the sound pressure
level varies only slowly with location. The third step is to place the calibrated
microphones at positions 1 and 2 as shown in Figure C.1 and measure Lp1 and Lp2. The
final step is to enter the measured levels in Equation (C.2) below and calculate the flow
resistivity, R1.

Figure C.2 An alternative arrangement
for measuring flow resistance.
Key:

1

microphone 1

4

sound source

2

microphone 2

5

porous material sample

3

microphone 3

6

rigid termination

7

airtight seal

(C.2)
Measured values of flow resistivity for various commercially available sound-absorbing
materials are available in the literature (Bies and Hansen, 1980 and manufacturers’ data).
For fibrous materials with a reasonably uniform fibre diameter and with only a small
quantity of binder (such that the flow resistance is minimally affected), Figure C.3 may
be used to obtain an estimate of flow resistivity.

C.2 SOUND PROPAGATION IN POROUS MEDIA
For the purpose of the analysis, the porous gas-filled medium is replaced by an effective
medium which is characterized in dimensionless variables by a complex density, ρm, and
complex compressibility, κ. In terms of these quantities, a complex characteristic
impedance and propagation constant are defined, analogous to the similar quantities for
the contained gas in the medium. Implicit in the formulation of the following expressions
is the assumption that time dependence has the form ejωt, consistent with the practice
adopted throughout the text.
The characteristic impedance of the porous material may be written in terms of the gas
density, ρ, the gas speed of sound c, the complex density, ρm, and complex
compressibility, κ, as follows:
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(C.3)
Similarly, a complex propagation constant, km, may be defined as:
(C.4a,b)
where ω=2πƒ is the angular frequency (rad/s) of the sound wave.

Figure C.3 Flow resistivity R1, as a
function of material bulk density
ρB(kg/m3) and fibre diameter d (µm).
The quantities, ρm and κ, may be calculated using the following procedure (Bies, 1981).
This procedure gives results for fibrous porous materials within 4% of the mean of
published data (Delaney and Bazley, 1969, 1970), and it tends to the correct limits at both
high and low values of the dimensionless frequency ρƒ/R1 defined below:
κ=[1+(1−γ)τ]−1
(C.5)
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ρm=[1+σ]−1
(C.6)
where γ is the ratio of specific heats for the gas (=1.40 for air), ρ is the density of gas
(=1.205 kg/m3 for air at 20ºC), ƒ is the frequency (Hz) and R1 is the flow resistivity of the
porous material (MKS rayls/m) and:
τ=0.592a(X1)+jb(X1)
(C.7)
σ=a(X)+jb(X)
(C.8)
(C.9)

(C.10)
T1=1+9.66X
(C.11)
T2=X(1+0.0966X)
(C.12)
T3=2.537+9.66X
(C.13)
T4=0.159(1+0.7024X)
(C.14)
X=ρƒ/R1
(C.15)
The quantities a(X1) and b(X1) are calculated by substituting X1=0.856X for the quantity X
in Equations (C.9)–(C14).
The relationships that have been generally accepted in the past (Delaney and Bazley,
1969, 1970), and which are accurate in the flow resistivity range R1=103 to 5×104 MKS
rayls/m are as follows:
Zm=ρc[1+0.0571X−0.754−j0.087X−0.732]
(C.16)
km=(ω/c)[1+0.0978X−0.700−j0.189X−0.595]
(C.17)
The quantities X, Zm, km, c and ρ have all been defined previously.

C.3 SOUND REDUCTION DUE TO PROPAGATION THROUGH A
POROUS MATERIAL
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For the purpose of the calculation, three frequency ranges are defined; low, middle and
high, as indicated in Figure C.4. The quantities in the parameters ρƒ/R1 and ƒℓ/c are
defined in Sections C.1 and C.2.
In the low-frequency range, the inertia of the porous material is small enough for the
material to move with the particle velocity associated with the sound wave passing
through it. The transmission loss to be expected in this frequency range can be obtained
from Figure C.5. If the material is used as a pipe wrapping, the noise reduction will be
approximately equal to the transmission loss. In the high-frequency range, the porous
material is many wavelengths thick and, in this case, reflection at both surfaces of the
layer as well as propagation losses through the layer must be taken

Figure C.4 Limits showing when lowand high-frequency models should be
used for estimating the transmission
loss through a porous layer. The lowfrequency model should be used when
the design point lies below the
ℓ/λm=0.1 curve, and the high-frequency
model should be used when the design
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point lies above the l/λm=1.0 curve.
The quantity λm is the wavelength of
sound in the porous material, ρ is the
gas density, c is the speed of sound in
the gas, ƒ is frequency, ℓ is the
material thickness, and R1 is the
material flow resistivity.
into account when estimating noise reduction. The reflection loss at an air/porous
medium interface may be calculated using Figure C.6 and the transmission loss may be
estimated using Figure C.7.
In the middle-frequency range it is generally sufficient to estimate the transmission
loss graphically, with a faired, smoothly varying curve connecting plotted estimates of
the low- and high-frequency transmission loss versus log frequency.

C.4 MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATION OF ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENTS
Absorption coefficients may be determined using impedance tube measurements of
thenormal incidence absorption coefficient, as an alternative to the measurement of the
Sabine absorption coefficient using a reverberant test chamber. This same measuring
apparatus may be used to estimate the statistical absorption coefficient.
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Figure C.6 Transmission loss through
a porous layer for a design point lying
in the low-frequency range. The
quantity ρ is the gas density, c is the
speed of sound in the gas, ρB is the
material bulk density, ℓ is the material
thickness, ƒ is frequency, and R1, is the
material flow resistivity.
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Figure C.5 Reflection loss (dB) at a
porous material—air interface for a
design point in the high-frequency
range of Figure A3.4. The quantity ρ is
the gas density, ƒ is the frequency, and
R1 is the material flow resistivity.
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Figure C.7 The transmission loss of a
porous lining of thickness ℓ and
normalized flow resistance R1ℓ/ρc for a
design point lying in the high
frequency region. The quantity ρ is the
gas density, c is the speed of sound in
the gas, and R1 is the material flow
resistivity.
When a tonal sound field is set up in a tube terminated in an impedance Z, a pattern of
regularly spaced maxima and minima along the tube will result, which is uniquely
determined by the driving frequency and the terminating impedance. The absorption
coefficients are related to the terminating impedance and the characteristic impedance ρc
of air.
An impedance tube is relatively easily constructed and therein lies its appeal. Any
heavy walled tube may be used for its construction. A source of sound should be placed
at one end of the tube and the material to be tested should be mounted at the other end.
Means must be provided for probing the standing wave within the tube. An example of a
possible configuration is shown in Figure C.8.
The older and simpler method by which the sound field in the impedance tube is
explored, using a moveable microphone which traverses the length of the tube, will be
described. In this case the impedance of the test sample is determined from measurements
of the sound field in the tube. This method is slow but easily implemented. A much
quicker method makes use of two fixed microphones and a digital frequency analysis
system. However, both methods are described in ASTM standards listed in the
references.
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It is also possible to measure the specific acoustic surface impedance of materials and
their absorption coefficient using two microphones close to the surface, in-situ (Allard
and Champoux, 1989 and Dutilleax et al., 2001). However, the procedure is quite
complex.

Figure C.8 Equipment for impedance
tube measurement.
Implicit in the use of the impedance tube is the assumption that only plane waves
propagate back and forth in the tube. This assumption puts upper and lower frequency
bounds on the use of the impedance tube. Let d be the tube diameter if it is circular in
cross-section, or the larger dimension if it is rectangular in cross-section. Then the upper
frequency limit (or cut-on frequency) is 0.586 c/d for circular cross-section tubes and 0.5
c/d for rectangular tubes. Here, c is the speed of sound and the frequency limit is given in
Hz. The low frequency bound is given by the requirement that the length ℓ of the tube
should be greater than d+3c/4ƒ where ƒ is the low frequency bound in Hz.
In general, the frequency response of the apparatus will be very much dependent upon
the material under test. To reduce this dependence and to ensure a more uniform
response, some sound absorptive material may be placed permanently in the tube at the
source end. Furthermore, as energy losses due to sound propagation along the length of
the tube are undesirable, the following equations may be used as a guide during design to
estimate and minimize such losses:
LD1−LD2=aλ/2 (dB)
(C.19)
(C.18)
In the above equations, a is the loss (in dB per metre of tube length) due to propagation
of the sound wave down the tube, and LD1 and LD2 are the sound pressure levels at the
first and second minima relative to the surface of the test sample. The other quantities are
the frequency ƒ(Hz), the corresponding wavelength λ (m) and the speed of sound c (m/s).
For tubes of any cross-section, d (m) is defined as d=4S/PD where S is the cross-sectional
area and PD is the cross-sectional perimeter.
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The sound field within the impedance tube may be explored either with a small
microphone placed at the end of a probe and immersed in the sound field or with a probe
tube attached to a microphone placed externally to the field as illustrated in Figure C.8.
Equation C.19 may be useful in selecting a suitable tube for exploring the field; the
smaller the probe tube diameter, the greater will be the energy loss suffered by a sound
wave travelling down it, but the smaller will be the disturbance to the acoustic field being
sampled. An external linear scale should be provided for locating the probe. As the sound
field will be distorted slightly by the presence of the probe, it is recommended that the
actual location of the sound field point sampled be determined by replacing the specimen
with a heavy solid metal face located at the specimen surface. The first minimum will
then be λ/4 away from the solid metal face. Subsequent minima will always be spaced at
intervals of λ/2. Thus, this experiment will allow the determination of how far in front of
the end of the probe tube that the sound field is effectively being sampled.
It will be found that the minima will be subject to contamination by acoustic and
electronic noise; thus, it is recommended that a narrow band filter, for example one which
is an octave or one third octave wide, be used in the detection system.
When the material to be tested is in place and the resulting field within the impedance
tube is explored, a series of maxima and minima will be observed. The maxima will be
effectively constant in level but the minima will increase in level, according to Equation
C.18, as one moves away from the surface of the test material. For best results, it is
recommended that successive minima be determined and extrapolated back to the surface
of the sample by drawing a straight line joining the first two minima to the location on
the plot corresponding to the surface of the sample. The standing wave ratio L0 is then
determined as the difference between the maximum level Lmax, and the extrapolated
minimum level Lmin.
It is of interest to derive an expression for the normal incidence absorption coefficient
of a sample of acoustic material in an impedance tube as shown in Figure C.9.

Figure C.9 Schematic of an
impedance tube.
For the following analysis, the impedance tube contains the material sample at the right
end and the loudspeaker sound source at the left end as shown in Figure C.9. For
simplicity, it is assumed that there are no losses due to dissipation in the tube; that is, the
quantity, a, in Equation (C.19) is assumed to be zero. The loudspeaker is not shown in the
figure and the origin is set at the right end of the tube.
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Reference should be made to Section 1.4.3, where it is shown that multiple waves
travelling in a single direction may be summed together to give a single wave travelling
in the same direction. For the case considered here, the multiple waves travelling in each
direction are a result of multiple reflections from each end of the tube.
As the origin is at the right end of the tube, the resultant incident wave will be
travelling in the positive x direction. Assuming a phase shift between the incident and
reflected waves of θ at x=0, the incident wave and reflected wave pressures may be
written as:
pi=Aej(ωt−kx) and pr=Bej(ωt–kx+β)
(C.20)
The total sound pressure is thus:
pt=Aej(ωt−kx)+Bej(ωt+kx+β)
(C.21)
The first maximum pressure (closest to the sample) will occur when β=−2kx, and the first
minimum will occur when β=−2kx+π. Thus, pmax=e−jkx(A+B) and pmin=e−jkx(A−B), and the
ratio of maximum to minimum pressures is (A+B)/(A−B). The standing wave ratio, L0, is
the difference in decibels between the maximum and minimum sound pressures in the
standing wave and is defined as:
(C.22)
Thus the ratio (B/A) is:
(C.23)

The amplitude of the pressure reflection coefficient squared is defined as: |Rp|2=(B/A)2,
which can be written in terms of L0 as:
(1.36)

The normal absorption coefficient is defined as αn=1−|Rp|2 and it can also be determined
from Table C.1.
It is also of interest to continue the analysis to determine the normal impedance of the
surface of the sample. This can then be used to determine the statistical absorption
coefficient of the sample.
The total particle velocity can be calculated using Equations (1.6), (1.7) and (C.21) to
give:
(C.25)
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Table C.1 Normal incidence sound absorption
coefficient, αn versus standing wave ratio, L0 (dB)
L0

αn

L0

αn

L0

αn

L0

αn

0

1.000

10

0.730

20

0.331

30

0.119

1

0.997

11

0.686

21

0.301

31

0.107

2

0.987

12

0.642

22

0.273

32

0.096

3

0.971

13

0.598

23

0.247

33

0.086

4

0.949

14

0.555

24

0.223

34

0.077

5

0.922

15

0.513

25

0.202

35

0.069

6

0.890

16

0.472

26

0.182

36

0.061

7

0.854

17

0.434

27

0.164

37

0.055

8

0.815

18

0.397

28

0.147

38

0.049

9

0.773

19

0.363

29

0.132

39

0.04

Thus:
(C.26)
The specific acoustic impedance (or characteristic impedance) at any point in the tube
may be written as:
(C.27)
At x=0, the specific acoustic impedance is the normal impedance, ZN, of the surface of the
sample. Thus:
(C.28)
The above impedance equation may be expanded to give:
(C.29)
In practice, the phase angle, β, is evaluated by measuring the distance of the first sound
pressure minimum in the impedance tube from the sample surface. Alternatively if the
location of the first minimum relative to the surface of the sample, D1 is determined and
the ratio D1/λ formed, then Figure C.10 may be used to determine the statistical
absorption coefficient for the sample under test. Note that the latter calculation is based
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upon the explicit assumption that sound propagation within the sample is always normal
to the surface. However, calculations indicate that the error in ignoring propagation in the
porous material in other directions is negligible.

Figure C.10 A chart for determining
the statistical absorption coefficient αst
from measurements in an impedance
tube of the standing wave ratio L0, and
position D1/λ, of the first minimum
sound pressure level. αst is shown
parametrically in the chart.
In practice, when the impedance tube is used for determining the normal impedance at
the surface of the rigidly backed test specimen, which is backed by a rigid surface, the
following equations may be used:
K0=10L0/20
M=0.5[K0+K0−1]
N=0.5[K0−K0−1]
(C.30)
θ=360[2D1/λ−1/2] (degrees)
R=[M−Ncosθ]−1
X=RN sinθ
ZN/(ρc)=R+jX
Alternatively:
ZN/(ρc)=ξejβ
(C.31)
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where:
(C.32)
and:
β=tan−1(X/R)
(C.33)
The statistical absorption coefficient is related to the specific acoustic normal impedance
ZN and may be calculated as follows:
(C.34)

Rewriting the absorption coefficient in terms of the reflection coefficient using:
|R(θ)|2=1−α(θ)
(C.35)
Equation (C.34) can be written as:
(C.36)

For bulk reacting materials, Equations (5.129) and (5.130) may be used to calculate the
reflection coefficient, R(θ) and for locally reacting materials, Equation (5.131) may be
used. Note that use of these equations requires a knowledge of the specific acoustic
normal impedance, ZN, of the material. This can be measured using an impedance tube in
which a sample of the material, in the same configuration as to be used in practice in
terms of how it is backed, is tested. Alternatively, the normal impedance for any
configuration may be calculated using the methods described in the next section.
Using Equations (C.36) and (5.131), Morse and Bolt derive the following expression
for the statistical absorption coefficient for a locally reactive surface of normal
impedance, ZN, given by Equations (C.31) to (C.33):
(C.37)

C.4.1 Porous Materials with a Backing Cavity
For porous acoustic materials, such as rockwool or fibreglass, the specific normal
impedance may also be calculated from the material characteristic impedance and
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propagation constant of Equations (C.3) and (C.4). For a material of infinite depth, the
normal impedance is equal to the characteristic impedance of Equation (C.3). For a
porous blanket of thickness, ℓ, backed by a cavity of any depth, L (including L=0) with a
rigid back, the normal impedance (in the absence of flow past the cavity) may be
calculated using an electrical transmission line analogy (Magnusson, 1965) and is given
by:
(C.38)
The quantities Zm and km in Equation (C.38) are defined in Equations (C.3) and (C.4). The
specific normal impedance, ZL, of a rigidly terminated, partitioned backing cavity is given
by:
ZL=−jρc/tan(2πƒL/c)
(C.39)
and for a rigidly terminated, non-partitioned backing cavity:
ZL=−jρc cosθ/tan(2πƒL/c)
(C.40)
where θ is the angle of incidence of the sound wave measured from the normal to the
surface.
A partitioned cavity is one which is divided into compartments by partitions that
permit propagation normal to the surface while inhibiting propagation parallel to the
surface of the liner. The depth of each compartment is equal to the overall cavity depth.
If the porous material is rigidly backed so that L=0 or, equivalently, L is an integer
multiple of half wavelengths, Equation (C.38) reduces to:
ZN=−jZm/tan(kmℓ)
(C.41)
C.4.2 Porous Liner Covered with a Limp Impervious Layer
If the porous material is protected by covering or enclosing it in an impervious blanket of
thickness h and mass per unit area, σ′, the effective specific normal impedance at the
outer surface of the blanket, ZNB, which can be used together with Equations (C.36),
(5.129), (5.130) and (5.131) to find the absorption coefficient of the construction, is as
follows:
ZNB=ZN+j2πƒσ′
(C.42)
where ƒ is the frequency of the incident sound, tone or centre frequency of a narrow band
of noise. Typical values for σ′ and
covering materials.

are included in Table C.2 for commonly used
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Table C.2 Properties of commonly used limp
impervious wrappings for environmental protection
of porous materials
Density
(kg/m3)

Typical thickness
(microns=10−6 m)

Polyethylene
(LD)

930

6–35

0.0055–
0.033

460

Polyurethane

900

6–35

0.005–
0.033

1330

Aluminium

2700

2–12

0.0055–
0.033

5150

PVC

1400

4–28

0.005–
0.033

1310

Melinex
(polyester)

1390

15–30

0.021–
0.042

1600

Metalized
polyester

1400

12

0.017

1600

Material

a

σ′ (kg/m2)a

cL (approx.)
(m/s)

σ′ and cL are, respectively, the surface density and speed of sound in the wrapping material.

Guidelines for the selection of suitable protective coverings are given by Andersson
(1981).
C.4.3 Porous Liner Covered with a Perforated Sheet
If the porous liner were covered with a perforated sheet, the effective specific normal
impedance at the outer surface of the perforated sheet is (Bolt, 1947):
(C.43)

where ZN is the normal specific acoustic impedance of the porous acoustic material with
or without a cavity backing (and in the absence of flow), ℓ is the effective length of each
of the holes in the perforated sheet as defined by Equation (9.22), ω is the radian
frequency, P is the % open area of the holes, Ra is the acoustic resistance of each hole, A
is the area of each hole, M is the mach number of the flow past the holes and m is the
mass per unit area of the perforated sheet.
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C.4.4 Porous Liner Covered with a Limp Impervious Layer and a
Perforated Sheet
In this case, the impedance of the perforated sheet and impervious layer are both added to
the normal impedance of the porous acoustic material, so that:
(C.44)

It is important that the impervious layer and the perforated sheet are separated, using
something like a mesh spacer, otherwise the performance of the construction as an
absorber will be severely degraded.

APPENDIX D
Frequency Analysis
D.1 DIGITAL FILTERING
Spectral analysis is most commonly carried out in standardized octave, one-third octave,
one-twelfth and one-twenty-fourth octave bands, and both analog and digital filters are
available for this purpose. Such filters are referred to as constant percentage bandwidth
filters meaning that the filter bandwidth is a constant percentage of the band centre
frequency. For example, the octave bandwidth is always about 70.1% of the band centre
frequency, the one-third octave bandwidth is 23.2% of the band centre frequency and the
one-twelfth octave is 5.8% of the band centre frequency, where the band centre frequency
is defined as the geometric mean of the upper and lower frequency bounds of the band.
The stated percentages are approximate, as a compromise has been adopted in defining
the bands to simplify and to ensure repetition of the centre band frequencies. The
compromise that has been adopted is that the logarithms to the base ten of the one-third
octave centre band frequencies are tenth decade numbers (see discussion in Section
1.10.1).
Besides constant percentage bandwidth filters, instruments with constant frequency
bandwidth filters are also available. However, these instruments have largely been
replaced by fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysers which give similar results in a fraction
of the time and generally at a lower cost. When a time-varying signal is filtered using
either a constant percentage bandwidth or a constant frequency bandwidth filter, an r.m.s.
amplitude signal is obtained, which is proportional to the sum of the total energy content
of all frequencies included in the band.
When discussing digital filters and their use, an important consideration is the filter
response time, TR(s), which is the minimum time required for the filter output to reach
steady state. The minimum time generally required is the inverse of the filter bandwidth,
B (Hz). That is
(D.1)
where the centre band frequency, ƒ, the relative bandwidth, b, and the number of cycles,
nR, have been introduced. For example, for a one-third octave filter b=0.23 and the
number of cycles nR≈4.3. A typical response of a one-third octave filter is illustrated in
Figure D.1, where it will be noted that the actual response time is perhaps five cycles or
more, depending upon the required accuracy.
Where the r.m.s. value of a filtered signal is required, it is necessary to determine the
average value of the integrated squared output of the filtered signal over some prescribed
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period of time called the averaging time. The longer the averaging time, the more nearly
constant will be the r.m.s. value of the filtered output.

Figure D.1 Typical filter response of a
one-third octave filter (after Randall,
1987).
For a sinusoidal input of frequency, ƒ(Hz), or for several sinusoidal frequencies within
the band, where ƒ(Hz) is the minimum separation between components, the variation in
the average value will be less than 1/4 dB for an averaging time, TA≥3/ƒ(s). For many
sinusoidal components or for random noise and BTA≥1, the error in the r.m.s. signal may
be determined in terms of the statistical error, ε, calculated as follows:
ε=0.5(BTA)−1/2
(D.2)
For random noise, the actual error has a 63.3% probability of being within the range ±ε
and a 95.5% probability of being within the range, ±2ε,
The calculated statistical error may be expressed in decibels as follows:
20 log10eε=4.34(BTA)−1/2 dB
(D.3)
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D.2 DIGITAL FOURIER ANALYSIS
The process of decomposition of a time-varying signal into a spectrum of its component
parts is sometimes referred to as transforming a signal from the time domain to the
frequency domain. In the previous section, such a transformation process was described
in which the frequency components of a time-varying signal were determined by the
process of filtering, to produce a spectrum of the amplitudes of the frequency
components.
A second method for transforming a signal from the time domain to the frequency
domain is by Fourier analysis. Fourier analysis allows any time varying signal to be
represented as the sum of a number of individual sinusoidal components, each
characterized by a specific frequency, amplitude and relative phase. Whereas the filtering
process described earlier provides information about the amplitudes of the frequency
components, the information is insufficient to reconstruct the original time varying
signal, and returning from the frequency domain to the time domain is not possible. By
contrast, Fourier analysis provides sufficient information in the output to reconstruct the
original time varying signal.
A general Fourier representation of a periodic time varying signal of period T and
fundamental frequency ƒ1=1/T such that x(t)=x(t+nT) where n=1, 2, .... takes the
following form:
(D.4)
For example, the square wave illustrated in Figure D.2 is represented by Equation
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Figure D.2 Illustration of Fourier
analysis of a square wave: (a) periodic
square wave; (b) harmonic components
of a square wave.
(D.4), where for n odd An=4/(πn), for n even An=0 and Bn=0. Note that the component
characterized by frequency, nƒ1, is referred to as the nth harmonic of the fundamental
frequency, ƒ1.
Use of Euler’s well known equation (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) allows Equation
(D.4) to be rewritten in the following alternative form:
(D.5)
A further reduction is possible by defining the complex spectral amplitude components
Xn=(A−jB)/2 and X−n=(A+jB)/2. Denoting by * the complex conjugate, the following
relation may be written:
(D.6)
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Clearly Equation (D.6) is satisfied, thus ensuring that the right-hand side of Equation
(D.5) is real. The introduction of Equation (D.6) in Equation (D.5) allows the following
more compact expression to be written:
(D.7)
The spectrum of Equation (D.7) now includes negative as well as positive values of n,
giving rise to components −nƒ1. The spectrum is said to be two sided. The spectral
amplitude components, Xn, may be calculated using the following expression:
(D.8)

The spectrum of squared amplitudes is known as the power spectrum. The mean of the
instantaneous power of the time-varying signal, [x(t)]2, averaged over the period T is:
(D.9)
Substitution of Equation (D.4) in Equation (D.9) and carrying out the integration gives
the following result:
(D.10)
Equation (D.10) shows that the total power is the sum of the powers of each spectral
component.
Figure D.3 shows several possible interpretations of the Fourier transform in which is
shown (1) the two sided power spectrum; (2) the one sided spectrum obtained by adding
the corresponding negative and positive frequency components; (3) the r.m.s. amplitude
(square root of the power spectrum); and (4) the logarithm to the base 10 of the power
spectrum in decibels, which is the form usually used in the analysis of noise and vibration
problems.
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Figure D.3 Spectrum representations
(after Randall, 1987): (a) two-sided
power spectrum.; (b) one sided power
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spectrum; (c) r.m.s. amplitude
spectrum; (d) decibel spectrum.
The previous analysis may be extended to the more general case of non-periodic (or
random noise) signals by allowing the period, T, to become indefinitely large. In this
case, Xn becomes X′(ƒ), a continuous function of frequency, ƒ. It is to be noted that
whereas the units of Xn are the same as those of x(t), the units of X′(ƒ) are those of x(t) per
hertz. With the proposed changes, Equation (D.8) takes the following form:
(D.11)
The spectral density function, X′(ƒ), is complex, characterized by a real and an imaginary
part (or amplitude and phase):
Equation (D.7) becomes:
(D.12)
Equations (D.11) and (D.12) form a Fourier transform pair, with the former referred to as
the forward transform and the latter as the inverse transform.
In practice, a finite sample time T always is used to acquire data and the spectral
representation of Equation (D.8) is the result calculated by spectrum analysis equipment.
This latter result is referred to as the spectrum and the spectral density is obtained by
multiplying by the sample period, T.
Where a time function is represented as a sequence of samples taken at regular
intervals, an alternative form of Fourier transform pair is as follows. The forward
transform is:
(D.13)
The quantity X(ƒ) represents the spectrum and the inverse transform is:
(D.14)

where ƒs is the sampling frequency.
The form of Fourier transform pair used in spectrum analysis instrumentation is
referred to as the discrete Fourier transform, for which the functions are sampled in both
the time and frequency domains. Thus:
(D.15)
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(D.16)
where k and n represent discrete sample numbers in the time and frequency domains,
respectively.
In Equation (D.15), the spacing between frequency components in hertz is dependent
on the time, T, to acquire the N samples of data in the time domain and is equal to 1/T or
ƒs/N. Thus the effective filter bandwidth, B, is equal to 1/T.
The four Fourier transform pairs are shown graphically in Figure D.4. In Equations
(D.15), and (D.16), the functions have not been made symmetrical about the origin, but
because of the periodicity of each, the second half of each sum also represents the
negative half period to the left of the origin, as can be seen by inspection of the figure.
The frequency components above ƒs/2 in Figure D.4 can be more easily visualized as
negative frequency components and in practice, the frequency content of the final
spectrum must be restricted to less than ƒs/2. This is explained later when aliasing is
discussed.
The discrete Fourier transform is well suited to the digital computations performed in
instrumentation. Nevertheless, it can be seen by referring to Equation (D.15) that to
obtain N frequency components from N time samples, N2 complex multiplications are
required. Fortunately this is reduced by the use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm to N log2N, which for a typical case of N=1024, speeds up computations by a
factor of 100. This algorithm is discussed in detail by Randall (1987).
D.2.1 Power Spectrum
The power spectrum is the most common form of spectral representation used in
acoustics and vibration. For discussion, assume that the measured variable is randomly
distributed about a mean value (also called expected value or average value). The mean
value of x(k) is obtained by an appropriate limiting operation in which each value, x,
assumed by x(k) is multiplied by its probability of occurrence, p(x). This gives:
(D.17)
where E[] represents the expected value over the index k of the term inside the bracket.
Similarly, the expected value of any real, single-valued continuous function, g(x) of the
random variable, x(k), is given by (Bendat and Piersol, 1971):
(D.18)
The two sided power spectrum is defined in terms of the amplitude spectrum X(ƒ)=Xn
where ƒ=nƒ1 of Equation (D.13) in terms of the expected value of the average of a great
many samples written as calculated using Equation (D.13) as follows:
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(D.19)
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Figure D.4 Various Fourier Transform
pairs (after Randall, 1987)
(a) Integral Transform; signal infinite and continuous in both the time
and frequency domains

(b) Fourier Series; signal periodic in the time domain and discrete in
the frequency domain

(c) Sampled Function; signal discrete in the time domain and periodic
in the frequency domain

(d) Discrete Fourier Transform; signal discrete and periodic in both the
time and frequency domains

and the power spectral density as:
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(D.20)
For a finite record length, T the two-sided power spectrum may be estimated using:
(D.21)
where i is the spectrum number and q is the number of spectra over which the average is
taken. The larger the value of q, the more closely will the estimate of Sxx(ƒn) approach its
true value.
The power spectral density can be obtained from the power spectrum by dividing by
the frequency spacing of the components in the frequency spectrum or by multiplying by
the time, T, to acquire one record of data. Although it is often appropriate to express
random noise spectra in terms of power spectral density, the same is not true for tonal
components. Only the power spectrum will give the true energy content of a tonal
component.
In practice, the two-sided power spectrum Sxx(ƒn) is expressed in terms of the one
sided power spectrum Gxx(ƒn) where:
Gxx(ƒn)=0 ƒn<0
Gxx(ƒn)=Sxx(ƒn) ƒn=0
(D.22)
Gxx(ƒn)=2Sxxƒn>0
Note that if successive spectra, Xi(ƒn), are averaged, the result will be zero, as the phases
of each spectral component vary randomly from one record to the next. Thus in practice,
power spectra are more commonly used, as they can be averaged together to give a more
accurate result. This is because power spectra are only represented by an amplitude;
phase information is lost when the spectra are calculated (see Equation (D.19)).
There remain a number of important concepts and possible pitfalls of frequency
analysis, which will now be discussed.
D.2.2 Sampling Frequency and Aliasing
The sampling frequency is the frequency at which the input signal is digitally sampled. If
the signal contains frequencies greater than half the sampling frequency, then these will
be “folded back” and appear as frequencies less than half the sampling frequency. For
example if the sampling frequency is 20,000 Hz and the signal contains a frequency of
25,000 Hz, then the signal will appear as 5,000 Hz. Similarly, if the signal contains a
frequency of 15,000 Hz, this signal also will appear as 5,000 Hz. This phenomenon is
known as “aliasing” and in a spectrum analyser it is important to have analog filters that
have a sharp roll off for frequencies above about 0.4 of the sampling frequency. Aliasing
is illustrated in Figure D.5.
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Figure D.5 Illustration of aliasing
(after Randall, 1987); (a) Zero
frequency or DC component; (b)
Spectrum component at sampling
frequency ƒs interpreted as DC; (c)
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Spectrum component at (1/N)ƒs; (d)
Spectrum component at [(N+1)/N]ƒs.
D.2.3 Uncertainty Principle
The uncertainty principle states that the frequency resolution (equal to the bandwidth, B)
of a Fourier transformed signal is equal to the reciprocal of the time, T, to acquire the
signal. Thus, for a single spectrum, BT=1. An effectively higher BT product can be
obtained by averaging several spectra together until an acceptable error is obtained
according to Equation (D.2), where B is the filter bandwidth (∆ƒ) or frequency resolution
and T is the total sample time.
D.2.4 Real-time Frequency
Real-time frequency is often used in spectrum analyser specifications to characterize the
analysis speed. It refers to the maximum frequency of an input signal, which can be
continuously sampled by the analyser in such a way that the time taken to do an FFT
analysis is equal to the time taken to acquire the necessary number of samples (usually
1024 or 2048). In this way, no data are lost while the analyser is processing data already
obtained.
Although the total sampling time required for a spectrum analysis is fixed by the
uncertainty principle, an analyser with a slower real time frequency will take longer to
perform a frequency analysis if the upper analysis frequency is higher than the real-time
frequency. Thus, some data will be lost between successive spectra.
Real-time frequency is also important when the analysis of transient or short duration
time signals is undertaken. In this case, results for frequencies above the real time
frequency will be inaccurate.
A more subtle aspect of the real-time frequency specification for a spectrum analyser
is that it is related to the internal clock speed of the instrument. Thus an instrument with a
lower real-time frequency will take longer to do any post-processing of data.
D.2.5 Weighting Functions
When sampling a signal in practice, a spectrum analyser must start and stop somewhere
in time and this may cause a problem due to the effect of the discontinuity where the two
ends of the record are effectively joined in a loop in the analyser. The solution is to apply
a weighting function, called “windowing”, which suppresses the effect of the
discontinuity. The discontinuity without weighting causes side lobes to appear in the
spectrum for a single frequency, as shown by the solid curve in Figure D.6, which is
effectively the same as applying a rectangular window weighting function. In this case,
all signal samples before sampling begins and after it ends are multiplied by zero and all
values in between are multiplied by one.
A better choice of window is one which places less weight on the signal at either end
of the window and maximum weight on the middle of the window. One such weighting,
called a “Hanning window”, is illustrated in Figure D.6. The result of weighting the input
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signal in this way is shown by the dashed curve in the figure. Even though the main lobe
is wider, representing poorer frequency resolution, the side lobe amplitudes fall away
more rapidly, which results in less contamination of neighbouring frequency bins. The
properties of various weighting functions are summarized in Table D.1.

Figure D.6 Comparison of the filter
characteristics of the
RECTANGULAR and HANNING
time weighting functions (after
Randall, 1987).
Table D.1 Properties of the various time weighting
functions
Highest
sidelobe (dB)

Sidelobe falloff
(dB decade)

Noise
bandwidth

Maximum amplitude
error (dB)

Rectangular

−13

−20

1.00

3.9

Hanning

−32

−60

1.50

1.4

Hamming

−43

−20

1.36

1.8

Kaiser-Bessel

−69

−20

1.80

1.0

Truncated
Gaussian

−69

−20

1.90

0.9

Flat-top

−93

0

3.77

<0.01

Window type
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The best weighting function for amplitude accuracy in the frequency domain is the flat
top (the name refers to the weighting in the frequency domain whereas the window shape
refers to the weighting in the time domain). This is often used for calibration because of
its uniform flat frequency response over the bandwidth, B (=1/T), which results in the
amplitude of the spectral component being independent of small variations in signal
frequency around the band centre frequency, thus making this window suitable for
instrument calibration with a tonal signal. However, this window provides poor
frequency resolution. Maximum frequency resolution (and minimum amplitude accuracy)
is achieved with the rectangular window, so this is sometimes used to separate two
spectral peaks which have a similar amplitude and a small frequency spacing. A good
compromise most commonly used is the Hanning window.
When a Fourier analysis is performed in practice using the FFT algorithm and a digital
Fourier transform, the resulting frequency spectrum is divided into a number of bands of
finite width. Each band may be considered like a filter, the shape of which is dependent
on the weighting function used. If the frequency of a signal falls in the middle of a band,
its amplitude will be measured accurately. However, if it falls midway between two
bands, the error in amplitude varies from 0.0 dB for the flat top window to 3.9 dB for the
rectangular window. At the same time, the frequency bands obtained using the flat top
window are 3.8 times wider so the frequency resolution is 3.8 times poorer than for the
rectangular window.
D.2.6 Zoom Analysis
Zoom analysis is extremely important in a spectrum analyser as it allows part of a
spectrum to be expanded and examined in greater detail. There are two types of zoom
analysis commonly used. The first is real-time zoom in which data must be retaken over a
longer period of time such that the uncertainty principle is satisfied. The second, referred
to as “non-destructive zoom” uses the same data as was used to obtain the existing
unexpanded spectrum. These data, stored in memory, are recycled a number of times
through the analyser at a much lower sampling rate. Each time through, a different set of
samples is acquired and the final result is averaged. Thus the extended time T required for
a finer frequency resolution is achieved by using a lower sampling rate and recycling the
data until all of it has been sampled once.
Whichever way it is done, if the frequency resolution is made finer by a factor of 10,
then the time to acquire the necessary data will increase by a factor of 10, unless parallel
processing is done on a stored spectrum.

D.3 IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS
The following functions, which involve the use of dual-channel spectrum analysers
sampling two signals simultaneously, are used in noise analysis when it is desired to
determine the relative phase and amplitude of two signals and whether both signals come
from the same source. The cross-spectrum is also used in intensity measurement as
discussed in Section 3.13.3.
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D.3.1 Cross-spectrum
The two-sided cross-spectrum between two signals x(t) and y(t) in the frequency domain
can be defined in a similar way as the power spectrum (or auto spectrum) of Equations
(D.19) and (D.21) using Equation (D.18) as follows:
(D.23)
or,
(D.24)
where Xi(ƒ) and Yi(ƒ) are instantaneous spectra and Sxy(ƒn) is estimated by averaging over
a number of instantaneous spectrum products obtained with finite time records of data. In
contrast to the power spectrum which is real, the cross-spectrum is complex,
characterized by an amplitude and a phase.
In practice, the amplitude of Sxy(ƒn) is the product of the two amplitudes X(ƒn) and
Y(ƒn) and its phase is the difference in phase between X(ƒn) and Y(ƒn) (=θy−θx). This
function can be averaged because for stationary signals, the relative phase between x and
y is fixed and not random. The cross-spectrum Syx has the same amplitude but opposite
phase to Sxy.
The cross-spectral density can also be defined in a similar way to the power spectral
density by multiplying Equation (D.24) by the time taken to acquire one record of data
(which is the reciprocal of the spacing between the components in the frequency
spectrum, or the reciprocal of the spectrum bandwidth).
As for power spectra, the two-sided cross-spectrum can be expressed in single-sided
form as:
Gxy(ƒn)=0 ƒn<0
Gxy(ƒn)=Sxy(ƒn) ƒn=0
(D.25)
Gxy(ƒn)=2Sxy(ƒn) ƒn>0
Note that Gxy(ƒ) is complex, with real and imaginary parts referred to as the co-spectrum
and quad-spectrum respectively. As for power spectra, the accuracy of the estimate of the
cross-spectrum improves as the number of records over which the averages are taken
increases. The statistical error for a stationary Gaussian random signal is given (Randall,
1987) as:
(D.26)
where γ2(ƒ) is the coherence function (see next section) and q is the number of averages.
The amplitude of Gxy(ƒ) gives a measure of how well the two functions x and y
correlate as a function of frequency and the phase angle of Gxy(ƒ) is a measure of the
phase shift between the two signals as a function of frequency.
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D.3.2 Coherence
The coherence function is a measure of the degree of linear dependence between two
signals, as a function of frequency. It is calculated from the two auto-spectra (or power
spectra) and the cross-spectrum as follows:
(D.27)
By definition, γ2(ƒ) varies between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating a high degree of linear
dependence between the two signals, x(t) and y(t). Thus in a physical system where y(t) is
the output and x(t) is the input signal, the coherence is a measure of the degree to which
y(t) is linearly related to x(t). If random noise is present in either x(t) or y(t) then the value
of the coherence will diminish. Other causes of a diminished coherence are a non-linear
relationship between x(t) and y(t), insufficient frequency resolution in the frequency
spectrum or poor choice of window function. A further cause of diminished coherence is
a time delay, of the same order as the length of the record, between x(t) and y(t).
The main application of the coherence function is in checking the validity of
frequency response measurements. Another more direct application is the calculation of
the signal, S, to noise, N, ratio as a function of frequency:
(D.28)

D.3.3 Frequency Response (or Transfer) Function
The frequency response function H(ƒ) is defined as:
(D.29)
Note that the frequency response function H(ƒ) is the Fourier transform of the system
impulse response function, h(t).
In practice, it is desirable to average H(ƒ) over a number of spectra, but as Y(ƒ) and
X(ƒ) are both instantaneous spectra, it is not possible to average either of these. For this
reason it is convenient to modify Equation (D.29). There are a number of possibilities,
one of which is to multiply the numerator and denominator by the complex conjugate of
the input spectrum. Thus:
(D.30a,b)
A second version is found by multiplying with Y*(ƒ) instead of X*(ƒ). Thus:
(D.31a,b)
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Either of the above two forms of frequency response function are amenable to averaging,
but H1(ƒ) is the preferred version if the output signal y(t) is more contaminated by noise
than the input signal x(t), whereas H2(ƒ) is preferred if the input signal x(t) is more
contaminated by noise than the output (Randall, 1987).
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sound sources.
ANSI S12.6–1997. Method for the measurement of the real-ear attenuation of hearing
protectors.
ANSI S12.7–1986 (R1998). Methods for measurements of impulse noise.
ANSI S12.8–1998. Methods for determination of insertion loss of outdoor noise
barriers.
ANSI S12.9/1–1988 (R1998). Quantities and procedures for description and
measurement of environmental sound. Part 1.
ANSI S12.9/2–1992 (R1998). Quantities and procedures for description and
measurement of outdoor environmental sound. Part 2: Measurement of long-term, widearea sound.
ANSI S12.9/3–1993 (R1998). Quantities and procedures for description and
measurement of environmental sound. Part 3: Short-term measurements with an observer
present.
ANSI S12.9/4–1996. Quantities and procedures for description and measurement of
environmental sound. Part 4: Noise assessment and prediction of long-term community
response.
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ANSI S12.9/5–1998. Quantities and procedures for description and measurement of
environmental sound. Part 5: Sound level descriptors for determination of compatible
land use.
ANSI S12.9/6–2000. Quantities and procedures for description and measurement of
environmental sound. Part 6: Methods for estimation of awakenings associated with
aircraft noise events heard in homes.
ANSI S12.10–2002. Acoustics—measurement of airborne noise emitted by
information technology and business equipment.
ANSI S12.11–1987 (R1997). Methods for the measurement of noise emitted by small
air-moving devices.
ANSI S12.12–1992 (R2002). Engineering method for the determination of sound
power levels of noise sources using sound intensity.
ANSI S12.13–1991. Draft evaluating the effectiveness of hearing conservation
programs.
ANSI S12.14–1992 (R2002). Methods for the field measurement of the sound output
of audible public warning devices installed at fixed locations outdoors.
ANSI S12.15–1992 (R2002). Acoustics: portable electric power tools, stationary and
fixed electric power tools, and gardening appliances—measurement of sound emitted.
ANSI S12.16–1992 (R2002). Guidelines for the specification of noise of new
machinery.
ANSI S12.17–1996. Impulse sound propagation for environmental noise assessment.
ANSI S12.18–1994 (R1999). Procedures for outdoor measurement of sound pressure
level.
ANSI S12.19–1996. Measurement of Occupational Noise Exposure.
ANSI S12.23–1989 (R1996). Method for the designation of sound power emitted by
machinery and equipment.
ANSI S12.30–1990 (R2002). Guidelines for the use of sound power standards and for
the preparation of noise test codes.
ANSI S12.31–1990 (R1996). Precision methods for the determination of sound power
levels of broad-band noise sources in reverberation rooms.
ANSI S12.32–1990 (R1996). Precision methods for the determination of sound power
levels of discrete frequency and narrow-band noise sources in reverberation rooms.
ANSI S12.33–1990 (R1997). Engineering methods for the determination of sound
power levels of noise sources in a special reverberation test room.
ANSI S12.34–1988 (R1997). Engineering methods for the determination of sound
power levels of noise sources for essentially free-field conditions over a reflecting plane.
ANSI S12.35–1990 (R1996). Precision methods for the determination of sound power
levels of noise sources in anechoic and hemi-anechoic rooms.
ANSI S12.36–1990 (R1997). Survey methods for the determination of sound power
levels of noise sources.
ANSI S12.40–1990. Sound level descriptors for determination of compatible land use.
ANSI S12.42–1995. Microphone-in-real-ear and acoustic test fixture methods for the
measurement of insertion loss of circumaural hearing devices.
ANSI S12.43–1997 (R2002). Methods for measurement of sound emitted by
machinery and equipment at workstations and other specified positions.
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ANSI S12.51–2002. Acoustics—determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound pressure—precision methods for reverberation rooms.
ANSI S12.53/1–1999. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise
sources. Engineering methods for small, movable sources in reverberant fields. Part 1:
Comparison method for hard-walled test rooms.
ANSI S12.53/2–1999. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise
sources using sound pressure. Engineering methods for small, movable sources in
reverberant fields. Part 2: Methods for special reverberation test rooms.
ANSI S12.54–1999. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound pressure. Engineering method in an essentially free field over a reflecting
plane.
ANSI S12.56–1999. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound pressure. Survey method using an enveloping measurement surface over a
reflecting plane.
ANSI S12.57–2002. Standard acoustics—determination of sound power levels of
noise sources using sound pressure—comparison method in-situ.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING OF MATERIALS
ASTM C384–98. Standard test method for impedance and absorption of acoustical
materials by the impedance tube method.
ASTM C423–99a. Standard test method for sound absorption and sound absorption
coefficients by the reverberation room method.
ASTM C522–87 (1997). Standard test method for airflow resistance of acoustical
materials.
ASTM C634–00. Standard terminology relating to environmental acoustics.
ASTM C635–00. Standard specification for the manufacture, performance, and testing
of metal suspension systems for acoustical tile and lay-in panel ceilings.
ASTM C636–96. Standard practice for installation of metal ceiling suspension
systems for acoustical tile and lay-in panels.
ASTM C800–94. Standard specification for glass fiber blanket insulation (aircraft
type). ASTM C919–98. Standard practice for use of sealants in acoustical applications.
ASTM C1014–99ae1. Standard specification for spray-applied mineral fiber thermal
and sound absorbing insulation.
ASTM C1071–98. Standard specification for thermal and acoustical insulation (glass
fiber, duct lining material).
ASTM D1779–98. Standard specification for adhesive for acoustical materials.
ASTM D5527–94. Standard practices for measuring surface wind and temperature by
acoustic means.
ASTM E90–99. Standard test method for laboratory measurement of airborne sound
transmission loss of building partitions and elements.
ASTM E336–97. Standard test method for measurement of airborne sound insulation
in buildings.
ASTM E413–87 (1999). Standard classification for rating sound insulation.
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ASTM E477–99. Standard test method for measuring acoustical and airflow
performance of duct liner materials and prefabricated silencers.
ASTM E492–90 (1996). Standard test method for laboratory measurement of impact
sound transmission through floor-ceiling assemblies using the tapping machine.
ASTM E497–99. Standard practice for installing sound-isolating lightweight
partitions.
ASTM E557–93. Standard practice for architectural application and installation of
operable partitions.
ASTM E580–00. Standard practice for application of ceiling suspension systems for
acoustical tile and lay-in panels in areas requiring moderate seismic restraint.
ASTM E596–96. Standard test method for laboratory measurement of noise reduction
of sound-isolating enclosures.
ASTM E717–84 (1999). Standard guide for preparation of the accreditation annex of
acoustical test standards.
ASTM E756–98. Standard test method for measuring vibration-damping properties of
materials.
ASTM E795–00. Standard practices for mounting test specimens during sound
absorption tests.
ASTM E966–99. Standard guide for field measurement of airborne sound insulation
of building facades and facade elements.
ASTM E989–89 (1999). Standard classification for determination of impact insulation
class (IIC).
ASTM E1007–97. Standard test method for field measurement of tapping machine
impact sound transmission through floor-ceiling assemblies and associated support
structures.
ASTM E1014–84 (1995). Standard guide for measurement of outdoor a-weighted
sound levels.
ASTME1041–85 (1998). Standard guide for measurement of masking sound in open
offices.
ASTM E1042–92 (1997). Standard classification for acoustically absorptive materials
applied by trowel or spray.
ASTM E1050–98. Standard test method for impedance and absorption of acoustical
materials using a tube, two microphones, and a digital frequency analysis system.
ASTM E1110–86 (1994). Standard classification for determination of articulation
class.
ASTM E1111–92 (1996). Standard test method for measuring the interzone
attenuation of ceiling systems.
ASTM E1123–86 (1998). Standard practices for mounting test specimens for sound
transmission loss testing of naval and marine ship bulkhead treatment materials.
ASTM E1124–97. Standard test method for field measurement of sound power level
by the two-surface method.
ASTM E1130–90 (1994). Standard test method for objective measurement of speech
privacy in open offices using articulation index.
ASTM E1139–97. Standard practice for continuous monitoring of acoustic emission
from metal pressure boundaries.
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ASTM E1179–87 (1998). Standard specification for sound sources used for testing
open office components and systems.
ASTM E1222–90 (1996). Standard test method for laboratory measurement of the
insertion loss of pipe lagging systems.
ASTM E1264–98. Standard classification for acoustical ceiling products.
ASTM E1265–90 (1995). Standard test method for measuring insertion loss of
pneumatic exhaust silencers.
ASTM E1289–97. Standard specification for reference specimen for sound
transmission loss.
ASTM E1332–90 (1998). Standard classification for determination of outdoor-indoor
transmission class.
ASTM E1374–93 (1998). Standard guide for open office acoustics and applicable
ASTM standards.
ASTM E1375–90 (1994). Standard test method for measuring the interzone
attenuation of furniture panels used as acoustical barriers.
ASTM E1376–90 (1994). Standard test method for measuring the interzone
attenuation of sound reflected by wall finishes and furniture panels.
ASTM E1408–91 (2000). Standard test method for laboratory measurement of the
sound transmission loss of door panels and door systems.
ASTM E1414–00. Standard test method for airborne sound attenuation between rooms
sharing a common ceiling plenum.
ASTM E1425–91 (1999). Standard practice for determining the acoustical
performance of exterior windows and doors.
ASTM E1433–95. Standard guide for selection of standards on environmental
acoustics.
ASTM E1503–97. Standard test method for conducting outdoor sound measurements
using a digital statistical analysis system.
ASTM E1573–93 (1998). Standard test method for evaluating masking sound in open
offices using a-weighted and one-third octave band sound pressure levels.
ASTM E1574–98. Standard test method for measurement of sound in residential
spaces.
ASTM E1686–96. Standard guide for selection of environmental noise measurements
and criteria.
ASTM E1704–95. Standard guide for specifying acoustical performance of soundisolating enclosures.
ASTM E1779–96a. Standard guide for preparing a measurement plan for conducting
outdoor sound measurements.
ASTM E1780–96. Standard guide for measuring outdoor sound received from a
nearby fixed source.
ASTM F1334–97. Standard test method for determining a-weighted sound power level
of vacuum cleaners.
ASTM F1797–98. Standard test method for acoustic emission testing of insulated
digger derricks.
ASTM F2039–00. Standard guide for the basic elements of a shipboard occupational
health and safety program.
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AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS
AS1045–1988. Acoustics: measurement of sound absorption in a reverberation room.
AS1055.1–1997. Acoustics: description and measurement of environmental noise.
General procedures.
AS1055.2–1997. Acoustics: description and measurement of environmental noise.
Application to specific situations.
AS1055.3–1997. Acoustics: description and measurement of environmental noise.
Acquisition of data pertinent to land use.
AS1081–1990. Acoustics: measurement of airborne noise emitted by rotating
electrical machinery.
AS1191–1985. Acoustics: method for laboratory measurement of airborne sound
transmission loss of building partitions.
AS1191–1985/Amdt 1–1987. Acoustics: method for laboratory measurement of
airborne sound transmission loss of building partitions.
AS1217.1–1985. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources:
guidelines for the use of basic standards and for the preparation of noise codes.
AS1217.2–1985 (Amndt 1–1989). Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of
noise sources: precision methods for broadband sources in reverberant rooms.
AS1217.3–1985. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources:
precision methods for narrow band sources in reverberant rooms.
AS1217.4–1985. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources:
engineering methods for special reverberant test rooms.
AS1217.5–1985 (Amndt 1–1985). Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of
noise sources: engineering methods for free field conditions over a reflecting plane.
AS1217.6–1985. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources:
precision methods for anechoic and semi—anechoic rooms.
AS1217.7–1985. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources:
survey method.
AS1259–1990. Sound level meters.
AS1269.0–1998. Occupational noise management. Overview.
AS1269.1–1998. Occupational noise management. Measurement and assessment of
noise immission and exposure.
AS1269.2–1998. Occupational noise management. Noise control management.
AS1269.3–1998. Occupational noise management. Hearing protector program.
AS1269.4–1998. Occupational noise management. Auditory assessment.
AS1270–1999. Acoustics: hearing protectors.
AS1276.1–1999. Acoustics: rating of sound insulation in buildings and of building
elements—airborne sound insulation.
AS1277–1983. Acoustics: measurement procedures for ducted silencers.
AS1359.109–1998. Rotating electrical machines: general requirements. Noise limits.
AS1469–1983. Acoustics: methods for the determination of noise rating numbers.
AS1591.1–1995. Acoustics: instrumentation for audiometry. Reference zero for the
calibration of pure-tone bone conduction audiometers.
AS1591.2–1987. Acoustics: instrumentation for audiometry. Reference zero for the
calibration of pure-tone audiometers.
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AS1591.4–1995. Acoustics: instrumentation for audiometry. A mechanical coupler for
calibration of bone vibrators.
AS1591.5–1987. Acoustics: instrumentation for audiometry. Wide band artificial ear.
AS1633–1985. Acoustics: glossary of terms and related symbols.
AS1935–1998. Acoustics: determination of sound absorption coefficient and
impedance in impedance. Method using standing wave ratio.
AS1948–1987. Acoustics: measurement of airborne noise on board vessels and
offshore platforms.
AS1949–1988. Acoustics: measurement of airborne noise emitted by vessels in
waterways, ports and harbours.
AS2012.1–1990. Acoustics: measurement of airborne noise emitted by earth-moving
machinery and agricultural tractors—stationary test condition. Determination of
compliance with limits for exterior noise.
AS2021–2000. Acoustics: aircraft noise intrusion—building siting and construction.
AS2107–2000. Acoustics: recommended design sound levels and reverberation times
for building interiors.
AS2221. Methods for measurements of airborne sound emitted by compressor units
including prime movers and by pneumatic tools and machines.
AS2240–1979. Methods of measurement of the sound emitted by motor vehicles.
AS2253–1979. Methods for field measurement of the reduction of airborne sound
transmission in buildings.
AS2254–1988. Acoustics: recommended noise levels for various areas of occupancy
in vessels and offshore mobile platforms.
AS2363–1990. Acoustics: assessment of noise from helicopter landing sites.
AS2377–1980. Methods for the measurement of airborne sound from railbound
vehicles.
AS2399–1980. Personal noise dosimeters.
AS2436–1981. Guide to noise control on construction, maintenance and demolition
sites.
AS2460–1981. Acoustics: measurement of reverberation time in enclosures.
AS2499–1981. Acoustics: method for laboratory measurement of airborne sound
attenuation of ceiling (two-room method).
AS2533–1982. Acoustics: preferred frequencies for measurements.
AS2659.1–1988. Guide to the use of sound measuring equipment. Portable sound
level meters.
AS2659.2–1983. Guide to the use of sound measuring equipment. Portable equipment
for integration of sound signals.
AS2680–19S4. Acoustics: performance for tape recording equipment for use in
acoustical measurement systems.
AS2702–1984. Acoustics: methods for the measurement of road traffic noise.
AS2822–1985. Acoustics: method of assessing and predicting speech privacy and
speech intelligibility.
AS2900.7–1986. Quantities and units of acoustics.
AS2991. Acoustics: method for the determination of airborne noise emitted by
household and similar electrical appliances.
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AS3534–1988. Acoustics: methods for measurement of airborne noise emitted by
powered lawnmowers, edge and brush cutters, and string trimmers.
AS3561–1988. Speed fluctuations in analogue sound recording and reproducing
equipment: method of measurement.
AS3657.1–1989. Acoustics: expression of the subjective magnitude of sound or noise.
Pure tones, equal loudness contours.
AS3657.2–1996. Acoustics: expression of the subjective magnitude of sound or noise.
Method for calculating loudness level.
AS3671–1989. Acoustics: road traffic noise intrusion—building siting and
construction.
AS3713–1989. Acoustics: industrial trucks—noise measurement
AS3755–1990. Acoustics: measurement of airborne noise emitted by computer and
business equipment.
AS3756–1990. Acoustics: measurement of high frequency noise emitted by computer
and business equipment.
AS3757–1990. Acoustics: declared noise emission values of computer and business
equipment.
A5378 I–1990. Acoustics: noise labelling of machinery and equipment.
AS37S2–1990. Acoustics: statistical methods for determining and verifying stated
noise emission values of machinery and equipment.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION
IEC 60034/9–1997. Rotating electrical machines. Part 9: Noise limits.
IEC 60050/801–1994. International Electrotechnical Vocabulary—Chapter 801:
Acoustics and electroacoustics.
IEC 60118/1–1995. Hearing aids. Part 1: Hearing aids with induction pick-up coil
input.
IEC 60118/4–1981. Hearing aids. Part 4: Magnetic field strength in audio-frequency
induction loops for hearing aid purposes.
IEC 60268–16–1998. Sound system equipment—Part 16: Objective rating of speech
intelligibility by speech transmission index.
IEC 60303–1970. IEC provisional reference coupler for the calibration of earphones
used in audiometry.
IEC 60318/1–1998. Electroacoustics: simulators of human head and ear. Part 1: Ear
simulator for the calibration of supra-aural earphones.
IEC 60318/2–1998. Electroacoustics: simulators of human head and ear. Part 2: An
interim acoustic coupler for the calibration of audiometric earphones in the extended
high-frequency range.
IEC 60318/3–1998. Electroacoustics: simulators of human head and ear. Part 3:
Acoustic coupler for the calibration of supra-aural earphones used in audiometry.
IEC 60534/1–1987. Industrial-process control valves. Part 1: Control valve
terminology and general considerations.
IEC 60534/2/1–1998. Industrial-process control valves. Part 2: Flow capacity—sizing
equations for fluid flow under installed conditions.
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IEC 60534/8/1–1986. Industrial-process control valves. Part 8: Noise considerations.
Section 1: Laboratory measurement of noise generated by aerodynamic flow through
control valves.
IEC 60534/8/2–1991. Industrial-process control valves. Part 8: Noise considerations.
Section 2: Laboratory measurement of noise generated by hydrodynamic flow through
control valves.
IEC 60534/8/3–2000. Industrial-process control valves. Part 8: Noise considerations.
Section 3: Control valve aerodynamic noise prediction method.
IEC 60534/8/4–1994. Industrial-process control valves. Part 8: Noise considerations.
Section 4: Prediction of noise generated by hydrodynamic flow.
IEC 60551–1987. Determination of transformer and reactor sound levels.
IEC 60645/1–1992. Electroacoustics: audiometers. Part 1: Pure-tone audiometers.
IEC 60645/2–1993. Electroacoustics: audiometers. Part 2: Equipment for speech
audiometry.
IEC 60645–3–1994. Electroacoustics: audiometers. Part 3: Auditory test signals of
short duration for audiometric and neuro-otological purposes.
IEC 60645/4–1994. Electroacoustics: audiometers. Part 4: Equipment for extended
high-frequency audiometry.
IEC 60651–1979. Sound level meters.
IEC 60704/1–1997. Household and similar electrical appliances. Test code for the
determination of airborne acoustical noise. Part 1: General requirements.
IEC 60704/2/1–1984. Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and similar electrical appliances. Part 2: Particular requirements for
vacuum cleaners.
IEC 60704/2/2–1985. Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and similar electrical appliances. Part 2: Particular requirements for
forced draught convection heaters.
IEC 60704/2/3–1987. Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and similar electrical appliances. Part 2: Particular requirements for
dishwashers.
IEC 60704/2/4–1989. Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and similar electrical appliances. Part 2: Particular requirements for
washing machines and spin extractors.
IEC 60704/2/5–1989. Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and similar electrical appliances. Part 2: Particular requirements for
room heaters of the storage type.
IEC 60704/2/6–1994. Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and similar electrical appliances Part 2: Particular requirements for
tumble-dryers.
IEC 60704/2/7–1997. Household and similar electrical appliances. Test code for the
determination of airborne acoustical noise. Part 2: Particular requirements for fans.
IEC 60704/2/8–1997. Household and similar electrical appliances. Test code for the
determination of airborne acoustical noise. Part 2: Particular requirements for electric
shavers.
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IEC 60704/2/11–1998. Household and similar electrical appliances. Test code for the
determination of airborne acoustical noise. Part 2–11: Particular requirements for
electrically-operated food preparation.
IEC 60704/2/13–2000. Household and similar electrical appliances. Test code for the
determination of airborne acoustical noise. Part 2–13: Particular requirements for range
hoods.
IEC 60704/3–1992. Test code for the determination of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and similar electrical appliances. Part 3: Procedure for determining
and verifying declared noise emission values.
IEC 60804–1985. Integrating averaging sound level meters.
IEC 60942–1997. Electroacoustics: sound calibrators.
IEC/TR 60959–1990. Provisional head and torso simulator for acoustic measurements
on air conduction hearing aids.
IEC 61027–1991. Instruments for the measurement of aural acoustic
impedance/admittance.
IEC 61043–1993. Electroacoustics: instruments for the measurement of sound
intensity. Measurements with pairs of pressure sensing microphones.
IEC 61063–1991. Acoustics: measurement of airborne noise emitted by steam turbines
and driven machinery.
IEC 61094/4–1995. Measurement microphones. Part 4: Specifications for working
standard microphones
IEC 61183–1994. Electroacoustics: random-incidence and diffuse-field calibration of
sound level meters.
IEC 61252–1993. Electroacoustics: specifications for personal sound exposure meters.
IEC 61260–1995. Electroacoustics: octave-band and fractional-octave-band filters.
IEC 61265–1995. Electroacoustics: instruments for measurement of aircraft noise.
Performance requirements for systems to measure one-third-octave-band sound pressure
levels in noise certification of transport-category aeroplanes.
IEC 61400/11–1998. Wind turbine generator systems. Part 11: Acoustic noise
measurement techniques.
IEC 61669–2001. Electroacoustics: Equipment for the measurement of real-ear
acoustical characteristics of hearing aids.
IEC 61672/1–2002 Electroacoustics: Sound level meters Part 1.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ORGANIZATION
ISO 31–7–1992 Quantities and units—Part 7: Acoustics.
ISO 140/1–1990. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 1: Requirements for laboratories.
ISO 140/2–1991. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 2: Determination, verification and application of precision data.
ISO 140/3–1995. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 3: Laboratory measurements of airborne sound insulation of
building elements.
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ISO 140/4–1998 Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 4: Field measurements of airborne sound insulation between
rooms.
ISO 140/5–1998. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in building and of
building elements. Part 5: Field measurements of airborne sound insulation of facade
elements and facades.
ISO 140/6–1998. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 6: Laboratory measurements of impact sound insulation of floors.
ISO 140/7–1998. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 7: Field measurements of impact sound insulation of floors.
ISO 140/8–1997 Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 8: Laboratory measurements of the reduction of transmitted
impact noise by floor coverings on a standard floor.
ISO 140/9–1985. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 9: Laboratory measurement of room-to-room airborne sound
insulation.
ISO 140/10–1991. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 10: Laboratory measurement of airborne sound insulation of
small building elements.
ISO 140/12–2000. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 12: Laboratory measurement of room-to-room airborne and
impact sound insulation of an access floor.
ISO/TR 140/13–1997. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements. Part 13: Guidelines.
ISO 226–1987. Acoustics: normal equal-loudness level contours.
ISO 266–1997. Acoustics: preferred frequencies.
ISO 230/5–2000. Test code for machine tools. Part 5: Determination of the noise
emission.
ISO 354–1985. Acoustics: measurement of sound absorption in a reverberation room.
ISO 362–1998. Acoustics: measurement of noise emitted by accelerating road
vehicles: Engineering method.
ISO 389/1–1998. Acoustics: reference zero for the calibration of audiometric
equipment. Part 1: Reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels for pure tones
and supra-aural earphones.
ISO 389/2–1994. Acoustics: reference zero for the calibration of audiometric
equipment. Part 2: Reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels for pure tones
and insert earphones.
ISO 389/3–1994. Acoustics: reference zero for the calibration of audiometric
equipment. Part 3: Reference equivalent threshold force levels for pure tones and bone
vibrators.
ISO 389/4–1994. Acoustics: reference zero for the calibration of audiometric
equipment. Part 4: Reference levels for narrow-band masking noise.
ISO/TR 389/5–1998. Acoustics: reference zero for the calibration of audiometric
equipment. Part 5: Reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels for pure tones in
the frequency range 8 kHz to 16 kHz.
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ISO 389/7–1996. Acoustics: reference zero for the calibration of audiometric
equipment. Part 7: Reference threshold of hearing under free-field and diffuse-field
listening conditions.
ISO 532–1975. Acoustics: method for calculating loudness level.
ISO 717/1–1996. Acoustics: rating of sound insulation in buildings and of building
elements. Part 1: Airborne sound insulation in buildings and of interior building elements.
ISO 717/2–1996. Acoustics: rating of sound insulation in buildings and of building
elements. Part 2: Impact sound insulation.
ISO 717/3–1982. Acoustics: rating of sound insulation in buildings and of buildings
elements. Part 3: Airborne sound insulation of facade elements and facades.
ISO 1680–1999. Acoustics: test code for the measurement of airborne noise emitted
by rotating electrical machines.
ISO 1683–1983. Acoustics: preferred reference quantities for acoustic levels.
ISO 1996/1–1982. Acoustics: description and measurement of environmental noise.
Part 1: Basic quantities and procedures.
ISO 1996/2–1987. Acoustics: description and measurement of environmental noise.
Part 2: Acquisition of data pertinent to land use.
ISO 1996/3–1987. Acoustics: description and measurement of environmental noise.
Part 3: Application to noise limits.
ISO 1999–1990. Acoustics: determination of occupational noise exposure and
estimation of noise-induced hearing impairment.
ISO 2017–1982. Vibration and shock: isolators. Procedure for specifying
characteristics.
ISO 2151–1972. Measurement of airborne noise emitted by compressor/prime moverunits intended for outdoor use.
ISO 2204–1979. Acoustics: guide to international Standards on the measurement of
airborne acoustical noise and evaluation of its effects on human beings.
ISO 2631–1–1997. Mechanical vibration and shock: evaluation of human exposure to
whole-body vibration. Part 1—General requirements.
ISO 2631–2–1989. Mechanical vibration and shock: evaluation of human exposure to
whole-body vibration: Part 2: Continuous and shock-induced vibrations in buildings (1 to
80 Hz).
ISO 2922–2000. Acoustics: measurement of airborne sound emitted by vessels on
inland waterways and harbours.
ISO 2923–1996. Acoustics: measurement of noise on board vessels.
ISO 3095–1975. Acoustics: measurement of noise emitted by railbound vehicles.
ISO/TR 3352–1974. Acoustics: assessment of noise with respect to its effect on the
intelligibility of speech.
ISO 3381–1976. Acoustics: measurement of noise inside railbound vehicles.
ISO 3382–1997. Acoustics: measurement of the reverberation time of rooms with
reference to other acoustical parameters.
ISO 3740–2000. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources.
Guidelines for the use of basic standards and for the preparation of noise test codes.
ISO 3741–1999. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources.
Precision methods for reverberation rooms.
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ISO 3743/1–1994. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources.
Engineering methods for small, movable sources in reverberant fields. Part 1:
Comparison methods in hard-walled test rooms.
ISO 3743/2–1994. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound pressure. Engineering methods for small, movable sources in reverberant
fields Part 2: Method for special reverberation test rooms.
ISO 3744–1994. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound pressure. Engineering method employing an enveloping measurement
surface in an essentially free field over a reflecting plane.
ISO 3745–1977. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources.
Precision methods for anechoic and semi-anechoic rooms.
ISO 3746–1995. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound pressure. Survey method using an enveloping measurement surface over a
reflecting plane.
ISO 3747–2000. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound pressure. Comparison method in situ.
ISO 3822–1–1999. Acoustics: laboratory tests on noise emission from appliances and
equipment used in water supply installations. Part 1: Method of measurement.
ISO 3822–2–1995. Acoustics: Laboratory tests on noise emission from appliances and
equipment used in water supply installations. Part 2: Mounting and operating conditions
for draw-off taps and mixing valves.
ISO 3822–3–1997. Acoustics: laboratory tests on noise emission from appliances and
equipment used in water supply installations. Part 3: mounting and operating conditions
for in-line valves and appliances.
ISO 3822–4–1997. Acoustics: laboratory tests on noise emission from appliances and
equipment used in water supply installations. Part 4: Mounting and operating conditions
for special appliances.
ISO 3891–1978. Acoustics: procedure for describing aircraft noise heard on the
ground.
ISO 4412–1–1991. Hydraulic fluid power. Test code for determination of airborne
noise levels. Part 1: Pumps.
ISO 4412–2–1991. Hydraulic fluid power. Test code for determination of airborne
noise levels. Part 2: Motors.
ISO 4412–3–1991. Hydraulic fluid power. Test code for determination of airborne
noise levels. Part 3: Pumps. Method using a parallelepiped microphone array.
ISO 4869–1–1990. Acoustics: hearing protectors: Part 1: Subjective method for the
measurement of sound attenuation.
ISO 4869–2–1994. Acoustics: hearing protectors: Part 2: Estimation of effective Aweighted sound pressure levels when hearing protectors are worn.
ISO/TR 4869–3–1989. Acoustics: hearing protectors: Part 3: Simplified method for
the measurement of insertion loss of ear-muff type protectors for quality inspection
purposes.
ISO/TR 4869–4–1998. Acoustics: hearing protectors: Part 4: Measurement of
effective sound pressure levels for level-dependent sound-restoration ear-muffs.
ISO/TR 4870–1991. Acoustics: the construction and calibration of speech
intelligibility tests.
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ISO 4871–1996. Acoustics: declaration and verification of noise emission values of
machinery and equipment.
ISO 4872–1978. Acoustics: measurement of airborne noise emitted by construction
equipment intended for outdoor use. Method for determining compliance with noise
limits.
ISO 5128–1980. Acoustics: measurement of noise inside motor vehicles.
ISO 5129–1987. Acoustics: measurement of noise inside aircraft.
ISO 5130–1982. Acoustics: measurement of noise emitted by stationary road vehicles.
Survey method.
ISO 5131–1996. Acoustics: tractors and machinery for agriculture and forestry.
Measurement of noise at the operator’s position. Survey method.
ISO 5135–1997. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise from airterminal devices, air-terminal units, dampers and valves by measurement in a
reverberation room.
ISO 5136–1990. Acoustics: determination of sound power radiated into a duct by fans:
In-duct method.
ISO 6189–1983. Acoustics: pure tone air conduction threshold audiometry for hearing
conservation purposes.
ISO 6393–1998. Acoustics: measurement of exterior noise emitted by earth-moving
machinery. Stationary test conditions.
ISO 6395–1988. Acoustics: measurement of exterior noise emitted by earth-moving
machinery. Dynamic test conditions.
ISO 6798–1995. Reciprocating internal combustion engines. Measurement of emitted
airborne noise. Engineering method and survey method.
ISO 6396–1992. Acoustics: measurement at the operator’s position of noise emitted
by earth-moving machinery. Dynamic test conditions.
ISO 6926–1999. Acoustics: requirements for the performance and calibration of
reference sound sources used for the determination of sound power levels.
ISO 7029–2000 Acoustics: statistical distribution of hearing thresholds as a function
of age.
ISO 7096–2000 Earth-moving machinery: laboratory evaluation of operator seat
vibration.
ISO 7182–1984 Acoustics: measurement at the operator’s position of airborne noise
emitted by chain saws.
ISO 7188–1994 Acoustics: measurement of noise emitted by passenger cars under
conditions representative of urban driving.
ISO 7196–1995 Acoustics: frequency-weighting characteristic for infrasound
measurements.
ISO 7216–1992 Acoustics: agricultural and forestry wheeled tractors and selfpropelled machines. Measurement of noise emitted when in motion.
ISO 7235–1991. Acoustics: measurement procedures for dueled silencers. Insertion
loss, flow noise and total pressure loss.
ISO 7574/1–1985. Acoustics: statistical methods for determining and verifying stated
noise emission values of machinery and equipment. Part 1: General considerations and
definitions.
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ISO 7574/2–1985. Acoustics: statistical methods for determining and verifying stated
noise emission values of machinery and equipment. Part 2: Methods for stated values for
individual machines.
ISO 7574/3–1985. Acoustics: statistical methods for determining and verifying stated
noise emission values of machinery and equipment. Part 3: Simple (transition) method
for stated values for batches of machines.
ISO 7574/4–1985. Acoustics: statistical methods for determining and verifying stated
noise emission values of machinery and equipment. Part 4: Methods for stated values for
batches of machines.
ISO 7779–1988. Acoustics: measurement of airborne noise emitted by computer and
business equipment.
ISO/TR 7849–1987. Acoustics: estimation of airborne noise emitted by machinery
using vibration measurement.
ISO 1911–1987. Acoustics: measurement at the operator’s position of airborne noise
emitted by brush saws.
ISO 7960–1995. Airborne noise emitted by machine tools. Operating conditions for
woodworking machines.
ISO 8253/1–1989. Acoustics: audiometric test methods. Part 1: Basic pure tone air and
bone conduction threshold audiometry.
ISO 8253/2–1992. Acoustics: audiometric test methods. Part 2: Sound field
audiometry with pure tone and narrow-band test signals.
ISO 8253/3–1996. Acoustics: audiometric test methods. Part 3: Speech audiometry.
ISO 8528–10–1998. Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets. Part 10: Measurement of airborne noise by the enveloping surface
method.
ISO 8297–1994. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of multi-source
industrial plants for evaluation of sound pressure levels in the environment: engineering
method.
ISO 8687–1987. Cinematography. Signal-to-noise ratio of 8 mm Type S, 16 mm and
35 mm variable-area photographic sound records. Method of measurement.
ISO 8960–1991. Refrigerators, frozen-food storage cabinets and food freezers for
household and similar use. Measurement of emission of airborne acoustical noise.
ISO 9052–1–1989. Acoustics: determination of dynamic stiffness. Part 1: Materials
used under floating floors in dwellings.
ISO 9053–1991. Acoustics: materials for acoustical applications. Determination of
airflow resistance.
ISO 9295–1988. Acoustics: measurement of high-frequency noise emitted by
computer and business equipment.
ISO 9296–1988. Acoustics: declared noise emission values of computer and business
equipment.
ISO 9568–1993. Cinematography. Background acoustic noise levels in theatres,
review rooms and dubbing rooms.
ISO 9611–1996. Acoustics: characterization of sources of structure-borne sound with
respect to sound radiation from connected structures. Measurement of velocity at the
contact points of machinery when resiliently mounted,
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ISO 9612–1997. Acoustics: guidelines for the measurement and assessment of
exposure to noise in a working environment.
ISO 9613/1–1993. Acoustics: attenuation of sound during propagation outdoors. Part
1: Calculation of the absorption of sound by the atmosphere.
ISO 9613/2–1996. Acoustics: attenuation of sound during propagation outdoors. Part
2: General method of calculation.
ISO 9614/1–1993. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound intensity. Part 1: Measurement at discrete points.
ISO 9614/2–1994. Acoustics: determination of sound power levels of noise sources
using sound intensity. Part 2: Scanning method.
ISO 9645–1990. Acoustics: measurement of noise emitted by two-wheeled mopeds in
motion. Engineering method.
ISO 9902–1993. Textile machinery acoustics: determination of sound pressure levels
and sound power levels emitted by textile machines. Engineering and survey methods.
ISO 10053–1991. Acoustics: measurement of office screen sound attenuation under
specific laboratory conditions.
ISO 10302–1996. Acoustics: method for the measurement of airborne noise emitted
by small air-moving devices.
ISO 10494–1993. Gas turbines and gas turbine sets. Measurement of emitted airborne
noise. Engineering/survey method.
ISO 10534–1–1996. Acoustics: determination of sound absorption coefficient and
impedance in impedance tubes. Part 1: Method using standing wave ratio.
ISO 10534–2–1998. Acoustics: determination of sound absorption coefficient and
impedance in impedance tubes. Part 2: Transfer-function method.
ISO 10843–1997. Acoustics: methods for the description and physical measurement of
single impulses or series of impulses.
ISO 10844–1994. Acoustics: specification of test tracks for the purpose of measuring
noise emitted by road vehicles.
ISO 10846/1–1997. Acoustics and vibration: laboratory measurement of vibroacoustic transfer properties of resilient elements. Part 1: Principles and guidelines.
ISO 10846/2–199.7 Acoustics and vibration: laboratory measurement of vibroacoustic transfer properties of resilient elements. Part 2: Dynamic stiffness of elastic
supports for translatory motion. Direct method.
ISO 10847–1997. Acoustics: in-situ determination of insertion loss of outdoor noise
barriers of all types.
ISO 10996–1999. Photography. Still-picture projectors. Determination of noise
emissions (available in English only).
ISO 11094–1991. Acoustics: test code for the measurement of airborne noise emitted
by power lawn mowers, lawn tractors, lawn and garden tractors, professional mowers,
and lawn and garden tractors with mowing attachments.
ISO 11200–1995. Acoustics: noise emitted by machinery and equipment. Guidelines
for the use of basic standards for the determination of emission sound pressure levels at
the work station and at other specified positions.
ISO 11201–1995. Acoustics: noise emitted by machinery and equipment.
Measurement of emission sound pressure levels at a work station and at other specified
positions: engineering method in an essentially free field over a reflecting plane.
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ISO 11202–1995. Acoustics: noise emitted by machinery and equipment.
Measurement of emission sound pressure levels at a work station and at other specified
positions. Survey method in situ.
ISO 11203–1995. Acoustics: noise emitted by machinery and equipment.
Determination of emission sound pressure levels at a work station and at other specified
positions from the sound power level.
ISO 11204–1995. Acoustics: noise emitted by machinery and equipment.
Measurement of emission sound pressure levels at a work station and at other specified
positions. Method requiring environmental corrections.
ISO 11546/1–1995. Acoustics: determination of sound insulation performance of
enclosures. Part 1: Measurements under laboratory conditions (for declaration purposes).
ISO 11546/2–1995. Acoustics: determination of sound insulation performance of
enclosures. Part 2: Measurements in situ (for acceptance and verification purposes).
ISO 11654–1997. Acoustics: sound absorbers for use in buildings. Rating of sound
absorption.
ISO 11688/1–1995. Acoustics: recommended practice for the design of low-noise
machinery and equipment. Part 1: Planning.
ISO 11688/2–1998. Acoustics: recommended practice for the design of low-noise
machinery and equipment. Part 2: Introduction into physics of low-noise design (at draft
stage).
ISO 11689–1996. Acoustics: procedure for the comparison of noise-emission data for
machinery and equipment.
ISO 11690/1–1996. Acoustics: recommended practice for the design of low-noise
workplaces. Part 1: Noise control strategies.
ISO 11690/2–1996. Acoustics: recommended practice for the design of low-noise
workplaces. Part 2: Noise control measures.
ISO 11690/3–1997. Acoustics: recommended practice for the design of low-noise
workplaces. Part 3: Sound propagation and noise prediction in workshops.
ISO 11691–1995. Acoustics: measurement of insertion loss of dueled silencers
without flow. Laboratory survey method.
ISO 11819/1–1997. Acoustics: measurement of the influence of road surfaces on
traffic noise. Part 1: Statistical Pass-By method.
ISO 11820–1996. Acoustics: measurements on silencers in situ.
ISO 11821–1997. Acoustics: measurement of the in situ sound attenuation of a
removable screen.
ISO 11957–1996. Acoustics: determination of sound insulation performance of cabins:
laboratory and in situ measurements.
ISO 12001–1996. Acoustics: noise emitted by machinery and equipment. Rules for the
drafting and presentation of a noise test code.
ISO 13332–2000. Reciprocating internal combustion engines: test code for the
measurement of structure-borne noise emitted from high-speed and medium-speed
reciprocating internal combustion engines measured at the engine feet.
ISO 14163–1998. Acoustics: guidelines for noise control by silencers.
ISO 15086/2–2000. Hydraulic fluid power: determination of the fluid-borne noise
characteristics of components and systems. Part 2: Measurement of the speed of sound in
a fluid in a pipe.
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ISO 15186–1–2000. Acoustics: measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements using sound intensity: Part 1: Laboratory measurements.
ISO 15667–2000. Acoustics: guidelines for noise control by enclosures and cabins.

Glossary of Symbols
a Increment of area (Ch. 1); constant (Ch. 4); radius of source (Ch. 5); piston radius (Chs.
5, 6); surface acceleration (Ch. 6); distance between reflecting planes, height of
rectangular cross-section, long room (Ch. 7); panel width (Chs. 7, 8); parameter
defined by Equation (8.39), barrier parameter defined in Figure 8.20 (Ch. 8); orifice
radius, effective orifice radius, rectangular duct cross-section dimension (one side),
aspect ratio of a duct cross-section (Ch. 9); acceleration, linear dimension (Ch. 10, Fig.
10.4); special function (App. C); impedance tube attenuation factor, dB/m (App. C)
Mean square acceleration of a surface averaged over space and time (Ch. 6)
ai(t) Complex amplitude of ith mode at time t
ai Dummy variable (Ch. 8)
aref Reference acceleration (10−6 m/s2)
as, ar Parameters used in ground attenuation calculations (Ch. 5)
a1, a2 Parameters defined by Equation (8.57) (Ch. 8)
a0 Initial root mean square (r.m.s.) acceleration
, Parameters defined by Equation (8.60)
a3 Dummy variable
A Arbitrary amplitude (Chs. 1, 5); surface area (Chs. 1, 8); specimen cross-sectional area
(Ch. 1, App. C); dummy variable (Ch. 5); distance source to barrier edge, area of test
partition (Ch. 8); plenum chamber inlet area (Ch. 9); pipe, orifice or duct crosssectional area (Chs. 9, 11, App. C); constant (Ch. 11); area of surface enclosing an
arbitrary volume (App. A); amplitude of incident wave, cross-sectional area of a hole
in a perforated sheet (App. C)
Aa Excess attenuation due to air absorption (Ch. 5); cross-sectional area of element a (Ch.
9)
Ab Excess attenuation due to barrier (Ch. 8); cross-sectional area of element b (Ch. 9)
Abi Attenuation of a single sound path, i, due to diffraction over the barrier (Ch. 8)
Abhp Excess attenuation due to regular barriers, process equipment and houses
AB Constant (Ch. 4)
Ac Cross-sectional area of element c
Ad Sound pressure level adjustment for distance between the roadway and receiver and
for the length of roadway
Ae Cross-sectional area of element e (termination)
AE Excess attenuation
AEs Excess attenuation with an exhaust stack in place (Ch. 9)
AEi Component of excess attenuation
Aƒ Excess attenuation due to forests
Ag Excess attenuation due to ground reflection
Agi Excess attenuation due to ith ground reflection
Ah Excess attenuation due to houses
Ai Amplitude of the ith cycle of vibration
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Ai+n Amplitude of vibration n cycles after the first i cycles
AI Amplitude of incident acoustic pressure
AL Cross-sectional area of tailpipe
Am Excess attenuation due to meteorological effects
Amid Excess attenuation due to the ground in the zone mid-way between the source and
receiver (Ch. 5)
An Amplitude of signal n cycles from the beginning (Ch. 10); amplitude of Fourier signal
component (App. D)
Ap Area of panel (Chs. 7, 8); Excess attenuation due to houses (Ch. 5)
Ar Excess attenuation due to the ground in the zone close to the receiver (Ch. 5)
AR Attenuation due to reflection (reflection loss), amplitude of reflected acoustic pressure
ARi Attenuation due to reflection (reflection loss) for the ith path over or around a barrier
ARw Attenuation due to reflection (reflection loss) in the absence of a barrier
As Excess attenuation due to the ground in the zone close to the source (Ch. 5); sound
pressure level adjustment for all shielding and ground effects between the roadway
and receiver (Ch. 11)
AT Amplitude of refracted and transmitted acoustic pressure
Atraff(i) Sound pressure level adjustment for vehicle volume and the speed for a vehicle of
type, i
Auc Area of vena contracta
Ax, Ay, Az Component amplitudes in x, y, z directions (Cartesian co-ordinates)
A0 Initial amplitude of signal (Ch. 10); meteorological attenuation parameter (Ch. 5)
A1, A2 Cross-sectional areas of duct sections one and two; pressure amplitudes of waves 1
and 2 (Ch. 1)
A12 Combined vector pressure amplitude of waves 1 and 2
b Spacing between sources in a line (Ch. 5); width of rectangular cross-section, long
room, panel length (Ch 7); barrier thickness, spacing between line supports, panel
length (Ch 8); rectangular duct cross-section dimension (one side); linear dimension
(Ch. 10, Fig. 10.4); special function (App. C); relative filter bandwidth (App. D)
bn Corrugated panel dimension
bL, bu Constants
bs, br Parameters used in ground attenuation calculations (Ch. 5)
b, b2, b3 Empirical constants
B Pressure amplitude (Ch. 1); constant (Ch. 2); function (Ch. 5); density of buildings
along a sound propagation path (total plan area of buildings divided by the total
ground area (including that occupied by the houses) (Ch. 5); frequency bandwidth, e.g.
one octave or one-third octave (Ch. 7); (=EI′) bending stiffness (Ch. 8); distance from
edge of barrier to receiver (Ch. 8); dummy variable, length of expansion chamber
muffler (Ch. 9); filter bandwidth (Ch. 10, App. D); frequency ratio (Ch. 10); number
of fan or compressor blades, number of cylinders, constant (Ch. 11); amplitude of
reflected wave (App. C)
BFI Fan blade frequency increment (dB)
BPF Fan blade passing frequency
BR Bass ratio (Ch. 7)
Ba Age-related noise dose
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Ba, Bb Bending stiffness of an orthotropic (corrugated) panel in direction (across) a,
(parallel) b
Bab Compound bending stiffness of an orthotropic panel
BB Constant (Ch. 4)
Beff Effective bending stiffness of a layered material
Bn Fourier signal component (App. D)
Bs A-weighted linear noise dose
Bx, By, Bz Component amplitudes in x, y, z directions (Cartesian co-ordinates)
B0 Critical noise dose (Ch. 4)
B1, B2 Amplitude of waves one and two (Ch. 9)
B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6 Functions (Ch. 5); constants (Ch. 9)
c Speed of sound
cB Bending wave speed (Ch. 8); speed of sound in impervious blanket material (App. C)
cg Group velocity (Ch. 1); speed of sound in hot exhaust gas (Ch. 9)
cL Longitudinal (compressional) wave speed in panels
cm Complex longitudinal wave speed in a porous material
cs, cr Parameters used in ground attenuation calculations (Ch. 5)
cx Sound phase speed along the x-axis in an infinite duct
c0 Speed of sound at sea level and 0°C (Ch. 5); speed of sound at 1 m height above
ground (Ch. 8); speed of sound in valve vena contracta (Ch. 11)
c1 Ambient speed of sound at 1 m elevation (Ch. 5)
c1, c2 Speed of sound in gas upstream and downstream of a valve (Ch. 11)
C Damping constant (Chs. 2, 10); Microphone capacitance (Ch. 3); constant (Table 6.2);
additional distance term resulting from shielding by terrain, correction factor for
weighted sound reduction index, constant (Ch. 8); correction term (Ch. 9); constant,
correction term for transformer noise (Ch.11))
CNEL Community noise equivalent level
CA Acoustic compliance per unit length of the central partition of the cochlea
Cabs Correction factor to account for air absorption in rail noise calculations
Cbarrier Correction factor to account for the presence or otherwise of barriers in traffic
noise calculations
Cc Dummy variable (Ch. 8); critical damping coefficient (Ch. 10)
Ccond Correction factor to account for the type and condition of a road surface
Cdist Correction factor to account for the distance of the observer from a train line
CF Empirical correction factor (Ch. 11)
Cgrad Correction factor to account for the gradient of a road surface
Cground Correction factor to account for the effect of the ground surface and the distance
of the observer from a road or railway line (traffic noise)
Cm Mechanical compliance of double wall connection (Ch. 8)
CM basilar membrane mechanical compliance (Ch. 2)
Cp Specific heat of gas (air) at constant pressure
Cr Dummy variable (Ch. 8)
Cs Microphone stray capacitance
Ctr Correction factor for weighted sound reduction index
Cuse Correction factor to account for the percentage of heavy vehicles
Cview Correction factor to account for the field of view to a road or rail segment
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Cν Valve flow coefficient
C1 Constant dependent on train type (Ch. 11)
C1, C2 Damping constants (Ch. 10)
C3 Barrier parameter defined by Equation (8.103)
C80 Clarity, a measure of sound quality in an auditorium (Ch. 7)
ºC Temperature degrees Celsius
d Porous material fibre diameter (Ch. 1, App. C); straight-line distance from source to
receiver (Chs 5, 8); diameter of panel perforations (Ch. 7, App. C); jacket diameter,
gap between two panels (Ch. 8); diameter of perforations, width of air gap (Ch. 9);
displacement, static displacement of a mass on a spring (Ch. 10); diameter of a jet,
smallest dimension of air opening, horizontal perpendicular distance from the edge of
a road (or railway) or its extension to the observer (Ch. 11); diameter of speaker cone
(Ch. 12); porous material fibre diameter, tube diameter or larger rectangular section
duct dimension (App. C)
d′ Static displacement of a mass on a spring (cm) (Ch. 10); straight line normal distance
from a rail track segment (or its extension) to an observer.
di Inside diameter of pipe downstream of valve (Ch. 11)
dj Diameter of a jet in the valve vena contracta (Ch. 11)
dref Reference replacement (10−12 m)
ds, dr Parameters used in ground attenuation calculations (Ch. 5)
du, dL Hearing loss parameters
d1, d2 Distances from the receiver to each end of a road segment.
D Stiffness of a medium (Ch. 1); duration correction (Ch. 4); length of line source (Ch.
5); directivity factor (Chs. 5, 6, 8); pipe outside diameter (Chs. 8, 11); critical muffler
dimension in wavelengths, circular duct diameter, equivalent duct diameter, diameter
of exhaust stack, (Ch. 9); accelerometer displacement (Ch. 10); fan wheel diameter,
constant (Ch. 11)
DI Directivity index; directivity index of exhaust without stack (Ch. 9)
DIs Directivity index with exhaust stack in place exhaust stack (Ch. 9)
DIM Directivity of source excluding ground effects
DIθ Directivity index in direction, θ
DND Daily noise dose
DNL Day-night average sound level
Da Accelerometer diameter
DC Stiffness of a fluid in a conduit
DF Fluid stiffness
DH Fluid diameter
Di Internal pipe diameter
Dj Confined jet diameter
DP Plate stiffness
DS Solid stiffness
DM Attenuation per duct width (mean flow at Mach M)
Dθ Directivity factor in direction θ, ψ (spherical co-ordinates)
DθB, DθR Directivity factors from source to barrier, and source to receiver, respectively
D0 Attenuation per duct width (zero mean flow), directivity of exhaust without stack (Ch.
9): spring diameter, displacement amplitude (Ch. 10)
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D1, D2 Distance from test sample surface to first, second sound pressure minima in the
standing wave tube
e (=2.718…) naperian base (Chs. 1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13)
e Spacing between point supports, length of the part of the path between source and
receiver that is from one barrier edge to the next (Ch. 8); linear dimension (Ch. 10,
Fig. 10.4)
e(n) Error signal at time n
E Young’s modulus for solids (Chs. 1, 8); induced voltage (Ch. 3); stored energy (Ch. 7);
damping energy per cycle (Ch. 10); percentage of peak efficiency (Ch. 11)
E[ ] Expected value of the quantity enclosed in brackets
ELi Vehicle noise emission level for a vehicle of type, i
EDT Early decay time (reverberation time based on a measure of the first 10 dB of decay
of the sound field) (Ch. 7)
E′ Complex Young’s modulus (=E(1+jη))
Ê Estimate of error sensor transfer function
ED Dissipated energy
EW Young’s modulus of elasticity for a pipe wall
Ep Condenser microphone supply voltage (Ch. 3); spring potential energy (Ch. 10)
EA,T A-weighted sound exposure
Es Stored energy
E0 Microphone polarization voltage (Ch. 3)
E1, E2 Young’s modulus of elasticity for layers 1 and 2 of a layered material (Ch. 8)
erfc( ) Error Function
ƒ Frequency (Hz); arbitrary function (Chs. 1, 5, 6, App. A); band centre frequency (Chs.
6, 8, 11, App. D)
ƒ( ) Arbitrary function; wavenumber function (Ch. 5)
ƒ(z) Frequency response along the central partition in the cochlea (Ch. 2)
ƒa, ƒb Lower and upper resonance frequencies of a two-degree-of-freedom system (Ch.
10)
ƒB Centre frequency of band B
ƒc Critical frequency (Chs. 5, 6, 7, 8); resonance frequency (Ch. 10)
ƒC Octave or 1/3 octave band centre frequency
ƒc1,ƒc2 Lower and upper critical frequencies of an orthotropic panel or critical frequencies
of two panels making a double wall
ƒco Higher order mode cut-on frequency; frequency at which 3-D reflections occur in the
cavity of a double wall (Ch. 8)
ƒcr Cross-over frequency from plane wave to higher order mode dominance in a duct (Ch.
9)
ƒd Damped resonance frequency
ƒF Frequency of maximum force transmissibility
ƒg Frequency defined by Equation (11.55)
ƒh Frequency related to blade pass frequency by Equation (11.11)
ƒi Resonance frequency i
ƒi,n Resonance frequency of mode i, n of rectangular panel
ƒk Resonance frequency for mode k of a rectangular enclosure,
ƒℓ Limiting frequency (Ch. 8), lower frequency of a 1/3 or an octave band
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ƒm Friction factor (Ch 9)
ƒmax Frequency of maximum absorption (Ch. 7, App. C); frequency of maximum
response (Ch. 10)
ƒn Modal resonance frequency (Ch. 7); frequency of Fourier spectral component
ƒp Blade passing frequency, frequency of maximum sound pressure level (Ch. 11)
ƒq Lowest discrete frequency that can be reliably measured in a reverberation room (Ch.
6)
ƒr Ring frequency of a pipe
ƒs Sampling frequency (Ch. 12, App. D); structural resonance frequency (Ch. 10)
ƒu Upper frequency of a 1/3 or an octave band
ƒy Lowest order resonance frequency of rotation about y (vertical) axis
ƒ0 Cavity resonance frequency (Ch. 8); resonance frequency (Chs. 9, 10); internal
coincidence frequency of gas in pipe (Ch. 11)
ƒ1 Lowest resonance frequency of panel (Ch. 8); uncoupled resonance frequency,
resonance frequency of mass, m1, with mass, m2, held fixed in a 2-stage isolator (Ch.
10); signal fundamental frequency (App. D)
ƒ1,1 Resonance frequency of the first panel mode of vibration (Chs. 7, 8)
ƒ2 Lowest order acoustic resonance frequency (Ch. 8); uncoupled resonance frequency of
absorber or (Ch. 10)
F Force acting along principle axis of a dipole source (Ch. 5); diffraction coefficient (Ch.
8); force (Ch. 10); external force acting on a fluid particle (App. A)
F(t) Time varying force (Ch. 10)
F(w) Piston source directivity function
F ( ) Plane source radiation function (Ch. 5)
F(ω) Amplitude of sinusoidal excitation force of frequency ω
Fa Amplitude of force acting along principle axis of a dipole source
Fd Valve style modifier factor
FL Pressure recovery factor
FLP Combined liquid pressure recovery and pipe geometry factor
FR Force on a piston due to the radiation load (Ch. 5)
FT Force transmitted to a foundation through an isolator (Ch. 10)
F0 Time varying force amplitude (Ch. 10)
g Acceleration due to gravity
g( ) Arbitrary function (Ch. 1, App. D)
g(t), g(tk) Arbitrary function of time, t or of time sample tk
g1(νc),g2(νc) Functions of frequency (Ch. 7)
g(w) Function of w (Ch. 5)
gA Amplitude of sinusoidal function g(r)
G Shear modulus (=E/2(1+ν)) function of Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratio, ν
(Ch. 1); Outdoor sound propagation parameter having a value of 0.0 for hard ground,
and 1.0 for soft (or porous) ground; total sound level or loudness in a room (Ch. 7);
percent gradient of a road (Ch. 11)
G(r, r0) Acoustic Green’s function
G(w) Dummy function (Ch. 5)
Gf Specific gravity of a gas relative to air at 20°C and 1 atmosphere
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Gs, Gr, Gm Values of outdoor sound propagation parameter, G, corresponding to the
source zone, the receiver zone and the middle zone, respectively
Gp1,p1(ω),Gp2,p2(ω),Gxx(ƒn), Discrete one-sided power spectrum
Gpu(ω),Gp1,p1(ω),Gxy(ƒn), Discrete one-sided cross spectrum
Gp(ω),Gu(ω),Gp1(ω),Gp2(ω),GA(ω) Complex single-sided spectrum at frequency ω (App.
D)
Gs Total sonic gradient
Gx, Gy Valve noise parameters defined by Equations (11.61) and (11.62)
h Solid dimension (Ch. 1); basilar membrane damping term (Ch. 2); spacing between
diaphragm and backing electrode (capacitance microphone) (Ch. 3); height above
ground at which wind speed is measured, half distance between a pair of sources of
opposite phase (doublet), half distance between a pair of dipole sources (quadrupole)
(Ch. 5); plate, panel thickness (Chs. 6, 8, 10); source and receiver height above the
floor in a room (Ch. 7); orifice edge radius, half plate thickness, half duct height (Ch.
9); linear dimension (Ch. 10, fig 10.4); impervious blanket thickness (App. C)
h(t) System impulse response function
hb Barrier height (Ch. 8)
hb1, hb2 Heights of the two barrier edges of a double or thick barrier
hr Receiver height (Chs. 5, 8);
hs Source height (Chs. 5, 8);
Increase in height of effective source above actual source (Ch. 8)
h1, h2 Thicknesses of layers 1 and 2 respectively, of a layered material
H Hearing threshold level associated with age (Ch. 4); field measurement position height,
rectangular source dimension (Ch. 5); heat input (W) (Ch. 8); height of elbow (Ch. 9);
heating value of fuel, mean propagation height, =0.5(source height+receiver height)
(Ch. 11)
HDI Hearing deterioration index
H( ) Function of angular co-ordinates (Ch. 5)
H(ƒ) System transfer function or frequency response function
H′ Hearing threshold level associated with age and noise (Ch. 4)
Hb Height difference between source and barrier
HQ Q% fractile hearing threshold level due to age
Hi(ω, r) Complex ratio of the complex pressure at point r to the complex velocity
averaged over the surface of source i (Ch. 13)
H1(ƒ) Frequency response function defined by Equation (D.30)
H2(ƒ) Frequency response function defined by Equation (D.31)
H50 50% fractile hearing threshold level due to age
i Modal index; image order (Ch. 7)
I Time-averaged acoustic intensity
I Time-averaged acoustic intensity (magnitude)
IACC Interaural Cross Correlation Coefficient (a measure of sound quality) (Ch. 7)
IIC Impact insulation class
IL Insertion loss
ILs Exhaust stack insertion loss
IL0 Insertion loss increment with flow
I(r) Time-averaged active acoustic intensity at vector location r (Ch. 1)
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I(θ) Intensity in a direction, θ relative to the normal to the surface radiating the sound
IA Sound intensity radiated from a duct along the duct axis
ID Dipole intensity (magnitude) (Ch. 5)
Ii(r, t) Instantaneous acoustic intensity at time t and vector location r (Ch. 1)
IM Monopole intensity (magnitude)
In Time-average acoustic intensity normal to measurement surface
In(ω) Time-averaged acoustic intensity component in direction n at frequency ω
Iq Quadrupole intensity (magnitude)
Ir Amplitude of reactive component of acoustic intensity
Ir(r) Reactive acoustic intensity at vector location r (Ch. 1)
Ir(ω) Amplitude of the reactive acoustic intensity in direction n at frequency ω
Isi(r, t) Instantaneous acoustic intensity of a spherical wave as a function of time
Iy Moment of inertia of a body about the y-axis
Iθ intensity in direction θ, ψ (spherical coordinates)
I′ Cross-sectional second moment of area
j Imaginary number (
)
J0( ), J( ),J2( ) Bessel functions of order zero, one, two
k Wavenumber (Chs. 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13); constant (Ch. 4); spring stiffness (Ch. 10); time
sample number (App. D)
kW Power rating in kilowatts
kB Wavenumber for an impervious membrane
kƒ Constant; dynamic stiffness of foundation (Ch. 10)
ki Wavenumber (Ch. 7); spring stiffness (Ch. 10)
km Complex propagation constant (wavenumber) of a porous material (App. C), complex
propagation constant (wavenumber) in the ground surface (Ch. 5)
kx Wavenumber along the x-axis in an infinite duct (Ch. 9)
kx, ky, kz Complex propagation constants (complex wavenumbers) (Ch. 7); wavenumbers
(Ch. 8); spring stiffness in x, y, and z directions (Ch. 10) (Cartesian co-ordinates)
k1, k2 Wavenumbers in media 1 and 2 (Ch. 5); spring stiffness (Ch. 10);
k1x, k1y Components of the complex propagation constant (complex wavenumber) in the x
and y directions, respectively for a wave incident at an interface (Ch. 5)
k2x, k2y Components of the complex propagation constant (complex wavenumber) in the x
and y directions, respectively for a wave transmitted through an interface (Ch. 5)
K Damping term, (Equation (2.5), Ch. 2); constant (Chs. 5, 7); thick barrier coefficient
(Ch. 8); constant (Chs. 9, 11); geometric spreading factor (Ch. 5)
Ka (≈5×10−5) acoustic power coefficient
Kh Correction for ground attenuation for source heights greater than 2 m (Ch. 5)
Kmet Parameter defined in Equation (8.108)
K0 Standing wave pressure ratio
K1 Excess attenuation term including the effects of geometric spreading from a point
source on an infinitely hard ground plane and atmospheric attenuation (Ch. 5); indoor
barrier parameter (Ch. 8)
K2 Excess attenuation term accounting for shielding by barriers, hills and plant buildings
in an average sense at large distance (Ch. 5); indoor barrier parameter (Ch. 8)
K1( ) Modified Hankel Function (Ch. 7)
ºK Absolute temperature, degrees Kelvin
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ℓ Thickness (Ch. 1); porous material thickness (Chs. 1, 9, App. C); quadrupole
characteristic length (Ch. 5); characteristic (maximum) source dimension (Ch. 6);
room perimeter (Ch. 7); panel width, absorptive material thickness for pipe lagging
(Ch. 8); characteristic length, critical dimension, effective length of orifice, Helmholtz
resonator neck length, tailpipe length (Ch. 9); length of inlet duct for IC engine (Ch.
11); mode number (Ch. 13); specimen or porous blanket thickness, impedance tube
length (App. C)
ℓa, ℓc, ℓL Lengths of tubing in elements a, c, L (Ch. 9)
ℓEX Length of exhaust pipe (Ch. 11)
ℓcs Corrugation spacing on a ribbed panel (Ch. 8)
ℓp Length of downstream pipe radiating sound (Ch. 11)
ℓ′s Horizontal distance of effective source from the barrier
ℓt Physical tail pipe length (Ch. 9)
ℓ0 End correction (length) (Ch. 9); unloaded spring length (Ch. 10); pipe length of 3 m
(Ch. 11)
L Level in decibels (Ch. 1); level in sones (Ch. 2); trading level corresponding to
doubling or halving of exposure, mean exposure sound pressure level (Ch. 4);
horizontal distance between source and receiver, rectangular source dimension (Ch.
5); difference between two levels (Ch. 6); room perimeter or length of all edges at
junctions of plane wall, floor and ceiling surfaces (Ch. 7); depth of backing cavity (Ch.
7, App. C); total room perimeter, largest cavity dimension (Ch. 8); length of tube or
duct (Ch. 9)
L(t) Time-varying sound pressure level
La Acceleration level (dB) (Ch. 10)
LA Acoustical inductance per unit length of either gallery of the cochlea,
LAE A-weighted Sound Exposure Level
LAeq Standard equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure level
L′Aeq Non-traditional equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure level
LAeq,1h A-weighted equivalent noise levels, averaged over 1-hour
LAeq,6h A-weighted equivalent noise levels, averaged over 6-hours
LAeq,8h Standard A-weighted equivalent noise levels, averaged over 8-hours
LAeq,18h A-weighted equivalent noise levels, averaged over 18-hours
L′Aeq,8h Non-traditional equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure band
normalized to eight hours
LAeq,T Standard equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure band normalized to T
hours
LA1,LA2,LAM A-weighted sound pressure levels
LB Base criterion level (Ch. 4); Octave or 1/3 octave band sound pressure level (Ch. 11)
Ld Displacement level (dB)
Lden Community noise equivalent level
Ldn Day-night average sound level
LD1, LD2 Sound pressure levels of first and second sound pressure minima in an
impedance tube
Leq Equivalent continuous sound pressure level
LEX Length of exaust pipe (Ch. 11)
Lƒ Force level (dB)
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Lg Correction sound pressure level term to account for the effect of gas flow within the
pipe upon the sound energy transmitted through the pipe wall (Ch. 11)
Li ith sound pressure level
LI Intensity level
Lm Arithmetic mean sound pressure level (Ch. 4)
Lmax, Lmin Maximum and minimum sound pressure levels in standing wave tube
Ln Normalized impact sound level
Lp Sound pressure level (dB re 20 µPa)
LpA Total sound pressure level after alteration (Ch. 1); sound pressure level at observation
point A; A-weighted sound pressure level (Ch. 4)
LpAe A-weighted sound pressure level external to a pipe at the outside diameter of the pipe
(Ch. 11)
LpAe,1m A-weighted sound pressure level external to a pipe at 1 m from the pipe wall (Ch.
11)
LpA(t) A-weighted sound pressure level at time t
LpB Total sound pressure level before alteration (Ch. 1); octave band sound pressure level
(Ch. 4); sound pressure level in octave band of maximum sound pressure level (Ch.
11)
LpD Sound pressure level averaged over the plane of a duct outlet
LpH Hemispherical average sound pressure level
Lpi ith sound pressure level (ith measured value) (Chs. 1, 3, 6, App. C); pipe internal
sound pressure level (Chs. 8, 11)
Lpm Sound pressure level due to a machine alone (Ch. 1)
LPN Perceived noise level
LPNE Equivalent perceived noise level
LPNT Tone-corrected perceived noise level
LPNTmax Maximum tone corrected perceived noise level over all time intervals
LpR Reference sound pressure level
Lps Sound pressure level with exhaust stack in place exhaust stack (Ch. 9)
Lpt Logarithmic sum of sound pressure levels (Chs. 1, 3)
Lpu, Lpl Upper, lower sound pressure level bounds (Ch. 5)
Lp0 Sound pressure level at time zero (Ch. 7)
Lp1 Sound pressure levels measured by microphone 1; sound pressure levels on test
surface one (Ch. 6); sound pressure level at point one (just outside enclosure) (Ch. 8)
Lp2 Sound pressure levels measured by microphone 2; sound pressure levels on test
surface two; sound pressure on test hemisphere due to reference source direct field
(Ch. 6); sound pressure level at point 2 in external field of enclosure (Ch. 8)
L′p2 Sound pressure level in far field with no enclosure
Lx Constant relating 1/3 octave band peak sound pressure level to overall level for valve
noise (Ch. 11)
Lx, Ly Cross-sectional dimensions of a duct (Ch. 9)
Lx, Ly, Lz Dimensions of a rectangular room (Ch. 7)
Lν Velocity level (dB)
Lw Sound power level (dB re 10−12 W)
LwAe Overall A-weighted sound power level external to the pipe
LwAn A-weighted sound power level of the nth octave band (Ch. 11)
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LwB Octave band sound power level;
LwD Free-field sound power level
Lwe Sound power level radiated externally by a pipe (Ch. 11)
Lwi Sound power radiated by ith source (Ch. 5); internal sound power level (Ch. 8); sound
power level inside duct (Ch. 9); sound power level inside pipe (Ch. 11)
Lwo Sound power level radiated out of a duct wall (Ch. 9)
LwR Reference source sound power level (Ch. 8)
Lws Mechanical stream power level (Ch. 9)
Lwt Total radiated sound power
Lw0 Free-field sound power level (Ch. 6)
Lw1 Sound power level of reference source
Lw2 Sound power level test source
Lx Sound pressure level exceeded x% of the time
L0 Base sound pressure level (Ch. 4); scale of turbulence fluctuations (Ch. 5); standing
wave ratio in impedance tube (App. C);
L1, L2 Sound pressure levels 1 and 2
L10 Sound pressure level exceeded 10% of the time
L90 Sound pressure level exceeded 90% of the time
L−2( ) Struve function (Ch. 7)
m Mass of a segment of basilar membrane (Ch. 2); rate of sound absorption in air
(dB/km), (Chs. 5, 7); surface density of a panel or pipe wall (kg/m2) (Chs. 7, 8, 9, 11,
13, App. C); muffler/duct expansion ratio (Ch. 9); isolated mass (Ch. 10)
Mass flow rate, air mass flow rate
m′ Rate of sound absorption in air (nepers)
ma Accelerometer mass (Ch. 10)
meff Effective surface mass of a layered material
mƒ Dynamic mass of foundation
mi Mass per unit area for panel i (Ch. 8)
mm Mass of mass, m
ms Dynamic mass of structure
m1, m2 Surface density of panel 1, 2 in kg/m2 (Ch. 8); isolated mass, absorber mass (Ch.
10); masses in a two stage isolator (Ch. 10)
M Molecular weight (kg) (Ch. 1); Mach number (Chs. 5, 9, 11, App. C); modal overlap
(Ch. 7); total surface density of double panel wall (Ch. 8); mobility, dimensionless
mass parameter, absorber mass ratio (Ch. 10); special function (App. C)
Fuel mass flow rate (Ch. 11)
MW Power rating in megawatts
MA Mass reactance of a hole (Ch. 9)
Mc Post-exposure hearing sensitivity adjustment
Mƒ Mobility of frame or foundation
Mh Special function (App. C)
Mi Mobility of isolator (Ch. 10)
Mi1 Mobility of isolator between the intermediate mass and the foundation in a 2-stage
isolation system (Ch. 10)
Mi2 Mobility of isolator between the intermediate mass and the isolated mass in a 2-stage
isolation system (Ch. 10)
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Mj Mach number of flow in a confined jet
Mℓ Modal mass of mode, ℓ (Ch. 13)
Mm Mobility of isolated mass (Ch. 10)
Mm1 Mobility of intermediate mass in a 2-stage isolation system (Ch. 10)
Mm2 Mobility of isolated mass in a 2-stage isolation system (Ch. 10)
n Integer number (Chs. 1, 5); number of modes, normal co-ordinate (Ch. 3); refractive
index of propagation medium; index (Ch. 4); number of null on axis in piston radiated
field, acoustic refractive index of propagation medium (Ch. 5); integer mode number,
product of n reflection coefficients (Ch. 7); modal index (Ch. 8); aspect ratio (major
dimension divided by minor orthogonal dimension) (Ch. 9); number of cycles of
vibration (Ch. 10); time sample (Ch. 12); frequency component, harmonic order (App.
D)
n Unit vector (Ch. 1)
nA Acoustic cavity modal density (Ch. 7)
ni 1/3 octave band noy level (Ch. 4); integer mode number(s) (Ch. 7)
nmax Maximum 1/3 octave band noy value
np Panel modal density (Ch. 7)
nR Number of periods for filter to approach final value
nt Total noisiness of a sound (Ch. 4)
nx, ny, nz Integer mode numbers
mean square of the fluctuations in the speed of sound outdoors relative to its mean
value in the absence of turbulence (≈5×10−6) (Ch. 5)
N Hearing level associated with noise (Ch. 4); number of measurements (Ch. 4); number
of measurement locations (Ch. 6); number of measurements (Chs. 6, 7); number of
modes considered in a room (Ch. 7); Fresnel number (Ch. 8); dummy variable, total
number of holes in a perforated sheet of area, S (Ch. 9); number of vehicles (Ch. 11);
length of weight vector and reference signal vector (Ch. 12); special function (App.
C); number of holes (perforations) per square meter (App. C); number of data samples
(App. D)
NC Noise criteria rating number
NCB Balanced noise criteria rating number
NII Noise impact index
NR Noise reduction; noise rating number (Ch. 4)
NRB Noise rating number for octave band, B
NRi ith noise reduction
NRAi, NRBi ith noise reduction before and after alteration of acoustic path
Nb Number of fan blades (Ch. 11)
Nday, Neve,Nnight Numbers of vehicles in a particular class that pass by in the daytime (0700
to 1900 hours), evening (1900 to 2200 hours) and nighttime (2200 to 0700 hours),
respectively
Ni Fresnel number corresponding to propagation via the ith path around or over a barrier
edge
NQ Q% fractile hearing level associated with noise
NR NEMA sound level rating for a transformer
Ns Strouhal number
Ns1, Ns2 Strouhal numbers
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N2 Fresnel number corresponding to the image source (generated as a result of reflection
in the barrier)
N50 50% fractile hearing level associated with noise
p Acoustic pressure
Acoustic pressure amplitude (Ch. 7)
p(ω, r) Acoustic pressure at vector location r and frequency ω
p(r, t) Acoustic pressure at vector location r and time t
p(x) Probability of occurrence of the value x
Mean square, time averaged sound pressure
pA A-weighted acoustic pressure
pD Sound pressure of a dipole (Ch. 5); direct field sound pressure (Ch. 7); sound pressure
averaged over the plane of a duct outlet (Ch. 9)
pi Pressure due to elementary source i (Ch. 5); amplitude of ith acoustic pressure;
enclosure internal reverberant field pressure, reverberant field pressure in source room
for a TL measurement (Ch. 8); internal sound pressure in a pipe downstream of a
valve (Ch. 11)
PI Incident wave sound pressure (Ch. 5)
pk Sound pressure due to mode, k (Ch. 7)
pL Sound pressure arriving at the left ear (Ch. 7)
pmax Maximum acoustic pressure in a standing wave
pmin Minimum acoustic pressure in a standing wave
pr Reverberant field pressure in receiver room for a TL measurement (Ch. 8)
pR Reflected wave sound pressure (Ch. 5); reverberant field sound pressure, sound
pressure arriving at the left ear (Ch. 7)
pref Reference sound pressure (20 µPa)
ps Acoustic pressure in surface of a piston
pt Total sound pressure
pT Transmitted wave sound pressure (Ch. 5)
PWD Sound pressure at field location without exhaust stack (Ch. 9)
p0 Reference pressure (one Pascal) (Ch. 3); initial acoustic pressure (Ch. 7); pressure
averaged over exhaust outlet without stack in place (Ch. 9)
p1 Sound pressure at external surface of enclosure (Ch. 8)
p1, p2, p3 Acoustic pressures one, two, three or acoustic pressure at locations 1, 2, and 3
p1, p2 Acoustic pressures in upper and lower galleries of the cochlea (Ch. 2)
p12 Combined acoustic pressures of waves 1 and 2
P Mean static pressure (Chs. 1, 8, 9, 11); acoustic pressure amplitude (Ch. 1); differential
pressure (Ch. 1, App. C); unit of loudness, the phon (Ch. 2); percentage (≤90%) of the
length of housing facades relative to the total length of a road or railway in the vicinity
(Ch. 5); panel perimeter (Ch. 7); percent open area of a perforated facing (Chs. 7, 9,
App. C); percentage of heavy vehicles using a road (Ch. 11)
P, P(r) Acoustic pressure amplitude at location, r
Pa Pipe external static pressure
Pd Proportion (1.0 or less) of absorbent ground between a road carriageway and the
observer
PD Perimeter of a duct cross-section or orifice (Ch. 9)
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Pi Amplitude of ith acoustic pressure; number of people associated with the ith weighting
factor (Ch. 4)
Ptot Total pressure (mean plus acoustic)
Px, Py, Pz Total perimeters of opposite surfaces in a room (walls or floor/ceiling) (Ch. 7)
P0 Dummy variable (Ch. 5); valve vena contracta static pressure (Ch. 11)
P0C Critical pressure in valve vena contracta when flow is sonic through the vena
contracta
P1, P2 Acoustic pressure amplitude of wave 1, wave 2 (Chs. 1, 3); static pressure
upstream, downstream of valve (Ch. 11);
P1t Total pressure upstream
P2B Downstream static pressure that delineates regions III and IV for a valve
P2C Downstream static pressure at which flow through valve vena contracta becomes
sonic
P2CE Downstream static pressure that delineates regions IV and V for a valve
q Dummy variable (Ch. 2); Number of materials over which the sound absorption is
averaged (Ch. 7); exponent (Ch. 11); centre to centre spacing between holes in a
perforated sheet (Chs. 7, 9, App. C); number of vehicles per hour on a road (Ch. 11);
number of spectra averaged (App. D)
q1, q2 Dummy variables (Ch. 8)
Q Condenser microphone bound charge (Ch. 3); population fractile (Ch. 4); ground
propagation parameter, source strength, volume flux (Ch. 5); quality factor (Chs. 7, 9,
10); frequency parameter (Ch. 10); volume flow rate, total number of vehicles passing
a point in the 18-hour period between 6:00 am and 12:00 pm (Ch. 11)
QDAY Number of each train type passing the observer during the period, 6 am to midnight
QNIGHT Number of each train type passing the observer in the period, midnight to 6 am
r Radial (spherical) co-ordinate (Chs. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13); radial (cylindrical) coordinate distance from a receiver to an arbitrary point on a line or plane source,
shortest distance from a source to a receiver, axial distance from a piston source to a
receiver (Ch. 5); radius of curvature of sound wave (Chs. 5, 8); radius of test surface
(Ch. 6); radius of spherical region (Ch. 7); distance from receiver to exhaust stack,
distance from plenum entrance to exit (Ch. 9)
r Vector spatial co-ordinate
r′ Distance from a point on a piston to the receiver (Ch. 5)
rb Distance that a curved sound ray travels through houses outdoors (Ch. 5)
rƒ Distance of travel of a sound wave through a forest
rF Force location vector
rh Hall radius or distance at which direct and reverberant field sound pressures are equal
ri Distance from observation point to sources 1 and 2; distance from a point on a plane
source to an observer (Ch. 5); optimum mobility parameter in a 2-stage isolation
system (Ch. 10)
rI Progress and direction of travel of incident wave (Ch. 5)
rn Distance from nth image source to receiver (Ch. 7); distance from the nth source in a
line to a receiver (Ch. 5)
rR Progress and direction of travel of reflected wave (Ch. 5)
rs Distance from an exhaust stack outlet to a receiver (Ch. 9)
rT Progress and direction of travel of transmitted wave (Ch. 5)
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r0 Observation location vector
r0 Normal distance to a line source (Ch. 5)
r1, r2 Universal gas constant (Ch. 1); load resistance (Ch. 3); distances from the ground
reflection point to the source and receiver respectively (Ch. 5); room constant (Chs. 6,
7, 9); distances to a receiver from the two sources making up a dipole; distances from
a point on surface S1 or S2 to a receiver (Ch. 7); acoustic resistance (of an orifice) (Ch.
9); real part of normalized specific impedance (App. C); magnification factor (Ch. 10)
R Room constant (Chs. 6 & 7); radius of curvature of a sound wave in a sonic gradient
(Chs. 5 & 8); constant dependent upon the properties of the fluid (App. A)
RC Room criteria rating number
RNC Room noise criteria rating number
RPM Rotational speed (r.p.m.)
R(θ) Pressure amplitude reflection coefficient for a wave incident at angle θ (App. C)
R( ) Real part of radiation impedance
Ra Acoustic resistance of each hole in a perforated sheet (App. C)
Ra, Rc, RL Acoustic resistance of elements a, c, L (Ch. 9)
RA Real or resistive part of the acoustic impedance
Rƒ Flow resistance (Ch. 1, App. C); room constant after addition of absorbing material
(Ch. 7)
Ri Sound reduction index (Ch. 8)
RL Acoustic resistance of element L
Ro Original room constant before addition of absorbing material (Ch. 7)
Rp Electrical resistance (Ch. 3); complex plane wave reflection coefficient (Ch. 5, App.
C)
RR Real part of normalized radiation impedance (Chs. 5, 6, 7)
Rs Complex spherical wave reflection coefficient (Ch. 5); acoustic resistance of side
branch (Ch. 9)
Rw Weighted sound reduction index (Ch. 8)
Apparent weighted sound reduction index (field measurement) (Ch. 8)
R1 Flow resistivity (MKS rayls/m)
S Unit of loudness, the sone (Ch. 2); microphone sensitivity (Ch. 3); duct cross-section
area (Ch. 5, App. C); area of hemisphere, measurement surface, radiating surface (Ch.
6); room or plenum internal surface area (Chs. 6, 7, 8, 9); open area between indoor
barrier perimeter and room walls and ceiling (Ch. 8); area of perforated sheet (Ch. 9);
surface area of four transformer walls (Ch. 11); structural surface area, surface of
integration (Ch. 13)
SDC Specific damping capacity
SEL A-weighted Sound Exposure Level
SELref A-weighted Sound Exposure Level for a particular track segment
SELν A-weighted Sound Exposure Level for a single vehicle
SELT Total A-weighted Sound Exposure Level for many vehicles
SELTi Total A-weighted Sound Exposure Level for a particular track segment for train
type, i
STA Hearing sensitivity associated with age
STC Sound transmission class
STN Hearing sensitivity associated with noise
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Ŝ Estimate of control source transfer function
S′ Total area of all surfaces in a reverberant test room including the area of the material
under test (Ch. 7)
Sc,ƒ Combined surface area of floor and ceiling in a room (Ch. 7)
SE External surface area of an enclosure
Sg Cross-sectional area of the upper or lower galleries in the cochlea (Ch. 2)
SH Hemispherical surface area
Si Sone level of ith band (Ch. 2); area of ith surface (Ch. 7); internal surface area of an
enclosure (Ch. 8)
Sk Total area of surfaces associated with mode k reflections
Smax Maximum band sone level (Ch. 2)
SN Area of sound absorption material added to an auditorium for sound control purposes
(Ch. 7)
Sp Area of speaker cone (Ch. 12)
SR Total area of all room surfaces (Ch. 6); surface area of a bare auditorium (Ch. 7)
ST Seat area in an auditorium (Ch. 7)
Su, SL Hearing loss parameters
Sx, Sy, Sz Total areas of opposite room surfaces (Ch. 7)
Sw Surface area of walls in a room (Ch. 7)
Sxx(ƒ) Continuous two-sided power spectrum
S′xx(ƒ) Continuous power spectral density
Sxx(ƒn) Discrete two-sided power spectrum
Sxy(ƒ) Continuous two-sided cross-spectrum
Sxy(ƒn) Discrete two-sided cross-spectrum
S0 Original surface area (room)
S1, S2 Test surface areas (Ch. 6); total room surface areas on sides 1 and 2 of an indoor
barrier(Ch. 8)
t Time (s) (Chs. 1, 5, 7, 9, 13, Appendices A, C, E); pipe wall thickness (Chs. 1, 11);
panel thickness (Ch. 7, App. C); viscous boundary layer thickness (Ch. 9)
tk Time corresponding to kth sample
Tn Increment of time
T Mean temperature (Chs. 1, 5); period of a propagating or standing wave (Ch. 1); total
time of exposure to noise in hours (Ch. 4); length of time, long period of time
(integration time) (Chs. 1, 3, 4, 5); turbulence parameter (Ch. 5); force or displacement
transmissibility (Ch. 10); absolute temperature of jet (Ch. 11); signal period (App. D)
TL Transmission loss (Ch. 8); pipewall transmission loss (Ch. 11)
TLaν Average transmission loss
TLA, TLB,TLC, TLD Transmission loss points A, B, C, D
TLB1, TLB2 Alternative choices of transmission loss for point, B
TLd Diffuse-field transmission loss
TLin Duct wall transmission loss for sound radiated into duct
TLM Mass law transmission loss
TL1, TL2 Transmission loss of panels 1 and 2
TLN, TLF Normal, diffuse-field incidence transmission loss
TLout Duct wall transmission loss for sound radiated out of duct
TTS Temporary threshold shift (hearing)
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TWP Total weighted population
Ta Allowed exposure time in hours (Ch. 4)
TA Signal averaging time (App. D)
TD Displacement transmissibility
TE Energy transmissibility
TF Force transmissibility
Tg Temperature gradient (°C/m)
Ts Total time of exposure to noise in seconds
Tsa Age of exposed person in seconds
Ti i=1, 2, 3, 4 (special functions)
TR Filter response time
Ttot Total temperature (mean plus acoustic)
T0 Ambient temperature at one metre height (Chs. 5 & 8); ambient absolute temperature
(Ch. 11)
T1, T2 Fluid temperature upstream and downstream of a valve (Ch. 11); special functions
(App. C)
T3, T4 Special functions (App. C)
T60 60 dB reverberation decay time
reverberation time of a reverberant test room containing no test material
T60i ith measurement of 60 dB reverberation decay time
T60A 60 dB reverberation decay time of acoustic cavity (Ch. 7)
T60o 60 dB reverberation decay time of occupied classroom (Ch. 7)
T60P 60 dB reverberation decay time of panel
T60u 60 dB reverberation decay time of unoccupied classroom (Ch. 7)
u, u Acoustic particle velocity (Chs. 1, 3, 5, 9, App. A); velocity of a segment of the
basilar membrane (Ch. 2); constant (Ch. 4); local velocity of a source (Ch. 5)
un Component of particle velocity in direction, n
ux x component of particle velocity
ur Radial component of particle velocity
ut Total acoustic particle velocity
uτ Friction velocity
u(r, t) Vector particle velocity at vector location, r, and time, t
u0 Surface velocity amplitude of a small pulsating sphere (Ch. 5); particle velocity
amplitude (Ch. 9)
u1, u2, u3 Particle velocities in orthogonal directions 1, 2 and 3 (Ch. 3).
U Mean fluid velocity (Chs. 1, 9, 11); piston velocity amplitude (Ch. 5) particle velocity
amplitude (Ch. 1); wind speed at 10 metres height (Ch. 8); impeller tip speed, jet
velocity (Ch. 11)
U Mean flow speed (Chs. 5, 9, 11); velocity component of the wind in the direction from
the source to the receiver (Ch. 5); impeller tip speed (Ch. 11)
U(h) Wind speed at height h
U(t) Time varying velocity (Ch. 10)
U, U(r) Particle velocity amplitude at location, r
U0 Mean volume flow rate of fluid (Chs. 1, 9); constant (Ch. 5); time varying velocity
amplitude (Ch. 10); mean flow speed through valve vena contracta
Utot Fluid total velocity (mean plus acoustic)
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Fluid acceleration (App. A)
ν Constant (Ch. 4); mean wind speed (Ch. 5); surface (normal) velocity (Ch. 6); acoustic
volume velocity (Chs. 2, 9, 12); linear velocity (Ch. 10); average speed of vehicles on
a road (Ch. 11); surface velocity (Ch. 13)
Mean square surface velocity averaged over time and space (Chs. 6, 13)
ν(ω, r0) Surface velocity amplitude at vector location r0 and frequency ω
νa(ω) Surface velocity amplitude at frequency ω (Ch. 13)
νb,νd,νe, νL Acoustic volume velocity in elements b, d, e, L
νi Vehicle speed in km/hr for vehicle type, i
νi(ω) Surface velocity amplitude at frequency ω
νref Reference velocity (10−9 m/s)
ν0( ) Volume velocity amplitude
ν1, ν2 Acoustic volume velocities in the upper and lower galleries of the cochlea (Ch. 1);
acoustic volume velocity in elements 1, 2 (Ch. 9)
V Fluid volume (Chs. 1, App. A); voltage generated by piezoelectric crystal room volume
(Chs. 6, 7); volume of air flow (Ch. 8); volume (Ch. 9)
Volume flow rate
Vb, Vd Volume of element b, d
Vi Volume of vehicle type, i in vehicles per hour
V0 d.c. bias voltage in microphone
w Dummy variable and function (Chs. 1, 5); width of a segment of basilar membrane
(Ch. 2); physical length of an orifice (Ch. 9); distance between 2 microphones (App.
C)
wi(n) Value of ith filter weight at time n
W Radiated sound power (Chs. 6, 7, 8); rate of change of energy in reverberant field (Ch.
7); dimensionless parameter, absorber frequency ratio (Ch. 10)
W′ Sound power radiated per unit length for a line source (Chs. 5, 7)
Wa Power absorbed (Ch. 7); acoustic power generated by a jet, sound power radiated
downstream of the valve (Ch. 11)
WD Dipole radiated power; power of direct sound field
Wi ith weighting factor (Ch. 4); sound power transmitted into an enclosure or plenum,
sound power radiated by elementary source i (Chs. 5, 8, 9);
Wlong Longitudinal quadrupole radiated sound power
Wlat Lateral quadrupole radiated sound power
Wm Stream mechanical power
WM Monopole radiated power
WN(n) Filter weight vector of length N at time n
Wo Power radiated out of plenum chamber (Ch. 9)
Wmean Mean power of signal over one period
Wq Quadrupole radiated sound power
WR Reverberant field sound power
Wref Reference sound power (10−12 watts)
Wt Total sound power radiated by a finite length line source (Ch. 5); sound power
transmitted through a wall, total sound power radiated by an enclosure (Ch. 8)
W∆s Band-averaged radiated sound power
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W0 Power radiated by a source in free field (Ch. 6); source acoustic power (Ch. 7)
x Cartesian co-ordinate (Chs. 1, 5, 7, 9, 10); microphone diaphragm displacement (Ch. 3);
exponent (Ch. 4); variable, dummy variable (Ch. 5); displacement of moving mass
(Ch. 10)
x(k) Value of x at time step, k
x(n) Value of reference signal at time n
x(t) Time-varying signal
xm Increment of length in x coordinate
x1, x2 Distances along the x-axis subtended by the two lines joining each end of a line
source to the receiver; arbitrary variable (Ch. 3)
X Frequency ratio (Chs. 2, 10); dummy variable (Chs. 7, 8); pressure ratio parameter,
barrier path difference parameter (Ch. 11); dimensionless variable (App. C);
imaginary part of normalized specific impedance (App. C)
X(ƒ) Continuous frequency spectrum for signal x(t)
X′(ƒ) Complex spectral density function
X(ƒn) Complex discrete spectrum
X(x) Imaginary part of radiation impedance (Ch. 5); arbitrary function of x coordinate
(Ch. 7)
XA Reactive part of the acoustic impedance
Xc Dummy variable (Ch. 8); imaginary impedance (mass reactance) of element c (Ch. 9);
XC Acoustic capacitative impedance
XI(ƒn) Instantaneous discrete spectrum
XL Constant (Ch. 4); imaginary acoustic impedance (mass reactance) of element L,
acoustic inductive impedance (Ch. 9)
Xm Dummy variable (Ch. 8)
Xn Complex spectral amplitude component
XN(n) Reference signal vector of length N at time n
Xr Dummy variable (Ch. 8)
XR Imaginary part of normalized radiation impedance (Ch. 5); distance of a receiver from
a barrier in the x-direction (Ch. 8)
XS Distance of a source from a barrier in the x-direction (Ch. 8)
Xu, XL Constants (Ch. 4)
X0 Initial value of dummy variable (Ch. 7)
y Cartesian co-ordinate (Chs. 5, 7, 9, 10); distance of neutral axis from the top surface of
a layered material (Ch. 8); amplitude of response of a damped system (Ch. 10)
y(t) Time-varying signal
y1, y2 Displacements of masses 1 and 2 (Ch. 10)
Y Population age in years (Ch. 4); dummy variable (Ch. 7); displacement amplitude (Ch.
10)
Y1, Y2 Displacement amplitudes of masses 1 and 2 (Ch. 10)
Y(ƒ) Continuous frequency spectrum for signal y(t)
Y(ƒn) Complex discrete spectrum for signal y(t)
Y(y) Arbitrary function of y co-ordinate
Y(ω) Frequency response of mass in a single-degree-of-freedom system
Yi(ƒ) Instantaneous discrete spectrum for signal y(t)
Yℓ Modal admittance of index ℓ
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Yns Age when exposure to excessive noise stopped
YR Distance of a receiver from a barrier in the y-direction (Ch. 8)
YS Distance of a source from a barrier in the y-direction (Ch. 8)
Yu, YL Constants (Ch. 4)
z Coordinate along the basilar membrane (Ch. 2); dummy variable (Ch. 5); dummy
integration variable (Ch. 7); axial (cylindrical) coordinate (Ch. 5); Cartesian coordinate (Chs. 7, 10)
zn Corrugated panel dimension
Z Specific acoustic impedance (Ch. 1); dummy variable (Ch. 7); panel bending wave
impedance (Ch. 8); impedance parameter (Ch. 10)
Z(z) Arbitrary function of z Cartesian co-ordinate
Za, Zb, Zc Acoustic impedance of elements a, b, c
ZA Acoustic impedance (Chs. 1, 9)
ZAh Acoustic impedance of a hole in a perforated sheet
ZAp Acoustic impedance of the panel mass of a perforated sheet
ZB Specific normal impedance of impervious blanket
Zd Acoustic impedance of downstream duct, acoustic impedance in element, d
Ze Acoustic impedance of element, e
Zℓ Modal impedance of mode, ℓ
ZL Specific normal impedance of a rigidly terminated backing cavity
Zm Complex characteristic impedance of porous blanket or ground (Ch. 5 App. C)
ZN Specific normal impedance
ZNB Specific normal impedance of a porous layer covered by an impermeable blanket
ZNBP Specific normal impedance of a porous layer covered by an impermeable blanket
and a perforated sheet
ZNP Specific normal impedance of a porous layer covered by a perforated sheet
ZN1, ZN2 Specific normal impedances at the surfaces of media 1 and 2 respectively
ZM Mechanical impedance
ZP Characteristic impedance of a perforated sheet
ZR Radiation impedance (Ch. 5, 9); distance of a receiver from the top of barrier in the zdirection (Ch. 8)
Zs Acoustic impedance of side branch (Ch. 9)
YR Distance of a receiver from a barrier in the y-direction
ZS Distance of a source from the top of a barrier in the z-direction (Ch. 8)
Zu Acoustic impedance of upstream duct
Z1, Z2 Characteristic impedance of media 1 and 2
α Proportionality constant (Ch. 2); angular coordinate (Chs. 5, 8); turbulence parameter,
angular orientation of a point on a line source to the normal axis, quadrupole angular
orientation (Ch. 5); dummy variable, angle subtended by line source at point of
observation (Ch. 5); barrier angle parameter (Ch. 8); valve parameter defined by
Equation (11.34) (Ch. 11)
α(θ) Absorption coefficient as a function of angle of incidence θ of incoming wave
αa Air absorption coefficient
αk Modal absorption coefficient for mode k
αℓ, αu Lower and upper bounds of angle subtended by a line segment source at the
observation point
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αm Complex propagation loss factor in porous material (Ch. 5, App. C)
αn Normal incidence absorption coefficient (App. C)
αst Statistical absorption coefficient
αsti Statistical absorption coefficient of surface i
Mean Sabine absorption coefficient
Mean Sabine absorption coefficient averaged over the ceiling and floor of a room
Mean Sabine floor absorption coefficient
Mean internal Sabine absorption coefficient (Ch. 8); Sabine absorption coefficient of
ith surface
Mean Sabine absorption coefficient for sound absorption material added to an
auditorium for sound control purposes
|

Mean Sabine absorption coefficient for a bare auditorium
Mean statistical absorption coefficient
Mean Sabine absorption coefficient for an audience area in an auditorium
,
,
Mean statistical absorption coeffs. for a pair of opposite room surfaces
Mean Sabine absorption coefficient averaged over the walls of a room
Mean Sabine absorption coefficient averaged over the walls, ceiling and floor of a
room

, Mean Sabine absorption coefficient, room 1 and 2
Mean Sabine absorption coefficient of original room
β Phase angle (Ch. 1); angle of incidence and reflection for ground reflected wave (Ch.
5); angle subtended by the direction of the wind to the line joining the receiver to the
source (Ch. 5); dummy variable (Ch. 5); energy reflection coefficient (Ch. 7); barrier
angle parameter (Ch. 8); (=βd−βs) phase angle (Ch. 9); shock noise parameter, angular
field of view from a road segment to an observer in degrees (Ch. 11); phase angle of
normalized specific acoustic impedance, phase between incident and reflected waves
(App. C)
βa Arithmetic mean energy reflection coefficient, reflection coefficient (Ch. 7)
βc Critical angle defining a shadow zone die to a sonic gradient (Ch. 5)
βd Phase angle
βg Geometric mean energy reflection coefficient (Ch. 7)
βi Energy reflection coefficient for surface i
βk Mean energy reflection coefficient for mode k
βki Energy reflection coefficient for mode k, surface i
βs Phase angle
Area weighted geometric mean energy reflection coefficient (Ch. 7)
β0 Arbitrary phase angle (particular value)
β1, β2 Arbitrary phase angles 1, 2; energy reflection coefficients of surfaces 1, 2 (Ch. 7)
β12 Relative phase of waves 1 and 2 combined
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γ Ratio of specific heats (Chs. 1, 7, 8, 9, 11, App. C); outdoor sound propagation
parameter (Ch. 5); (=2r/c) ratio of observation distance divided by source dimension
(Ch. 6)
γ2 Variance of the distribution of path lengths between reflections divided by the square
of the mean free path length, having a value of about 0.4 (Ch. 7)
γ2(ƒ) Coherence function
Γ Outdoor ground reflection coefficient including turbulence (Ch. 5); empirical constant
(Ch. 7)
δ Constant (Ch. 4); dummy variable (Ch. 5); logarithmic decrement (Chs. 7, 10); radius
of gyration (Ch. 10); barrier path difference (Ch. 11)
δC Increase in microphone capacitance
δTL Difference in transmission loss
∆ Uncertainty in measures sound level (Ch. 1); microphone separation distance for
intensity measurement (Ch. 3); correction (Ch. 4); sound attenuation losses (dB/m)
due to internal duct work (Ch. 9); frequency band correction term, variable increment
(Ch. 11)
∆31, ∆125 Corrections for the 31.5 Hz and 125 Hz octave bands, respectively (Ch. 4)
Estimate of the number of samples taken for control signal to travel from control
source input to error sensor output
∆b Ratio of filter bandwidth to filter centre frequency, attenuation associated with
diffraction around a barrier edge (Ch. 8)
∆B Attenuation due to a barrier (Ch. 8); band level correction (Ch. 11)
∆0 Correction term for valve noise (Ch. 11)
∆1, ∆2 Correction factors
∆C Additional attenuation due to a thick barrier
∆E Energy increment
∆ƒ Frequency interval, increment or bandwidth
∆Lp Sound pressure level increment or change
∆Lw Power transmission reduction
∆P Static pressure drop
∆t Time interval
∆T Temperature differential
∆TL Transmission loss increment
∆V Incremental volume
ε Radiation loss parameter dependent on tube end condition, pipe roughness (Ch. 9);
phase between strain and force (Ch. 10); signal error (App. D)
ζ Critical viscous damping ratio (Chs. 7, 10)
ζℓ Critical viscous damping ratio for mode, ℓ
η Structural or acoustic loss factor (Chs. 7, 8, 10, 12); acoustical efficiency of a free jet,
acoustic power coefficient or energy conversion efficiency factor for a confined jet
(Ch. 11)
ηA Room acoustic loss factor (Ch. 7)
ηℓ Loss factor for mode of index ℓ (ℓth mode)
ηpA Panel coupling loss factor (Ch. 7)
ηpt Mounted panel loss factor in free space (Ch. 7)
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η1, η2 Loss factors for panels 1 and 2 (Ch. 8); acoustical efficiency factors for a jet (Ch.
11)
η3, η4, η5 Acoustical efficiency factors for a jet (Ch. 11)
θ Phase angle (Chs. 1, 10); angular (spherical) coordinate (Chs. 5, 7, 8, 9, 13); barrier
angle parameter (Ch. 8); angle of sound wave incidence (Ch. 9, App. C); phase angle
(App. C)
θd Phase of duct impedance
θi Phase of ith acoustic wave
θn angle subtended to the horizontal by part of a corrugated panel cross-section (Ch. 8);
phase of Fourier spectral component (App. D)
θL Limiting transmission angle (Ch. 8)
θp Phase of pressure (Ch. 1)
θu Phase of particle velocity (Ch. 1)
θx Phase of X(ƒn)
θy Phase of y(ƒn)
θ1, θ2 Phase of acoustic waves 1 and 2 or phase of vibrating masses 1 and 2
Θ Exposure time (years)
κ Stiffness of a segment of the basilar membrane (Ch. 2); (=πℓ/λ) ratio of source
dimension divided by radiated wavelength (Ch. 6); complex compressibility of porous
material (App. C)
λ Wavelength
λ(x) Function of x (Ch. 7)
Λ Mean free path (Ch. 7)
Λk Mean free path for mode k (Ch. 7)
µ Viscosity (Ch. 9); convergence coefficient (Ch. 12)
ξ Displacement of a basilar membrane segment (Ch. 2); constant (Ch. 5); dummy
integration variable (Ch. 7); ratio of orifice diameter to tube diameter (Ch. 9); spring
compression ratio (Ch. 10); magnitude of normalized specific acoustic impedance
(App. C)
ξc Ratio frequency divided by the critical frequency (Chs. 7, 8)
ξr Ratio frequency divided by the ring frequency (Ch. 8)
ξ0 Displacement amplitude of a basilar membrane segment (Ch. 2)
ξ1, ξ2 Ratio frequency divided by the critical frequency of panels 1 and 2 respectively
(Ch. 8)
νr Ratio frequency divided by the ring frequency
ν Poisson’s ratio
ν1, ν2 Poisson’s ratio for layers 1 and 2 of a layered material
π (=3.141592653…) transcendental number
ρ Gas (air) density; fluid density (Ch. 2); mean density (Chs. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13);
material (solid) density (Ch. 10); density of gas in jet (Ch. 11)
ρB Porous material bulk density (App. C)
ρƒ Fibre density, porous material (Ch 1, App. C); liquid density (Ch. 11)
ρm Porous material complex density (Ch. 1, App. C); complex density of the ground
surface layer (Ch. 5); panel density (Ch. 8)
ρp Density of pipe wall material
ρtot Total fluid density (mean plus acoustic)
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ρ0 Ambient gas density for jet, gas density in vena contracta for a valve.
ρ1, ρ2 Densities of layers 1 and 2 of a layered material (Ch. 8); gas density upstream and
downstream of a valve (Ch. 11)
σ Acoustic density (Ch. 1, App. A); piston radial coordinate (Ch. 5); radiation ratio or
radiation efficiency (Ch. 6, 7); standard deviation in dB (Ch. 7); effective surface
density of limp membrane and perforated panel liner cover (Ch. 9, App. C); special
function (App. C)
σ′ Surface density of impervious membrane covering a liner (kg/m2)
σ(r, t) Variational density as a function of vector location r and time t
σ∆s Band averaged radiation efficiency
τ Variational temperature (Ch. 1); time delay (Chs. 2, 12); time variable (Ch. 3); field
incidence transmission coefficient (Ch. 8); special function (App. C)
τa Area and perimeter weighted duct wall transmission coefficient
τd Diffuse field transmission coefficient
τE Effective transmission coefficient (for an enclosure wall)
τF Field incidence transmission coefficient
τFc Field incidence transmission coefficient for structure-borne sound
τFa Field incidence transmission coefficient for airborne sound
τi Transmission coefficient of ith surface
τN Normal incidence transmission coefficient
τP Plane wave transmission coefficient for a wave incident at a porous medium (Ch. 5)
τν transmission coefficient of a ventilation duct
τ1, τ2 Transmission coefficient of panel one, two
τ(θ) Transmission coefficient for a wave at incident angle θ (Ch. 8)
τ(θ, ) Transmission coefficient for a wave at incident angle θ, (Ch. 8)
φ Acoustic potential function; spherical coordinate (Ch. 7, App C); incident angle for
wave on corrugated panel (Ch. 8);
φi (x) Mode shape function of ith mode evaluated at vector location x
φs Phase of series impedance
φ1, φ2 Potential functions of sources 1, 2
Φ Atmosphere turbulence figure of merit (Ch. 5)
ψ Time averaged energy density (Chs. 1, 3, 7); quadrupole angular coordinate, turbulence
parameter, angle of refraction for transmitted wave (Ch. 5); angular (spherical)
coordinate (Chs. 5, 13); arbitrary vector (App. A)
ψk(t) Instantaneous kinetic energy density
ψp(t) Instantaneous potential energy density
ψp Time averaged potential energy density (Ch. 12)
ψtot(t) Instantaneous total energy density
ψℓ Normalized modal response function of index ℓ
ω (=2πƒ) angular frequency (rad/s)
ωℓ Resonance frequency of ℓth mode
ωN Natural frequency of a segment of the basilar membrane (Ch. 2)
ω0 Side branch resonance frequency (rad/s)
Ω Frequency parameter, absorber frequency ratio (Ch. 10).
Scalar divergence operator

Index
absorption coefficient 305
average 305, 306
measurement 619–24
absorption coefficients
data 300–2
measurement 299, 300
accelerometer 497–502
calibration 501
dynamic mass 502
mounting 501, 502
piezo-resistive 502
acoustic impedance 51, 52, 409
orifice 411–13
perforated plate 415–17
short duct 413, 414
volume 419, 420
acoustic liner 304
perforated panel facing 304, 305
acoustic potential 19
acoustic pressure 13, 19, 20
acoustic resistance 417, 418
active earmuffs 572
active noise control 570–95
A/D converter 594, 595
adaptive filter 593
cancellation path 593
controller hardware 592–5
convergence coefficient 594
D/A converter 594, 595
enclosed spaces 586–91
error sensors 582, 585, 586
feedback control 572, 579
feedforward control 572
filtered X algorithm 593
FIR filter 575
higher order modes in ducts 573, 574
mechanisms 571, 583, 584
microphones 582
periodic noise 574–6
plane waves in ducts 573
random noise 576–9

Index

RLMS algorithm 593
sound sources 580, 581
transversal filter 575, 593
vibrating structure 582–5
vibration control sources 585
vibration error sensors 585
active vibration control
actuators 585, 591
vibration isolation 591
air absorption 287, 288
air compressor noise 516–19
axial 516, 517
centrifugal 516
exterior noise 518, 519
interior noise 518
large compressors 516
reciprocating 518
rotary 516
small compressors 515
air springs 493, 494
aircraft noise 568, 569
aliasing 638
allowed exposure time 143
audiometry 129
auditorium design 328
background noise 332
bass ratio 329
clarity 331
diffusion 332
early decay time 330
envelopment 331
IACC 331
occupied concert halls 333
optimum volumes 334
reverberation time 328, 330
speech intelligibility 333
total sound level 332
A-weighted equivalent continuous noise level 124
A-weighted sound exposure 124
A-weighted sound exposure level 125
A-weighting 100, 101
Balanced Noise Criteria (NCB) 159, 160
barriers 387–90, 392, 393, 395–7
attenuation 389, 390, 392
double 400, 401
excess attenuation 393
ground reflection 392
indoor 402, 403
insertion loss 400
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ISO 9613–2 400
outdoor 391, 392
reflection loss 392
temperature gradient 398, 399
terrain 398
thick 394
wind gradient 398
bass ratio 329
beating 45, 81
bending stiffness 336
two layers 337
bending waves 336
speed 336
wavelength 338
boiler noise 546
break-in noise 466
breakout noise 463–6
B-weighting 100
characteristic impedance 21, 26, 613, 622
plane wave 21, 34
porous material 613
spherical wave 26, 27
clarity 331
CNEL 126
co-spectrum 642
coherence function 642, 643
community noise equivalent level 126, 127
compressor noise 515–19
air 515–19
chiller 519, 520
refrigeration unit 519, 520
constant power source 248
constant pressure source 249
constant volume-velocity source 248
control valve noise 529–45
efficiency 536
external SPL 539–42
high exit velocities 543
internal sound power 530–6
internal SPL 536–9
liquids 543, 544
mechanism 530, 531
reduction 543
steam 545
control valve types 533
convection velocity 19
cooling tower noise 519–23
centrifugal 520, 521
forced draft 521, 522
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induced draft 521, 522
propeller 519–21
cork 493
criteria 123
A-weighting 166, 167
environmental noise 165
speech interference 150, 151
speech privacy 164, 165
critical damping ratio 283
critical frequency 336, 337, 339, 349
two layers 338
cross-spectral density 642
cross-spectrum 641, 642
two-sided 642
C-weighting 100
damping 504–6
constrained layer 506
critical damping ratio 283, 509
hysteretic 507
logarithmic decrement 283, 508, 509
loss factor 509
measurement 507, 508
methods 506
quality factor 283, 509
specific damping capacity 509
vibrating surfaces 504–6
Day-Night average sound level 126
density 609
diesel engine noise 548–51
casing 550, 551
exhaust 550
inlet 551
diffuse sound field
intensity 285
diffuser 407–9
dipole source 178–80, 182
fluid mechanical 184
intensity 180
mean square pressure 181
radiated power 181
vibrating sphere 182–4
directivity 204–6, 248, 469
exhaust stack 469–72
dissipative mufflers 444–63
bulk reacting liner 445
end reflection loss 463
expansion affects 460
flow effects 455, 456
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flow noise 444
higher order modes 456–9
inlet correction 459
limp membrane 448
lined bends 462
liner specification 446, 447
locally reacting liner 445
perforated facing 448
pressure drop 462
dosimeters 110, 111
double wall transmission loss
critical frequency 358
limiting frequency 357
line support 358
line-point support 359
lowest order acoustic resonance 357
lowest order cavity resonance 357
panel damping 365
point support 358
staggered stud 364
D-weighting 100
ear 54
afferent nervous system 62
basilar membrane 59, 74, 78
central partition 64, 65
central partition response 63, 65–8, 74
cochlea 56
cochlear duct 59
cochlear fluid 57
cochlear partition 59–61
cochlear response 64
critical bandwidth 75, 76
critical frequency band 74, 75
digital encoding 61
efferent nervous system 62
external 54
frequency resolution 76
frequency response 74
hair cells 60, 61
half octave shift 70, 71, 73
hearing aid 77, 131
Hensen’s stripe 60
inner 56
inner hair cells 60, 70, 72, 83
lower gallery 56
mechanical advantage 56
middle 55, 56
middle ear bones 56
neural encoding 61
neurons 61
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noise-induced damage 77
nonlinearity 70
organ of Corti 59
ossicles 56
outer hair cells 60, 70, 72, 73, 83
oval window 56, 57
pinna 54
recruitment 77, 83
reticular lamina 60
rods of Corti 60
round window 56
stereocilia 60
tectorial membrane 60
tunnel of Corti 69
un-damping 61, 69
upper gallery 56
variable damping 63
early decay time 330
effective perceived noise level 127
electric motor noise 553, 554
DRPR 553
large 554
small 553
TEFC 553
enclosures 375–7, 380
air gaps 382
close-fitting 385, 386
crack 382
indoors 377
internal acoustic conditions 376
leakages 382
lined 385
noise reduction 378
outdoors 377
partial 386, 387
personnel 378, 379
resonances 384
sound power radiated 378
ventilation 383
vibration isolation 384
windows 381
end correction 414–17
energy density 30, 31
measurement 121, 122
sensor 121
environmental noise criteria 165, 166
A-weighting 166, 167
environmental noise surveys 169–71
duration 171
measurement locations 171
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measurement parameters 172
noise impact 172, 173
equation of state 604, 605
equivalent continuous A-weighted noise level 108
equivalent continuous level 108
Euler’s equation 603, 604
exhaust stack directivity 469–72
expansion affects 460
expansion chamber 427–31
insertion loss 429, 430
fan noise 511, 513, 514
centrifugal 513
propeller 513
radial 513
tubeaxial 513
vaneaxial 513
far field 250
felt 493
filters
constant percentage 628
digital 628
response time 628, 629
statistical error 629
flat rooms 275, 310–12
diffuse floor and specular ceiling 320, 321
diffusely reflecting floor and ceiling 314–16, 318, 319
specularly reflecting floor and ceiling 312–14
flat-top window 640, 641
flow effects 456
flow noise 442–4
flow resistance 52, 53, 612, 613
measurement 612, 613
flow resistivity 53, 611–13
ground 209
measurement 612, 613
flow-generated noise 420
four-isolator systems 482, 483
Fourier analysis 641
Fourier transform 629–34, 641
two sided 636
free field 250, 251
frequency 23, 90
frequency analysis 41
frequency response function 643, 644
furnace noise 551, 552
air flow 552
combustion 552
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gas engine noise 548–51
casing 551
exhaust 550
inlet 551
gas properties 534
gas turbine noise 547
casing 547
exhaust 547
inlet 547
gas vent 528
gearbox noise 556
generator noise 554
ground reflection 207, 208, 228, 392
plane wave 209–12
spherical wave 213–16
turbulence effects 216, 217
group speed 19, 23
Hamming window 640
Hanning window 639–41
hearing conservation program 148, 149
hearing damage risk 131, 132
allowed exposure time 143
alternative formulations 137–9
criteria 144
criteria for continuous noise. 144
criteria for impact noise 146–8
criteria for impulse noise 145, 147, 148
fractile 135
ISO-1999 134
quantifying 132–9
speech recognition 132
STA 137
STN 137
trading rule 142
hearing level 128
hearing loss 77, 130
noise-induced 77, 78, 131
observed 139, 141
symphonic musicians 78
hearing threshold level 134
Helmholtz equation 608
Helmholtz method 598, 599
Helmholtz resonator 421–3
insertion loss 424
location 424
quality factor 425
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IIC 346
Impact Insulation Class 346
impact isolation 345
impedance 51, 246
acoustic 51, 52, 409
characteristic 622
measurement 618–24
mechanical 51
orifice 411–13
porous material with backing cavity 625
porous material with limp liner 625–7
porous material with perforated sheet 626, 627
radiation 51, 246, 247
short duct 413, 414
specific acoustic 51, 622
volume 419, 420
impedance tube 619–21, 623
impulse response function 643
incoherent plane source 200–4
directivity 200
mean square pressure 202, 203
inlet correction 459
insertion loss 406
intensity 31, 32
active intensity 33, 34
frequency decomposition 119, 120
instantaneous intensity 33, 34
level 37, 38
measurement 114, 115, 252
p–p measurement method 116–19
p–u measurement method 115
plane wave 34
reactive intensity 33
spherical wave 35
intensity
diffuse field 285–7
intensity meters 114
isolation of vibration 475–84, 486
4-isolator systems 482–4
equipment stiffness 488
external loading 490
foundation stiffness 488, 489
mobility 487
single-d-o-f systems 476–81
transmissibility 479, 487
two-stage 484–6
jet noise 524–9
control 528, 529
directivity 525
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efficiency 526
Kaiser-Bessel window 640
Kirchhoff laws 420, 421
L10 108, 110
L50 110
L90 108, 110
LAE 125, 126
LAeq 108
LAeq, 8h 108, 124
Lden 126
Ldn 126
Leq 108
limiting angle 350
line source 188–91
coherent, finite 192
coherent, infinite 190
finite 191
incoherent, finite 191
incoherent, infinite 190
infinite 188–90
mean square pressure 189, 190
sound pressure level 190
lined bends 462
lined ducts 444, 445, 448–55
bulk reacting liner 445, 446
end reflection loss 463
flow effects 455, 456
higher order modes 456–9
limp membrane 448
liner specification 446, 447
locally reacting liner 445, 446
perforated facing 448
locally reactive 212, 274, 287
logarithmic decrement 283, 508, 509
long rooms 275, 310, 311
diffusely reflecting boundaries 324, 325
rectangular cross-section 326
specularly reflecting boundaries 322, 323
longitudinal wave
speed, thin plates 337
loss factor 283, 349, 609, 610
measurement 507
loudness 82, 83
phons 83, 85, 86
sone 86, 87, 89
lowpass filter 433–8
insertion loss 435–7
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LPNE 127, 128
LPNT 128
LPNTmax 128
masking 79–82
materials properties 609, 610
mean free path 287, 297
modal 293
Neubauer 296
mean square quantities 29, 30
mechanical impedance 51
metal springs 491, 492
microphone 92
calibration 97, 98
condenser 92–5
diffraction 97
diffuse-field 98
dust 107
electret 92, 93
externally polarized 92
free field 98, 99
frequency response 99
humidity 107
normal incidence 98
piezoelectric 95, 96
pre-polarized 92
pressure response 96
random-incidence 98
response 96
sensitivity 96, 97
mobility 487, 488
modal coupling 274
modulus of rigidity 349
monopole source 175–7
fluid mechanical 178
intensity 177
mean square pressure 177, 178
radiated power 177
mufflers
diffuser 407–9
dissipative 407, 444–58, 460–3
flow noise 443, 444
insertion loss 406, 407
lumped element analysis 411
noise reduction 407
pressure drop 438, 439, 441
reactive 420–39, 441
transmission loss 406
volume velocity 409
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NC curves 156, 157
NCB curves 159, 160
near field 251
geometric 249–51
hydrodynamic 249
noise control strategies 3
community 4
existing facilities 3, 8–10
fluid flow 7
maintenance 5
new facilities 3, 10, 11
radiation efficiency 7
receiver modification 8
resonant vibration 7
shock 5
source modification 5
substitution 5, 6
transmission path 8, 11, 12
turbulence 7
work methods 6
Noise criteria (NC) curves 156, 157
Noise Rating (NR) curves 154–6, 168
Noise Reduction Index 303
noise types 109
NR curves 154–6
NRI 303
octave band 42, 43
band number 42
band width 42
OITC 345
one-third octave band 42, 43
band width 42
orifice impedance 411, 412
orifice 413
orthotropic panel
resonance frequencies 348
orthotropic panels 339
bending stiffness 340
bending wave speed 340
critical frequency 341
outdoor sound propagation 217–22, 225–38, 240–4
accuracy of prediction 218
air absorption 225
barriers 225–7
combined excess attenuation 244
CONCAWE 229, 239, 241–3
excess attenuation 221, 222
forests 227
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geometrical spreading 220
ground effects 228–34
houses 225
industrial buildings 225
ISO 9613–2 244
meteorological effects 234–6
prediction schemes 219
shadow zone 237, 238, 240
shielding 225–7
temperature gradient 236
trees 227, 228
wind gradient 236
Outdoor-Indoor Transmission Class 345
panel absorbers 306
analytical prediction 308–10
empirical prediction 306–8
particle velocity 13, 14, 19, 20
perforated plate impedance 415–17
personnel enclosures 378, 379
phons 83, 85
pipe flow noise 545, 546
pipe lagging 403
impermeable jacket 404, 405
piston source 192–9
far field 195
intensity 195
near field 195–7
pressure 194
radiation impedance 199
radiation load 197–9
pitch 89–91
mel 90
plane source, incoherent 200–4
directivity 200
mean square pressure 202, 203
plane wave 20
propagation 20
plenum chamber 466–8
Poisson’s ratio 609
porous material 614–27
absorption coefficients 616, 623
reflection loss 617
statistical absorption coefficients 623, 624
transmission loss 617, 618
potential function 19, 21
power 36
diffuse field measurement 260
measurement 252
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near-field measurement 265–7
semi-reverberant field measurement 261, 263, 264
surface vibration measurements 269, 271
power spectral density 637
power spectrum 634
two sided 634
two-sided 637
presbyacusis 129, 130
pressure drop 438, 439, 441, 462
psychological effects of noise 152
pulsating sphere 175–7
intensity 177
mean flux 177
mean square pressure 177, 178
radiated power 177
pump noise 523, 524
quad-spectrum 642
quadrupole source 185
fluid mechanical 187, 188
intensity 186
lateral 187
longitudinal 187
mean square pressure 186
particle velocity 186
pressure 186
radiated power 186
quality factor 283, 425
quarter wave tube 423
insertion loss 424
location 424
quality factor 425
radiation field 249
radiation impedance 51, 246, 247
Rayleigh method 599
RC curves 157–9
reactive mufflers 420–39, 441
constant acoustic-pressure 435
constant volume velocity 435
expansion chamber 427–31
flow noise 442–4
Helmholtz resonator 421
lowpass filter 433–8
pressure drop 438, 439, 441
resonator mufflers 425–7
side branch resonator 421
small engine exhaust 431, 432
rectangular window 640
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reflection
plane wave 209–12
spherical wave 213–16
two-media interface 208–19
reflection coefficient 293
reflection effects 205–7
resistance 417, 418
resonance frequency 347
resonance frequencies 348
resonator mufflers 425–7
reverberant field 252
energy density 252
reverberation control 327
reverberation time 289, 291, 328
absorption coefficient 290
Fitzroy 294, 295
Kuttruff 295
Millington and Sette 293, 294
Neubauer 295
Norris-Eyring 293
Sabine 291
RNC curves 161
room
absorption coefficient 287
acoustic pressure response 280
air absorption 287
axial modes 280
cross-over frequency 284
damping 283
diffuse sound field 284
frequency response 281
low-frequency range 276
mean free path 287, 296
modal bandwidth 282
modal damping 282
modal density 282
modal overlap 283
modal response 278
oblique modes 280
rectangular 276, 277
resonance frequencies 279
reverberation time 289–95
standing wave 278
steady-state response 288, 289
tangential modes 280
transient response 289
room constant 297
measurement 297–9
Room criteria (RC) curves 157–9
Room noise criteria (RNC) curves 161–3
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rotating vector 24, 27
rubber 490
Sabine Room 274
absorption 275
absorption coefficient 290
high-frequency response 275
low-frequency range 276
modal response 278
normal mode 276
resonance frequency 276
sampling frequency 637
SEL 125
side branch resonator 421, 422
Helmholtz resonator 422, 423
quality factor 425
quarter wave tube 423
signal to noise ratio 643
simple source 175, 177
intensity 177
mean square pressure 177, 178
radiated power 177
volume flux 177
simply supported panel
resonance frequencies 347
single-degree-of-freedom systems 476–8, 480, 481
transmissibility 479, 487, 488
small engine exhaust 431
small engine exhaust 432
sone 86
sound pressure level
subjective response 78
sound intensity 32, 252
measurement 252
sound intensity level 37
sound level meter 102
acoustical calibration 104
background noise 106
calibration 104
classes 104
dynamic range 103
electrical calibration 104
fast setting 103
humidity 107
impulse 103
internal filter network 103
measurement errors 105, 106
noise floor 103
noise measurements 105
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slow setting 103
temperature sensitivity 106
wind noise 106
sound power 36, 252, 598
calculation 596–601
diffuse field measurement 258–60
finite element calculation 597, 598
free field measurement 254–8
Helmholtz calculation method 598
high-frequency region 600, 601
level 37
low-frequency region 597
measurement 253
near-field measurement 265–7
Rayleigh Method 599
semi-reverberant field measurement 261, 263, 264
simple acoustic modelling 600
statistical energy analysis 600
surface vib. measurements 269, 271
sound power level 37
sound pressure level 37
coherent addition 45
combining level reductions 49, 50
Incoherent addition 47, 48
subtraction 49
sound reduction Index 347
sound transmission class 343
source
constant acoustic-pressure 410, 424
constant volume velocity 410
constant volume-velocity 423
specific acoustic impedance 51, 622
specific damping capacity 509
specification, ambient noise 152–4
spectral analysis 628
weighting function 639
window function 639
spectral density 39, 41, 44
spectrum 40
spectrum analyser 113, 114, 639
real-time frequency 639
speech privacy criteria 164, 165
speed of sound 15, 609, 610
effect of boundaries 16, 17
gases 16–18
general form 15
group speed 19, 23, 24
group velocity 19
liquids 16
longitudinal wave 15
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phase speed 24
spherical wave 20, 24
propagation 24
standing wave 28, 29
statistical absorption coeff. 623, 624
statistical energy analysis 600
statistical quantities 110
STC 343
correction terms 344
steam vent 528
tape recording 111–13
dynamic range 112
temporary threshold shift 130
threshold of audibility 129
threshold of hearing 83
threshold shift 128, 129
traffic noise 557–62
CoRTN model 557–60
FWHA model 561, 562
other models 562
train noise 563–8
transformer noise 554–6
transmissibility 487, 488
transmission coefficient 341
diffuse field 349
field incidence 351
isotropic panels 350
normal incidence 349
orthotropic panels 350, 351
overall 373
panel 349
transmission loss 341, 347, 406
composite 366, 374
data 366–8, 370, 372, 373
double wall 356–9, 361–5
field incidence 347, 351, 352
flanking paths 342
isotropic panels 354
limiting angle 362
mass law 351
measurement 342
normal incidence 351
orthotropic panels 355, 356
overall 373
prediction 354
sandwich panels 356
sound transmission class 343
triple wall 365, 366
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truncated Gaussian window 640
turbine noise 547, 548
casing 548
exhaust 548
gas 547, 548
inlet 548
two-stage vibration isolation 484–6
uncertainty principle 639
unlined duct attenuation 463
vibrating sphere 182
force 183
intensity 182, 183
particle velocity 182
pressure 182
radiated power 183, 184
vibration absorber 494–6
optimum tuning 496
vibration isolation 475–83, 486
4-isolator systems 482–4
equipment stiffness 488
external loading 490
foundation stiffness 488, 489
mobility 487
single-d-o-f systems 476–81
transmissibility 479, 487
two-stage 484, 486
vibration isolator types 490
air springs 493, 494
cork 493
felt 493
metal springs 491, 492
rubber 490, 491
wire mesh springs 493
vibration measurement 497, 504
acceleration 497, 504
accelerometer 497–500
displacement 504
errors 500, 501
velocity 504
velocity transducer 502, 503
vibration units 504
vibration transducer 502, 503
volume velocity 409
water injection 468, 469
wave
bending 14, 18
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compressional 14
dispersive 18
longitudinal 14
plane standing wave 28
shear 14
speed, thin plates 337
spherical standing wave 29
standing wave 28
summation 27, 28
thermal 14
torsional 14
transverse shear 14
wave equation 12, 19, 20, 602–8
acoustic pressure 608
complex notation 24
conservation of mass 602
equation of state 604, 605
Euler’s equation 603
harmonic solution 21, 24
linearized 605–7
particle velocity 607
plane wave solution 21
spherical wave solution 25
wavelength 23
wavenumber 22
waves
bending 336
weighting curves 154
window function 639
wire mesh springs 493
Young’s modulus 349, 609, 610
zoom analysis 641
non-destructive zoom 641
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